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ABSTRACT 

Claims related to the environment increasingly permeate the domain of human and 

fundamental rights. It is widely accepted that a direct functional relationship exists 

between the pursuit of environmental aims generally, and the protection of 

environmental rights. By and large, this relation compelled 'the environment' to have 

become a prominent contemporary focus point in legal thought, discourse and 

adjudication. Since local government operates closer to citizens than any other level 

of government, it is obvious that it may be expected of it to also play an important 

role in the management and regulation of matters that affect the environment. In the 

main, this study questions the extent to which the South African legal framework 

facilitates local government progress in the decentralised fulfilment of the section 24 

environmental right in the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996. 

Firstly, this thesis provides a theoretical literature review of a number of approaches 

to, categories of and different perspectives on environmental rights in general. As 

part of this review a number of generic elements is identified for the fulfilment of 

constitutional environmental provisions, generally. The literature review attends also 

to the notions of local environmental governance and 'local politics of pollution', 

amongst other concepts related to local government. 

Secondly, this thesis (by employing the comparative research method and by using 

the generic elements for fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions as 

benchmarks) critically considers the Constitution or Basic Law of the Federal 

Republic of Germany, 1949 (Grundgesety and relevant developments in Germany 

with reference to the European context and a local government case study on the 

municipality of Heidelberg. It considers also the Constitution of Namibia of 1990 and 

relevant developments in Namibia with reference to the African and Southern African 

contexts and a case study on the Walvis Bay municipality. The South African 

position is subsequently analysed, first with a focus on section 24 of the Constitution 

of the Republic of South Africa, 1996, environmental law and related developments, 

then shifting the focus to the constitutional provisions on local government, local 

government law, related developments and the case of the Drakenstein Local 

Municipality. 
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Thirdly, based on the lessons learned from and lacunae identified in all three of the 

countries considered, this study concludes with a set of recommendations for the 

South African context. 

Keywords: Environmental right, environmental principle of state policy, socio-

economic rights, local environmental governance, local government, 

anthropocentric approach, ecocentric approach, theo-cultural 

approach, public participation, environmental information, 

environmental education, environmental compliance and enforcement, 

environmental infrastructure. 
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OPSOMMING 

Aansprake wat verband hou met die omgewing deurdring toenemend die veld van 

mense- en fundamentele regte. Daar word wyd aanvaar dat 'n direkte funksionele 

verband bestaan tussen die nastreef van omgewingsdoelwitte in die algemeen, en 

die beskerming van omgewingsregte. Hierdie verhouding is grondliggend aan die feit 

dat 'die omgewing' vandag 'n prominente fokuspunt daarstel in regsdenke, -

diskoerse en -uitsprake. In soverre plaaslike regering nader as enige ander 

regeringsvlak aan landsburgers funksioneer, is dit duidelik dat daar ook van plaaslike 

owerhede verwag mag word om 'n belangrike rol te speel in die bestuur en regulering 

van aangeleenthede wat 'n impak het op mense se natuurlikehulpbron-basis en 

leefomgewing. In hoofsaak ondersoek hierdie studie die mate waarin die Suid-

Afrikaanse regsraamwerk daarin slaag om die vordering van plaaslike owerhede in 

die gedesentraliseerde verwesenliking van die artikel 24-omgewingsreg in die 

Grondwet van die Republiek van Suid-Afrika, 1996, te fasiliteer. 

Eerstens gee hierdie proefskrif 'n teoretiese literatuuroorsig van 'n aantal benaderings 

tot, kategoriee van en verskillende perspektiewe op omgewingsregte oor die 

algemeen. As deel van hierdie oorsig word 'n aantal generiese elemente vir die 

verwesenliking van grondwetlike omgewingsbepalings oor die algemeen 

ge'identifiseer. Die literatuuroorsig skenk aandag aan die idees van bestuur van die 

plaaslike omgewing en 'plaaslike besoedelingspolitiek' tesame met ander begrippe 

wat met plaaslike regering verband hou. 

Tweedens oorweeg hierdie proefskrif op kritiese wyse (met behulp van die 

regsvergelykende metode en die generiese elemente vir verwesenliking van 

grondwetlike omgewingsbepalings as maatstaf) die Grondwet van die Federate 

Republiek van Duitsland van 1949 en toepaslike ontwikkelings in Duitsland, met 

verwysing na die Europese konteks en 'n gevallestudie van die munisipaliteit van 

Heidelberg. Daar word ook aandag geskenk aan die Grondwet van Namibie van 

1990 en toepaslike ontwikkelings in Namibie, met verwysing na die Afrika- en Suider-

Afrikaanse kontekste en 'n gevallestudie van die Walvisbaaise Munisipaliteit. Voorts 

word die Suid-Afrikaanse posisie ontleed, met 'n fokus op artikel 24 van die 

Grondwet van die Republiek van Suid-Afrika, 1996, Suid-Afrikaanse omgewingsreg 

en verbandhoudende ontwikkelings. Die aandag word daarna verskuif na die 

grondwetlike bepalings oor plaaslike regering, Suid-Afrikaanse plaaslikeregering-reg, 
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verbandhoudende ontwikkelings en 'n gevallestudie van die Drakensteinse 
Munisipaliteit. 

Derdens, op grond van die lesse geleer en leemtes geidentifiseer in al drie die lande 
onder bespreking, sluit hierdie studie af met aanbevelings vir die Suid-Afrikaanse 
konteks gebaseer op die teoretiese oorsig en vergelykende analises in hierdie studie. 

Trefwoorde: Omgewingsreg, omgewingsbeginsel van staatsbeleid, sosio-
ekonomiese regte, bestuur van die plaaslike omgewing, 
plaaslike regering, antroposentriese benadering, ekosentriese 
benadering, teo-kulturele benadering, openbare deelname, 
omgewingsinligting, omgewingsonderrig, 
omgewingswetstoepassing, omgewingsinfrastruktuur. 
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NOPOLO 

Ditleleimi tseo di amanang le tikologo di tsweletse go tsenelela legoro la ditshiamelo 

tsa botho tse di botlhokwa. Go dumelwa gore kgolagalano e e leng teng magareng a 

maikaelelo a tikologo ka kakaretso mmogo le tshireletso ya ditshiamelo tsa tikologo. 

Kamano e gapeleditse "tikologo" go nna karolo e e tsepilweng ke kgopolo ya 

semolao le katlholo. Ka ntlha ya gore pusoselegae e dira gaufi le baagi go gaisa 

lephata lepe la puso, le yona le solofetswe go tshameka karolo e e botlhokwa mo 

taolong ya merereo e e amanang le tikologo. Thuto e e batlisia mokgwa o ka kona 

letlhomeso la Aforika Borwa le tlhokomelang kgatelopele ya puso mo kgorosong ya 

karolo 24 ya tshiamelo ya tikologo mo teng Molaotheo wa Aforika Borwa, 1996. 

Mo lantlheng thuto(thisisi) e, e neelana ka tekolo ya dikwalo tse di tlhagisang 

ditlhagiso, magoro mmogo le dikgopolo tse di farologanneng tsa ditshiamelo tsa 

tikologo ka kakaretso. Jaaka karolo ya tekolo, go dielemente di le mmalwa tseo di 

tlhaotsweng go kgotsofatsa ditlamelo tsa tikiologo ka kakaretso. Tekolo ya dikwalo e 

sekegela gape kgopolo ya taolo ya tikologo ya selegae mmogo le dipolotiki tsa 

'selegae tsa kgotlelego', mo gare ga dikgopolo tse dingwe tseo di amanang le 

pusoselegae. 

Sa bobedi, thuto e (ka go dirisa mokgwa wa dipatlisiso tse di bapisang le go dirisa 

dielemente tse di akaretsang go kgotsofatsa ditlamelo tsa tikologo tsa molaotheo 

jaaka dieelo) e sekegela ka tsenelelo Molaotheo kgotsa Molao wa Motheo wa 

Rephaboloki ya Federate ya Jeremane, 1949 (Grundgesety mmogo le ditaragalo tse 

di maleba kwa Jeremane mabapi le maemo a kwa Yuropa le thuto ya pusoselegae 

mo mmasepaleng wa Heidelberg. E sekegela gape le Molaotheo wa Namibia wa 

1990 mmogo le ditiragalo tse di maleba kwa Namibia mabapi le maemo a Aforika le 

Aforika Borwa, gape le thuto go tswa mo mmasepaleng wa Walvis Bay. 

Morago maemo a Aforika Borwa a sekasekwa ka tsenelelo, mo latlheng ka go tsepa 

kaolowana 24 ya Molaotheo wa Rephaboloko ya Aforika Borwa, 1996, molao wa 

tikologo le ditiragalo tse di amanang le ona, e tswelele ka go sutisa tsepamo go ya 

go ditlamelo tsa molaotheo mo go dipusoselegae, molao wa dipusoselegae, 

ditiragalo tse di amang le tsona le kgetse ya Drakenstein Local Municipality. 

Sa boraro, go ikaegilwe ka dithuto tse di thutilweng, mmogo le lacunae e e 

tlhaotseng mo dinageng di le tharo tse di tlhokometsweng, thuto e e konotela ka 
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dikatlenegiso tsa pakakhutshwane le tsa pakatelele tsa pholisi le go tlhomiwa ga 
molao mmogo le matsapa a diporojeke tse di amanang le tikologo mo 
dipusoselegaeng tsa Mmuso wa Aforika Borwa. 

Mafokomagolo: Tshiamelo ya tikologo,molawana wa tikologo wa pholisi ya 
naga, ditshiamelo tsa ikonomi le loago, tlhagiso ya 
anthropocentric, tlhagiso ya ecocentric, tlhagiso ya setso le 
sedumedi, go tsaya karolo wa setshaba, tshedimosetso ya 
tikologo, thuto ka ga tikologo, ikamanyo le tikologo mmogo le 
popegotheo ya tikologo. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 2 

1.1 Background 

The deteriorating state of the natural environment has become the focus of 

several strategies, debates and agreements of the international community in 

the first decade of this millennium. As it impacts on virtually all aspects of 

human existence, these developments take place in every available forum, 

whether political, economic, legal or social. The imminent exhaustion of the 

world's non-renewable natural resources, for example, impacts on 

international relations, on human settlement patterns, on production in a world 

burdened by increasing numbers of people, and on the everyday living 

conditions, well-being and health of all people in both hemispheres of the 

world. The state of the environment1 has become a major factor influencing 

the setting of priorities and the making of decisions in a wide variety of 

otherwise unrelated contexts, private and public, and ultimately influencing the 

ability of individuals and groups, to live safe and healthy lives. 

It is understandable, therefore, that claims related to the environment 

increasingly permeate the domain of human and fundamental rights.2 It is 

widely accepted that a direct functional relationship exists between the pursuit 

of environmental aims generally and the protection of environmental rights.3 

In fact, the statement is often made that the protection of the environment 

depends largely on the protection of related basic rights.4 By and large, the 

'The environment' is somewhat differently defined in different countries and contexts. 
See the definitions of the environment in Germany, Namibia and South Africa, for 
example, in 4.2.2.1, 5.3.1 and 6.1 below. 
See Chapters 2 and 3. 
See, inter alia, Hayward Constitutional Environmental Rights 4, Handl in Eide et al 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 303; Hill et al 2004 Georgetown International 
Environmental Law Review 374-375; Fabra 2002 Yearbook of Human Rights and 
Environment 177, Giorgetta in Schrijver and Weiss (eds) International Law 381-382 
and Merrills in Bodansky et al (eds) International Environmental Law 666. For the link 
between human rights and the environment drawn in 1974 by Nobel Prize winner 
Rene Cassin, see Taillant in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 121. 
According to Glazewski Environmental Law 16 there is 'a worldwide trend' -
particularly in developing countries - to recognise the link between human rights and 
the environment. In Africa, the constitutions of South Africa, Namibia, Mozambique 
and Swaziland, for instance, serve to prove this idea. 
See, for example, Kiss in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 31; Robb 
(ed) Human Rights and Environment xiv-v; Fabra 2002 Yearbook of Human Rights 
and Environment 175-212; Earthrights 2002 Yearbook of Human Rights and 
Environment 222; Hill et al 2004 Georgetown International Environmental Law 
Review 375, Yamin and Gualdoni in Cameron et a/(eds) Improving Compliance 187 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 3 

perception of this relationship has made issues relating to the environment 

central in contemporary legal thought, discourse and adjudication. 

A single, universally recognised and subjective human right to the 

environment does not yet exist.5 Still, a number of human rights instruments 

and international environmental law instruments reflect on people's 

environments in a direct or in a more nuanced way, and the existence of these 

instruments is conducive to individual and/or collective legal protection.6 In 

addition, several national constitutions provide for an explicit subjective 

environmental right (or an environmental directive principle or norm).7 

Constitutional environmental law, especially, culminates in different types of 

obligations on public authorities.8 However, constitutional environmental 

provisions are often drafted in vague terms,9 causing their substantive 

meaning to seem equally vague.10 With few exceptions, the environmental 

provisions in legal instruments of a fundamental nature show a similar goal, 

namely that of affording a safe, healthy, clean and protected environment to 

and Giorgetta in Schrijver and Weiss (eds) International Law 938. For some 
examples of the links between human rights and the environment, see Picolotti in 
Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 48-49. On the idea of a 
constitutional right to environmental protection, see Verschuuren 2002 Yearbook of 
Human Rights and Environment 107-130. See Verschuuren Het Grondrecht op 
Bescherming van het Leefmilieu 165 and further Verschuuren 2002 Yearbook of 
Human Rights and Environment 121 on the idea that the protection of the 
environment is an important task for the state, in accordance with the theory of the 
social contract. The idea that it is possible to distill from international literature some 
of the most salient reasons for the rights-based protection of peoples' environment 
and some views related to the relationships that underpin rights-based protection of 
the environment are further addressed in Chapter 2 below. 
Still, established human rights such as the rights to life and dignity may in some way 
contribute to environmental protection. See Merrills in Bodansky et al (eds) 
International Environmental Law 664 and 4.3.4 below. 
These instruments include the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948, the 
International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of 1966 and the 
regional African (Banjul) Charter on Human and People's Rights of 1981, for 
example. See also 2.4.2 and 2.4.3 below. 
It has been held that \\)he prevalence of environmental rights in domestic 
constitutions is strong evidence of the emergence of the right to the environment as a 
principle of customary international law.' See Collins 2007 McGill International Journal 
of Sustainable Development Law and Policy 136. 
Merrills in Bodansky et al (eds) International Environmental Law 666 holds that the 
'incorporation of environmental rights into national constitutions ... certainly means 
that environmental rights must always be taken into account and that good reasons 
will be needed for denying them effect.' 
See 2.3.1 below. 
Refer to Hayward Constitutional Environmental Rights 95 on the ambiguity or lack of 
precision of constitutional environmental rights generally. 
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people, generally. It could therefore be possible to find some common 

characteristics, features and meanings in the environmental provisions 

contained in different human rights instruments and state constitutions. 

In setting out on a search for a generally present core meaning in great 

swathes of national and international environmental rights instruments it might 

be useful to begin by considering the different perspectives on and different 

approaches to such rights.11 These perspectives might have to do with the 

differently perceived reasons for the existence of environmental rights in 

various geographic contexts. The different perspectives could potentially 

include not only the traditional anthropocentric and ecocentric approaches but 

also other lenses through which environmental rights could be interpreted. It 

might similarly be necessary to discern and foreground the environmental 

rights positioned serendipitously in legal instruments and jurisprudence 

dealing more overtly with socio-economic rights, civil and political rights and 

other categories of rights.12 It is to be expected that a critical review of these 

issues and of the content of key international human rights and environmental 

law instruments may enable the extrapolation of a number of generically 

applicable elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights or constitutional 

environmental provisions on the part of state governments. Should it be 

possible to identify such a generically applicable set of elements, this could be 

of significant value in evaluating and commenting on the manner in which 

different state governments proceed to fulfill people's constitutionally 

entrenched environmental claims. An attempt is therefore made in this study 

to establish such a set of elements.13 

Just as there is a more intense focus globally on the environment as it is 

reflected in legal and other frameworks, there is today an increased 

attentiveness to the performance of state governments and the idea of 

democracy in action generally. This is so particularly in the case of local 

authorities or municipalities, which are seen as government at grass roots, 

11 See 2.4 below. 
12 The former issues are dealt with in some detail in the theoretical parts of this study. 

See Chapters 2 and 3. 
13 See 2.8 below. 
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especially in decentralised or partially decentralised systems of governance. 

Whilst local authorities have in the past been seen as the service-providing 

arm of a government, there is a growing consensus that local government 

should take primary responsibility for making the idea of democracy work and 

should accordingly take on additional responsibilities and functions.14 Since 

local government operates closer to the citizens than any other level of 

government, it is obvious that it may be expected of it to play an important role 

in the management and regulation of matters that affect the natural resource 

base on which citizens' lives depend.15 In order to comprehend, at a 

theoretical level, the role of local government and local governance in an 

environmental rights context, it is therefore necessary to examine such 

notions as local government, local governance, local environmental 

governance, public administration and the role of party politics in local 

governance.16 

1.2 Local government and environmental rights interface in Germany, 
Namibia and South Africa 

The interface between environmental rights and local government is evident, 

at least in theory, in countries such as Germany, Namibia and South Africa. 

1.2.1 Germany 

Germany is generally known for its advanced management and governance of 

the environment,17 whilst the development of its constitutional law over the 

years has served as a model for many countries of the world.18 The 

Constitution or Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany of 1949 

(Grundgesety does not provide for an enforceable fundamental 

14 Refer to 3.2. See also Van Donk et al (eds) Consolidating Developmental Local 
Government 3-4. 

15 Swilling in Van Donk et al (eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government 77 
states with reference to sustainable development that 'there is a rapidly changing 
global context that will have substantial material effects with far-reaching 
consequences for local government around the world and in South Africa.' 

16 These issues are closely attended to in the theoretical parts of this study. See 
Chapter 3 below. 

17 See 4.1. 
18 Refer to 4.1. 
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environmental right, but the article 20(a) environmental principle of state policy 

(Staatsziel Umweltschutz) explicitly compels environmental action on the part 

of the state.19 Article 20(a) provides for state responsibility for the 

environment in the form of an objective constitutional provision. Although 

article 20(a) is not de facto enforceable in nature, it serves a very important 

function in the decision-making processes of public authorities, the 

development of federal and other laws and the interpretation of the latter, as 

well as in the (somewhat nuanced) protection of the environment in terms of 

other constitutional rights such as the rights to life, dignity and property.20 In 

addition to its constitutional environmental law, the notion of sustainable 

development (nachhaltiger Entwicklung) is accompanied and complemented 

in Germany by a comprehensive system of environmental law and related 

developments. 

The Grundgesetz recognises the role of local government generally, and 

affords and guarantees local authorities the right to democratic local self-

governance free from interference by the German national government. The 

Gemeinden or municipalities make up one of the constitutionally distinct and 

legally independent political levels in the German federal government 

structure, the importance of which is often reiterated in German administrative 

and constitutional law.21 This is true also with respect to environmental 

governance, and is related to the idea of decentralised environmental 

governance as captured by the notion of Umweltfoderalismus.22 Local 

authorities in Germany are generally known for their commitment to improving 

environmental quality.23 Some interesting developments in Germany at the 

interface of local government and constitutional environmental rights 

protection include the incorporation of environmental provisions in federal 

constitutions across the country, the development of a national environmental 

See the comprehensive discussion in 4.2 below. 
See further 4.2 and 4.3 below. 
Born (ed) Local Government Constitution 5. For some comments on the make-up 
and history of local government in Germany, see Wollmann Public Administration 
915-936. 
Refer in general to Kloepfer (ed) Umweltfoderalismus. 
See 4.4.8 below. 
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code (Umweltsgesetzbuch), impressive Local Agenda 21 activity, a focus on 

environmental standard setting generally, the creation of structures for 

environmental collaboration across different levels of government, the creation 

of structures for the pooling of local government resources for service 

delivery, and the introduction of rather novel environmental principles. 

The interface between constitutional environmental law and local government 

in Germany inevitably suggests the need that the German system be 

contextualised in the legal frameworks applicable in Europe. Like the South 

African Development Community (SADC), the European Union (EU) 

constitutes a regional framework aimed inter alia at cooperation among the 

member states, the development of regional policy and law, and collective 

growth. This impinges on the environmental context. In addition to the 

environmentally relevant decisions of the European Court of Human Rights, 

inter alia, EU environmental law (acquis communautaire) and international law 

developments influence the making of environmental law in Germany. 

German environmental law must be brought in line with any commitments or 

obligations arising from EU environmental law. Approximately half of the EU 

Directives concerning the single market, for example, are to be implemented 

by local authorities in the EU member states. These directives include such 

matters as the control of the quality of water and the implementation of waste 

policies.25 European countries also prioritise the relative independence of 

local authorities in terms of the European Charter of Local Self-Government of 

1985.26 Which instrument requires that local authorities of countries in Europe 

should act in accordance with both national policy and European authority, 

and should observe all European regulations without sacrificing their 

autonomous powers or the notion of self-regulation. 

24 
25 
26 

See 4.4.8 below. 
See also 4.3.4. 
See further 4.4.3. 
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1.2.2 Namibia 

Namibia is South Africa's sub-regional neighbour. It has a similar political 

history, similar environmental challenges, and similar universal and regional 

environmental- and human rights obligations.27 As one of the most arid 

countries in the world, Namibia is generally known for its fragile natural 

environment.28 Like South Africa, Namibia faces serious challenges related to 

poverty and the HIV/Aids epidemic.29 Generally, environmental affairs are 

regarded as a component of the government's responsibility for the welfare of 

Namibia's people.30 When the Constitution of Namibia of 1990 (Constitution 

of Namibia) was passed it was hailed as a 'model for Africa,' which opinion 

was based on the quality of its content and the nature of the drafting process. 

The enshrinement in the Constitution of Namibia of a culture of observing 

fundamental human rights has been seen as a positive attribute of the country 

ever since. Care for the environment is required in article 95(l) of the 

Constitution of Namibia, as an item in a set of principles informing state 

policy.31 This principle is binding on all government levels in Namibia,32 

although it does not establish an enforceable environmental right. Similar to 

the Staatszielbestimmungen (principles of state policy) in the Grundgesetz of 

Germany, the principles of state policy in the Constitution of Namibia 

constitute abstract objective constitutional provisions that should guide the 

state in its decision-making processes.33 The promulgation of the Constitution 

of Namibia triggered widespread legislative reform relating to the 

management of natural resources. The outdated environmental laws of time 

past were in serious need of revision, and had to be brought in line with the 

new constitutional dispensation, including the ideal of implementing 

community-based natural resource management, the sustainable use of 

Refer to 5.1. 
See 5.1. 
Namibia Vision 2030 31. 
See 5.2. 
On the Constitution of Namibia see, further, Balch (ed) Namibia's Constitution and 5.1 
and 5.2. 
See further 5.2. 
See further 5.2. 
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natural resources, and the development priorities and realities of post-

independence Namibia.34 

The notion of decentralisation is theoretically entrenched in the Constitution of 

Namibia.35 Local government has existed in Namibia since German colonial 

times, and the importance of this level of government is still acknowledged 

today. Local government generally experiences growing demands on scarce 

financial, managerial, administrative and planning resources.36 Several 

municipalities are constrained to function in communities with low income, 

insufficient housing and employment opportunities, underdeveloped 

infrastructure and services, and a weak economic base. These conditions 

inevitably impact on the environmental governance endeavours of local 

authorities. And, as in South Africa, Namibia is generally faced with 

challenges related to the distribution of environmental functions across the 

different levels of government, and has difficulty in establishing to everyone's 

satisfaction the role and position of traditional leadership and indigenous law 

in the modern government structures and laws of the country.37 

Despite these challenges there are some interesting developments to report. 

These include the idea of a state trust, the constitutional provision for an 

Ombudsman with a clear environmental mandate, the establishment of a 

National Development Plan with overarching application in the environmental 

context, the recently adopted Environmental Management Act 7 of 2007 as 

Namibia's first environmental framework law, a strong focus on the idea of 

establishing environmental funds at different levels, community-based natural 

resource management and the appointment of an Environmental 

Commissioner. 

Namibia, like South Africa, is a member of SADC and the African Union (AU), 

which means that the country needs to operate in accordance with any 

Bethune and Ruppel Namibia: Review of Wetland Policy and Law 2007 at 
http://www.ramsar.org/index_features_namibia_review.pdf. See also 5.3 below. 
See 5.4. 
See 5.3 and 5.4. 
See 5.4.3.4 and 7.2.3.5. 

AA du Plessis 
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regional or sub-regional environmental laws and policies. As a result of the 

monist approach38 followed in Namibia, the African/Banjul Charter on Human 

and Peoples' Rights of 1981 (African Charter), AU and SADC law 

automatically form part of national law in so far as the relevant legal 

instruments have been adopted by the country.39 Despite the absence of a 

justiciable environmental right in the Constitution of Namibia, the government 

(the legislature and executive at all levels) incurs environmental rights-based 

duties in terms of article 24 of the African Charter, for example.40 

1.2.3 South Africa 

The post-apartheid dispensation in South Africa has radically changed the 

prior hierarchical government system and hence also the entire governance 

regime as it used to be known.41 The adoption of the Constitution of the 

Republic of South Africa, 1996 (the Constitution) caused, or at least intended 

to cause, a change in the context of all legal thought and decision-making in 

South Africa.42 The Bill of Rights introduced a body of rights that afford vast 

protection to all people in South Africa, and simultaneously imply several 

novel enforceable duties on the part of government.43 The Constitution 

contains a wide-ranging and inclusive environmental right that forms a central 

part of this study.44 The section 24 environmental right caused a boom in the 

framing of environmental law,45 and at face value it appears to cover both 

social and environmental concerns.46 However, although often referred to in 

constitutional, human rights, administrative and environmental law,47 the 

Further discussed in 5.2. 
See 5.3.3. 
See further 5.3.3. 
See Chapter 6. 
Holomisa v Argus Newspapers Ltd 1996 6 BCLR 836 (W) 863J. Note also Botha in 
Venter and Du Plessis (eds) Politics, Socio-Economic Issues and Culture 27-28, who 
holds that a bill of rights is not only a shield against government intervention but a 
positive guide to opportunities, services, resources and empowerment. Botha claims 
that for large sectors of society, the legitimacy of the new constitutional order is 
inextricably linked with socio-economic rights, rather than with 'high-sounding 
theoretical explanations and intricate interpretations.' 
For an outline of some of these rights see 6.2.4. 
The constitutional environmental right is extensively discussed in 6.2. 
See 6.3. 
Refer to 6.2. 
See 6.2.1. 
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section 24 environmental right has not yet been unpacked in a fashion that 

renders its scope and deeper meaning48 clear inter alia for government. 

Phrased differently, the environmental right has not yet been scrutinised to the 

extent that is sufficient for public authorities to be clear on the preventative, 

implementable and enforceable properties of the right in relation to such 

authorities' other constitutional powers and mandates. 

The South African government comprises of three different spheres, namely 

national, provincial and local government, all of which are distinctive, 

interdependent and interrelated.49 Section 7(2) of the Constitution read with 

sections 24 and 153 bestows on local government (comprising of local, district 

and metropolitan municipalities)50 the positive duty to realise the constitutional 

environmental right and to promote sustainable development.51 In 1996 

Langa J52 captured the by now accepted idea of developmental local 

government53 by stating that: 

The overall constitutional mandate for local government is to 
provide a healthy and safe environment for citizens ... Local 
government's prime focus will revolve around the planning and 
provision of a safe and healthy environment. It will function as 
the primary development vehicle for metropolitan, urban and 
rural communities. Defined this way, the responsibilities of local 
government sound simple enough - but the obstacles will be 
great. Finance will always be limited; there may not be enough 
time to develop adequately responsive systems and a constant 
tension will exist in the prioritisation of services to historically 
disadvantaged rural communities as opposed to the more 
affluent urban and metropolitan centres. The practical 
challenges facing local government are thus enormous. 

'Deeper meaning' refers to its meaning beyond the obvious text, which may be 
established through purposive and contextual means of interpretation, for example. 
On the methods of constitutional interpretation see 6.2.2. 
Section 40(1) of the Constitution. 
See further 7.2.3 below. 
Section 7(2) read with sections 8 and 24. See also De Waal et al The Bill of Rights 
Handbook 405 and Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 438-441. Note that 
apart from the Constitution, the other sources of environmental law in South Africa 
include international law, common law, statute law (legislation), custom and African 
customary law. Glazewski Environment 11-12. 
Langa in Gutto (ed) A Practical Guide 9-10. 
Developmental local government is attended to in more detail in 7.2.1.3 and 7.2.4 
below. 
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Gila and Janse van Rensburg elaborate further by stating that:54 

The various constitutionally entrenched substantive and 
procedural rights contained in the Bill of Rights are meaningless 
unless they are concretised both by those who are bound to 
respect them and by those who can now exercise them. The 
concretisation of these rights, however, goes further than providing 
access to justice to enforce these rights. Access in itself is not a 
sufficient tool to concretise the rights, to turn them into reality or to 
create a human rights culture ... Although national and provincial 
government policies and actions impact on the lives of all citizens, 
it is at home, on the ground and in the local environment, where 
the best breeding-ground for the concretisation of human rights 
can be found. 

It seems that in South Africa the notion of developmental local government 

and the fulfilment of the environmental rights55 of people cannot be separated. 

Although 'the environment' per se does not feature as one of the functional 

areas of local government in schedules 4(b) and 5(b) of the Constitution, local 

government is as much tasked with the positive duty to fulfill the section 24 

environmental right and analogue rights as are national and provincial 

government.56 This is confirmed by section 152(1)(d) of the Constitution, 

which states that one of the objects of local government is to promote a safe 

and healthy environment. Apart from the constitutional context, local 

government, as grass-roots government, is also the first port of call in so far 

citizens' social and environmental problems are concerned. However, should 

the legal framework dealing with local government and the environment fail to 

provide for core conditions (which serve to decode the substantive vagueness 

of the environmental rights continuum), it could be possible for local 

authorities to legitimately renounce their duty to take reasonable legislative 

and other measures to fulfill the environmental right.57 

In order to estimate what type of provisions should best be included in 

framework law and policy to contribute to the fulfilment of the environmental 

right, it may be necessary to analyse the environmental right by means of 

Gila and Janse van Rensburg in Gutto (ed) A Practical Guide 14-15. 
More attention is paid to the idea of the fulfilment' of rights in 2.6 below. 
Refer to 6.2.2. 
See the wording of section 24 in 6.2 below. 
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applicable methods of interpretation and to consider international trends and 

developments in the context of environmental rights generally.58 The 

framework law applicable to local authorities' fulfilment of the environmental 

right in South Africa at the moment comprises inter alia of the Local 

Government: Municipal Systems Act (Systems Act),59 the Local Government 

Municipal Structures Acf° (Structures Act) and the National Environmental 

Management Act (NEMA).61 As local government includes traditional 

leadership and involves the idea of cooperative governance, legislation such 

as the Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act2 and the Traditional 

Leadership and Governance Framework Act33 are also applicable. The 

analysis of local government's obligation to fulfill the constitutional 

environmental right also necessitates a review of the method of 

decentralisation of the different environmental functions of government and 

the scope and significance of the devolved functions in the context of sectoral 

environmental legislation.64 

In addition to the legislative developments referred to here, some interesting 

developments have occurred in South Africa at the interface of local 

government and constitutional environmental rights protection. These include 

the body of guiding environmental law principles contained in the NEMA, the 

extensive provision in local government and environmental law for public 

participation in environmental decision-making, the system of integrated 

development planning of local government, the Draft Strategic Framework for 

Sustainable Development in South Africa of 2006, the emphasis on 

cooperative governance generally, and the explicit assignment of 

environmental functions to local government in terms of a number of sectoral 

environmental management acts. 

See further Chapter 2 below. 
32 of 2000. 
117 of 1998. 
107 of 1998. 
13 of 2005. 
41 of 2003. 
See further 7.2 and Addendum A. 
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In addition to the environmental right in the African Charter and foreign African 

constitutional law, AU and SADC environmental law developments could 

influence South African environmental law-making or the interpretation of 

constitutional environmental law, as is the case in Namibia.65 The operation 

of regional bodies could potentially also impact on the interface between local 

government and environmental governance generally. 

1.3 Area of focus 

The interplay between human or fundamental rights, the protection of peoples' 

environments and the application of the related fields of public law at all levels 

of government could involve one in the consideration of several legally 

relevant questions and challenges. But choices have to be made in order to 

ensure that this study remains focused. A central research question is 

therefore posed, and specific aims are intended. 

1.3.1 Central research question 

To what extent does the South African law framework facilitate local 

government progress in the decentralised fulfilment of the section 24 

environmental right in the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996? 

1.3.2 Aims of the study 

This study aims to: 

1. Identify and evaluate different approaches to the existence and meaning 

of fundamental environmental rights generally;66 

2. Determine the categories of fundamental rights and estimate whether it 

is necessary (and possible) to limit environmental rights to any of these 

categories;67 

This idea is elaborated on in 5.3.3 and 6.2.6. 
Chapter 2. 
Chapter 2. 
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3. Distil from international and regional law and other such developments 

the most prominent generically applicable elements for the fulfilment of 

environmental rights;68 

4. Critically evaluate the role of local government and local environmental 

governance in the fulfilment of environmental rights generally;69 

5. Estimate and evaluate the meaning and scope of the environmental 

principle of state policy {Staatsziel Umweltschuty in Germany in the 

context of local government, and extract lessons to be learned for South 

Africa about the generic elements for the fulfilment of environmental 

rights;70 

6. Estimate and evaluate the meaning and scope of the environmental 

principles of state policy in Namibia in the context of local government, 

and extract lessons to be learned for South Africa about the generic 

elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights;71 

7. Make concrete the section 24 environmental right in South Africa in the 

contexts of environmental and local government law and identify any 

shortcomings and/or lessons to be learned in fulfilling the obligations that 

the right imposes on local government72 and 

8. Reach a conclusion and make recommendations, inter alia, towards a 

policy framework to serve as a national guideline for local government's 

fulfilment of the constitutional environmental right in South Africa.73 

1.4 Methodology 

This study begins with a synthesising review of international and domestic 

literature and legal instruments on the approaches to and categories of 

substantive environmental rights74 as well as the role of local government and 

68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 

Chapter 2. 
Chapter 3. 
Chapter 4. 
Chapter 5. 
Chapters 6 and 7. 
Chapter 8. 
Chapter 2. A number of procedural rights such as the rights to information and 
access to justice apply in the environmental context as well. However, it is 
substantive environmental rights that are at the core of this study. Environmental 
rights are defined in 2.1. 
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local environmental governance in the fulfilment of these rights. Seven 

generic elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights generally, are 

distilled from this review.76 The generic elements serve as benchmarks in a 

comparative evaluation of the constitutional, environmental and local 

government law and developments in Germany, Namibia and South Africa.77 

The reasons for deciding to compare these three countries are provided 

below. 

The comparative evaluation focuses in each instance on the meaning afforded 

to constitutional environmental provisions, the impact on local government 

and the subsequent activities on the part of government (the executive and 

legislative powers in particular) that may offer lessons to be learned 

specifically for South Africa. In so far as it is focused on South Africa this 

study does not attempt to offer solutions to the possible deficiencies and 

lacunae in the German and Namibian legal frameworks and/or practice.78 In 

the comparative study, cognisance was taken of the view of Beuermann79 that 

in a comparison between countries (and local governments) one needs to 

establish how central government relates to local government in a specific 

country and, arising from that, what the competencies and responsibilities of 

local government are.80 Cognisance was furthermore taken of the view that 

'local government takes on varied forms across time and place ... (d)ifferent 

pasts, different values, different resources, different legislation - there are so 

many explanations for why no two local government experiences are the 

same. Yet there is much to be gained by comparative and historical reflection 

Chapter 3. 
See 2.8. 
Chapters 4-7. See in the particular 4.5.2, 5.5.2, 7.3.2 and Chapter 8. 
Some suggestions or proposals are made in passing, at times, in the review of the 
German and Namibian contexts, but generally the focus remains on improvement of 
the South African position. 
Beuermann in Lafferty and Eckerberg (edsj From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 
27 106-107. 
The government of South Africa's tolerance towards comparative work in the area of 
local government and environment is evident from the DEAT Draft Strategic 
Framework Development Strategy for Sustainable Development in South Africa, 
2006, which is further discussed in 6.3.2. While this study is about the interpretation 
of the section 24 environmental right in the Bill of Rights of the South African 
Constitution, it is also noted that in terms of section 39 of the Constitution a court, 
tribunal or forum must consider international law and may consider foreign law in the 
interpretation of the Bill of Rights. See also 6.2.4.15 below. 
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on the meanings and expectations of local government practice. The 

comparative chapters focus on the relevant provisions concerning the 

environment and local government within the constitutional law framework of 

the particular country.82 The three constitutions considered in this study are 

similar in some respects but also show significant differences. Accordingly, 

an attempt was made to bear in mind the views that '(d)espite the almost 

universal dogmatic acceptance of the concept of human rights, it is to be 

expected that different legal systems, traditions and histories will produce 

variation in the understanding and application of fundamental rights'83 and that 

'(b)ig differences exist world-wide between local government institutions in 

different states with regard to their constitutional significance, composition, 

powers and functions ... these differences are the result of the peculiar 

demographic, economic, social and political circumstances in each country.'84 

The environmental provisions in the Grundgesetz and the Constitution of 

Namibia are basically of a similar nature whilst both provisions differ in nature 

from the environmental right contained in the Constitution of South Africa.85 A 

direct and rigid comparison of the meanings of the three constitutions is 

therefore neither possible nor fair.86 The difference in nature between the 

constitutional environmental provisions of the three countries under 

Van Donk et a/(eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government 25. 
The risks and probable dilemmas arising from the comparison of constitutions in the 
realm of public law, as outlined inter alia in Venter Constitutional Comparison 18 were 
taken into consideration before embarking on this study and it was decided that the 
benefits to be derived from the comparison outweighed the attendant difficulties. 
Venter concurred. The purpose is two-fold: to produce information on the content of 
the constitutions of Germany and Namibia in so far as they pertain to the environment 
and local government; and to generate knowledge on how local governments 
proceed in fulfilling constitutional environmental provisions. It is acknowledged that 
constitutional texts require interpretation and that constitutional interpretation is 
system-specific. Every attempt has therefore been made to interpret the 
constitutional provisions in Germany and Namibia in the hermeneutic contexts of the 
two countries. 
Venter Constitutional Comparison 133. 
Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 275. 
See the discussions in Chapters 4 to 7 below. 
For some foundational considerations related to the method of constitutional law 
comparison and comparability, see Venter Constitutional Comparison 1-52, 262-264. 
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consideration is insignificant for the purposes of this thesis but happens at 

times to enrich the analyses and line of argumentation.87 

The survey of German, Namibian and South African law and developments 

includes empirical observation research related to local authorities' fulfilment 

of constitutionally entrenched environmental obligations. For the purpose of 

the empirical data collection, semi-structured interviews with local government 

authorities and other interested parties were conducted.88 Both extra-legal89 

and legal action and developments90 on the part of local government were 

considered, to make an estimation of the affirmative or positive action taken or 

that could be taken in order for these local authorities to fulfill their 

constitutional environmental duties. These observations were subsequently 

combined with available documentation and remodelled into explanatory case 

studies. In the German context the empirical observations were made with 

reference to the municipality of Heidelberg in the federal state of Baden-

Wurttemberg,91 in Namibia with reference to the Walvis Bay municipality92 and 

in South Africa with reference to the Drakenstein Local Municipality in the 

Western Cape province.93 The municipalities of Heidelberg, Walvis Bay and 

Drakenstein fit the category of what can be called 'medium sized 

municipalities', are known for being situated in ecologically sensitive areas, 

and are regarded as environmental champions in the countries concerned. 

For these reasons these three municipalities were selected for inclusion in this 

thesis.94 

The enforceability of the environmental provisions in South Africa, Germany and 
Namibia is one of the areas of difference, for example. This difference compelled an 
analysis of the meaning of constitutional environmental rights as opposed to 
constitutional environmental principles of state policy in the local government context 
(see 5.2.2). This analysis, albeit important in an academic sense, would have been 
redundant in a study that considered only enforceable environmental rights. 
Basic transcripts of all interviews are available on file with the author. For more detail 
on the interviews in Germany, South Africa and Namibia see 4.6, 5.6 and 7.4 below. 
Developments not necessarily required or initiated in terms of a legal provision. 
Activities and developments required in terms of law. 
See 4.5. 
See 5.6. 
See 7.4. 
The findings were, however, considered only in the context of the municipalities 
involved in this study and it was not intended to extrapolate the findings to local 
government generally. 
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Germany was selected for purposes of the comparative study in this thesis for 

a variety of reasons. Germany is known for groundbreaking developments in 

the area of human rights- and constitutional law. The Grundgesetz is one of 

the constitutions of the world often analysed, discussed and interpreted by 

legal scholars.95 The recommendations of German scholars influenced the 

drafting and development of the Constitution of South Africa to a significant 

extent, and the South African Technical Committee on Fundamental Rights, 

which was involved in the negotiations that accompanied the drafting of the 

Interim Constitution of South Africa96 (Interim Constitution) considered the 

revised Grundgesetz together with the constitutions of Canada and Namibia. 

Furthermore, the quasi-federal model of government in South Africa is 

nominally based to an extent on the German system of integrated federal 

government.97 The Staatsziel Umweltschutz and aspects of the legal 

framework relating to the environment and local government in Germany are 

therefore considered for the purposes of this study. As will become evident in 

the chapter on Germany,98 it made sense for the purposes of comparative 

analysis in this study to amplify the German federal law framework with the 

legal framework and developments of the federal state of Baden-

Wurttemberg." 

Namibia has been chosen for inclusion in this thesis for the purpose of 

comparative analysis for a number of reasons. It is a developing country like 

South Africa, of which the constitutional development, government structure 

and international and regional environmental rights obligations correspond 

largely with those of its South African neighbour.100 It makes little sense to 

evaluate the intersection between local government and constitutional 

environmental law in South Africa in comparison only with the achievements 

and experiences of a far more advanced and developed country, such as 

Germany. By and large, the environmental, social and economic challenges 

95 This holds true not only for South Africa but also for countries such as Britain. See for 
example Michalowski and Woods German Constitutional Law ix. 

96 200 of 1993. 
97 Devenish 2006 Stellenbosch Law Review 160. 
98 Chapter 4. 
99 See 4.6. 
100 See in general Chapters 5, 6 and 7 below. 
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in Namibia and South Africa are similar. Namibia and South Africa find 

themselves on more or less the same development trajectory in terms of time. 

The fact that traditional leadership and indigenous law impact significantly on 

local government in Namibia played an additional and decisive role in the 

decision to include the Namibian context in this study. Also, the South African 

Technical Committee on Fundamental Rights that was involved in the 

negotiations and other processes that accompanied the drafting of the Interim 

Constitution considered the Constitution of Namibia, inter alia, as a model.101 

1.5 Study outline 

Chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis contain the theoretical literature reviews that 

were referred to in 1.2 above. Chapter 4 considers the Grundgesetz and 

developments in Germany and includes the case study on the Municipality of 

Heidelberg. Chapter 5 considers the Constitution and developments in 

Namibia, inclusive of the case study on the Walvis Bay Municipality. Chapters 

6 and 7 consider the South African position, first with a focus on the section 

24 environmental right, environmental law and related developments (Chapter 

6), and subsequently shifting the focus to the constitutional provisions on local 

government, local government law, related developments and the case of the 

Drakenstein Local Municipality (Chapter 7). Chapter 8 concludes with 

recommendations based on the theoretical background in Chapters 2 and 3 

and the comparative analyses in Chapters 4 to 7, inter alia, for a policy 

framework to serve as a national guideline for local government's fulfilment of 

the constitutional environmental right in South Africa. 

101 Corder 2004 International Journal of Legal Information 318. 
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2.1 Introduction 

The doctrine of human rights comes a long way. Much longer than most 

people and even legal scholars may often think.102 At the core of human 

rights, stand the ideals of humanism and liberalism as well as the idea that 

each individual has certain inborn and inalienable claims that may not be 

violated by authorities, for example.103 Despite its long history human rights 

have all but become a dull, uninspiring or outdated topic in contemporary legal 

writing and jurisprudence. There is, in fact, an ever-increasing and 

heightened awareness of the idea that human rights arm people against the 

abuse and misuse of state power.104 Currency, however, does not guarantee 

clarity. Today, the meaning of several human rights remains unsettled whilst 

mere fact-focused judicial interpretation of these rights often appears 

inadequate to overturn this situation. With reference to human rights law, it 

has been held that:105 

(l)egal analysis focuses on the judicial setting, where courts or 
quasi-judicial bodies are the primary sites under investigation. As 
they do not concern themselves with the social, political or cultural 
causes of violations, these analyses are weak on prevention and 
fall short on insight about systematic and structural causes of 
violations. As they often shun the political and social context of 
the application or findings, their inquiries do not extend sufficiently 
to implementation and enforcement in practice. 

The roots of the doctrine of human rights are contained in more than twenty 
centuries' philosophy concerning the individual person, the individual's autonomy, 
freedom and his/her relationship with the government and with other people. Venter 
Constitutional Comparison 127. See also, amongst others, Van der Vyver Die 
Juridiese Sin van die Leerstuk van Menseregte 72-79. It is generally agreed that 
what is understood of human rights today should be attributed to, amongst others, the 
Sophists, successors of Socrates, the Stoics of the fourth century BC, classical 
Roman jurists, Grotius, Locke, Rousseau, Kant, Wolff, Blackstone and Fichte. 
Venter Constitutional Comparison 127-128. Venter indicates that human rights 
doctrine has to do with, inter alia, the idea that there exists a so-called 'higher law' 
that is elevated above the positive law, the perception that respect for human rights is 
a prerequisite for justice and the view that the state and government as institutions of 
authority are the greatest potential threats to human rights. 
Gutto 1998 Acta Juridica 97 states that '(h)uman rights have become perhaps the 
most powerful and pervasive idea crafted in words in the entire second half of the 
twentieth century.' See also Leckie and Gallagher (eds) Economic, Social and 
Cultural Rights xiii. 
Viljoen International Human Rights Law in Africa 43. 
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Still, despite the somewhat ambiguous meaning of some rights, an array of 

international human rights, fundamental constitutional rights106 and related 

principles generally penetrate the vicinity of state responsibility. These rights 

establish one of the provenances of the different obligations state 

governments have towards its citizens as well as towards the international 

community.107 For state governments, the stakes to be responsive to their 

rights obligations are high. The pressure inherent in this statement is 

generated by, inter alia, augmented access of people to justice and human 

rights awareness, the dynamics and impact of domestic and international 

politics, the notion and effects of globalisation as well as universal emphasis 

on socio-political issues which are often also at the core of substantive human 

rights and fundamental principles. Countries with recent histories of 

democratic and constitutional change are expected to move without delay 

beyond their (often remarkable) credentials at birth. The fundamental rights 

and principles entrenched in state constitutions108 should translate into 

discernible change and transformation, for example.109 It is expected of 

authorities to respect, protect and fulfill the human and fundamental rights 

applicable in their jurisdictions.110 This trio of obligations inevitably has an 

The distinction in meaning between human rights and fundamental rights arguably 
lies therein that human rights usually refer to the plethora of rights enshrined in 
international law instruments whilst fundamental rights generally refer to rights 
founded upon special constitutional provisions. Venter Constitutional Comparison 
129-130 shows that in most cases where fundamental rights have been incorporated 
in a constitution, some classic human rights are 'transformed' into constitutionally 
enforceable fundamental rights. Human rights and constitutional rights could 
therefore have similar substantive meaning. It is agreed with Venter who argues that 
the concepts of 'human rights' and 'fundamental rights' should not be considered to 
be mutually exclusive, but should supplement each other. In this study, 
environmental human rights and environmental fundamental rights can quo 
substantive meaning in many instances be indiscriminately used in an 
interchangeable fashion as will become evident in 2.3 below. 
Heyns and Viljoen The Impact of the United Nations Human Rights Treaties 539-572. 
Venter Constitutional Comparison 7 states that the legal foundations of the authority 
of the state are in almost all modern states to be found in a written constitution. 
Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 22-23 state that a constitution is a law 
that contains the most important rules of law in connection with the constitutional 
system of a country and that a constitution guarantees and regulates the rights and 
freedoms of the individual and determines the relationship that exists between the 
inhabitants of a state and their government bodies. 
See Watz Verfassung Der Republik Namibia 280 and Van der Westhuizen in Kasuto 
and Wehmhorner (eds) The Ombudsman 59. 
The UNDP Human Development Report of 1998 states that like civil and political 
rights, economic, social and cultural rights impose three different types of obligations 
on states namely the obligations to respect, protect and fulfill. Failure to perform any 
of these obligations constitutes a violation of such rights. See UNDP Human 
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effect on state governance - it has a way of conspicuously pervading, by 

different means, all levels of government as the different chapters to this study 

will reveal.111 

In support of the research question to this study this chapter identifies and 

evaluates different approaches to the existence and meaning of fundamental 

environmental rights generally; reveals different categories of fundamental 

rights and estimates whether it is necessary (and possible) to limit 

environmental rights to any of these categories and distills from international 

and regional law and developments the most prominent generically applicable 

elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights. 

Stripped from any elevated meaning or pretense, environmental rights refer to 

basic substantive legal entitlements derived from environmental clauses 

contained in instruments such as the International Bill of Rights,"2 regional 

human rights instruments, some international and regional environmental law 

instruments and domestic constitutions.113 The following broad definition of 

environmental rights is proposed and employed in this study: 

In response to harm or potential impairment of the environment, 
environmental rights are basic substantive entitlements entrenched 
in law to a qualified environment beneficial to human life and well-
being that belong to members of existing and future generations of 
people as legal subjects. Environmental rights involve impacts on, 
and consequences of the state of the environment, the relation and 
interaction between people and their environment as well as the 
dependence of human life on natural resource bases.114 

Development Report 1998 Human Rights Quarterly 693-694 and the more 
elaborative discussion in 2.6 below. 
The trio of obligations is further attended to in 2.6 below. 
The International Bill of Human Rights comprises of the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights of 1948, the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights of 1966 (entered into force in 1976) and the International Covenant on Civil 
and Political Rights of 1966 (entered into force in 1976) and its two Optional 
Protocols of 1966 and 1989. 
This study does not concern itself with the international theoretical discourse on 
whether or not a universal environmental human right exists or should be established. 
A number of scholarly works on the environment and human rights concern this 
theoretical discourse. See, inter alia, Giorgetta in Schrijver and Weiss (eds) 
International Law 382. 
It is acknowledged that environmental rights may have different contextual and 
substantive meanings in different legal environments. Symonides 1992 International 
Journal for Legal Information 28 states that despite differences among specific 
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Environmental rights could furthermore be human rights (when contained in 

international law) or fundamental rights (when contained in state 

constitutions).115 Be that as it may, these rights epitomise in holistic fashion 

and in legal terms the integrated interrelationship between human beings and 

the environment.116 Environmental rights were developed as a legal response 

definitions of environmental rights given by domestic laws, there is consensus 
concerning its basic features. The main immediate beneficiary is an individual who 
receives a right to enjoy and use the environment whilst the principal debtor is the 
state. Symonides 28 confirms that the state's obligation to act is not only determined 
by this right and by domestic laws but also arises from international law norms. 
Within the definition above, the environment carries an inclusive meaning such as the 
definition afforded to the environment in the NEMA of South Africa. See Chapter 6 
below. See also Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 290-291, Fijalkowski 
and Fitzmaurice in Fijalkowski and Fitzmaurice (eds) Right of the Child to a Clean 
Environment 2-3 and Milne in Dowrick (ed) Human Rights 26. Birnie and Boyle 
International Law 254 state that the 'the most far-reaching case for environmental 
rights comes in the form of claims to a decent, healthy or viable environment: to a 
substantive environmental right which involves the promotion of a certain level of 
environmental quality.' The recognition of environmental rights as rights of recipience 
necessitates the identification of duty holders who have the obligation to either fulfill 
environmental rights or enable the fulfilment thereof. See Sengupta 2002 Human 
Rights Quarterly 843. 
Refer to 1.2 above. 
Environmental rights often show rather insignificant differences in meaning, scope 
and application - especially when contained in domestic constitutions. The meaning 
of 'environment' in different environmental rights often also differs. Fijalkowski and 
Fitzmaurice (eds) Right of the Child to a Clean Environment 5 shows that by 2000 
over fifty constitutions included an environmental right. Whilst section 24 of the 
Constitution of South Africa provides for the right to 'an environment that is not 
detrimental to health or well-being', the Constitution of Namibia (article 95(1)) refers 
to the right of people to have policies implemented aimed at the maintenance of 
ecosystems, essential ecological processes and biological diversity and the utilisation 
of living resources on a sustainable basis. The Constitution of Swaziland of 2005 
(article 216) states that '(e)very person shall promote the protection of the 
environment for the present and future generations', that '(u)rbanisation or 
industrialisation shall be undertaken with due respect for the environment' and that 
the government 'shall ensure a holistic and comprehensive approach to 
environmental preservation and shall put in place an appropriate environmental 
regulatory framework,' the Constitution of Lesotho of 1993 (article 36) provides that 
the country shall adopt policies designed to protect and enhance the natural and 
cultural environment of Lesotho for the benefit of both present and future generations 
and shall endeavour to assure to all citizens a sound and safe environment adequate 
for their health and well-being and the Constitution of Mozambique of 1990 (article 
37) states that '(t)he State shall promote efforts to guarantee the ecological balance 
and the conservation and preservation of the environment for the betterment of the 
quality of life of its citizens.' The Constitution of Chile of 1980 (article 19) for example 
provides for a right to live in an environmental free of contamination and the 
Constitution of the Russian Federation of 1993 (article 42) reads that '(e)veryone has 
the right to a favourable environment, to reliable information about its state, and to 
compensation for damage caused to their health or property by ecological offences.' 
See for the formulation of and discussion on the environmental rights in the 
constitutions of, amongst other countries, India, the Philippines, Colombia, the United 
States, Peru, Portugal, South Korea, Honduras, Uganda, Bangladesh, Spain, 
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to harm inflicted on the environmental by people.117 The scope of these rights 

generally extends beyond legal recognition of the relationship between people 

and the natural environment to aspects such as their cultural heritage, habitat 

and health.118 With little exception, environmental rights constitute both rights 

of action and rights of recipience. Whereas rights of action emphasise what 

people as right-holders are entitled to do, rights of recipience emphasise what 

people as right-holders are entitled to expect or to receive.119 Particular 

attention is paid throughout this study to environmental rights as autonomous 

subjective rights of recipience that require, inter alia, positive action on the 

part of the state. 

Belgium, Hungary, Norway, Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Costa Rica, Greece and the 
Netherlands, Lavrysen and Theunis 2007 Liber Amicorum Paul Martens 363-382, Hill 
ef a/2004 Georgetown International Environmental Law Review382-391, Symonides 
1992 International Journal for Legal Information 27-28, Ferreira 1999 Journal of 
South African Law 91, Nickel 1993 Yale Journal of International Law 284, Larmuseau 
(ed) Constitutional Rights and Collins 2007 McGill International Journal of 
Sustainable Development Law and Policy 120-153. For the duties that arise from 
differently phrased environmental rights in different national constitutions, see 
Popovic 1996 Columbia Human Rights Law Review 572-573 and Sands 1996 
European Human Rights Law Review 602. Commonly, rights not explicitly or 
exclusively intended to serve an environmental purpose could also in some instances 
be employed to afford legal protection to the relationship between humans and the 
environment. Such rights arguably do not belong under the definition of 
'environmental rights' per se and include, for example, the rights to life, dignity or 
privacy and procedural rights such as the rights of access to information or just 
administrative action. See, inter alia, Hill et al 2004 Georgetown International 
Environmental Law Review 374, Fijalkowski and Fitzmaurice (eds) Right of the Child 
to a Clean Environment 4 and 2.3.2.2 below. 
Collins 2007 McGill International Journal of Sustainable Development Law and Policy 
136-137. Collins makes a distinction between two environmental harm categories 
namely: contamination (including for example radiation, contamination of water and 
air pollution) and destruction of natural habitat (including for example the loss of 
biodiversity, wilderness, aesthetic values and eco-cultural species). For views on 
how this distinction could feed also into the interpretation of the section 24 
environmental right in the Constitution of South Africa, see Chapter 7 below. 
See, inter alia, Symonides 1992 International Journal for Legal Information 28 and 
Shutkin 1991 Virginia Journal of International Law 479-511. Dejeant-Pons and 
Pallemaerts Human Rights 19 remarks that: '(i)n its most basic form, the right to 
environment could be equated with the existence of an environment fit to sustain 
human life' and that the right implies a level of environmental quality which is 
sufficient to ensure not only bare survival, but also the satisfaction of basic human 
needs when read with the right to dignity. 
Refer to Merrills in Bodansky et a/(eds) International Environmental Law 669-674. 
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2.2 Approaches to environmental rights 

2.2.1 Introduction 

The statement has been made that 'environmental laws and policies reflect 

normative and value judgments' and that 'Q)ust as in archery one learns from 

seeing where the last arrow struck and adjusts one's aim, we need to know 

what the bulls-eye is for environmental law or else we are simply launching 

arrow after arrow with only random improvement.'120 More than ten years 

earlier, the remark was made that a 'vital consideration is that one cannot fully 

explain "law" without reference to normative values - what law is striving to 

achieve.'121 It has been argued also that responsible environmental action 

requires serious reasoning about environmental issues and that a clear grasp 

is needed of, inter alia, the values people espouse and their beliefs about 

what would be morally proper to do.122 With this in mind, the research 

question in this study is linked in the subsequent section to a broader law- and 

philosophical discourse on the rationale behind human preservation of the 

natural environment. The intention is not, however, to become involved in this 

ecophilosophical discourse in the larger body of ecopolitical thought.123 It 

may, however, be important to reflect on three normative paradigms 

(spectrums of thought) that underpin environmental rights generally and 

hence influence the interpretation and application thereof.124 

Flournoy 2003 Columbia Journal of Environmental Law 115. 
D'Amato and Chopra 1991 American Journal of International Law 61. See for 
interest's sake and from a South African point of view the theories of human rights 
that have been included in the South African Law Commission "Paper on Group and 
Human Rights" 2-41. 
Dias "Sustainable Development: The Anthropocentric Epistemology" 201. For 
interesting reflections on philosophy and the environment, see Brennan in Page and 
Proops (eds) Environmental Thought 15-31. 
See on ecophilosophy generally, Eckersley Environmentalism. 
Doremus 2003 UC Davis Law Review 235, 241 puts it quite strongly that 'law alone 
cannot solve our environmental problems' and that societal values play a crucial role 
in the success of environmental protection efforts. It is also argued that law can 
either facilitate or inhibit the development and maintenance of environmental values 
and the ability to put those values into practice. Although further discussed in 
Chapter 7 it serves to note in advance of Du Plessis 2000 SA Public Law 272 who 
holds that constitutions, and the Constitution of South Africa for that matter, 'ha(ve) to 
be interpreted in the course of time in such a way that (they) honour(s) changing 
times and conditions or 'present circumstances.' De Ville 1999 Journal of South 
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In positioning environmental rights in the paradigm of choice to support further 

analysis in this study, a succinct overview is provided of the anthropocentric, 

ecocentric and theo-cultural paradigms.125 These are, for purposes of this 

study, translated into different (or perhaps not so different) approaches 

towards environmental rights.126 

2.2.2 Anthropocentric/human-centred approach 

Anthropocentrism generally reflects a holistic view of humanity in which 

humans are central.127 The anthropocentric, human-centred approach holds, 

in an environmental context, that a healthy and sustainable natural 

environment should be holistically maintained for the sake of human well-

being as opposed to for the environment's own sake.128 It has been held that 

in postmodernistic thinking: 

African Law 222 argues that the interpretation of a text such as the Constitution of 
South Africa requires, inter alia, contextualisation through methods such as historical, 
comparative and international interpretation. Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of 
Public and International Law 121 then shows that indeed to date the Constitutional 
Court of South Africa has adopted a contextual approach requiring socio-economic 
rights to be interpreted in their social and historical contexts. Refer also to Coomans 
2005 Heidelberg Journal of International Law 169-170. Bekink Local Government 
Law 4 furthermore holds that in order to understand and interpret the text of a 
constitution, a descriptive or value-oriented or normative approach could be applied 
where in the latter instance the values should be founded on the will of the general 
population. 
Theron 1998 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 24 makes a 
distinction between an egocentric approach, an anthropocentric view and an 
ecocentric philosophy. The meaning afforded to the egocentric approach and 
anthropocentric view is regarded as very closely related and the distinction between 
the two will therefore not be upheld here. In her contribution Theron has not paid 
attention to what is called here the theo-cultural approach that will be discussed in 
2.2.4. 
The field of environmental philosophy is an independent field of scientific exploration 
in which a great deal of literature may be found on, inter alia, the different approaches 
towards environmental rights protection. 
The term anthropocentrism is derived from the Greek words anthropos or human 
being and kentron or centre. 
As a holistic approach to the environment, the anthropocentric approach rejects the 
separation of human beings and their environment but acknowledges a symbiotic 
relationship of existence between them. It holds that our moral duties regarding the 
natural world are determined by the duties we owe one another as humans. See 
Glazewski Environmental Law 7. One of the core concepts of environmental 
philosophy as part of the environmental ethics discourse and as highlighted by 
Flournoy 2003 Columbia Journal of Environmental Law 80 is namely anthropocentric 
utilitarian ethics which suggests that the guiding principle in protecting the non-human 
nature is the maximisation of welfare for humans. 
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People are constituted by their internal relations to their bodies, to 
the wider world of nature and especially to other people. Apart 
from these relations, they do not exist at all. They are formed and 
informed in human communities ... The model that describes this 
best is that of persons-in-community. In attenuated form, the 
community in question includes the natural environment.129 

In terms of this approach, an unequal symbiotic relationship between humans 

and the natural environment exists where humans should act as the dominant 

species-custodians of the environment.130 Peoples' dependence on the 

natural environmental from an anthropocentric point of view establishes a 

fundamental legal entitlement. The anthropocentric school therefore holds 

that fundamental environmental rights should be afforded to people. 

Gormley131 argued that the right to a pure, healthful, or decent environment is 

essentially a human right and that there is validity to the proposition that 

preservation of the ecology and environment is included within the inalienable 

rights of man. He also argued that at a philosophical level, the right to a pure 

and clean environment is integral with the right to a mere physical existence, 

and that the exhaustion of the earth's resources is a major threat to man's 

continued existence on earth. Gormley supports the anthropocentric school of 

thinking. More recently, Van Reenen132 remarked that environmental rights 

have internationally established themselves as fundamental human rights 

'because the ultimate goal of environmental protection is the enhancement of 

human life'. The anthropocentric/human-centred approach has also been 

Cobb Postmodernism and Public Policy121. 
Theron 1998 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 24-25 translated 
this unequal relationship into another approach namely the egocentric approach 
which encapsulates the view that humans are separate from, and superior to, the 
environment. Glazewski Environmental Law 7 is of the opinion that the view that 
humans are the central component of the planet is 'rooted in the biblical injunction 
which exhorts humans to subdue the earth and to rule over living creatures.' See 
further on the anthropocentric approach, inter alia, Verschuuren Het Grondrecht op 
Beskerming van het Leefmilieu 47, Scholtz 2005 Journal of South African Law 69-85 
and Feris and Tladi in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Human Rights in 
South Africa 252. 
Gormley Human Rights and the Environment 41 -42. 
Van Reenen 1997 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 275. See 
also Van Reenen's references to the ecocentric approach and his argument in favour 
of human rights and environmental protection to be viewed as representing different 
but overlapping (societal) values. 
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referred to as the 'nuisance/utilitarian/rights-based impulse' as one of a 

number of ethical impulses that underpin environmental law and 

environmental rights.133 

The anthropocentric approach is widely acknowledged and accepted (and 

often favoured) as the paradigm most suited to an understanding of 

particularly the need for environmental rights.134 One could even speak of an 

unbalanced approach-discourse since the anthropocentric approach to 

environmental rights (as opposed to the approaches discussed below) seems 

particularly compatible with the notion of sustainable development with its 

explicit emphasis on human needs.135 It is also within an 

anthropocentric/human-centred approach to environmental rights that notions 

such as intergenerational equity and rights-based ethics best fit in.136 The 

anthropocentric approach furthermore closely relates to the moral philosophy 

of utilitarianism which shows a concern with the 'greatest good for the greatest 

number of people for the greatest period of time.'137 Some authors even go as 

far as to argue that it is impossible to interpret any constitutional 

environmental provision in a non-anthropocentric (or 

ecocentrlc/okozentricsch) way for as long as a constitution has been written 

for people.138 Kloepfer139 supports this idea by stating that, at least in the 

Flournoy 2003 Columbia Journal of Environmental Law 84. 
Refer to, amongst others, Bodansky, Brunnee and Hey in Bodansky et at (eds) 
International Environmental Law 15, Glazewski Environmental Law 7 and Feris and 
Tladi in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Human Rights in South Africa 252. 
The anthropocentric approach is, however, not free from critique or skepticism. See 
for example Redgwell in Boyle and Anderson (eds) Human Rights Approaches to 
Environmental Protection 72-87, Bosselmann 2003 Yearbook of Human Rights and 
Environment 15, 26 and Scholtz 2005 Journal of South African Law 69-75. See also 
the discussion of Redgwell 73 on how international environmental law cannot be 
viewed as being exclusively anthropocentric in nature. For the so-called tension 
between deep and shallow ecologists and the accompanying critique on 
anthropocentrism, see Bosselmann 2003 Yearbook of Human Rights and 
Environment 14-15. Venter Constitutional Comparison 2, 3 observes that '(t)he law 
concerns people: where humans are not involved, law is not required.' It can 
therefore be argued that the law in its entirety is anthropocentric in nature. 
Dias "Sustainable Development: The Anthropocentric Epistemology" 201. 
See amongst others, Flournoy 2003 Columbia Journal of Environmental Law 81, 
Bosselmann 2003 Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 2 and Theron 1998 
South African Journal for Environmental Law and Policy 30. 
Fuggle in Fuggle and Rabie (eds) Environmental Management in South Africa 8. 
Refer to Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 232. 
Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 366. 
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context of the Grundgesetz, it should be concluded that the purpose of 

environmental protection is anthropocentric. 

Burns140 moves away from a strictly anthropocentric approach towards 

environmental rights by recognising that although the ultimate aim of 

environmental protection remains anthropocentric, a more ethical approach 

has emerged in recent times.141 According to this more ethical approach, 

humanity also has a moral obligation towards the environment. Hence the 

natural environment and beauty are no longer as willingly sacrificed for the 

sake of industry or human progress as in former times. Complementary to the 

idea of a more ethical approach may perhaps be the idea of a more 

instrumental approach towards environmental rights. The instrumental 

approach proclaims that humans should protect the environment, or should 

otherwise operate in such a way as not to harm the environment. This 

approach is also based on the idea that natural objects carry value of their 

own.142 The environment should be protected by people (also in terms of law) 

because such protection is profitable and to the benefit of humanity, and 

furthermore because the natural environment and the different elements 

thereof carry intrinsic value.143 

The anthropocentric/human-centred approach is entrenched in the framework 

of South African environmental law, which follows the trend of a number of 

international law instruments.144 The section 24 environmental right (as the 

Burns "Green Rights and an Environmental Management System" 8. 
Bodansky, Brunnee and Hey in Bodansky et a/(eds) International Environmental Law 
15 also states that increasingly, international environmental law displays 'a more 
ecocentric' approach as opposed to the traditional human-centred approach. 
Verschuuren Het Grondrecht op Beskerming van het Leefmilieu 53, for example, 
refers to the Dutch 'Plan integratie milieubeheer' which defines environmental policy 
as protection of ecosystems, the natural environment and landscapes for the benefit 
of people but also to show respect for the environment that carries value itself. This 
appears to be the viewpoint also of Baxi in Baxi The Future of Human Rights 5. 
The view of Burns is supported in the South African context by section 32(1 )(e) of the 
NEMA which provides that any person or group of persons may seek appropriate 
relief in respect of any breach or threatened breach of environmental law in the 
interest of protecting the environment. 
See Theron 1998 South African Journal for Environmental Law and Policy 35, 
Glazewski Environmental Law 7, section 24 of the Constitution and section 2(2) of the 
NEMA. 
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point of departure for the NEMA145 and all other sectoral environmental 

management acts (SEMAs))146 explicitly refers to 'present and future 

generations of people' and the notion of sustainable development.147 The 

drafters of the Constitution formulated the environmental right in such a way 

that it has a clear anthropocentric nature - it is a human-centred right since it 

values the environment in terms of the human purposes it serves.148 The 

natural environment, including natural resources and environmental media,149 

is valued for its usefulness (instrumental value) for individuals and humanity in 

a collective sense.150 Some environmental principles characteristic of South 

African environmental law reinforce the idea that the section 24 environmental 

right should be interpreted and applied through an anthropocentric approach. 

These include the principles of intergenerational equity,151 intra-generational 

equity152 and environmental justice.153 

Discussed in 6.3.1 below. 
Discussed in 6.3.3 below. 
See also Glazewski Environmental Law 72-73. See also the discussion of the 
SEMAs in 6.3.3 below. 
This is also the status quo as far as the Staatsziel Umweltschutz contained in article 
20(a) of the Grungesetz is concerned. Refer to Brandner and MeBerschmidt 
Umweltschutz und Recht 232 and to 4.2. 
Environmental media refer to air, land, water and biota. 
This agrees with Scholtz 2005 Journal of South African Law 72-75 who proposes that 
although it is impossible to escape from the anthropocentric approach, there should 
be a stronger focus on the quality of the environment that people aim to protect. 
The principle of intergenerational equity is, inter alia, understood to mean that 
generations still to be born also have environmental rights claims. See, amongst 
others, Shelton in Bodansky et al (eds) International Environmental Law 643-645, 
Hiskes 2005 Human Rights Quarterly 1346-1364, Ferreira 1999 Journal of South 
African Law 439-440 and Kiss and Shelton International Environmental Law 106. For 
arguments that oppose parts of the claim for intergenerational equity refer to Stone in 
Bodansky et al (eds) International Environmental Law 304-308 and Tladi 2002 South 
African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 182-185. Fijalkowski and 
Fitzmaurice (eds) Right of the Child to a Clean Environment 9-12 show how the 
Supreme Court of the Philippines has interpreted the constitutional environmental 
right in this country with a particular focus on intergenerational equity. 
The principle of intra-generational equity implies that the costs of environmental 
protection and benefits of developmental activities should be distributed amongst 
members of the current generation of people. This principle in an international 
context, forms part of the so-called North-South debate and in the South African 
context, relates to the discrepancies between, inter alia, environmental protection and 
infrastructure in different human settlements that were established under apartheid 
legislation. Intra-generational equity underpins the notion of environmental justice. 
See on intra-generational equity, amongst others, Maggio 1997 Buffalo 
Environmental Law Journal 161 -223. 
Environmental justice as part of the anthropocentric approach incorporates 
considerations of distributional justice, social equity and fairness among human 
beings. See on the notion of environmental justice generally, amongst others, Feris 
Environmental Justice, Glazewski 1999 Ada Juridica 1-35, Stacy 1999 Ada Juridica 
36-70, Cowen 1999 Ada Juridica 121-141, Kidd 1999 Ada Juridica 142-160, Glinski 
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Considering the NEMA definition of the environment,154 it may be argued that 

in South Africa the section 24 environmental right cannot be viewed entirely 

from an anthropocentric point of view. To explain by way of example: the 

floral kingdom of the Cape forms part of the historically known and 

psychologically valued features (cultural heritage) of South Africa and is 

clearly embraced by the legal definition afforded to 'the environment'. The 

Cape Floral kingdom is, however, also one of a few biodiversity hotspots in 

the world - the legal protection of which may be cardinally important for the 

future existence of some biodiversity species. Accordingly, when interpreting 

the environmental right, the inherent value and instrumental worth of the 

environment to some extent brings to the fore an ethically inspired legal 

consideration. Environmental rights afforded to people within an 

anthropocentric setting can accordingly be limited (or at the least be 

influenced) by ecological considerations in the same way as they are currently 

limited by social and democratic considerations, for example.155 Dias156 

2003 Verfassung und Recht in Ubersee 49-74, Flournoy 2003 Columbia Journal of 
Environmental Law 87, Kloepfer Umweltgerechtigkeit, Hiskes 2005 Human Rights 
Quarterly 1346-1364 and Mickelson in Bodansky et al (eds) International 
Environmental Law 285-290. 
The NEMA defines the environment as the surroundings within which humans exist, 
made up of-

(i) the land, water and atmosphere of the earth; 
(ii) micro-organisms, plant and animal life; 
(iii) any part or combination of (i) and (ii) and the interrelationships 

among and between them; and 
(iv) the physical, chemical, aesthetic and cultural properties and 

conditions of the foregoing that influence human health and well-
being. 

See Bosselmann 2003 Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 22. Kloepfer in 
Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 366 observes with reference to 
article 20(a) in the Grundgesetz that environmental protection cannot be practiced to 
serve mankind without insight into the complexity of the biosphere and the laws by 
which it operates. 
Anthropocentric reformism holds that the root of our environmental problems is not 
anthropocentric and patriarchal attitudes, nor the institutions and practices that 
embody them, nor the moral obtuseness that prevents people from discerning the 
moral considerability or inherent value of the non-human environment. 
Anthropocentric reformism advocates that there is no need for any kind of 
revolutionary cultural and political changes or for alternatives in human-centred moral 
theory but that there is a need for a sustainable approach in, inter alia, the use of 
nature by human beings. See Dias "Sustainable Development: The Anthropocentric 
Epistemology" 205. In similar vein, Verschuuren 1994 Revue Juridique de 
I'Environnement 339 holds that 'nature is an entity worthy of moral consideration in 
itself and that 'law can help to give this moral consideration a practical (and legal) 
meaning.' 
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speaks of 'anthropocentric reformism' of which 'liberal environmentalism' 

forms a part. Liberal environmentalism according to Dias157 rejects the idea 

that unrestrained activity (arguably within an anthropocentric approach) can 

solve ecological problems and that significant regulation is necessary to 

prevent environmental damage and ensure respect for rights and justice. 

2.2.3 Ecocentric approach 

Ecocentrism in its most extreme form is the opposite of anthropocentricism. A 

consideration of ecocentrism may therefore enhance our understanding of the 

anthropocentric approach to environmental rights.158 The ecocentric approach 

suggests that on the one hand, rights should be afforded to the natural 

environment and on the other hand, that existing environmental rights (as 

rights afforded to people) should be interpreted not in terms of the value they 

afford to humanity, but in line with the environment's intrinsic worth.159 

Stone160 in 1972 sparked the idea of affording legal rights also to 'forests, 

oceans, rivers and so-called natural objects in the environment - indeed to the 

environment as a whole.'161 His views together with those of theorists such as 

Bentham and Singer, have largely contributed to the conceptualisation of the 

ecocentric approach as it exists today.162 The ecocentric approach is also 

Dias "Sustainable Development: The Anthropocentric Epistemology" 205. 
See for example Eckersley Environmentalism 33. 
Ecocentrism recognises the importance of the environment in the web of life. It 
realises that no single organism is more important than another. See, for example, 
Eckersley Environmentalism 49, Feris and Tladi in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-
Economic Rights 252, Theron 1998 South African Journal for Environmental Law and 
Policy 30 and Bosselmann 2003 Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 2. 
Environmental ethics considers the ethical relationship between human beings and 
the natural environment. It exerts influence on a large number of disciplines including 
law and it may be viewed as a sub-section of environmental philosophy. 
Individualistic biocentric theories that invoke rights for non-human individuals (animal 
rights) also exist. See further Stone Should Trees Have Standing, Flournoy 2003 
Columbia Journal of Environmental Law 82, Glazewski Environmental Law 7-8 and 
Theron 1998 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 36-41. 
Stone 1972 Southern California Law Review 456 and Eckersley Environmentalism 
57-58. See for a discourse of more or less the same point in history on rights-
holdership and the possibility of extending rights also to animals, Kamenka and Erh-
Soon Tay (eds) Human Rights 41. 
See, inter alia, Stone in Bodansky et al (eds) International Environmental Law 292-
311. 
Eckersley Environmentalism 43. See further Verschuuren Het Grondrecht op 
Beskerming van het Leefmilieu 42, Theron 1998 South African Journal for 
Environmental Law and Policy 37, Benn in Kamenka and Erh-Soon Tay (eds) Human 
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directly related to what is known as deep ecology philosophy, biocentrism and 

environmental ethics. Deep ecology views humans as no more and no less 

than an integral part of the environment along with all other organisms. It 

does not distinguish between dominant and subordinate forms of life as far as 

humans and the natural environment are concerned.163 Biocentrism is one of 

the philosophical and ethical bases for environmental law which requires that 

cognisance be taken of the potential effect of all human actions on all living 

things.164 Biocentrism holds that the right of natural ecosystems and their 

individual components to an existence in their own right must be built into 

decision-making processes. A hierarchy is implied here when bearing in mind 

the different degrees of moral consideration given, for example, to different 

animal species.165 Environmental ethics directly relate to biocentrism. 

Environmental ethics have to do with environmental-affecting activities being 

evaluated on account of their impact on the environment instead of their 

(indirect) impact on people.166 

The ecocentric approach is prone to a number of legal objections and 

challenges.167 In the absence of formal recognition of rights for the 

composites of the environment generally, biocentrism has not yet firmly 

established itself in environmental law.168 An ecocentric approach, to date, 

appears to have failed to establish itself in both international and foreign law 

Rights 69, Baxi The Future of Human Rights 7, Redgwell in Boyle and Anderson 
(eds) Human Rights Approaches to Environmental Protection 75-78 and D'Amato 
and Chopra 1991 American Journal of International Law 51. 
Deep ecology is a fairly recent branch of ecological philosophy that considers 
mankind as an integral part of the environment. It does not encapsulate legal rights 
but attempts to describe a deeper, more spiritual and holistic approach to nature 
which serves to support arguments for the recognition of the innate and inalienable 
rights of all creatures inclusive, for example, of animals and plants. For some basic 
features of deep ecology refer to Theron 1997 South African Journal of 
Environmental Law and Policy 42-43. 
See Eckersley Environmentalism 28-29 and Glazewski Environmental Law7'-8. 
See Stone in Bodansky et al (eds) International Environmental Law 300 and 
Glazewski Environmental Law $. 
Stone in Bodansky et a/(eds) International Environmental Law292-293. 
See for example Bosselmann 2003 Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 25, 
Redgwell in Boyle and Anderson (eds) Human Rights Approaches to Environmental 
Protection 78, 85 and Scholtz 2005 Journal of South African Law 70-71. 
See, for example, Kidd Environmental Law 19. 
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contexts. In the German context for example, Brandner and MeBerschmidt169 

hold that it is impossible to interpret and approach a constitutional 

environmental provision from an exclusively ecocentric (ausschlieBlich 

okozentrisch) point of view. The authors Schmidt-Bleibtreu and Klein170 

propose a similar view, albeit from a different angle. These authors argue that 

even though an anthropocentric approach is employed in interpreting article 

20(a) of the Grundgesetz, animals deserve constitutional protection based on 

ethical considerations but not to an extent that equates humans and animals 

as the bearers of legal rights. 

The possibility of radical and extensive legal development that accommodates 

the extension of rights to the natural environment can, however, not altogether 

be brushed aside, given the increasingly distressed state of the world 

environment.171 Bosselmann172 remarks that discourse on ecological 

perspectives could contribute to the gradual acceptance of moral 

responsibilities towards the natural environment, which may lead to a point 

where humanity begins to accept the idea of ecological limitations on the 

rather anthropocentric exercise of rights. This view implies that in future 

(because of, for example, climate change), the interpretation of environmental 

rights could compel a more prominent ecological focus. 

2.2.4 Theo-cultural approach 

Modern science separates scientific facts from values, which leads to a split 

vision of forms of reality. The first form has been described as objective and 

Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 232. A specific reference to 
animals has nevertheless been included in the article 20(a) Staatsziel Umweltschutz 
of the German Constitution. Brandner and MeBerschmidt argue that, regardless, an 
ecocentric interpretation of, for example, article 20(a) in any event serves an 
anthropocentric function. 
Refer to Schmidt-Bleibtreu and Klein Grundgesetz70A. 
This view could be implied also by Kidd Environmental Law 19 who states with 
reference to the idea of rights being afforded to the natural environment that 'it would 
seem that South Africa is a long way off this type of development, particularly 
considering the fact that human rights generally have only recently been accorded 
constitutional protection.' 
Bosselmann 2003 Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 20. Refer for a 
similar view in the context of the interpretation of the article 20(a) Staatsziel 
Umweltschutz contained in the Grundgesetz, to Nolte Lokale Agenda 21176-177. 
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static whilst the second form is reality as defined through, inter alia, 

philosophy and religion.173 The content and development of law as it exists in 

reality is often influenced by philosophy and religion.174 Whilst environmental 

law and rights are mostly viewed from either an anthropocentric or ecocentric 

angle175 it is proposed in this study that, given the fair prominence of a rich 

religious and cultural pluralism in South Africa, cognisance has to be taken of 

a third approach based on theology176 and culture.177 

Culture and religion are often so closely related that it becomes rather difficult 

to distinguish between the two.178 As baseline ideologies, religion and culture 

serve a similar purpose. Hence no distinction is made here between a cultural 

and theocentric approach to the interpretation of environmental rights and 

environmental law. What can be called a theo-cultural approach views 

environment regulation (protection, management etc) as a duty which often 

emanates from religious beliefs or inherited or adopted cultures (particular 

ways of doing and seeing things). This duty could have an anthropocentric or 

ecocentric focus. Hence, the theo-cultural approach should not be viewed as 

an altogether independent and separate approach to the interpretation of 

environmental rights but rather as an ideology that informs the anthropocentric 

and ecocentric approaches.179 The nature of a particular religion will 

determine whether it prefers an environmentally-centred (ecocentric) or 

human-centred (anthropocentric) stance or a combination of the two. 

The choices people make are inspired in part by the values, 
norms and traditions that have been deemed useful and valuable 
from one generation to the next. In times of change, people 

Klein 2000 New Zealand Journal of Environmental Law 93. 
Refer to, for example, Janis The Influence of Religion for an outline of the influence of 
religion on the development of contemporary international law. 
See, for example, Glazewski Environmental Law 7-9. 
Here, the analysis of relevant aspects contained in different religions. 
Culture in this context refers to patterns of human activity and the symbolic structures 
that give such activities significance and importance. This proposal follows the idea 
that 'our duties to other creatures and to Nature are grounded on aspirations that are 
distinctly human.' See Stone in Bodansky et al (eds) International Environmental 
Law 300-301. 
Refer to, inter alia, Du Plessis in De Kock and Labuschagne (eds) Festschrift JC 
Bekker54. 
A number of authors also view religion to be a source of human rights generally. See 
for example Shestrack 1998 Human Rights Quarterly 205. 
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choose the appropriate solution for that particular problem and 
moment from the cultural agreements familiar to them. They 
may be solutions from their own cultural orientation, but they can 
also come from other groups or even emerge from a completely 
new practice. This makes culture not only creative and flexible -
by presenting solutions to the problems of survival at a particular 
point in time - but also dominant, in the sense that group 
members have difficulty extricating themselves from it.180 

Bearing this view in mind, the role of theology (or religion as such) and culture 

is succinctly discussed below. 

Theocentrism holds that protection of the environment arises from a sense of 

duty set in a religious belief system.181 Representatives of the world's major 

religions have in the past made declarations which formally state the moral 

responsibilities that their adherents have towards the earth.182 Most belief 

systems view the environment as having intrinsic value, but simultaneously 

claim that humans, as stewards of the environment, owe to it care and 

protection.183 The acknowledgment of the intrinsic worth of the environment 

reminds one of the ecocentric approach,184 whilst the recognition of humans 

as the higher-order ruling species reminds one of the anthropocentric 

approach.185 Theocentrism, generally, holds that human beings should care 

for and preserve the earth as guardians, in the way that their deity requires or 

their religious rules require. Humans should therefore be considerate to 

humanity as well as to the natural environment. Theocentrism furthermore 

maintains that humans inhabit the earth for an indeterminate period of time. 

They should therefore preserve the environment for future generations as well 

Advisory Council on International Affairs Influence of Culture and Religion on 
Development 8. 
Vorster Ethical Perspectives on Human Rights 258. Yet another approach not 
discussed in this study, is the ecofiminism approach. This is a theoretical approach 
to human-nature interactions that seeks to highlight the parallel between male 
oppression of women and oppression of nature and which draws on this commonality 
in seeking alternative modes of interaction. Refer to Flournoy 2003 Columbia Journal 
of Environmental Law 83. 
Fuggle Environmental Management: An Introduction in Fuggle and Rabie (eds) 
Environmental Management in South Africa 1. 
See, inter alia, Verschuuren Het Grondrecht op Beskerming van het Leefmilieu 48-
49. 
See 2.2.3 above. 
See 2.2.2 above. 
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as for themselves.186 Theocentrism therefore generally approves of 

environmental rights which facilitate responsibility towards the environment 

and environmental duties that are entrenched in religious belief systems.187 

Given the fact that each theo-centric approach relies on a particular religion 

for its substantial core of beliefs, it is not possible to generalise on them too 

confidently, but it can at least be argued that they share some features.188 

A focus on culture, like theocentrism, results not in a separate approach to 

environmental rights but in the nuancing of the anthropocentric and/or 

ecocentric approach in accordance with a particular ideology. A link between 

culture and the human environment can be derived from Ziemer's189 

contention that cultural rights have their roots in environmental protection. 

This link could be particularly vivid for indigenous peoples whose relationships 

with their land (and arguably also with other environmental media such as 

water), define the essentials of their cultural life.190 Culture may therefore 

inform the anthropocentric or ecocentric approaches (or a combination of the 

two) to environmental rights.191 From a cultural perspective it could be 

expected of environmental rights to embrace a legal entitlement to the use of 

natural resources, inter alia, for cultural purposes and to the preservation, for 

example, of historic and cultural sites. All over the world, as in South Africa, 

many forests, lakes, mountains and rivers, for example, are perceived as 

sacred places of pilgrimage, sources of religious and/or cultural inspiration 

The theocentric approach, according to McCormick and Connors Facing Ethical 
Issues 239 referred to in Vorster Ethical Perspectives on Human Rights 256 takes 
cognisance of three models regarding the relationship between human kind and 
creation. These are the kingship, stewardship and kinship models. The theocentric 
approach is particularly popular in Christianity, Judaism and Islam. 
As will become evident below, some religious legal systems also include 
environmental rights. 
See the reference to McCormick and Connors Facing Ethical Issues 239 in Vorster 
Ethical Perspectives on Human Rights 256. 
Ziemer 2001 Harvard Human Rights Journal 258. 
Ziemer 2001 Harvard Human Rights Journal 258. Refer also to Himonga 1998 Law 
in Africa 4. 
Sachs Protecting Human Rights 143 remarks that '(c)onsciousness of nature and our 
place in it runs deeply in many strands that make up the texture of the South African 
culture' whilst Du Plessis in De Kock and Labuschagne (eds) Festschrift JC Bekker 
53 observes that social, cultural and religious views play an important role in the 
making of legal rules and that furthermore, different perspectives (inclusive of 
religious perspectives) form an integral part of the operation of the law. 
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and the focus of many related rituals and activities.192 A vast number of 

cultures co-exists in South Africa - the further analysis of which justifies a 

thesis of its own. It may, however, be useful to consider here how the 

religious pluralism of the country could adorn and enrich both or either of the 

anthropocentric and ecocentric approaches in different communities.193 

2.2.5 Theocentrism illustrated 

Scholars of the environment and theocentrism often opt to analyse and 

discuss in particular Judeo-Christian-lslamic ethics, that largely inform the 

world's four major monotheistic religions - Judaism, Christianity, Buddhism 

and Islam.194 Judaism, Christianity and Islam are prominent in South Africa, 

together, inter alia, with Hinduism and native African religions. Primary ideas 

on the environment and peoples' relation to the environment in all of these 

religions are therefore briefly considered below.195 

2.2.5.1 Christianity 

There are many different denominations in Christianity. Whereas the views 

on the relationship between nature and humanity differ slightly from 

denomination to denomination,196 the slightness of these differences, which 

amount to no more than nuances, allows one to distill and reflect on a general 

For a Tibetan example, see Ziemer 2001 Harvard Human Rights Journal 258. In the 
German context, the interesting idea has been conveyed by Hesselberger Das 
Grundgesetz 197 that the inception of the explicit protection of animals in terms of 
article 20(a) of the Grundgesetz may in future have constitutional implications and 
ramifications as far as possible conflicts with cultural, religious and artistic freedom 
are concerned. Refer also to Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 887-888. See further 
4.2 below. 
Religion is perceived as a 'core component of culture,' though at the same time it 
enjoys a relative degree of autonomy and is, in essence, of a different order. 
Advisory Council on International Affairs Influence of Culture and Religion on 
Development 9. 
See Fuggle in Fuggle and Rabie (eds) Environmental Management in South Africa 8-
10. Christianity may be viewed as the main religion in most parts of sub-Saharan 
Africa, which is also the current position in South Africa. 
See for brief comments on the religious view of human rights in general, Sharma 
Hinduism and Human Rights 8. 
Minor differences in for example Roman Catholicism, Protestantism, Evangelicism 
and Reformist views on the environment may exist. Such an assessment however 
falls beyond the purview of this thesis. 
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Christian view on environmental protection.197 Based on the book of Genesis 

in the Bible, care for the environment is an obligation of the human species, 

which was given the duty, among other duties, to care for the whole of God's 

creation.198 Humans are not elevated above creation or called to function 

outside thereof - humankind exists alongside all of God's other creatures.199 

However, as man is an integral part of creation created in the image of God, 

God has given humankind (inclusive of public authorities) a superior ethical 

mandate that implies that humans should serve nature well.200 This mandate 

must be carried into effect in a responsible way - humans, as custodians or 

stewards of the environment, must care for creation by maintaining order.201 

Alongside our privilege to utilise creation for our own good, we have the 

responsibility to take good care of everything that God has created.202 This 

'stewardship model' is upheld in most mainline Christian traditions and, 

although it has some similarities with the ecocentric approach, it mainly 

informs the human-centred or anthropocentric approach to environmental 

protection and also environmental rights.203 

Christianity poses an inclusive definition of the environment with humanity forming a 
significant part thereof. 
See Verschuuren Het Grondrecht op Beskerming van het Leefmilieu 48. The book 
Genesis in the Bible supports the ideas of custodianship and responsibility in the 
environmental context with the recognition of the interrelatedness of the creation and 
the need for appropriate human action to nourish and preserve it. 
See Vorster Ethical Perspectives on Human Rights 253. 
See for an exposition of Judeo-Christian ethics in conservation of the environment, 
Fuggle in Fuggle and Rabie (eds) Environmental Management in South Africa 8-10. 
See also Du Plessis and Le Roux 2004 Word and Action 2. 
See for example Fuggle in Fuggle and Rabie (eds) Environmental Management in 
South Africa 9 and Klein 2000 New Zealand Journal of Environmental Law 87. 
See Vorster Ethical Perspectives on Human Rights 256. 
Verschuuren Het Grondrecht op Beskerming van het Leefmilieu 48-49 links the 
Christian approach with the anthropocentric approach, as humankind (and not the 
individual as such) is central to the whole of creation. Some authors strongly support 
the idea of approaching environmental rights and regulation from a religious 
perspective whilst others oppose it. Verschuuren welcomes a religious base for 
environmental policy-making whilst authors such as Birnbacher (as referred to by 
Verschuuren) opposes this idea because of the possible exclusion of certain religions 
and the possible disregard of different approaches to the creation of the earth. See 
Verschuuren Het Grondrecht op Beskerming van het Leefmilieu 49, 123. Some 
authors also claim that in an environmental sense, Christianity may be viewed as the 
most anthropocentric religion the world has seen. See Vorster Ethical Perspectives 
on Human Rights 251. Arguing towards a Christian view that combines the 
anthropocentric and ecocentric approaches, Vorster Ethical Perspectives on Human 
Rights 245 remarks that one of the most pressing issues facing Christian ethics today 
is the ecological crisis, which raises issues regarding the violation of the integrity of 
creation and the violation of the rights of future generations regarding access to a 
habitual environment and clean water and air. Vorster Ethical Perspectives on 
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2.2.5.2 Judaism 

Judaism views the relationship between humanity and the environment much 

as Christianity does. Jewish scriptural writings are full of natural imagery and 

call for respect for nature, whilst biblical and later rabbinic laws provide for 

comprehensive legislation on issues related to conservation, animal welfare, 

species conservation, sanitation and pollution. The core idea conveyed in 

Judaism is that humans are part of nature but bestowed with a certain control 

over creation. Rakover204 shows that in Jewish sources, the rationale for 

humanity's obligation to protect nature may be found in the biblical 

expression, 'For the earth is Mine' (Leviticus 25:23). The Bible informs Jews 

that the earth is not subject to man's absolute ownership, but is rather given to 

people to 'use and protect' (Genesis 2:15). Humans are expected to exercise 

their authority, consciousness and free will to be wise stewards of creation 

and they are expected to assist in maintaining the order of creation. 

According to Nir205 the foremost environmental precept in traditional Judaism 

is known as bal taschit, which is the Aramaic translation of the Hebrew biblical 

Human Rights 245 claims that '(c)aring for Creation involves much more than just an 
anthropocentric approach. Actions today should be guided in such a way that both 
the integrity of Creation and the rights of future generations are safeguarded and 
honoured.' From a Christian point of view humans owe duties to sentient animals, 
plants, species and ecosystems. It has been argued in the Christian context that in 
the theocentric model humankind can benefit from the resources given by God and 
that creation must be utilised in such a way that its goodness and beauty should not 
be distorted or destroyed. Vorster Ethical Perspectives on Human Rights 260. Put in 
even stronger terms, irresponsible and anthropocentric exploitation and misuse of 
God-given resources in nature amounts to disobedience to God and subsequently a 
rejection of one of the core issues of the Christian faith. As far as environmental 
rights protection and governance are concerned, the Christian-based theocentric 
approach furthermore makes room for the promotion of the ideas of democracy, good 
and responsible economic policies, peace, development and the ethos of human 
rights in order to address, inter alia, protection of ecosystems. See Vorster Ethical 
Perspectives on Human Rights 260. Vorster 255 holds further that government has a 
role to play in the protection (including legal protection) of the environment. Vorster 
261 also provides an insightful outline of Cuninan's seven-point programme for 
environmental-developmental awareness and action. Alongside the role of 
government, Vorster also refers to the need for civil society in its broader sense, to 
become involved in environmental protection endeavours. See for critique on the 
Judeo-Christian perspectives on the environment generally, Klein 2000 New Zealand 
Journal of Environmental Law 84-86 and for some supporting views, Klein 86-89. 
Refer also to Palmer and Finlay Faith in Conservation 83-86. 
Rakover in Palmer and Finlay (eds) Faith in Conservation 111. 
For a contribution devoted to the notion of bal taschit refer to Nir 2006 The 
Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 335-353. 
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injunction 'do not destroy' as derived from the book of Deuteronomy. Humans 

are, however, allowed to utilise nature for their own benefit within certain limits 

established by God. Judaism emphasises moderation and, in addition to 

expressing anthropocentric values, implicitly evokes themes that are 

consistent with eco- or biocentric understandings of the relationship between 

people and the natural environment.206 According to Rakover,207 Jewish 

sources are not satisfied with merely emphasising 'environmental values', but 

also establish concrete legal obligations related to the environment. Rakover 

shows that the sources on Jewish law contain extensive discussions of the 

environmental issues that concern modern society, and point the way to 

protection, inter alia, against smoke, odours, pollution of air and water, and 

damage to the natural landscape. 

2.2.5.3 Islam 

Islamic philosophy and belief serve as a sure foundation for approaches to the 

environment and environmental rights in vast parts of the world. The United 

Nations (Ksentini), Special Rapporteur's Report on Human Rights and the 

Environment and the Draft Declaration of Principles on Human Rights and the 

Environment of 1994, for example, state that environmental protection is not 

solely a concern of this day and age but that it is a moral philosophy also to be 

found in the precepts of Islam.208 The large body of Islamic environmental 

ethics stresses the duty of the individual Muslim to care for the natural 

environment.209 This duty closely connects with the belief that the earth is the 

See Palmer and Finlay Faith in Conservation 11-125, Coalition of the Environment 
and Jewish Life 2005 Troster 'Ten Jewish Teachings on Judaism and 
Environmentalism" at http://www.coejl.org/learn/je_tenje.php, Coalition of the 
Environment and Jewish Life 2005 Berman "Jewish Environmental Values: The 
Dynamic Tension between Nature and Human Needs" at 
http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Environment/berman.html, Coalition of the 
Environment and Jewish Life 2005 "A Jewish Perspective on Sustainable 
Development" at http://www.coejl.org/learn/je_textsust.php and Vogel "How Green is 
Judaism? Exploring Jewish Environmental Ethics" November 1999 at 
http://faculty.haas.berkeley.edu/vogel/judaism.pdf. 
Rakover in Palmer and Finlay Faith in Conservation 123. 
See paragraph 21 of the Report and the discussion at 2.4.3.6 below. 
See Mahmood "Significance of Environment in Islam" 1998 at 
http://www.captiveminds.org/home.htm, Dien "Islam and the Environment, theory and 
practice" Journal of Beliefs and Values 1997 at http://www.captiveminds. 
org/home.htm and Mallat (ed) Islam and Public Law. 
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creation of Allah and therefore both the individual and the state must take 

responsibility for Allah's creation as part of their religious and ethical 

obligations.210 The basis of the Islamic worldview is the idea of Tawhid or the 

oneness of God. The belief is held that the universe originates from God, 

return to him and centres around him - it is a world created and sustained by 

God with a purpose and a design. Human beings are trustees expected to 

fulfill the trust in the manner that the giver of the trust expects of them. The 

position of trusteeship is also called Amanah which imposes a moral 

responsibility whilst Khilafa refers to ordained stewardship. According to 

Mahasneh211 there are several Islamic principles that, when taken individually, 

seem to have little bearing on conservation but that together add up to a clear 

concept of the Islamic view on conservation. Apart from Tawhid, these also 

include Khalifa (humanity's role and responsibilities in the natural order), 

Mizaan (the faculty of reasoning), justice, the idea to use but to not abuse and 

Fitra (humanity as an integral part of the environment).212 Islamic law itself 

also reflects on environmental protection. Article 1 of the Universal Islam 

Declaration of Human Rights of 1981 states that human life is sacred and 

inviolable and that every effort shall be made to protect it.213 This provision 

arguably embraces also environmental protection. The Cairo Declaration on 

Human Rights in Islam of 1990 similarly states in article 2(c) that the 

preservation of human life throughout the term of time willed by Allah is a duty 

prescribed by the Shari'ah. Article 17 entrenches an explicit environmental 

right and states that '(e)veryone shall have the right to live in a clean 

environment, away from vice and moral corruption, that would favour a 

healthy ethical development of his person and it is incumbent upon the State 

and society in general to afford that right.' The Islamic religion is thought to 

inform both an anthropocentric and ecocentric approach to environmental 

rights, albeit with a stronger focus on anthropocentrism as is the case in 

Christianity and Judaism. 

Bruch, Coker and Van Arsdale 2000 South African Journal of Environmental Law and 
Policy 33. 
Mahasneh in Palmer and Finlay (eds) Faith in Conservation 99. 
Refer further to Mahasneh in Palmer and Finlay (eds) Faith in Conservation 99-105. 
Article 1 (a) of the Universal Islam Declaration of Human Rights of 1981. See also 
Mayer Islam Human Rights. 
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2.2.5.4 Hinduism 

'Hinduism is a religion that is very near to nature.'214 Most forms of Hinduism 

are henotheistic and recognise a single and supreme deity (Brahma) but also 

other gods and goddesses as facets, forms, manifestations, or aspects 

thereof.215 The Hindu notion of an avatar refers to a manifestation of a god in 

an earthly form, usually that of a human being or animal. According to Rao216 

'(c)onserve ecology or perish' is the message of the Bhagavad Gita, a 

dialogue between Sri Krishna and Arjuna that is a clear and precise life 

science in Hinduism. The Bhagavad Gita emphasises that a life without 

contribution towards the preservation of ecology is a life of sin and a life 

without specific purpose or use. Hinduism contains four axiological 

orientations called puru§arthas which generally form the bases of human 

rights - these are kama, artha, dharma and mok§ha. These orientations may 

be translated as referring to the sensate, political-economic, moral and 

metaphysical dimensions of human existence, in which the environment could 

also play a role.217 Hindu thinking is strongly in favour of grounding human 

rights in morality or dharma.2™ Note that the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights by the Hindus of 1994 provides for the right of everybody to life, 

longevity and liveability (article 3(2)) whilst everybody has the duty to support 

and sustain the life, longevity and liveability of all (articles 3(3)). Article 28 

states that '(e)veryone has the right to socio-economic and political order at a 

global, national, regional and local level which enables the realisation of 

social, political, economic, racial and gender justice and the duty to give 

precedence to universal, national, regional and local interests in that order.'219 

We may therefore draw the conclusion that Hinduism informs both 

anthropocentric and ecocentric approaches to the existence and fulfilment of 

Rao in Palmer and Finlay (eds) Faith in Conservation 93. 
Religious Tolerance Hinduism A General Introduction 2005 at 
http://www.religioustolerance.org/hinduism2.htm. 
Rao in Palmer and Finlay Faith in Conservation 93. 
Sharma Hinduism and Human Flights 10. 
Sharma Hinduism and Human Rights 11. 
Article 28 of A Universal Declaration of Human Rights by Hindus of 1994. 
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environmental rights - with a more prominent focus on ecocentrism than, for 
example, Judaism and Christianity.220 

2.2.5.5 Native African religions 

Diescho221 observes that '(t)he lives of the majority of people in southern 
Africa are still regulated by societal laws that are embedded in customs, 
practices, habits, traditions, conventions, and a whole host of familiar patterns 
of conduct and communication.' For native African people the environment 
has always been an important resource necessary to their survival, but it is 
also an important part of their culture and features prominently in their 
religious beliefs.222 Sachs223 states that African culture is layered with the 
insistence on viewing human existence as inextricably part of the natural 
habitat. Trees, plants, animals, and humans co-exist in close 
interconnection.' Africans belief that one has to live in harmony with the 
universe, obeying the laws of the natural, moral, religious and mystical order. 
'If these are unduly disturbed, it is the human being who suffers the most.'224 

Also, in terms of traditional African religion and social custom, animals are 
regarded as having a sacred or 'totemic' character whilst plants are used for 
the purpose of healing illness, for example.225 For many traditional Khoisan 
people, for example, the sun and the moon are gods or aspects of a supreme 
deity. The cycle of religious observance is, therefore, carefully adjusted 
according to the cycles of the moon. Khoisan legends and myths also refer to 
a 'trickster' god, who could transform himself into animal or human forms and 

Refer on Hinduism and the environment to Palmer and Finlay Faith in Conservation 
91-96. 
Diescho in Fischer-Buder (ed) Human Rights 246. See on aspects of African religion 
generally, inter alia, Mbiti 1997 Missionalia 511-522 and Mbiti 1996 Religion and 
Theology 170-179. 
See Wiersema in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 162 and 
Labuschagne and Boonzaaier 1998 South African Journal of Environmental Law and 
Policy 57-65. 
Sachs Protecting Human Rights 142. 
Isaak Religion and Society 9. 
Sachs Protecting Human Rights 142 and Labuschagne and Boonzaaier 1998 South 
African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 57-58. It is held in the Advisory 
Council on International Affairs Influence of Culture and Religion on Developmental 
23 that '(o)ne way of getting the most out of local cultural heritage is to recognise the 
importance of indigenous knowledge' and that 'indigenous knowledge should be 
recognised as relevant, culturally generated knowledge.' 
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who could die and be reborn many times over. The praying mantis, a 

predatory insect with large eyes and other features characteristic of animal 

predators, is said to figure in Khoisan myths and folktales (culture) in a role 

similar to the clever fox in European folktales.226 Khoisan herd boys are also 

said to use 'divine' mantises for the location of lost animals.227 Labuschagne 

and Boonzaaier228 state that among the Venda and Sotho-Tswana people, 

many wild animals, reptiles, birds and even fish are venerated. It is believed 

that the totem animals possess supernatural abilities and therefore may not 

be killed or eaten - a misdemeanor punishable by supernatural sanctions. 

Other traditional African societies have historical accounts or myths which 

hold that human beings first emerged from a hole in the ground, that they 

were plucked from a field or a bed of reeds, or that they were fashioned from 

elemental substances through the efforts of a supreme deity. Some native 

African people hold the belief, for example, that death originated in the failure 

of human beings or their messengers, such as the chameleon who was sent 

to relay a divine message of immortality, but who was delayed and 

subsequently overtaken by the message of death.229 Furthermore, the 

pastoral tradition with its emphasis on human attachment to land (soil) and 

dependence on the climate is deeply entrenched in cultural consciousness.230 

Although more intensive and empirical based research may be required on 

native African religions and their link with environmental rights,231 the 

accounts above serve as example of instances where theocentrism (in this 

instance, African religion) could inform an ecocentric approach to the 

environment. It is, however, not unthinkable for some native African religions 

to promote a more anthropocentric view of the environment. Labuschagne 

See also Sachs Protecting Human Rights 142. 
In Afrikaans, the mantis is quite vividly referred to as the 'Hottentot's god'. 
Labuschagne and Boonzaaier 1998 South African Journal of Environmental Law and 
Policy 58. See also these authors' observations with regard to environmentally 
relevant beliefs held by the Pedi and Lembethu peoples and, further, Hinz Customary 
Law and Nature Conservation 53-82. 
See "Country Studies South Africa Religion" at http://www.country-studies.com/south-
africa/religion.html. 
Sachs Protecting Human Rights 142. 
Prior to the adoption of the Constitution in 1995 Du Plessis in De Kock en 
Labuschagne (eds) JC Bekker Gedenkbundel 53-70 addressed issues related to 
African religions and the law. 
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and Boonzaaier232 show with reference, inter alia, to the authors Mbiti and 

Malan that Africans see humans as part and parcel of nature and that Africans 

have an 'extremely anthropocentric ontology'. Labuschagne and Boonzaaier 

also observe that tribal peoples' perceptions of nature are closely related to 

the philosophical foundations of their cultures, namely a holistic, magical and 

anthropocentric world-view inclusive of a group-oriented approach to life and a 

cyclical perception of time.233 

2.2.6 Most suitable approach for the South African context suggested 

Flournoy's234 work implies that people expend too little effort in documenting 

the ethical content of laws and that we need public discourse about why we 

care for and need to manage the environment. This study is no grail quest for 

the generally most suitable approach to the environment and/or environmental 

rights. Still, as part of the theoretical base of this study, it has been important 

for at least two reasons to review a number of different approaches. The first 

reason lies in the fact that the approach or combination of approaches most 

suitable for the imminent scholarly analyses must be identified. The approach 

selected is expected to underpin the interpretation, inter alia, of the 

constitutional environmental right in South Africa and hence, subsequent 

reasoning in this thesis. The second reason entails the need to be wary of 

and to cater for the hypothetical lens through which the creators and 

beneficiaries of environmental rights often inadvertently view its meaning and 

scope. It is proposed that those tasked with the constitutional duty to fulfill 

environmental rights and provisions should take heed of the different views 

held by and approaches of community members. 

As is proposed in paragraph 2.8, the fulfilment of environmental rights 

consists of different generic elements - three of which include participatory 

environmental decision-making, the collection and dissemination of 

Labuschagne and Boonzaaier 1998 South African Journal of Environmental Law and 
Policy 60-61. 
Labuschagne and Boonzaaier 1998 South African Journal of Environmental Law and 
Policy 66. 
Flournoy 2003 UC Davis Law Review 56-62. 
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environmental information and environmental compliance and enforcement.235 

These elements could be influenced by one or more of the approaches that 

were discussed above. Well-informed and conscientious participation, 

requires an understanding by people not only of their own ensconced views 

and approaches, but also those held by others.236 In collecting and 

disseminating environmental information it may similarly be important to 

consider the views and approaches of the people from whom environmental 

information is collected and with whom such information is shared - especially 

when deciding on suitable collection and dissemination methods. In 

stimulating compliance with environmental laws it may similarly be useful to 

employ the convictions and value systems of the people that should be 

compliant. 

It is proposed in the light, inter alia, of the legal definition afforded to the 

environment in South African law237 that the constitutional environmental right 

cannot be viewed from a purely ecocentric approach with a strict focus on 

environmental interests.238 Hence, the claim for an extension of fundamental 

rights protection to components of the natural environment such as animals 

and plants will not be made.239 In the light of its influence on international and 

domestic environmental law, rights formulation and interpretation, and in line 

with the notion of sustainable development, this study will employ (albeit with 

reservations) an essentially anthropocentric approach in the interpretation of 

Flournoy 2003 UC Davis Law Review 57-62 argues that if neither most of the public 
nor key decision-makers can articulate the ethical issues addressed and resolved by 
environmental laws, then neither can they know whether these laws are consistent 
with their ethics or values. Environmental law in this context includes environmental 
rights. 
Different environmental rights approaches, when communicated to or shared with a 
broader audience may assist local communities as environmental right beneficiaries 
to articulate their own value-based needs related to their environment. 
See Chapter 7. 
This definition reflects the idea of 'human welfare ecology' as described, for example, 
by Eckersley Environmentalism 37. It is observed that in South Africa, section 
32(1 )(e) of the NEMA provides that any person or group of persons may seek 
appropriate relief in respect of any breach or threatened breach of any provision of 
the Act or any other statutory provision concerned with the protection of the 
environment or the use of natural resources in the interest of protecting the 
environment. This provision supports the idea that to some extent sovereign legal 
protection is afforded to the environment in South African law. 
Refer for similar views, amongst others, to Merrills in Bodansky et al (eds) 
International Environmental Law 672, Sachs Protecting Human Rights 143-148 and 
Eckersley Environmentalism 44. 
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constitutional environmental rights and provisions.240 It is accordingly 

proposed that the section 24 environmental right and its fulfilment by the state 

should be viewed from a human-centred angle and understood in an 

anthropocentric context. Anthropocentricism is so broadly construed that it 

could simultaneously serve human benefit and be beneficial to the 

environment per se without sacrificing its core meaning. The substance of 

environmental rights therefore does not necessarily have to be interpreted by 

employing an exclusively anthropocentric or completely non-ecocentric 

approach.241 The interpretation of environmental rights and the development 

of projects based solely on an anthropocentric approach have the potential to 

become short-lived. The approach could result in people engaging with the 

environment only until its utility is exhausted, and that environmental projects 

begun in fulfilment of section 24 could therefore be shortlived. The 

anthropocentric approach also contradicts the notion of sustainable 

development, bearing in mind the volatility of natural resource bases. 

Environmental decisions made only according to the immediate needs of the 

existing human population could have severe effects on the future fulfilment of 

the needs of unborn generations, bearing in mind the irreplaceable nature of 

several types of natural resources.242 Hence, in agreement with authors such 

as Burns and Verschuuren and in line with some international environmental 

law developments the traditional anthropocentric approach can be adjusted to 

accommodate, inter alia, environmental-ethics and religious-based 

environmental convictions so as to facilitate recognition of the instrumental 

value of the natural environment.243 

It is, however, not to say that an altogether different approach cannot be applied in 
viewing in isolation, for example, an activity of the state such as environmental 
conservation. 
Birnie and Boyle International Law 257-258 and Brandner and MeBerschmidt 
Umweltschutz und Recht 232. Brandner and MeBerschmidt argue that article 20(a) 
in the Grundgesetz should be viewed with 'anthropocentric glasses' without 
completely disregarding the inherent value and ecological character of the 
environment. 
This approach may hence benefit the idea of environmental justice. 
The main reasons for opting for an essentially anthropocentric approach in this thesis 
is that it is the approach most favoured internationally and in foreign legal jurisdictions 
and that environmental rights in this study are viewed as human rights which are a 
human centred field of legal science. This view is also held in Germany as far as the 
article 20(a) Staatsziel Umweltschutz in the Grundgesetz is concerned. Refer, inter 
alia, to Schmidt-Bleibtreu and Klein Grundgesetz 703 and Sachs Grundgesetz 
Kommentar 873. See also 4.2 below. 
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In a society underpinned by religion, culture and the constitutional value of 

human dignity, it accordingly makes sense that any approach to 

environmental rights be augmented and enriched by religion and culture to 

some extent. Since South Africa contains a vast array of cultures and 

religions it is suggested that the anthropocentric approach to environmental 

rights should be thoughtfully flavoured with religious and cultural 

convictions,244 focusing on non-discriminative, shared values.245 It may be 

particularly important to focus on shared values to set and achieve 

environmental goals that are indeed of a 'commonly accepted' nature.246 The 

notion of the 'flavouring' of an anthropocentric approach with South African 

culture and religion can be supported by the observation that: 

Experience has shown how important it is for development 
interventions and policy to be compatible with the complex and 
flexible belief systems of people in developing countries. It is only 
by taking account of the cultures and religions of all participants 
that the motivation and energy necessary for sustainable 
development can be mobilised.247 

And further that: 

convergence has yet to be found between a healthy human rights 
culture and customary harmony in a milieu that lends itself to 
another reality contrary to a mechanical understanding of human 
rights. African peoples need to contextualise the existing 
foundations of human rights, the rule of law, without losing that 
which makes them African: their customs, values and behavior.248 

It has been observed that the Constitution and its Bill of Rights (and therefore 

also the section 24 environmental right) must be applied and developed in an 

Refer for an analysis, inter alia, of cultural diversity on constitutional interpretation 
generally, to Boshoff 2001 Journal of South African Law 747-764. 
This view is in line with the 'value proposal' referred to by Theron 1997 South African 
Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 40-41. Theron mentions the argument of 
Button that there are nine concepts which are generally consistent with the value 
systems of humans throughout history and across cultures and religions. The 
concepts embrace the ideas of creation, stewardship, health, posterity, material 
objectives, beauty, altruism, justice and peace. The conclusion is that if these values 
are in fact shared across cultures and political boundaries the different values could 
assist to encourage behaviour consistent with them. 
See Theron 1997 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 41. 
Advisory Council on International Affairs Influence of Culture and Religion on 
Development 31. 
Diescho in Fischer-Buder (ed) Human Rights 247. 
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African political social context in a country where the vast majority of the 

inhabitants are African people with an indigenous culture that must inevitably 

influence the manner in which the Constitution finds expression.249 Du 

Plessis250 says as part of a detailed reflection, inter alia, on constitutional 

interpretation and hermeneutics, that amongst other legal texts the 

Constitution 'simultaneously te||[s] and write[s] the history of South Africa.' 

And Ferreira251 states that the interpretation and application of constitutional 

provisions should take into account the constitutional values of dignity, 

equality and freedom, and holds that especially the values of dignity and 

equality should contribute in affording meaning to the section 24 

environmental right. The observations by Devenish, Du Plessis and Ferreira 

could assist in the attempt to 'make sense' of section 24 and serve to show 

that inevitably the composition, history and values of South Africa, its 

Constitution and its people should feed into an understanding of and approach 

towards this right and perhaps also to environmental law generally. 

The approach to environmental rights or constitutional environmental 

provisions that is regarded as most suitable for the South African context is, 

hence, a more flexible variant of the traditional anthropocentric approach. The 

flavoured anthropocentric approach affords sufficient ground to protect, 

manage and regulate the environment (as part of the governance endeavour) 

in that it attends to issues which do not immediately and obviously relate to 

human use of the environment, including issues which are solely of ethical 

significance. This approach acknowledges that religious and cultural 

convictions can be particularly influential in peoples' thinking and decision-

making and, hence, inevitably also in their participation and involvement in 

environmental governance. To say this is not to suggest that section 24 of the 

Constitution be interpreted within the context of any one particular culture or 

religion, but that those who interpret and apply the right bear in mind the 

influence that religion and culture as baseline ideologies may have on 

peoples' reasoning and conduct. The benefits of this less rigid 

Devenish A Commentary on the South African Constitution 349. See also Mireku 
1999 SA Public Law 439-440. 
Du Plessis 2000 SA Public Law 303. 
Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 285, 297, 302. 
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anthropocentric approach include that it absorbs some of the key elements of 

the ecocentric and theo-cultural approaches, its flexibility allows for further 

adjustment should change in social or environmental conditions so demand,252 

and it could potentially complement historical and comparative interpretation 

of environmental rights as techniques of constitutional interpretation.253 

In preparation of recommendations for a policy framework for local 

government fulfilment of the section 24 environmental right in South Africa,254 

it is proposed that in interpreting and making sense of this right, it is 

necessary to move beyond mere people-centredness. Protection of the 

environment should also be viewed as a need called for, inter alia, in ethical, 

aesthetic, historical, cultural and religious convictions based on the 

instrumental worth of the environment.255 It is proposed for the less rigid 

anthropocentric approach to be considered in future decisions on section 24 

that require application of the reasonability test, for example.256 There are 

some beneficial outcomes of applying this non-traditional approach. The 

natural environment (albeit perhaps restricted to specific species or 

environmental media), can benefit from it even where the natural environment 

has so little obvious or immediate human use that it would normally not be 

covered by an anthropocentric approach.257 Where the instrumental or 

Gutto 1998 Acta Juridica 108 observes that '(r)ules are determined and do operate 
within a context of social values, concepts and principles. It is for this reason, for 
example, that the meanings of human rights rules are being subjected to demands of 
changing values.' 
Refer for an analysis of different techniques of legal interpretation generally and 
specifically also historical and comparative interpretation to Du Plessis 1998 Acta 
Juridica 13-16. 
See Chapter 6 below. 
Refer also to the contribution of Onzivu 2006 American University International Law 
Review at 597-684 who draws links between the anthropocentric and ecocentric 
approaches to environmental rights and the possibilities of these approaches in 
tandem for health protection. Eckersley Environmentalism 53 makes a valuable 
distinction between the anthropocentric and ecocentric when stating that: '(a)lthough 
the anthropocentric resource conservation and human welfare ecology streams of 
environmentalism adopt a general ethic of prudence and caution based on an 
ecologically enlightened self-interest, they differ from an ecocentric perspective in 
that they see the ecological tragedy as essentially a human one. Those belonging to 
the ecocentric stream, on the other hand, see the tragedy as both human and 
nonhuman.' 
The reasonability test as a method of scrutiny in the fulfilment of socio-economic 
rights in South Africa is considered in 6.2.5. 
In an analysis of the role and place of anthropocentricity in international human rights 
law, Boyle also refers to the fact that although in a human rights context the 
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aesthetic or historic value or significance of the environment becomes part of 

the lens through which the environment, environmental protection or 

environmental regulation is viewed, it benefits the object (the environment) 

concerned. In the context of this study it should also be borne in mind that the 

Constitution calls for a multi-party system of democratic government that 

should ensure accountability, responsiveness and openness that translate into 

values that should underpin all governance endeavours.258 The eventual 

recommendations for a national policy framework for the fulfilment of section 

24 by local authorities proposed in Chapter 8, will accordingly take into 

account the presumed need for local government to consider in the 

environmental governance endeavour, inter alia, the cultural and religious 

convictions of the communities they govern. 

This chapter proceeds to consider some categories of constitutional rights in 

relation not only to the section 24 environmental right but also to 

environmental rights generally, with the purpose of demonstrating that the 

section 24 environmental right demands proactive, positive action from the 

state, as represented by local government. 

2.3 Environmental rights categorised 

2.3.1 Introduction 

Human rights/fundamental rights dialogue is often criticised for its pervasive 

vagueness and indeterminacy.259 These rights are frequently formulated in a 

broad, open-ended way, leaving a large margin of appreciation to the 

emphasis falls on human beings, the protection of human rights may be 
complementary to the wider protection of the environment. See Boyle in Boyle and 
Anderson (eds) Human Rights Approaches to Environmental Protection 53, Redgwell 
in Boyle and Anderson (eds) Human Rights Approaches to Environmental Protection 
71 -72, 74, Bosselmann 2003 Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 16 and 
Eckersley Environmentalism 38. 

258 Section 1 of the Constitution. See for the notion of ubuntu as an implicit value that 
accompanies constitutional rights and freedoms in South Africa, Bekink Local 
Government Law 7 and further Chapters 6 and 7 below. 

259 See, for example, Kamenka and Erh-Soon Tay (eds) Human Rights 43 and Merrills in 
Bodansky et al (eds) International Environmental Law 673-674. Refer also to 1.1 
above. 
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interpreters thereof.260 In establishing the theoretical base for the South 

African chapter in this study, it may therefore be useful to position the section 

24 environmental right in one or more of the existing rights categories.261 

Many different classifications of human and fundamental rights are possible 

and in use.262 Civil and political rights (also referred to as classic rights)263 and 

economic, social and cultural rights264 generally constitute the two mainstream 

categories of rights.265 But a more detailed and therefore more useful 

See also Liebenberg in Eide et al Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 60. Du 
Plessis 1998 Ada Juridica 9-10 remarks that 'constitutional phraseology' makes for 
'inconclusiveness and a constructive ambiguity' and that this offers a challenge also 
for interpreters of the South African Constitution. 
See also Baxi The Future of Human Rights!, which is of the opinion that if the notion 
of 'human rights' means many things to different people, 'these meanings need to be 
configured in some patterns without violating the richness of diversity.' 
Venter Constitutional Comparison 130. 
Furthermore referred to as first generation rights. 
Also referred to as second generation rights and in short referred to in this study as 
socio-economic rights albeit not to the exclusion of their relevance to cultural 
properties. 
Although some authors prefer to make a theoretical distinction between first, second 
and third generation rights, a distinction only between civil and political rights and 
socio-economic rights will be made in this study. The reason for this is that section 
24 of the Constitution arguably fits into all three categories of rights but that the 
nature of the rights is more fully captured by a focus on the preferred categorisation. 
Birnie and Boyle International Law 253 observe that environmental rights do not fit 
neatly into any single category or 'generation' of human rights but rather fit into all 
three categories. See also Glazewksi Environmental Law 75 and the classification of 
environmental rights as either socio-economic or fundamental rights by Cameron in 
Cameron et al (eds) Improving Compliance 38 and Vukosovic 1990 Revista Juridica 
UPR 892-893. See also Gane and Mackarel (eds) Human Rights and the 
Administration of Justice xxi-xxv who highlight as one of the problems with 
classification, that it reflects a 'prioritisation' of human rights and Malherbe who 
reflects on a 'false distinction between socio-economic and other rights' in Malherbe 
2003 Journal of South African Law 451 and Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of Public 
and International Law 113. First generation rights are defined as fundamental rights 
with a 'negative' characteristic in that they require the state to refrain from certain acts 
or endeavours. Symonides 1992 International Journal of Legal Information 24 argues 
that the right to a clean, balanced and protected environmental right is a fundamental 
one since it is vital for the exercise of other individual rights and duties, including the 
right to life. Second generation rights are said to include social, economic and 
cultural rights. These are 'positive' rights in that they represent claims for 
government intervention on behalf of the individual. See Glazewski 1993 Journal of 
African Law 177. Whilst some commentators argue that environmental rights in 
some of their aspects have a strong second-generation right demeanour others 
suggest that they are rather emerging as third generation solidarity rights. See 
Theron 1998 South African Journal for Environmental Law and Policy 34. Third-
generation rights are regarded as collective rights aimed at maintaining the current 
standard of living and to allow everyone the equal protection and realisation of these 
rights. In terms of these rights it is expected of government to move towards the 
realisation of the aims thereof but generally these rights may not be legally enforced. 
Third generation solidarity rights are generally collective rights that vest in groups 
rather than individuals and are regarded by some as impossible to realise without 
shared objectives and concerned group action. Downs 1993 Duke Journal of 
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classification is proposed by Venter266 pertaining to fundamental rights 
enshrined in constitutions. He proposes a distinction between normative 
rights,267 subjectively enforceable defensive rights,268 procedural rights,269 

community oriented rights270 and rights on state performance.271 It is argued 
that depending on the formulation thereof, constitutional environmental rights 
would generally fit the categories of subjectively enforceable defensive rights 
and the category of rights on state performance.272 This means that generally 
state authorities should refrain from action that would impede the substantive 
rights-content of a constitutional environmental provision but that state 
authorities are similarly expected to take positive action towards the 
achievement of the type of environment or substantive environmental claim 
contained in such a provision.273 It is proposed that section 24 of the 
Constitution of South Africa be interpreted as forming part of both of these 

Comparative and International Law 351. Verschuuren Het Grondrecht op 
Beskerming van het Leefmilieu 4 shows that fundamental human rights are often 
entitled as third-generation rights based on the historical development thereof and the 
rise of third-generation rights in the 1960s. See also Sachs 2003 Current Legal 
Problems 583-584 and for interesting ideas on the addition of 'cultural and spiritual 
rights' as another category of human rights that should be considered in the African 
context, Mubanganzi 2004 African Human Rights Law Journal 93-107. 
Venter Constitutional Comparison 131-132. 
Rights founded upon human rights and frequently found in contemporary catalogues 
of rights, serving the purpose of providing a 'principled foundation' for constitutions 
and rights documents. Examples include the rights to life, human dignity, liberty and 
equality. See Venter Constitutional Comparison 131. 
Those rights that entitle their bearers to ward off 'any untoward infringement, 
especially by the state.' Examples include the rights to privacy, property, freedom of 
expression and freedom of movement. See Venter Constitutional Comparison 132. 
Including rights to adherence by the state to procedures designed to provide 
protection against arbitrary and unjust outcomes of the exercise of government 
authority. Examples include 'due process' rights such as the right to access to 
courts. See Venter Constitutional Comparison 132. 
Rights related to the bearer's participation in community life with subdivisions being 
rights with regard to civil society (for example the right to freedom of religion and 
cultural rights) and community rights in the context of the state (for example rights to 
citizenship and public assembly). See Venter Constitutional Comparison 132. 
These rights refer to rights through the exercise of which the state may be forced to 
perform a commission or omission such as the right to access to information and 
rights to education. See Venter Constitutional Comparison 132. 
This view is at least at face value, supported by the formulation of a number of 
constitutional environmental provisions. See 2.1. 
See also the classification of rights preferred by, inter alia, Viljoen International 
Human Rights Law in Africa 7. The author indicates that 'it has ... become more 
acceptable not to distinguish between rights with reference to their 'nature' or 
'generation', but to differentiate between the various forms of government obligations 
imposed by rights, thereby directing the focus of to government action that is required 
to give effect to a particular right under specific circumstances.' 
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categories of rights.274 As far as the more traditional classification of rights is 

concerned, brief attention is paid to the categorical distinction between civil 

and political and socio-economic rights before making an assessment as to 

where in this categorisation, constitutional environmental provisions may 

generally best fit in. 

2.3.2 Civil and political rights 

2.3.2.1 Qualities of civil and political rights 

Civil and political rights are generally viewed as classic fundamental rights of 

which the realisation does not necessarily depend on the availability of state 

resources or other preconditions. Traditional civil and political rights such as 

the rights to life, equality, freedom of speech and association are found in 

most democratic constitutions and are often enshrined in a bill of rights. 

These rights are furthermore so-called negative rights - states are expected 

to refrain from denying people civil and political rights. It is generally not 

necessary for the state to take any positive action to fulfill them.275 The aim 

with these rights is to protect individuals against abuses of power and arbitrary 

action by the state. The remedy for the violation of a civil and/or political right 

will usually consist of a judicial order that requires of the state to restore 

respect for the right in question.276 Civil and political rights often also afford 

legal protection to matters required for due process (judicial or administrative) 

and embrace rights such as the rights to access to information, just 

administrative action and fair judicial proceedings.277 To this extent these 

See further for the interpretation of section 24, Chapter 6 below. 
Negative rights endow the individual with the right to take action against any form of 
arbitrary interference from another party (such as the state) that would prejudice their 
interests. Positive rights require others (in most instances the state) to take positive 
action to benefit the rights holder. Hancock Environmental Human Rights 5. The 
right to information, for example, requires of a government to develop the necessary 
infrastructure to make state-held information available to the public. Some form of 
positive action could therefore be required. See for a similar line of argumentation, 
Jansen van Rensburg 1998 Journal of Juridical Science 51. 
Erasmus 2004 International Journal of Legal Information 243. A number of other 
constitutional remedies is referred to in 6.2.2.1 below. 
See for a list of internationally recognised civil and political rights relevant to 
environmental protection, Sands Principles of International Environmental Law 395-
396. 
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rights also contribute to the contemporary acknowledged virtues of good 

governance by states.278 Environmental rights will constitute civil and political 

rights when they compel the state to respect and protect (as opposed to fulfill) 

the right of people to a qualified environment.279 This implies, inter alia, that 

no arbitrary state action may be taken that could potentially infringe or hamper 

the environmental right.280 It also means that the state should take necessary 

action where the environmental right of people is infringed or shows the 

potential to be infringed or hampered by a third party, an unforeseen incident, 

certain types of developments or other conditions.281 

2.3.2.2 Supplementary rights within the civil and political rights category 

Procedural constitutional rights such as the rights to access to just 

administrative action,282 access to information283 and access to courts284 may 

generally support and strengthen substantive environmental rights and 

reinforce the fulfilment duty of a state.285 Rights to equality286 and human 

On the notion of good governance in relation to the environmental right and 
supplementary procedural rights, see amongst others, Giorgetta in Schrijver and 
Weiss (eds) International Law 397, Ziemer 2001 Harvard Human Rights Journal 264 
and Ginther et al (eds) Sustainable Development. 

279 For a comprehensive discussion of the duty of states to respect, protect and fulfill 
environmental rights, refer to 2.6. 

280 Classic or fundamental human rights to a great extent represent the freedoms of 
individuals based on individual autonomy in the democratic constitutional state. 

281 The estimation of a minimum acceptable environmental standard may be important to 
determine whether or not the environmental right of individuals was indeed or may be 
infringed. The establishment of a minimum acceptable environmental standard as 
part of the reasonability test may therefore not be exclusively relevant in the context 
of socio-economic environmental rights. See also 6.2.5. 

282 See also Glazewski Environmental Law 86-87 and 6.2.4.10 below. 
283 See also Glazewski Environmental Law 95-99 and 6.2.4.11 below. 
284 See also Cheadle, Davis and Haysom South African Constitutional Law 617-624 and 

6.2.4.12 below. 
285 Even in the absence of the provision of clear procedural rights, environmental rights 

could be interpreted to imply these subsidiary rights. The substantive content to 
these procedural rights forms a key part of the elements of the fulfilment of 
environmental rights. See also Ziemer 2001 Harvard Human Rights Journal 264. 
The UN Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities 
found that the rights to information, education, popular participation and freedom of 
association are indispensable elements of a human right to the environment. The 
Commission's Special Rapporteur found that these rights are essential to the 
protection and enforcement of the substantive right to environmental protection. See 
2.4.3.6. 

286 Refer to, inter alia, Glazewski Environmental Law 99-100 and 6.2.4.5 below. 
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dignity287 may similarly be employed to further and support constitutional 

environmental rights.288 It has been stated that the former rights establish the 

so-called 'pivot in a trilateral relationship of human rights, democracy and 

environmental protection'289 and fulfill a prominent role as supplementary 

rights.290 Civil and political rights such as the rights to life, health and dignity 

can by proxy, in the absence of an autonomous environmental provision in for 

example, a constitution or rights instrument, also serve a substitutive as 

opposed to a supplementary role.291 One should, however, be wary of the fact 

that the protection afforded by civil and political rights cannot necessarily 

provide the same legal protection as an autonomous substantive 

environmental right. In the absence of an autonomous environmental rights 

claim it could, for example, be problematic to obtain protection for matters 

related to key notions such as sustainable development and intergenerational 

equity. It may also be difficult to read an inclusive definition of the 

environment into presumed environmental protection afforded by civil and 

political rights other than environmental rights. 

2.3.3 Socio-economic rights 

Socio-economic rights generally aim to secure for all members of a particular 

society a basic quality of life and are 'entitlements to material conditions for 

287 Refer to, inter alia, Glazewski Environmental Law 100-101 and 6.2.4.4 below. 
288 Note also the importance afforded to procedural aspects in the Rio Declaration on 

Environment of 1992 at 2.4 below. The recognition of a right to a healthy 
environment indicates that procedural rights are not ends in themselves, but are 
meaningful as means towards the end of protecting the individual's substantive right 
to live in a healthy environment. See Giorgetta in Schrijver and Weiss (eds) 
International Law 399. The constitutional entrenchment of a set of justiciable human 
rights usually represents the highest ranking norms within the domestic order. 
However, even if economic and social rights are not directly entrenched in a 
constitution, they may nonetheless receive significant indirect protection through the 
interpretation and application of other constitutional rights. See in this regard 
Liebenberg in Eide et al Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 57, 71 and Erasmus 
2004 International Journal of Legal Information 247. 

289 Handl in Eide et al Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 318. 
290 Feris and Tladi in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 251 refer to 

procedural rights as 'key' to environmental rights. This idea is also internationally 
observed. Refer, inter alia, to Verschuuren 2002 Yearbook of Human Rights and 
Environment 108. As will become evident in the discussion of the generic elements 
of the fulfilment of environmental rights in 2.8, at least two elements are directly 
related to the substance of typical procedural rights. 

291 See Feris and Tladi Environmental Rights in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic 
Human Rights in South Africa 251 and 4.3.4. 
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human welfare.'292 They are, as opposed to civil and political rights, positive 
rights of which the realisation depends on the availability of state resources.293 

For this reason, socio-economic rights have been and still are often criticised 
for being unenforceable or at least not enforceable with the same ease as civil 
and political rights.294 It has been observed that while due process rights and 

Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 3. Extensive scholarly work 
on the content, scope and nature of socio-economic rights is available. See for 
example Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights, Currie and De Waal Bill of 
Rights, Cheadle, Davis and Haysom South African Constitutional Law, Jansen van 
Rensburg 1998 Journal of Juridical Science 46-51, Leckie and Gallagher (eds) 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, Liebenberg 2006 Stellenbosch Law Review, 
lies 2004 South African Journal of Human Rights, Steynberg 2006 South African Law 
Journal and Bilchitz 2003 South African Journal of Human Rights. Socio-economic 
rights found expression in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 and are 
in the three-legged classification referred to above, usually referred to as second 
generation or so-called red rights. As indicated earlier, some authors view 
environmental rights as third generation or so-called green rights. Note here also 
Verschuuren who regards it as the obligation of governments to see to those 
activities or functions that cannot be well seen to by means of mere social 
constituencies. The management of the environment (milieubeheer) establishes one 
such activity. There is an obligation on states to ensure social care or verzorging (to 
this he refers as the sociale verzorgingstaatgedachte). Socio-economic rights 
accordingly do not only protect citizens, amongst other aspects, against arbitrary 
government action, but also serves to secure a dignified life. See Verschuuren Het 
Grondrecht op Beskerming van het Leefmilieu 31. 
In South Africa these rights require positive action on behalf of the state to redress 
social and economic imbalances and injustices. See for example Burns "Green 
Rights and an Environmental Management System" 11, Jansen van Rensburg 1998 
Journal of Juridical Science 47 and Bekink Local Government Law 3. 
See, inter alia, De Wet Constitutional Enforceability xi. Enforcement of socio-
economic rights is a more complicated matter than enforcement of negatively 
phrased civil and political rights where the remedy for an infringement is a sanction 
following unlawful behaviour. Refer on this aspect inter alia to Erasmus 2004 
International Journal of Legal Information 243-244. It has been argued by Leckie and 
Gallagher (eds,) Economic, Social and Cultural Rights xix that '(w)hile some of the 
legal issues surrounding the justiciability question are yet to be settled, there is a 
growing international acceptance' thereof, based particularly on the frequent 
consideration of these matters by national courts. Some of the well-known 
Constitutional Court cases in South Africa which show commendable evidence of the 
enforceability of socio-economic rights (although none of them dealt with the 
environmental right per se), include the cases of: Soobramoney v Minister of Health, 
Kwazulu Natal 1998 1 SA 765 (CC), Government of the Republic of South Africa and 
Others v Grootboom and Others 2001 1 SA 46 (CC), Minister of Health and Others v 
Treatment Action Campaign 2002 5SA 721 (CC), Khosa and Others v Minister of 
Social Development and Others 2004 6 BCLR 569 (CC), Mahlaule and Another v 
Minister of Social Development and Others 2004 6 BCLR 569 (CC) and President of 
the Republic of South Africa v Modderklip Boerdery (Pty) Ltd 2005 8 BCL 786 (CC). 
Refer also to Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of Public and International Law 111-
125, Coomans 2005 Heidelberg Journal of International Law 167-196 and Liebenberg 
2006 Stellenbosch Law Review 2-\-36. In the cases mentioned the court tussled with 
a way in which to establish a method of scrutiny that acknowledges that both the 
fulfilment of socio-economic rights and decisions and policy choices are within the 
competence of the legislative and executive branches of government which implies 
the obligation for positive state action on the part of government. As a result, the 
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the political rights are relatively easy to police and implement in court, socio-

economic rights 'are far more slippery' and vague and that the crucial question 

becomes: '(h)ow much shall the state do ..?'295 It has also been argued that 

socio-economic rights, juxtaposed with political and civil rights, remain far 

behind in terms of normative development, monitoring, enforcement, and 

implementation.296 Rights that typically belong to the socio-economic rights 

category include the rights to health care services, education, housing and 

also environmental rights. 

Environmental provisions in state constitutions are often classified or labeled 

as socio-economic rights where states should take positive action to realise 

them. As was indicated before, such realisation depends on the availability of 

resources. At face value this classification seems to be right. There may, 

however, be a conflict of purpose inherent in this classification, which should 

be accentuated. This study cannot, however, propose a solid response. 

When considering the international and regional perspectives on 

environmental rights,297 it becomes evident that environmental rights are 

entwined with the notions of sustainable development and environmental 

sustainability whilst they also have a futuristic character and advocate 

intergenerational equity. All of these notions demand the management of 

existing and future generations' access to non-renewable natural resources. 

These notions do not cater for legalised justification at the disposal of states 

for the failure to fulfill these duties, such as the absence of financial and/or 

human resources. Put differently, should states be legally expected to realise 

the environmental rights of people only when, or as far as, their apportioned 

resources allow, it is possible for the very rationale behind having 

environmental rights to be discarded. As against socio-economic rights such 

as the rights to housing or education, environmental rights focus on an 

existing albeit non-renewable entity - the natural environment. Environmental 

rights accordingly have an imminent nature. Should states delay in taking 

reasonability test gradually developed. Refer to Liebenberg 2006 Stellenbosch Law 
Review 21 -24 and see on the reasonability test, 6.2.5 below. 

295 Lane Constitutions and Political Theory 127 and Leckie and Gallagher (eds) 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights xv. 

296 Leckie and Gallagher (eds) Economic, Social and Cultural Rights xiii. 
297 See further 2.4. 
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positive action to fulfill this right based on a lack of different state resources it 

may, unlike other socio-economic rights, be impossible for future generations 

to obtain legal redress. What possible rights remedy will be available where, 

due to a historical lack of positive state action, the eradication of species or 

the irreversible contamination of ground-water has taken place? The claim is 

therefore that although autonomous environmental constitutional provisions 

may seem to best fit the category of socio-economic rights, environmental 

rights as socio-economic rights may under certain circumstances require to be 

interpreted in a way that accommodates the uniqueness of the environment 

as the protected entity. 

Although this is not substantiated by empirical evidence and is therefore 

merely speculative, it is possible to contend that the realisation of socio-

economic environmental rights generally could demand less financial and 

human capital over time than, for example, the rights to housing or access to 

health services.298 When the generic elements of the fulfilment of 

environmental rights are considered in 2.8 it will become clear that 

considerations such as public participation, environmental information sharing 

and the alignment of political decisions with environmental principles play an 

important role. These aspects often require mere (albeit essential) adjustment 

to existing activities of the state, government strategies and policies, and 

accordingly also to the itemised priorities in both short-term and long-term 

budgets.299 

It is not possible to disagree with Erasmus 2004 International Journal of Legal 
Information 244 and Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of Public and International Law 
113 who hold that the fulfilment of socio-economic rights is fully dependent on the 
availability of resources and has considerable cost and budgetary implications. It is, 
however, argued that environmental rights could also partially be fulfilled through a 
revisiting of and amendments to existing budget allocations. The argument is raised 
that it is not as much a case of more revenue needed than a case of a change in 
priorities as far as expenditure of available revenue is concerned. There may be a 
need for further interdisciplinary research in this regard. 
See further Chapter 8. 
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2.3.4 Concluding remarks 

Whilst some authors prefer a distinction between first, second and third 

generation rights,300 this study chooses to adhere to the distinction between 

civil and political rights on the one hand, and socio-economic rights on the 

other. It is argued that the content and scope of many constitutional 

environmental provisions fit one or both of these mainstream categories. 

Whereas previously environmental rights may have best fitted into the rather 

neglected 'third generation' category of rights, it is possible to argue, inter alia, 

that changing conditions in the natural physical environment, the vulnerable 

state of several non-renewable natural resources generally, as well as the 

contemporary development of environmental rights jurisprudence,301 have 

elevated environmental rights to a position where they deserve to be 

considered with rights such as the right to life or freedom of expression. 

Environmental rights may also be categorised as defensive rights and/or 

rights on state performance in the classification of Venter.302 Therefore, 

depending at all times on the exact formulation of a particular constitutional 

provision, it could be possible for constitutional environmental rights to be 

socio-economic or civil/political rights in the more traditional rights-

classification, or to be subjectively enforceable defensive rights or rights 

requiring state performance in the categorisation proposed by Venter.303 

The question arises as to why any categorisation of environmental rights is 

important in a study of the duty of local authorities to fulfill constitutional 

environmental rights or provisions. The answer to this question pertains to the 

nature of the obligations imposed by a particular constitutional environmental 

provision. When a constitutional environmental provision has been formulated 

to clearly establish only a negative, civil/political type of right, not too much 

pre-planned affirmative input and action would be required on the part of state 

See on the idea of generations of rights, inter alia, Mekete and Ojwang 1996 South 
African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 157-158, Theron 1998 South 
African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 33-34, Ruppel in Horn and Bosl 
(eds) Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Namibia 101 -103 and 2.3.1 above. 
See for example 2.7.1 and 4.4.3 below. 
See 2.3 above. 
See 2.3 above. 
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authorities. However, should a constitutional environmental provision have 

been formulated to establish a socio-economic right that requires positive 

action it has significant planning, budgeting and governance implications for 

authorities. Two factors will become evident as this study progresses: (1) 

even if a state's constitution contains an environmental right with a strong 

socio-economic rights nature, an estimation is still required of the exact type 

of positive action required and that (2) a number of state constitutions contain 

an environmental provision which does not establish a right at all and which 

subsequently does not fit any category of rights although such provisions 

vastly impact on the governance endeavours of government.304 These factors 

have a common feature in that both have to do with positive state conduct in 

terms of constitutional environmental law. 

The focus of this study has everything to do with the positive action required 

of specifically local authorities in fulfilling the positive obligations that 

constitutional environmental law imposes. The section to follow considers 

some international and regional perspectives on human and fundamental 

environmental rights in different instruments and contexts. The aim is to distill 

some generic elements for the fulfilment of such rights to direct, inter alia, 

state governments (inclusive of local authorities) in fulfilling their positive 

environmental obligations in terms of domestic constitutional law. The 

elements will subsequently be employed as benchmarks in the evaluation of 

the German, Namibian and South African contexts in Chapters 4 to 7 below. 

It will also be argued in the case of South Africa that these elements may 

serve as guidelines in the application of the reasonability test and/or the 

establishment of a minimum core obligation in environmental rights 

adjudication.305 

2.4 International and regional perspectives 

These provisions can generally be described as principles of state policy or directive 
principles. See 4.2 and 5.2 below. 
See 6.2.5 and 6.5 below. 
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2.4.1 Introduction 

Environmental rights can often be technically complex and their interpretation 

a particularly challenging and intricate task. This holds true also for the 

section 24 environmental right. Nonetheless, there is 'a rapidly growing body 

of international experience in domestic as well as in public international law, 

that can be drawn on in order to render the abstract language of section 24 

sufficiently concrete for judicial application.'306 To set the scene for what is to 

follow, it is necessary to explore the argument that in general, state 

governments have the obligation to yield to international standards in creating 

and applying national law. A democratic state that ignores existing standards 

and adopts national law in complete contrast to the standards set out in the 

international domain, risks being subject to political pressure and being 

criticised by the international community. This could have a subtle or more 

obvious ripple effect as far as it pertains to international trade relationships, 

foreign investment and cross-border cooperation, for example. 

Historically the South African legal system struggled to embrace international 

law (IL) for political reasons, but the last decade has seen a 'renaissance of 

international law' in foreign policy and the jurisprudence of South African 

courts.307 By including an environmental clause in the Bill of Rights, South 

Africa has followed global trends and the example of many foreign countries, 

including a number of African states.308 The disentanglement of what it could 

mean for states to fulfill the positive duties that arise from constitutional 

environmental rights or provisions may demand a concomitant review of some 

related IL instruments and international views. 

306 Du Bois and Glazewski "The Environment and the Bill of Rights" 2004 Butterworths 
Bill of Rights Compendium at http://www.bohss.co.za/ par 2BI and 2B2I. Hill et al 
2004 Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 400 remark that every 
article, every court decision, every treaty negotiated, every pronouncement of an 
international body is potentially critically important to the emerging general 
acceptance of the human right to a clean and healthy environment in the IL context. 
This statement arguably holds true also in making meaning of environmental rights as 
they exist as autonomous rights in domestic constitutions. 

307 Glazewski Environmental Law 29. See also Dugard International Law 26. 
308 Du Bois and Glazewski "The Environment and the Bill of Rights" 2004 Butterworths 

Bill of Rights Compendium at http://www.bohss.co.za/ par 2BI. 
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2.4.2 International perspectives 

International human rights jurisprudence generally agrees on the feasibility of 

the right to a clean environment as a fundamental human right. It also agrees 

to the links between the fields of environment and human rights.309 Whilst 

some perspectives on environmental rights heralded IL development in this 

field, several scholarly analyses followed the conclusion of a vast number of 

international human rights and environmental agreements.310 The historical 

development of environmental rights protection in IL has to date received 

attention in many academic works. The analysis of the meaning of the section 

24 environmental right for local government could benefit from an overview of 

some of the IL developments that are most relevant here.311 Reason enough 

may be the fact that IL is generally thought to illuminate and reinforce ill-

defined and inadequate domestic constitutional law.312 Additional reasons 

include that IL influenced environmental rights development in South Africa;313 

See, for example, Lavrysen and Theunis 2007 Liber Amicorum Paul Martens 363-
382, Burns "Green Rights and an Environmental Management System" 13, Picolotti 
in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 48 and Hill et al 2004 
Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 374. Take note, however, that 
an international discourse exists on whether or not an autonomous and enforceable 
environmental right exists in IEL or international human rights law. This study does 
not aim to contribute to this discourse and focuses on environmental rights and 
provisions as contained in domestic constitutional law. Hancock Environmental 
Human Rights 80 remarks that trends towards the recognition of environmental rights 
in domestic constitutions are relevant to analyses of universal human rights since 
widespread changes to constitutional laws may signify the emergence of 
environmental rights as a norm in world politics. 
The sources of IL as it relates to the development of environmental rights include 
international conventions, international custom (as proof of a general practice 
accepted as law), the general principles of law recognised by civilised nations and 
judicial decisions and the teachings of valued publicists. See Dugard International 
Law 27. In the context of environmental rights, binding IL (especially human rights 
instruments) as well as international soft law (including environmental agreements 
and agreements involving local governance) comes into play. See on international 
soft law, Dugard 37-38. Dugard 392 argues that threats to the environment 'call for a 
concerted, cooperative effort' which draws, inter alia, on existing rules of customary 
IL and the treaty as legislative instrument.' He furthermore claims that this 
cooperative enterprise consists of international environmental law which is a 
combination of hard law (customary rules and treaties) and soft law (comprising of 
conference proceedings, guidelines and programmes of action). 
Viljoen International Human Rights Law in Africa 287, for example, holds that 
international treaties may also play a role in creating or stimulating an appropriate 
(legal) framework to improve environmental protection.' It is arguably possible also 
for other IL instruments to serve such an invigorating role. 
See inter alia Tshosa National Law and International Human Rights Law 10. 
See Glazewski Environmental Law 29. Note also Glazewski's remark that 
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the Constitution requires courts to consider international human rights 

instruments in their application of the Bill of Rights (inclusive of the section 24 

environmental right)314 and to interpret legislation in a way consistent with IL;315 

that in the absence to date of a significant analysis by the Constitutional Court 

of South Africa of the fulfilment-task of government pertaining to 

environmental rights valuable guidelines may be drawn from IL 

jurisprudence316 and; the NEMA provides that '(9)lobal and international 

responsibilities relating to the environment must be discharged in the national 

interest.'317 Birnie and Boyle318 believe that many human rights allow a 

significant margin of appreciation to those who interpret and apply them in 

national contexts subject to what they call, international 'boundary control'. 

international environmental law and environmental standard setting is one of the 
fastest developing areas of IL - which is proven by Dugard's separate discussion of 
international environmental law in his book on IL. See Glazewski Environmental Law 
29 and Dugard International Law 391 -405. The area of fundamental rights is possibly 
one of those areas of law unmistakably representative of the intertwined character of 
the law. For this reason, although this study focuses in comparative fashion on local 
governments' fulfilment of environmental rights, it is impossible to disregard IL 
developments pertaining to environmental rights. 
O'Regan J remarks from the point of view of the Constitutional Court that '(l)ike many 
South African courts before us, we find international law and comparative law most 
helpful in our jurisprudence. There is an emerging dialogue across continents and 
nations concerning democracy and human rights and we engage this dialogue in the 
development of our Constitution in our own specific context.' O'Regan 2004 
International Journal of Legal Information 207. 
Sections 39(1) and 233 of the Constitution. See also Dugard International Law 337. 
Note that the IL that must be considered includes IL not binding on South Africa. 
Refer to Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law42. 
See 2.6 for government's duty to respect, protect and fulfill environmental rights. 
Environmental rights contained in IL or domestic constitutions may be considered as 
fundamental legal rules which are associated with individual persons (often also 
groups of people) and which can be enforced against authorities such as government 
or organs of state. See the definition of environmental rights in 2.1 above. 
Environmental legal principles (such as those for example agreed in the Millenium 
Development Goals) on the other hand provide general direction to decisions by 
public authorities, judges and organisations in the field of environmental policy and 
law. See Verschuuren 2005 The Yearbook of European Environmental Law 30. 
Section 2(4)(n) of the NEMA. See also chapter 6 of the NEMA and 6.3.1 below. The 
responsibilities of the South African government in terms of the section 24 
environmental right can arguably not be separated from its related IL obligations. 
See also Glazewski Environmental Law 30. Note that many international 
environmental law instruments count for soft law instruments which do not impose 
obligations on states but which merely contain guiding principles and standards. 
States generally may not be held legally accountable in terms of soft-law instruments 
such as declarations and resolutions but can a contrario be held politically liable. See 
Viljoen International Human Rights Law in Africa 28-30 and Dugard International Law 
392-393. Dugard argues that '(m)uch of environmental law, in both international and 
national systems, is non-justiciable and unenforceable. However, it is much better to 
have standards and policy guidelines in place now than to wait until states have 
ratified multilateral treaties that translate aspiration into obligation.' 
Birnie and Boyle International Law 257. 
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Bodansky319 holds furthermore that international sources are useful in 

constitutional interpretation for two reasons: they can be sources of good 

ideas and they can provide empirical evidence of how a prospective legal rule 

operates in practice. IL offers rules, principles, guidelines and criteria for 

ensuring environmental quality.320 IL could therefore assist in establishing 

boundaries in the domestic interpretation of an environmental right (also 

constitutional environmental rights) and in establishing minimum core 

obligations or standards implied by these rights. A concise account is 

subsequently provided of some IL developments that could inform the nature 

and meaning, inter alia, of constitutional environmental rights and the 

presumed role of local authorities (municipalities) in the fulfilment of these 

rights.321 In 2.7.2 an attempt is then made to distill from the latter some 

prominent elements that may be expected to underpin states' fulfilment of 

environmental duties in terms of constitutional environmental provisions 

(rights as well as directive principles of state policy).322 

Without repeating the outcome of all the related international events, it is easy 

to agree that existing IL instruments (mainly soft law instruments)323 and 

international developments contributed to the establishment, development and 

strengthening of environmental rights in the international domain.324 In 

Bodansky 2004 Georgia Journal of International and Comparative Law 425. 
Birnie and Boyle International Law 259. 
Verschuuren 1994 Milieu en Recht79 states that although the legal status of many IL 
instruments is often limited, it still serves as the point of departure for international 
and domestic environmental law and policies. Refer also to Simpson and Jackson 
1997 Environmental and Planning Law Journal 270-271. The importance of 
international developments in domestic sustainable development policy is also 
recognised in the South African context in the DEAT People-Planet-Prosperity: Draft 
Strategic Framework Development Strategy for Sustainable Development in South 
Africa, 2006 22. See 6.3.2 below. 
The distinction between these two types of constitutional provisions comes to the fore 
in 4.2 and 5.2 below. 
For brief ideas on the role of soft law instruments in the framework of international 
environmental law, refer inter alia, to Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 315-316. See 
for the role of soft law instruments in the propagation of an environmental right, 
Beyerlin 2005 Heidelberg Journal of International Law 525-526. It has furthermore 
been contended that in the field of international environmental law, soft law 
approaches have assumed a substantially greater importance than is the case in 
classical IL. According to Collins 2007 McGill International Journal of Sustainable 
Development Law and Policy 126 'soft law instruments predominate in international 
environmental law' and the basic role of soft law is to raise expectations of conformity 
with legal norms, and to create uniformity in the interpretation of these norms. 
See also Dejeant-Pons and Pallemaerts Human Rights 11-15. 
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reviewing some of these instruments and developments, an attempt is made 

to address the often neglected, albeit valuable guidelines pertaining to local 

authorities (municipalities) in the environmental context.325 The IL instruments 

applicable to this study include: 

• Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948 ;326 

• International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of 1966; 

This thesis in essence aims to survey the enabling legal framework and environment 
for the local government fulfilment of the section 24 environmental right in South 
Africa. Still, an analysis and discussion of these subjects will in the light of the 
country's fairly recent and radical developments in the fields of constitutional, 
environmental and local government law, fall short without reference to influential IL 
and regional law development. Although most IL and regional instruments in this 
area consist of unenforceable soft law instruments, states often recognise and 
comply with IL for reasons unrelated to the threat of sanctions, for example. See 
Dugard International Law 10. This is particularly true for international environmental 
law (IEL) where states have an interest, for example, in acceptance of the legitimacy 
of the rules of IEL, their reputation both at home and abroad in the field of 
environmental protection, anticipated reciprocal treatment and the fear of 
international isolation that could follow non-compliance. See for the reasons for 
compliance with IL in general, Dugard 10. 
The United Nations Universal Declaration of Human Rights (the Universal 
Declaration) was concluded in 1948 and is the foundation of internationally 
recognised human rights. The Universal Declaration is a powerful tool in applying 
diplomatic and moral pressure on governments that violate any of its provisions. 
Article 25(1) states that '(e)veryone has the right to a standard of living adequate for 
the health and well-being of himself and his family.' See Eide 1999 Norwegian 
Institute of Human Rights Human Rights Report 131. Related to local government 
service delivery and the provision of environmental infrastructure it is worth noting 
article 21(2) which states that: '(e)veryone has the right of equal access to public 
service in his country.' See on the meaning of the Universal Declaration in the South 
African context in general, Dugard International Law 314-316. 
The United Nations International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 
of 1966 (ICESCR) was ratified by South Africa on 3 October 1994 whilst Namibia did 
so on 28 February 1995 and Germany on 3 January 1976. Article 11(1) provides that 
the states parties recognise the right of everyone to an adequate standard of living for 
himself/herself and his/her family, including, inter alia, housing and the continuous 
improvement of living conditions and that states parties will take appropriate steps to 
ensure the realisation of this right. Whereas Eide 1999 Norwegian Institute of Human 
Rights Human Rights Report 139 states that food, housing and care are the three 
most important elements of an adequate standard of living, it is argued that the 
environment should be added to the list. Peoples' living conditions arguably entirely 
depend on the state of their immediate environment. Article 12(1) of the ICESCR 
furthermore states that the states parties 'recognise the right of everyone to the 
enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental health.' Article 
12(2)(b) elaborates on the former provision by providing that the steps to be taken by 
states parties to achieve the full realisation of this right 'shall include those necessary 
for the improvement of all environmental and industrial hygiene.' Note that the 
ICESCR is not self-executing and implementation depends on the activities and 
policies adopted by national governments as well as the availability of resources. 
See on the ICESCR and its meaning for the South African context in general, Dugard 
International Law 320-322. See also Giorgetta in Schrijver and Weiss (edsj 
International Law 386. 
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• International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966; 

• Stockholm Declaration of 1972 ;329 

• United Nations World Charter for Nature of 1982;330 

The United Nations International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights of 1966 (the 
ICCPR) was ratified by South Africa on 10 March 1999. Namibia had done so 
already on 28 February 1995 and Germany on 23 March 1976. The ICCPR only 
indirectly strengthens environmental rights by means of the article 6(1) provision that 
every human being has the inherent right to life and that it should be protected by 
law. Arguably related to governance and local government per se is article 25(c) 
which states that '(e)very citizen shall have the right and the opportunity to have 
access, on general terms of equality, to public service in his country.' See on the 
ICCPR and its meaning for the South African context in general, Dugard International 
Law 316-318. See also Giorgetta in Schrijver and Weiss (edsj International Law 386. 
The Declaration of the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment of 
1972 (the Stockholm Declaration) proclaims that both aspects of man's environment, 
the natural and the man-made, are essential to his well-being and to the enjoyment of 
basic human rights and the right to life itself. It is furthermore proclaimed that the 
achievement of the environmental goal will demand the acceptance of responsibility 
by citizens and communities and that local and national governments will bear the 
greatest burden for large-scale environmental policy and action within their 
jurisdictions. Principle 1 states that: '(m)an has the fundamental right to freedom, 
equality and adequate conditions of life, in an environment of a quality that permits a 
life of dignity and well-being, and he bears a solemn responsibility to protect and 
improve the environment for present and future generations.' The protection and 
improvement of the human environment is proclaimed in principle 2 to be a major 
issue which affects the well-being of people and which is a duty of all governments. 
Principle 13 establishes that '(i)n order to achieve more rational management of 
resources and thus to improve the environment, States should adopt an integrated 
and coordinated approach to their development planning so as to ensure that 
development is compatible with the need to protect and improve the environment for 
the benefit of their population.' Principle 23 determines, inter alia, that with reference 
to national standards it will be essential in all cases to consider the systems of values 
prevailing in each country. See on the Stockholm Declaration as a soft law 
instrument part of IEL, Giorgetta in Schrijver and Weiss (eds) International Law 383-
385, Hill et al 2004 Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 375 and the 
United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) Declaration of the United Nations 
Conference on the Human Environment at http://www.unep.org/  
Documents.multilingual/Default.asp?DocumentlD=97&ArticlelD=1503. 
The United Nations World Charter for Nature (the World Charter) of 1982 proclaims 
thirteen principles relating specifically to nature conservation by which all human 
conduct affecting nature is to be guided and judged. The World Charter focuses on 
the natural environment in the context of nature conservation and therefore not on the 
broader environment. Still, it poses some important obligations related to 
environmental rights. Article 14 establishes that the principles set forth in the World 
Charter should be reflected in the law and practice of each state. Article 17 provides 
that funds, programmes and administrative structures necessary to achieve the 
objective of the conservation of nature should be provided and article 21 determines 
that states and other public authorities (arguably including local authorities) shall 
implement the international legal provisions for the conservation of nature and the 
protection of the environment. Article 22 establishes that '(t)aking fully into account 
the sovereignty of States over their natural resources, each State shall give effect to 
the provisions of the Charter through its competent organs and in cooperation with 
other States.' Competent organs arguably also include local authorities although it 
would depend on the government structure and the assignment and delegation of 
environmental powers in a specific country. Article 23 determines that '(a)ll persons, 
in accordance with their national legislation, shall have the opportunity to participate, 
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• United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development 

(WCED) Report on Sustainable Development (Brundtland Report) of 

1987;331 

• Rio Declaration (including Agenda 21) of 1992;332 

• United Nations Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action of 1993 ;333 

individually or with others, in the formulation of decisions of direct concern to their 
environment.' 
The United Nations World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) 
Report on Sustainable Development (the Brundtland Report) also called 'Our 
Common Future' was published in 1987. The commission was convened by the 
United Nations (UN) as part of the 'Process of Preparation of the Environmental 
Perspective to the Year 2000 and Beyond.' South Africa was not one of the 21 
representatives from around the world that formed the commission. See further on 
the Brundtland Report, 2.4.3.1 below. 
The Rio Declaration on Environment of 1992 (the Rio Declaration) followed the 
United Nations Conference on Environment and Development in the same year. 
Whilst principle 1 articulates an anthropocentric rationale for environmental protection 
and sustainable development it does not establish an environmental right per se. 
Principle 2 establishes that states have, in accordance with the Charter of the UN and 
the principles of IL, the sovereign right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their 
own policies. States are therefore to a large extent left with a discretion as to how to 
go about regulating the environment of its communities. Principle 11 provides that 
states shall enact effective environmental legislation and that environmental 
standards, management objectives and priorities should reflect the environmental 
and development contexts to which they apply. Principle 22 states that indigenous 
people and their communities as well as other local communities have a vital role in 
environmental management and development because of their knowledge and their 
traditional practices. States should furthermore enable local communities' effective 
participation in the achievement of sustainable development. Of particular 
importance for this study are the provisions contained in Agenda 21 to the Rio 
Declaration as well as its sub-programme area, Local Agenda 21 as contained in 
chapter 28 of Agenda 21. See further on Agenda 21 and Local Agenda 21, 2.4.3.2 -
2.4.3.4. See also Boyle and Freestone (eds) International Law 2-4, Handl in Eide et 
al Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 308, Verschuuren Het Grondrecht 179, Hill et 
al 2004 Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 375-376 and Simpson 
and Jackson 1997 Environmental and Planning Law Journal 271 -272. 
The UN Vienna Declaration and Programme of Action (the Vienna Declaration) was 
adopted by the World Conference on Human Rights in 1993. The preamble to the 
Vienna Declaration recognises and affirms that: '(a)ll human rights derive from the 
dignity and worth inherent in the human person, and that the human person is the 
central subject of human rights and fundamental freedoms, and consequently should 
be the principal beneficiary and should participate actively in the realisation of these 
rights and freedoms.' Articles 1 and 5 determine that the protection and promotion of 
human rights and fundamental freedoms is the first responsibility of governments 
(which per definition includes local government). Article 11 provides that the right to 
development should be fulfilled so as to meet equitably the developmental and 
environmental needs of present and future generations. Article 13 recognises that 
there is a need for states to create favourable conditions at the national, regional and 
international levels to ensure the full and effective enjoyment of human rights and 
provides that states should eliminate obstacles to the enjoyment of these rights. 
Quite importantly, article 83 states that governments are urged to incorporate 
standards as contained in international human rights instruments in domestic 
legislation and to also strengthen national structures, institutions and organs of 
society which play a role in promoting and safeguarding human rights. In support of 
the idea of standards, article 98 states that to strengthen the enjoyment of economic, 
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• United Nations Ksentini, Special Rapporteur's Report on Human Rights 

and the Environment and the Draft Declaration of Principles on Human 

Rights and the Environment of 1994;334 

• Aalborg Charter of European Cities and Towns Towards Sustainability of 
-| 994.335 

social and cultural rights (inclusive of environmental rights), additional approaches 
should be examined such as a system of indicators to measure progress in the 
realisation of the rights set forth in the ICESCR. 
The UN Ksentini Special Rapporteur's Report on Human Rights and the Environment 
with its Draft Declaration of Principles on Human Rights and the Environment of 1994 
(the Ksentini Report) is a report of the UN Commission on Human Rights prepared by 
Fatma Zohra Ksentini. For a discussion of the application of the Ksentini Report, see 
2.4.3.6 below. See also Dommen in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human 
Rights 107, Hill et al 2004 Georgetown International Law Review 376 and Dejeant-
Pons and Pallemaerts Human Rights 14-15. 
The Aalborg Charter of European Cities and Towns Towards Sustainability of 1994 
(the Aalborg Charter) was approved by the participants of the European Conference 
on Sustainable Cities and Towns in Aalborg, Denmark in 1994. It is a regional 
instrument that considers local government and the environment. Although not 
applicable to South African local authorities, the Aalborg Charter (and the Aalborg 
Commitments of 2004 discussed below) provides useful insight into what may be 
required of local authorities in terms of sustainability. The Aalborg Charter, inter alia, 
addresses the role of European cities and towns; the notion and principles of 
sustainability; local strategies towards sustainability; sustainability as a creative, local, 
balance-seeking process; citizens as key actors and the involvement of the 
community as well as instruments and tools for urban management towards 
sustainability. The Charter states that 'local government is close to where 
environmental problems are perceived and closest to the citizens and shares 
responsibility with governments at all levels for the well-being of human kind and 
nature. Therefore, cities and towns are key players in the process of changing 
lifestyles, production, consumption and spatial patterns' (part 1.1). In terms of the 
Charter environmental sustainability means 'maintaining the natural capital' and it 
recognises that environmental sustainability demands a lot from local authorities (part 
1.2). In terms of the Charter the city or town is both 'the largest unit capable of 
initially addressing the many urban architectural, social, economic, political, natural 
resource and environmental imbalances and also the smallest scale at which 
problems can be meaningfully resolved in an integrated, holistic and sustainable 
fashion' (part 1.3). It is furthermore recognised that each city is different and that 
municipalities have to find individual ways towards sustainability. Signatory cities and 
towns commit themselves to integrate the principle of sustainability in all policies and 
to make the strengths of their cities and towns the basis of locally appropriate 
strategies (part 1.3). In part 1.4 of the Charter, signatories recognise that 
sustainability is neither a vision nor an unchanging state, but a creative, local, 
balance-seeking process extending into all areas of local decision-making. 
Reference is furthermore made to urban economy towards sustainability which 
requires, inter alia, increasing the end-use efficiency of products, such as energy-
efficient buildings and environmentally friendly urban transport (part 1.6). See also 
parts 1.6, 1.7, 1.8, 1.9 and 1.12. In part 1.13 the signatory cities and towns pledge to 
meet the Agenda 21 mandate to work in cooperative fashion with all sectors of 
communities. This includes the mandates related to access to information and public 
participation procedures. Signatory cities and towns also commit themselves to use 
the political and technical instruments and tools available for an ecosystem approach 
to urban management. Some of the available tools referred to include environmental 
planning; regulatory, economic and communication instruments such as directives, 
taxes and new environmental budgeting systems as well as environmental 
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• Copenhagen Declaration (World Summit on Social Development) of 

1995;336 

• Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-

making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters (Aarhus 

Convention) of 1998;337 

• Declaration of Bizkaia on the Right to the Environment of 1999;338 

monitoring, auditing, impact assessment, accounting, balancing and reporting 
systems and indicators of an urban system's sustainability (part 1.14). In Part III, 
signatories pledge to seek to achieve consensus within their communities on a local 
Agenda 21. The Charter proposes that the process of preparing such a local action 
plan should include the following stages: recognition of the existing planning and 
financial frameworks as well as other plans and programmes; the systematic 
identification, by means of extensive public consultation of environmental problems 
and their causes; the prioritisation of tasks to address identified problems; the 
creation of a vision for a sustainable community through a participatory process 
involving all sectors of the community; the consideration and assessment of 
alternative strategic options; the establishment of a long-term local action plan 
towards sustainability which includes measurable targets; the programming of the 
implementation of the plan including the preparation of a timetable and statement of 
allocation of responsibilities among the partners and the establishment of systems 
and procedures for monitoring and reporting on the implementation of the plan (part 
III). 
The Copenhagen Declaration of 1995 followed the World Summit for Social 
Development in March 1995 where governments reached a new consensus on the 
need to put people at the centre of development. Of relevance for this study is the 
commitment of the heads of states and governments to 'fulfill their responsibility for 
present and future generations by ensuring equity among generations and protecting 
the integrity and sustainable use of the environment (principle 26(b)). Principle 26(n) 
furthermore underlines the importance of transparent and accountable governance 
and administration in all public and private national and international institutions. 
Commitment 4(j) reflects on the strengthening of local communities and groups with 
common concerns' ability to develop their own organisations and resources and to 
promote policies relating to social development. South Africa signed the 
Copenhagen Declaration in 1995. 
The Convention on Access to Information, Public Participation in Decision-making 
and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters of 1998 (the Aarhus Convention) was 
concluded in Aarhus, Denmark on 25 June 1998. The Aarhus Convention, although 
ratified mostly by European countries, arguably played a profound role in furthering 
the environmental rights milieu of our time. See the discussion in 2.4.3.7. 
The Declaration of Bizkaia on the Right to the Environment of 1999 (the Bizkaia 
Declaration) originated from the International Seminar on the Right to the 
Environment, held in Bilbao in 1999 under the auspices of UNESCO and the UN 
Commission for Human Rights. With reference to most international environmental 
rights development prior to 1999, it is noted in the preamble to the Declaration that 
the right to the environment cannot be exercised unless sufficient quality information 
is available. The Bizkaia Declaration confirms that '(everyone has the right, 
individually or in association with others, to enjoy a healthy, ecologically balanced 
environment' (article 1) and that amongst other entities, public authorities are 
responsible for protecting, and if applicable, restoring the environment (article 2). 
Public authorities are accordingly responsible for the protection, conservation, 
restoration if necessary and prevention of the detonation of the biosphere, 
geosphere, hydrosphere and atmosphere; the rational, sustainable use of natural 
resources; the promotion of patterns of production and consumption which are 
conducive to sustainable development and the integration of environmental protection 
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• United Nations Millenium Declaration (Millenium Development Goals) of 

2000;339 

• Earth Charter of 2000;340 

requirements into public policies and private activities (article 2). The Bizkaia 
Declaration furthermore confirms existing ideas and responsibilities of governments 
pertaining to the monitoring of the quality of the environment (article 3); transparent 
decision-making related to environmental concerns or issues (article 4) and the need 
for public education and awareness (article 7). Article 9 mentions the implementation 
of the right to the environment and requires of states parties to adopt all measures 
required to guarantee the right to a healthy, ecologically balanced environment. 
Mention is made of the availability of up-to-date information, eradication of poverty, 
and vulnerable persons and groups. See further Giorgetta in Schrijver and Weiss 
(eds) International Law 385 and for critique on the vagueness of the Bizkaia 
Declaration, Hancock Environmental Human Rights 82. 
The UN Millenium Declaration of 2000 (the Millenium Declaration) contains eight 
major development goals often referred to as the Millenium Development Goals. 
Article 21 states that members of the UN should 'spare no effort to free all humanity, 
and above all our children and grandchildren, from the threat of living on a planet 
irredeemably spoilt by human activities, and whose resources would no longer be 
sufficient for their needs.' Article 22 affirms commitment to Agenda 21 and in article 
23 it is resolved to adopt in environmental actions a new ethic of conservation and 
stewardship. Article 24 states that no effort should be spared to promote democracy 
and to strengthen the rule of law, as well as to promote respect for internationally 
recognised human rights and freedoms. The seventh of the eight Millenium 
Development Goals addresses the vision to ensure environmental sustainability. 
Although not clear on what the fulfilment of environmental rights should entail, the 
Millenium Declaration forms an important part of the environmental law climate of our 
time and certainly serves as international support for the fulfilment of environmental 
rights by governments. See on the link between the Millenium Development Goals 
and human rights, Alston 2005 Human Rights Quarterly755-829. The DEAT People-
Planet-Prosperity: Draft Strategic Framework Development Strategy for Sustainable 
Development in South Africa, 2006 is generally regarded as South Africa's response 
to the Millenium Development Goals. See 6.3.2 below. 
The Earth Charter of 2000 (the Earth Charter) was developed by the Earth Charter 
Commission and is a global consensus statement on the meaning of sustainability, 
the challenge and vision of sustainable development, and the principles by which 
sustainable development is to be achieved. It is used as a basis for peace 
negotiations, a reference document in the development of global standards and 
codes of ethics, as a resource for governance and legislative processes, a 
community development tool, an educational framework for sustainable development, 
and in other contexts. Principle 2(a) acknowledges a right to own, manage and use 
natural resources with accompanying duties and that communities at all levels should 
guarantee human rights and fundamental freedoms (principle 3(a)). Principles 9 and 
12 take these ideas further by calling for the right, inter alia, to potable water, clean 
air and safe sanitation and the right of all to a natural and social environment 
supportive of human dignity, bodily health and spiritual well-being. Specific calls are 
furthermore made for education (principles 9 and 14), information and participation 
(principles 13(a) and (b)). Particularly important is principle 13, which calls for the 
strengthening of democratic institutions at all levels, and the provision of 
transparency and accountability in governance, and principle 13(f)'s focus on the 
strengthening of local communities - these should be enabled to care for their 
environments and environmental responsibilities should be assigned to the level of 
governance where they can be carried out most effectively. The latter provision 
relates to the principle of subsidiarity in local government literature. See Chapter 3 
below. 
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• Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development and the 

Johannesburg Plan of Action of 2002 ;341 

• Aalborg Commitments of 2004;342 

• Convention on the Rights of the Child of 1989;343 and 

• UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples of 2007.344 

The Johannesburg Declaration on Sustainable Development of 2002 (the 
Johannesburg Declaration) was agreed at the World Summit on Sustainable 
Development in the same year and is accompanied by the Johannesburg Plan of 
Implementation. The Johannesburg Declaration rather disappointingly has not 
contributed much to further or unpack the right to the environment. However, it 
recognises the role of local governments in advancing and strengthening sustainable 
development (article 5) and reaffirms that sustainable development requires long-
term perspectives and broad-based participation in policy formulation, decision-
making and implementation at all levels (including the level of municipalities). In 
article 30 of the Declaration, state parties undertake to strengthen and improve 
government at all levels, for the effective implementation of Agenda 21, the Millenium 
Development Goals and the Johannesburg Plan of Implementation. The 
Johannesburg Plan of Implementation outlines what remains to be done in specific 
areas for the achievement of human rights and developmental goals. It recognises 
that '(g)ood governance within each country ... is essential for sustainable 
development' (paragraph 4); that 'respect for human rights and fundamental 
freedoms are [sic] essential for achieving sustainable development' (paragraph 5) 
and that state parties 'at all levels should be encouraged to take sustainable 
development considerations into account in decision-making, including in national 
and local development' (paragraph 19). One of the pertinent commitments relates to 
the maximisation of recycling and the use of environmentally friendly alternative 
materials. See also Glazewski Environmental Law 69 and Hill et al 2004 Georgetown 
International Environmental Law Review 376-377. 
The Aalborg Commitments of 2004 were decided at the "Inspiring Futures - Aalborg 
+10" Conference (4th European Conference on Sustainable Cities and Towns) in 
Aalborg. These were designed to strengthen ongoing local sustainability efforts and 
to revitalise Local Agenda 21. The commitments were so designed as to collectively 
serve as a flexible tool for local action and achievements. On signing this document, 
local governments enter a target-setting process in dialogue with local stakeholders 
and commit them to incorporating existing Local Agenda 21 and other sustainability 
action plans. Signatories may use existing targets or target setting systems linked to 
the ten themes and to the structure of the Aalborg Commitments. The ten themes 
are governance; local management towards sustainability; natural common goods; 
responsible consumption lifestyle choices; planning and design; improved mobility 
and less traffic; local action for health; vibrant and sustainable local economy; social 
equity and justice and the idea of local to global. The Aalborg Commitments as a 
document may be signed by any local authority of a European country. This power of 
local authorities should be read also with the Council of Europe Charter of Local Self-
Governmentoi 1985 discussed in 4.4.3 below. 
The Convention on the Right of the Child of 1989 makes explicit reference to the 
environment through recognition of the right of the child to the highest attainable 
standard of health, including measures to combat disease and malnutrition through 
provision of adequate food and clean drinking water, taking into consideration the 
dangers and risks of environmental pollution (article 24). Article 29 furthermore 
provides that the education of children shall be directed, inter alia, to the development 
of respect for the natural environment. 
The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples of 2007 is the latest 
contribution to the list of IL instruments that contains provisions with a direct relation 
to the environment. The Declaration has not yet come into force. It offers profound 
protection of the rights of indigenous peoples to the extent that fulfilment of a number 
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It may be important to elaborate somewhat on factors and issues related to 

this study as addressed in the Brundtland Report, Agenda 21, Local Agenda 

21, Local Action 21, the Ksentini Report (Draft Declaration of Principles on 

Human Rights and the Environment) and the Aarhus Convention. 

2.4.3 Particularly relevant IL instruments 

of the provisions thereof could encroach on the human rights of others. See articles 
5, 11 and 12, for example. It will therefore be interesting to follow the adoption status 
of this instrument. In relation to the environment (especially in the wide interpretation 
thereof), article 13 provides that people have the right to revitalise, use, develop and 
transmit to future generations, inter alia, their histories and philosophies and to 
designate and retain their own names for communities, places and persons, and that 
states 'shall take effective measures to ensure that this right is protected'. Article 
24(2) provides that indigenous individuals have an equal right to the enjoyment of the 
highest attainable standard of physical and mental health and that states shall take 
the necessary steps with a view to achieving progressively the full realisation of this 
right. Articles 29 and 32 explicitly cover several aspects related to the environment of 
indigenous people. Article 29 contains a clear environmental right in as far as it is 
provided that indigenous peoples have the right to the conservation and protection of 
the environment and the productive capacity of their lands or territories and 
resources. States shall establish and implement assistance programmes for 
indigenous peoples for such conservation and protection, without discrimination 
(article 29(1)). The Declaration provides also that states shall take effective 
measures to ensure that no storage or disposal of hazardous materials shall take 
place in the lands or territories of indigenous peoples without their free, prior and 
informed consent (article 29(2)). In terms of article 32(1), indigenous peoples have 
the right to determine and develop priorities and strategies for the development or 
use of their lands or territories and other resources. The Declaration covers 
environmental impact in as far as it provides that states shall consult and cooperate 
in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through their own representative 
institutions in order to obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of 
any project affecting their lands or territories and other resources, particularly in 
connection with the development, utilisation or exploitation of mineral, water or other 
resources (article 32(2)). States should furthermore provide effective mechanisms for 
just and fair redress for any of the latter activities, and appropriate measures should 
be taken to mitigate adverse environmental, economic, social, cultural or spiritual 
impact. The Declaration, however, also contains obligations related to the 
environment in as far as it provides that indigenous peoples have the right to maintain 
and strengthen their distinctive spiritual relationship with their traditionally owned or 
otherwise occupied and used lands, territories, waters and coastal seas and other 
resources and to uphold their responsibilities to future generations in this regard 
(article 26(1)). Related to procedural matters in a more general sense, the 
Declaration states that indigenous peoples have the right to participate in decision-
making in matters which would affect their rights, through representatives chosen by 
themselves in accordance with their own procedures, as well as to maintain and 
develop their own indigenous decision-making institutions (article 18) and that states 
shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned 
through their own representative institutions in order to obtain their free, prior and 
informed consent before adopting and implementing legislative or administrative 
measures that may affect them (article 19). 
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2.4.3.1 Brundtland Report of 1987 

Although drafted twenty years ago and often referred to only in passing, the 

Brundtland Report contains ideas, information and guidelines that are still very 

apt and beneficial today. The report, inter alia, addresses common 

environmental challenges of which one is the urban challenge that includes 

the growth of cities.345 Chapter 9 is devoted to the urban challenge whilst it is 

clearly stated that the urban network of cities, towns and villages 

encompasses all aspects of the environment within which societies' economic 

and social interactions take place.346 Annex 1 proposes legal principles for 

environmental protection and sustainable development.347 Arguably the most 

important of these principles for the purpose of this study are principles 1 and 

4 which state that '(a)\\ human beings have the fundamental right to an 

environment adequate for their health and well-being'348 and that states shall 

establish adequate environmental protection standards and monitor changes 

in environmental quality and resource use.349 The Brundtland Report 

acknowledges that few city governments in developing countries have the 

power, resources and trained personnel to provide their rapidly growing 

populations with the land, services and facilities for an adequate human life, 

such as clean water and sanitation.350 Whilst the report admits that many 

cities in developed countries face environmentally related challenges such as 

detonating infrastructure, environmental degradation, inner-city decay and 

neighbourhood collapse,351 improvement thereof is viewed to be often more 

dependent on political and social change than on the need for means and 

resources.352 

Part II. 
Paragraph 24. 
See Annex 1 (Summary of Proposed Legal Principles for Environmental Protection 
and Sustainable Development adopted by the UN Conference on Environment and 
Development Experts Group on Environmental Law). 
Principle 1 of Annex 1. 
Principle 4 of Annex 1. 
Paragraph 72. 
Paragraph 72. 
This relates to the idea of the politics of pollution as discussed in 3.4. 
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According to the report, developing countries are not in the same position: 

'(t)hey have a major urban crisis on their hands'353 and 'good city management 

requires decentralisation - of funds, political power and personnel - to local 

authorities - which are best placed to appreciate and manage local needs.'354 

Linked to typical three-tier government structures, sustainability is said to 

require the enforcement of wider responsibilities for the impacts of decisions. 

This requires changes in the legal and institutional frameworks responsible for 

the enforcement of common environmental interests.355 The Brundtland 

Report declares that governments need to fill major gaps in existing national 

and I EL and should 'find ways to recognise and protect the rights of present 

and future generations to an environment adequate for their health and well-

being.'356 The report makes it clear that the law alone cannot enforce common 

environmental interests and that it principally needs community knowledge 

and support which entails greater public participation in environmental 

decision-making, for example. The report recommends that governments 

(inclusive of local government) take appropriate steps to recognise different 

reciprocal rights and responsibilities and that local democracy be 

strengthened.357 The Brundtland Report accordingly assists in principle (albeit 

in abstract language) in making the role of local authorities clearer in so far as 

it pertains to the fulfilment of environmental rights.358 

2.4.3.2 Agenda 21 

Twenty years after the Stockholm Declaration, the Rio Declaration introduced 

a commitment to action - a move beyond verbal and written acknowledgment 

of the need for sustainable development and environmental rights to 

performance and accomplishment. More than 178 governments adopted the 

Rio Declaration and Agenda 21.359 Agenda 21 is an action programme for the 

Paragraph 72. 
Paragraph 74. 
Paragraph 76. 
Paragraph 4.5. Own emphasis. 
Paragraphs 77 and 84. 
Refer also to related observations by Mitchell and Brown 1991 Environmental and 
Planning Law Journal 65 and Holland 1997 European Environment 42. 
This took place at the UN Conference on Environment and Development held in Rio 
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facilitation, inter alia, of the implementation of environmental rights. Chapter 

28 of Agenda 21 establishes an agenda for local authorities called Local 

Agenda 21 (LA 21) which serves as a valuable IL guideline on the meaning of 

the factual relationship between environmental considerations and local 

government. 

Agenda 21 is a blueprint of action for national and local governments of the 

world in every area in which people of the 21s t century impact on the 

environment, and is 'significantly involved with elements that rightly belong to 

the conceptual universe of human rights.'360 The implementation of Agenda 

21 is the responsibility of governments but remains in essence voluntary.361 

Successful implementation thereof requires national strategies, plans, policies 

and processes. Agenda 21 makes an explicit call for public participation.362 

The overall human settlement objective is to improve the social, economic and 

environmental quality of human settlements - matters that often are inherent 

to the duties of local government.363 The integration of environmental and 

de Janeiro in 1992. See for the full text of Agenda 21 and related documentation, 
Robinson (ed) Agenda 21 and the UNCED Proceedings. 
See Picolotti in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 49. The programme 
consists of four sections that address social and economic dimensions, the 
conservation and management of resources for development, the strengthening of 
the role of major groups and the means of implementation. 
Preamble. Nolte Lokale Agenda 21160-164 critically discusses the IL position and 
nature of Agenda 21 and arrives at the conclusion that this instrument internationally 
has politically binding effects. 
Paragraph 3.7 states that sustainable development must be achieved at every level 
of society and that a community-driven approach to sustainability should be followed. 
Paragraph 7.4. The call for the promotion of the integrated provision of 
environmental infrastructure, water, sanitation, drainage and solid-waste 
management is of relevance for local government. Agenda 21's basis of action 
states that the sustainability of urban development is defined by a number of 
parameters related to the availability of water supplies, air quality and the provision of 
environmental infrastructure (related to sanitation and waste management). Agenda 
21 furthermore envisions the provision of adequate environmental infrastructure 
facilities in all settlements by the year 2025. The achievement of this objective 
requires that all developing countries incorporate in their national strategies 
programmes to build the necessary technical, financial and human resource capacity 
to ensure improved integration of infrastructure and environmental planning by the 
year 2000 (paragraph 7.38). It is furthermore stated that all countries should, as 
appropriate, aim at the following principles for the provision of environmental 
infrastructure: policies that minimise if not altogether avoid environmental damage 
whenever possible; relevant decisions preceded by environmental impact 
assessment and taking into account the costs of any ecological consequences; 
development in accordance with indigenous practices; the promotion of technologies 
appropriate to local conditions; and the seeking of joint solutions to environmental 
problems that affect different localities (paragraph 7.41). 
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developmental decision-making processes is crucial and Agenda 21 states 

that governments in partnership with local authorities play an important role in 

this regard.364 Agenda 21 particularly focuses on the need for the 

establishment of partnerships. 

Agenda 21 expects of countries to develop their own priorities for delegating 

planning and management responsibilities to the lowest level of public 

authority, consistent with effective action.365 The need for effective legal and 

regulatory frameworks in the environmental context is recognised, 

accompanied by the statement that while there is a need for continuous law 

improvement, many developing countries have been affected by shortcomings 

in their laws and regulations.366 Quite importantly it is stated that to effectively 

integrate care for and development of the environment in the policies and 

practices of each country, it is essential to develop and implement integrated, 

enforceable and effective laws and regulations that are based upon sound 

social, ecological, economic and scientific principles. Equally critical is the 

development of workable programmes to review and enforce compliance with 

the laws, regulations and standards that are adopted.367 The overall objective 

is to promote, in the light of country-specific conditions, the integration of 

environment and development policies through appropriate legal and 

regulatory policies, instruments and enforcement mechanisms at the national, 

state, provincial and local levels.368 Kuhn369 observes that municipalities or 

Paragraphs 8.2 and 8.4. Countries should estimate their own priorities for ensuring 
integration of economic, social and environmental considerations in decision-making 
at all levels; monitoring and evaluating, inter alia, the state of the environment and 
natural resources; ensuring transparency of and accountability for the environmental 
implications of economic and sectoral policies and public participation (paragraph 
8.4). 
Paragraph 8.5. 
Paragraph 8.14. 
What can be called, local government environmental rights performance indicators or 
benchmarks may arguably be of assistance in this regard. This idea is further 
attended to in the case study of Heidelberg at 4.6. Paragraph 8.15 provides that in 
developing their national priorities, countries should take account of their international 
obligations. 
Paragraph 8.16. For some of the related activities envisaged by Agenda 21, see 
paragraphs 8.17-8.21. Agenda 21 calls for improved domestic follow-up action of 
related IL agreements and provides that contracting parties to IL agreements should 
improve practices and procedures for collecting information on legal and regulatory 
measures taken. Paragraph 8.22. 
Kuhn in Beck et al Partizipation und Landschaftsplanung 279. 
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local authorities have in the past years shown the best progress as far as 

Agenda 21 is concerned. By 2004 6416 municipalities in 113 countries the 

world over had already initiated LA 21 processes.370 

2.4.3.3 Local Agenda 21 

For the purpose of this study, LA 21 is the single most important IL instrument. 

LA 21 is a separate programme area of Agenda 21 contained in chapter 28 

thereof, which focuses on local government.371 LA 21 in essence serves as an 

international framework for local authorities in the move towards 

environmental action as envisaged by the Rio Declaration and Agenda 21. LA 

21 has been described as a 'policy-making concept at the local level.'372 As 

with Agenda 21, the implementation of LA 21 is voluntary. The argument 

maintained throughout this study is, however, that a local authority's adoption 

and implementation of a comprehensive local Agenda 21 (even if not 

expressly called this way) may to a large extent complement the non-

voluntary, often constitutionally entrenched duty of local authorities to fulfil 

environmental rights or to abide by a constitutional principle of state policy on 

the environment.373 

LA 21 commences with the following statement, which establishes its basis of 

action: 

Because so many of the problems and solutions being addressed by 
Agenda 21 have their roots in local activities, the participation and 
cooperation of local authorities will be a determining factor in fulfilling 
its objectives. Local authorities construct, operate and maintain 
economic, social and environmental infrastructure, oversee planning 
processes, establish local environmental policies and regulations, 
and assist in implementing national and sub-national environmental 
policies. As the level of governance closest to the people, they play 

Kuhn in Beck et al Partizipation und Landschaftsplanung 279. See also 4.4.8, 5.4.6 
and 7.2.4 below. 
Chapter 28 of Agenda 21. 
Beuermann in Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 
21 107. Refer for a comprehensive review of LA 21 in general and in the German 
context, to Nolte Lokale Agenda 21. 
The nature of constitutional principles of state policy is discussed in 4.2 and 5.2. 
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a vital role in educating, mobilising and responding to the public to 
promote sustainable development. 

LA 21 reiterates the role of local government in sustainable development and 

has a prominent socio-economic dimension.375 Paragraph 28.2 contains the 

LA 21 objectives, which focus on involvement, consultation, cooperation and 

coordination and are accompanied by deadlines many of which already 

proved to be unattainable. These deadlines do not, however, render the 

objectives void.376 The first objective of LA 21 is the most important for 

purposes of this study and is directed towards local authorities' adoption of 'a 

local Agenda 21.' A local Agenda 21 should in terms of LA 21 develop from a 

process of consultation, consensus-building and participatory development of 

sustainable development strategies.377 The remaining LA 21 objectives 

address the need for cooperation between local authorities, exchange of 

information and experience among local authorities and the involvement of 

women and youth in decision-making, planning and implementation 

processes.378 LA 21 requires three broadly-phrased activities. It firstly 

requires dialogue between citizens, local organisations and private enterprises 

in the adoption of 'a local Agenda 21 \379 In the second instance it requires the 

fostering of partnerships between relevant organs and organisations and in 

the last instance, the establishment of processes to increase the exchange of 

Paragraph 28.1. This account to a large extent shows why it may be justly expected 
of local authorities to be involved in the fulfilment of environmental rights. 
Refer to Beuermann in Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds) From the Earth Summit to Local 
Agenda 21 114. 
See paragraph 28.2 (a)-(c). 
Feichtinger and Pregernig 2005 European Environment The Journal of European 
Environmental Policy 212-227 with reference to empirical data, argue that Agenda 21 
and LA 21 see the relationship between procedural and substantive goals as a 
harmonious one but that the possibility of normative claims being in conflict is largely 
neglected. 
See paragraph 28.2 (b)-(d). 
Paragraph 28.3. It has been envisioned that through consultation and consensus-
building, local authorities would learn from citizens and from local, civic, community, 
business and industrial organisations and acquire the information needed for the 
formulation of suitable strategies. The process of consultation is expected to 
increase household awareness of sustainable development issues, for example. 
Local authority programmes, policies, laws and regulations to achieve Agenda 21 
objectives furthermore need to be assessed and modified, based on local 
programmes. Strategies could also be used in supporting proposals for local, 
national, regional and international funding. 
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information, experience and mutual technical assistance among local 

authorities.380 

The key phrases for the development of a local Agenda 21 are joint analysis, 

planning and action; community-based issue analysis (to ensure that issues 

are well understood by all stakeholders and all views are considered to ensure 

a comprehensive and holistic understanding of issues, their causes, effects, 

threats and opportunities); action plans to comprehensively set out and 

formalise agreed objectives, strategies, actions, targets, and commitments by 

all stakeholders; implementation and monitoring to realise action plans and to 

ensure continual joint progress and improvement towards agreed goals; and 

evaluation and feedback to observe successes and to seek opportunities for 

improvement. The notions of public participation, access to information and 

participatory decision-making are all present by implication. It is important to 

note that the development of a local Agenda 21 need not diminish any prior or 

existing local government endeavours pertaining to sustainable development 

or the environment. Rather, it focuses on improving what already exists and 

on building on existing local government strategies and resources. Proof of 

this is to be found in local government case studies of municipalities in, inter 

alia, Germany, Namibia and South Africa.381 

LA 21 does not once mention 'environmental rights'. One could therefore 

question its relevance for this study. However, LA 21 should be appreciated 

for what it is: it is the only IL instrument that applies universally to all local 

authorities and that draws direct linkages between environmental concerns 

and local government. LA 21 should furthermore be viewed in tandem with 

Agenda 21 which mirrors the content of environmental rights by claiming that 

greater attention to the integration of environment and development concerns 

will lead to 'the fulfilment of basic needs, improved living standards for all, 

better protected and managed ecosystems and a safer, more prosperous 

Paragraphs 28.4 and 28.5. 
Refer to 4.6, 5.6 and 7.4 below. 
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future.'382 The rights contained in principles 1 and 3 of the Rio Declaration 

also inform Agenda 21 and LA 21. 

But what exactly should a local Agenda 21 entail? What are the crucial parts 

and concerns - what are the fundamental features and key components? LA 

21 itself is not clear on these questions and Lafferty and Eckerberg383 argue 

that this should be interpreted as an omission by design. Rather than trying to 

outline in detail the content areas of a preordained plan or programme, 

chapter 28 of LA 21 leaves this open. The message is that it is up to local 

authorities to take responsibility for initiating and coordinating the dialogue 

amongst citizens, local organisations and private enterprises which is 

necessary to determine the form and content of their specific LA 21 initiative. 

LA 21 merely serves as a framework with an emphasis on consultation, 

consensus-building and participatory development of sustainable 

development strategies - no specifics are provided. It has been observed 

further that the lack of specifics in LA 21 'primarily reflects the considerable 

variation in central-local authority domains across the member states as well 

as the wide diversity in specific types of local and regional authority within the 

member states.'384 The challenge that faced the drafters of LA 21 was to 

establish it as part of Agenda 21 in a manner which did not seem to 

presuppose any one form of local government or any one type of specific local 

issue. The task of implementing LA 21 is therefore one of interpreting and 

'relativising' Agenda 21 to suit unique local conditions and problems.385 

However, it is not possible to attach the LA 21 label to just any local 

government environmental endeavour, especially in so far as such an 

endeavour may be expected to facilitate the fulfilment of applicable 

environmental rights. Lafferty and Eckerberg386 state that while we must avoid 

being too demanding with respect to specific references to LA 21 in reports, 

for example, we must not, be so inclusive (and perhaps naive) as to view all 

Preamble of Agenda 21. 
Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 21 3. 
Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 21 2. 
Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 21 3. 
Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 21 7. 
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local government reports of traditional environmental activity as LA 21 

initiatives. LA 21 activity is a broader category of initiative, with a deeper, 

more holistic and more globally interdependent mode of problem definition 

and goal prescription.'387 It also holds true that when reading chapter 28 of 

Agenda 21 it becomes evident that LA 21 as it was founded in 1992, 

established a document of linear character that envisaged a beginning and an 

end - clear dates were set for the meeting of specific broadly-phrased 

ideals.388 

It is the particular goal of LA 21 to indicate that those sustainable development 

issues which can be effectively treated at the lowest level of governance 

should be treated at that level.389 It has been argued that the notion of LA 21 

implies that the responsibility of national governments is the general 

responsibility accorded to them for the whole of Agenda 21 but that national 

governments have primarily a facilitative role with respect to the LA 21 

process.390 The strength of national government support for a Local Action 21 

constitutes a vital factor in influencing the success of local authorities in 

initiating and developing LA 21 activity.391 Changes in the local government 

political climate could, however, hamper LA 21 activity. Hence, as will be 

argued in Chapter 8, it may be essential in the South African context for the 

aims of LA 21 or the generic aims of constitutional environmental rights to be 

entrenched in a national policy, albeit with more concrete guidelines and 

directives for local action. 

Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 217. 
In considering the case studies in 4.6, 5.6 and 7.4 below it appears as if with the 
lapse of time it became evident for local authorities to rather opt for a more circular 
approach based on the idea of long-term planning and continual assessment, 
adjustment and improvement. 
This is in line also with the view that was raised in the Brundtland Report in 2.4.3.1 
above. 
Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 21 14. 
See on the government support with LA 21 in the federal government system of 
Germany, for example, 4.4.8. 
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2.4.3.4 Local Action 21 

It has been observed that one of the biggest challenges in the 21s t century 

worldwide will be to re-evaluate matters that affect human kind and to ensure 

sustainable development through initiatives such as a local Agenda 21.392 

Once a local authority decides to embark on LA 21 activity, it is likely to do so 

by means of a Local Action 21 programme. The notion of Local Action 21 was 

launched at the 2002 UN World Summit on Sustainable Development Local 

Government Session as a motto for the second decade (and also the next 

step) of LA 21.393 Local Action 21 is described as a mandate to local 

authorities worldwide to move from a mere agenda for action to actual and 

concrete action and to ensure accelerated implementation of sustainable 

development by local government. Local Action 21 intends to strengthen the 

LA 21 movement and requires communities to go beyond general sustainable 

development planning. Local authorities are expected to address specific 

factors that prevent a great number of them from becoming sustainable and 

that could decrease, inter alia, cities' further contribution to the worldwide 

depletion of resources as well as environmental degradation. The depletion of 

resources and environmental degradation has severe concomitant 

environmental, social and economic repercussions for local communities. 

In accordance with the idea of environmental governance discussed in 

Chapter 3 below, Local Action 21 requires the anchoring of principles, policies 

and practices and mechanisms in participatory governance and municipal 

sustainability management in explicit Local Action 21 programmes. As is 

argued throughout this thesis, the fulfilment of environmental rights requires 

the establishment of concrete parameters or benchmarks for implementation 

392 Picolotti in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 55-56. 
393 At the 2002 World Summit on Sustainable Development Local Government Session 

in Johannesburg, South Africa, local government leaders from around the world, as 
well as representatives from the UNDP, United Nations Environment Programme, 
UN-HABITAT and the World Health Organisation, joined the International Council for 
Local Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI) in launching Local Action 21 as the next phase 
of LA 21. See Local Action 21 From Agenda to Action at 
http://www.localaction21 .org/. 
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and measurable specifics. Similarly, Local Action 21 calls for specificity and 

detail in order to create sustainable communities and cities in which the most 

effective action will focus on the priorities of individual communities - without 

disregarding the obligations arising from the acknowledgement of general 

environmental rights.3** The role of public participation in the identification of 

priority concerns may not be underestimated. Picolotti395 observes in this 

regard that: 

when developing a local agenda for any given locality, it is 
fundamental to consider the incorporation of the right to participate, 
which aims at achieving effective and sustainable local 
development, by means of the implementation of democratic 
procedures and mechanisms for the involvement of the community 
at all levels of policy and decision-making processes. 

2.4.3.5 The era beyond Local Agenda 21 and Local Action 21 

To some extent LA 21 and Local Action 21 in their traditional manifestations 

belong to the recent past. A couple of years down the line, some of the 

features inherent in LA 21, well-meaning as they are, when translated into 

action have seemed to be almost self-defeating. One of the key facets of LA 

21 is public participation. Yet Kuhn396 argues that more or less fifteen years 

down the line, the insistence on general public participation may be one of the 

main reasons why Local Agenda programmes of insufficient relevance for 

sustainable development at the local level have been developed in thousands 

of local authorities the world over. Local authorities' development of LA 21 

programmes historically often attracted 'all those interested' instead of 'those 

who have local power and who possess social and scientifically relevant 

skills.' According to Kuhn,397 local authorities in Europe in particular, with the 

adoption of the Aalborg principles,398 admitted that LA 21 in its traditional attire 

was not achieving tangible aims at the local level. Subsequently, ICLEI, for 

See further Local Action 21 From Agenda to Action at http://wwww.localaction21 .org/. 
Picolotti in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 51. 
Interview with Kuhn S (Director: Urban Governance Local Agenda 21) of ICLEI 
European Secretariat in Freiburg, Germany 15 March 2007 (transcript of interview on 
file with author). 
Interview with Kuhn S. 
See 2.4 above. 
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example, increasingly started to move beyond the original format of LA 21 to 

the notion of urban governance and the idea of local sustainability, which 

focuses on the role and importance of strategic objectives, measurable 

targets, monitoring and reporting systems. These developments introduce a 

move away from a linear approach to sustainability towards a circular/cyclical 

approach which merges the pleasant generalities of LA 21 with the concrete 

specifics involved in sustainability management by local governments.399 

2.4.3.6 UN (Ksentini), Special Rapporteur's Report on Human Rights 
and the Environment and the Draft Declaration of Principles on 
Human Rights and the Environment 

Although dating back fourteen years, the Ksentini Report is a well-written 

international commentary on the relationship between human rights and the 

environment, and environmental rights as such.400 The report confirms that an 

increasing number of national legislations have developed the framework of 

laws and regulations needed to ensure the right to a satisfactory environment. 

These have spelt out the substantive content of environmental rights and the 

ways and means whereby they may be exercised, inclusive of remedies to 

See further, ICLEI Sustainable Management Instruments at 
http://www.iclei.org/index.php7ick797. 
The final report referenced in this study has been one of five reports of the UN, 
Economic and Social Council Commission on Human Rights Sub-Commission on the 
Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities. See Glazewski 
Environmental Law 69. The Ksentini Report addresses, inter alia, the legal 
foundations of the move from environmental law to the right to a satisfactory 
environment (chapter 1); the right to development, participatory democracy and the 
environment (chapter 2); other aspects of the relationship between human rights and 
the environment (chapter 3); environmental degradation and its impact on vulnerable 
groups (chapter 4) and the effects of the environment on the enjoyment of other 
fundamental rights (chapter 5). According to the report it is important to establish the 
legal framework for pursuing what have become the essential environmental 
demands of the century, to take up the legitimate environmental concerns of our 
generation, to preserve the environmental interests of future generations and to 
mutually agree upon the components of a right to a healthy and flourishing 
environment (paragraph 4). Paragraph 242 furthermore states that effective 
implementation of 'the right to a satisfactory environment cannot be dissociated from 
the twinned efforts to preserve the environment and ensure the right to development. 
Nor can it be achieved without resolute action to ensure the enjoyment of all human 
rights.' Paragraph 253 continues in similar vein by stating that in order to give 
practical expression to the right to a satisfactory environment, there is a need for 
development strategies that are directed towards the implementation of a substantive 
part of that right and these must go hand in hand with the promotion of the related 
procedural aspects (due process, right of association and of assembly, freedom of 
expression, right of recourse, etc). Particularly important is paragraph 254 which 
states that the implementation of the right to a satisfactory environment 'calls for 
commitment and participation on the part of everyone at all levels.' 
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safeguard their effective enjoyment and guarantee their implementation.401 It 

may therefore be possible for countries on an environmental rights learning 

curve, such as South Africa, to learn from more advanced foreign jurisdictions 

especially in as far as the 'substantive content' of environmental rights is 

concerned.402 

The Draft Principles on Human Rights and the Environment (the Draft 

Principles) as contained in Annex 1 to the Ksentini Report are particularly 

important for the purpose of this study. The Draft Principles provide a 

detailed, comprehensive and rights-based approach to environmental 

protection and were developed in the hope that they would assist the UN in 

adopting a set of norms in support of a consolidated right to a satisfactory 

environment. To date, no such 'set of norms' has seen the light.403 The Draft 

Principles, however, serve as valuable international guidelines to suggest 

governments' positive duties with regard to the fulfilment of existing 

environmental rights. The second principle confirms that all persons have the 

right to a secure, healthy and ecologically sound environment.404 Principle 4 

proposes that '(a)ll persons have the right to an environment adequate to 

meet equitably the needs of present generations and that does not impair the 

rights of future generations to meet equitably their needs.'405 It is furthermore 

proposed that '(a)ll persons have the right to the highest attainable standard of 

health free from environmental harm'406 and that 'everyone has the right to 

benefit equally from the conservation and sustainable use of nature and 

natural resources for cultural, ecological, educational, health, livelihood, 

recreational, spiritual and other purposes.'407 Principle 15 determines that all 

Paragraph 241. See also Birnie and Boyle International Law 255. 
This idea reinforces also the comparative research method employed in this study. 
Refer to 1.4 above. 
Hancock Environmental Human Rights 81 -82 observes that the draft principles are 
'radical stipulations' that challenge fundamental premises of economic rationality and 
the capitalist world order - for this reason the draft declaration has been marginalised 
in formal UN meetings and has, since its completion, evidenced little chance of 
becoming a legally binding document. Its provisions are unlikely to be realised. 
Hancock Environmental Human Rights 81 -82. 
Principle 2. 
Principle 4. See also Popovic 1996 Columbia Human Rights Law Review 504. 
Principle 7. 
Principle 8. 
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persons have the right to information concerning the environment408 whilst all 

persons also have the right to hold and express opinions and to disseminate 

ideas and information regarding the environment.409 All persons have the right 

to environmental and human rights education410 and the right to active, free 

and meaningful participation in planning and decision-making activities and 

processes that may have an impact on the environment and development.411 

Principle 22 quite importantly affirms that: '(a)ll States shall respect and 

ensure the right to a secure, healthy and ecologically sustainable 

environment. Accordingly they shall adopt the administrative, legislative and 

other measures necessary to effectively implement the rights in this 

Declaration' (own emphasis).412 

Clearly, the Ksentini Report does not impose a system or check-list for the 

successful implementation of environmental rights. Still, it complements the 

vast number of instruments containing an environmental provision by 

proposing some key facets to the successful implementation of environmental 

rights. As far as government serves as the operative arm of any state entity, 

the Ksentini Report may be read to submit that all spheres of government 

This includes information on actions or courses of conduct that may affect the 
environment and information necessary to enable effective public participation in 
environmental decision-making. Such information should be timely, clear, 
understandable and available without undue financial burden to the applicant. 
Principle 16. 
Principle 17. 
Principle 18. This includes the right to a prior assessment of the environmental, 
developmental and human rights consequences of proposed actions. 
As observed by Popovic 1996 Columbia Human Rights Law Review 570-571, 
principle 22 articulates the idea that realisation of environmental rights depends not 
just on interpersonal duties but also on duties owed by governments to people within 
their jurisdiction. Principle 22 reflects recognition that realisation of environmental 
rights requires that the rights be supported by government obligations - not just 
government forbearance from actively damaging the environment, but affirmative 
government obligations to guarantee environmental human rights. It can justly be 
derived that the effective fulfilment of environmental rights requires strong state 
involvement. According to principle 22 of the Draft Principles, the measures taken by 
states should be aimed at the prevention of environmental harm, at the provision of 
adequate remedies, and at the sustainable use of natural resources, and should 
include, inter alia, the collection and dissemination of information concerning the 
environment; prior assessment and control, licensing, regulation or prohibition of 
activities and substances potentially harmful to the environment; public participation 
in environmental decision-making; effective administrative and judicial remedies and 
redress for environmental harm or the threat of such harm; the monitoring, 
management and equitable sharing of natural resources and measures to reduce 
wasteful processes of production and patterns of consumption. 
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(inclusive of local authorities) should consider the following in implementing 

environmental rights: an anthropocentric approach; the highest attainable 

standard of health free from environmental harm; issues of environmental 

justice; environmental information sharing (collection and dissemination); 

environmental rights education; public participatory decision-making in 

processes that impact on the environment; prior assessment and control 

(inclusive of licensing, regulation of potentially harmful activities and 

substances and the reduction of wasteful processes and patterns); 

administrative remedies; management; monitoring and the establishment of 

partnerships between a vast number of parties and agents. 

2.4.3.7 Aarhus Convention 

The Aarhus Convention has been developed not to apply universally, but to 

contribute to democracy in the region of the UN Economic Commission for 

Europe.413 Still, the Convention facilitates wide-reaching progress on 

environmental rights and therefore merits brief discussion. The Convention 

acknowledges immediately, in article 1, 'the right of every person of present 

and future generations to live in an environment adequate to his or her health 

or well-being.'414 With reference to the Aarhus Convention, Giorgetta415 

remarks that it 'is the clearest statement in international law to date of a 

fundamental right to a healthy environment.' Particularly useful for this study 

is the fact that the Aarhus Convention, like Annex 1 of the Ksentini Report, 

fleshes out some concrete procedures and activities that may be expected in 

terms of environmental rights.416 The Convention aids governments in 

distilling actions that are presumably required for the implementation of 

environmental rights.417 As will become evident later, some of the provisions 

See for commentary on the Aarhus Convention, inter alia, Kiss in Picolotti and 
Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 40-44, Gavouneli 2000 Tulane Environmental 
Law Review 317-320 and Dejeant-Pons and Pallemaerts Human Rights 18-19. 
See for comments on the significance hereof Verschuuren 2005 Yearbook of 
European Environmental Law 29-30. 
Giorgetta in Schrijvers and Weiss (eds) International Law 401. 
See Hill et al 2004 Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 381. 
A 'public authority' is defined in article 2(2) to include government at national, regional 
and other levels but also as a 'natural or legal person performing public administrative 
functions under national law, including specific duties, activities or services in relation 
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of the Aarhus Convention are exceptionally useful in extracting local 

government environmental rights performance indicators or then concrete 

elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights.418 

The Aarhus Convention recognises that adequate protection of the 

environment is essential to human well-being and the enjoyment of basic 

human rights. It confirms that every person has the right to live in an 

environment adequate to his or her health and well-being.419 It also provides 

that to be able to assert this right, and observe this duty, citizens must have 

access to environmental information, be entitled to participate in decision-

making, and have access to justice in environmental matters.420 The 

document recognises the desirability of transparency in all branches of 

government and the importance of fully integrating environmental 

considerations in governmental decision-making.421 The Aarhus Convention 

furthermore emphasises the need for public authorities to be in possession of 

accurate, comprehensive and up-to-date environmental information. It 

confirms the exceptionally important role which public participation and access 

to environmental information play in the fulfilment of environmental rights. 

In summary, the provisions and content of the above IL instruments have to 

date led to plentiful academic criticism, analytical and comparative surveys, 

and have also contributed to further legal developments and interpretations by 

international forums such as the International Court of Human Rights (ICHR). 

Constitutional environmental law resulted from and was influenced by the 

recognition and development of environmental rights in IL. However, the 

guidelines and duties for local governments (municipalities) in terms of 

environmental rights in IL seem to form part of a rather neglected field of 

to the environment.' The Aarhus Convention certainly applies to local authorities. 
Giorgetta in Schrijvers and Weiss (eds) International Law 400-401 remarks that the 
Aarhus Convention is the first international legally binding instrument that brings the 
pillars of good governance together. 
See 2.8. 
Preamble. 
For the definition afforded to 'environmental information', see article 2(3). A number 
of the Aarhus Convention's provisions echo the draft principles of the Ksentini Report 
discussed in 2.4.3.6. 
Preamble. 
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research.422 Still, IL cannot be disregarded when reflecting on the meaning of 

constitutional environmental rights or when commenting on the positive duties 

required of all authorities to fulfill environmental rights.423 

2.5 Internationally induced motivation for sovereign environmental 

rights 

Having established that IL provides for and supports environmental rights and 

that it leaves governments with particular duties, it suffices to briefly consider 

some international views on the raison d'etre for such rights and the fulfilment 

thereof. Three questions suggest themselves immediately. Why should the 

environment demand rights-protection independently of rights such as the 

right to life or the right to human dignity, what are environmental rights 

expected to achieve or to change, and do governments (inclusive of local 

government) need to be serious about their positive obligations in terms of 

international and domestic environmental rights - and if so, why? The 

answers to these questions are not straightforward and may depend on the 

selection of a preferred approach towards the environment and regulation 

thereof424 as well as different environmental, socio-cultural, geographic, 

political, legal and even religious contexts. 

Since the 1970s environmental threats such as uncontrolled pollution, 

disquieting production and consumption patterns, and increased population 

growth have merited and compelled legal intervention by way of enforceable 

rights to a qualified environment.425 International environmental jurisprudence 

shows that the establishment in law of environmental rights arose out of the 

422 This forms part of a bigger set of needs and challenges in the environmental law 
domain. Taillant in Picolloti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 122 remarks that 
international jurisprudence, local and international organisations, governments, and 
other concerned actors continue to address the environment and human rights from 
separate institutional, thematic and legal perspectives, for example. The fragmented 
design, implementation and enforcement of international environmental law are 
further challenges. Fragmentation challenges also domestic environmental law 
regimes as will be seen in the country-specific chapters in this study. 

423 See 1.1,1.2, 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2 below. 
424 See the different approaches to environmental rights in 2.2, for example. 
425 For the first time in 1968 the UN admitted the linkage between environmental 

protection and human rights. See Symonides 1992 International Journal of Legal 
Information 25 and Sands Principles of International Environmental Law 294. 
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modern consensus that the quality of human life and the quality of the 

environment are intrinsically linked, whilst the existing consumption pressures 

on natural resources, the often ineffective management of the environment 

and the relationship between people and the environment pose threats to the 

well-being of existing and future generations of people.426 From international 

literature it is possible to distill some of the most salient reasons for the rights-

based protection of peoples' environment as well as some views related to the 

relationships that underpin rights-based protection of the environment. These 

include that: 

• Environmental rights comprise of duties that (when adhered to) could 

ensure that the natural world does not deteriorate to the point where other 

internationally agreed rights such as the rights to life, health, property, a 

family and private life, culture and safe drinking water become seriously 

impaired;427 

• Although the rights to life and family life may, inter alia, be invoked in 

instances where pollution as a primarily environmental issue is concerned, 

these rights may have limited meaning in the broader environmental 

context.428 Explicit and autonomous fundamental rights to a qualified 

environment are particularly useful when issues such as resource 

management, nature conservation, biodiversity protection and cultural 

heritage are concerned;429 

• A need exists for the environment to be protected as far as possible by 

fundamental preventative legal measures since often, environmental 

degradation cannot be restored or the cost of repair is too high to ensure 

compensation;430 

• Linked to the need for preventative legal intercession is the idea that 

fundamental legal protection is required to ensure the access of future 

For some related ideas refer to Hill et al 2004 Georgetown International 
Environmental Law Review 374, Picolotti in Picolotti andTaillant (eds) Linking Human 
Rights 48-49 and Simpson and Jackson 1997 Environmental and Planning Law 
Journal 268 -269. See also 1.1 above. 
See Shelton in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 1. 
See Giorgetta in Schrijver and Weiss (eds) International Law 386. 
Shelton in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 16. 
See Kiss in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 32. 
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generations to a qualified environment. Future generations should be 

seen as one human community whilst forward-looking environmental rights 

could benefit this community by placing moral and legal obligations on 

people to not leave the environment in a worse condition than they found it 

in. Environmental rights therefore serve to entrench in law the 

internationally recognised notions of sustainable development and 

intergenerational equity;431 

• Fundamental environmental rights as foundational legal constructs serve 

as the stimulus for the development and enhancement of framework and 

sector-specific domestic environmental law and IEL.432 Often fundamental 

environmental rights require additional refined environmental laws that 

address, amongst other aspects, environmental management or 

coordination, specific environmental issues related to particular scientific 

estimations or certain environmental media such as air, water and 

biodiversity;433 

• Environmental rights can (depending on the way they are formulated), 

facilitate and legally compel the preservation of minimum acceptable 

environmental standards as quasi-legal phenomena.434 This is based on 

See Verschuuren Het Grondrecht 55. The forward-looking feature inherent to nature 
conservation showed in particular the inherent limitations of the common law 
remedies in the field of environmental law. Common law remedies, especially in the 
absence of the actio popularis, in most instances only cater for damages that have 
already occurred. See Burns "Green Rights and an Environmental Management 
System" 9-10. See on intergenerational equity and the rights of future generations 
2.2.2 above. Since future generations do not have legal standing, the view that 
environmental rights are rights that belong also to those not yet born is often 
subjected to procedural criticism. The fact remains that the way in which the public 
and private spheres view and utilise the environment and natural resources at this 
moment will to a great extent determine or limit the way in which future generations 
will be able to exist in and utilise the environment and remaining natural resources. 
Refer to Flournoy 2003 Columbia Journal of Environmental Law 84, Verschuuren Het 
Grondrecht 54, 61, Brown Weiss in Trindade Modern World of Human Rights 604 
and Theron 1998 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 26-27. 
These authors argue and/or show support for the argument that intergenerational 
equity calls for equality amongst generations in the sense that each generation is 
entitled to inherit a robust planet that on balance is at least as good as that of 
previous generations. 
Popovic 1996 Columbia Human Rights Law Review 494. 
Kiss and Trindale 1995 Revista Inter-American Institute for Human Rights 27. In 
South Africa, for example, the section 24 environmental right in the Constitution gave 
rise to the development of key framework environmental law such as the NEMA and 
a number sectoral environmental acts as will be further discussed in Chapter 6. 
Ulvsback Individual Environmental Protection 129 states that standards have a 
certain normative nature and that they are partially or quasi-legal. 
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the idea that to protect, improve and preserve the environment for existing 

and future generations, compliance with laws aimed at an environment of 

a certain quality is required. Enforcement of these laws is similarly 

essential. An effective environmental law compliance and enforcement 

regime requires a solid environmental rights base; 

• Environmental rights may channel and compel governments' attention to 

non-traditional environmental concerns such as environmental justice, 

access to environmental information and environmental management; 

• Environmental rights establishes a base for remedial environmental action 

as far as they can pose basic positive environmental obligations for 

governments and/or private parties;435 and 

• The implementation of environmental rights may inevitably strengthen and 

enrich other human rights because of the intrinsic link between 

environmental rights and the substantive content of other human rights.436 

2.6 Respect for, protection and fulfilment of environmental rights 

2.6.1 Introduction 

Domestic institutions (the state) are critical for the effective implementation of 

rights contained in IL and obviously crucial in the implementation of domestic 

rights.437 If this is so, a state government is accountable to the international 

community in terms of IL, and to its own citizens in terms of both IL and its 

domestic constitution, where the latter exists. It is not possible to reflect on 

the international landscape of environmental rights without due regard to the 

Environmental rights are, however, often ambiguously phrased with the result that the 
exact obligations of the state that stem therefrom, are vague and unclear. See 
Fijalkowski and Fitzmaurice (eds) Right of the Child to a Clean Environment 3 and 
1.1 above. Further interpretation through different techniques may hence be 
required. Although all governments and citizens may encounter obligations in terms 
of environmental rights, this study mainly concerns the obligations of government, 
and more specifically local government. 
This is one of the central messages contained in the Draft Principles that were 
discussed in 2.4.3.6 above. See further Simpson and Jackson 1997 Environmental 
and Planning Law Journal 271 -272. 
Merrills in Bodansky et al (eds) International Environmental Law 673 and 
Nollkaemper 2002 Yearbook of International Environmental Law 166. Marauhn in 
Bodansky et a/(eds) International Environmental Law 734-735 articulates some ideas 
on the role of the state in IEL. 
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internationally acknowledged obligations of states to 'respect, protect and 

fulfill' human rights.438 Whereas this study focuses on the fulfilment of the 

section 24 environmental right at local government level, a consideration of 

the meaning and scope of this particular obligation is essential.439 

In short it is possible to say that the obligation to fulfil rights that have been 

phrased in a positive fashion, obliges states to take proactive and affirmative 

measures to facilitate full enjoyment thereof. It may involve consideration of a 

broad range of fiscal and policy issues such as public expenditure and 

provision of basic public services and infrastructure, for example.440 This view 

See principle 3 of the Limburg Principles on the Implementation of the ICESCR of 
1987, guideline 6 of the Maastricht Guidelines on Violations of Economic, Social, and 
Cultural Rights of 1997 and Dankwa et al 1998 Human Rights Quarterly 705 on the 
'three-level typology' of obligations. See also Eide 1999 Norwegian Institute ot 
Human Rights Human Rights Report 141. The South African Constitution, as will 
later be discussed, determines in section 7(2) that '(t)he state must respect, protect, 
promote and fulfill the rights in the Bill of Rights' inclusive of the section 24 
environmental right. The promotion of rights is therefore a unique addition to the 
three internationally recognised obligations. It is also particularly interesting to note 
that section 2 of the South African Constitution states that it 'is the supreme law of the 
Republic; law or conduct inconsistent with it is invalid, and the obligations imposed by 
it must be fulfilled: (Own emphasis). See further Chapter 6. 
By the term 'respect' for rights one may understand that states should refrain from 
interfering with the enjoyment thereof. A negative duty is hence implied. See Viljoen 
International Human Rights Law in Alrica 7, Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of Public 
and International Law 113, Klein in Klein (ed) The Duty to Protect and Ensure Human 
Rights 298, Eide 1999 Norwegian Institute of Human Rights Human Rights Report 
141, Leckie and Gallagher (eds) Economic, Social and Cultural Rights xx and Brand 
in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 9. By the 'protection' of rights, one 
may understand that states should prevent violations of rights by third parties. See 
guidelines 6 of the Maastricht Guidelines on Violations of Economic, Social, and 
Cultural Rights of 1997, Klein in Klein (ed) The Duty to Protect and Ensure Human 
Rights 300-301, Eide 1999 Norwegian Institute of Human Rights Human Rights 
Report 141, Leckie and Gallagher (eds) Economic, Social and Cultural Rights xxi-xxii, 
Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of Public and International Law 113, Viljoen 
International Human Rights Law in Africa 7 and Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) 
Socio-Economic Rights 10. The 'promotion' of rights is a positive obligation to be 
found in section 7(2) of the South African Constitution and refers to the duty to raise 
rights awareness. Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of Public and International Law 
113 claims that to promote socio-economic rights requires of the state to enable 
those excluded from rights protection to gain the necessary access. Viljoen 
International Human Rights Law in Africa 7 holds that promotion requires states to 
enable people to exercise rights in the longer term, for instance by education and 
awareness-raising. In terms of guideline 7 of the Maastricht Guidelines on Violations 
of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights of 1997 the obligations to respect, protect 
and fulfil, each contain elements of obligation of conduct and obligation of result. 
See Leckie and Gallagher (eds) Economic, Social and Cultural Rights xxii. 
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is upheld also in the discussion of the fulfilment of the environmental 

provisions in the constitutions of Germany, Namibia and South Africa.441 

2.6.2 International principles and guidelines re fulfilment 

No single international directory or ipso iure guideline exists of ways in which 

environmental rights should be implemented by states. It is up to each state 

to seek and develop appropriate means and methods to this effect.442 This is 

no straightforward mandate. However, the Limburg Principles on the 

Implementation of the ICESCR of 1987 (the Limburg Principles),443 the 

Maastricht Guidelines on Violations of Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights 

of 1997 (the Maastricht Guidelines)444 as interpretative texts and IL 

jurisprudence are aids that assist in clarifying the meaning and structural parts 

of the fulfilment of socio-economic rights generally and environmental rights in 

the particular.445 

See 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2 below. 
Principle 6 of the Limburg Principles on the Implementation of the ICESCR of 1987 
states that there is no single road to the full realisation of socio-economic rights. 
UN doc. E/CN.4/1987/17, Annex; and Limburg Principles on the Implementation of 
the ICESCR 1987 Human Rights Quarterly 122-135. 
The Maastricht Guidelines were developed on the occasion of the 10th anniversary of 
the Limburg Principles during 1997 to elaborate on the principles. See for the 
Maastricht Guidelines 1998 Human Rights Quarterly 691-701. Although the 
Maastricht Guidelines relate primarily to the ICESCR it is according to principle 5 
thereof, equally relevant to the interpretation and application of other norms of 
international and domestic law in the field of economic, social and cultural rights. The 
Maastricht Guidelines may accordingly also be applied in an analysis of the 
obligations arising from the section 24 environmental right (as a socio-economic right) 
in the South African Constitution. It is argued that the Guidelines may assist also in 
making meaning of constitutional provisions of state policy with a socio-economic 
nature such as the environmental provisions in the constitutions of Germany and 
Namibia. Eide 1999 Norwegian Institute of Human Rights Human Rights Report A^ 
remarks that although the Maastricht Guidelines are not legally binding, they carry 
considerable weight in any debate on the understanding and determination of 
violations of economic, social and cultural rights and in providing remedies thereto at 
all levels. 
See for a commentary on the Maastricht Guidelines, Dankwa et al 1998 Human 
Rights Quarterly 705. Klein in Klein (ed) The Duty to Protect and Ensure Human 
Rights 298-300 prefers to refer to 'the duty to ensure' as opposed to 'the duty to 
fulfill'. Eide 1999 Norwegian Institute of Human Rights Human Rights Report 132 
states that the obligation to fulfill can be divided two-fold: the obligation to facilitate 
and the obligation to provide. The obligation to facilitate requires states to take 
measures creating conditions by which individuals can take the necessary steps to 
take care of their own means and the obligation to provide corresponds with the idea 
of providing a 'safety-net'. 
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It can be understood from the Limburg Principles that the fulfilment of 

environmental rights requires inter alia states' use of all appropriate means to 

this effect (including legislative, administrative, judicial, economic, social and 

educational measures consistent with the right);446 states' equitable and 

effective use of available resources and the provision of access thereto;447 

international assistance and cooperation;448 avoidance of discrimination449 and 

the furthering of the well-being of people as a whole.450 States will violate 

environmental rights (fail to fulfill) when, for example, they fail to take steps 

that are expressly required; fail to remove obstacles to the realisation of 

environmental rights; fail to implement the right if it is required to be provided 

immediately; wilfully fail to meet a generally accepted international minimum 

standard of achievement which is within their powers to meet or deliberately 

and unjustifiably retard or halt the progressive realisation of the environmental 

right.451 In the absence of clear directions in South Africa as to what the 

government is expected to do (or to refrain from doing) in terms of the section 

24 environmental right, the Limburg Principles serve as a valuable point of 

departure by almost suggesting a 'code of conduct.' But they are principles of 

general application and do not offer concrete direction. 

The Maastricht Guidelines take the ideas around fulfilment slightly further. 

Reading the guidelines in the environmental rights context, the fulfilment of 

environmental rights requires, inter alia, of states to take appropriate 

legislative, administrative, budgetary, judicial and other measures towards the 

full realisation of environmental rights. States should also comply with their 

obligations of conduct that requires reasonably calculated action to realise the 

The idea is emphasised that legislative measures alone are not sufficient for 
fulfilment of socio-economic rights. A similar view is conveyed with regard to 
constitutional environmental provisions in the Chapters 4 to 7 on Germany, Namibia 
and South Africa. See principles 17 and 18. 
Principle 27. In the context of the ICESCR, principle 28 determines that in the use of 
the available resources due priority shall be given to the realisation of the rights 
recognised in the ICESCR, mindful of the need to assure to everyone the satisfaction 
of subsistence requirements as well as the provision of essential services. 
Principle 32. This principle echoes Agenda 21 and LA 21 's call for the establishment 
of partnerships in the sustainable development context. 
Principles 35-41, 45. 
Principle 52. 
Principle 72. See for some factors identified by UNESCO, for example, which may 
contribute to the violation of environmental rights and sustainable human 
development in the Namibian context, UNESCO Human Rights and Democracy 82. 
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enjoyment of environmental rights and obligations of result that requires states 

to achieve specific targets to meet a substantive standard.452 The Maastricht 

Guidelines, however, also introduce the notion of states' 'margin of discretion' 

in selecting the means for implementing their respective obligations. As an 

aid in employing this margin of discretion, universal minimum standards or 

commonly accepted practice may be derived from different states' practice 

and the application of legal norms to concrete cases and situations by 

international bodies as well as from the decisions of different domestic 

courts.453 It is stated that full realisation of most rights can only be achieved 

progressively where certain steps may have to be taken immediately and 

others as soon as possible.454 States should also take cognisance of the so-

called 'minimum core obligation' to ensure the satisfaction or at the very least, 

the 'minimum essential levels' implied by socio-economic rights, including 

environmental rights.455 According to guideline 11 of the Maastricht 

Guidelines state policy has to be directed at the fulfilment of the 

Guideline 7. For specific violations through acts of commission and acts of omission, 
see guidelines 14 and 15. Amongst others, the following acts of omission will 
constitute the violation of socio-economic rights generally: failure to regulate activities 
of individuals or groups so as to prevent them from violating economic, social and 
cultural rights (guideline 15(d)); failure to utilise the maximum of available resources 
towards the full realisation of rights (guideline 15(e)); failure to monitor the realisation 
of economic, social and cultural rights, including the development and application of 
criteria and indicators for assessing compliance (guideline 15(f)); failure to remove 
obstacles to allow for the fulfilment of rights (guideline 15(g)) and failure to meet a 
generally accepted international minimum standard of achievement which is within its 
powers to meet (guideline 15(i)). 
Guideline 8. See Hughes et al Environmental Law 97'. A margin of appreciation in 
making use of international standards may be inevitable when bearing in mind the 
resource and capacity discrepancies in different parts of the world. 
Guideline 8. However, the notion of 'progressive realisation' does not serve as a 
pretext for the non-fulfilment of environmental rights. Similarly, states will not be able 
to justify derogations or limitations of environmental rights because of different social, 
religious and cultural backgrounds. See also Alston et al 1998 Human Rights 
Quarterly 694. The vulnerability of the natural environment and the notion of 
sustainability, as key parts of environmental rights, arguably require action on the part 
of states without unwarranted delay. The Constitutional Court of South Africa in the 
case of Government of the RSA v Grootboom 2000 11 BCLR 1169 (CC), 2001 1 SA 
46 (CC) observed that progressive realisation of, in this instance the right to housing 
imposes a duty on the state to move as expeditiously and effectively as possible. 
See further Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of Public and International Law 117-118 
and 6.2.4.7 below. 
Guideline 9. It is not clear what such minimum essential levels are or whom may be 
expected to design them but these could be particularly important in fulfilling the 
environmental right as a right of which the fair fulfilment may compel, inter alia, 
environmental and health standards. 
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(environmental) right - to achieve the required standard of conduct or result.456 

Although not clearly stated it is assumed that state policy in this instance 

refers to policies made at all government levels. The notion of monitoring and 

the need for monitoring mechanisms (arguably inclusive of compliance and 

enforcement measures and criteria) as part of the fulfilment of rights is 

introduced in guideline 16.457 The Maastricht Guidelines furthermore 

acknowledge that a need exists for an international and domestic pursuit of 

new standards (presumably inclusive of targets and performance criteria) on 

specific rights, including the environmental right, to assist in the fulfilment 

thereof. 

2.6.3 Role of adjudicating bodies 

Judiciaries and adjudicating bodies often strengthen the law by reflecting on 

veiled meanings and by construing directives. In the absence to date of an 

international environmental court, it remains to existing international tribunals 

and domestic courts to strengthen and interpret environmental rights. 

Adjudicating bodies may be crucial in assessing states' 'margin of discretion' 

and in enlightening, inter alia, the role of the executive in fulfilling 

environmental rights.458 In developing countries the domestic courts' foresight 

and creativity in cases that consider the fulfilment of environmental rights may 

be crucial for future developments and judicial records. It may also be fit for 

adjudicating bodies to consider the interpretation of environmental rights and 

the meaning of the fulfilment thereof in foreign jurisdictions.459 Recent years 

have marked a number of important and related steering decisions inter alia 

by the UN Human Rights Committee, the European Court of Human Rights, 

Guideline 11. 
Guidelines 16,18 and 19. See also guideline 25, which expects of promotional and 
monitoring bodies such as the South African Human Rights Commission (SAHRC) to 
address violations of socio-economic rights as vigorously as civil and political rights. 
See further on the SAHRC 6.2.4.13 below. 
This view is but one response to the international lack of a set of minimum standards 
for the fulfilment of environmental rights. See for example, Sands Principles of 
International Environmental Law 299. Note that the role of the judiciary in the 
environmental context remains bound by the limitations implied by the trias politica as 
is further discussed in 3.14.6, 5.6 and 7.4. 
This corresponds with the idea of comparative interpretation as one of the techniques 
of legal interpretation or hermeneutics. See also 2.2.1. 
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the European Commission of Human Rights and the African Commission on 

Human and Peoples' Rights.460 Four of the most pertinent international cases 

that addressed the duties of governments arising from environmental rights or 

other rights implying environmental protection include the Social and 

Economic Rights Action Centre for Economic and Social Rights (SERAC) v 

Nigeria (2001 ),461 the Lopez Ostra v Spain (1994)462 and Guerra and Others v 

Italy (1998)463 and Hatton and other v L//C(2001)464 decisions.465 As far as the 

Environmental issues have to date been addressed before permanent international 
tribunals with a reliance on rights such as the rights to life, association, expression, 
information, political participation, personal liberty, equality and legal redress as 
contained in international legal instruments. Also socio-economic rights such as the 
right to health, the right to decent living conditions and the right to a decent working 
environment. Shelton in Picollotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 3 remarks 
that 'international organs and tribunals expanded or reinterpreted' many of these 
rights 'in light of environmental concerns.' See further Shelton in Picolotti and Taillant 
(eds) Linking Human Rights 11-12, 13 and Robb (ed) International Environmental 
Law Reports Volume 3 for a compilation of the most prominent decided cases up to 
2001. 
Social and Economic Rights Action Centre for Economic and Social Rights (SERAC) 
v Nigeria, African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights, African Commission 
on Human and Peoples' Rights Comm No 155/96 (2001). The decision is further 
discussed in 2.7.1. 
Lopez Ostra v Spain (1994), Strasbourg, application 16798/90. 
Guerra and Others v Italy (1998), Strasbourg, application 14967/89. 
Hatton and other v UK(2001), Strasbourg, application 36022/97. 
In the Lopez Ostra v Spain decision it was decided inter alia that the Spanish 
government failed to strike a fair balance between the interest of the town's economic 
well-being in having a waste-treatment plant, and the applicant's respect for her 
home and family life in terms of article 8 of the European Convention on Human 
Rights, which were interpreted to embrace the right to a healthy environment free 
from pollution and environmental nuisance. In this case, the Spanish government's 
inaction resulted in non-fulfilment and caused the breach of the applicant's human 
rights. See further Robb (ed) International Environmental Law Reports Volume 3 
201 -229, Sands Principles of International Environmental Law 301, Hill et al 2004 
Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 374, Shelton in Picolotti and 
Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 14-15, Eleftheriadis in Alston (ed) The EU and 
Human Rights 535 and Miller Environmental Rights 18-21. Similarly, in the case of 
Guerra and Others v Italy (1998) the Italian government was found in contravention of 
the applicant's right to private life in terms of article 8 of the European Convention on 
Human Rights where it failed to provide timely and essential environmental 
information on a hazardous chemical factory enabling participants to assess the risk 
of living nearby this factory. See further Robb (ed) International Environmental Law 
Reports Volume 3 260-293, Sands Principles of International Environmental Law 
301-302 and Eleftheriadis in Alston (ed) The EU and Human Rights 535. In the 
cases mentioned the court found that the environmental-related rights (rights to life, 
and respect for private life and property) entailed more than a simple provision on 
government interference but emphasised governments' positive duty to take 
appropriate positive action to secure (or fulfill) these rights - such as the enforcement 
of existing law. Refer, inter alia, to Ulvsback Individual Environmental Protection 185-
193 for a discussion of the Lopez Ostra and Hatton decisions. See also Hill et al 
2004 Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 388-390 for a discussion 
of the foreign law decision, Montana Environmental Information Center v Department 
of Environmental Quality, 988 P2d 1236 (Mont 1999) where the Montana Supreme 
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fulfilment of the environmental right and other related rights is concerned, 

international case-law to date has not only highlighted the need for 

participation and environmental information sharing but also the duty of 

governments to see to environmental compliance and enforcement, to 

balance conflicting values and rights, and to allow environmental information 

to influence policy and environmental decision-making.466 

2.6.4 Assessment 

According to the Maastricht Guidelines467 it is more urgent than ever to deal 

with the accountability of government for the failure to meet obligations in the 

area of economic, social and cultural rights.468 In the area of environmental 

rights there seems to be international consensus that the right to a clean and 

healthy environment appears to be moving slowly but surely to a higher 

degree of relevance469 - which may imply increased emphasis also on the 

relevance and content of states' duties. 

Rapporteurs Brundtland and Ksentini may seem worlds apart from local 

authorities in South Africa and so may many of the provisions of international 

soft law and other IL instruments on socio-economic rights and/or the 

environment. But Verschuuren470 argues convincingly that international 'soft 

law' may be less 'soft' than it seems, implying that it has significance in the 

interpretation and application of IEL and the development of international 

customary law. It is similarly proposed that international soft law could also be 

significant in the development and interpretation of domestic constitutional 

law. The South African government has the constitutional responsibility to 

Court applied the highest level of scrutiny to matters implicating residents' 
constitutional right to a clean and healthy environment. 

466 Refer to the discussion of a number of other related cases by the ECHR in 4.4.3. 
467 Principle 2. 
468 Okoth-Ogendo in Cohen, Hyden and Nagan (eds) Human Rights and Governance in 

Africa 85 in similar vein argues that 'the human rights condition in any country or 
region should not be thought healthy by reason only of the absence of tortures, 
detentions, arbitrary arrests, denial of press freedom, unfair trials, electoral fraud or 
similar aberrations.' Instead, Okoth-Ogendo argues, 'there is a need to understand 
both the constraints and opportunities surrounding the implementation of human 
rights.' 

469 Hill et al 2004 Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 399-400. 
470 Verschuuren in Meijenfeldt et al Over de Grenzen van Milieurecht 39. 
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respect, protect, fulfill and promote, inter alia, the section 24 environmental 

right.471 This duty is accompanied by a constitutional obligation to take IL into 

consideration as will be discussed in 6.2.4.15 below.472 

When construed in a positive fashion, an environmental right requires 

affirmative government action. Generally, states have the duty to fulfill this 

right. But what does it mean to fulfill an environmental right? What may local 

government in South Africa rightly be expected to do in order to comply with 

the duty to fulfill peoples' environmental rights as protected in the Constitution 

and as principally established and implied in IL and IEL?473 In the light of the 

presumed raison d'etres for the existence of environmental rights already 

discussed and from the account of the relevant provisions contained in IL it is 

observed that the fulfilment of environmental rights comprises of a number of 

different recurring issues or elements. These will be outlined and further 

discussed in 2.8 below.474 

See further Chapter 6 below. Bearing in mind that environmental rights also allow for 
international, regional and often domestic human rights complaint procedures to be 
invoked, governments are obliged to refrain from poor environmental protection and 
should not cease to take positive action to protect the environment of citizens. 
Shelton in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 1. 
In as far as local government is an autonomous organ of state, it is as much bound 
by the generally applicable constitutional duties as any of the other two spheres of 
government. See section 239 of the Constitution and 7.2 below. Bruch, Coker and 
Van Arsdale 2000 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 45 observe 
that in developing economies, the public sector is often relatively large, and high 
courts have interpreted the term 'state' to broadly extend, inter alia, to local 
authorities. For a more extensive discussion see 7.2 below. 
Sarkin's observation a number of years back was quite alarming. Sarkin 1998 
Human Rights Quarterly 636 observed that South Africa's present obligations in 
terms, inter alia, of the ICESCR, the ICCPR and the African/Banjul Charter on Human 
and Peoples' Rights of 1981 are not really understood by government and that little 
has been done since signing and ratifying these instruments to determine whether 
South African law complies with them or to see to the constitutional transformation of 
the legal system at large. The presumed influence of regional instruments and 
developments on the interpretation of the constitutional environmental provisions in 
Germany, Namibia and South Africa is further discussed in Chapters 4 to 7 below. 
These elements merit further in-depth analysis and explanation but at least at this 
point may serve as broad indicative parameters for interpretation of the vaguely 
phrased obligation of states (and local authorities) to fulfill environmental rights. 
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2.7 Regional (African) perspectives' 

As in the EU, African instruments, perspectives and developments may play 
an important role in buttressing an understanding of the fulfilment of 
environmental rights by local authorities situated in African countries.476 Since 
the 1970s, following international trends and developments, environmental 
law and environmental rights in Africa have gone through significant evolution 
and processes of refinement.477 These developments, especially the 
establishment of an environmental right in the African/Banjul Charter on 
Human and Peoples' Rights of 1981 (the African Charter),478 serve as a point 

Since this study in the main concerns the fulfilment of the constitutional 
environmental right in South Africa, the regional perspectives in the theoretical part of 
this study only focus on the African region. In Chapter 4 on Germany, a brief 
overview is provided of environmental rights and law developments in the EU. 
Although environmental rights sometimes get discussed in the regional contexts of 
Europe (inter alia with the European Convention on Human Rights of 1950 as the 
point of departure) or the United States of America (inter alia with the American 
Convention on Human Rights of 1969 as the point of departure), not many legal 
scholars to date have attempted, for example, critically to unpack the meaning, role 
and impact of the prominent regional environmental right contained in article 24 of the 
African/Banjul Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights of 1981. The lack of regional 
discourse on the meaning and scope of environmental rights in Africa is a sad state 
of affairs when bearing in mind this region's explicit provision for an environmental 
right in article 24 of the African/Banjul Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights of 
1981. See also Giorgetta in Schrijver and Weiss (eds) International Law 388. Refer 
for some related observations to Sachs Protecting Human Rights 148, who holds that 
the question of ecology has both a regional and continental dimension. For short 
remarks on the Inter-American System and the American Convention on Human 
Rights of 1969, see Dugard International Law 333-335. For short remarks on the 
history and role of the European Convention on Human Rights of 1950, see Dugard 
International Law 330. Note further the Declaration on the Basic Duties of Asian 
Peoples and Governments of 1983 adopted by the First General Assembly of the 
Regional Council on Human Rights in Jakarta (Indonesia) which in article 3 states 
that: '(i)t is the duty of government and of the people to judiciously manage and use 
the nation's natural resources to preserve them for future generations, to prevent 
environmental and atmospheric degradation.' 
IUCN "An Introduction to the African Convention" 1. This may relate to regional 
developments generally. See for the history of southern Africa up to 1994, Omer-
Cooper History of Southern Africa. 
The African Charter was adopted in June 1981 when heads of state and government 
met under the auspices of the Organisation of African Unity (OAU) in Nairobi and 
came into effect on 21 October 1986. See for an historical overview, Okoth-Ogendo 
in Cohen, Hyden and Nagan (eds) Human Rights and Governance in Africa 75-76 
and 82. For the full text of the African Charter as well as key human rights 
instruments of the African Union (AU), refer to Centre for Human Rights 
Compendium. See also Mugwanya Human Rights in Africa. 
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of departure for an overview of perspectives on environmental rights and their 

fulfilment in the African region.479 

2.7.1 African Charter and SERAC decision 

The African Charter is often referred to as the first IL instrument to have 

explicitly recognised a generally satisfactory environment as a human right.480 

This environmental right is a collective right contained in article 24 of the 

African Charter which states that: '(a)\\ peoples shall have the right to a 

general satisfactory environment favorable to their development.'481 Although 

this right is broadly phrased, it unmistakably establishes a human right that 

belongs to all people in African Member States inclusive of South Africa and 

Namibia.482 Article 24 is well aligned with the high premium that Africans and 

Mutua 1996-1997 Review of the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights 
48 remarks that the duties and rights in the African Charter reintroduce the values 
that Africa currently needs most - commitment, solidarity, respect, and responsibility. 
In South Africa, 'as a result of the new Constitution, it has now become common 
place for the Constitutional Court and other courts in South Africa to invoke human 
rights norms and decisions by international human rights tribunals and supervisory 
bodies to interpret the Bill of Rights and to set aside laws and administrative practices 
that violate human rights.' For this reason an overview of the African perspectives 
and instruments could be essential for an analysis of the section 24 environmental 
right in South Africa. See Dugard International Law 338 and the argumentation of De 
Wet 1998 Law in Africa 208-234. The African Charter is binding on both South Africa 
and Namibia, which is a fact that will be borne in mind in the comparative analysis of 
the developments in these countries in Chapters 5 to 8 below. 
Refer, inter alia, to Du Plessis in Dugard International Law 548 and Van der Linde 
and Louw 2003 African Human Rights Law Journal 173. Okoth-Ogendo in Cohen, 
Hyden and Nagan (eds) Human Rights and Governance in Africa 81 remarks that the 
African Charter generally does not contain rights that are novel but the rights and 
duties contained in this instrument are of 'peculiar relevance to Africa' and that it is a 
regional mechanism for the management of international obligations imposed by 
fundamental rights. See also Glazewski Environmental Law 68, Shelton in Oxman 
(ed) 2002 American Journal of International Law 941, Smith International Human 
Rights 133-135 and Handl in Eide et al Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 309-
310. See for an analysis of the duties imposed by the African Charter, Mutua 1996-
1997 Review of the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights 16-73. See 
for the communication procedure under the African Charter, Odinkalu and 
Christensen 1998 Human Rights Quarterly 235-280 and Van der Linde and Louw 
2003 African Human Rights Law Journal 170-173 and in general, Evans and Murray 
(eds) The African Charter and Ankumah The African Commission. 
Article 24. The environmental right is viewed as a collective right because of the 
explicit reference to 'peoples'. See also the discussions by Du Plessis in Dugard 
International Law 560, Feris and Tladi in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic 
Rights 256, Hill et al 2004 Georgetown International Environmental Law Review 378-
379 and Ulvsback Environmental Protection as Human Right 23-26. 
South Africa acceded to the African Charter in 1996. 
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African institutions such as, for example, the All,483 the New Partnership for 

Africa's Development (NEPAD),484 the Southern African Development 

Community (SADC),485 the Southern African Research and Documentation 

Centre (Musokotwane Environmental Resource Centre for Southern Africa) 

(SARDC) (IMERCSA),486 the Network for Environment and Sustainable 

Development in Africa (NESDA),487 and the African Development Bank488 

483 

484 

485 

486 

487 

488 

The AU seeks, amongst other things, to find innovative ways of addressing the 
continent's galaxy of challenges inclusive of HIV/Aids, good governance and human 
rights abuses. See Akokpari 2004 International Journal of Legal Information 464 and 
on the AU, Du Plessis in Dugard International Law 546-568. For a brief report on the 
strategy adopted by the OAU to pursue sustainable development on a continent-wide 
basis, refer to African Development Bank and UN Department of Economic and 
Social Affairs Sustainable Development African Perspectives 317-330. 
See on the establishment of NEPAD, Viljoen International Human Rights Law in 
Africa 175. NEPAD aims to address the African continent's multiple challenges 
including, inter alia, bad governance, corruption and mismanagement. NEPAD 
reflects on the environment in that it recognises that a healthy and productive 
environment is a prerequisite for Africa's development, that the range of issues 
necessary to nurture the environment is vast and complex, and that a systematic 
combination of initiatives is necessary to develop a coherent environmental 
programme. One of the sectoral priorities for the achievement of sustainable 
development in terms of the NEPAD 'Programme of Action' is protection of the 
environment. Manby 2004 Human Rights Quarterly 989 highlights the fact that 
NEPAD shows a commitment to developing clear standards of accountability, 
transparency and participatory governance at the national and sub-national levels. 
See Diescho Understanding the New Partnership for Africa's Development, 
International Federation for Human Rights A Human Rights Approach, and further 
Glazewski Environmental Law 33, Akokpari 2004 International Journal of Legal 
Information 464, Du Plessis in Dugard International Law 554-556 and Murray Human 
Rights in Africa 256-259. 
The revised Treaty of the Southern African Development Community (SADC) of 1992 
has as its objectives, inter alia, to achieve development and to enhance the standard 
and quality of life of the peoples of southern Africa (article 1(a)) and to achieve 
sustainable utilisation of natural resources and effective protection of the environment 
(article 1(g)). Article 4(c) furthermore states that the SADC and member states shall 
act in accordance with human rights, democracy and the rule of law. See Glazewski 
Environmental Law 32. 
The SARDC (IMERCSA) is the environment and sustainable development unit of the 
SARDC that was established already in 1984. The focus of IMERCSA is to bridge 
the environmental information gap in the region by, among other things, undertaking 
various environmental monitoring and assessment activities, and providing 
governments, policy planners, NGOs and researchers with up-to-date information on 
the environment in Southern Africa. Refer to African Development Bank and UN 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs Sustainable Development African 
Perspectives 383-392. 
The NESDA as an international membership organisation has as its goal to promote 
sustainable development in Africa by helping African countries develop and 
implement effective environmental management and sustainable development 
policies, strategies and plans. See further, inter alia, African Development Bank and 
UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs Sustainable Development African 
Perspectives 367-376. 
See, for example, the African Development Bank Group's Policy on the Environment 
of February 2004 at http://www.afdb.org /pls/portal/docs/ PAGE/ADB_ADMIN_PG 
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place on the environment of people in the region. However, one has to ask 

what the fulfilment of environmental rights by African states and in the African 

context, generally, means and implies.489 The role of local authorities in 

African countries in the fulfilment of states' obligations to fulfill environmental 

rights contained in IL, regional instruments and their domestic constitutions 

must also be questioned. These questions may compel a brief discussion of 

the meaning and scope of environmental rights from a regional point of view. 

Article 24 of the African Charter serves as a guideline as to what 

environmental rights should generally mean for the people and communities in 

Africa. States, via their governments, should ensure 'an environment 

generally satisfactory' to their people. This is an enforceable positive duty of 

all signatory states490 of which the exact meaning and implications will, based 

on different social, financial and geographic factors, vary from one African 

country to another.491 Article 24 should also be read in conjunction with article 

26 which states that: 'States Parties to the present Charter... shall allow the 

establishment and improvement of appropriate national institutions entrusted 

with the promotion and protection of the rights and freedoms guaranteed by 

the present Charter.'492 The duty to fulfill could have been excluded from 

article 26 through an error of omission.493 Perhaps the most significant aid as 

far as the meaning of the fulfilment of the article 24 environmental right is 

concerned, is the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights' 

/DOCUMENTS/ENVIRONMENTALANDSOCIALASSESSMENTS/ENVIRONMENT% 
20POLICY_0.PDF. 
Van der Linde and Louw 2003 African Human Rights Law Journal 174 observe that 
the content of article 24 as well as its very existence is contested by some 
academics. The meaning, role and feasibility of article 24 accordingly remain open 
for debate. 
Note that both South Africa and Namibia are parties to the African Charter. See also 
5.3.3 and 7.2.2. 
The African Charter is enforced by way of state-reporting and individual/NGO 
complaints. In respect of the reporting procedure states are expected to submit 
country reports every two years, which are then considered by the Commission, 
which may adopt general observations. See article 62 of the African Charter and 
Smith International Human Rights 140. 
See article 26 of the African Charter and Giorgetta in Schrijvers and Weiss (eds) 
International Law 387. 
Viljoen International Human Rights Law in Africa 239 states that '(g)oing beyond the 
duty to 'respect', the Commission [African Commission on Human and Peoples' 
Rights] also interpreted rights in the Charter to entail a 'positive obligation' to 'protect' 
and fulfill'. 
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(ACHPR)494 fairly well-reported decision on the people of Ogoniland in the 

south of Nigeria in 2002. In the case of Social and Economic Rights Action 

Centre for Economic and Social Rights (SERAC) v Nigeria (hereafter 

SERAC),495 the duties and obligations of the government of Nigeria in terms, 

amongst other rights, of article 24 of the African Charter came under the 

spotlight.496 In finding the government of Nigeria in violation, inter alia, of 

article 24 of the African Charter, the ACHPR reflected on what is 'generally 

expected of governments under the Charter and more specifically vis-a-vis the 

rights themselves.'497 It was held by Commissioner Dankwa that states have 

the duty to respect, protect, promote, and fulfill civil and political as well as 

socio-economic rights. It was expressly found that these obligations 

universally apply to all rights and entail a combination of negative and positive 

duties. As a human rights instrument, the African Charter was said to be 'not 

alien' to these concepts.498 With regard to the fulfilment of rights and 

freedoms the ACHPR held that there is a positive expectation on the part of 

The African Commission is the principle supervisory organ of the African Charter. 
See on the African Commission, Viljoen International Human Rights Law in Africa 
217-219, Du Plessis in Dugard International Law 561 -565, Smith International Human 
Rights 136-137, Umozurike 1991 Review of the African Commission on Human and 
Peoples' Rights 5-15, Van der Linde and Louw 2003 African Human Rights Law 
Journal 170-173 and Nwobike 2005 African Journal of Legal Studies 129-146. 
Social and Economic Rights Action Centre for Economic and Social Rights (SERAC) 
v Nigeria, African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights Comm No 155/96 
(2001). 
The allegations against the Nigerian government focused on the fact that the military 
government of Nigeria had been directly involved in oil production through the state 
oil company, the Nigerian National Petroleum Company, the majority shareholder in a 
consortium with Shell Petroleum Development Corporation. These operations had 
caused environmental degradation and health problems resulting from the 
contamination of the environment among the Ogoni people. The claim of the Ogoni 
people involved violations of articles 2, 4, 14, 16, 18(1), 21, and 24 of the African 
Charter. Shelton 2002 Yearbook of International Environmental Law 202 referred to 
this decision as the 'the first full exposition of a human rights approach to 
environmental protection.' Refer also to Van der Linde and Louw 2003 African 
Human Rights Law Journal 167-187, Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-
Economic Rights 3, Beyerlin 2005 Heidelberg Journal of International Law 526-527. 
The full text of the decision has been included in the Centre for Human Rights 
Compendium 159-169. Note also of Van der Linde and Louw 2003 African Human 
Rights Law Journal 177 who observe that the African Commission prior to the 
SERAC decision had the opportunity to consider article 24 in Free Legal Assistance 
Group and others v Zaire African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights Comm 
No 25/89, 47/90, 56/91, 100/93 (1995) but failed to pronounce on the environmental 
right. 
SERAC par 43. 
SERAC par 44. See also Shelton 2002 Yearbook of International Environmental Law 
204. 
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the state to 'move its machinery towards the actual realisation of the rights.'499 

This positive expectation is, according to the ACHPR, also very much 

intertwined with states' duty to promote rights and freedoms and could be 

fulfilled by means of the direct provision for basic socio-economic needs.500 

The ACHPR importantly remarked further that 'depending on the type of rights 

under consideration, the level of emphasis in the application of these duties 

varies. But sometimes, the need to meaningfully enjoy some of the rights 

demands a concerted action from the State.'™ Governments are, in other 

words, expected to undertake scrupulous and tangible endeavours to ensure 

provision for peoples' socio-economic needs and rights. 

With regard to the ACHPR's view on the violation (and nature) of article 24 in 

the particular, the ACHPR observed with reference to Kiss, that articles 16 

and 24 of the African Charter recognise the importance of a clean and safe 

environment, a recognition that is closely linked to other economic and social 

rights because people's environments affect their quality of life and safety.502 

The ICESCR found the environmental right to impose clear positive and 

negative obligations upon government. 'It requires the State to take 

reasonable and other measures to prevent pollution and ecological 

degradation, to promote conservation, and to secure an ecologically 

sustainable development and use of natural resources.'503 The right to enjoy 

the best attainable state of physical and mental health (article 16(1)) and the 

right to a general satisfactory environment favourable to development (article 

SERAC par 47. The machinery of a state can be interpreted to include legislative 
and administrative functionaries as well as other organs of state inclusive of the 
different spheres or levels of government and of course the governance endeavour 
itself. 
SERAC par 47. 
Own emphasis. SERAC par 48. 
SERAC par 51. Article 16(1) provides for every individual's right to enjoy the best 
attainable state of physical and mental health. 
Own emphasis. SERAC par 52. See also Shelton 2002 Yearbook of International 
Environmental Law 204 and Nmehielle The African Human Rights System 156. Yet, 
the ACHPR did not at this point elaborate on what type of reasonable and other 
measures may be expected. It is, for example, unclear whether the Commission in 
fact intended to have stated 'reasonable legislative and other measures' to repeat the 
wording of section 24 of the South African Constitution. (Own emphasis). The 
decision of the ACHPR also did not elaborate on the idea of reasonableness which 
could otherwise have become a useful tool in the application of the reasonability test 
in South Africa. 
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24) furthermore oblige governments to desist from threatening the health and 

environment of their citizens - the state is under an obligation to respect the 

noted rights.504 

The ACHPR sheds some light on what the positive obligations of 

governments in terms of article 24 entail. In the case of Nigeria, it was held 

that the government's compliance with the spirit of articles 16 and 24 of the 

African Charter must, inter alia, include ordering or at least permitting 

independent scientific monitoring of threatened environments, requiring and 

publicising environmental and social impact studies prior to any major 

industrial development, undertaking appropriate monitoring, providing 

information to those communities exposed to hazardous materials and 

activities, and providing meaningful opportunities for people to be heard and 

to participate in the development decisions affecting their communities.505 The 

ACHPR's final order furthermore emphasised the need for appropriate 

environmental and social impact assessments, effective and independent 

oversight bodies for polluting activities and industries, the provision of 

information on health and environmental risks and meaningful access to 

regulatory and decision-making bodies for communities likely to be affected 

by activities that impact on the environment. 

The Commission remarked that, generally, IL and human rights must be 

responsive to African circumstances and that collective rights, environmental 

rights, and economic and social rights are all essential elements of human 

rights in Africa.506 The Commission made it clear that all rights in the African 

Charter must be made effective and that, in the case of the Ogoni people, the 

Nigerian government had failed to live up to the minimum expectations of the 

African Charter.507 These minimum expectations can be drawn from the 

explicit positive duties of government asserted by the ACHPR. 

SERAC par 52. Refer also to Van der Linde and Louw 2003 African Human Rights 
Law Journal MS. 
SERAC par 53. 
SERAC par 68. Note the fact that even though it constitutes a socio-economic right, 
the commission preferred to make exclusive mention of environmental rights. 
SERAC par 68. 

504 

505 

506 

507 
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The generally broad formulation of states' obligations in terms of the African 

Charter leaves room for flexibility in such a way that it may be possible for 

states to adhere to their human rights obligations in accordance with their 

particular position.508 In interpreting the obligations enshrined in article 24 of 

the African Charter, the primary responsibility lies with state parties to adopt 

measures that will effectively address environmental degradation.509 However, 

to its credit the ACHPR attempted with the SERAC decision to concretise 

article 24 of the African Charter and in so doing not only enhanced existing 

jurisprudence on the fulfilment of environmental rights, but also provided 

concrete guidelines for state parties on the meaning that can be afforded to 

environmental rights generally.510 In fact, the 'guidelines' provided by the 

ACHPR are more obligatory than voluntary, which makes this a highly 

significant decision.511 The significance of the decision furthermore lies therein 

that it managed to confirm the enforceability or justiciability of environmental 

rights in Africa. 

2.7.2 Assessment 

As is elaborated on in the South African chapters to this study,512 

environmental rights are not foreign to the African region's main human rights 

instrument or to most of the domestic constitutions of African countries. The 

SERAC decision is a landmark decision in outlining from a regional angle 

what the fulfilment of these rights implies for governments in the region. 

Nmehielle The African Human Rights System 156. 
Nmehielle The African Human Rights System 157. See also Merrills in Bodansky et 
al (eds) International Environmental Law 673. 
The SERAC decision arguably strengthens international jurisprudence, the Limburg 
Principles and the Maastricht Guidelines as far as the fulfilment of environmental 
rights in the specific is concerned. See 2.6.2 and 2.7.1 above. It is a landmark 
decision in as far as a number of legal guidelines were provided on the meaning of 
the environmental right in the African Charter and arguably also in other IL 
instruments. Often when courts first interpret constitutional rights such as the right to 
the environment and other fundamental rights, they are likely to consider how other 
jurisdictions have interpreted or applied similar provisions. To this extent the SERAC 
decision may also be of use once the South African Constitutional Court needs to 
specifically address an issue in terms of the domestic section 24 environmental right. 
Van der Linde and Louw 2003 African Human Rights Law Journal 183 observe that in 
specifically asking the government to keep it informed about the outcome of the work, 
inter alia, of the Nigerian Federal Ministry of Environment, the African Commission is 
demonstrating an interest in the implementation of its recommendations. 
Chapters 6 and 7. 
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Regardless of a lack of resources and capital, the fulfilment of environmental 

rights is found to mean more or less the same in Africa as in the rest of the 

world. This implies of course that African governments (inclusive of their local 

authorities) have to be serious about a number of persistent issues. These 

are further discussed in Chapters 5 to 7. It is also evident that local 

authorities are by no means excluded from the obligations of the state as far 

as sustainable development and the fulfilment of environmental rights are 

concerned - in fact, they are regarded as key role-players in this field.513 

2.8 Elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights 

In attempting to unpack the notion of 'the fulfilment of the South African 

environmental right' (and any other constitutional environmental right for that 

matter) one has to place it in an international performative context. From the 

related IL instruments,514 the guidelines contained in the Limburg Principles 

and the Maastricht Guidelines and international jurisprudence it is possible to 

distill at least seven generic elements pertaining to the fulfilment of 

fundamental environmental provisions by the executive and legislative 

authority.515 It is suggested that these should apply, even if only as indicators, 

to domestic situations, provided the formulation and aim of the environmental 

provisions or clauses in IL accord with those in domestic constitutions.516 The 

See 4.4, 5.4 and Chapter 7 below. 
Discussed in 2.4 above. 
Some of which may even be called subsidiary/su£>s/d/um rights of the autonomous 
environmental right. Although the rights of access to environmental information and 
public participation could internationally or domestically exist as independent and 
autonomous rights, they are considered in this thesis as rights which constitute 
crucial elements of the fulfilment of substantive environmental rights. Refer to 2.8.1 
and 2.8.2. This means that even where a constitution does not provide for access to 
information or the idea of public participation, these could be regarded as elements of 
the fulfilment of substantive environmental rights. Since this study focuses on local 
governments as executive and legislative organs of state, no attention is paid to 
environmental law obligations that may befall the judiciary such as access to courts to 
enforce environmental justice. The fulfilment of environmental rights, when taking 
into account the role of judicial bodies may, however, necessitate the addition of an 
eighth element that focuses on access to justice and issues related to locus standi. 
Since this study primarily aims to contribute to improved fulfilment of the South 
African environmental right, it may be important to observe ahead of the South 
African chapters (Chapters 6 and 7) that the courts would obviously not adopt 
concepts or elements from non-binding international instruments that are inconsistent 
with the Constitution. However, as is argued by Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of 
Public and International Law 124, they will be 'hard pressed' not to follow the 
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elements can be employed in unraveling the meaning of the positive 

obligation of authorities to fulfill constitutional environmental rights as well as 

constitutional environmental principles of state policy. The shared features of 

constitutional environmental rights and constitutional environmental principles 

of state policy render it possible to apply the generic elements to both types of 

constitutional law constructs regardless of dissimilarities in their justiciability.517 

As will become clearer, it is argued in this study that environmental justice and 

intergenerational equality do not establish autonomous generic elements of 

the fulfilment of environmental rights but that, on the contrary, these should be 

regarded as inextricably intertwined with each of the elements proposed.518 

The generic elements proposed for the fulfilment of constitutional 

environmental rights based on IL developments, include public participation; 

the collection and dissemination of environmental information; the 

development and implementation of environmental policy, law and 

programmes; compliance with and enforcement of environmental law; the 

provision of environmental infrastructure; the establishment of partnerships 

and the provision of environmental education.519 These elements are 

discussed below and will serve also as benchmarks for the assessment of 

accomplishments in Chapters 4 to 7 below. 

international interpretation and application of socio-economic rights when indeed 
consistent with the Constitution. 
This idea will be illuminated in, inter alia, 3.3.3.1 below. Where reference is made in 
this study to the 'generic elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights,' the 
application of the elements to the fulfilment of constitutional environmental principles 
of state policy is also implied. 
This links with the idea of Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of Public and International 
Law 113-114 that a special relationship exists between the right to equality and all 
other socio-economic rights. 
It is proposed that these elements may serve as broad benchmarks to guide the state 
in the fulfilment of environmental rights. It is also proposed that they could serve as 
aids when applying the reasonability test to scrutinise state performance in terms of 
environmental rights (see further 6.2.5 below). The elements may assist authorities 
also in comprehending what may be the 'minimum core obligations' in terms of 
environmental rights (see 6.2.5 below). Refer to Coomans 2005 Heidelberg Journal 
of International Law 194. Leckie and Gallagher (eds) Economic, Social and Cultural 
Rights xxii distill three generic elements for the fulfilment of socio-economic generally. 
These are absorbed in the expanded list of elements proposed in this study. 
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2.8.1 Public participation 

Some fundamental rights may be worthless if there is no guaranteed means of 

formal participation by right-holders in their implementation.520 This may hold 

true also for environmental rights.521 A focus on the need for and role of public 

participation in environmental matters at different levels almost invariably 

forms part of academic analyses of environmental rights.522 It has been 

observed that a 'participation explosion' has been occurring throughout the 

world over the last four decades and that by whatever name (public 

participation, citizen involvement, indigenous peoples' rights, local community 

consultation, etc.) the idea that the governed should engage in their own 

governance is 'gaining ground and rapidly expanding in both law and 

Van Reenen 1997 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 272. 
According to Verschuuren and Ebbesson's account, Habermas views regulated 
public participation and transparency as essential for the legitimacy of law. This 
implies that procedure must not only provide for public participation, but must also 
give equal opportunities to the parties involved to influence one another and to limit 
authorities' discretion when making a final decision. See Verschuuren 2005 
Yearbook of European Environmental Law 31. 
See, inter alia, Giorgetta in Schrijver and Weiss (eds) International Law 397 and 
Picolotti in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 49. Part III of the Draft 
Principles recognises the importance of democratic/procedural rights to realise 
substantive environmental rights. Verschuuren 2005 The Yearbook of European 
Environmental Law 29 is convinced of the feasibility of a human rights-based 
approach as opposed to a principle based-approached to public participation, as one 
finds in the Aarhus Convention. This supports the idea that participation forms a 
subsidiary-right of the autonomous environmental right. In the environmental context 
it is almost possible to speak of a move from mere representative democracy to 
participatory democracy. See, inter alia, Steele and Jewell in Jewell and Steele (eds) 
Environmental Decision-Making 1, Kiss in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human 
Rights 32, 36-39, Birnie and Boyle International Law 261 -265, Verschuuren 2002 
Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 108, Earthrights 2002 Yearbook of 
Human Rights and Environment 227, Shelton in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking 
Human Rights 6-8, Saladin in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 57-
59, 63-66, Symonides 1992 International Journal for Legal Information 33-34, 
Dejeant-Pons and Pallemaerts Human Rights 23 and Glinski Verfassung und Recht 
in Ubersee 66. However, it is important to note of the role and dilemmas surrounding 
technocracy and public participation. Refer in this regard to the detailed analysis of 
Fine and Owen 2005 Hastings Law Journal 901-981 and in the local government 
context in the specific, to Feichtinger and Pregernic 2005 European Environment The 
Journal of European Environmental Policy 212-227. Environmental decision-making 
is expected to operate within a theoretical context concerned with constitutional 
principles of fairness and legitimacy. See Jewell in Jewell and Steele (eds) 
Environmental Decision-Making 75 and Simpson and Jackson 1997 Environmental 
and Planning Law Journal 274-275. Birnie and Boyle International Law 261-265 
argue that the real test of the Rio Principle 10 which calls for subsidiary rights such as 
the rights to participation and environmental information sharing lies not in IL 
instruments but in national law, for example. 

Refer to Taylor in Ginther et al (eds) Sustainable Development and Good 
Governance 205-209 and Du Plessis 2008 Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal. 
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practice.'523 The first element for the fulfilment of environmental rights 

therefore relates to popular involvement and is derived from the extensive 

emphasis it receives, inter alia, in IL. 

Public participation in environmental affairs relates to the notions of 

participatory democracy524 and environmental justice.525 In its simplest form, 

public participation requires active involvement of all stakeholders (right-

holders/community members/citizens) affected by or interested in 

environmental decisions or decisions with environmental impact that are taken 

by duty holders (such as organs of state). Participation is defined, inter alia, 

as the 'genuine involvement of all social actors in social and political decision-

making processes that potentially affect the communities in which they live 

and work.'526 Social actors in this context have to refer to all people.527 

Participation should not only be confined to involvement in decision-making 

processes. Totemeyer528 reflects on participation in the local government 

context by holding that: 

Active public participation and involvement - whether at public 
meetings, in the public media or by means of public enquiries ... are 

Pring and Noe in Zillman et al (eds) Human Rights in Natural Resource Development 
11. See, for example, also principle 6 of the Brundtland Report and principle 13(b) of 
the Earth Charter. 
A distinction can be made, inter alia, between representative and participatory 
democracy. Representative democracy entails that people should participate in 
politics through their duly elected representatives. See Currie and De Waal Bill of 
Rights 14-15. As a generic principle for the fulfilment of environmental rights, 
emphasis is placed on participatory democracy, which means that it is required of 
people to participate in law- and decision-making. Public participation in this context 
therefore entails involvement in the exercise of legislative and executive power by 
prior elected governors. Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 15 show that in South 
Africa the opportunities for participation in the executive decision-making of the state 
are less clearly developed than the opportunities for participation in law-making. 
See on the notion of environmental justice, 2.2.2. 
Picolotti in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 50. 
Stakeholder-identification is an important facet of public participation. Public 
participation arguably requires representation of all sectors of society. In pluralistic 
societies (whether based on ethnicity, culture or language) it is important for all 
sectors to be involved as far as possible in public participation for the enrichment of 
decision-making and for the strengthening of participatory democracy. See, inter alia, 
Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 113. Public participation should 
accordingly not be confined to the 'public concerned' but should allow 'any person' to 
participate. Public participation should give meaning to the idea of open and 
accessible government. See in this regard Verschuuren 2005 Yearbook of European 
Environmental Law 29-30. 
Totemeyer in Keulder (ed) State, Society and Democracy109. 
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all important elements of the dynamics of local participatory 
democracy. Participation can thus take different forms. It may 
comprise -

the articulation of problems and needs 
participation in decision-making 
participation in the execution of decisions 
participation as a control function, or 
most importantly, being an active and integrative participant 
in the community. 

Local public participation or citizen participation has also been described as 

'an ongoing process of debate, dialogue and communication between the 

local government authority and the community.'529 Exercising the right to a 

qualified environment in practical terms accordingly seems to require 

involvement and peoples' participation in environmental decisions and 

processes. This is in line with the impression conveyed by different IL 

instruments. The Rio Declaration530 solemnly adopted principles on public 

participation531 that have also been endorsed by Agenda 21.532 In fact, the 

effective implementation of Agenda 21's objectives, policies and 

mechanisms requires the 'genuine involvement' of all social groups.533 It is 

reiterated in Agenda 21 that there is a need for 'new forms of participation' 

and 'the need of individuals, groups and organisations to participate in 

environmental impact assessment procedures and to know about and 

participate in decisions.'534 Participation closely relates to the notion of 

participatory democracy without which, according to the Ksentini Report535 

and the Draft Principles,536 the notion of sustainable development is without 

De Visser Developmental Local Government 39. 
See 2.4 above. 
See principle 10 on the participation of citizens, principle 20 on the participation of 
women, and principle 22 on the participation of indigenous people and their 
communities. 
See chapter 23 of Agenda 21 (discussed in 2.4.3.2) stating that '(o)ne 0 f the 
fundamental requisites for the achievement of sustainable development is broad 
public participation in decision-making.' See also Kiss in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) 
Linking Human Rights 37 and Hering in Beck et al Partizipation und 
Landschaftsplanung 11. 
These groups include women, youth, indigenous people, local communities, NGOs, 
workers and trade unions, business and industry as well as the scientific and 
technological community. See chapters 20-22, 25-27 and 29-32 of Agenda 21. See 
also Picolotti in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 50. 
See Agenda 21 chapter 23 and in particular paragraphs 23.1 and 23.2. See also 
paragraph 71 of the Ksentini Report. 
See 2.4.3.6. 
Referred to in 2.4.3.6. 
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substance.537 More recently the Aarhus Convention538 in particular aimed to 

reinforce the need for public participation in environmental decision-

making.539 The UN Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples also 

contains a number of provisions that call upon state governments to have 

indigenous communities involved in environmental decision-making and 

assessment procedures.540 

In a procedural sense, and only to a certain extent, public participation 

becomes a 'sub-right' of the substantive right to a qualified environment. This 

aside, it could assist in establishing priorities, offering solutions and preparing, 

executing and applying the most accurate, environmentally-relevant decision 

in terms of a subjective environmental right.541 As an element of the domestic 

fulfilment of environmental rights public participation should not be limited to 

environmental decision-making processes but should be extended as far as 

possible to related processes such as the evaluation of environmental 

performance, the estimation of environmental impacts, and discourses related 

to the analyses of environmental needs.542 It is obviously not acceptable for 

See paragraph 70 of the Ksentini Report as well as principle 18 of the Draft Principles 
which propose that '(a)ll persons have the right to active, free and meaningful 
participation in planning and decision-making activities and processes that may have 
an impact on the environment and development. This includes the right to prior 
assessment of the environmental, developmental and human rights consequences of 
proposed actions.' See also Shelton in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human 
Rights 6, Saladin in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 60 and 
Cameron in Cameron et al (eds) Improving Compliance 39. See for some ideas on 
the role of participation in administrative transparency through assessment (ex ante) 
and review (ex post), Jewell in Jewell and Steele (eds) Environmental Decision-
Making 81 -82. 
See 2.4.3.7. 
Articles 6-8. See also Kiss in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 42-43 
and 2.4.3.7 above. 
See 2.4.2 above and articles 32(1) and (2), 18 and 19 of the Declaration. 
Picolotti in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 50-51. Picolloti outlines 
four basic modalities of public participation namely informative participation, 
consultative participation, participation in decision-making and participation in 
management. The four conditions to ensure the enjoyment of the right to participate 
are said to be access to information, autonomy, political willingness and stakeholder 
identification. See further Picolotti 52-53 and Verschuuren 2005 Yearbook of 
European Environmental Law 29-33. Participation may also be crucial for 
environmental risk-identification in policy and law-making processes. See Brennan in 
Page and Proops (eds) Environmental Thought 27. 
It is therefore proposed that 'public participation in environmental matters' as 
opposed to the more confined notion of 'participatory environmental decision-making' 
should constitute one of the elements necessary for fulfilment. This links with the 
idea that participation includes both the rights to know and to review. See Saladin in 
Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 57. 
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public participation processes to take the form of a 'public relations exercise' 

disguised as a public participation meeting.543 On the contrary, it should be 

formally and informally integrated with government processes.544 The 

modalities of participation will be determined in different countries by their 

particular laws and public authorities as well as by their traditions and culture. 

This implies that in seemingly similar scenarios, different patterns may be 

followed and different instruments and strategies may be used.545 

Participation is often thought to hamper and retard decision-making 

progress.546 This is, of course, a real possibility. To counter such 

impediments, innovation and contextual sensitivity on the part of governments' 

decision-makers may be required.547 

Public participation should be viewed as an element for the fulfilment of 

environmental rights at all levels of government. At this point it may be useful 

to stress the internationally perceived importance of particularly local 

authorities (municipalities) in public participation and in local environmental 

governance.548 Picolotti549 remarks: 

Robinson in Jewell and Steele (eds) Environmental Decision-Making 54. 
See for a more comprehensively fleshed out argument, Du Plessis 2008 
Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal. 
See Symonides 1992 International Journal for Legal Information 33. 
With reference to Ebbesson, Verschuuren 2005 Yearbook of European 
Environmental Law 40 remarks that participation is costly, time-consuming and 
obstructive and could to some extent even repress differences. See also Robinson in 
Jewell and Steele (eds) Environmental Decision-Making 54. For a brief critique on 
public participation in the South African legislative process, for example, see Sarkin 
1998 Human Rights Quarterly 638. 
It has been observed in contradiction of existing criticism that public participation 
should not be regarded as a threat to democracy, but as one of the means to 
strengthen the legitimacy of administrative decisions. See Verschuuren 2005 
Yearbook of European Environmental Law 46 and Jewell in Jewell and Steele (eds) 
Environmental Decision-Making 90. For some suggestions on improved public 
participation processes and mechanisms as well as for ideas on the role of a 
particular context in public participation, refer to Du Plessis 2008 Potchefstroom 
Electronic Law Journal. 
See Chapter 3 below. 
Picolotti in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 51. In its 
Recommendation 1284 (1996) on European Environmental Policy (1994-95) adopted 
on 23 January 1996, the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe reiterated 
that the success of any decision on environmental protection depends on the 
understanding and acceptance of such a decision by all groups concerned, inclusive 
of local authorities. Access to information and dialogue with different partners are, 
furthermore, fundamental to this process. See further Dejeant-Pons and Pallemaerts 
Human Rights 28. For some costs and benefits of participation, see Picolotti 54-55 
and for two main reasons behind the need for public participation as well as possible 
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Local government is the closest public sector institution with 
respect to the community. The local arena, furthermore, has a 
particular advantage and capacity to identify and understand local 
problems, and consequently is the most appropriate level at which 
to foster democratic mechanisms. Recent promotion of 
community participation at the local administrative level stems 
from the fact that the traditional role of the State as supplier of 
services and the community as passive recipient of the services no 
longer reflects global circumstances. Participation guarantees a 
more efficient and more rational functioning of local public 
activities and use of resources. This attitude is grounded in the 
fact that no other actor is better poised to identify problems with 
public services and develop solutions to address them than the 
user of the services. Participation proposes a change in the 
dynamics between government and the governed, from a system 
of representative democracy toward one of participatory 
democracy. The community is hence transformed into a promoter 
of ideas and an active actor in the public realm, while government 
fosters a rapprochement of community to local government 
mechanisms. The government is hence transformed into advisor 
and technical implementer of publicly agreed-upon works. 

Public participation is a generic element for fulfilment by state authorities on 

the whole. Yet this element plays a particularly important role in as far as 

local authorities' fulfilment of environmental rights are concerned. Local 

government constitutes here the level of government closest to rights-holders 

vis-a-vis the people that are expected to partake in public participation 

processes. This idea will be further discussed in Chapter 3 below. 

2.8.2 Collection and dissemination of environmental information 

The second generic element of the fulfilment of environmental rights concerns 

environmental information. Environmental information relates to the idea of 

publicare and accordingly complements and supports the element of public 

participation.550 Having access to information on the environment performs a 

disadvantages, see Verschuuren 2005 Yearbook of European Environmental Law 30-
32. 
Publicare means 'making known'. See Hallo 1997 Recente Ontwikkelingen in Het 
Europees Milieurecht 11 and for the relationship between environmental information 
and environmental decision-making, see Kimber in Jewell and Steele (eds) 
Environmental Decision-Making 139 and Gavouneli 2000 Tulane Environmental Law 
Review 307. 
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variety of informative, enabling and facilitative functions.551 It has been argued 

and suggested by many that environmental rights cannot be fulfilled by 

authorities in the absence of the collection and dissemination of environmental 

information.552 The status of the environment, for example, is a public interest 

of primary concern to individuals. The right to environmental information, 

similar to public participation, can be said to establish a subsidiary procedural 

right to an autonomous and substantive environmental right.553 Emanating 

from the right to the environment acknowledged therein, the Aarhus 

Convention contains a clear right to have access to environmental 

information.554 The Rio Declaration555 and chapter 23 of Agenda 21556 

furthermore explicitly call for access to information on the environment and 

development557 whilst principle 15 of the Draft Principles proposes that '(a)\\ 

persons have the right to information concerning the environment'.558 The 

catchphrases seem to be collection, dissemination and access. 

For an outline of these functions, see Kimber in Jewell and Steele (eds) 
Environmental Decision-Making 140-143. 
See Belotsky 1998 Tel Aviv University Studies in Law 288, Kiss in Picolotti and 
Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 32, Birnie and Boyle International Law 261 -265, 
Verschuuren Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 108, Earthrights 2002 
Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 227, Shelton in Picolotti and Taillant 
(eds) Linking Human Rights 3-6, Vukosovic 1990 Revista Juridica UPR 894, 
Gavouneli 2000 Tulane Environmental Law Review 303, Symonides 1992 
International Journal for Legal Information 29-31 and Saladin in Picolotti and Taillant 
(eds) Linking Human Rights 61. A number of issue-specific IEL treaties also provides 
for access to information. See, amongst others, Kiss in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) 
Linking Human Rights 34 and Symonides 1992 International Journal for Legal 
Information 29-31. In the Dutch context, Verschuuren 1993 Austrian Journal of 
Public and International Law 70 observes that exercising the right to environmental 
information and to participation is an important way of implementing the constitutional 
right to environmental protection. 
Hallo in Paques and Van Pelt (eds) Recente ontwikkelingen in het Europees 
Milieurecht 11-12 prefers to speak of the 'right to know' instead of the 'right to access 
to environmental information' based on the idea that the right to know is broader than 
the right to access to environmental information. It is proposed here that access to 
information be interpreted in the broadest way possible. 
On the Aarhus Convention see 2.4.3.7. The idea of access to information, public 
participation in environmental decision-making and access to justice in an 
environmental context are all formally embedded in the Aarhus Convention. 
See 2.4 above. 
See 2.4.3.2 above. 
See principle 10 of the Rio Declaration which may be viewed as an international 
simulation of the procedural aspects that accompany the fulfilment of environmental 
rights. See also Glazewski Environmental Law 95, principle 6 of the Brundtland 
Report and principle 13(a) of the Earth Charter (referred to in 2.4 above). 
This includes information on actions or courses of conduct that may affect the 
environment and information necessary to enable effective public participation in 
environmental decision-making. The information shall be timely, clear, 
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Environmental information sharing by authorities depends on the availability of 

information, and hence demands research, monitoring and other appropriate 

means of data-collection.559 It is imperative for a state, via suitable organs and 

institutions, to collect up-to-date and scientifically reliable information, inter 

alia, on the state of the environment, environmental impacts,560 conservation, 

properties of hazardous substances, pollution levels and other 

environmentally relevant activities and phenomena.561 It could be expected of 

government as duty holder in terms of environmental rights to disseminate 

environmental information amongst all stakeholders on a regular basis and by 

means of appropriate measures.562 It may similarly be necessary for 

government to expect of and/or compel private bodies to collect and 

disseminate environmentally relevant information or to report on 

environmentally relevant activities.563 Environmental information may, 

however, not be filtered to reveal only 'what is good for people to know.' It 

should be factually correct, valid and complete. It may be assumed also that 

environmental information should at all times be non-discriminatory and that it 

has a definite role to play in well-informed public participation in environmental 

matters and the consolidated development of environmental laws, policy and 

programmes. Notwithstanding, a consideration to bear in mind by right-

holders is that the right to environmental information is not absolute and could 

at times be confronted with limitations in terms, for example, of the right to 

privacy or the availability of infrastructure and resources. 

understandable and available. See also Cameron in Cameron et al (eds) Improving 
Compliance 38-39. 
Robinson in Jewell and Steele (eds) Environmental Decision-Making 53 remarks with 
reference to Dovers that '(9)iven the pervasive uncertainty surrounding environmental 
decision-making, we need a profound increase in ecological research and monitoring, 
and stronger statutory and informational bases for gathering, co-ordinating and 
communicating information.' 
The need for environmental impact assessments is accordingly captured in the 
collection and dissemination of environmental information as a generic element for 
the fulfilment of environmental rights. 
See, inter alia, Robinson in Jewell and Steele (eds) Environmental Decision-Making 
53. 
Refer to Fabra 2002 Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 208. 
See Du Plessis 1999 Stellenbosch Law Review 9. 
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2.8.3 Development and implementation of environmental law, 

policy and programmes 

The fulfilment of environmental rights could be a forlorn effort without 

supplementary domestic environmental policy, legislation and programmes to 

holistically, systematically and thematically regulate the process.564 The role 

of law-making and the legislature in the realisation of environmental rights is 

clearly depicted also in domestic constitutional law.565 Environmental 

legislation serves also as a pre-requisite element for compliance, enforcement 

and monitoring as a further element of the fulfilment of environmental rights.566 

In the words of Jewell,567 '(l)egislation might be seen in very instrumental 

terms, as the mechanism for implementing the priorities of government.' This 

also holds true for the fulfilment of rights. Environmental policy serves a 

regulatory role similar to that of legislation although it is mainly directed at 

governing bodies and not so much at citizens. People may, however, benefit 

from environmental policy for a number of reasons.568 Policy, legislation and 

programmes could all in its own right integrate some of the six remaining 

elements of the fulfilment of environmental rights.569 Principle 22 of the Draft 

Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 106 holds with reference to the 
constitutions of countries such as India and Namibia that the implementation of socio-
economic rights (inclusive of environmental rights) can be vastly dependent on 
matters of policy. De Wet Constitutional Enforceability 38 furthermore contends that 
legislation is often needed 'to give a more concrete shape to constitutional rights.' 
For the position in Germany, Namibia and South Africa see 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2. In these 
countries particular emphasis is placed on the role that the legislative and executive 
branches of government should play in furthering constitutional environmental law. 
Refer to 2.8.4 below. See guidelines 16, 18, 19 and 25 of the Maastricht Guidelines. 
Environmental rights are often too vaguely formulated for them to serve as a basis to 
ensure compliance and enforcement. It is argued that it is also easier to monitor 
progress with the fulfilment of environmental rights when policy and law establish 
standards and performance indicators. Refer to Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of 
Public and International Law 123. 
Jewell in Jewell and Steele (eds) Environmental Decision-Making 75. But in the 
context of Australia, Simpson and Jackson 1997 Environmental and Planning Law 
Journal 277 observe that the linkage between human rights and environmental issues 
is as much a matter of policy as it is of law. 
See Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 92. Environmental policy may serve 
a particularly important role as a means to hold governors accountable for 
commitments made. Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 291 makes a strong 
case that the implementation of socio-economic rights largely depends on policy 
considerations. 
It is, for example, policy, legislation and programmes that should provide for means in 
which to offer environmental education (see 2.8.7 below), contain the rules of 
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Principles requires of states, inter alia, to adopt legislative and other measures 

necessary to effectively implement and ensure environmental rights. These 

other measures may include policy development570 and other programmes 

and activities designed and driven by government such as, for example, the 

adoption of a LA 21 programme.571 In the SERAC decision,572 the African 

Commission held that the state should 'move its machinery towards the actual 

realisation of... rights.' Law, policy and programmes designed, implemented, 

sponsored or driven by government arguably form a cardinally important part 

of the 'machinery of the state.' 

The detail, scope and suitability of different laws, policy and programmes will 

depend on the needs and environmental conditions of a particular country. 

What may, however, hold universally true, is that policy, legislation and 

programmes could (and arguably should) be employed to introduce 

environmental guidelines, targets, indicators, substantive standards and 

requirements, political commitments and specific duties to ensure 

standardised fulfilment of environmental rights in a particular domestic 

jurisdiction. Domestic legislation and policy and subsequent environmental 

programmes may be crucial in laying down a generally accepted minimum 

standard of domestic environmental achievement (bearing international and 

foreign standards in mind).573 Sands574 remarks that in order to achieve 

compliance with their treaty and other IL obligations (such as rights-based 

obligations), states must first adopt national legislation, policies and 

programmes and must secondly ensure that such national acts are complied 

procedure for access to environmental information (see 2.8.2 above) and provide for 
environmental matters conducive to the establishment of partnerships (2.8.6 below). 
Refer to Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 90-91. 
See 2.4.3.3. 
Discussed in 2.7.1. 
See Alston et al 1998 Human Rights Quarterly 697. Established international and 
foreign standards may be derived from IL, other international developments as well 
as international, regional and domestic jurisprudence. Acceptable standards 
arguably have to be scientifically informed. 
Sands in Cameron et al (eds) Improving Compliance 52. Robinson in Jewell and 
Steele (eds) Environmental Decision-Making 30 argues that policy should dictate the 
content of environmental law, and not the other way round. However, it is claimed in 
this study that at the least the contours of policy have to be shaped by environmental 
rights and framework environmental law. 
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with by those subject to its jurisdiction and control.575 Leckie and Gallagher576 

identify as an element for the fulfilment of socio-economic rights generally the 

'development of targeted plans of action, with specific time-frame and financial 

requirements, toward the full realisation of economic, social and cultural 

rights.' This may be particularly important also in the fulfilment of 

constitutional environmental provisions generally. 

Although not an aspect explored or in detail elaborated on in this study, it is 

important to aim at the alignment/integration of environmental laws, policies 

and programmes to counteract fragmentation at different levels and between 

different functionaries of government.577 Another aspect that may be crucial, 

inter alia, for further interdisciplinary research relates to the potential use of 

different governance mechanisms/instruments. These instruments could be 

integrated with existing law, policy or programmes or could serve as a singular 

basis for the development of new laws, policies or programmes. Useful 

instruments may include, for example, planning, economic, social and 

environmental impact assessments, monitoring and evaluation, fiscal-based 

regulatory tools such as environmental taxes and environmental management 

tools such as environmental management systems.578 

2.8.4 Environmental compliance and enforcement 

The law generally comprises of three main and somewhat abstract 

components - first there is a set of legal rules which secondly applies to 

persons or groups of people and which thirdly relates to tangible and 

intangible things or concepts.579 The objective law establishes and regulates 

Nickel 1993 Yale Journal of International Law 294 confirms this idea by showing that 
regulation requires standard setting, promulgation and enforcement. 
Leckie and Gallagher (eds) Economic, Social and Cultural Rights xxii. 
The notions of vertical and horizontal fragmentation are discussed in 3.2.5 below. 
For an introduction to these instruments in the context of environmental governance 
refer to Steiner et al (eds) Environmental Governance 169-235, amongst others. The 
usefulness of the implementation of an environmental management system (EMS) 
and other environmental management tools that followed local government policy is 
elaborated on in the case studies of the municipalities of Heidelberg and Drakenstein 
in 4.6 and 7.4. 
Venter Constitutional Comparison 3. 
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the subjective relationships between legal subjects580 and legal objects,581 as 

well as the reciprocal relationships between and among legal subjects. 

Beyond these relationships, however, the law creates and regulates, inter alia, 

the participants in legal relationships, their competencies, and the structures 

and procedures whereby the rules of law are posited and enforced.582 The 

three main components of the law generally also establish the basic 

components of environmental law and, together, create the legal foundation 

for environmental governance.583 

It may follow, therefore, that compliance with the provisions of environmental 

law is crucial for the fulfilment of environmental rights. The question arises as 

to what is meant with compliance when used in this context. Compliance in 

the environmental governance and law context refers to the 'full 

implementation of environmental requirements.'584 This means, for example, 

that conduct (whether on the part of natural or legal persons) must be in 

conformance with (may not deviate from) the provisions (requirements) 

contained in environmental law. The design and implementation of and 

adherence to environmental law are all important in the endeavour 'to 

comply'.585 And to achieve compliance calculated efforts to encourage and 

compel behavioural change (towards the alignment of conduct with the 

requirements set by law) are necessary.586 

Enforcement refers to the actions on the part of governors (mostly in the 

public sector) to compel compliance (by public and private sectors) with the 

requirements contained in environmental law. Enforcement also embraces 

Legal subjects include natural or legal persons as the holders of rights. 
Legal objects are things or matter that establishes the subject of a particular right 
such as minerals, plant species, genetically modified organisms or money. Legal 
objects need not be tangible and can include a patent or design, for example. 
Venter Constitutional Comparison 3. 
As defined in 3.3.3.1. 
International Network for Environmental Compliance and Enforcement (INECE) 
Principles of Enforcement 2005 at http://www.inece.org/princips/ch1.pdf. This 
document provides useful information on the meaning of environmental compliance 
and enforcement generally. See also volumes 1 and 2 of Zaelke, Kaniaru and 
Kruzikova (eds) Making Law Work. 
Du Plessis "Environmental Law Compliance and Enforcement Measures". 
Different options for the promotion of compliance with environmental law are 
discussed in Paterson and Kotze (eds) Environmental Compliance and Enforcement. 
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those actions on the part of governors to ensure that a situation is corrected or 

stopped when it jeopardises or could endanger the environment.587 

Enforcement, therefore, has everything to do with (1) compelling, convincing 

and motivating people and entities not to act in a way that will contravene the 

law and (2) with monitoring compliance and dealing with those who indeed 

disobey the law. Effective enforcement depends, inter alia, on clarity in 

legislation and other sources of law as to who are bound by specific 

environmental law provisions. Similarly important is the fact that legal 

provisions and requirements must be capable of being enforced.588 

The raisons d'etre for compliance and enforcement include that it result in 

improved environmental quality when environmental requirements are met; 

that compliance with environmental requirements reinforces the credibility of 

environmental protection efforts and the legal system that supports them; that 

effective enforcement programmes help ensure fairness towards those who 

willingly comply with legal requirements; and that compliance potentially holds 

economic benefits for industries and individuals by avoiding penalty costs and 

liability. With this in mind, INECE states that an effective compliance and 

enforcement programme is an integrated and interconnected whole, 

consisting, inter alia, of the creation of legal requirements that are 

enforceable; knowing who is subject to these requirements; setting 

programme priorities; clarification of certain roles and responsibilities and 

responding to violations.589 

For the law to be significant it needs to be shadowed by compliance and 

enforcement.590 Compliance with and enforcement of environmental laws that 

support or further environmental rights are proposed as the next, collective 

INECE Principles of Enforcement 2005 at http://www.inece.org/princips/ch1.pdfl. 
Among a number of other aspects, enforcement by government can include 
inspections (an estimation of compliance status), negotiations (mutual agreements for 
achieving compliance) and legal action (to compel compliance and to impose 
consequences for non-compliance) as well as compliance promotion (by means, inter 
alia, of educational programmes and market-based incentives). 
See Venter Constitutional Comparison 8. 
INECE Principles of Enforcement 2005 at http://www.inece.org/princips/ch1.pdf. 
See, for example, Eide 1999 Norwegian Institute of Human Rights Human Rights 
Report 146. 
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generic element of the fulfilment of environmental rights. Enforcement of 

environmental law boils down to the reaction of government and/ or other 

regulatory bodies to non-compliance with environmental law.591 Compliance 

and enforcement therefore closely relate to the duty of states to respect 

environmental rights. In the Lopez Ostra v Spain and Guerra and Others v 

Italy decisions,592 the respective governments were found to be in 

contravention of environmental-related rights, inter alia because of a failure to 

enforce existing law. Domestic environmental rights as the often 

individualised version of international environmental rights may pose 

consequences for the involvement of national organs (such as local 

authorities) in the entire system of compliance control.593 Constitutions can 

therefore provide an avenue for developing, implementing and enforcing 

environmental protection in an implicit or indirect fashion.594 It also makes 

sense that without compliance and enforcement, the development of law, 

policy and programmes as generic element discussed in 2.8.3 could serve 

little purpose. Derived from the Maastricht Guidelines, the fulfilment of 

environmental rights requires, inter alia, the monitoring of performance that is 

intrinsically linked with the notion of compliance.595 The element of 

compliance and enforcement also implies access to environmental justice and 

the availability and accessibility of sufficient remedies.596 

For additional material on the meaning of enforcement in general, see Wolfrum 
Means of Ensuring Compliance 30-31. 
See 4.4.3. 
Principle 25 of the Maastricht Guidelines states that promotional and monitoring 
bodies (typically like the SAHRC discussed in 6.2.4.13) should address violations of 
economic, social and cultural rights as vigorously as they address violations of civil 
and political rights. 
Bruch, Coker and Van Arsdale 2000 South African Journal of Environmental Law and 
Policy 30. 
Guidelines 16,17 and 19. See also 2.6.2. 
There may be fewer obligations on the executive branches of government in this 
regard but access to environmental justice should surely be a serious consideration 
for the legislative and judicial branches of government in the aim to fulfill 
environmental rights. Public authorities in many countries may not be particularly 
well suited to ensure compliance. Either because of a lack of resources or a lack of 
commitment, more and more states are allowing private enforcement of national 
environmental obligations (such as those in terms of constitutions) before national 
courts. See Sands in Cameron et al (eds) Improving Compliance 53. This is also a 
very attractive option in South Africa which is enabled by means of the access to 
courts clause in section 34 of the Constitution and the wide-legal standing provided 
for in section 32 of the NEMA. See further Chapter 6 below. 
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In his reflection on the duties generated by environmental rights, Nickel597 

remarks that an effective system of environmental protection requires a 

governmentally enacted system of environmental regulation that, inter alia, 

sets safety standards for all processes and substances. This system must 

encourage or pressure those using these processes and substances to 

comply with its regulations, and impose penalties on those who fail to 

comply.598 Violations of environmental rights may occur through the direct 

actions or omissions of states or the activities of other entities insufficiently 

regulated by state governments.599 Compliance and enforcement as a 

proposed generic element of the domestic fulfilment of environmental rights 

therefore have a dual meaning. On the one hand, compliance and 

enforcement pertain to the regulatory framework that applies to all governed 

community members, whilst on the other hand they form part of the regulatory 

framework within which government (the governors) should operate.600 

Nickel 1993 Yale Journal of International Law 286. 
Monitoring, compliance and enforcement of environmental rights in IL is a contentious 
issue that falls beyond the purview of this discussion. However, the effectiveness of 
IL generally also depends on the assistance of states in the monitoring of IL rights in 
domestic contexts. See on this matter Sands in Cameron et al (eds) Improving 
Compliance 52, 53 and Nollkaemper 2002 Yearbook of International Environmental 
Law 166, 181. By means of their governments, states too have to monitor the 
realisation of rights within their jurisdiction by means of an effective compliance and 
enforcement regime. See Mitchell in Cameron et a/(eds) Improving Compliance 11-
13. An interesting development in the field of environmental monitoring in the United 
Kingdom involves the establishment of a national Environmental Audit Committee 
(the EAC). See Hollingsworth 2000 Legal Studies 241-163. Future research may 
consider the feasibility of such an external monitoring committee or institution 
(perhaps as part of the Environmental Management Inspectorate) in South Africa 
(refer on the latter to 6.3.1) For a comprehensive outline of the powers and duties of 
local government in the United Kingdom, refer to Hawke et al Pollution Control. 
Prime Minister Tony Blair's speech on improving the local environment in 2001 is 
interestingly also reported to have included the statement that there is a need to 
tackle small concerns before they turn into big problems and that 'local environmental 
degradation should be addressed alongside serious crime and pollution.' Refer to 
Hawke et al Pollution Control 263. 
See Alston et a/1998 Human Rights Quarterly 697'. 
Internal as well as external auditing of legal compliance and the establishment of self-
determined targets and indicators may be required for the fulfilment of environmental 
rights at local government level. It may furthermore be a duty of state organs such as 
local authorities to anticipate and consider the 'reasonableness' of the positive action 
they take in terms of section 24(b) of the Constitution. It is arguably not sustainable 
to leave the evaluation of measures only in the hands of the South African judiciary. 
Refer further to 6.2. 
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2.8.5 Provision of environmental infrastructure 

One of the elements that has been proposed for the fulfilment of socio-

economic rights generally is the provision of public services/infrastructure.601 

The inclusion of this element occurs also in the context of the fulfilment of 

environmental rights. Perhaps at the heart of the fulfilment of environmental 

rights in specifically developing countries is state provision of sufficient, non-

discriminatory environmental infrastructure.602 Implied in the context of 

'provision' of environmental infrastructure is the idea to have such 

infrastructure maintained. Environmental infrastructure directly relates to 

planning603 and to the provision of services and infrastructure related inter alia 

to the provision of potable water supply and management, solid waste 

management, waste-water collection and treatment, sanitation and energy.604 

The provision of environmental services and infrastructure does not receive 

sufficient attention as a crucial component of the fulfilment of environmental 

rights.605 Environmental infrastructure contructs the immediate physical 

environment of people and often depends on the availability of natural 

resources such as water and clean air. In addition to access, a sense of the 

efficiency of the maintenance of the environmental infrastructure by the state 

more often than not determines peoples' sense of the fulfilment of their 

environmental rights. A strong link could exist also with the right to human 

dignity.606 Guideline 9 of the Maastricht Guidelines refers to the 'minimum 

core obligation to ensure the satisfaction of, at the very least, minimum 

Leckie and Gallagher (eds) Economic, Social and Cultural Rights xxii. 
This idea relates to the substantive scope of the environmental right in that 
environmental rights imply a level of environmental quality which is sufficient to 
ensure not only bare survival, but also the satisfaction of basic human needs when 
read with the right to dignity. Environmental infrastructure is typically infrastructure 
for the provision of water and waste services, electricity and sanitation - the type of 
infrastructure by and large to be provided by local authorities in, inter alia, Germany, 
Namibia and South Africa. See Chapters 4 to 7. 
Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 445 holds that implementation of the 
environmental right in the South African context as well as justified and sustainable 
development largely depends on proper and suitable planning. 
Most of these services form part of the constitutional mandate of local government in 
South Africa. See schedules 4B and 5B of the Constitution. Refer for an extensive 
analysis of the role of planning in the application of the section 24 environmental right 
to Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 445-452. 
See, however, principle 28 of the Limburg Principles. 
See, for example, 6.2.4.4. 
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essential levels' of rights.607 It is argued that environmental management 

systems (EMSs) could, for example, be vastly beneficial tools to facilitate the 

provision of environmental infrastructure by governments in line with basic 

international and/or domestic standards.608 Apart from the fact that an EMS 

should be so developed to facilitate the provision of environmental 

infrastructure in line with set legal standards, it should also be non-

discriminatory.609 Provision of environmental services and infrastructure 

should, however, generally be non-discriminatory. The establishment of 

cooperative partnerships for the sharing of different types of resources 

(financial, human etc) may be essential in remote and rural areas, for 

example.610 The establishment of partnerships as the next element for the 

fulfilment of environmental rights is discussed below. 

2.8.6 Establishment of environmental partnerships 

The formation of partnerships is not one of the aspects explicitly addressed by 

the Limburg Principles or the Maastricht Guidelines with regard to the 

fulfilment of socio-economic rights. However, the Rio Declaration, Agenda 21 

and LA 21 put a lot of emphasis on the need for the establishment of 

partnerships in meeting environmental needs.611 Depending on a 

government's structure, informal and formal partnerships between different 

levels of government seems to be required to complement the other generic 

elements of fulfilment of environmental rights. Some key partnership themes 

may include the exchange of environmental information and data; 

environmental cooperation; the exchange and sharing of best environmental 

Guideline 9. 
See 7.4.3.3 below. 
Non-discriminative service-delivery reminds one of environmental equality and 
environmental justice that should run as golden threads through all seven elements. 
Note also that information on environmental infrastructure should arguably form part 
of the sharing of environmental information and government decisions related to 
environmental infrastructure should pay heed to the sub-right of public participation in 
order to estimate community members' exact needs. 
For some trends in this regard see 4.4.6. This idea is also elaborated on in the South 
African context in 7.2.4.6 below. 
Refer to 2.4.3.2 to 2.4.3.4. See also the UN's voluntary multi-stakeholder initiative 
called Partnerships for Sustainable Development of the UN Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs, Division of Sustainable Development at 
http://www.un.org/esa/sustdev/partnerships/partnerships.htm and Fabra 2002 
Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 209. 
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practices and scientific environmental knowledge and the sharing of 

environmental expertise. In policy implementation, programme management, 

and the provision of environmental services and infrastructure, various forms 

of public-private-partnerships (PPPs) such as joint ventures, outsourcing, 

franchising, operational transfers and environmental agreements also hold 

great promise for more efficient and effective models of resource 

management and service provision.612 

In aiming to fulfill the environmental rights of its people, state governments 

should enter into partnerships with a number of parties inclusive of different 

communities of right holders; other organs of state (different spheres and line-

functionaries of government as well as traditional leadership); public entities 

and the private sector; foreign authorities; NGOs and community based 

organisations (CBOs) as well as international organisations such as the IUCN, 

UNEP or ICLEI.613 Partnerships may be invaluable in strengthening 

participation, information sharing and also environmental education as three 

of the generic elements of the fulfilment of environmental rights. It has been 

observed that the positive obligations derived from environmental rights 

cannot be the mandate of a single sector (the public sector) or a single level 

(national government) alone. Instead, in order to be effective, efficient and 

legitimate, and to fulfill environmental rights, governments need to work with 

Krugmann Fundamental Issues 22-23. Krugmann argues that in policy 
implementation and programme management, various forms of PPPs hold great 
promise for more efficient and effective models of natural resource management and 
service provision. 'For instance, arrangements where government outsource specific 
management tasks to private organisations, like the management of particular public 
assets (for example national parks) or essential social service provision (for example 
water, energy and waste management). Outsourcing may involve performance 
clauses in contracts, defining measurable performance indicators and targets and 
making continuing contractual partnership dependent on what is agreed to be 
satisfactory performance.' On the presumed value of environmental agreements and 
the involvement of stakeholders in the making of environmental policy, see Ferreira 
1999 Journal of South African Law 112-113 and with reference to the role of 
environmental agreements in the Dutch legal system, Ferreira 1999 Journal of South 
African Law 101 -104. 
For an interesting development in the EU as far as the conclusion of target-based 
tripartite contracts and agreements between the EU, the EU countries and regional 
and local authorities are concerned, see Kramer 2005 Yearbook of European 
Environmental Law 722. 
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partners from all other sectors at a variety of levels, including local, national, 

regional and global levels.614 

2.8.7 Environmental education 

Education is an often neglected albeit potentially very important component of 

the fulfilment of socio-economic rights generally.615 Environmental education 

forms not only part of the promotion of environmental rights amongst people, 

but also establishes the last generic element of the fulfilment of environmental 

rights.616 Environmental education addresses to a large extent the promotion 

of environmental responsibility and has been the centre of a UN initiative 

since 2005. The UN Decade of Education for Sustainable Development 

(2005-2014), for which UNESCO is the lead agency, aims to integrate the 

principles, values, and practices of sustainable development into all aspects of 

education and learning. It aims to encourage changes in behaviour that will 

create a more sustainable future in terms of environmental integrity, economic 

viability, and a just society for present and future generations.617 It may be 

expected of this endeavour to smear off also at national level. 

Streck 2002 Yearbook of International Environmental Law 72. 
See, inter alia, Volodin in Fischer-Buder Human Rights 16. 
See Earthrights 2002 Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 227, principle 17 
of the Ksentini Report, Vukosovic 1990 Revista Juridica UPR 894 and Symonides 
1992 International Journal for Legal Information 31-33. d'Engelbronner-Kolff in 
d'Engelbronner-Kolff (ed) Institutionalisation of Human Rights 152-163 argues that an 
educated public opinion is essential for the protection of human rights generally and 
the development of further means of implementation. The obstacles to human rights 
awareness that d'Engelbronner-Kolff raises include, inter alia, illiteracy, 
underdevelopment and cultural problems (especially related to women). 
Furthermore, human rights education should be designed in a way that takes into 
account the legal reality, the level of development and the cultural traditions of 
people. A case is made by d'Engelbronner-Kolff for developed programmes which 
not only provide people with information on the existence and meaning of human 
rights, but which also aim at changing the living, working and learning conditions of 
people. 
See Education for Sustainable Development at http://portal.unesco.org  
/education/en/ev.php-
URLJD=23279&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201 .html and Fischer-
Buder Human Rights 17-20. Education for sustainable development, according to 
UNESCO, mirrors the concern for education of high quality and demonstrates 
characteristics such as interdisciplinary and holistic learning for sustainable 
development embedded in a whole curriculum and not only as a separate subject, 
shared values, critical thinking, multi-method learning, participatory decision-making 
and locally relevant education in a language that is accessible. 
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The Draft Declaration618 provides that \a)\\ persons have the right to 

environmental and human rights education'619 and it has been stated that 

'(t)he progress in environmental education which goes beyond cognition 

(awareness and comprehension) into valuation and attitude formation can be 

seen as a very important factor for the implementation of the right to a healthy 

and balanced environment.'620 Article 29 of the Convention on the Rights of 

the Child of 1989621 furthermore provides that the education of the child should 

be directed towards developing respect inter alia for the natural environment. 

The notion of environmental education takes the idea of environmental 

information622 further by implying that in addition to sharing facts and data with 

environmental rights holders, people should be educated on what to do with 

the information provided.623 Environmental education should therefore not be 

viewed as an obligation or aspect belonging only to the curricula of 

educational centres such as schools, universities or other training colleges, 

but should focus on the sharing of methods and knowledge with rights- and 

duty holders on a vast array of environmental aspects. These may include 

ways to reduce waste production; improved consumption patterns; 

environmental management; the meaning of sustainable development; 

environmental principles; environmental justice and equity; ecological cycles 

and the environmentally harmful impacts of human activity generally.624 

Environmental education should equip people with the ability also to evaluate 

the measures by others (inclusive of public authorities) to improve, protect and 

respect the environment. 

See 6.4.3.6 above. 
Principle 17. 
Symonides 1992 International Journal for Legal Information 33. See also principle 32 
of the Limburg Principles and principles 9(b) and 14 of the Earth Charter referred to in 
2.4.2. Sands and Werksman in Ginther et al (eds) Sustainable Development and 
Good Governance 185 indicate also that an increasing number of international 
environmental agreements impose positive obligations on states to take measures to 
improve public education and awareness on environmental matters. 
Refer to 2.4.2 above. 
See 2.8.2 above. 
Robinson in Jewell and Steele (eds) Environmental Decision-Making 58 argues that 
education should play a central role, inter alia, in information-based approaches to 
pollution control. 
See Symonides 1992 International Journal for Legal Information 32. 
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It is argued that the fulfilment of environmental rights requires explicit 

education efforts that address the nature and meaning of environmental 

rights, different approaches thereto, subsidiary rights such as the rights to 

public participation and environmental information, economic impacts, and the 

political and underlying value aspects of environmental decision-making.625 

Environmental education may not only be useful to strengthen the other 

generic elements of the fulfilment of environmental rights (environmental 

compliance and enforcement, public participation etc). It may also reinforce 

the futuristic feature of environmental rights (relating to intergenerational 

equity), sustainable development and environmental justice generally where 

education incorporates a long-term precautionary approach and a focus on 

equality. Sustainability strategies on the part of government should include a 

capacity-building process inclusive of environmental education for the 

community as well as specific technical training for those who are involved in 

both the generation and implementation of such strategies.626 It is impossible 

for a state government to fulfill an entire community's environmental rights in 

solitude and without the help of civil society.627 It is submitted for 

environmental education at different levels to be the key to well-informed 

public participation and environmental decision-making, to commitment to 

protection and sustainable use of the environment as well as to the 

establishment of a culture of environmental compliance. As is discussed 

further in Chapter 8, the type of approach628 a country opts to employ to make 

meaning of its constitutional environmental right should reflect in the focus of 

environmental education. 

See Saladin in Picolotti and Taillant (eds) Linking Human Rights 61, Robinson in 
Jewell and Steele (eds) Environmental Decision-Making 58 and Symonides 1992 
International Journal for Legal Information 31. 
Boer 1995 Willamette Law Review 330-331. Boer argues that '(b)ecause 
governments may change, it is important for the strategy to be developed and 
accepted by representatives of both government and non-governmental political 
parties.' He further states that '(i)n essence, a sustainability strategy must be 
internalised into all development planning and resource allocation processes by 
government, the private sector and non-governmental organisations throughout the 
functioning of society. This can be done effectively only if public participation 
processes are adequate.' 
This is the impression conveyed also by the cooperation principle in German 
environmental law. Refer to 4.3.2.1 below. 
Different approaches to environmental rights were discussed in 2.2 above. 
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2.9 Conclusion 

In the first instance this chapter aimed to review some approaches towards 

environmental rights and environmental regulation. In addition to the fairly 

well known anthropocentric and ecocentric approaches, a theo-cultural 

approach was constructed. Based inter alia on the international weight 

afforded to the legal acceptability of and its inception in South African 

environmental law developments thus far, it was decided for the purposes of 

this study to position environmental regulation and the section 24 

environmental right within an adjusted anthropocentric milieu. In order to 

cater for the fact that the endurance of environmental rights depends on the 

resilience of the natural environment, and that environmental rights 

encapsulate ethical, aesthetic, historical, cultural and religious interests, it 

was thought proper to apply an unusually flexible variant of the 

anthropocentric approach. The application of this approach in essence 

means that the meaning afforded to the section 24 environmental right, as 

well as the implications for fulfilment thereof, will throughout this study accord 

with the suggested approach. Towards the end of this study the adjusted 

anthropocentric approach is also applied in the recommendations towards a 

draft policy framework for local government. 

In the second instance this chapter aimed to reflect on the categorical 

distinction between socio-economic and civil/political rights. In South Africa, 

the section 24 environmental right shows features of both a civil/political and 

socio-economic right. The somewhat artificial distinction made is important 

for this study only to the extent that fulfilment of the section 24 environmental 

right primarily concerns the positive state (local government) action required 

in terms of the socio-economic character of the right. Being of a socio-

economic rights character, fulfilment of section 24 requires, inter alia, 

resource allocation on the part of the state and, from a judicial viewpoint, 

application of the reasonability test which will be discussed in 6.2.5. 
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This chapter also aimed to review the most prominent perspectives on 

environmental rights that feature in international and regional environmental 

law instruments, jurisprudence and discourse, with the subsidiary aim of 

extracting some generic elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights 

generally. Although by no means offered as an exclusive list, seven generic 

elements were constructed by taking into account some international and 

African perspectives and developments in the fields of socio-economic rights 

generally and more specifically environmental rights. The elements include 

public participation; the collection and dissemination of environmental 

information; the development and implementation of environmental policy, 

law and programmes; compliance with and enforcement of environmental 

law; provision of environmental infrastructure; partnerships and 

environmental education. The intention is to employ these elements as 

measures (being more concrete than the ambiguous formulation of most 

environmental rights) to review and evaluate legal developments and local 

governance in Germany, Namibia and South Africa.629 Together with the 

lessons learned from Germany and Namibia, these elements will be 

employed as the mainstay for the national framework policy proposed in 

Chapter 8. 

629 Chapters 4 to 7. 
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3.1 Introduction 

This chapter considers still at a theoretical level the position of local 

government (municipalities) in relation to the fulfilment of socio-economic 

rights generally and environmental rights in the particular.630 Although it is 

purposed to consider the position of local authorities generally, references to 

the South African local government and rights-context may prevail in order to 

Constitutions and rights-instruments generally refer to the duties and obligations of 
'the state'. See, for example, section 7(2) of the South African Constitution and refer 
to the environmental rights formulations of different countries in 2.1 above. The 
duties and obligations of 'the state' are generally dispensed to its operational arm, 
namely 'government'. It can therefore be inferred that the IL and constitutional duties 
of 'the state', in a rights-context, can be equated to the notions of 'the state' and 
'government'. Refer for justification of such leveling to Lane Constitutions and 
Political Theory 90, Barrington From Big Government to Local Government 74 and for 
the German position, to Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 225, 
for example. For an outline of the generic meaning and a definition of 'the state' as 
well as 'the citizenry' as legal community, see Venter Constitutional Comparison 5-9. 
It is, at least from constitutional and IL texts itself, usually not straightforward to 
establish the exact role of the local or provincial levels of government - even where a 
constitution refers to the duties of 'government' instead of 'the state.' In terms of 
section 40(1) of the Constitution the South African government comprises of three 
distinct and independent spheres, namely national, provincial and local government. 
The government' should therefore collectively bring to mind all three spheres all of 
which are endowed with legislative and executive powers. All obligations and duties 
of 'the state' may, however, not necessarily befall all three spheres in similar and 
unqualified fashion as is discussed below. Compare Greater Johannesburg TMC v 
Eskom 2000 1 SA 866 (SCA) 18, 22 and 23 at 877-879 where the court held that 'the 
state' is not limited to national and provincial government but covers the state in all its 
manifestations inclusive of local authorities, and Mateis v Ngawthe Plaaslike 
Munisipaliteit 2003 4 SA 361 (SCA) 7-9 at 367 where the court held that the word 
'state' should be defined in the context of each different piece of legislation, implying 
that local authorities may not necessarily always be included in this term. 
Regardless, the Constitution remains the principle law that assigns particular 
obligations and duties to all three spheres of government. With reference to the 
German context and the environmental norm in the Grundgesetz, Kloepfer in Dolzer 
and Thesing Protecting our Environment 360 observes that in addressing 'the state' 
as the entity obliged to protect the environment, the term is used in its comprehensive 
sense. The institutions bound by this regulation include the Federal Republic, the 
Lander, the municipalities, all other juristic persons, and all Federal agencies in which 
state power is vested. Even the private-law activities of the state are bound by the 
environmental norm to the extent that the state performs functions of public 
administration in a private-law form. On the meaning of state organs in the South 
African context, see Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 110-111. Erasmus 
in Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The Constitution at Work 10-11 holds that 
'(m)odern, democratic constitutions are as a rule, technical legal frameworks for 
governance under law and contain the basic rules on, inter alia ... the powers of 
government as well as the functions of the executive.' State constitutions, hence, 
serve to facilitate the doctrine of the trias politica. This doctrine was coined by 
Montesquieu and refers to the separation of powers and areas of responsibility in a 
state between its executive, legislative and judicial branches. The trias politica 
therefore boils down to horizontal distribution of authority. Refer further, amongst 
others, to Alen and Wintgens (eds) De Trias Politica, Venter Constitutional 
Comparison 211 -223 and Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 78-83. 
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serve as a precursor for the chapters on South Africa.631 In this chapter some 

ideas are conveyed with regard to the role of local government and so-called 

local environmental governance (LEG) in the fulfilment of environmental rights 

as well as the presumed influence of politics (mainly party politics) in LEG. 

3.2 Local government and fulfilment of socio-economic rights 

3.2.1 Introduction 

This chapter begins with a consideration of the presumed role of local 

government in the realm of socio-economic rights generally, in order to situate 

the role of local government in the fulfilment of environmental rights in a more 

general context. This involves looking briefly at various notions of local 

government, local governance, public administration, cooperative governance 

and traditional leadership. 

3.2.2 Local government 

Local government cannot be defined without an understanding of the larger 

concept, government. 'Government' may best be described as a group of 

people or body governing a country or state - it is responsible for the control 

or direction of public affairs. No universally applicable definition of local 

government exists. What is known, however, is that local government 

generally owes its existence to the notion of decentralisation632 as a product of 

the principle of subsidiarity.633 Totemeyer634 shares a number of fundamental 

ideas in this regard: 

Chapters 6 and 7. 
For the meaning and types of as well as some reasons for and advantages and 
disadvantages of decentralisation refer to Reddy in Reddy (ed) Local Government 
Democratisation 16-27. 
According to Reddy in Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation 14-15 and 
Dobiey in Hinz, Aboo and Van Wyk (eds) The Constitution at Work 62-65 the 
principle of subsidiarity implies that any public function that does not necessarily have 
to be handled by the central authority should be decentralised and entrusted to 
regional (or provincial) and/or local government. For some definitions on 
decentralisation, refer to Barrington From Big Government to Local Government 3-4. 
For a collection of the historical development up to 1970 of the idea of local 
government in state structures the world over, refer to Wickwar Political Theory of 
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It is accepted that decentralisation and democratisation are 
interlinked processes. Decentralisation can enhance government 
efficiency and effectiveness. It can contribute to the strengthening 
of legitimacy, democracy and popular participation. One of the 
outcomes of decentralisation should be that government is 
constantly responsive to local needs. It should be an on-going 
activity that delegates responsibilities to decentralised government 
levels. Decentralised bodies should particularly attend to local 
needs. Co-responsibility in the governance of the country at local 
level should be encouraged ... The effectiveness of 
decentralisation depends on the availability of human and financial 
resources, on effective administration, good planning, responsible 
budgeting, realistic target setting and the ability to implement 
policies efficiently. The assumption is that decentralisation will 
improve administrative effectiveness. Decentralisation must 
manifest itself in the empowerment of people at local level. Its 
legality is determined by statutory rules and regulations, its 
legitimacy by the extent to which public policies comply with 
guaranteed fundamental rights and freedoms as reflected in the 
constitution. 

As part of what has been described as a 'world-wide trend' in at least federal 

systems, state power is increasingly devolved to lower levels of government to 

strengthen democracy and to promote development.635 Some of the 

characteristics of local government generally include locality, legal personality, 

autonomy, governmental power and participation and representation.636 Local 

government usually consists of a number of constituents/local authorities that 

are responsible for governance in different dedicated geographical and/or 

thematic areas in a country.637 Local authorities have an important role to play 

Local Government and for the historical influence of federalism on the development 
of local government to Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 1 -9. 
Totemeyer in Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation 188-189. 
Refer to Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation, Steytler (ed) Place and Role 
of Local Government 4 and Wilson and Game Local Government 25-26. The powers 
and influence of local government in a country depend to a large extent on whether 
the state is modelled as a union, federation or quasi-federation. For some definitions 
and the idea of a quasi-federation refer inter alia to Devenish 2006 Stellenbosch Law 
Review 129-164. 
See Reddy in Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation 10. 
This seems to be the position in most democratic government systems such as those 
of South Africa, Namibia, Mozambique, Swaziland, England, the Netherlands, 
Germany, Spain, Ghana, Indonesia, New Zealand, Australia, Brazil, Switzerland, 
Canada, Nigeria, Italy, India and the United States of America. For a general 
overview of local government in some of these and other countries refer to Steytler 
(ed) Place and Role of Local Government. 
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in different respects.638 These authorities constitute the smallest 

governmental institutions of the state, are often viewed as the cornerstones of 

modern democratic systems,639 and establish the grass-root level of 

government.640 Local government is perceived as a multi-faceted and multi

functional institution that shows the features of a regulator (responsible for 

monitoring and regulation in the community) and congruently also that of a 

regulated entity (subject to the monitoring and regulation of other entities such 

as other spheres of government).641 

The mistaken belief is often held that local government primarily exists to 

provide services to local communities.642 Some of the features of local 

government serve to show how wrong this presumption may be. Wilson and 

Game643 put it that '(i)f electoral accountability is the primary distinguishing 

feature of local authorities, the second is their range of responsibilities. They 

are involved ... with an almost infinite variety of different services.' The 

supportive features of local government in South Africa, for example, include 

that it constitutes the sphere of government that functions closest to the 

community in demarcated areas. It renders a wide array of services 

(increasingly also non-traditional services) that materially affect the lives of the 

people residing in the particular local authority's jurisdiction.644 Yet local 

Jackson Local Government 180 observes with reference to local authorities that 'a 
local inhabitant may not realise their full extent, yet directly or indirectly they affect 
almost every aspect of his existence, from the time he is born to the moment he dies.' 
Jackson states further that local authorities provide a comprehensive range of 
environmental, protective and personal services which are essential to community 
life. According to Cloete Provincial and Local Government 87 'it is emphatically the 
case that local government indirectly constitutes an instrument for the promotion and 
furtherance of national policy and prosperity. It is an essential cog in the national 
wheel.' Refer also to Boer 1995 Willamette Law Review 355-356. 
See Bekink Local Government Law61, Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 
273, Stanyer Understanding Local Government 238 and Muller in Steiner (ed) 
Besonderes Verwaltungsrechf\9. 
See, inter alia, Craythorne Municipal Administration 10, 11, 13 and Barrington From 
Big Government to Local Government 1,178. 
For ideas based on the United Kingdom local government system that may have 
generically applicable meaning, see Wilson and Game Local Government 30-32. 
The contrary is argued amongst others by Barrington From Big Government to Local 
Government MS. 
Wilson and Game Local Government 30. 
Some of the traditional services include water and sanitation services, electricity and 
power reticulation, and municipal health services. For the services allotted to local 
government in South Africa, see schedules 4 and 5 to the Constitution. As is 
discussed in Chapter 7, these and other services relate to the provision of 
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authorities also serve to counterbalance over-concentration of governmental 

authority in other spheres of government depending on the autonomy and 

decision-making power granted to them. They may be viewed as 'local 

community-based management and administrative institutions' (which involve 

political and bureaucratic components) that should initiate programmes and 

development not necessarily based in a specific type of service.645 Local 

government is expected to serve also as a facilitative forum for local 

community participation in the affairs of government generally.646 

Although consensus exists that contemporary local government serves a far 

greater function than being a mere provider of community services,647 little 

literature elaborates explicitly on the role of local government in furthering 

constitutional rights, including socio-economic rights. This role may, however, 

partially be deduced from two of the core characteristics of local government 

generally. These include its close positioning as governing body to 

communities as the holders, inter alia, of socio-economic rights as well as the 

makeup of the services rendered by local government. In democratic systems 

local government usually consists of elected decision-makers from the 

community itself. Traditionally local authorities have been and still are 

responsible for decision-making and implementation at a level which directly 

affects people. This enables a hands-on needs analysis as far as it pertains 

to socio-economic matters as opposed to remote and often assumed analyses 

environmental infrastructure as one of the elements of the fulfilment of environmental 
rights. It is observed in the Australian context by Clark Bluett Local Government xiv 
that '(l)c-cal government's traditional responsibilities have continued over the years, 
but now form only a small part of its operations. Many activities previously 
undertaken by State and Federal Government now fall to local government to 
undertake. The law did not always keep pace.' This state of affairs arguably also 
holds true in countries that in recent years have undergone constitutional reform, 
such as South Africa and Namibia. 
For some views on the role of politics, see 3.4. Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local 
Government 7 makes a statement that could be important for a deeper understanding 
of local government, where he holds that the constitutional recognition of local 
government is not in and of itself sufficient to establish local self-government, but that 
it is established in practice. 
Barrington From Big Government to Local Government 178 holds that local 
government exists for democratic and practical reasons and that it is the part of 
government that is most accessible to the average citizen. Barrington is of the view 
that it is a school of citizenship and associates many citizens with the actual business 
of government. 
See the view of Wilson and Game Local Government 26. 
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at regional/provincial/national levels of government. In addition, the type of 

services and facilities that local authorities are generally responsible for could 

stand in direct correlation with the socio-economic environment of 

communities. The effectiveness, appropriateness and reliability of services 

related, inter alia, to waste and water management, energy provision, land-

use planning and access to and maintenance of amenities such as schools 

and medical centres can largely impact on environmental, water, health, 

educational and labour related rights, for example. 

This study maintains that local government could geographically be best 

positioned to implement the positive conduct required of 'government' or 'the 

state' in terms of socio-economic rights, depending on its executive and 

legislative power as well as the construction of the state and its institutional 

arrangements.648 If one considers the generic elements for the fulfilment of 

environmental rights649 and their close relationship with people as holders of 

these rights, it is possible to argue that government (who needs to fulfill) 

cannot be too remote from these people. Local government and more 

specifically local self-government650 therefore by nature has a key role to play 

in the fulfilment of the socio-economic rights of the community that it is legally 

accountable to. This role of local authorities is, however, in theory 

accompanied by a small caveat. Since local government may be crucial in the 

development and well-being of a country, it cannot be left to its own devices 

and supervision may be vital. By implication the appropriate balance should 

be struck between supervision and autonomy.651 

Refer to Chapters 1 and 7. Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 4-5, 
which argues that the institutional arrangements of local government are often an 
important indicator of the role that local authorities play, where small 
municipalities/local authorities with few resources have a more limited role and large 
metropolitan governments perform a significant governance function. 
See 2.8 above. 
On the notion of local self-government see, inter alia, Wilson and Game Local 
Government 26-27 and 4.4 below. 
See also Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 9. 
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3.2.3 Local governance 

Governance generally and in a very elementary sense refers to management 

of the relations between government and its populace within a given 

constitutional order.652 Local governance in the most elementary sense refers 

to local government 'in action' and deals with the relationship between local 

authorities and the communities that they are responsible for. Local 

governance is the backbone of and reason for local government, where 

'governance' is the basic verb to describe the demeanour or activities of local 

government. 

Local governance collectively embraces the duties of local government 'to 

govern' and 'to represent.'653 In this context, 'to govern' means to exercise 

authority and to have the power, inter alia, to enact and enforce legislation; to 

take decisions that can affect the rights of other persons and to exercise 

discretion in public administration matters. This links with the view that 

governance relates to policy-making and implementation and that it is 'a 

continuous process of discussion, debate, decision-making, implementation 

and administration, as well as a regular review of these activities.'654 To 

represent' means that the people in local government should be concerned 

with issues important to the public (communities); responsive to public needs; 

and should take forward to the remaining spheres of government those 

problems that cannot be settled locally because of a lack of capacity or 

Ginther et al (eds) Sustainable Development 157. See also the author's observations 
on the notions of good and bad governance. For a more comprehensive analysis of 
the notion of governance refer to Kotze in Paterson and Kotze (eds) Environmental 
Compliance and Enforcement. 
Craythorne Municipal Administration 11. 
See Levy and Tapscott (eds) Intergovernmental Relations 165. Planning must also 
be added to this list. Levy and Tapscott link their view with the idea of social dialogue 
as the 'national process of discussion, consultation and negotiation that goes on in a 
society in an organised and systematic manner to ensure that, in governing, those in 
positions of power incorporate the views and wishes of other more or less powerful 
social forces and interests into the policy and administrative processes.' Mokale and 
Scheepers Developmental Local Government 55 hold that policy lays down the 
principles of local governance in relation to a specific topic or topics and policy 
frameworks or documents inform the law-making process at local government 
sphere. 
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resources or for other reasons.655 To represent' also requires continued 

public involvement which relates to the idea of public participation. 

Local governance cannot be detached from the notion of local government. 

The argument that local government is central in the fulfilment of socio-

economic rights should hence be extended to local governance as the 

enabling verb or action word. Key terms applying to local governance seem 

to be authority, power, discretion and representation. These factors are linked 

with the fulfilment of environmental rights through the notion of local 

environmental governance (LEG), which is discussed below.656 

3.2.4 Public administration 

There is no consensus on the definition of public administration.657 Still, it 

forms an intrinsic part of government and governance generally and may 

perhaps best be explained for purposes of this study by way of an analogy. 

Should government be a factory, public administration would be the 

machinery used to manufacture some type of commodity whilst the 

manufacturing process represents the idea of governance.658 Public 

administration deals with the administrative functions (the functions necessary 

for the management of public affairs) of the state, which are generally divided 

between the different levels of government as part of the execution of their 

executive and legislative power. To the extent that local government is 

bestowed with executive and legislative authority, it usually forms part of the 

overall public administration 'machinery' of a country.659 The 

For a further analysis of the meaning and scope of the representation function of local 
government, see Craythorne Municipal Administration 11. Craythorne Municipal 
Administration 16 argues that local governance has a social dimension but that the 
problems of society are not just those of local government. However, within the 
constraints of the power of the national government in a unitary state, local 
government could be cognisant of the nature of the community in its area; could 
adopt balanced policies and act fairly and justly in relation to all interests; could be 
open and responsive and could avoid any taint of being prejudiced or sectional in 
exercising authority. 
See 3.3.3.1. 
Ferreira 2001 SA Public Law 289. 
For the differences in emphasis when it comes to the use of the word 'government' as 
opposed to 'governance', see Wilson and Game Local Government A 41 -143. 
For the South African position, refer to Bekink Local Government Law 471 -496. 
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principles/values/standards of a country's administrative law usually apply as 

much to the local government as to the remaining levels of government.660 

The implementation of laws and also the activities necessary for the fulfilment 

of socio-economic rights would typically form part of the public 

administration.661 

The laws, regulations, statutory directives, policies and projects that a local 

authority may develop as part of its public administration function could be 

ideal tools for the fulfilment of socio-economic rights.662 The role of these tools 

and the idea that public administration, through the notion of LEG, could 

embrace all of the generic elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights 

at local government level will be further discussed.663 

3.2.5 Cooperative governance and intergovernmental relations 

Cooperative governance, as opposed to the fragmentation of government 

mandates in domestic and IL contexts, is gaining rapid ground in legal 

development and writing.664 Cooperative governance in a nutshell envisions 

mutual support and cooperation in and amongst the levels and different 

functionaries/bodies of a particular governance regime. It requires the 

In South Africa, chapter 10 of the Constitution is devoted to the principles of public 
administration. Section 195(1) outlines the basic values and principles governing 
public administration. These principles apply to the administration in every sphere of 
government and to all organs of state. Refer also to the Batho Pele-'People First': 
White Paper on Transforming Public Service Delivery of 1997 that contains eight 
service delivery principles. See Ferreira 2001 SA Public Law 286-314 for a complete 
commentary on the values of the South African Constitution and public 
administration. See also Chapters 6 and 7 below. 
Mokale and Scheepers Developmental Local Government 52. Together with the 
judiciary, public administration is crucial in the implementation of law where the latter 
should, inter alia, see to subordinate legislation, regulations, statutory directives, 
policies and projects. 
Refer to the generic elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights at 2.8. 
Refer to 3.3.3. 
The notion of cooperative governance is, for example, provided for in chapter 3 of the 
South African Constitution. The Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act 13 of 
2005 of the country regulates intergovernmental relations and matters of cooperative 
governance. See on this topic, amongst others, Kotze in Paterson and Kotze (eds) 
Environmental Compliance and Enforcement and Levy and Tapscott (eds) 
Intergovernmental Relations 17. On South African local government within a system 
of cooperative government, see Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 16-3 
- 16-39, Bekink Local Government Law 10, Mokale and Scheepers Developmental 
Local Government 4-5 and Currie and De Waal (eds) Constitutional and 
Administrative Law 119-124. 
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alignment of functions and duties between different state organs in laws and 
policies but similarly requires 'external' bodies (such as intergovernmental 
forums) which are mandated to facilitate cooperation among state organs. 
Local government is directly affected by the idea of cooperative governance 
as far as it, inter alia, affects: the allocation of powers to local authorities;665 

the relationship between local government and the other spheres of 
government and requires the integration of local governance endeavours with 
the governance endeavours of other local authorities, other levels of 
government and different line functionaries (such as state departments).666 

Steytler and De Visser667 put it that cooperative government means that the 
levels of government, 'bonded together by a common loyalty to the country, its 
people and the Constitution,' must co-operate to secure the well-being of the 
people of South Africa. Cooperative governance has certain facets to it that 
may be important as far as local government's fulfilment of socio-economic 
rights is concerned. One of these facets is highlighted with reference to the 
South African context.668 

In the fulfilment of socio-economic rights, cooperative governance may 
theoretically serve important purposes. In South Africa cooperative 
governance and the idea of intergovernmental relations669 allow, inter alia, for 
intervention by national government in the affairs of provincial and local 
government and by provincial government in the affairs of local government 
when and where necessary.670 It is possible for other levels of government to 
become a proxy safety-net for community members should their local (or even 
provincial) government fail to realise its duty to fulfill the socio-economic rights 

See Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 5. 
In South Africa, section 3 of the Systems Act of South Africa makes it incumbent on 
local authorities to seek to facilitate compliance with the principles of cooperative 
government and intergovernmental relations as envisaged by the South African 
Constitution. 
Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 16-3. 
Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 2, 7 observes that with the 
increased status and role of local government, intergovernmental relations between 
the levels of government in South Africa have not only become more complex but 
also critical for the demarcation of responsibilities and effective cooperation in service 
delivery. 
See Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 16-3-16-4 and the 
Intergovernmental Relations Framework Ac f\ 3 of 2005. 
See sections 100 and 139 of the South African Constitution and further Devenish 
2006 Stellenbosch Law Review 150-153. Refer also to Chapter 7 below. 
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of the people it governs.671 Cooperative governance could furthermore serve 

to prevent duplication of measures aimed at the fulfilment of rights that could 

as a result make available more resources to focus on unattended 

geographical and functional areas. Cooperative governance may also 

facilitate the sharing of knowledge and data on rights-fulfilment, inter alia, for 

improved public administration.672 It similarly creates a favourable 

environment for the establishment of multi-party partnerships. Considering its 

link, inter alia, with a number of generic elements for the fulfilment of 

environmental rights,673 cooperative governance seems to be vastly 

complementary not only to the fulfilment of socio-economic rights generally, 

but certainly also to environmental rights.674 

3.2.6 Traditional leadership 

Traditional leadership is an important relic of the pre-colonial and 
colonial political orders that poses a special challenge to 
postcolonial state-makers.675 

The debated location of traditional authorities in the overall societal 
and state structure is, in theoretical and practical terms, a 
permanent challenge to the ongoing process of translating African 
constitutions into respected and workable legal orders ... The 
constitutions of Namibia and South Africa are prominent examples 
in this regard.676 

Today, traditional leadership677 plays an important, although still indistinct role 

in local government and governance in South Africa and Namibia, amongst 

In South Africa, what type of standard of measurement other than the reasonability 
test as developed by the Constitutional Court will be applied to estimate such 'failure' 
yet remains to be seen. See, on the reasonability test, 6.2.5. 
This is in fact one of the core duties of cooperation to be found in section 41 (1 )(h) of 
the Constitution. 
Such as the collection and dissemination of environmental information, the 
establishment of partnerships, and the provision of environmental infrastructure. See 
2.8 above. 
This idea is further unpacked in Chapters 4 to 7 below. Note that although 
cooperative governance does not establish a separate element for the fulfilment of 
environmental rights, it is considered to form part of the idea of partnerships as an 
acknowledged element. 
Keulder in Keulder (ed) State, Society and Democracy\ 50. 
Hinz in Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The Constitution at Work 81. 
For a theoretical analysis of the meaning of 'traditional leadership' see, inter alia, 
Keulder in Keulder (ed) State, Society and Democracy 151-154. 

671 

672 

673 

674 

675 
676 
677 
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other countries.678 Irrespective of developments in the 21s t century many 

people, especially those living in rural areas, continue to support and show 

adherence to their traditional customs and institutions.679 For example, it is 

generally accepted that approximately fifteen million or more South Africans 

still reside in the rural areas that comprise about thirteen percent of the 

surface of the country.680 In these areas there are said to be more than eight 

hundred officially recognised traditional communities.681 Rural communities 

often live in close relation with their natural environment and environmental 

media. Flora and fauna are regarded to have cultural and cosmological 

significance in most traditional African societies, for example.682 

It is argued that traditional communities that reside in rural areas could 

experience a more pressing need for the fulfilment of their socio-economic 

rights than communities residing in cities and semi-urban areas.683 In South 

Africa and Namibia, for example, local government is often traditional 

communities' only gateway to government. The involvement of traditional 

leadership in establishing, communicating and addressing the socio-economic 

human rights needs of rural communities may hence be critically important.684 

A traditional leader is defined in section 1 of South Africa's Traditional Leadership 
and Governance Framework Act 41 of 2003 as any person who, in terms of 
customary law of the traditional community concerned, holds a traditional leadership 
position and is recognised in terms of the Act. Traditional leadership is defined in 
section 1 of the Act as customary institutions or structures or systems or procedures 
of governance, recognised, utilised or practised by traditional communities. For a 
pre-constitutional view on traditional leadership in South Africa, see Sachs Advancing 
Human Rights 77-82. Sibanda 1996 Regional Development Dialogue 122 observes 
that local governance goes beyond local authorities and related structures and that it 
encompasses local institutions right down to the 'village level' - institutions that 
enable communities effectively to participate in running their own affairs. Sibanda 
holds that '(l)ocal governance includes both modern and traditional institutions' and 
'(t)raditional institutions are part of local governance systems. In many African 
countries, the role of traditional institutions has been underplayed by both colonial 
and post-colonial administrations.' See also Chapters 5 and 7 below. 
For references to the South African position, see Bekink Local Government Law 210. 
Olivier in Hinz and Gatter (eds) Global Responsibility - Local Agenda 213. 
For a review of what traditional leadership today consists of in South Africa, see 
Olivier in Hinz and Gatter (eds) Global Responsibility - Local Agenda 214. See also 
7.2.3.5. 
See Labuschagne and Boonzaaier 1998 South African Journal of Environmental Law 
and Policy 54-57. 
Refer, inter alia, to the SAHRC Report on the Inquiry into Human Rights Violations in 
the Khomani San Community of 2004 (available on file with the author). In the 
context of environmental rights, this idea strongly relates to the notion of 
environmental justice. Refer to 2.2.2. 
See also Bekink Local Government Law2\ 0-211. 
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It may be assumed that in the absence of immediate access, inter alia, to 

clean water, waste disposal and community health services, for instance, the 

actual living conditions of rural communities would fall far short of those 

envisaged in the Constitution. This position may, however, not necessarily be 

as a product of the ignorance of local government but could also arise from 

circumstances such as the remote situation of a community, human and 

financial resource constraints, or a lack of attentiveness re the socio-economic 

needs and requirements of a particular rural community. The involvement of 

traditional leadership in local government and the latter's attempt to fulfill the 

socio-economic rights of the people it is responsible for should therefore not 

be underestimated in rural areas. Traditional leaders could be key 

instruments, inter alia, in socio-economic rights education in their 

communities,685 the establishment of partnerships with state bodies that are 

not necessarily accustomed to a particular traditional belief or value system,686 

and in getting rural communities to partake in decision-making processes 

related to the fulfilment of socio-economic rights.687 

3.3 Local government and LEG in the fulfilment of constitutional 

environmental rights and provisions 

3.3.1 Introduction 

The need to scrutinise the responsibility of local government in the fulfilment 

of substantive constitutional environmental provisions is embedded in the 

research question to this study. Governance at the local level of government 

can in the environmental context be translated to so-called local 

environmental governance. The section below considers some of the explicit 

linkages between local government and environmental governance as a tool 

to fulfill constitutional environmental provisions by defining and describing the 

notion of local environmental governance. 

685 On environmental education as a generic element for the fulfilment of environmental 
rights, see 2.8.7. 

686 On the establishment of partnerships as generic element for the fulfilment of 
environmental rights, see 2.8.6. 

687 On public participation as a generic element for the fulfilment of environmental rights, 
see 2.8.1. 
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3.3.2 Local government and fulfilment of constitutional environmental 

provisions 

As has been said, local governments are conveniently positioned in relation to 

rights holders, a fact which may give rise to efficiencies in fulfilment of their 

functions generally. Decisions taken in the performance of these functions, 

whether directed to the environment or not, may have (perhaps unintended) 

environmental impacts. Mitchell and Brown688 remark that local government 

should play an important, if not pivotal, role in environmental protection.689 

Apart from its close positioning to rights-holders and its activities, power and 

decisions that may have environmental impact, local government may be 

imperative in the fulfilment of specifically environmental rights also for a 

number of additional reasons. 

Firstly, local authorities may be better positioned than more remote levels of 

government to detect local environmental calamities such as water and air 

pollution, soil degradation or illegal means of waste disposal, for instance. 

This suggests that local government may also be in a superior position to take 

or at least initiate the necessary positive action to redress environmental 

calamities such as these. Secondly, local authorities could play fairly 

prominent roles in fostering the well-being of the people in their area. The 

well-being of people (understood in a comprehensive sense)690 is often a key 

component of the substantive meaning afforded to environmental rights.691 It 

involves social, cultural, environmental and financial considerations, and 

requires close contextual understanding and involvement on the part of 

government. It may accordingly be beneficial for the locally-based level of 

Mitchell and Brown 1991 Environmental and Planning Law Journal 41. Refer also to 
Evans et al Governing Sustainable Cities 1 -5. 
The environment-related services and activities of local government could include 
water, waste, air quality and climate change management; the provision of 
environmental infrastructure inter alia for energy generation and distribution; the 
provision of public transport and sanitation services; the provision of health services 
and short and long-term land use planning. 
The notion of well-being is further elaborated on in 6.2 below. 
Refer, for example, to the rights-formulation in section 24 of the South African 
Constitution at 6.2. 
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government to develop integrated and inclusive laws, policies and 

programmes specifically aimed at the improvement and maintenance of 

community members' well-being. Thirdly, since short and long-term planning 

are inextricably linked with local governance generally,692 local government is 

well-positioned to aim (at least at micro-level)693 towards sustainable 

development, which is generally a central component of environmental 

rights.694 These are but three loose-standing ideas on the role of local 

government in the fulfilment of environmental rights. An almost inexhaustible 

number of other concrete links between the environmental duties or 

environmentally relevant activities of local government and the fulfilment of 

environmental rights could be itemised here, but to little purpose. It would be 

more convenient to rely on a more inclusive notion of the functions of local 

government, which would be that all of the functions described thus far have 

at least potential relevance to the environment and therefore to the fulfilment 

of the duties imposed by substantive constitutional environmental rights and 

provisions. 

3.3.3 Role of local environmental governance in fulfilment of 

environmental rights 

It may be possible to draw linkages between local environmental governance 

and local government fulfilment of environmental rights. The concept of local 

environmental governance is defined and further discussed here. 

3.3.3.1 Local environmental governance defined 

Nel and Du Plessis695 define environmental governance as: 

Refer to 3.2.3. 
National government would typically be responsible for the sustainable development 
within a country at intermediary level, with international governance being aimed at 
sustainable development at the macro level. Vonkeman 1996 "Alliances" 322 
observes that sustainable development is a global problem that can be solved only in 
the long term. This implies that local initiatives should always be situated against this 
global, long-term background. 
Sustainable development is also referred to in 6.2. 
Nel and Du Plessis 2004 SA Public Law 181 -190. See also Bruch, Coker and Van 
Arsdale 2000 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 24. 
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The collection of legislative, executive and administrative 
functions, processes and instruments used by government to 
ensure sustainable behaviour by all as far as governance of 
environmental activities, products, services, processes and tools 
are concerned. 

This definition was further elaborated on by Kotze:696 

(E)nvironmental governance encapsulates the regulatory functions 
of environmental governance bodies, because it implies an 
endeavour to govern behaviour by setting rules, standards and 
principles by means of legislation, administrative and executive 
functions, as well as processes and instruments. 

Kotze697 more recently redefined environmental governance as follows: 

A management process executed by institutions and individuals in 
the public and private sector to holistically regulate human 
activities and the effects of human activities on the total 
environment (including all environmental media, and biological, 
chemical, aesthetic and socio-economic processes and conditions) 
at international, regional, national and local levels; by means of 
formal and informal institutions, processes and mechanisms 
embedded in and mandated by law, so as to promote the present 
and future interests human beings hold in the environment. 

The generic definitions of environmental governance apply to all 

spheres/levels of government, to organs of state as well as to private sector 

governance.698 They apply therefore also to the local sphere of government. 

Based on the broad scope of their application and inclusiveness, a 

combination of the existing definitions is preferred in this study.699 The term 

See Kotze Integrated Environmental Governance 37. 
Kotze in Paterson and Kotze (eds) Environmental Compliance and Enforcement. 
Dunoff in Bodansky et al (eds) International Environmental Law 86-87 does not offer 
a definition for environmental governance but states (1) that questions about how 
environmental decisions are made and who makes them are questions of 
environmental governance and that (2) the latter lies at the heart of environmental 
law and policy. The author also indicates that efforts to understand and explain the 
allocation of authority over environmental issues are complicated by the fact that 
contemporary environmental governance addresses not a single problem, but 
instead, a complex set of issues such as pollution control, natural resource 
management and human health and safety. 
The definitions of Nel and Du Plessis and Kotze have arguably been developed in 
and for the South African context but may be universally applicable. For the meaning 
of environmental governance in the international sphere, see Kanie and Haas (eds) 
Emerging Forces in Environmental Governance. Although not explicitly stated in the 
definitions above, environmental governance arguably also requires consideration of 
juridical principles such as the principle of legality, the trias politica doctrine and the 
principle of checks and balances. See Verschuuren Het Grondrecht op Beskerming 
van het Leefmilieu 22 and 3.1. 
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local environmental governance (LEG) is used in appraising environmental 

governance in local government context. The meaning of environmental 

governance in a strictly local government context may require an extraction of 

relevant components from the generic definition of environmental governance. 

Bearing in mind the powers and nature of local government generally, the 

existing definitions of environmental governance could be adapted to offer the 

following definition of LEG: 

The management process executed by local government and 
communities to holistically regulate human activities and the 
effects of these activities on their own and the total environment 
(including all environmental media, and biological, chemical, 
aesthetic, cultural and socio-economic processes and conditions) 
at local levels; by means of formal and informal institutions, 
processes and mechanisms embedded in and mandated by law, 
so as to promote the present and future interests human beings 
hold in the environment. This management process necessitates 
a collection of legislative, executive and administrative functions, 
instruments and ancillary processes that could be used by local 
government, the private sector and citizens to stimulate 
sustainable behaviour within the community as far as products, 
services, processes, tools and livelihoods are concerned, both in a 
substantive and procedural sense. 

LEG may be viewed as directly related to decentralised environmental 

decision-making or what may perhaps be called 'environmental federalism.' 

The primary difference between environmental governance as a generically 

applicable concept when juxtaposed with LEG lies in the inherent presence of 

the notions of decentralisation700 and devolution701 of environmental powers in 

LEG. LEG embraces the decentralised and devolved legislative, executive 

and remaining administrative functions of local authorities as well as any 

additional process or instrument that could be used to stimulate behaviour 

within the institution of local government or within local communities (whether 

in cities, towns, semi-rural or rural parts of the country) that are 

Delegation is the transfer of responsibility for specifically defined functions to 
structures that exist outside of central government. Delegation therefore takes place 
if a power that originally resides with central government is being transferred to a 
sub-national government. For a further discussion see De Visser Developmental 
Local Government 14-15. 
Devolution can be defined as the location of decision-making power with autonomous 
sub-national governments. It is different from delegation in that it is always meant to 
be a permanent placement of a power at a particular level. Therefore, it is often done 
by means of provisions in a constitution or in framework legislation. See further De 
Visser Developmental Local Government 15. 
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environmentally sustainable.702 LEG has everything to do with environmental 

regulation and it therefore has a strong legal basis. Nel and Du Plessis' initial 

definition (in a theoretically ambitious sense) included the key-phrase 'to 

ensure environmentally sustainable development.'703 In the proposed 

definition of LEG this has been changed to 'to stimulate sustainable 

development' since the intention with the original formulation may seem 

unattainable and daunting given the challenges of autonomous local 

government in South Africa, amongst other countries.704 The definition of LEG 

includes local authorities' governance of the behaviour of local communities 

as well as the behaviour in the local authority itself. 'Local government' as 

included in the definition of LEG must, as far as a state's constituency allows, 

be understood to include traditional authorities where they exist. 'Cultural 

processes and conditions' have also been inserted into the features of the 

'total environment' in Kotze's definition to fit the interpretation, for example, of 

'well-being' in the South African context.705 The reference to culture arguably 

lends itself to the inclusion of traditional communities and practices in the 

interpretation of LEG where relevant. This addition also accommodates the 

adjusted anthropocentric approach to environmental rights that was proposed 

in 2.2.6 above. 

The processes or instruments referred to in the definition of LEG may, for 

example, include local government programmes aimed at pollution reduction 

in informal settlements, the sharing of information on the recycling of waste, or 

the inception of a voluntary environmental management system such as ISO 

14001. The definition furthermore refers to the governance of activities, 

services, processes, tools and livelihoods. Activities in this instance may, for 

example, include the use of water by local communities or fuel consumption 

by local government, but may also refer to an activity such as the formation of 

partnerships. Services and tools apply to the services provided by local 

government such as environmental infrastructure (water, electricity and 

sanitation) and governance tools such as taxation or other fiscal measures 

702 On environmental sustainability see Wilson and Game Local Government 133. 
703 Own emphasis. 
704 Own emphasis. For some of these challenges see Chapter 7 below. 
705 Refer to 6.2 below. 
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used by a local authority to ensure or encourage environmental compliance as 

well as matters such as environmental education. Processes include 

processes managed by local authorities such as processes that accompany 

waste disposal and water management or different processes that take place 

in local communities such as the manufacturing of chemicals. It may also 

include processes for public participation and the collection and dissemination 

of environmental information. Livelihoods as contained in the definition of 

LEG closely relate to the notion of well-being and refer to the governance of 

all physical and non-physical facets that sustain human life in communities. 

The definition of LEG applies not only to procedural aspects (such as access 

to information and participation) but also to substantive aspects such as the 

quality of the environment that communities reside in or the upper-limit of 

acceptable forms of air pollution in municipal areas, for example. LEG is not 

separate from local governance generally. It depends on exactly the same 

infrastructure and mechanisms as local governance in the ordinary sense, but 

LEG is an inter-related and focused form thereof. 

Mokale and Scheepers706 to an extent capture the link between LEG and the 

fulfilment of environmental rights at local government sphere by stating that: 

'(t)he municipality, as government on the ground, is custodian of the principles 

of development contained in national policies and laws. It is the task of the 

municipality to balance the various needs of land against the resource 

limitations and sustainability realities in a given area or district.' This 

statement holds true not only for the needs of land but may also be extended 

to environmental needs generally. 

3.3.3.2 LEG linked with generic elements for fulfilment of environmental 

rights 

The focus of the definition of LEG on the regulation of peoples' environment to 

the advancement of people fits the anthropocentric approach to environmental 

Mokale and Scheepers Developmental Local Government 141. 
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rights.707 The definition is construed inclusively which means that it could 

accommodate also the more flexible and adjusted anthropocentric approach 

preferred in this study.708 Based on the hypothesis that the generic elements 

that have been distilled for the fulfilment of environmental rights709 fit 

within/endorse the definition of LEG, some complementary parallels are briefly 

outlined. 

3.3.3.3 Public participation 

Public participation in environmental affairs710 requires processes that would 

facilitate the involvement and contribution of people.711 Such processes fit the 

procedural side to the definition of LEG. It is generally agreed that local 

government constitutes the level of democracy that is closest to the people 

and that allows the local populace to actively participate in affairs which affect 

them directly:712 

Local governments can regulate matters that pertain to their local 
citizenry (within the framework set by law) using their own 
knowledge and local expertise and consulting a democratically 
elected, local, representative body. Consequently, at the local 
level democracy is experienced and practiced more directly than 
any other level of government. 

Local politics and local governance perform, inter alia, the function of involving 

citizens in the performance of local public duties; of widening the basis of 

political participation; of safeguarding pluralism at various levels and in a 

multitude of local administrative units; of facilitating problem-oriented 

grassroots approaches which are appreciated by citizens and of strengthening 

the checks and balances of political power which are indispensable in a 

democracy as an element in the vertical division of power.713 One of the 

Kotze in Paterson and Kotze (eds) Environmental Compliance and Enforcement 
admits to a similar perspective. 
This holds true also when one considers the role that traditional leadership and 
inevitably also traditional belief systems and culture may play in LEG. Refer to 3.2.6. 
See 2.8 above. 
Refer to 2.8.1. 
Refer to the more elaborative discussion in 2.8.1. 
See Reddy in Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation 13. 
Reddy citing Hofmeister in Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation 13. 
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objectives of LEG is the maintenance and improvement of peoples' livelihoods 

and well-being. In order to achieve this objective LEG should be directed at 

environmental justice and participatory democracy, amongst other factors. It 

is claimed, therefore, that a nexus exists between the idea of public 

participation as an element for the fulfilment of environmental rights and the 

notion of and aims of LEG. 

3.3.3.4 Collection and dissemination of environmental information 

The collection and dissemination of environmental information714 fit the 

definition of LEG in its procedural sense in so far as they are a process, 

service and activity of local government. Like public participation, this element 

of the fulfilment of environmental rights may relate to the livelihoods and well-

being of people, bearing in mind the potential role of environmental 

information in achieving environmental justice and in informing participatory 

democracy. Environmental information (as contained in reports on the state 

of the environment, for example) needs to feed also into the legislative and 

executive decision-making power of local government as embraced by the 

LEG definition. Environmental information may play a crucial role also in 

holding local government accountable and to enable citizens to take charge of 

their government by monitoring and reviewing its performance and reacting to 

underperformance. 

3.3.3.5 Development and implementation of environmental policy, law 

and programmes 

The development and implementation of environmental policy, law and 

programmes715 is suited to the legislative and executive power of local 

government referred to in the definition of LEG. They could be employed as 

tools in the substantive context of LEG. They may be employed, for example, 

to set targets, performance indicators, and substantive standards, and to 

locate and further specific duties and political commitments for the fulfilment of 

714 Refer to 2.8.2. 
715 Refer to 2.8.3. 
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environmental rights. Environmental policy, law and programmes may 

similarly be usefully employed for the setting of minimum core environmental 

obligations for local government at regional, provincial or national levels, for 

example. The making of environmental policy and law and the development 

of environmental programmes by local government itself, however, also fits 

the definition of LEG in the substantive sense. The development and 

implementation of a local Agenda 21 programme, for example, would typically 

fit this element. 

3.3.3.6 Compliance with and enforcement of environmental la w 

Environmental compliance and enforcement716 as an element of the fulfilment 

of environmental rights is suited to LEG in its procedural sense. It fits in as 

part of the administrative functions of local government and further 

complements the judicial functions of the judiciary and responsible line 

functionaries (such as environmental enforcement agencies)717 as contained 

in the broader definition of environmental governance. Compliance and 

enforcement involve local government as a governed and governing entity.718 

As generic elements they relate, inter alia, to the monitoring of performance in 

terms of the environmental bylaws, policy and programmes of local 

government, and also to compliance with and enforcement of other applicable 

laws and policies such as national framework legislation and different sectoral 

environmental acts. 

Refer to 2.8.4 for a discussion of this element of the fulfilment of environmental rights. 
In South Africa, for example, the Environmental Management Inspectorate (EMI) was 
established in 2005 whilst the Environmental Protection Agency in the United States 
of America is another fairly well known environmental enforcement agency. As far as 
could be established no similar agency operates in Namibia, but environmental 
enforcement in Germany is part of the mandate of the Federal Environmental 
Agency. 
On the idea of local authorities as governed entities and governors, refer to Nel in 
Geyer (ed) International Handbook of Urban Policy 13-16. Refer also to 3.2.2 above. 
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3.3.3.7 Provision of environmental infrastructure 

Provision of environmental infrastructure719 (such as infrastructure for water 

and waste management, sanitation and energy) generally forms part of the 

executive power of local government in relation to peoples' livelihoods, human 

settlement and the built environment. In so far as the provision of 

environmental infrastructure relates to the well-being of communities it by 

implication also relates to the governance of livelihoods. The provision of 

environmental infrastructure also fits in as a service that is delivered within the 

substantive context of the definition of LEG. 

3.3.3.8 Partnerships 

The formation of partnerships720 as a generic element of the fulfilment of 

environmental rights connects with the definition of LEG as an activity of local 

government in substantive and procedural contexts. In the substantive 

context, partnerships may be established between multiple parties inter alia 

for improved local government service delivery, the upgrading and 

maintenance of environmental infrastructure, and cooperative environmental 

endeavours between local government and the community it governs or 

between different local authorities for shared and improved environmental 

action. In the procedural context partnerships may be employed to improve 

the collection and distribution of environmental information and can be used 

by local government to invoke compliance with environmental law by means, 

for example, of incentive-based schemes. It has rightly been observed that:721 

The days of the all-purpose [local] authority that planned and 
delivered everything are gone. They are finished. It is in 
partnership with others ... that local government's future lies. 

719 See 2.8.5. 
720 On this element of the fulfilment of environmental rights, see 2.8.6. 
721 Wilson and Game Local Governmenf\ 47. Although this observation has been made 

in the context of the United Kingdom it is argued to hold universally true in systems 
where local government is given an array of functions. For the idea of local 
government involvement in different partnerships, as it is unfolding in the United 
Kingdom, see Wilson and Game Local Government 147-152. 
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Local authorities will deliver some services but their distinctive 
leadership role will be to weave and knit together the contribution 
of... various local stakeholders. 

3.3.3.9 Environmental education 

The generic element of environmental education722 arguably aptly suits the 

definition of LEG as a service activity of local government but may also be 

employed as a tool in the substantive context of the definition. Local 

government can act as the service provider or merely as a contributor to an 

environmental activity/endeavour with environmental education at different 

levels. Environmental education in this context is not limited to formal 

academic training and may include pragmatic environmental management 

training. Environmental education may potentially result in improved 

knowledge, for example, of the volatility of the natural resource base, 

environmental systems, environmental calamities, and alternatives to the 

exploitation of natural resources. Education can also improve environmental 

compliance and serve a significant function in LEG endeavours. 

Environmental training for local government officials and political decision 

makers as opposed to the mere transfer of environmental education to 

community members is also intended here. 

3.3.3.10 Assessment 

A definition such as the one afforded to LEG always runs the risk of becoming 

valid in theory but void in practice. Considering the developments in local 

government in South Africa,723 Germany724 and Namibia725 it seems as if the 

definition of LEG, at least at face value, generally fits the real-life 

environmental mandate of local government. It has been shown that definite 

correlations exist between the notion of LEG, the positive local government 

action implied by LEG and the generic elements of the fulfilment of 

environmental rights. The definition of LEG appears to complement the 

Refer to 2.8.7. 
To be discussed in Chapter 7. 
To be discussed in Chapter 4. 
See Chapter 5. 
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adjusted anthropocentric approach towards environmental rights that is 

preferred in this study.726 Hence, it is possible to claim that LEG and the 

different facets thereof could be prerequisites for local government fulfilment 

of environmental rights. This idea will subsequently serve as the measuring 

stick in the analysis of local government performance in terms of the 

environmental rights in South Africa, Germany and Namibia.727 Since local 

government is a politically driven institution where the success of LEG may 

largely depend on political decision-making, a brief consideration of the role of 

politics (viewed in general and therefore inclusive of party politics) in LEG may 

be merited at this stage. 

3.4 (Local) Politics of pollution 

The election of local government councils and the party politics behind local 

government differ from country to country. Local government as a level of 

elected government may in some instances constitute a political structure 

where most decisions are taken by political decision-makers with political 

agendas. In 1990, amidst the struggle against apartheid in South Africa, 

Sachs728 made the now often quoted remark: 

...it might appear irreverent to speak of the Maluti mountains and 
the rolling bushveld when blood is spilt on our roadways; it would 
seem inappropriate to lament chimney-smoke pollution when the 
air is thick with teargas. People who have washing machines have 
no right to condemn others who dirty streams with their laundry; 
those who summon up energy with the click of a switch should 
hesitate before denouncing persons who denude forests in search 
of firewood ... Yet there is a deeper perspective that considers 
environmental concerns to be of national rather than of sectional 
interest ... this struggle is first and foremost a battle of political 
rights, but it is also about the quality of life in a new South Africa ... 
we must take responsibility for our country and all dimensions of 
its future, implanting the question of conservation firmly within our 
social and geographic reality ... Human rights in the broadest 

Refer to 2.2.6 above. 
Refer to 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2. 
Sachs Protecting Human Rights 139-140. The DEAT People-Planet-Prosperity: Draft 
Strategic Framework Development Strategy for Sustainable Development in South 
Africa, 2006 12 states that still, poor people often pay the heaviest price in urban 
areas when it comes to air pollution, expensive water and long travel distances. 
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sense are indivisible. When we breathe the air of freedom, we do 
not want to choke on fumes. 

In any state, politics directs government and infiltrates governance at all 

levels. A local authority is an institution largely influenced by party politics.729 

It would be an illusion to imagine LEG free from party politics or not subject to 

political decision-making.730 The potentially negative relationship between 

environmental governance and party politics can be described as the 'politics 

of pollution'. Here 'pollution' serves as the umbrella term for all erroneous 

decisions or actions of political office holders (or the failure to take decisions 

or action) in the environmental context. 

The politics of pollution may play a crucial role in local government's fulfilment 

of environmental rights in the socio-economic rights context, since such 

fulfilment requires, inter alia, the allocation of financial and human resources 

(which depend on political decision-making) as well as continuity of activities 

that may have commenced prior to the election of some politicians.731 The 

Local government has been defined in 3.2.2 above. The role of politics in 
developmental local government in South Africa is attended to in Pieterse and Van 
Donk in Van Donk et al (eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government 66-72. 
Shaw and Paterson in Page and Proops (eds) Environmental Thought 35 remark that 
there is 'a certain naivety about how our political institutions and practices might 
cause or be complicit in environmental degradation, or indeed be dependent on it for 
their stability and survival.' Robinson in Jewell and Steele (eds) Environmental 
Decision-Making 61 argues in favour of environmental information sharing and 
education because '(b)etter collection, analysis and dissemination of environmental 
information can result in exposure of the political nature of decision-making.' It has 
been held by Erasmus in Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The Constitution at Work 
11 that '(p)olitical reality and practice within a given society can ... not be equated 
with what a constitution formally says,' and by Lane in Constitutions and Political 
Theory 19 that '(c)onstitutionalism is the political doctrine that claims that political 
authority should be bound ... Human rights are one central component of 
constitutionalism.' Callenbach in Inoguchi et al (eds) Cities and the Environment 24 
summarises these ideas by stating that local government officials and politicians 
need to be particularly aware of the ecological impact of policy choices as well as 
their economic and social impact. It has furthermore been argued that the 
'challenges environmental issues pose to the liberal-democratic state, or the inner-
state system, go beyond policy-making, of course, and into the functioning of party 
politics, electoral strategies and, indeed, to the role and priorities of the state itself.' 
Refer also to Shaw and Paterson in Page and Proops (eds) Environmental Thought 
39-40. 
This holds true for socio-economic rights generally. See Malherbe 2005 Austrian 
Journal of Public and International Law 116-117 and Coomans 2005 Heidelberg 
Journal of International Law 190-192. Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 91 
argues that as environmental rights are a sub-set of socio-economic rights, the 
implementation of environmental rights is mainly a political and not a juridical issue. 
See for a practical example on how an election can disrupt developmental initiatives 
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reservation and release of resources more often than not depend on the 

political will and decision-making power of local government councils.732 

Politically appointed local council members generally have all the power at 

hand when deciding on the allocation of funds, for example, to the expansion 

of waste services, the implementation of environmental management 

systems, technologically advanced landfill-site development, the appointment 

of additional environmental compliance officers, the implementation of a green 

procurement policy, or the bringing on board of environmental experts to 

assist in urban planning.733 

The politics of pollution as implying flawed and erroneous environmental 

decision-making may be a barrier to or a stimulant for efficient LEG, and could 

therefore impact on the fulfilment of environmental rights at local government 

sphere in a positive or negative sense.734 It may become a barrier in 

instances where the environment is not high on the political agenda of the 

majority of decision-makers in local councils, and its inferior position may then 

be evidenced in annual budgets. Hayward735 suggests that one of a number 

of potential advantages of environmental protection at the constitutional level 

is that it secures environmental principles against the vicissitudes of routine 

politics. Hayward seems aware that this statement is ambitious as it is argued 

further that a necessary condition for the effectiveness of constitutional 

environmental rights is the existence of the requisite political will as embodied 

both in the institutions of the state (inclusive of local government) and in the 

political culture of its citizens. The question of whether this condition is 

fulfilled is not one that can be addressed in the abstract, since the 'requisite 

in local government, Foundation for Contemporary Research Annual Report 
2006/200717. 
In a slightly different context Zille in Sachs Advancing Human Rights 51 remarks that 
'(r)arely do people understand that planning is profoundly political.' 
Refer in general to Murray 1999 SA Public Law 361. 
Sachs Protecting Human Rights 141. Intergovernmental politics may play a role in 
the fulfilment of socio-economic rights generally. De Visser 2002 SA Public Law 236 
remarks that internationally, one of the biggest problems that local authorities 
experience is the dreaded 'unfunded mandate'. The most general rationale for taking 
a constitutional approach to environmental protection is that the seriousness, 
extensiveness and complexity of environmental problems are such as to prompt a 
need for concerted, coordinated political action aimed at protecting all members of 
populations on an enduring basis. Refer to Hayward Constitutional Environmental 
Rights 5. 
Hayward Constitutional Environmental Rights 7. 
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political will' pertains to a specific actual polity.'736 The views of Hayward 

arguably cover also local government. 

Related to the idea of the politics of pollution is the idea of unfunded 

mandates. When bearing in mind the type of activities that comprise LEG and 

that should serve to satisfy local government's obligation to fulfill the 

environmental rights of its community members, it is evident that financial 

resources are required.737 In many instances it may not be possible for a local 

authority to invest in and to allocate funds for LEG from local-based revenue 

alone.738 The allocation of national revenue towards the enhancement of LEG 

may be crucial especially in developing countries.739 The politics of pollution in 

flipside manner implies that national/federal governments should put their 

money where their mandates are - especially in the case of decentralisation 

of environmental functions and in light of the weight generally afforded to local 

government fulfilment of environmental rights.740 

Still, politics need not be an entirely negative influence. In fact, in a 

democratic dispensation party politics can be vastly conducive to improved 

fulfilment of environmental rights. For politics to advance the fulfilment of 

Hayward Constitutional Environmental Rights 126. 
Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 6 says that 'the downloading of 
responsibilities without matching finances may cripple local authorities.' De Villiers 
1997 SA Public Law 473 in similar vein states that the functioning of any sphere of 
government is not only determined by the legal allocation of powers, but also by 
financial and managerial capacity. 
This statement is cognisant of the fact that a country may comprise of local 
authorities of different sizes - smaller authorities and authorities in remote rural areas 
may experience difficulty in raising sufficient self-sustaining revenue. Steytler (ed) 
Place and Role of Local Government 6 shows that in most countries local 
government is largely reliant on financial transfers from other levels of government. 
For an interesting contribution related to unfunded environmental mandates in the 
context of the City of Columbus in Ohio in the United States of America, refer to 
Markell 1993 Syracuse Law Review 885-923 and also to Conerton and Paddock 
1990 William Mitchell Law Review 949-985. Mitchell and Brown 1991 Environmental 
and Planning Law Journal 66 observe that '(\)he lack of political access to an 
adequate financial base is a major weakness of local government in many developing 
countries' and that often '(l)ocal governments do not gain the expertise, authority and 
credibility needed to deal with local problems.' 
Self-sufficiency may foster local accountability for the fulfilment, inter alia, of 
environmental rights. See Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 6. Self-
sufficiency does, however, require qualities such as skills and honesty to be of any 
real value in this context. For a review and discussion of the severe financial 
challenges faced by local government and the possible outcomes thereof, see Roos 
and Stander 2007 SA Public Law 166-189. 
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environmental rights it is required of political office-bearing decision-makers to 

show the necessary political will (which accompanies environmental education 

and awareness) and to bear environmental principles in mind in all 

environmentally-relevant decisions made, and for the citizenry to actively 

partake in decision-making processes (of which the success may also rely on 

environmental education, information and awareness).741 It has been stated in 

general that '(t)he successful implementation of policies can often be 

attributed to backing from a charismatic political personality or an influential 

power broker.'742 

It is agreed that a political system and authority can generate legitimacy only 

when people identify with it and believe that it gives expression to their 

aspirations and values, wants and needs, and that it delivers the goods 

expected from it. There must, for example, be confidence and trust in the 

people in the service of local government who are responsible inter alia for 

LEG. A local authority can typically lose its legitimacy as a result of 

maladministration, mismanagement, corruption, the self-enrichment of its 

office bearers, oppressive or discriminatory practices, nepotism and 

favouritism, not adhering to constitutional principles and other laws emanating 

from it, and by not fulfilling election promises or purposely rigging elections. 

De Visser743 identifies two factors that have a bearing on the success of 

decentralisation, namely political will and the threat of corruption. Both factors 

could therefore negatively impact on LEG as decentralised local 

environmental governance. Totemeyer744 holds that 'particularly ethics and 

public accountability are critical for political and administrative systems as 

they underline the legitimacy of both government and public administration.'745 

This compels consent, as does the statement that legitimacy is marked by 

ethical standards and that in government and administration these include a 

sense of accountability, the ability to make rational and responsible decisions 

and, inter alia, to be committed to what is generally good for the public and not 

741 See the local government case studies in 4.6, 5.6 and 7.4. 
742 Hopwood Regional Councils and Decentralisation at the Crossroads at 

http://kas.de/proj/home/pub/8/1/year-2005/document_id-6975/index.html. 
743 De Visser Developmental Local Government 29-32. 
744 Totemeyer in Hinz and Gatter (eds) Global Responsibility - Local Agenda 63. 
745 A similar view is held by De Visser Developmental Local Government 25. 
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one's own interests, and to be concerned about social and economic needs 

as well as environmental issues.746 Erasmus747 correctly states that 'control 

over the exercise of power does not only depend on judicial remedies. It 

requires a certain political culture and tolerance. This is often inspired by 

subtle political checks and balances.' It is proposed here that an informed 

local community and its participation in political decision-making is as much 

important as political checks and balances in this instance. 

The following democratic values have been distilled for local government and 

ties with good governance (as an antonym in the environmental context for 

the politics of pollution) as briefly discussed below:748 

• The application of resources must satisfy the collective needs of 

individuals as the object of local government is to serve the individuals in 

their communities; 

• Direct citizen participation in decision-making is imperative for democratic 

local government; 

• Responsibility and accountability arising from the tenets of democracy. 

Councillors must be sensitive to public problems and needs, feel 

responsible for satisfying those needs and realise their accountability to 

the public; 

• Responsibility for management of programme effectiveness in order to 

ensure that needs are satisfied efficiently and effectively; and 

• Social equity emanating from the tenets of democracy. One of the main 

principles of social equity is the maintenance of high ethical and moral 

standards. 

Good governance749 is inter alia about democratic, open and accountable 

government and about a way of exercising state authority that will result in 

respect for human rights, transparency, certainty, predictability and a culture 

Totemeyer in Hinz and Gatter (eds) Global Responsibility - Local Agenda 63. 
Erasmus in Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The Constitution at Work22. 
Reddy citing Gildenhuys in Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation 15. 
The notion of good governance is the topic of several contemporary academic works 
and will not be discussed in any detail here. 
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of justification of state action.750 It also implies that those under the authority 

of the state should know the content of their rights, the obligations binding 

officials and state organs, and the remedies and complaint procedures 

available to them.751 As the above democratic values of local government 

imply, the idea of good governance also cut through local government and is 

perhaps the clearest indicator as to what should be done to counter the 

figurative pollution of political decision-making and execution of decisions in 

LEG that could literally result inter alia in the pollution of the environment. 

3.5 Conclusion 

This chapter aimed to establish the role that local government can and should 

play in the fulfilment of socio-economic rights and, more specifically, the 

environmental rights of the people. Considering the composition and type of 

activities that local government has traditionally been associated with, as well 

as the services that are usually rendered by local authorities, it has been 

established that local government may be indispensable in the fulfilment of 

peoples' socio-economic rights. The meaning of notions such as local 

governance, public administration, cooperative governance and traditional 

leadership in the context of local government, all serve to favourably point 

towards the steady place that local government deserves in the fulfilment of 

socio-economic rights generally. This observation warrants further 

investigation into the role of local government in the fulfilment of citizens' 

environmental rights in the particular. 

This chapter introduced the idea of LEG. The definition afforded to the notion 

of LEG is principally based on existing definitions of environmental governance 

Erasmus in Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The Constitution at Work 21. In South 
Africa, references to democracy in the Constitution are often followed by references 
to the values of openness, responsiveness and accountability. The idea is that all 
government institutions must be accessible and that government officials must be 
responsive to the people they govern. 'Accountability means that government must 
explain its laws and actions if required to do so and may be required to justify them.' 
Currie and De Waal (eds) Constitutional and Administrative Law 89. 
Erasmus in Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The Constitution at Work2\. 
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but embraces the environmental functions of local authorities. LEG is defined 

The management process executed by local government and 
communities to holistically regulate human activities and the 
effects of these activities on their own and the total environment 
(including all environmental media, and biological, chemical, 
aesthetic, cultural and socio-economic processes and conditions) 
at local levels; by means of formal and informal institutions, 
processes and mechanisms embedded in and mandated by law, 
so as to promote the present and future interests human beings 
hold in the environment. This management process necessitates 
a collection of legislative, executive and administrative functions, 
instruments and ancillary processes that could be used by local 
government, the private sector and citizens to stimulate 
sustainable behaviour within the community as far as products, 
services, processes, tools and livelihoods are concerned, both in a 
substantive and procedural sense. 

LEG was employed to draw correlations between the environmental functions 

of local government and the generic elements for the fulfilment of 

environmental rights. Several correlations were drawn between the features of 

LEG and public participation,753 the collection and dissemination of 

environmental information,754 the development and implementation of 

environmental laws, policies and programmes,755 environmental compliance 

and enforcement,756 the provision of environmental infrastructure,757 the 

establishment of partnerships758 and environmental education.759 Based on the 

theoretical links between what may be understood from LEG and the elements 

for the fulfilment of environmental rights the conclusion may be drawn that 

local government can potentially play a key role in the fulfilment of citizens' 

environmental rights. It is, however, observed that since the definition of LEG 

is based on theoretical assumptions and objectives, some facets thereof may 

lack in practice and could accordingly affect the said fulfilment. Some 

challenges inherent in LEG are expected to come to the fore when it is 

See 3.3.3.1 above. 
See 2.8.1 and 3.3.3.3. 
See 2.8.2 and 3.3.3.4. 
See 2.8.3 and 3.3.3.5. 
See 2.8.4 and 3.3.3.6 
See 2.8.5 and 3.3.3.7. 
See 2.8.6 and 3.3.3.8. 
See 2.8.7 and 3.3.3.9. 
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employed as a measuring stick in the review, for example, of local government 

performance in Germany, Namibia and South Africa.760 

Apart from a number of other potential obstacles in LEG and local government 

fulfilment of environmental rights, local government politics have been 

identified as a possible barrier to sound rights fulfilment by local authorities. 

Political decision-making at local government level and therefore, for example, 

budget allocations, local policy and law developments, prioritisation and 

planning, are dependent on the political agendas of elected decision-makers. 

Some ideas were furthermore shared on how environmental justice, 

participatory decision-making and the notions of legitimacy and good 

governance could be linked with party politics at local government level. 

With the theoretical premises in mind, the rest of this study will deal primarily 

with the meaning and scope of constitutional environmental provisions, the 

elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights, and the features of LEG to 

critically review local government performance in terms of the environmental 

provisions contained in the constitutions of Germany,761 Namibia762 and South 

Africa.763 

760 See Chapters 4 to 8. 
761 Chapter 4. 
762 Chapter 5. 
763 Chapters 6 and 7. 
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4.1 Introduction764 

Germany is a democratic federal Republic.765 The country is generally 

known for advanced management and governance of the environment766 

whilst the development of its constitutional law over the years served as a 

model for many countries of the world.767 Apart from the all-encompassing 

revised Constitution or Basic Law of the Federal Republic of Germany, 

1949 (Grundgesetz)(QQ),76B all federal states (Lander)769 have their own 

constitutions which extend the scope of German constitutional law beyond 

the GG.770 As part of the comparison with foreign law in this thesis, this 

chapter reviews the environmental constitutional provision {Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz) in the GG and its relation with local government.771 This 

assessment incorporates the generic elements for fulfilment of 

constitutional environmental provisions that were distilled in Chapter 2772 

and some of the features of LEG.773 The chapter aims (1) to estimate the 

positive obligations imposed by the Staatsziel Umweltschutz on local 

government and (2) to extract lessons to be learned from the legislative 

764 

765 

766 

767 
768 

769 

770 

771 

773 

I wish to express my gratitude to Prof Ulrich Beyerlin and Dr Diana Zacharias for 
having commented on earlier drafts of this chapter. I am indebted also to Prof Eckard 
Rehbinder for having shared with me a number of insightful observations on different 
aspects of the local government/environmental law continuum in Germany. 
For an introduction to the federal government system and administration, refer to 
Kloepfer Umweltrecht in Bund und Landern 1-26, Kloepfer in Kloepfer (ed) 
Umweltfoderalismus 11-15, Singh German Administrative Law 34-37, Schwarze 
European Administrative Law 114-127, Born (ed) Local Government Constitution 5-6 
and Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 83. 
See Umwelt Bundesamt for Humanity and Environment Environmental Data for 
Germany Environmental Indicators 2007 at www.umweltdaten.de/publikationen/fpdf-
l/3436.pdf, for example. 
Refer to 4.2 below. 
For a historical overview of the coming into existence and development of the GG 
and a review of the meaning attached to democracy, republicanism, rule of law, the 
social state and federalism in Germany refer to, amongst others, Michalowski and 
Woods German Constitutional Law 3-6, 17-33. For the interpretative instruments to 
be used in the interpretation of the GG refer to Venter Constitutional Comparison 93. 
These Lander can be compared to the provinces in South Africa and regions in 
Namibia although the Lander are far more autonomous and independent as a result 
of the true federal government structure in Germany. 
Refer in this regard to Beyerlin 1990 Reports on German Public LawQ, 12. See also 
4.3.1 below. 
Du Plessis 2005(1) Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal offers an academic 
analysis of the significance of South African-German interaction in constitutional 
scholarship. 
See 2.8. 
Refer to 3.3.3.1. 
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and/or policy responses on the part of or involving local government.774 A 

case study of Heidelberg is included towards the end of this chapter, which 

compels consideration, inter alia, also of the environmentally relevant 

content of the Constitution of Baden-Wurttemberg of 1953.775 A 

comprehensive critical analysis of the history, development, application and 

meaning of constitutional environmental law and local government law in 

Germany falls beyond the scope of the objectives of this chapter. 

4.2 Article 20(a) Staatsziel Umweltschutz 

4.2.1 Introduction 

The notion of sustainable development (nachhaltiger Entwicklung) is 

accompanied and complemented in Germany by a comprehensive system 

of environmental law.776 The GG contains, however, no fundamental 

It is at times impossible to directly translate German expressions and phrases to 
English without the former loosing part of their meaning. An attempt has been made 
in this study to translate relevant German terminology as true to its original meaning 
as possible. It can, also, but be agreed with the American scholar, Gunlicks, who in 
the preface to his publication entitled Local Government in the German Federal 
System observes that '(p)erhaps it is the complexity of German local government that 
explains why the subject is generally disregarded in all but a few English-language 
books on German government and politics, and why, when it is mentioned, it is 
usually given little attention.' 
The case study aims to extract sample developments in and by the local government 
of Heidelberg (situated in the Land Baden-Wiirttemberg) related to constitutional 
environmental and local government law. The case study is based on a survey of 
related jurisprudence, available literature and semi-structured interviews that are 
available on file with the author. See 1.4 above and 4.6 below. 
Refer to Arndt in Steiner (ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 1001-1002, 
Schlemminger and Wissels (eds) German Environmental Law 17, Brandner and 
MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 275-331, Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 4-7 
and Mulloy in Mulloy et al German Environmental Law xxiv. For the definition of 
environmental law in the German context, see Arndt in Steiner (ed) Besonderes 
Verwaltungsrecht 1002. For a brief overview of the development and changes in the 
drafting of environmental laws in Germany from as early as 1845 refer to 
Schlemminger and Wissel (eds) German Environmental Law 28-30. German 
literature reveals a close relationship between environmental law (arguably inclusive 
of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz), administrative law (Verwaltungsrecht) and 
constitutional law (Staatsrecht). In fact, Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) 
Protecting our Environment 358-359, Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 3-75 and 
Schmidt-Apmann in Zhenghua and Wolfrum (eds) Implementing International 
Environmental Law 22 portray environmental law as a centrepiece in German 
constitutional and administrative law. This implies that in Germany, government and 
government action are intertwined with environmental law. For an introduction to the 
country's history of political environmental awareness see Beuermann in Lafferty and 
Eckerberg (eds) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 21110-111. 
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subjective environmental right.777 Instead, article 20(a) provides for state778 

responsibility for the environment779 in the form of an objective constitutional 

norm780 called the Staatsziel Umweltschutz (as a Staatszielbestimmung or 

structural principle).781 The Staatsziel Umweltschutz is abstract in nature 

and not justiciable.782 It does not establish a fundamental environmental 

right (Umweltgrundrechf).783 Individuals can accordingly not base legal 

claims on the non-performance of government in terms of the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz before the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany 

(Bundesverfassungsgerichf) or any other court.784 Regardless, the 

legislature, executive, judiciary and all bodies of government are legally 

Authors such as Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 146 argue 
that a subjective and autonomous environmental right can also not be derived from 
other rights in the GG. This view is contested, however, inter alia, by Verschuuren 
1993 Austrian Journal of Public and International Law 67-77. Verschuuren is a 
strong supporter of the idea that environmental legislation and procedural rights (at 
least in the context of the Netherlands) could culminate in enforceable environmental 
rights before courts. In as far as this study focuses on the interpretation afforded to 
article 20(a) of the GG no attempt is made to contribute to this debate. 
In order to avoid confusion through the use of the word 'state' in the German context, 
note that 'state' when used in this chapter refers to the German nation state whilst the 
German words Land or Lander are used to refer to the different federal states within 
the government structure of Germany. 
The content of article 20(a) is discussed further below. Collins 2007 McGill 
International Journal of Sustainable Development Law and Policy 147 lists some 
other constitutions that do not protect a right to the environment but which establish 
state responsibility for the protection of the environment. These include Albania, 
Andorra, Greece, Lithuania, Malta, Poland, Romania and Switzerland. 
Most environmental law texts put it that the Staatsziel Umweltschutz has an objective 
character (objektiven Charakter). See for one, Himmelmann et al Handbuch des 
Umweltrechts A1 21. 
For the meaning and interpretation of the notion of Staatszielbestimmungen, see 
Behrens Auswirkungen von Staatszielbestimmungen 6 and on the notion of 
Staatsziel and its abstract nature, Falk Kommunale Aufgaben unter dem 
Grundgesetz 34. 
On the enforceability of Staatszielbestimmungen generally, see De Wet 
Constitutional Enforceability 83-84. Article 20(a) cannot serve as basis for legal 
action against, for example, certain environmental decisions or for claiming 
environmental benefits. It exclusively addresses government, depriving citizens of 
the opportunity or constitutional/administrative remedy for taking government to court 
for any act of omission or commission. Refer to Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 56-
59, Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 359 and 
Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 45. For example, this is also the position with the 
environmental provision contained in article 95(l) of the Constitution of Namibia and 
article 21 of the Constitution of the Netherlands of 1954 as interpreted inter alia by 
Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 97. 
Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 45, 46. A number of Grundrechten (fundamental 
rights) have been included in the GG. For an introduction to these rights and their 
operation in Germany, amongst other authors on German constitutional law see 
Zacharias Grundrechte. 
On the Federal Constitutional Court of Germany (Bundesverfassungsgerichf) see 
amongst others Michalowski and Woods German Constitutional Law 37-49. 
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bound to be directed by article 20(a) as part of the idea that it has objektiv 

rechtlichen Charakter.785 The Staatsziel Umweltschutz must be considered 

in the interpretation and application of the content of the GG generally.786 

The fact that the conduct of the German government (inclusive of local 

government) is steered by the Staatsziel Umweltschutz arguably renders 

feasible, at least for the purpose of this study, a comparison with the 

constitutional environmental provisions in the constitutions of Namibia and 

South Africa.787 

4.2.2 Interpretation and application 

4.2.2.1 Article 20(a) interpreted 

Article 20(a) of the GG states: 

Der Staat schutzt auch in Verantwortung fur die kunftigen 
Generationen die naturlichen Lebensgrundlagen und die 
Tiere im Rahmen der verfassungsmafiigen Ordnung durch 
die Gesetzgebung und nach Mafigabe vor Gesetz und Recht 
durch die vollziehende Gewalt und die Rechtssprechung. 

See Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 45 and Sparwasser ef al Umweltrecht 47-48. 
On the constitutional structural principles generally and with specific reference to 
article 20(a), see Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 229, 236-
237, Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 358, 
Schlemminger and Wissels (eds) German Environmental Law 17 and De Wet 
Constitutional Enforceability 30-31. The idea of 'state/structural principles' or 
'directive principles of state policy' is not foreign to constitutional law generally. Since 
article 20(a) serves to direct the German government, the Staatsziel Umweltschutz 
fits this category of constitutional law constructs. For the differences between 
fundamental rights and directive principles generally, refer to Nair and Jain The 
Constitution of India 33-34 and further to 5.2 below. 
See the case law discussed in 4.3.3 below and further Kloepfer in Dolzer and 
Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 358-360, Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 
55-59, Schmidt-Bleibtreu and Klein Grundgesetz 701 and Nolte Lokale Agenda 21 
174-175. Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 373 
observes that article 20(a) has considerably 'upgraded' environmental protection in 
the constitutional law context and that it is important for the balancing of the 
implementation of different constitutional provisions. See 4.2 to 4.4 below. 
See the comparative analysis in Chapter 8. 
The Staatsziel Umweltschutz was inserted by the 42nd amendment of the GG in 
October 1994. The German Constitution under the Weimar government of 1919 
referred to the environment, albeit, in a very general sense and together with the 
notions of art and history/culture. For an account of the inclusion of the Staatsziel 
Umweltschutz and a number of the subsequent results refer, inter alia, to Brandner 
and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 155, 221-223, Schmidt-Bleibtreu and 
Klein Grundgesetz 699-700, Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 870-871 and Kloepfer 
in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 357. 
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Freely translated, this provision means that, mindful also of its 

responsibility towards future generations, the state shall protect the natural 

bases of life and animals789 by legislation and, in accordance with law and 

justice, by executive and judicial action, all within the framework of 

constitutional order.790 As this is known as the constitutional environmental 

provision it is odd that article 20(a) does not mention 'the environment' 

(Umwelt) per se. Still, in German environmental law generally, the 

environment is widely understood to include the human environment 

(related to social and political issues) and the ecological environment 

(related to environmental media and the biosphere).791 

Although it is an objective constitutional norm, article 20(a) has been 

described as having the character of law.792 It is understood to recognise 

and anchor the notion of sustainable development793 and to imply, as was 

indicated earlier, that government (including local government) must 

operate with due regard of the environment.794 Article 20(a) accordingly has 

normative content value. It is also anthropocentric in nature.795 It has been 

'(A)nd the animals' has been included by the 50 amendment of the GG in 2002. It 
can be viewed as a groundbreaking development, given the fact that most legal 
systems to date have refrained from recognising the rights or legal status of animals 
per se. Article 20(a), however, remains unenforceable which still does not allow for 
any legal claims by people on behalf of animals, for example. See further Arndt in 
Steiner (ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 1004 and Schmidt-Bleibtreu and Klein 
Grundgesetz 700. 
Every effort has been made to ensure that this translation is correct, but for different 
translations from the original German text, see Schlemminger and Wissels (eds) 
German Environmental Law 18 and Mulloy et al German Environmental Law 12. 
See the definition of the environment offered by Sparwasser et al Umweltrecht 4 and 
Himmelmann et al Handbuch des Umweltrechts A1 5 and further, Arndt in Steiner 
(ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 1001-1002, Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 7, 
Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 875-877 and Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) 
Protecting our Environment 364-366. For ideas on why the constitutional writers 
opted to include 'natural bases of life' as opposed to 'the environment' refer to 
Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 230 and Kloepfer in Dolzer 
and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 363-364. 
Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 374, Jarass and Pieroth Grundgesetz 495 and 
Brandner and Mel3erschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 224. 
Himmelmann et al Handbuch des Umweltrechts A1 21 and Nolte Lokale Agenda 21 
177. 
Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 360, Schlemminger 
and Wissel (eds) German Environmental Law 18, Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 
44 and Schmidt-Bleibtreu and Klein Grundgesetz701. 
Sparwasser et al Umweltrecht 6, Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 87'1, 875, Mulloy et 
al German Environmental Law xiv and Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) 
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argued that the inclusion of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz (and 

environmental matters as such) in the GG has more than mere symbolic 

meaning and that it serves a prominent role in constitutional law.796 For 

example, the Staatsziel Umweltschutz increases the importance of 

environmental protection considerations in discretionary decision-making. 

It must also be employed in the interpretation of law and legal terms that 

are indefinite or indistinct.797 The Staatsziel Umweltschutz must be a 

guideline in all decision-making processes, and law-making must be 

aligned with it.798 

4.2.2.2 Positive and negative obligations 

Article 20(a) has a defensive/shielding nature which means that it aims to 

ward off certain behaviour.799 The Staatsziel Umweltschutz is therefore 

indicative of actions that the German government should refrain from.800 

Article 20(a) also poses a general duty on the part of government to take 

positive action801 towards realisation of article 20(a).802 Sachs803 argues that 

Protecting our Environment 366 argue that article 20(a) can be interpreted only in an 
anthropocentric sense but that room should be made for legal protection of the 
inherent value of the natural environment for people. Refer also to Nolte Lokale 
Agenda 21 175-177 and Sparwasser et al Umweltrecht 6. The latter view 
complements the suggested adjustments to the traditional anthropocentric approach 
in the South African context also. Refer to 2.2.6 above. 
Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 240 argue that article 20(a) 
resulted in the constitutionalisation of environmental concerns and that it is almost 
possible to speak of the environmentalisation of the GG. Brandner and 
MeBerschmidt even go as far as to state that Germany may be viewed as an 
environmental state (Umweltstaaf) and that the inclusion of the Staatsziel 
Umweltschutz marks 'a point of no return' for German authorities. Kloepfer in Dolzer 
and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 373 furthermore remarks that article 
20(a) of the GG has 'considerably upgraded' environmental protection in the context 
of constitutional politics and law. 
See Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 45, Sparwasser et al Umweltrecht 50 and 
Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 362. 
Sparwasser et al Umweltrecht 50. 
Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 225-226. 
Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 226, Sachs Grundgesetz 
Kommentar 885 and Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 58. Article 20(a) compels 
government to refrain from acting in a fashion that will not be conducive to the 
protection of the natural bases of life and the animals. This is reminiscent of the 
typical features of a civil/political right. 
Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 147, 225-226, 230 and 
Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 45 hold that article 20(a) of the GG implies and 
requires motion or positive action whilst Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) 
Protecting our Environment 364, 372 comments on the 'dynamism' of this provision. 
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the legitimacy of the German government depends on fulfilment of the 

positive duties imposed by article 20(a).804 This statement should be seen 

in context. Unlike the environmental provision in the Constitution of South 

Africa but like the position in Namibia, article 20(a) aims to direct the 

conduct of government - it does not impose any positive obligations on 

individuals or the private sector.805 It has mere vertical application. 

Government in all its manifestations is, however, obliged to abide by the 

objective of environmental protection.806 The injunction that positive 

conduct is required, is directed primarily (albeit not exclusively)807 at the 

See on the 'action-based' formulation of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz, Sachs 
Grundgesetz Kommentar 873. 
Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 878. Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 55-56 observe 
that article 20(a) establishes a duty of foundational character for the legislature and 
executive. Government should act as an observer of environmental matters which 
relate to promotion of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz. This obligation can be positive 
and/or negative depending on the circumstances of a particular case. What the 
taking of positive action in the German context entails or requires is not clear from the 
text of the GG itself. Article 20(a) contains no reference, for example, to 'legislative 
and other measures' or the adoption of 'measures' and 'policies' that have been 
included in the environmental provisions of the South African and Namibian 
constitutions (see 5.2 and 6.2 below). Although also not expressly clear, the latter 
constitutional texts at least provide an idea of what type of positive action government 
may be expected to take. See also Sparwasser et al Umweltrecht 48-49. 
Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 872. 
Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 160 hold that government in 
this instance comprises of federal government, federal states (Lander) and local 
authorities, as well as other government bodies. See also Maurer Allgemeines 
Verwaltungsrecht 22 and Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 45. The constitutional 
responsibility of government towards future generations is addressed inter alia, by 
Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 364, 367-368, 
Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 877, Jarass and Pieroth Grundgesetz 493 and Nolte 
Lokale Agenda 21189. 
Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 45. Although a feature of the rule of law 
generally and a feature of the realisation of constitutional provisions, profuse 
emphasis is placed in German literature on the role of the legislature in furthering the 
Staatsziel Umweltschutz. Refer inter alia to Himmelmann et al Handbuch des 
Umweltrechts A1 20, Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our 
Environment 359, Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 225, Sachs 
Grundgesetz Kommentar 883-884 and Jarass and Pieroth Grundgesetz 494. The 
Staatsziel Umweltschutz, in addressing only public authorities, establishes a 
deviation from the German environmental law cooperation principle with its emphasis 
on the joint environmental roles of government and society (see 4.3.2.1). The private 
sector may, however, acquire obligations from legislation that has been promulgated 
in terms of article 20(a). 
Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 360, 372. 
Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 362 observes that 
regardless of the emphasis on the power of the legislature, article 20(a) is 
immediately binding also on the executive and judiciary. The executive is hence 
perfectly free to take environmental action without prior legislative action. 
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legislature.808 It has been said that the primary addressee is the 
legislature.809 The executive and judiciary are required to act subsequent to 
legislative initiatives. The legislature is expected to concretise the 
Staatsziel Umweltschutz for its integration in public administration and its 
application in the justice system.810 The legislature is thus left with a rather 
crucial responsibility but also with a wide array of opportunities.811 The 
executive has a somewhat 'delegated' but still fundamental function in that 
it should establish practice in the administration of government in line with 
the Staatsziel Umweltschutz.812 The Staatsziel Umweltschutz should, inter 
alia, guide the executive's interpretation and discretionary decisions in 
terms of environmental and other laws.813 The development and 
implementation of environmental policy, although not explicitly mentioned, 
may be a further important function of the executive to be read into the 
Staatsziel Umweltschutz.8™ As far as it concerns the judiciary, it must 
interpret legislation and the content of other sources of law in the light of 
article 20(a).815 In other words, German law should generally be applied 
and interpreted in a Staatsziel Umweltschutz-iriendty manner.816 

Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 885 holds that the prerogative of government in 
terms of article 20(a) leaves the legislature in the particular, with exceptional 
responsibilities. Sachs reasons that whether or not, and if so to what extent, 
government fulfills its obligations in terms of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz, is in the 
first instance to be estimated from the actions taken by the legislature. On the role of 
legislation in realising constitutional rights generally, see De Wet Constitutional 
Enforceability 38. 
See Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht45, Sparwasser era/ Umweltrecht52, Dolzer 
and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 359, Kloepfer Umweltgerechtigkeif\3, 
Arndt in Steiner (ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 1012 and Schmidt and Kahl 
Umweltrecht 59. 
Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 226. For the environmental 
law-making competencies of the federal, Lander and local government in Germany 
refer to Himmelmann era/ Handbuch des Umweltrechts A1 32-40. 
Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 873. In order to facilitate intergenerational equity 
Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 368 argues that the 
legislature should institutionalise long-term environmental responsibility by means of 
procedural and organisational measures. 
Refer to Himmelmann ef a/ Handbuch des Umweltrechts A1 20-21. 
Refer to Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 361 -362. 
Refer to Himmelmann ef a/ Handbuch des Umweltrechts A1 21. Environmental 
considerations arguably need to be captured in policy to be influential in decision-
making processes. For a similar contention, albeit in terms of article 21 of the 
Constitution of the Netherlands of 1954, see Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African 
Law 91. See also Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 
362-368 and Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 59. 
Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 885-886. Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) 
Protecting our Environment 361 observes that conflicts between constitutional 
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Sachs817 puts particular emphasis on the role of environmental standards in 

responses to the Staatsziel Umweltschutz.™ Recent years have shown a 

general move towards the development of qualitative standards (as 

opposed to mere quantitative standards) that are translated into goals for 

environmental quality and action in Germany.819 Environmental standard-

setting has infiltrated law-making at all government levels.820 It seems, 

though, to have been more influential at the level of Lander and local 

government.821 The reason for this is that differences in pollution levels, the 

sensitivity of environmental media, the resilience of natural resources and 

the level of use, hamper the ability of uniform national or federal standards 

provisions are certainly conceivable and that they will have to be resolved through a 
balancing act that may require application of the 'principle of conservative 
compensation' and/or the 'principle of practical concordance.' The author argues that 
such balancing by the legislator is essentially exposed to its political discretion, 
flexibility and capability. Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 878 and Schmidt and Kahl 
Umweltrecht 57 confirm that the Staatsziel Umweltschutz also plays a role in the 
constitutional balancing of rights. Accordingly, even if not a fundamental right itself, 
article 20(a) could influence the preferential treatment/application/interpretation of a 
particular constitutional right in a given situation. 
Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 45. Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) 
Protecting our Environment 363 observes that complete inactivity or extreme 
disregard of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz may lead to disputes and conflict between, 
for example, the national and Lander governments. Such conflict would fall within the 
scope of constitutional and administrative law and could provide an opportunity for 
the Bundesverfassungsgericht or other courts to interpret and give meaning to the 
Staatsziel Umweltschutz. The author makes it clear, however, that also in this 
scenario it will not be possible for the judiciary to infringe upon the principles that 
underpin the Mas politica (discussed in 3.1). See also Beyerlin 1990 Reports on 
German Public Law 12-13 and refer to the discussion of case law in 4.3.3 below. 
Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 889. 
From as early as 1971 the German federal government has included a number of 
quantitative goals and standards in its environmental programmes. Standards were 
introduced on carbon monoxide emissions and surface water quality, for example. 
See Rehbinder in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 375-377. 
See Rehbinder in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 377-383. 
Environmental quality goals (targets) reportedly are formulated in purely qualitative 
terms and are based on environmental quality criteria. Environmental action goals 
are quantative in nature and specify the extent to which, for example, the emission of 
substances or the consumption of resources must be reduced to achieve an 
environmental quality goal within a specified period of time. Note of Rehbinder's 
contention that both environmental quality- and action goals are instrumental in 
enhancing the transparency of environmental policy, in widening time horizons to 
permit long-term strategies and in functioning as standards in the estimation of 
priorities. See also Sparwasser et al Umweltrecht 60-200. 
This will become evident in 4.3.4 to 4.4.7 below. 
Rehbinder in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 382-383. 
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to have an impact where it may matter most.822 In addition to environmental 

standards it has been contended that legislative environmental goals are 

'decisively important' to render the Staatsziel Umweltschutz concrete and 

ex post facto applicable.823 Rehbinder824 makes a strong case in favour of 

specified environmental goals. It appears therefore that the fulfilment of the 

Staatsziel Umweltschutz requires among other substantive issues to be 

covered in legislation, the setting of concrete/specific environmental 

standards and targets at different government levels.825 

4.3 Related features of the Grundgesetz and environmental law 

4.3.1 Supportive constitutional developments 

The rights to human dignity, life and health as basic constitutional rights 

contained in the GG826 and the social state principle (Sozialstaatprinzipf21 

In Germany some standards exist relating to waste and public transportation, for 
instance. These may be entrenched in federal law or can be contained in guideline 
documentation of the Federal Ministry for the Environment, Nature Conservation and 
Nuclear Safety. See Acts and Ordinances at 
http://www.bmu.de/english/acts_ordinances/doc/39683.php. 
Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 373. 
Rehbinder in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 386-388. 
Rehbinder shows that research indicates that while environmental priorities must be 
based on scientific information, they ultimately depend on political discourse. This 
relates to the idea of the politics of pollution that was discussed in 3.4 above. 
Himmelmann et al Handbuch des Umweltrechts A5 2. Environmental standards are 
thought to serve a concretising function that should make abstract legal provisions 
more concrete in relation to research and technology. Environmental standards 
should hence be employed as means to make the law more concrete, inter alia, for 
the executive and civil society in relation to the specific state of the environmental 
and scientific knowledge and predictions. Environmental target-setting and 
development of environmental standards are highly specialised, sometimes 
politicised and environmental-media specific. This study will not explore the depths 
of this scientific field although its importance in the fulfilment of environmental rights 
generally is fully acknowledged. For a review of the different types of legal 
instruments (such as legislation, regulations and prescriptions) refer to Himmelmann 
et al Handbuch des Umweltrechts A5 3-9. For a comprehensive analysis of the 
presumed definition and role of environmental targets in general, see Rehbinder in 
Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 375-421. Refer to the 
Heidelberg case study in 4.6 below for an example of how environmental targets and 
indicators can be rolled out in LEG. 
Articles 1 and 2. Arndt in Steiner (ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 1013-1014, 
Schmidt-Bleibtreu and Klein Grundgesetz 701 and Brandner and MeBerschmidt 
Umweltschutz und Recht 145, 183-184 argue that these rights together with the 
article 14 right to property are important in establishing an 'ecological minimum for 
existence' or so-called 'okologisches Existenzminimum.' According to Kloepfer in 
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reinforce protection of the properties contained in the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz. The Staatsziel Umweltschutz may similarly buttress some 

of the guarantees and basic rights in the GG to the extent that article 20(a) 

should be borne in mind in the interpretation and application of the 

remainder of the GG.828 Furthermore, the constitutions of the Lander all 

include environmental protection as a constitutional objective.829 This 

'double constitutional objective' could be seen as a novel reinforcement 

mechanism in as far as it pertains to the obligation of Lander and local 

authorities across Germany to fulfill the Staatsziel Umweltschutz.830 

4.3.2 Supportive environmental notions and legal developments 

The subsequent section reviews in brief some environmentally relevant 

developments in Germany. As will become clearer, a number of learning 

points related to fulfilment of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz are concealed in 

these somewhat diverse and haphazard developments and features of 

German environmental law. 

827 

Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 359, Schmidt and Kahl 
Umweltrecht 56 and Winter (ed) German Environmental Law 50 basic rights may be 
essential in ensuring environmental protection by the German government. Their 
argument implies that the Staatsziel Umweltschutz could have less meaning, or 
perhaps no real meaning, without a number of supporting enforceable constitutional 
rights. 
For the nature and role of the Sozialstaatprinzip in German constitutional law see, 
amongst others, De Wet Constitutional Enforceability 17-35, Nolte Lokale Agenda 21 
172-192, Himmelmann et al Handbuch des Umweltrechts A1 22, Schmidt and Kahl 
Umweltrecht 59 and Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 
358. On the notion of the German social/welfare state (Sozialstaat) see, inter alia, 
Singh German Administrative Law 18-20. This notion means that the state is obliged 
to provide for the basic needs of its citizens - it encompasses an obligation to protect 
citizens in need of public support. See Michalowski and Woods German 
Constitutional Law 30 and Maurer Allgemeines Verwaltungsrecht 22. 
Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 36Q-369. 
Refer to Arndt in Steiner (ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 1004 and Kloepfer in 
Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 357. 
See further 4.4 below. In South Africa, despite the fact that it is possible in terms of 
section 104(1) of the Constitution, very few attempts have been made to date to draft 
and adopt provincial constitutions. See 6.2.4.14 below. No regional constitutions 
also exist in Namibia. See Chapter 5. 

828 
829 

830 
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4.3.2.1 Environmental principles 

Verschuuren831 identifies nine functions that environmental principles may 

generally be expected to fulfill. These include that they enhance the 

normative powers of rules and define rules that are open or unclear. It is 

argued that the 'rules' he refers to also include fundamental rights and 

constitutional law provisions. The environmental principles832 entrenched 

and incorporated in German environmental law may accordingly assist with 

a contextual interpretation of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz.633 The four key 

environmental principles are the precautionary,834 the polluter pays,835 the 

requirement of cooperation836 and integration principles.837 Whereas the 

first two principles are fairly well known in IEL, EU environmental law and 

foreign environmental law jurisdictions,838 the cooperation and integration 

principles are a rather unique attribute of the German environmental law 

system. The cooperation principle focuses on the idea of Zusammenarbeit 

(joint effort). It means that environmental protection (and arguably also 

fulfilment of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz) is a task that requires cooperation 

among all stakeholders and that it is a duty that falls not only on 

government or only on the private sector. It deals with the distribution inter 

alia of environmental duties in the democratic system of governance and is 

directly related to the need for public participation and transparent 

Verschuuren Principles 145. For further reading on environmental principles 
generally see De Sadeleer Environmental Principles. 
Refer, inter alia, to Schlemminger and Wissel (eds) German Environmental Law 40-
43 and Mulloy et al German Environmental Lawxii. 
Amongst others, see Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 231, 
Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 878, Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting 
our Environment 423-459 and Verschuuren Principles 113-117. 
Refer, inter alia, to Himmelmann et al Handbuch des Umweltrechts A2 4-23, Kloepfer 
in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 427-439 and Schmidt and 
Kahl Umweltrecht 9-10. This principle is understood in German law to embrace the 
prevention of hazards and the minimisation of environmental impact and to capture 
notions such as sustainability and the cradle-to-grave principle. 
Refer inter alia to Himmelmann et al Handbuch des Umweltrechts A2 24-27, Kloepfer 
in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 439-450 and Schmidt and 
Kahl Umweltrecht 10-12. The principle is understood to require, inter alia, of polluters 
to individually or jointly cover remedial costs. 
Amongst others, see Himmelmann et al Handbuch des Umweltrechts A2 28-31, 
Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 450-456 and 
Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrechf\2^3. 
See 4.3.2.1. 
Inclusive of South Africa and Namibia. Refer to 5.3.2.2 and 6.3.1. On the principles 
of EU environmental law see Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 328-333. 
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environmental governance, for example.839 The principle also hints at the 

idea that environmental protection is not a duty of only one level or sector of 

government and that environmental protection requires cooperation among 

all the levels and bodies of government as part of the idea, inter alia, of 

kooperativer Foderalismus.8*0 In the context of the cooperation principle the 

fact that Germany has known an educational focus on the environment 

from as early as the 1950s may be important.841 In 1971 the federal 

government pronounced environmental consciousness to be an essential 

element of its first environmental policy programme.842 Federal government 

Refer to Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 450-451. 
Kloepfer indicates that this principle demands of society and the private sector not to 
remain in a 'cartel of silence' but to share information and expertise related, for 
example, to cutting-edge environmental technology and standards. The principle 
may, hence, feed into the need for environmental education and environmental 
information in the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions. Refer to 2.8.1 
and 2.8.7. The principle underscores the content of several acts. Article 1 of the 
Environmental Information Act (Umweltinformationsgesetz) of 2001 states that it aims 
to ensure free access to information on the environment possessed by public 
authorities and distribution of this information, as well as to lay down the fundamental 
prerequisites according to which information of this nature should be made available. 
In terms of article 2(1), the Act applies to information on the environment available 
inter alia from local authorities or associations of local authorities. Article 9 of the 
Environmental Liability Act (Gesetz uber die Umwelthaftung) of 1990 furthermore 
states that where the facts of a case suggests that an installation has caused 
environmental damage, an injured party can seek information from those authorities 
which have approved or supervised the installation or which are responsible for 
recording effects on the environment. Refer to Winter (ed) German Environmental 
Law 374-378 for English versions of the Environmental Information Act of 2001 and 
the Environmental Liability Act of 1990. See also Du Plessis 1998 Journal of South 
African Law 222-244 and Du Plessis 1999 Journal for Contemporary Roman Dutch 
Law 352-372. 
Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 350. The principle 
is also legally entrenched, for example, in the Recycling and Waste Management Act 
of 1992 (article 25) and the Federal Nature Conservation Act of 2002 (article 29). On 
the idea of cooperative federalism (Kooperativer Foderalismus), see Bauer in 
Kloepfer (ed) Umweltfoderalismus 39-41. It is argued that the cooperation principle 
does not exist in exactly the same form in South African environmental law since the 
principle emphasises not only cooperation between state bodies but also cooperation 
between the state and communities/society. The closest comparison found in South 
African environmental law to the German cooperation principle is a number of issues 
raised in the NEMA related, inter alia, to intergovernmental coordination (section 2(l)) 
and promotion of the participation of all interested and affected parties in 
environmental governance (section 2(f)). The idea of an all-encompassing 
cooperation principle could hence be a useful learning point. Brandner and 
MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 162-163 furthermore refer to the close 
relationship between environmental standards, control (by both the state and society) 
and environmental information and data. 
Schleicher in Bos and Lehman (eds) Reflections on Educational Achievement 233. 
Schleicher in Bos and Lehman (eds) Reflections on Educational Achievement 233-
234. 
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'demanded an integration of environmental topics in teaching concepts'843 

from primary to tertiary educational levels and in adult education. It has 

been reported that today more than a hundred associations (apart from 

educational centres) in Germany busy themselves with the improvement of 

environmental education and awareness, and that the media play an 

important role, even through multimedia distance learning programmes.844 

Another aspect related to the cooperation principle is the endeavor on the 

part of public authorities to stimulate and encourage environmental-friendly 

behaviour on the part of the private sector by means of tax incentives or 

other market-based instruments aimed at improved environmental 

compliance, for example. The integration principle has been the latest 

addition to the list of core environmental law principles in Germany.845 This 

principle entrenches the contemporary idea (firmly established in EU law846 

and incorporated in the law of several countries), that there should be a 

move away from silo-based environmental law development and 

implementation towards a more holistic approach. This approach is 

opposed to environmental law fragmentation and professes that there 

should be integrated regulation, for example, of pollution of different 

environmental media or preservation of different types of natural 

resources.847 Within the integration principle, a distinction can be made 

between internal and external integration. Internal integration requires 

integration within the environmental sector and environmental law, whilst 

external integration refers to increased integration of cross-sectoral 

environmentally-relevant issues in governance generally - issues such as 

transportation, energy, tourism and agriculture.848 This principle relates to 

843 
844 
845 

846 

847 

848 

Schleicher in Bos and Lehman (eds) Reflections on Educational Achievement 234. 
Scleicher in Bos and Lehman (eds) Reflections on Educational Achievement 239. 
This is a novel development at this point, to be found only in mainstream 
environmental law literature. See, inter alia, Ramsauer in Koch (ed) Umweltrecht 94. 
Article 6 of the Treaty Establishing the European Community of 1957 states that 
'(e)nvironmental protection requirements must be integrated into the definition of 
implementation of the Community policies and activities ... in particular with a view to 
promoting sustainable development.' The development of the integration principle at 
EU level arguably stimulated its subsequent development in German law. On the 
influence of EU law on the development of the law in Germany generally, see 4.3.4 
below. 
See, inter alia, Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 13-15 and Ramsauer in Koch (ed) 
Umweltrecht 94. 
Ramsauer in Koch(ed) Umweltrecht 94-95. 
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the notion of cooperative governance as it is known in South Africa, for 

instance.849 

4.3.2.2 Umweltgesetzbuch 

Since the 1970s efforts have been made towards the drafting and inception 

of a uniform federal Umweltgesetzbuch (environmental code).850 Discourse 

on the feasibility and content of the Umweltgesetzbuch continues (rather 

passionately), but the document has not yet been finalised.851 The main 

aim of the code is to assemble, harmonise and integrate the entire body of 

environmental laws in Germany.852 The code is expected to include (1) a 

general section focusing on trains of thought and structures of 

environmental law such as aims, principles and instruments for 

environmental action and (2) a more detailed section that will address the 

individual divisions of environmental law.853 This code, once established 

will, inter alia, include a set of environmental standards related to different 

sectors of environmental law. Its usefulness for improved environmental 

compliance should not be underestimated. The less fragmented and 

dispersed environmental law requirements, the easier it may be, for 

example, for public and private entities to distil and abide by duties 

applicable to them.854 A more legally compliant society can furthermore 

only contribute to the protection of the natural bases of life as envisaged by 

the Staatsziel Umweltschutz. The code is intended to be flexible and is 

expected to become a key instrument in Germany for promotion and 

furthering of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz.855 

On cooperative government in South Africa refer inter alia to Currie and De Waal 
(eds) Constitutional and Administrative Law 119-124 and Rautenbach and Malherbe 
Constitutional Law 262-267. See also 3.2.5 above and 7.2.4.6 below. On local 
government and intergovernmental relations in Germany, see Gunlicks Local 
Government *\ 81 -213. 
Sparwasser etalUmweltrecht A2 and Ramsauer in Koch (ed) Umweltrecht83-84. 
See Kloepfer Das kommende Umweltgesetzbuch and Umweltgesetzbuch at 
http://www.umweltbundesamt.de/umweltrecht-e/umweltgesetzbuch.htm. The first 
edition of the final text is expected to be finalised towards the end of 2009. 
Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 4-7. 
Schlemminger and Wissel (eds) German Environmental Law 30. 
The idea of the establishment of an environmental code is thus complementary to 
both the cooperation and integration principles. 
Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting our Environment 372. 
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4.3.2.3 Umweltinformationsgesetz 

Since the collection and dissemination of environmental information has 

been identified as an element for the fulfilment of constitutional 

environmental provisions,856 the Umweltinformationsgesetz of 2001 

(Environmental Information Act)857 of Germany must be scrutinised. The 

Act aims to ensure free access to environmental information possessed by 

public authorities and the distribution of environmental information, as well 

as to lay down related procedural guidelines.858 Local authorities are 

explicitly included as public bodies from which environmental information 

may be requested.859 Information on the environment is defined for 

purposes of the Act as all written or pictorial data or data stored on any 

other information medium concerning: the condition of water bodies, the air, 

soil, flora and fauna and natural habitats; activities, including those which 

cause nuisances such as noise; or measures which restrict or could have a 

negative impact and activities or measures to protect these areas of the 

environment including administrative measures and programmes for 

environmental protection.860 Whereas article 4(1) of the Act states that 

'(e)verybody shall be entitled to free access to information on the 

environment from a public authority ...' it can be deduced that unless listed 

as an exception, everybody has the right to request information, inter alia, 

from local authorities as to programmes and measures in place to fulfill the 

Staatsziel Umweltschutz.m Notably, it is not necessary for a requester of 

environmental information to show a specific interest or concern in order to 

obtain information. In terms of the Act it is, furthermore, the obligation of 

the federal government to report on the state of the environment in 

Germany at four-year intervals.862 

856 Refer to 2.8.1 above. 
857 For an English translation of the Act refer to Mulloy et al German Environmental Law 

345-348. 
Article 1 of the Environmental Information Act. 
Article 2 of the Environmental Information Act. 
Article 3(2) of the Environmental Information Act. 
See also articles 8 and 9 of the Umwelthaftungsgesetz of 1990 (Environmental 
Liability Act). 
Article 11 of the Environmental Information Act. On access to environmental 
information in Germany generally, see Sparwasser et al Umweltrecht 173-178. 
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4.3.3 Case law 

As was indicated before, individuals cannot employ the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz as ground for judicial action against the German 

government.863 But, it was indicated also that article 20(a) of the GG must 

be employed and borne in mind in the judicial interpretation and application 

of German law generally - including the subjective fundamental rights in the 

GG.864 Some cases have to date been decided by the Federal 

Administrative Court of Germany that reflected upon or referred to the 

nature and role of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz.865 The case law consulted 

showed or confirmed in the main that article 20(a) must be interpreted in 

the context or in relation with the remains of the rights and provisions in the 

GG;866 that the Staatsziel Umweltschutz is legally binding first of all on the 

legislature but also on the executive and judiciary;867 that the legislature 

should further unpack the means by which to ensure protection and 

conservation of the environment;868 that the Staatsziel Umweltschutz must 

be employed for assistance and direction in the interpretation of unclear or 

undetermined provisions in German law;869 that buildings and constructions 

have relevance in the context of article 20(a) in so far as it relates to the 

environment of people as envisaged in the GG;870 that the implementation 

of article 20(a) must be weighed up against the implementation of other 

constitutional provisions such as the constitutional right to artistic 

freedom;871 in the context of article 20(a), that environmental quality is 

important, as against the mere conservation of the environment;872 that the 

Staatsziel Umweltschutz compels environmental optimisation on the part of 

863 
864 
865 

867 
868 
869 
870 
871 
872 

See 4.2 above. 
See 4.2 above. 
Some decisions of the Bundesverfassungsgericht relate to the environment but have 
been decided in terms of some of the enforceable fundamental rights in the GG such 
as the rights to life and property. These will, however, not be discussed here. 
BVerwG, NJW 1995,2648. 
BVerwG, NJW 1995, 2649 and BVerwG, NVwZ 2006, 597. 
BVerwG, NJW 1995, 2640. 
BVerwG, NVwZ 2006, 597. 
BVerwG, NJW 1995,2649. 
BVerwG, NJW 1995, 2648-2649. 
BVerwG, NJW 1995, 2650. 
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government;873 that policy should be developed for the sustainable use of 

non-renewable natural resources;874 and, in the last instance, that article 

20(a) applies also to local government.875 The fulfilment of the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz must therefore be considered to be in the purlieu of local 

government.876 

4.3.4 European Convention on Human Rights and EU influences 

A clear distinction must be drawn between the law developed in the 

framework of the Council of Europe (including the ECHR, for example) and 

the law of the European Community. These legal systems differ in 

structural terms and with respect to their legal effects. However, in as far 

as both legal forums have an international character they are discussed 

under one heading here. 

Several jurists to date have made a case, with reference to the rulings inter 

alia of the ECHR for positive, environmentally relevant obligations on the 

part of state governments to arise from, amongst other rights,877 article 8 of 

the European Convention on Human Rights (European Convention).878 

Article 8 entrenches the right to respect inter alia for private and family life. 

It is argued that EU countries such as Germany could benefit in their own 

constitutional law interpretation inter alia from the type of positive 

environmental government action read into article 8.879 The cases of the 

ECHR involving article 8 to date reveal that the right to private and family 

BVerwG, NVwZ 2006, 597. 
BVerwG, NJW 1995, 2648. 
BVerwG, NVwZ 2006, 595-597. 
BVerwG, NVwZ 2006, 595-597. 
Such as the right to life in article 2. See Fadeyeva v Russia (2005), Strasbourg, 
application 55723/00, for example. 
Refer inter alia to Wright 1998 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 21 -25. Wright reflects 
on the role of local government in the protection and fulfilment of article 8 of the 
Convention, amongst other factors. For a discussion of the reception and 
development of the right to environment in European law, see Collins 2007 McGill 
International Journal of Sustainable Development Law and Policy 137-147. 
This study maintains throughout that IL should be employed as an aid to interpret 
constitutional environmental law. See also 2.4.2 above. 
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life imposes positive environmental obligations on governments. They are 

required: 

• to protect citizens from exposure to the dangerous effects of an activity 

exposed by an environmental impact assessment;880 

• to employ relevant environmental information in environmental decision-

making processes and policy development;881 

• to be legally responsible for preventing serious damage to their citizens' 

health caused by pollution (inclusive of noise pollution) from or by 

incidents at industrial plants - even where these are privately owned 

and managed;882 

• to weigh up individuals' rights against those of communities, which 

amounts to balancing economic activities that impact on the 

environment with the legal environmental entitlements of people;883 

• to comply with domestic environmental law; and884 

• to communicate sufficient environmental information to citizens, which 

could enable them to do risk analyses with regard to their environmental 

health and safety.885 

EU environmental law (acquis communautaire) and international law 

developments influence German environmental law-making.886 German 

environmental law must be brought in line with any commitments or 

880 
881 
882 

883 

884 
885 
886 

Taskin and others v Turkey (2004), Strasbourg, application 46117/99. 
Taskin and others v Turkey (2004), Strasbourg, application 46117/99. 
Governments may, for example, be expected to remove residents from a dangerous 
or exposed site. See Fadeyeva v Russia (2005), Strasbourg, application 55723/00, 
Moreno Gomez v Spain (2004), Strasbourg, application 4143/02 and Oneryildiz v 
Turkey (2004), Strasbourg, application 48939/99. The latter case was, however, 
decided in terms of article 2 of the European Convention. 
Lopez Ostrav Spain (1994), Strasbourg, application 16798/90. The ECHR found that 
the aims intended with an environmental provision (right) are important 
considerations in this balancing act. 
Hatton and Others v United Kingdom (2001), Strasbourg, application 36022/97. 
Guerra and Others v Italy (1998), Strasbourg, application 14967/89. 
See, inter alia, Sparwasser et al Umweltrecht 31-46, Risse in Kloepfer (ed) 
Umweltfoderalismus 73-74, Mulloy et al German Environmental Law xii-xiii, Erbguth 
and Schlacke Umweltrecht 110-119 and Rengeling in Schmidt-Apmann et al 
Bundesverwaltungsgericht 889-911. On the directives of the EU on air quality, water 
quality and management, nature protection, waste management, industrial pollution, 
chemicals and genetically modified organisms, see Steiner et al (eds) Environmental 
Governance 154-168. 
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obligations in terms inter alia of EU environmental law.887 As a result, the 

argument has been raised that German environmental law is increasingly 

becoming European in character. Aspects of EU environmental law that 

have to date been transposed into domestic German law in some form or 

other include environmental information, auditing, emission control 

(inclusive of integrated pollution control),888 water management,889 waste 

management,890 hazardous substances control and environmental 

conservation.891 The collective regional (EU) effort in drafting 'framework' 

environmental law that should be transposed into national law by member 

countries could substantially advance the constitutional environmental 

obligations imposed on domestic legislatures. The same holds true where 

the EU transposes IEL (such as conventions of the Council of Europe)892 

into EU law (regulations and directives), in advance of transposition by 

domestic legislatures. It is almost possible to speak of the presence of an 

EU 'environmental law-making infrastructure.' The EU as a regional 

'framework' law-maker has at its disposal legal and scientific expertise for 

the development of regulations and directives893 that may serve to benefit 

all countries in the region. This holds true especially for those countries 

that lack sufficient expertise in the area of environmental law, law-making 

887 

888 

889 
890 
891 

892 

893 

On the history and operation of EU environmental law, refer to Himmelmann et al 
Handbuch des Umweltrechts A1 21 a and A9 5-50. 
Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 78-80 and Kreuter-Kirchhof in Dolzer and Thesing 
(eds) Protecting our Environment 484-485. 
Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 139-141. 
Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 181-183. 
Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 228-230. Refer also generally to Kokott and 
Raberger in Kloepfer (ed) Umweltfoderalismus 103-105. 
On the Council of Europe see http://www.coe.int/. The Council of Europe was 
responsible inter alia for the European Convention on Human Rights of 1950 and the 
Council of Europe Charter of Local Self-Govemment of 1985 discussed in 4.4.3 
below. 
Regulations are legal norms that are directly applicable in all member countries and 
supersede national legislation, thus not requiring any transportation into domestic 
law. Directives are not directly applicable but are binding upon member countries to 
the extent that a government may decide the best means to achieve the results 
intended with the directive. Directives include obligations for member countries to 
transpose certain provisions into domestic law within a specified period of time. This 
transposition makes directives binding in the member countries and allows 
harmonisation of different national law systems. EU recommendations and opinions 
are non-binding but provide guidance to EU institutions and member countries. Refer 
to Steiner et a/(eds) Environmental Governance 154. 
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and the establishment of environmental standards and targets, for 

example.894 

In addition, when the EU signs an IEL Convention such as the Aarhus 

Convention895 it surely has implications for the member countries. For 

example, subsequent to having signed the Aarhus Convention, the EU 

drafted regional legislation to have the content of the convention 

implemented in a harmonised fashion in all 27 EU member countries. The 

Aarhus Convention requires of state parties to 'ensure' that members of the 

public have access to information,896 are allowed to participate897 and have 

access to judicial review.898 Although the term 'right' is not used per se, the 

objective, structure and context of the Aarhus Convention are rights-

oriented.899 Two EU directives and one EU regulation pertaining to the 

Aarhus Convention now apply to the EU member states.900 Germany 

responded to the Aarhus Convention, subsequent to the related EU 

legislative processes, by including its content, inter alia, in the Umwelt-

Rechtsbehelfsgesetz of 2006 and the Gesetz zu dem Ubereinkommen vom 

25. Juni 1998 uber den Zugang zu Informationen, die 

Offentlichkeitsbeteiligung an Entscheidungsverfahren und den Zugang zu 

Gerichten in Umweltangelegenheiten (Aarhus-Ubereinkommen) of 2006. 

This action makes it possible to argue that international law developments, 

together with regional activity, resulted in enforceable 'rights' of access to 

environmental information, participation and review of environmental 

decisions in Germany.901 This multi-layered law-making processs indirectly 

complemented at least three of the generic elements for the fulfilment of 

constitutional environmental obligations. These include collection and 

894 
895 
896 
897 
898 
899 
900 

901 

See also Steiner et al (eds) Environmental Governance 154-155. 
The Aarhus Convention was introduced in 2.4.3.7 above. 
See Ebbesson 2003 Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 45-47. 
See Ebbesson 2003 Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 47-48. 
See Ebbesson 2003 Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 49-51. 
Ebbesson 2003 Yearbook of Human Rights and Environment 44. 
See European Commission Environment at http://ec.europa.eu/environment 
/aarhus/. 
Since the Umweltinformationsgesetz introduced the idea of a right to environmental 
information in Germany before the regional developments in terms of the Aarhus 
Convention it is possible for regional law to serve at times a mere reinforcing role as 
opposed to an initiating role. 
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dissemination of environmental information, public participation in 

environmental decision-making processes, and environmental education.902 

4.3.5 Assessment 

The section above indicated that regardless of the fact that the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz of the GG does not establish a justiciable fundamental 

constitutional right, it compels positive action on the part of the government 

when read in context with other developments in German environmental 

law.903 The type of positive action required can be derived from the wording 

of article 20(a) itself as well as from the environmental principles that apply 

in Germany, the activities that have to date been identified for protection of 

environmental interests in terms of article 8 of the European Convention, 

and related decisions of German courts. The positive action distilled from 

these generally relates to the setting of standards, environmental planning 

and the consideration of environmental cooperation, information, impact, 

compliance, and harmonisation of environmental regulation, as well as 

intergenerational equity in environmental decision-making at different 

levels. This list of required positive actions may, however, be far from 

complete, as future legal developments will continuously add more activities 

to it. 

Literature on German environmental law puts vast emphasis on the key role 

of the legislature at all levels of government in promoting and realising the 

Staatsziel Umweltschutz. Therefore, the question of whether or not 

government is doing its part to fulfill the objective and abstract constitutional 

environmental provision can be reduced in essence to an assessment of 

the activities of the legislature. Still, it is acknowledged that the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz has direct bearing also on the executive and judiciary. The 

ideas of cooperative environmental action and integration of environmental 

governance, as entrenched in the German environmental law principles, 

may be crucial in ensuring the cohesive positive action of all the bodies of 

902 See further 2.8. 
903 See 4.2.2.2. 
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government (and the citizenry) towards fulfilment of the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz.904 Article 20(a) has vertical application only. It is, however, 

unthinkable for government single-handedly to ensure achievement of the 

type of environment envisioned by the Staatsziel Umweltschutz. It is 

proposed that the German legislature could, however, creatively employ the 

cooperation and integration principles to invoke additional obligations on 

the part of society. 

It is furthermore argued that the impact and scope of the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz in the GG is strengthened by the fact that it is imitated in the 

constitutions of the different Lander. The constitutions of the latter 

influence local authorities in the decentralised government system. The 

constitutions of the Lander may elaborate on but not substantially deviate 

from the article 20(a) Staatsziel Umweltschut - any deviation usually 

acknowledging the unique environmental composition of the Land.905 It has 

furthermore been observed that EU environmental and human rights law 

(including the enforcement of article 8 in the European Convention) may 

encourage and advance the observance and fulfilment of the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz in Germany as a member country.906 In addition to German 

case law, the decisions and interpretations of the ECHR in terms of article 8 

certainly provide the German legislature and authorities with notional 

guidelines as to the range of the type of positive action that is or may be 

required to fulfill constitutional environmental obligations generally. In the 

last instance it is possible to conclude that the long-established and 

developed acquis communautaire may benefit environmental and human 

Although cooperative governance and the idea of environmental integration are not 
foreign concepts in the South African law framework, they have not yet developed to 
where they have established themselves as a binding and autonomous 
environmental law principle in both the public and private spheres (like the 
cooperation principle in Germany). The successful adoption/replication of the 
cooperation principle is alluded to by Kloepfer in Dolzer and Thesing (eds) Protecting 
our Environment 453, who holds that this principle 'needs to be buttressed by a state 
that is able and willing to get things done' and that 'any environmental policy that 
dismisses the very idea of cooperation ... is ultimately doomed to failure.' 
Cooperative governance and the idea of environmental integration have also not yet 
received significant attention in Namibian environmental law as is seen in Chapter 5 
below. 
See for additional observations, 4.6.2 below. 
See 4.3.4 above. 
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rights development and interpretation in the countries of the EU region to 

an extent that the African region, for example, can learn from.907 In the 

decentralised government system of member countries, European 

environmental law developments impact on and enhance environmental 

law-making at all levels of governance in member countries - inclusive of 

the level of local government. Local government in Germany and its role in 

fulfilment of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz and environmental provisions in 

the Lander constitutions are subsequently considered. 

4.4 Local government in Germany 

4.4.1 Local government structure 

Being a federation with a population of 82 million people of whom most live 

in urban areas, each level of the German government serves a significant 

function.908 In the federal system a distinction is made between the federal 

government (Bund), the sixteen federal state governments (Lander),909 a 

The African region, however, has the advantage of an enforceable environmental 
right in the African Charter, of which the judicial interpretation could similarly benefit 
African countries. Still, the SERAC-decision, for example, only addressed some 
positive government obligations related to the facts of the case (refer to 2.7.1). 
Additional decisions in terms of article 24 of the African Commission may be essential 
to guide the countries of the region more comprehensively in the interpretation inter 
alia of constitutional environmental provisions. 
Local government is responsible for 22 percent of total state expenditure with federal 
government being responsible for forty percent and the Lander for 38 percent. Refer 
for some basic statistics to Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local 
Government 83, 88. For a historical account of the federal government structure in 
Germany see Beyerlin 1990 Reports on German Public Law 1 -21. For succinct notes 
on the historical development of local authorities in Germany, see Born (ed) Local 
Government Constitution 9-10 and for a more comprehensive account of the 
development of local government in Germany till 1949 when local self-government 
gained 'a place in German society which few other systems of local government 
could match', refer to Gunlicks Local Government in the German Federal System 5-
31. For a general comprehension of the term 'federation', inter alia, see Venter 
Constitutional Comparison 224-255. 
The primary law-making powers are with the German federal government and the 
law-making power of the Lander is restricted to some areas. The Lander are, 
however, responsible for executing their own laws as well as federal laws in 
autonomous fashion. It has been observed by Beyerlin 1990 Reports on German 
Public Law 9-10 that in Germany the field of administration 'is clearly dominated by 
the Lander.' For a short expose on the Lander, see Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and 
Role of Local Government 83-84. Note also that federal reform took place in 
Germany in 2006, which also impacted on the law-making powers of the Lander and 
federal government. It appears, however, as if the position remains that the Lander 
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number of administrative districts (Regierungsbezirke), approximately 330 

smaller regions or counties (Kreise or Landkreise)9™ and free cities 

{kreisfreie Stadte).9" As perception of localised government, German local 

government includes the Lander governments, districts, Landkreise and 

municipalities (Gemeinden). Viewed in a more narrow way, local 

government comprises only of district authorities and municipalities.912 It is 

this conception of local government that Gunlicks913 has in mind when he 

states that 'the local level is the primary focus for the administration of the 

laws and regulations of all levels in Germany.' The duties of local 

government are divided between district authorities and municipalities in 

line with the notion generally that supra-local services that cannot be 

provided by municipalities should be provided by district or regional 

authorities.914 Districts comprise of Landkreise (smaller regions) and free 

cities and are responsible for efficient service delivery through the pooling 

of resources and expertise.915 Inter alia, they see to functions that a 

municipality may not be able to adequately perform on its own due to their 

nature.916 The districts have a supervisory function over constituent 

municipalities on behalf of the Lander government.917 In addition to 

districts, the GG also recognises the freedom to self-government of so-

will only have environmental legislative power in so far as this power has not been 
assumed by federal government. 
On the notion and meaning of Kreise refer to Falk Kommunalen Aufgaben 78-80. 
Which include the three city states of Hamburg, Bremen and Berlin. 
In this study, German local government will be referred to in the narrow sense. 
Available literature places little emphasis on the distinction between district 
governments and municipalities. This study considers these structures inclusively 
and they are collectively referred to as 'local government' unless otherwise stated. 
Gunlicks Local Government in the German Federal System xi. 
This principle is derived from the Council of Europe Charter of Local Self-Government 
of 1985. See 4.4.3 below. 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 86. 
These functions may include, for example, water services and social welfare. Refer 
to Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 86. 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 86. Districts are elected 
and their powers are derived from Land legislation and delegations from the Land 
and municipalities. See Mulloy ef al German Environmental Law xv. Some large 
cities have the same status as districts and are referred to as district-free cities 
{kreisfreie Stadte) which reminds of the district-free metropolitan municipalities in 
South Africa (see Chapter 7 below). A city with a population exceeding 100 000 
people becomes a city-district (Stadtkreis). On the latter refer to Kramer in Steytler 
(ed) Place and Role of Local Government 90-93, and on the distribution of functions 
between districts and municipalities, see Gunlicks Local Government in the German 
Federal System 102-109. 
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called Gemeindeverbande (municipal associations or unions).918 For 

purposes of inter-local government cooperation and support, additional 

'institutional instruments' exist in Germany. These are called 

Zweckverbande and can be viewed as special associations that assist local 

authorities in executing their right to local self-government.919 

Zweckverbande are function-specific with their role usually related to 

service delivery or other services for special purposes such as social 

services and schools.920 These associations are public entities entrusted 

with certain powers by participating/member municipalities. Municipalities 

may delegate a specific function (for example waste or water management) 

to a municipal association.921 By agreement, the wide variety of 

associations renders services such as power provision, health and 

transport management.922 Ivlunicipalities are not incorporated as a third 

order or level in Germany's government system - they form part of the 

Land administration, with supervision of the municipalities being the 

exclusive task of the Lander governments.923 The municipalities 

themselves are the smallest, albeit most important units of local 

government.924 German municipalities have been described as rather 

Article 28(2) of the GG. 
On the historical development, functions and legal nature of Zweckverbande, see 
Falk Kommunale Aufgaben 86-92. For a definition of a Zweckverband and 
comments on the legal nature thereof, see Schmidt Kommunale Kooperation 27-32. 
Falk Kommunale Aufgaben 87. 
Refer, inter alia, to Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 86 
and Gunlicks Local Government in the German Federal System 42-46. Gunlicks also 
shows where the idea of municipal associations originated from. The idea of 
municipal associations as state bodies/public entities is not known in South Africa or 
Namibia. See Chapters 5 to 7. 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 87. A municipality may 
belong to more than one municipal association. 
Or the district authority where this function is delegated from the Land to the district. 
See Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 84-85. The 
legislative powers of the Lander governments are outlined in article 70 of the GG. On 
the legislative and executive powers of federal, Lander and local government see 
Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 54-60. 
See Falk Kommunale Aufgaben 76. 
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diverse,925 but they are nevertheless one of the foundations of the German 

democratic state.926 

4.4.2 Status and powers of local government 

The GG recognises the role of local government and affords and 

guarantees the Landkreisen and municipalities the right to democratic local 

self-governance free from interference by the German national 

government.927 This is a feature of federal systems and democracy that 

relates to the idea of decentralisation.928 Article 28(1) of the GG provides 

that the constitutional order in the Landern must conform to the social state 

principle,929 the GG generally and the rule of law. Article 28(2) spirals down 

further in the government structure by stating that: 

The municipalities ... shall be guaranteed the right to manage all 
the affairs of the local community within the limits set by law. 
Within the framework of their statutory functions the associations 
of communes likewise shall have the right of self-government in 

Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 83. See also Singh 
German Administrative Law 37. Gunlicks Local Government in the German Federal 
System 40 shows that because of the population density in the country the contrast 
between rural and urban areas is not as sharp as in France, for example, or arguably 
for that matter in South Africa and Namibia. See also Chapters 5 to 7 below. 
Seewald in Steiner (ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 19. 
On the notion of Selbstverwaltung refer to Falk Kommunale Aufgaben 99-100, 102. It 
is the 'own responsibility' (Eigenverantwortlichkeif) of local governments to regulate 
their local communities inclusive of physical space and social aspects. Bartels Die 
rechtliche Ordnung 40-41, 47. Gunlicks Local Government in the German Federal 
System 68 shows that the guarantee of local self-government is, however, an 
institutional guarantee and not one that applies to municipalities individually. For an 
analysis of the legal meaning of local self-government in terms of article 28 of the 
GG, see further Bartels Die rechtliche Ordnung 43-53, Zacharias Kommunalrecht 25-
41, Nolte Lokale Agenda 21 204-205 and Beuermann in Lafferty and Eckerberg (edsj 
From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 21108. On the classic elements of the self-
government principle in Germany, see Maurer Allgemeines Verwaltungsrecht 576-
580, Seewald in Steiner (ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 25-36 and Born (ed) 
Local Government Constitution 7-8. For a historical perspective of the notion of self-
government generally and specifically in Germany, refer to Seewald in Steiner (ed) 
Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 181-184, Gunlicks Local Government in the German 
Federal System 67-68, Maurer Allgemeines Verwaltungsrecht 577-578 and Venter 
Constitutional Comparison 230-235. Schefold in Hinz and Gatter (eds) Global 
Responsibility - Local Agenda 85 provides a short overview of the development of 
specifically Prussian local self-government. On the meaning of local-self government 
for furthering of sustainable development and LA 21 in Germany, see Nolte Lokale 
Agenda 21 202-212. 
The notion of decentralisation is in more detail attended to in Chapter 5 below. 
See 4.2 and 4.3 above. 
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accordance with the law. The right of self-government shall 
include responsibility for financial matters. The local 
governments have the power to levy trade taxes according to the 
rates for assessment determined by them.930 

This provision makes it clear that local government is constitutionally 

entitled to sovereign self-government with regard to 'all matters' in the local 

community.931 The exact parameters of these 'matters' are not elucidated. 

Article 28(2) does, however, reiterate that local government must function 

within the margins of the GG and the law. This may imply that subsidiary 

laws (have to) further unpack the executive and legislative powers of local 

government. It also makes it clear that local government is bound by all 

provisions of the GG (inclusive of the article 20(a) Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz).932 Kramer933 indicates that local self-government has two 

dimensions: one administrative and the other functional. The administrative 

dimension relates to a municipality's management powers, the power to 

appoint personnel (officials), the power to make bylaws,934 the power to 

administer municipal finances and powers related to zoning and planning.935 

Administrative powers of municipalities generally do not depend on 

enabling legislation but are derived from article 28(2) of the GG.936 

Additional powers are conferred on municipalities in terms of Land law 

which may vary from a local government charter to issue-specific local 

government laws.937 The GG makes special reference to the financial 

responsibility that accompanies local self-government and the power of 

930 

931 

932 

933 
934 

935 

936 

937 

Translation obtained from Singh German Administrative Law 57 and Kramer in 
Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 84. 
Refer to Bartels Die rechtliche Ordnung 40. The provision on local self-government is 
contained also in the constitutions of the Lander and may not be diminished. Refer to 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 84. 
See Bartels Die rechtliche Ordnung 54-59 and Seewald in Steiner (ed) Besonderes 
Verwaltungsrecht 23. 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 87. 
The administrative dimension may arguably be divided between executive and 
legislative powers where the power to make bylaws forms part of the latter as part of 
the idea of Satzungsautonomie. 
For a short description of the powers of local government generally, see Zacharias 
Kommunalrecht 34-35, Born (ed) Local Government Constitution 8 and further 
Beuermann in Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds,) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 
2/108. 
Note that the administrative powers of Landkreise must be provided for in legislation 
and cannot be drawn directly from the GG. 
On local government law in Germany refer to Gunlicks Local Government in the 
German Federal System 69-72. 
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local authorities to charge taxes.938 The idea of financial responsibility (with 

emphasis on the notion of responsibility) may be intrinsically tied to all other 

obligations and responsibilities of local government, including those 

incurred from the Staatsziel Umweltschutz. 

Municipalities mainly have executive powers and although they may pass 

laws/bylaws (called Satzungen), are perceived not to have legislative 

powers in the strict sense. Satzungen are regarded as regulating 

instruments at the disposal of local authorities in the regulation of their own 

affairs.939 The autonomous regulating power of local government could 

therefore culminate in autonomous Satzungen.9*0 The idea of self-

government also sanctions local government to draft and implement 

policies related to their functions and duties.941 These functions and duties 

will typically also include those derived from the environmental provisions in 

the Lander constitutions and the Staatsziel Umweltschutz in the GG.942 The 

legislative powers of local government in general seem to be similar in 

Germany to those of local government in South Africa and Namibia.943 As 

far as its executive function is concerned it has been observed that local 

government (together with the Landern) sees to the realisation of 

approximately seventy to§ eighty percent of all federal laws.944 Local 

government may accordingly have a particularly important role to play in 

compliance and enforcement. It has been observed that local authorities 

are 'strongly influenced by federal policies.'945 It is worth noting as an 

example, the explicit environmentally relevant obligations of local 

government contained in the federal Baugesetzbuch of 2006 or building law 

of Germany as well as in § 49 of the Bundes-Emissionsschutzgesetz of 

1990 (Federal Emission Control Act). Local authorities are legally 

See also Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 84. 
Nolte Lokale Agenda 21 206. 
Refer to Bartels Die rechtliche Ordnung 54, Steiner (ed) Besonderes 
Verwaltungsrecht 16 and Zacharias Kommunalrecht 5. See also related decisions of 
the Federal Administrative Court of Germany such as BverwG, NJW 2000, 1129-
1131 and BVerwG, NVwZ 2006, 595-597. 
Refer to Seewald in Steiner (ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrechf\4. 
See Sparwasser et al Umweltrecht 59-60 and further 4.6 below. 
See 5.4 and Chapter 7. 
Seewald in Steiner (ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrechf\3. 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 85. 
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compelled to take due cognisance, inter alia, of different environmental 

media and biodiversity when implementing the provisions of the building 

law.946 

Regardless of its implementation role generally, local government cannot 

participate formally in the legislative procedure of federal government. At 

best, local government is represented by lobbying groups such as the 

German Conference of Municipal Authorities and Lander representatives.947 

The idea is not to contest this arrangement here. It is proposed only that if 

local government becomes the main executing body in relation to the 

content of federal law, it makes sense for local government to be more 

closely involved in the federal law-making process. It may be imperative for 

federal law to be designed in a fashion that takes into consideration first

hand input, inter alia, on the practical challenges and structures of local 

government. 

4.4.3 International and EU influences 

Still acknowledging the distinction between the legal systems of the Council 

of Europe and the European Community, it is preferred to discuss here 

some relevant developments in both systems under one heading as was 

the case in 4.3.4 above. 

The EU favours decentralisation of authority948 and local government has 

been represented in the formal structures of the EU since its 

establishment.949 The Council of Europe Charter of Local Self-Government 

of 1985 (the Charter)950 is an international treaty (established within the 

framework of the Council of Europe) that entrenches the principle of 

See § 1 and 1a of the Baugesetzbuch of 2006. 
See Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 86. 
Dunoff in Bodansky etal (eds) International Environmental Law 89 and article 4 of the 
Council of Europe Charter of Local Self Government of 1985. 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 89. 
Almost all of the Council of Europe member countries are parties to the Charter and 
new members are expected to ratify the Charter at the earliest opportunity. The 
Charter entered into force in 1988. 
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subsidiarity and commits the ratifying member countries to guarantee the 

political, administrative and financial independence of local government.951 

The treaty came into force in Germany in 1988. In terms of article 12(1) of 

the Charter each party undertakes to consider itself bound by at least twenty 

paragraphs of part 1 of the treaty. The Charter furthermore requires the 

principle of local self-government to be recognised in domestic law952 and, 

where practicable, in the constitutions of member countries.953 Local 

authorities, acting within the limits of the law, should be enabled to 

democratically regulate and manage a substantial share of public affairs 

under their own responsibility in the interests of the local community.954 

The intention of the Charter is to ensure that local authorities have a broad 

range of realistic responsibilities.955 These responsibilities may include 

those related to environmental governance and the provision of 

environmental infrastructure and services. Article 4 lays down the general 

principles on which the responsibilities and nature of local authorities' 

powers should be based. The Charter proclaims that public responsibilities 

should be exercised preferably by the level of government closest to 

citizens and that a higher level should be considered only when 

coordination or discharge of duties is impossible or less efficient at the level 

immediately below.956 To this end, the Charter outlines the principles 

concerning protection of local authorities' boundaries, existence of 

adequate administrative structures and resources for fulfilment of their 

tasks, conditions under which responsibilities must be exercised, the 

financial resources of local authorities, and the legal protection of local self-

government.957 The Charter futhermore limits the administrative supervision 

of local authorities' activities to the verification of lawfulness only and 

See Born (ed) Local Government Constitution 8-9 and Zacharias Kommunalrecht 4-5. 
Through allocating clear and not merely ad hoc functions to local government. See 
article 4 of the Charter. 
Article 4. 
Article 2. 
Article 3. 
Article 4. This provision corresponds with the often heard idea that environmental 
functions should be fulfilled at the level of government closest to the people. See 
also Chapter 3. 
Articles 5-9. In essence, these provisions may be perceived to call, inter alia, for 
clear and unambiguous devolution and decentralisation of environmental functions to 
local government. 
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requires that sufficient room be made in government structures for local 

government initiative.958 The need for initiative and wide discretion is 

reiterated but the Charter acknowledges that the general rules under which 

local government may act in such cases could be regulated by law.959 

The Charter also makes it clear that the legal authority to perform certain 

functions is meaningless if local authorities are deprived of financial 

resources to carry them out.960 Quite laudably, provision is made for 

functional cooperation between local authorities, aiming at improved 

efficiency through joint projects or carrying out tasks which are beyond the 

capacity of a single authority.961 Issues related to environmental 

governance such as water management and air quality management, for 

example, may typically fall beyond the capacity of a single authority. It is 

stated further that direct cooperation with individual local authorities of other 

countries should also be permitted, although the manner of such 

cooperation must respect the legal rules and framework of local 

government powers that may exist in each country.962 It is hence 

acknowledged by implication that local authorities could have a role in the 

governance of cross-border environmental calamities or that local 

authorities in countries of the North could learn from each other or share 

learning experiences with countries in the South, for example. 

The development, objectives and functions of local government in Germany 

as a signatory state to the Charter must be aligned with the content 

thereof.963 Several of the issues addressed by the Charter directly relate to 

some of the elements for fulfillment of environmental rights generally as is 

Article 8. Local government initiative may arguably be particularly important in 
environmental contexts whereas the environmental composition (and challenges) of 
municipal areas will inevitably be unique and different. 
Refer to article 4. 
Article 9. This observation is reiterated in the chapter on Namibia. See Chapter 5. 
Article 10. This type of cooperation may be particularly useful in the context of the 
provision of environmental infrastructure and services. Although the idea of 
functional cooperation between local authorities itself is not necessary new, it 
appears to be unique for a regional law instrument to make provision for such 
cooperation. 
Article 10. 
However, note of the observations by F\ynn 2000 European Environment 75-84. 
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shown in 4.5 below. As far as could be established, neither the African 

Union964 nor the SADC965 has a regional instrument on the regulation of 

local government in its members countries. The Charter may accordingly 

be a model instrument in this regard.966 

4.4.4 Functions, supervision and capacity of local government 

As with local authorities generally, local government in Germany is 

responsible for decision-making and functions that impact at local level.967 

As part of its competency to govern, it performs a wide range of flexible 

public tasks that could be adapted or expanded as social convictions/needs 

and economic or environmental change demands. The range of local 

government functions required in terms of the GG and Lander constitutions 

is divided into compulsory duties and optional or voluntary functions.968 The 

compulsory duties are those that local authorities are under a statutory 

obligation to fulfill and usually consume the biggest part of local government 

964 

965 

966 

967 

968 

Refer to 2.7. 
Refer to 2.7 
As far as could be established no similar instrument exists in the Inter-American legal 
system, although local government in this region is the main agenda of the Hjgh-
Level Inter-American Network on Decentralisation, Local Government and Citizen 
Participation (RIAD). At the SADC local government conference in 1999, attended by 
representatives from Botswana, Lesotho, Malawi, Mauritius, Mozambique, Namibia, 
South Africa, Swaziland, Tanzania, Zambia and Zimbabwe, the principles of good 
governance, popular participation, democracy, gender equity, local economic 
development, partnerships for sustainable development and sound environmental 
management were acknowledged. In order to promote regional cooperation on local 
governance, the Ministers of the represented countries adopted specific resolutions, 
inter alia, on regional cooperation, information-sharing and capacity-building, 
constitutional frameworks and local governance, sustainable service delivery, 
environmental planning, and partnerships for development. See SADC Local 
Government Conference at http://www.thedplg.gov.za/subwebsites/ publications/ 
sadcconference.htm. At the time of writing this thesis it did not appear as if any 
follow-up developments had taken place. 
Refer inter alia to Beuermann in Lafferty and Eckerberg (edsj From the Earth Summit 
to Local Agenda 21 108, Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 60 and Kramer in 
Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 87. For a schematic outline of the 
general administrative functions of local authorities in Germany, see Steiner (ed) 
Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 38. For rights and duties of local governments as 
legal constructs in German law, refer to Seewald in Steiner (ed) Besonderes 
Verwaltungsrecht 23. 
See the useful contribution on Gemeindeaufgaben of Zacharias Kommunalrecht 61 -
73 and further Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 87 and 
Born (ed) Local Government Constitution 10-11. 
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budgets.969 The voluntary functions, which rely on the availability of a 

budget surplus, include maintenance of public amenities, public transport, 

museums, concert halls and adult education.970 

In addition to the compulsory statutory duties of local government, a 

number of matters are delegated from the level of the Land (ubertragene 

Aufgaben). Delegated duties may relate, inter alia, to occupational health 

and safety, health in general, nature conservation and environmental 

protection.971 Kramer972 describes the presence of compulsory duties and 

delegated/transferred duties as affording local authorities a 'dual' function. 

It may be important to comprehend that despite their constitutionally 

entrenched autonomy, many powers and functions of municipalities and 

districts are derived from delegated powers. Local authorities in Germany 

accordingly often act as agents for either federal or Land government to 

implement and manage programmes that were initiated at these levels.973 

In this 'agency relationship' government supervises the implementation of 

delegated responsibilities by means of instructions, 'so that these can be 

These functions include, inter alia, the construction of public schools, nurseries, 
social-welfare infrastructure, disaster management, waste management, provision of 
energy and water, and the organisation of municipal elections. In these matters, local 
government operates independently in so far as planning and personnel are 
concerned. See Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 85, 
Born (ed) Local Government Constitution 11-12 and Seewald in Steiner (ed) 
Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 41. 
Refer to Seewald in Steiner (ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 39. 
See Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 85, 87-88 and Born 
(ed) Local Government Constitution 12. Collectively, the delegated environmental 
functions could be described as forming part of inclusive environmental governance. 
The main sectors within which the delegated duties of local government are situated 
are transport, education and culture, public and social security, supply services, 
housing, health-care, youth-care and the environment. On the environmental law-
making competency of local government in Germany, see Himmelmann et al 
Handbuch des Umweltrechts A1 38-40. With regard to their delegated functions, 
local authorities are subject to the supervision of the Land, which may examine the 
effectiveness of local government measures. If local authorities do not observe the 
instructions of the Land, the latter can take responsibility for the task (substitution 
measures). In extreme cases the supervising body can even replace the head of the 
municipal administration with a so-called Land commissioner. The supervision can, 
however, also extend to what is called Rechtsaufsicht - which pertains to legal 
supervision. Here the Land should see to it that activities and procedures are within 
the law. See Gunlicks Local Government in the German Federal System 96. Federal 
government, however, has no supervisory duties with regard to local government, but 
in extreme cases the federal government can compel a Land government to comply 
with its duties. 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 87. 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 88. Own emphasis. 
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carried out uniformly throughout the country.'974 Hence, although given 
several key delegated functions, local government is guided by Lander 
authorities, to ensure the execution of delegated functions, and to ensure 
that they are carried out in a more or less uniform fashion across 
Germany.975 

To realise its objectives and perform its functions (especially the objectives 
and functions that inherently fall within the cadre of local governance), local 
government inter alia needs sufficient financial resources. Local self-
government may therefore require fiscal autonomy.976 Local government in 
Germany has significant revenue-raising powers,977 the most important 
sources of income including fees and contributions, taxes, financial 
allocations and payments/reimbursements978 from the federal and Land 
government (as part of the notion of local government fiscal equality at 
Landkreis level).979 As in South Africa and Namibia,980 local government 
revenue in Germany is insufficient to cover all expenses at times.981 Lander 
governments have, for example, been accused of easing their own financial 
burdens at the expense of local authorities - redistribution of funds seems 

Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 88. 
As a result of the wide-ranging responsibility of local government and the notion of 
local self-government, the Bundesverfassungsgericht found that municipalities are 
also in charge of all competencies within their territories that have not been explicitly 
distributed to Lander or local government but which are necessary for organising and 
regulating the 'daily living conditions of the local people.' See Kramer in Steytler (ed) 
Place and Role of Local Government 88. 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 88. For an elaborated 
discussion of local government finance, see Gunlicks Local Government in the 
German Federal System 119-142. 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 93. 
In the case of the execution of delegated functions. 
The idea of fiscal equality is designed not only generally to improve the financial 
situation of local authorities. It should also balance out extremely large differences in 
the taxable capacity of local authorities and must bear the special burdens of central 
municipalities that provide services for surrounding areas. Apart from taxes raised, a 
municipality is entitled to a specific share of the revenue from income tax and general 
sales tax on the basis of taxes paid by its residents. It is also entitled to an overall 
percentage of the total revenue from joint taxes accruing to the Land. In 2000, local 
government raised nearly a quarter of its revenue. Refer to Born (ed) Local 
Government Constitution 18, Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local 
Government 88 and Beuermann in Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds) From the Earth 
Summit to Local Agenda 21108. 
The magnitude of financial-related predicaments in these countries, however, is out 
of scale with the position in Germany. See generally Chapters 5 and 7. 
Born (ed) Local Government Constitution 18. 
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to be problematic between the level of Land and local government.982 As a 

result, some local authorities in Germany complain about a 'structural 

financial crisis' that theoretically compels Landkreise to take responsibility 

for certain local government functions.983 The latter situation occurs despite 

the fact that the Lander constitutions usually provide that sufficient financial 

resources must accompany any duties delegated to local government.984 

Lack of financial resources may not be the only impediment for successful 

local governance. It has been argued that the effectiveness of the 

environmental law system in Germany, for instance, depends on the legal 

expertise available, as well as on the technical and administrative 

competence of public authorities.985 This translates into recognition of the 

need for sufficient skills-development and training in local government, 

especially where local government duties require specialised skills and 

know-how. 

4.4.5 Participatory local government 

Local government in Germany requires participatory representation and 

decision-making as is captured within the idea of Mitwirkung der Burger or 

citizen cooperation.986 The cooperation principle987 which permeates all 

areas of German law serves furthermore to entrench participatory local 

government. The idea has already been articulated, above, that the 

cooperation principle and the notion of local self-government, read with the 

need for participatory governance generally, go a long way towards 

Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 85. 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 85, 86. 
The Constitution of Lower Saxony, for example, is said by Kramer in Steytler (ed) 
Place and Role of Local Government 88 to provide that 'Land duties may statutorily 
be delegated to the local authorities and districts by way of a directive provided that 
proper arrangements are made to cover the expenses of executing such delegated 
duties.' 
Mulloy in Mulloy et al German Environmental Law xxiv. The relevance of this 
argument to the South African and Namibian contexts should not be underestimated. 
This idea is elaborated on in Chapter 8. 
See Bartels Die rechtliche Ordnung 40. 
See 4.3.2.1 above. 
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determining the ethos and practice of local governance in Germany.988 This 

is understood to include the idea that the nature of the activities of local 

government, the accessibility of local government to local populations, and 

the nature of the decision-making processes impel public participation in 

local government. The idea of openness with the public (the sharing of 

information on local government issues) receives high priority in local 

government in Germany, with the aim, inter alia, of preventing 

contraventions of the law.989 

4.4.6 Cooperative governance 

Generally, the cooperation principle990 and the idea of cooperative 

federalism991 in Germany leave government with no choice but to operate in 

a cooperative manner. Cooperation in this sense includes, inter alia, timely 

provision of information to and participation in proceedings of all affected 

institutions, groups and citizens, including the right of access to and 

inspection of documents.992 In terms of articles 4 and 5 of the Federal 

Administrative Procedures Act (Verwaltungsverfahrensgesety of 1998 

each authority, inclusive of local authorities, shall when requested to do so 

render official assistance to other authorities which are not in a position to 

perform their official functions for lack of personnel or equipment, for 

instance.993 The idea of inter-government assistance is accordingly 

entrenched in federal law. However, out of respect for autonomy in the 

federal government structure, interference may follow only once a 

government body (such as a local authority) has first had the opportunity to 

attempt to fulfill a particular function autonomously.994 Three structures 

exist to facilitate collaboration among local authorities in particular. The 

988 Refer to Bartels Die rechtliche Ordnung 59. 
989 It takes place within the general infrastructure for information-sharing in Germany by 

means of the press, radio and television. On the sharing of information at local 
government level, see Seewald in Steiner (ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 95-97. 

990 Refer to 4.3.2.1. 
991 See, inter alia, Beyerlin 1990 Reports on German Public Law 13-15. 
992 Schlemminger and Wissel (eds) German Environmental Law 42 and Arndt in Steiner 

(ed) Besonderes Verwaltungsrecht 1019. 
993 See, inter alia, Mulloy et al (eds) German Environmental Law xv. 
994 This idea is also in line with the principles of the Charter. See 4.4.3. 
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structures consist of a council of cities and towns (Stadtetag), a league of 
towns and municipalities (Stadt- und Gemeindebund) and the council for 
district authorities (deutscher Landkreistag).995 These are voluntary 
associations without statutory authority that municipalities are free to join. 
In practice most indeed do.996 These associations, together with 
developments at the level of the Land that are aimed at solidarity, arguably 
serve to strengthen cooperative governance in practice.997 Local authorities 
can also participate in administrative proceedings (such as environmental 
impact assessment procedures and applications for environmental 
authorisations) in their capacity as holders of public concerns. An important 
factor in the context of cooperative governance relative to the context of the 
Staatsziel Umweltschutz is that, in so far as it has only an objective legal 
character, its fulfilment inevitably relies on law and policy-making by the 
legislature and executive in the country. Synergy and cooperation between 
the legislative and executive bodies of different levels of government in the 
federal government structure may hence be unavoidable. It is generally 
possible to conclude that in Germany an impressively extended and 
efficient system for intergovernmental support and cooperation exists.998 

Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 89. 
Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 89. These three 
associations each have a seat in the German delegation that participates in the 
government structure of the EU. 
For some Land specific developments refer to Kramer in Steytler (ed) Place and Role 
of Local Government 89. 
Notably also, several initiatives exist at federal level for the furthering of 
environmental goals specifically at local government level. According to an interview 
with Zirkwitz H and Wipfler H (Department of Environmental Affairs, Industry and 
Energy of City Heidelberg) Germany 11 March 2007 (transcript of interview on file 
with author), an advisory commission on environmental affairs that consists of more 
or less fifteen directors of different environmental departments in different local 
authorities across Germany, for example, serves as an advisory council to the federal 
government's environmental ministry. As a result also of the fact that the EU requires 
improved regional coordination as a prerequisite for financial investment or 
assistance for environmental development and planning, German regions (such as 
the Karlsruhe region) increasingly embark on the coordination of some environmental 
activities and programmes which can be addressed communally. 
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4.4.7 Local environmental governance 

Environmental governance in Germany pertains to all levels of 
government.999 The Lander play a particularly crucial role that often 
devolves upon local government in a government system where delegation 
of functions thrives.1000 It has been observed that one of the advantages of 
federalism in Germany is that it encourages flexibility in adjusting policies of 
a general nature to local conditions. It also enables lower levels of 
government to develop unique solutions for particular local problems.1001 

Lander governments, for example, have a lot of scope pertaining to 
environmental law making, for example. This holds true especially where 
federal government has not employed its environmental law-making power 
or merely opted to issue framework provisions which leave room for more 
concrete legislative developments by Land or local government.1002 The 
Lander governments are furthermore responsible for environmental 
compliance and enforcement.1003 

See in this regard Schlemminger and Wissel (eds) German Environmental Law 30-
31. For some general ideas on local governance in the context of the environment 
and the GG in Germany, see Nolte Lokale Agenda 21197-202. 
Refer to Schlemminger and Wissel (eds) German Environmental Law 32. 
Regardless, federal law takes precedence over the law of the Lander in terms of 
article 31 of the GG. The Lander not only administer and implement statutes enacted 
by the respective parliament of the Land but also implement and execute federal 
statutes. It is primarily Lander laws that regulate local authorities or municipalities 
within the specific Land. Refer, inter alia, to Michalowski and Woods German 
Constitutional Law 34 and Maurer Allgemeines Verwaltungsrecht 579-580. At times, 
however, federal environmental law specifically mention local authorities or 
municipalities in the sense that the law reserve municipal powers for supplementing 
the federal law or for enacting more stringent law as is the case with section 49 of the 
Federal Emission Control Act. 
Schlemminger and Wissel (eds) German Environmental Law 18. The Federal Nature 
Conservation Act (Bundesnaturschutzgesetz) of 1998, for example, provides in article 
4 that '(w)ithin a period of two years after the entry into force of this Act, Lander 
legislation shall either adopt new provisions in keeping with the provisions of this Act, 
including appropriate compensation provisions, or they shall adapt existing provisions 
to correspond with those of the present Act.' Article 11 of the Protection against 
Harmful Changes to Soil and on Rehabilitation of Contaminated Sites Federal Soil 
Protection Act {Bundesbodenschutzgesetz) of 1998 provides that the Lander may 
issue provisions regarding the identification of contaminated sites and of sites 
suspected of being contaminated. 
This function has been delegated to them by the federal government which retains a 
supervisory function. Local government is therefore answerable to the highest 
environmental authority, namely the Ministry for the Environment in the Land. 
Schlemminger and Wissel (eds) German Environmental Law 33-35. According to the 
authors, in many Landern, special administrative bodies are established for individual 
areas of environmental protection such as emission control and waste management. 
In addition, several supreme federal or Land authorities exist which are officially 
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Several German scholars and, inter alia, the German Federal 

Administrative Court emphasise the fact that the Staatsziel Umweltschutz 

should direct the actions of local government and local political 

leadership.1004 Local government in its entirety is therefore expected to be 

guided by the Staatsziel Umweltschutz which compels local environmental 

governance in terms of the highest law of the country. Also, according to 

Beuermann1005 decision-making regarding public welfare (Gemeinwohl) 

traditionally has been a basic constituent of municipal political life in 

Germany. There is relatively large scope for development of local 

government policy strategies inter alia in environmentally relevant sectors 

such as energy, transport, waste, sewage, air quality and urban 

planning.1006 It is therefore possible for local government to make use of 

policy as a tool to fortify its local environmental governance endeavours. 

Most local authorities have departments dedicated to environmental 

governance whilst some have additional offices dedicated to specifically the 

furthering of LA 21. The infrastructure of local authorities seems to be 

generally conducive to environmental governance at this level. Still, as far 

as could be established, the notion of or a theoretical definition for local 

environmental governance (LEG)1007 or what can be called lokale 

Umweltregierung per se is not known in Germany. Should one consider, on 

the one hand, that environmental governance1008 is an established 

phenomenon in the country and on the other, that the components of 

LEG1009 fit the description of what German local government is and does, it 

commissioned to protect the environment, or to whom technical and scientific tasks 
are conferred. These bodies have limited direct administrative competencies. 
See, amongst others, Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 225, 
Sachs Grundgesetz Kommentar 884 and BVerwG, NVwZ 2006, 595-597. 
Beuermann in Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds,) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 
27 109. 
Refer to Beuermann in Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds,) From the Earth Summit to Local 
Agenda 21 108, Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 60 and BVerwG, NVwZ 2006, 
595-597. Mulloy et al (eds) German Environmental Law xv observe that '(a)s a rule 
of thumb, the further down the ranks of the administrative hierarchy, the greater the 
differences between the Lander in the distribution of authority.' Compare this, for 
interest's sake, with the position of local authorities in Britain as outlined by Wolf and 
Stanley Wolf and Stanley on Environmental Law 54-55. 
Refer to 3.3.3.1 above. 
Refer to 3.3.3.1 above. 
See the discussion at 3.3.3.1 above. 
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is possible to deduce that LEG forms part of local government in Germany 

in practice. This inference will not be separately explored but will be used 

in the estimation below of the extent to which local government is involved 

in the fulfilment of the requirements of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz.mo 

4.4.8 LA 21 in Germany 

The response to LA 211011 of German local authorities forms part of their 

LEG. As a development entrenched in international law LA 21 has been 

explained and described in the context of Germany as: 

• Intrinsically linked with the notion of active public (social and political) 

participation complemented by minimum standards entrenched in 

German administrative law;1012 

• Dependent for its success on decisions taken by society and elected 

governors;1013 

• Strongly related to the establishment and use of environmental 

indicators at local government level;1014 

• Serving two purposes: to reinforce awareness of the principles that 

underpin Agenda 21 at the local level and to achieve integration of these 

principles with daily local government activities;1015 

• Largely focused on concrete LA 21 projects as opposed to the drafting 

of mere abstract development plans;1016 and 

1010 
1011 
1012 

1013 
1014 

1015 

1016 

See 4.5.2. 
Refer to 2.4.3.3. 
Refer to Beck et al Partizipation und Landschaftsplanung 18, Kuhn in Beck et al 
Partizipation und Landschaftsplanung 281 and Beuermann in Lafferty and Eckerberg 
(eds) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 21132. 
Beck et al Partizipation und Landschaftsplanung 18. 
Kuhn in Beck et al Partizipation und Landschaftsplanung 281. Kuhn shows that 
indicators facilitate not only the establishment of environmental priorities and 
objectives but also discussion and decision-making. He also recognises the role that 
scientific experts inter alia could play in the identification of necessary and pragmatic 
environmental priorities and objectives and in weighing up the costs and benefits for 
the quality of life of people. 
Nolte Lokale Agenda 21133. 
Kuhn in Beck ef al Partizipation und Landschaftsplanung 282. Kuhn outlines also the 
benefits of a project-related approach to LA 21. 
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• Expected to satisfy three different but interrelated criteria,1017 namely 

social-ecological synergy, where the quality of life of people should 

improve whilst at the same time the use of natural resources should 

decrease;1018 collaboration (Zusammenarbeif), as far as participation and 

acceptance of LA 21 activities are concerned; and planning for the 

future, as far as space and time are concerned. 

By 2004, two thousand municipalities in Germany had embarked on 

activities in terms of or related to LA 21.1019 This trend revealed, inter alia, 

that the development and implementation of LA 21 activity requires of a 

local authority to take formal and binding decisions to this effect.1020 

Coordination with and support on the part of federal and Lander 

governments have also been identified as vital considerations for the 

success of LA 21 activities.1021 Germany made real progress when in 

recent years the federal government developed its national 'sustainable 

development strategy' and established a council for the coordination and 

administration thereof.1022 As will be shown in the case of Baden-

Wurttemberg in 4.6 below, Lander governments in some instances also 

attempted to establish a milieu conducive to the promotion of LA 21. 

Bearing in mind the Staatsziel Umweltschutz, the environmental provisions 

in Lander constitutions, the German cooperation principle, as well as 

Lander initiatives to further LA 21, local government may find it difficult to 

Kuhn in Beck et al Partizipation und Landschaftsplanung 283. 
Note the interesting, albeit historical, empirical observation by Nolte Lokale Agenda 
21122 that, worldwide, ecological aspects by 1996 deserved more attention in LA 21 
activities than economic or social aspects. 
Kuhn in Beck et al Partizipation und Landschaftsplanung 279. Compare this data 
with the report of Beuermann in 1998 which indicated that at that time, only one 
hundred out of sixteen thousand municipalities have initiated an LA 21 process. 
Refer to Beuermann in Lafferty and Eckerberg (eds> From the Earth Summit to Local 
Agenda 21 106 as well as to the comprehensive European study of Evans et al 
Governing Sustainable Cities 5-7. 
Beuermann in Lafferty and Eckerberg {eds) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 
2/114. 
Nolte Lokale Agenda 21 147 shows that this holds true universally. Empirical 
research revealed that in countries where LA 21 campaigns were initiated at 
national/federal government level, there was a 35 percent higher probability of local 
authorities in the country taking LA 21 further at local level. 
This strategy and council serve a directive function and have 'sustainable 
development orientation value'. See Nolte Lokale Agenda 21148. 
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justify inaction in relation to LA 21. Regardless of the voluntary nature of 

LA 21, the refusal by a local authority to utilise any conditions and/or 

opportunities favourable to advance LA 21 in its area could amount to 'a 

moral wrongdoing' when bearing in mind the constitutional environmental 

law context.1023 Local authorities' involvement in LA 21 initiatives at Land 

level must not be seen as diminishing the scope of the right to local self-

government, but rather as a way in which to benefit from the cooperation 

principle and the supervisory role of Land authorities. In 1998, when LA 21 

was still in its infancy, research demonstrated (in addition to reaching 

conclusions re local self-government and autonomous decision-making 

generally) that information deficits;1024 priorities and structures1025 and 

insufficient support by other actors1026 had been the main obstacles in 

promoting LA 21 among local authorities in Germany. Initially also, LA 21 

initiatives across the globe (as well as in Germany) resulted in ad hoc and 

issue-specific, short-lived projects. Ever since, Europe has seen a move 

towards the development and implementation of more holistic and cyclical 

projects1027 whilst many of the early difficulties related to LA 21 have been 

overcome during the past ten years.1028 

Bearing in mind the positive obligations imposed on the legislature and executive in 
Germany by the Staatsziel Umweltschutz and the environmental provisions in the 
Lander constitutions, it may even be possible for LA 21 inaction to become a felony in 
terms of law. However, the unenforceability of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz may 
render this argument permeable. 
Referring to a lack of information on Agenda 21 and LA 21 generally, and a lack of 
information on potential benefits, impacts and costs. 
These imply that LA 21 competes with other issues such as the consolidation of 
municipal finances and economic development and that a major structural obstacle to 
the acceptance and implementation of LA 21 activities is the administrative structures 
of local authorities. 
This refers to support by actors such as federal government, non-governmental 
organisations and other interested associations. See further Beuermann in Lafferty 
and Eckerberg (eds) From the Earth Summit to Local Agenda 21124. 
Refer to 4.2. According to the Interview with Kuhn S (Director: Urban Governance 
Local Agenda 21 of ICLEI European Secretariat Freiburg) Germany 15 March 2007 
(transcript of interview on file with author) (hereafter ICLEI Interview), Germany 
experienced a LA 21 boom in the late 1990s and most of the major cities and towns 
in the country have since embarked on LA 21 action. The development of cyclical 
local projects towards urban governance and sustainability is regarded as a more 
advanced and contemporary trend (albeit still rooted in the original ideas behind LA 
21). Projects aimed at improved urban governance and sustainability require 
scientific skills and coordination that are often based in local government 
departments tasked with urban development and economics. The implementation of 
these circular projects may require the input of more stakeholders than merely 
traditional 'Agenda Offices', environmental offices and departments in local 
government. Circular LA 21 projects are cross-cutting and scientifically sound with 
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4.5 Interface between fulfilment of article 20(a) and local 

government 

4.5.1 Introduction 

In the context of what has been said about the meaning and implications of 

the Staatsziel Umweltschutz and the legal status and role of local 

government, it is now possible to move towards an evaluation of the milieu 

in which local government should fulfill the obligations derived from article 

20(a) in the GG. In a country with several thousands of local authorities 

that all operate autonomously within the framework of local self-government 

this is a rather difficult exercise which may not lead to a firm conclusion. 

Still, it may be possible to identify some areas where local government, 

local governance and the positive state action required for the fulfilment of 

article 20(a) overlap. The areas of overlap and/or activities which create a 

nexus between local government law and action and the positive conduct 

required for fulfilment of the constitutional environmental principle of state 

policy are categorically reflected below with reference to the seven generic 

elements that have been distilled in 2.8 above. 

emphasis also on management and politics. According to the ICLEI Interview the 
municipalities in Germany where programmes on urban governance and 
sustainability (and/or traditional LA 21 programmes) operated best, were those where 
the key departments involved reported directly to the Lord or Lady Mayor. It was also 
indicated that (at least in Europe) together with the phasing out of LA 21 as it used to 
exist, dedicated Agenda Offices may also show an increased loss of influence and 
power. See also the case of Heidelberg below at 4.6. 
For some success stories on the implementation of LA 21 activities in Germany, 
see Landesanstalt fur Umwelt, Messungen und Naturschutz at 
http://www.lubw.baden-wuerttemberg.de and WSB Forschung Lokale Agenda 21 
at http://www.wzb.eu/alt/ztn/people/kern/kern_pro_environ_agenda21.de.htm. 
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4.5.2 Generic elements related to practice, principles, legal concepts 
and law 

The second column of Table 1 below lists some of the practices, principles, 

legal concepts and law in Germany that appear to intersect with the generic 

principles for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions, which 

appear in the first column. 
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Table 1 

Generic elements for fulfilment of constitutional 
environmental provisions Practice, principles, legal concepts and law in Germany 

1. Public participation 

• Public participation is required in terms of several German laws and principles with 
emphasis on the suitability at the level of government closest to the people. 

• The idea of public participation is entrenched in German environmental law such as 
the Environmental Information Act. 

• Public participation is directly related to the idea of Mitwirkung der Burger. 
• Public participation may be implied by the cooperation principle - cooperation 

between state bodies and society, inter alia, towards achievement of environmental 
goals. 

• Public participation has become entrenched in EL) law in response to the Aarhus 
Convention. 

• The idea of public participation could be entrenched in Lander constitutions when and 
where the need arise. 

2. Collection and dissemination of environmental 
information 

• Access to information generally stands central in the democratic Rechtsstaat of 
Germany. 

• The right to access to environmental information is entrenched in the federal 
Environmental Information Act. 

• Collection and dissemination of environmental information are required by the social 
function to be served by environmental law in Germany. 

• Collection and dissemination of environmental information are directly related to the 
idea of informed public participation. 

• The idea for government to collect and disseminate environmental information is 
entrenched in the cooperation and integration principles. 

• Access to environmental information has become entrenched in EL) law in response 
to the Aarhus Convention. 

• The right to access to environmental information has to date been enforced by the 
ECHR in terms of article 8 of European Convention. 

• The idea of collection and dissemination of environmental information is entrenched 
inter alia in the Environmental Information Act and Environmental Liability Act. 

3. Development and implementation of environmental law, 
policy and programmes 

• The idea to develop and implement environmental law, policy and programmes is 
generally entrenched in and complementary to the notion of local self-government. 

• The development and implementation of environmental law, policy and programmes 
is directly related to the idea of environmental federalism as well as the compulsory, 
delegated legislative and executive functions of local government. 

• Supervision of local government must be offered by Lander government which could 
contribute to the uniform development and implementation of environmental laws, 
policies and programmes with subsequent potential benefit for all citizens in a 
particular Land- in line with the idea of environmental justice. 

• Environmental associations can assist in particular sectors covered by environmental 
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laws, policies and programmes. 
• Delegated environmental functions (in terms of federal or Land level environmental 

laws and policies, for example) must be accompanied by sufficient financial 
resources. 

• Development and implementation of environmental law, policies and programmes 
may require a certain level of innovation - local government innovation and initiative 
are entrenched in the Council of Europe Charter. 

• Local government has the power to draft environmental sector plans. 
• It is generally acknowledged that the Staatsziel Umweltschutz should feed into 

political decision-making and should assist in constitutional balancing acts and the 
interpretation of the GG and other legislation. 

• The environmental powers of local government could be described in more detail in 
Lander constitutions - constitutional law at the level of the Land could accordingly 
feed into or serve as foundation for environmental law, policy and programme 
development in a particular Land. 

4. Compliance with and enforcement of environmental law 

• There is not much emphasis on measures for compliance and enforcement in 
environmental and local government law arguably because of a culture of compliance. 

• The culture of compliance referred to may be attributed to tolerance towards and 
acceptability of the cooperation principle as well as environmental awareness and 
education. 

• To serve as an example also for national courts, the ECHR shows a willingness to 
enforce environmental obligations of governments in terms of the European 
Convention. 

• The decisions of the ECHR to date emphasised an obligation on the part of 
authorities to comply with domestic environmental law. 

• Enforcement of environmental law in Germany is a duty of the Lander authorities in 
cooperation with the federal government department for the environment. 

• The Umweltgesetzbuch, once established, may inter alia simplify the distillation of 
environmental obligations on the part of private and public role players and may 
accordingly become significantly complementary to environmental compliance. 

• The particulars of the duty to enforce, inter alia, environmental laws may be outlined 
in the different Lander constitutions. 

5. Provision of environmental infrastructure 

• The provision of environmental infrastructure is directly related to the 
Sozialstaatprinzip. 

• The provision of environmental infrastructure is also directly related to the rights to 
life, dignity, equality and bodily integrity in the GG and Lander constitutions. 

• The duty to provide and maintain environmental infrastructure is a duty shared 
between the Landern, district authorities and local government. 

• The view is maintained in Germany that supra-local services should be provided by 
district authorities and at times, the local government associations. 

• Provision of environmental infrastructure is part of the compulsory and voluntary 
duties of local government - the provision and maintenance of basic infrastructure 
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would, however, be a compulsory duty. 
• In the provision and maintenance of environmental infrastructure, sufficient financial 

aid and income as well as the idea of fiscal equality are important. 
• The EU has guidelines on the provision of environmental infrastructure to assist 

national authorities. 

5. Establishment of partnerships 

• The idea to establish partnerships to advance environmental management and 
governance is entrenched in and emphasised as part of the cooperation and 
integration principles. 

• Partnerships in the environmental context exist between local government and the 
private sector, amongst different German local authorities as well as between local 
authorities in Germany and local authorities in foreign countries. 

• The idea of local government partnerships generally is entrenched and emphasised in 
the Council of Europe Charter and furthered in the environmental context by bodies 
such as ICLEI. 

• The establishment of intergovernmental partnerships is entrenched as part of the 
measures for cooperative governance in the federal Administrative Procedures Act of 
1976 (Bundesverwaltungsverfahrensgesetz). 

• The establishment of partnerships is entrenched in the idea of municipal associations 
to fulfill local government functions - formal working relationships and partnership 
agreements may be required between local authorities and these associations. 

• The establishment of partnerships and working relationships that involve local 
authorities may be strengthened through the existence of bodies such as the 
Stadtetag, Stadt- und Gemeindebund and Kreistag. 

• Partnerships of different kinds may be necessary to facilitate and enable the 
supervision of local authorities by the Lander governments. 

6. Environmental education 

• Environmental education has been a consideration of the federal government of 
Germany from as early as the 1950s. 

• There is an implied emphasis on (environmental) education as part of the need for 
informed public participation and Mitwirkung der Burger. 

• The idea of further environmental education relates to the need for technical and 
administrative competence among officials of the state. 

• Environmental education at different levels is linked with the need for collection and 
dissemination of environmental information. 

• The idea of environmental education could translate also to 'public opinion building' -
which means then that the idea of environmental education is entrenched in the 
Environmental Information Act. 
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The generic elements for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental 

provisions are evident, albeit to a different extent, in a number of practices, 

principles, legal concepts and laws in Germany. The prominence of the 

idea of local self-government,1029 the delegation to local government of 

those functions that impact on the well-being of citizens (accompanied by 

fiscal decentralisation),1030 as well as the scope of the cooperation 

principle1031 serve to ensure that local authorities fulfill their constitutional 

environmental obligations. The system also gives local authorities latitude 

to employ ingenuity and initiative in local governance.1032 The 

environmentally relevant functions of local government (such as water and 

waste management, energy provision and urban planning) and the 

operation of the cooperation principle, create a milieu conducive to 

experimentation aimed at fulfilment of article 20(a) of the GG. With 

reference to the broad developments that were included in Table 1 above, it 

is argued that, at least theoretically and in terms of the generic principles 

pursued in this study, local authorities are well equipped and well 

positioned to fulfill their positive obligations in terms of the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz. Subsequent review of developments in Baden-Wurttemberg 

and Heidelberg may enable inferences to be drawn related to practice in 

addition to the rather theoretical position established thus far. 

4.6 Baden-Wurttemberg/City of Heidelberg - case study1033 

4.6.1 Introduction 

Heidelberg is situated in the Land Baden-Wurttemberg. It is a city known 

for its exquisite natural environment, cultural heritage and environmental 

4.4 above. 
4.4 above. 
4.3.2.1 above. 
4.4.2 above. 
This case study is based on documented information obtained from the municipality 
of Heidelberg and information collected by means of semi-structured interviews with 
Zirkwitz H and Wipfler H (Department of Environmental Affairs, Industry and Energy 
of City Heidelberg) Germany 11 March 2007 (transcript of interview on file with 
author) (hereafter Heidelberg Interview). For the reasons for inclusion of Heidelberg 
as a case study refer to Chapter 1 above. 
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governance endeavours.1034 This case study aims to reflect on law and 

policy developments in Heidelberg that may promote the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz and environmental provision in the Verfassung des Landes 

Baden-Wurttemberg of 1953 (Constitution of Baden-Wurttemberg).1035 It is 

done so in the context of the structures and phenomena discussed above, 

including Germany's federal government structure, local-self 

government,1036 fiscal equality,1037 the powers and functions of local 

government,1038 the cooperation principle,1039 some principles contained in 

the Council of Europe Charter1040 and LA 21 developments.1041 

4.6.2 Environmentally relevant provisions in the Constitution of Baden-
Wurttemberg 

The Constitution of Baden-Wurttemberg is one of a number of Lander 

constitutions that entrenches a provision on the environment.1042 Articles 

3(a) and (b) offer almost a split image of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz in the 

GG. Article 3(a) states:1043 

1034 

1035 

1036 
1037 
1038 
1039 
1040 
1041 
1043 

1043 

Heidelberg, inter alia, was chosen as a pilot city in the research project 'Cities of the 
Future' with which the Federal Ministry of Transport, Building and Housing in 
Germany wished to assess future strategies for sustainable city development within 
the framework of 'Experimental Housing and Urban Development' (Experimenteller 
Wohnungs- und Stadtebau). Heidelberg furthermore received a number of 
international and national awards based on its commitment to achieve environmental 
sustainability. For a list of the rewards refer to the website of the Agenda Office of 
Heidelberg at http://www.heidelberg.de/servlet/PB/menu/1095636_l2/index.html. 
Articles 3(a) and (b). Burhenne in Mulloy et al (eds) German Environmental Law vii 
observes that since environmental law is implemented by the Lander and their 
respective district and local authorities, it is very difficult to make a general (national) 
evaluation of its implementation status. Caution is therefore taken in this study not to 
unilaterally extrapolate any findings based on developments in Heidelberg or Baden-
Wurttemberg to German local authorities generally. 
4.4 above. 
4.4 above. 
4.4.4 above. 
4.3.2.1 above. 
4.4.3 above. 
4.4.8 above. 
See Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 177, Erbguth and 
Schlacke Umweltrecht 44 and Schmidt and Kahl Umweltrecht 72. Schlemminger and 
Wissel (eds) German Environmental Law 18-19 comment on the meaning of 
environmental provisions in the Lander constitutions and indicate that these have 
'considerable weight in legislative and executive activity.' 
Compare with the translation of article 20(a) of the GG in 4.2 above. 
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Der Staat schutzt auch in Verantwortung fur die kunftigen Generationen die 
naturlichen Lebensgrundlagen im Rahmen der verfassungsmaBigen 
Ordnung durch die Gesetzgebung und nach MaBgabe von Gesetz und 
Recht durch die vollziehende Gewalt und die Rechtssprechung. 

Article 3(b) incorporates the reference to animals that was inserted in article 

20(a) of the GG. Article 3(b) states:1044 

Tiere werden ate Lebewesen und Mitgeschopfe im Rahmen der 
verfassungsmaBigen Ordnung geachtet und geschutzt.1045 

The role that the recurring constitutional environmental provision or 

Staatsziel Umweltschutz could play merits brief discussion. The reception 

thereof in the Constitution of Baden-Wiirttemberg serves a reinforcement-

role that merely imparts additional emphasis to the need for adherence in 

this instance by the government structures in Baden-Wurttemberg, to the 

generically applicable environmental provision contained in the GG. It may 

also be possible to adapt, albeit still in the confines of the GG, the 

constitutional environmental provision of the Land to make more concrete 

at sub-national level the significance and implications of the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz for the environmental, social, cultural and related features of 

the Land area. The fragility of certain sectors of the environment or the 

susceptibility of particular environmental media in a Land (such as water or 

air) could, for example, be catered for. Even more important may be the 

opportunity to include in Lander constitutions references to 

measures/tools/instruments/strategies by means of which the Land and 

local authorities in the area may promote the Staatsziel Umweltschutz.™46 

Compare with the translated version of article 20(a) in the GG in 4.2. 
Article 3(b) means that animals are creatures that co-exist with people and should be 
esteemed and protected within the framework and order of the Constitution. Refer to 
4.2.2.1 above. See Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 171-172 
and compare for the environmental provisions in the constitutions of some of the 
other Lander, Brandner and MeBerschmidt Umweltschutz und Recht 177 and 
Erbguth and Schlacke Umweltrecht 44. The only deviation from the Staatsziel 
Umweltschutz seems to be that articles 3(a) and (b) merely bind the government of 
Baden-Wurttemberg and local authorities within its area. Accordingly, the 
Constitution of Baden-Wurttemberg does not bestow on local authorities obligations 
that are different or duties in addition to those derived from the Staatsziel 
Umweltschutz. 
Schmidt-Apmann in Zhenghua and Wolfrum (eds) Implementing International 
Environmental Law 21 with reference to environmental governance in Germany 
observes that 'environmental protection is to a large extent a question of using the 
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Unfortunately, however, these possibilities have not yet been explored in 
Baden-Wiirttemberg, but remain promising possibilities from which foreign 
governments could learn. 

The Constitution of Baden-Wurttemberg confirms the autonomous status of 
local government and entrenches the right to local self-government. Local 
government is constitutionally obliged to represent the community whilst the 
Land authorities are responsible for overseeing local government 
activities.1047 The Constitution provides that the Land and local government 
share responsibility for protection and maintenance of the landscape, art, 
history and natural environment.1048 This provision affords sufficient leeway 
for the Land government to delegate environmental functions which do not 
yet form part of the compulsory functions of the local authorities. Moreover, 
it implies that local government could take the initiative in its environmental 
governance for matters or issues that have not been explicitly assigned to 
the Land government. Articles 3(a) and (b) are not enforceable in a court of 
law. In the instance where a local authority refrains from fulfilling its 
compulsory and/or delegated functions, it may, however, in terms of the 
Constitution, be brought before a court of justice by the Land 
government.1049 Hence, although article 3(a) is not justiciable, it is possible 
for the Land government to take certain enforcement measures following 
the malperformance of a local authority in terms of its compulsory and/or 
delegated environmental functions.1050 

right instruments.' Lander constitutions could unpack for example categories/types of 
instruments towards fulfilment of the environmental provisions contained in these 
constitutions. These categories/types may subsequently be fine-tuned by local 
authorities in the Land. 
See article 73(1) and compare with 4.4.2 above. 
Article 3(c)(2) read with article 71(2). This article, read in its entirety, arguably 
extends beyond mere focus on the natural environment. See also Weygandt in Pfizer 
and Wehling (eds) Kommunalpolitik in Baden-Wurttemberg 325-321, 337-338. 
Article 68. 
This position is different from that of South Africa, for example, where 
intergovernmental court action would counter the idea of cooperative governance. 
See 7.2.4.6 below. 
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4.6.3 Legal and extra-legal environmental developments 

For purposes of this study it is particularly important, on the one hand, to 

estimate what local government in Baden-Wiirttemberg is constitutionally 

expected to do in terms of peoples' environment, and on the other, to 

evaluate and learn from subsequent positive local government and Land 

level action. Still, in the absence of concrete environmental duties spelled 

out in the GG and the Constitution of Baden-Wiirttemberg, caution is taken 

not to assume that all (or any) environmentally-relevant activities of local 

government in this Land directly follow from the Staatsziel Umweltschutz or 

the constitutional environmental provision in the Land constitution.1051 A 

selection of two prominent activities in Baden-Wiirttemberg has been made, 

however, and is subsequently discussed. The establishment of an Agenda-

Buro as part of the Landesanstalt fur Umwelt, Messungen und Naturschutz 

and the adoption of the Gesetz zur Schaffung der Landesanstalt fur 

Umwelt, Messungen und Naturschutz Baden-Wurttemberg of 2005 

(Establishment of the Department for Environment, Assessment and 

Conservation of Baden-Wiirttemberg Act) (EDEAC) are regarded as model 

developments initiated by the Land, that may integrate a number of the 

generic principles for fulfilment of constitutional environmental 

provisions.1052 These developments are subsequently discussed. 

4.6.3.1 Agenda-Buro of Baden- Wurttemberg 

The environmental functionary at the Baden-Wiirttemberg government level 

is called the Landesanstalt fiir Umwelt, Messungen und Naturschutz 

(LUBW). An Agenda-Buro (so-called Agenda Bureau or office) forms part 

thereof.1053 The LUBW as a government body at the level of the Land could 

serve a particular key function in cooperative environmental governance, 

coordinated collection and dissemination of environmental information, the 

The crucial role that Land and federal policy, developments in the EU and enabling 
domestic environmental legislation may play should not be underestimated. 
Refer to the generic principles in 2.8. 
See Landesanstalt fur Umwelt, Messungen und Naturschutz at 
http://www.lubw.baden-wuerttemberg.de. 
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establishment of different types of partnerships, coordinated environmental 

quality control in the Land and mutual/collective development of certain 

environmental policies and programmes. The LUBW is therefore not 

assuming environmental functions on behalf of local government but could 

serve as a meeting point for local authorities in terms of shared 

environmental challenges and collective development by the local 

authorities in the Land of framework solutions or initiatives - in as far as this 

is possible. The Agenda-Buro is, inter alia, responsible for assistance to 

and support of local authorities in the Land in matters pertaining to their 

Agenda 21 activities.1054 The mandate of the Agenda-Buro crosses social, 

economic and environmental boundaries.1055 Whereas a body like the 

LUBW could serve a supportive coordinating function in terms of the 

environmental generally, a body like the Agenda-Buro is focused more on a 

particular issue. 

The idea of a provincial environmental government department such as the 

LUBW1056 may be more known in most countries than an issue-specific sub-

government body such as the Agenda-Buro. Considering the nature of the 

activities of the Agenda-Buro it is clear that the success of its centralised 

initiatives (workshops, publication of success-stories, progress reports and 

newsletters, as well as the drafting of working documents)1057 largely 

depends on the cooperation and participation of the local authorities in 

As is clear from Landesanstalt fur Umwelt, Messungen und Naturschutz at 
http://www.lubw.baden-wuerttemberg.de, the Agenda Bureau acts as Agenda 21 
service provider in the Land. Its services vary from provision of information on 
projects, case studies and developments to organisation of workshops on Agenda 21 
themes, and assistance in the development of local sustainable development 
indicators. At the time of writing this thesis at least fifty comprehensive documents on 
issues and aspects related to LA 21 in Baden-Wurttemberg had been made available 
without charge to the public and local authorities. These are accessible from the 
LUBW website. 
In addition to the Agenda-Buro, several environmental working groups that consist of 
directors of the departments of environmental affairs of different local authorities in 
Baden-Wurttemberg meet to discuss shared environmental challenges and to 
communicate experiences and developments. A federal environmental forum also 
exists where all working groups of different Lander annually meet for a similar 
purpose. In Baden-Wurttemberg representatives of all local authorities in the Land 
meet bi-annually to discuss legal developments - also international, regional and 
domestic developments within the field of environment law. 
The LUBW is further attended to below. 
See Landesanstalt fur Umwelt, Messungen und Naturschutz at 
http://www.lubw.baden-wuerttemberg.de. 
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Baden-Wiirttemberg. There is, however, no Land law or policy obligation 

on any local authority in Baden-Wurttemberg to partake in the activities of 

or to align its activities with that of the Agenda-Buro. The Agenda-Buro 

can, hence, only 'interfere' with or assist local authorities with LA 21 activity 

as far as permitted and invited to do so by a local authority. Despite the 

fact that local government involvement in LA 21 ultimately remains 

voluntary, the data bank of the Agenda-Buro shows that LA 21 and 

initiatives of the bureau have infiltrated most cities in Baden-

Wurttemberg.1058 

The success stories and progress reports of some local authorities in the 

Land shows that LA 21 progress manifests in the form of ad hoc as well as 

ongoing local projects on matters varying from energy cutbacks and 

programmes that encourage procurement of locally produced products, to 

environmental audits and projects aimed at increased involvement of 

women and youth in LEG.1059 The reason for local authorities' cooperation 

with and welcoming of the involvement of the Agenda-Buro is, however, not 

immediately clear. One reason may be that the developmental and 

environmental needs of local communities as communicated from the 

bottom, in this case corresponded well with a set of activities initiated by a 

top-level body within the Land government. 

4.6.3.2 Gesetz zur Schaffung der Landesanstalt fur Umwelt, 
Messungen und Naturschutz Baden- Wurttemberg of 2005 
(EDEAC) 

The EDEAC is an important instrument in the decentralisation/distribution of 

environmental functions in the Land. It outlines the rights, responsibilities 

and functions of the LUBW.1060 The latter should see inter alia to the 

provision of support and guidelines to local authorities in the Land,™61 the 

See, inter alia, the Forderprogramme at Landesanstalt fur Umwelt, Messungen und 
Naturschutz at http://www.lubw.baden-wuerttemberg.de. 
Refer to the Forderprogramme at Landesanstalt fur Umwelt, Messungen und 
Naturschutz at http://www.lubw.baden-wuerttemberg.de. 
Article 2 of the EDEAC. The act entered into force in January 2006. 
Article 2. 
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management of databases containing environmental information,1062 the 

transfer of environmentally relevant research results,1063 the development, 

implementation and monitoring of environmental quality standards,1064 the 

initiation and implementation of environmental projects,1065 and the initiation 

of projects related to nature conservation, for instance.1066 This act leaves 

the impression of a La/iater-level framework environmental law and serves a 

twofold purpose. Firstly, it is indicative of broad environmental governance 

issues that are important in Baden-Wurttemberg - for example, 

environmental data management and the notion of environmental quality 

standards. Secondly, the EDEAC serves to indicate the type of 

environmental governance activities which the Land government could be 

held accountable for. By implication it is therefore possible to assume that 

issues/responsibilities not mentioned here may be assumed by local 

government.1067 Viewed this way, the EDEAC may be seen as a law which 

facilitates the allocation of environmental functions to and distribution of 

environmental duties between Land and local level government. An 

environmental framework law designed at and for a more decentralised 

level of government (albeit still aligned with national environmental 

framework law) could be of significant meaning in instances where there is 

unclarity in national legislation in terms of the specific address of certain 

environmental functions and duties. 

4.6.4 Developments in Heidelberg 

In Baden-Wurttemberg the establishment of the Agenda-Bum and its 

activities, as well as the EDEAC, forms but a tiny part of the environmental 

Article 2(4). 
Article 2(2). 
Article 2(6). 
Article 2(7). 
Article 2(3). 
Sectoral-specific environmental legislation (related, for example, to water, air, soil and 
waste) is expected to regulate more issue-specific obligations of the Land and local 
government. 
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activity at the level of the Land.1066 Still, it serves to show how in federal 

state structures generally the second tier of government, that at which the 

Lander in Germany are situated, could get involved in the stimulation and 

support of local government environmental action. It may at this point be 

sensible to question how positive environmental action is realised at local 

government level in Germany and to estimate the extent to which such 

action may facilitate fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions. 

For this purpose, the subsequent discussion considers among a number of 

other aspects, the City Development Plan of Heidelberg which constitutes 

the city's LA 21. 

4.6.4.1 Introduction to Heidelberg 

Heidelberg is more than eight hundred years old. The city consists of 

fourteen city districts that cover an area of 109 square kilometers and hosts 

approximately 140 000 inhabitants.1069 Heidelberg comprises of a number 

of environmentally sensitive areas and systems inclusive of the 

Neckar/Rhine river system, the Odenwald (forest area and ecosystem), and 

the area covered by the UNESCO Geopark (which is rich in sedimentary 

rocks and granite) and is well known for its cultural heritage.1070 The city is 

the site of a number of activities and phenomena with high environmental 

impact inclusive, inter alia, of congested public transport (trains, buses, 

trams, motor vehicles and boats), high levels of energy consumption and 

emissions, several sewage treatment plants in the outlying area, pollution of 

environmental media generally and the use and disposal of hazardous 

For an extensive list of environmental activity in Baden-Wiirttemberg, see 
Landesanstalt fur Umwelt, Messungen und Naturschutz at http://www.lubw.baden-
wuerttemberg.de. 
For further statistics and information see Stadt Heidelberg at 
http://www.heidelberg.de/servlet/PB/menu/1090707J2/index.html. 
Heidelberg prides itself in hosting, among other historical cultural sites, the oldest 
university in Germany, namely the Ruprecht Karl University, the well-known 
Heidelberg Schloss (castle) in its Altstadt (old city) and memorials from World War I 
and II. City Heidelberg in 2007 applied for inclusion of the city in the list of UNESCO 
World Heritage Sites but the application was rejected for the time being. See Stadt 
Heidelberg at http://www.heidelberg.de/servlet/PB/menu/1090921J2/index.html. In 
the same year Heidelberg achieved a federal award as the best performing local 
government in terms of nature conservation called Bundeshauptstadt im Naturschutz 
2007. 
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substances as part of research and industrial activity. Heavy-metal content 

in the sediment of the river, a high population density and the resultant 

anthropogenic impacts also effect the river system in the area.1071 Climate 

protection and nature conservation are also high on the environmental 

agenda of the city.1072 

4.6.4.2 Environmental functions and structures of City Heidelberg 

Local government structures dedicated to specific areas of governance and 

that bring together in one department certain expertise, knowledge, 

specialists and interests could potentially add value, for example, to a 

specialised area of local governance such as LEG.1073 The Department for 

Environmental Affairs, Industry and Energy (Amt fur Umweltschutz, 

Gewerbeaufsicht und Energie der Stadt Heidelberg) (DEIE)1074 and a 

separate Agenda Office (Agenda Burof075 form part of the City Heidelberg 

government structure. The Hauptsatzung der Stadt Heidelberg (Main 

Bylaw of City Heidelberg) of 19921076 furthermore provides for different 

committees including an environmental committee. Some of the 

environmental functions of the municipality can be derived from the areas 

that this committee takes responsibility for.1077 These include forestation 

See Venohr et a/2003 "Nitrogen Retention" 1-2. 
For detailed information on waste-management, climate protection, nature 
conservation (biodiversity management), and environmental management and for 
additional information on the promotion of health in Heidelberg, refer to City 
Heidelberg at http://www.heidelberg.de/servlet/PB/menu/1126633_l2/index.html. 
Refer on LEG to 3.3.3.1 above. 
The mandate of the DEIE is to conduct and maintain LEG in the city area and it is 
arguably the key local government body responsible for furthering the fulfilment of all 
applicable environmental law provisions, principles and functions within the 
jurisdiction of Heidelberg. 
The Agenda Office is a separate body responsible inter alia for providing the 
community with information and advice on LA 21; for bringing activities and 
participants together; for initiating and promoting LA 21 projects; for being involved in 
communal planning; for the maintenance of domestic and international exchange 
programmes related to LA 21 activity; and for the fostering of public relations and 
document control. The impression is conveyed that the Agenda Office serves a role 
similar to that of the Agenda Bureau of Baden-Wurttemberg, albeit on a smaller 
scale. See 4.6.3.1 above. 
This forms part of the compendium of bylaws of Heidelberg. This compendium is 
accessible at Ortsrecht der Stadt Heidelberg at 
http://www.heidelberg.de/servlet/PB/menu/1068367_l2/index.html. 
This is, arguably, not an exclusive list of functions or areas of activity, bearing in mind 
the voluntary endeavours that local government may embark on as well as the ever 
present possibility for additional environmental functions to be delegated to the local 
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and hunting, environmental conservation, energy, waste and water 

management and disposal and treatment of wastewater, environmental 

planning and health.1078 All of these activities or duties are regulated by 

different sectoral environmental Satzungen (environmental bylaws) 

contained in the Ortsrecht (compendium of bylaws).1079 

All bylaws are initially prepared by the municipal offices/departments in 

charge of the sector concerned. The office responsible for water and 

sanitation must, for example, draft and revise all bylaws related to 

sanitation. The City Council itself merely approves or turns down proposed 

bylaws. In Heidelberg, there is little political interference in the drafting of 

sector-specific environmental bylaws. It has been reported that the 

municipality of Heidelberg experiences almost no political opposition as far 

as environmental decision-making, development and the passing of 

environmental bylaws are concerned.1080 In fact, environmental issues are 

reported to loom large on the priority list of the political decision-makers of 

the municipality. This could be a direct consequence of the fact that 

environmental concerns and discrepancies are important for the community 

authority from the level of the Land. Developments at EU and federal level may 
furthermore require or lead to adjustments to the existing list of environmental 
functions. 
Refer to article 9 of the Main Bylaw of Heidelberg of 1992. Several related bylaws 
have been included in the compendium of bylaws. Issue-specific bylaws exist, inter 
alia, on the management of conservation areas, the protection of trees, the 
maintenance and protection of monuments and historic buildings, groundwater 
management, water management, sanitation, waste-water management and some 
aspects of energy provision. These bylaws are publicly available in hard-copy format 
and can also be accessed at Ortsrecht der Stadt Heidelberg at 
http://www.heidelberg.de/servlet/PB/menu/1068367_l2/index.html. It appears as if 
Heidelberg does not rely merely on framework law at the level of the Land or federal 
government for purposes of environmental regulation but employs its own 'legislative 
power' (refer to 4.4.2 above) and initiative to facilitate LEG in all applicable fields. In 
order to facilitate climate protection, for example, which is not an enforceable 
compulsory obligation of local government, Heidelberg revisited its energy efficiency 
and managed over the last couple of years to reduce its energy use by 45 percent 
whilst annually approximately € 1.7 million (approximately 20.4 million rand) less is 
spent on energy consumption. Heidelberg Interview. 
Refer to Ortsrecht der Stadt Heidelberg at http://www.heidelberg.de/servlet  
/PB/menu/1068367_l2/index.html. 
Heidelberg Interview. This position arguably reflects on mutual respect and trust 
between political decision-makers and the local government officials of the 
Department of Environmental Affairs, Industry and Energy. It arguably also shows 
that there is sufficient expertise among the local government officials to work on the 
substantive content and design of environmental bylaws, for example. 
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(the voters).1081 A significant number of different private sector associations 

and bodies is involved in or associated with the environmental protection 

efforts of Heidelberg, a fact which may be indicative inter alia of the 

operation of the cooperation principle.1082 

Equally important to having (a) dedicated local government structure(s) for 

LEG in a local authority may be sufficient funding and revenue. For the 

2007/2008 financial year, the DEIE was awarded one percent of the total 

municipal budget of Heidelberg which amounted to € 4.8 million 

(approximately 57.6 million rand).1083 Of this amount € 2 million 

(approximately 24 million rand) were available for the compulsory 

environmental duties of the local authority and € 1 million (approximately 12 

million rand) for voluntary environmental activities and programmes.1084 It 

has been reported that financial conditions per se do not hamper LEG in 

Heidelberg.1085 

One of the environmental functions that the municipality of Heidelberg 

fulfills is to draft a so-called City Development Plan (CDP) every five years. 

The CDP is a cleverly designed and flexible instrument that serves not only 

to absorb LA 21 initiatives in Baden-Wurttemberg but also seems to 

assimilate some of the generic elements for fulfilment of constitutional 

environmental provisions generally.1086 The content of the CDP is 

furthermore aligned with the content, inter alia, of the environmental bylaws 

of the municipality. The history, scope and content of the CDP are 

discussed below. 

Heidelberg Interview. 
The environmental protection activities of City Heidelberg are supported by a number 
of institutions inclusive of ICLEI, Klimabundnis (Climate Alliance of European Cities 
with Indigenous Rainforest Peoples), Energie Cites (Association of European Local 
Authorities Promoting Local Sustainable Energy Policy), the EU, Healthy Cities and 
Urban Governance of the World Health Organisation Regional Office for Europe, the 
DBU (the German Federal Environmental Foundation), the UBA (Federal 
Environmental Agency), the dena (German Energy Agency) and the LfU (State 
Institute for Environmental Protection Baden-Wurttemberg) referred to earlier as the 
LUBW. 
Heidelberg Interview. 
Heidelberg Interview. 
According to city management this amount is sufficient for the DEIE to perform its 
compulsory and most of its voluntary functions. Heidelberg Interview. 
On the generic elements refer to 2.8 above. 
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4.6.5 Stadtentwicklungsplan (City Development Plan) 

Following an extensive public participation process, the Heidelberg City 

Council in 1997 adopted its Stadtentwicklungsplan (STEP) Heidelberg 2010 

or City Development Plan Heidelberg (CDP) 2010.1087 This policy document 

was revised and extended in 2006 - the CDP 2015 at the moment serves 

to guide and determine all development and policy decisions in Heidelberg. 

The CDP is intended as a transparent local policy for action towards 

sustainability in Heidelberg, and assumes responsibility for social co

existence and environmental governance.1088 It is furthermore aligned with 

the vision and aspirations of LA 21 and hence absorbs the municipality's 

voluntary obligations in terms of this instrument.1089 Indirectly, thus, the 

CDP may assimilate the obligations of the local government in terms of the 

Staatsziel Umweltschutz and the environmental provision in the 

Constitution of Baden-Wiirttemberg. 

The CDP continually develops according to a set of forward-looking 

objectives.1090 These objectives centre on the notions of prevention and 

This plan succeeded a city development plan for Heidelberg that dates as far back as 
1974. Storm et al Nachhaltiges Deutschland 311 indicates that in 1971 the then 
federal government of Germany introduced the idea that environmental programmes 
should form part of development in the country. Local government initiative arguably 
followed this federal decision. The development of the CDP 2010 took place in terms 
of an agreement between the municipality of Heidelberg and the Institute for 
Structural and Urban Research (as private sector expert). It involved also the 
establishment of an advisory committee comprising of representatives of local expert 
institutions. The advisory committee served a supportive role in the development 
stages of the CDP. The 1995 draft CDP served as the basis for public participation, 
which took the form of discussion with citizens of and expert groups in Heidelberg. 
The public participation process resulted in 360 proposed amendments to the draft 
CDP, which were examined and voted upon by City Council, in addition to sixty 
proposals received from members of the City Council. See Heidelberg City 
Development Plan 2010 Guidelines and Goals (1997) 3. 
The CDP intends to establish a modern urban development policy that deals with all 
aspects of community life - the social dimension of 'living together' is accounted for 
as well as environmental and economic challenges. Refer to the Heidelberg City 
Development Plan 2010 Guidelines and Goals (1997) 2. 
Refer on LA 21 to 2.4.3.3 above. 
Although the initial 1974 CDP had five broadly phrased key objectives, the limits of 
growth and major social transformation necessitated revision thereof twenty years 
down the line. Refer to the Heidelberg City Development Plan 2010 Guidelines and 
Goals {1997) 7. 
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'urban development.'1091 It acknowledges that an urban development policy 
needs to have a social dimension. Urban development, hence, goes 
beyond mere spatial planning. The objectives of the CDP include to 
preserve the uniqueness of Heidelberg and its surrounding landscape; to 
use building land sparingly; to create and preserve low-cost housing; to 
improve the appearance of streets and squares (public places); to realise a 
project called 'city of short journeys' which relates to a well-designed and 
connected transportation system; to draw on the advantages of being a city 
of science; to strengthen small businesses and trade; to aim for a hundred 
percent employment rate and to support new forms of employment; to 
ensure ongoing environmental protection and habitat conservation; to 
promote environmentally friendly and city-friendly traffic; to prevent social 
exclusion and ensure balance in society; and to realise equality among 
women and men and promote cultural diversity.1092 As will subsequently 
become clear, the CDP is target-oriented, a fact which necessitated the 
development of a report and monitoring system and regular review.1093 The 
municipality also committed itself to report bi-annually on the 
implementation status of the CDP.1094 

The development and implementation of the CDP thrives on public 
participation and the involvement of the community based on the LA 21 
idea that every member of society is an 'agenda officer.' The imperative 
role that expert advice (participation of well-informed and educated 
individuals) plays in the CDP drafting process and the development of 

Urban development in this context refers, according to the Heidelberg City 
Development Plan 2010 Guidelines and Goals (1997) 7, to the 'systematic and 
continuously developed approach to intentionally control the development of the City 
according to political objectives and taking into account the ecological, social, 
economic, cultural, financial, and spatial factors. It comprises the entire range of 
daily needs to be provided for by the municipality and furthermore includes financial, 
temporal and spatial data concerning its future development.' 
See Heidelberg City Development Plan 2015 at http://www.heidelberg.de  
/servlet/PB/show/1161051J2/12_pdf_STEP_2015_engl_mit_l_esezeichen_s.pdf. 
See Heidelberg Sustainability Report of 2004 1. On ideas regarding sustainable 
development indicators for local government generally, refer to Kuhn in Beck et al 
Participation und Landschaftsplanung 279-281. 
See Heidelberg Sustainability Report of 2004 1. The first comprehensive 
implementation report was submitted in 2001, after which it became clear that the 
implementation of most targets of the CDP would have to be a continuous 
endeavour. The CDP is comprehensively revised once every five years. 
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guidelines thereto has also been acknowledged.1095 The representation of 

the society generally remains, however, important in the identification of 

priorities, needs and suitable strategies to meet communally established 

goals in Heidelberg.1096 

4.6.5.1 Key features of the CDP 

The CDP should be seen for what it is: a local government policy that has 

been designed (within the executive power entrenched in the notion of local 

self-government) for the unique needs and nature of Heidelberg. The CDP 

has, however, also been designed in such a way as to cater for and 

facilitate the rationale behind LA 21 as IEL instrument, LA 21 initiatives at 

Lander level in Baden-Wurttemberg, federal developments, contemporary 

evolution in urban and sustainability management generally, and the 

beneficial features of some environmental governance instruments.1097 The 

CDP is a typical example of a policy that fits the generic element of 

'development and implementation of law, policy and programmes' for the 

fulfilment of environmental rights.1098 But within the CDP and the process 

for its design and implementation, a combination of the remaining generic 

elements for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions are 

contained such as public participation, the collection and distribution of 

Refer to the foreword by Weber B, former Lady Mayor in the Heidelberg City 
Development Plan 2010 Guidelines and Goals (1997) 2. 
The specialist knowledge from within the community and expert groups and the 
willingness of the community generally to participate in the CDP dialogue contributed 
positively to the shared vision and goals entrenched in the existing CDP. One of the 
reported results of broad community involvement in the development of the CDP was 
that the concerns and expectations of various societal divides could be accounted for. 
Concrete examples relate to the needs of handicapped people, women, children and 
adolescents in the city, issues related to immigration and intercultural orientation, and 
the responsibility of the city in matters relating to climate change. See the Heidelberg 
Stadt der Zukunft (Agenda Office Information Brochure) as well as the Agenda-Biiro 
der Stadt Heidelberg at www.heidelberg.de. The municipality of Heidelberg agrees 
that early participation of, as well as the forming of partnerships with, the financial 
sector of the city is important in making the CDP work. Heidelberg Interview. 
See, inter alia, Heidelberg Sustainability Report of 2004 2. 
Refer on this element to 2.8.3. 
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environmental information, the establishment of partnerships and the 

provision of environmental infrastructure.1099 

5.6.5.2 Targets, indicators, reporting and monitoring 

The CDP requires progressive positive action on the part of local 

government and the local community in order to reach its objectives. In 

order to evaluate progress with the achievement of the objectives of the 

CDP, a longitudinal evaluation against its broad objectives and smaller 

targets as benchmarks is required. The target areas in the CDP are rather 

inclusive and relate to urbanism,1100 regional cooperation and 

development,1101 employment,1102 housing,1103 the environment,1104 

mobility,1105 social matters1106 and culture.1107 Sound budget management, 

public participation, lifestyle diversity, gender equity, migration and 

1099 

1100 

1101 

1102 

1103 

1104 

1105 

1106 

1107 

See Heidelberg Sustainability Report of 2004 and the Heidelberg City Development 
Plan 2015. For a discussion of the elements refer to 2.8 above and for a discussion 
of the elements in the context of Heidelberg see Table 2 below. 
This relates inter alia to the unique features of the city, the economic use of building 
land, the preservation of the unity of the city and landscape as an important structural 
feature of urban development, and the preservation and development of small and 
bigger open urban spaces. 
This focuses on improved cooperation with other government structures in the region 
of Heidelberg. 
This is related to the aim to achieve a hundred percent employment rate through 
structural change, new forms of employment, expansion of the advantages posed by 
Heidelberg being an academic/scientific city, prevention of destructive competition, 
the strengthening of medium-sized enterprises and the position of women in the 
labour market, amongst other strategies. 
Amongst other factors this focuses on fulfilment of the human right to dwellings for all, 
the prevention of displacement, low-cost housing, land-use patterns and promotion of 
eco-friendly building projects. 
The environment as a target area relates, amongst other issues, to improvement of 
the state of the environment and sustainable protection of natural resources and 
environmental media. It envisions climate protection and good air quality, the 
introduction of environmental quality standards, the promotion of environmental 
awareness and the establishment of a healthier environment in which to raise 
children. See Heidelberg Sustainability Report (2004) 13-14. 
This addresses, inter alia, the promotion of environmental-friendly transportation 
through improved public transport and the subsequent reduction of pollution caused 
by congested traffic. 
This relates to the establishment of a society in which people maintain a balanced 
lifestyle. 
Culture as a target area addresses issues related to cultural diversity. 
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intercultural orientation, local cooperation and the involvement of the 

academic sector in the city are integrated with each of the target areas.1108 

For every CDP target area, a catalogue of 85 related indicators was 

developed with the assistance of several expert institutions1109 as well as 

with framework federal indicators and indicators of the LUBW of Baden-

Wurttemberg in mind.1110 The indicators in the environmental target area 

describe the state or status of or trends related to specific components of 

the environment or environmental governance that fit the powers and 

obligations of the local authority.1111 These indicators enable identification 

of potential trouble spots and accentuate strong points in the LEG 

endeavour of the local authority. The environmental indicators in the CDP 

relate to the state of the environment generally (with particular reference to 

specifics such as CO2 emissions); water conservation (with reference to 

potable water usage), soil, air, nature, landscape and climate (with 

reference to particulars such as electricity use, the carrying capacity of 

renewable energy, the installation of solar-thermal systems and the length 

of streets with a particular level of noise pollution); the reduction of 

consumption of raw materials (with reference to municipal waste and 

recycling ratios); soil protection and counteracting urban sprawl; the 

promotion of ecologically sound agriculture (with reference to particulars 

such as the number of eco-certified agricultural companies); the protection 

The municipality of Heidelberg was involved in two regional ICLEI programmes that 
assisted the city in the identification and development of its target areas for the CDP. 
These programmes were Stadte der Zukunft (Cities of the Future) and Kommunale 
Naturhaushaltwirtschaft (ecoBudget). On these programmes see ICLEI at 
http://www.iclei-europe.org. The assistance afforded by ICLEI in the development of 
target areas for the CDP may be illustrative of the workable and beneficial 
partnerships that can be established between independent regional or international 
bodies and local government. 
Heidelberg Sustainability Report (2004) 2. 
Core indicators for environmental sustainability exist at federal level (see 4.3 above) 
as well as at the level of the LUBW of Baden-Wurttemberg, which guides other 
government bodies. See Heidelberg Sustainability Report (2004) 2. In some 
instances, however, the indicators in the CDP transcend the guideline indicators. 
The indicators serve as auxiliary parameters which may show only a limited and 
partial picture on progress, but they are indispensable for transparent development. 
See also Heidelberg Sustainability Report (2004) 1. 
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of biotypes and species preservation; and the promotion of the diversity of 

the landscape (with reference to biotype networks).1112 

As was indicated above, the City Council reports on progress in the 

implementation of the CDP once every two years, based on the 

indicator/target area system.1113 Reporting in terms of the indicators 

requires mere retrieval of information from the existing local government 

administrative system and/or from official city statistics.1114 The city's 

indicator-based reporting system, accordingly, does not require additional 

labour-intensive research or data collection. The reporting system is also 

sufficiently flexible to include additional or improved indicators in the case of 

new scientific findings, improved data or mere environmental, societal or 

economic change.1115 The progress or achievement related to each target 

is assessed by means of a five-level scale that takes the following form:1116 

Scheme 1 

Course of development Mathematical 
Assessment 

Drastic detoriation Deviation ranging from 
10% or more from the 
original value 

Detoriation or negative 
assessment of a few cases 
and/or low percentage 
values 

Deviation ranging from 
more than 1 to (and not 
including) 10% from the 
original value 

0 Unchanged, constant No or only slight deviation 
from +/- percent from the 
original value 

+ Improvement or positive 
assessment of a few cases 
and/or low percentage 
values 

Deviation ranging from 
more than 1% to (and not 
including) 10% from the 
original value 

++ Marked improvement or 
achievement/compliance of 

Deviation ranging from 
10% or more from the 

Heidelberg Sustainability Report (2004) 13-14. Environment-impacting indicators 
feature also as part of other target areas in the CBD such as transport, urbanisation 
and housing. See, inter alia, Heidelberg Sustainability Report (2004) 7, 11 and 15. 
The indicators facilitate data-supported reporting (data-supported checks of success 
rates within a framework of programme-related monitoring). Heidelberg Sustainability 
Report (2004) 2. 
It should, however, be borne in mind that in the Heidelberg case sufficient information 
systems and reliable statistics already exist. This could impact on the suitability to 
adopt a similar monitoring system in other local government areas where information 
and statistics are not up to date or well-documented. 
Heidelberg Sustainability Report (2004) 3. 
See also Heidelberg Sustainability Report (2004) 3. 
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Course of development Mathematical 
Assessment 

a defined target original value 

This rating system enables identification of progress or regress in the 

achievement of the environmental aims of the CDP. The system clearly 

depends to a large extent on available, reliable and scientifically verified 

longitudinal information. It allows for straightforward reporting on progress 

made, inter alia, in the environmentally relevant target areas contained in 

the CDP. The rating system, moreover, allows for an estimation of 

corrective action required in certain target areas that the political decision-

makers and administration of the local authority have to take responsibility 

for.1117 The rating system finally culminates in publicly available 

sustainability reports.1118 

4.6.5.3 Observations 

Heidelberg is a city blessed with a distinctive environment, but it has to 

cope with several high-impact activities and phenomena.1119 Heidelberg's 

model LEG endeavours have been shaped by a combination of 

Refer to Heidelberg Sustainability Report of 2004 1. The CDP is ultimately based on 
the four-step problem-solving process of PDCA ('plan, do, check, act') as 
encapsulated in the Deming Cycle on quality control. On the Deming Cycle and 
quality control in the public sector see, amongst others, Koehler and Pankowski 
Continual Improvement. 
Some observations in terms of two of these reports need to be made in order to show 
the benefits of the indicator-based reporting system. The Heidelberg Sustainability 
Report of 2002, for example, brought to the attention of the City Council the fact that 
a number of target areas in the CDP could hardly be met without appropriate 
changes to the local government legal framework. In other words, improved legal 
compliance and enforcement were required in some instances to achieve the aims 
within a particular target area. This report concluded also with the realisation that 
since implementation of the biggest part of the CDP is a continuous task, incessant 
monitoring is essential. The report revealed that it might be useful to consider the 
development of a project grid that is aligned with the indicator system in order to 
obtain information on progress more easily and at shorter intervals. Similarly, the 
Heidelberg Sustainability Report of 2004 revealed that indicators cannot be simply 
and easily assigned to all target areas in the CDP. The rate of implementation 
success in certain target areas could for the purpose of the said report not be 
accurately measured since some of the targets were non-quantifiable, required 
excessively high levels of monitoring, or led to a measurement-result that proved to 
be of little validity. Still, where this dilemma occurred references were made in the 
report to particular developments related to the specific target area in order not to 
restrict the general appropriateness of the indicator-based system. 
See 4.6.4 above. 
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influences.1120 These influences include, amongst others, lively LA 21 

activity, initiatives and forums for cooperation within Baden-Wiirttemberg 

and the federal government structure; Heidelberg's involvement in the 

projects of ICLEI as an international local government association; pressure 

towards environmental performance on the part of and participation by the 

local community; political buy-in and subsequent alignment with annual 

budgets relating to LEG; the extent of the scientific knowledge-base present 

in Heidelberg; historical well-structured development; and the notion of local 

self-government that allows for LEG ingenuity. Perhaps less immediately 

obvious is the omnipresent and persuasive influence that the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz and the environmental provision in the Constitution of 

Baden-Wurttemberg (with its objektiv rechtlichen Charakterf™ may have. 

The Staatsziel Umweltschutz and its twin provision in the Land constitution 

arguably play an important persuasive role in environmentally relevant 

decision-making. 

The CDP of Heidelberg establishes the city's customised LA 21, which is 

designed as a framework policy. The CDP is much more than a mere 

planning instrument. Focused upon a target-based system that requires 

affirmative action to ensure progress, the CDP ensures that local 

government actually proceeds with and ensures control of the endeavours 

that were planned through participatory decision-making. The CDP may be 

viewed as the backbone of LEG in Heidelberg. It is a flexible instrument 

that directs local government decision-making, compels environmental 

action and holds the city government accountable to the community.1122 At 

the moment, not all of the generic elements for the fulfilment of 

1120 For some rewards received, refer to 4.6.4 above. 
1121 Refer to 4.6.2 above. 
1122 Perhaps as premature precursor for comparison between Germany, South Africa and 

Namibia in Chapter 8, it suffices to observe at this point (with reference to sustainable 
development, LA 21 and the role of municipalities therein in Germany), that it has 
been put in Beck et al Partizipation und Landschaftsplanung 11 that 'Patentrezepte 
gibt es sicherlich nicht und lokale Besonderheiten erfordern intelligente 
Losungsansatze.' This means in short that because of the distinctiveness and 
uniqueness of each municipality, no single recipe exists for local governments' 
contribution to sustainable development. In fact, intelligent solutions should be 
sought - solutions that may largely be dependent on local government decision-
making and that are directly related to the way in which a local authority utilises its 
executive and legislative powers. 
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environmental rights feature in the CDP. There are, for example, no 

indicators for expanding environmental education in the city1123 or for 

improving enforcement of environmental law. These issues may, however, 

be covered elsewhere or at a different level of government, but still the 

possibility remains for it to be included in the CDP. Considering the existing 

content of the CDP and the latitude for revision and alteration, it is argued 

that this policy entrenches the means by which the municipality of 

Heidelberg could warrant fulfilment of its obligations in terms of the 

Staatsziel Umweltschutz and articles 3(a) and (b) of the Constitution of 

Baden-Wiirttemberg. 

4.6.6 Generic elements meet practice, principles, legal concepts and 
law 

The second column of Table 2 below shows some of the practices, 

principles, legal concepts and laws in Baden-Wurttemberg and Heidelberg 

that appear to intersect with the generic principles for the fulfilment of the 

constitutional environmental provision. 

1123 

However, it is stated in the Heidelberg City Development Plan 2015 37 that the 
municipality acknowledges the fact that the principles of sustainable development 
should become firmly rooted in education and that the city hence fully supports the 
UNCED Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005-2014). 
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Table 2 
Generic elements for fulfilment of 
constitutionalenvironmental provisions Practice, principles, legal concepts and taws in Baden-Wurttemberg and Stadt Heidelberg 

1. Public participation • Public participation and involvement play an important role in the identification of the CDP target areas. 
• There is a definite focus at Land and local government level on equal involvement of women and youth. 

2. Collection and dissemination of environmental 
information 

• The collection and dissemination of environmental information are inevitable for effectiveness of 
the target-based CDP and subsequent reporting. 

• The responsibility for environmental data management rests primarily at the level of the Land (LUBW). 
• The availability of existing environmental information and statistics management in Heidelberg contributed 

to the ease with which the CDP was implemented. 

3. Development and implementation of 
environmental laws, policies and programmes 

• The CDP as a policy following environmental law and programmes such as LA 21 satisfies this element. 
• Sector specific environmental bylaws contained in the compendium of bylaws of City Heidelberg are 

environmental laws designed and implemented at local government level. 
• Additional local government environmental law and programmes may follow from the CDP as a framework 

policy of the local government. 
• The development of environmental policy and programmes is an obligation at the level of the Land (LUBW) 

as entrenched in the EDEAC. 

4. Compliance with and enforcement of environment 

• There is not much emphasis on environmental compliance and enforcement within Heidelberg or in 
municipal documentation. 

• Environmental enforcement is the responsibility primarily of the Land government - it is a function entrenched 
in the EDEAC. 

• The sustainability report of 2002 revealed the need for adjustment of local laws to ensure progress in certain 
target areas contained in the CDP. 

5. Provision of environmental infrastructure 

• In Heidelberg there is an emphasis on the need for housing that is accompanied also by water and sanitation 
provision - this is captured as a target area in the CDP. 

• Environmentally sound public transport infrastructure is related to the idea of environmental infrastructure and it is 
a target area in the CDP. 

• Waste and water management are captured as indicators within the environmental target area in the CDP. 

6. Establishment of partnerships 

• Environmental principles have been successfully established at the level of the Land government in 
Baden-Wurttemberg - these exist between the Land authority, the federal government and local authorities in its area. 

• Environmental partnerships have been established: 
Between local government and the government of Baden-Wurttemberg 
Between local government and experts operating in the private sector (scientists involved in development, inter alia, 
of environmental targets for the CDP) 
Between local government and international organisations such as ICLEI 
Between local government and the community 

7. Environmental education 

• The CDP acknowledges that the principle of sustainable development should be rooted in education. 
• Heidelberg supports the UNCED Decade of Education for Sustainable Development (2005-2014). 
• The role of a high level of environmental awareness (but not environmental education as such in the success with 

the CDP has been acknowledged. 
• Scientific environmental knowledge in Heidelberg is employed where LEG technicalities so demand. 
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4.7 Assessment: lessons learned 

The Staatsziel Umweltschutz in the GG and its counterparts in the Lander 

constitutions afford authoritative guidelines to all levels of the federal 

government. They establish a constitutional obligation to take positive 

action towards fulfilment thereof. It is argued that an environmental 

ambiance exists in Germany that authorities can draw indications from, 

even in the absence of prominent indication in the GG of the type of 

positive government action required. Established factors such as the 

cooperation principle (with its novel focus on Zusammenarbeit in public and 

private contexts and kooperativer F6deralismus),U2A the development of an 

Umweltsgesetzbuch that will integrate the body of environmental law in 

Germany,1125 pointers that Germany could draw from the judgments of the 

ECHR related to the environmental protection afforded by the European 

Convention, guidelines provided by the acquis communautaire, 

environmental EC directives applicable to Germany,1126 emphasis on the 

notion of local self-government accompanied by financial autonomy and 

supported by the principles in the Council of Europe Charter,1127 Lander-

level initiatives in terms of LA 21,1128 the recurrence of the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz in Lander constitutions as well as the anthropocentric 

character of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz, all serve to establish the legal 

milieu for LEG. This environmental 'ambiance' and 'milieu' that exist are 

important for understanding the context in which, inter alia, the Staatsziel 

Umweltschutz operate but, unfortunately, still do not constitute clear and 

cogent yardsticks for local authorities' fulfilment thereof. 

In addition to the previously established generic elements for fulfilment of 

environmental rights, practical prototype yardsticks may be extracted from 

the German case (inclusive of the Baden-Wurttemberg/Heidelberg case 

4.3.2.1 above. 
4.3.2.2 above. 
4.3.4 above. 
4.4.3 above. 
Such as 4.6.3.1 above. 
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study). The promotion and realisation of the Staatsziel Umweltschutz by 

local government in Germany seems to: 

• Require local self-government that is not mere artificial lip-service paid 

to higher levels of government and that is accompanied by 

decentralisation of environmental functions and concomitant 

decentralisation of financial resources, skills and capacity; 

• Require legal clarity as to the exact type of environmental duties which 

are the responsibility of local and other levels of government 

respectively without imposing fixed ways to fulfill them; 

• Depend on cooperation in private and public contexts that presupposes, 

but should also culminate in, participatory environmental decision-

making, sharing of environmental information, distribution of knowledge 

and experience and environmental education; 

• Require supportive structures and developments (related to 

environmental policy, programmes, data management and standards, 

for example) at the level of government closest to local government 

without diminishing the concept of local self-government; 

• Benefit from guidelines and support provided by regional documents (in 

the international context) on local government and regional bodies 

focused on improved local environmental initiatives and coordination; 

• Depend on local political buy-in and sufficient allocation in local budgets; 

• Depend on expert scientific knowledge on the environment, social 

considerations and economics at all levels of government; 

• Not require of a local authority to abide by the presumed confines of LA 

21 although LA 21 may serve as a point of departure for action; 

• May require development of a bylaw or local policy based on 

environmental standards that unpack target areas and indicators in a 

cyclical fashion to allow also for monitoring and reporting; 

• May require alignment of the content of environmental law (principles, 

standards etc) with tools and mechanisms known in the area of 

environmental and public management generally; 
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• May require assistance from expert service operators (especially with 
matters related to environmental services and infrastructure) similar to 
the function-specific local government associations in Germany; 

• May potentially benefit from integration of environmental law in a 
national document similar to the Umweltgesetzbuch to the extent that an 
integrated compilation of environmental duties, standards, targets and 
indicators may strengthen local government law-making as well as local 
government compliance; and 

• May benefit from the provision of sufficient room for local government 
initiative and experimentation with environmental programmes and 
projects assuming, once again, that sufficient expert knowledge, skills 
and capacity are available at local government level. 
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5.1 Introduction11 

Namibia as one of South Africa's SADC neighbours is a vast country with a 

sparse population of less than two million people.1130 It is a unitary secular 

and constitutional state1131 which asserts sovereignty over the former South 

African enclave of Walvis Bay also.1132 As one of the most arid countries in 

the world,1133 Namibia is generally known for its fragile natural environment.1134 

It is rich in minerals and natural resources such as diamonds, lead, uranium, 

zinc and fish. Mining, fishing, farming and ranching are regarded as the 

mainstays of the country's economy.1135 The implementation of a 

I wish to thank Dr Katharina Ruppel-Schlichting for her insightful comments on an 
earlier draft of this chapter. 
Naldi Constitutional Rights in Namibia 1, Krugmann Fundamental Issues 19, United 
States of America Country Report on Human Rights Practices (Namibia) at 
http://www.state.gOv/g/drl/rls/hrrpt/2006/78749.htm and Suzman Minorities in 
Independent Namibia 3. In 1999, approximately 90 000 people in the country were 
reported to be landless and homeless. See Namises in Fischer-Buder Human Rights 
95. In addition to the Owambo people that make up about half of the population, the 
country is composed of people from a range of other communities including Basters, 
Caprivians, Damara, Herero, Himba, Kavango, Nama, San and Setswana. These 
different ethnic groups represent the heterogeneous population but also the disparate 
traditions and different histories of development in Namibia. Refer to Suzman 
Minorities in Independent Namibia 3. 
The government structure is more or less similar to that of South Africa (see Chapter 
7 below) as opposed to the federal government structure in Germany (see Chapter 4 
above). The Mas politica is upheld. On the trias politica refer to 3.1 above. See 
further also Tdtemeyer in Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation 179 and 
Bukurura Administration of Justice in Namibia 58. 
Article 1(1) and (4) of the Constitution of Namibia, Naldi Constitutional Rights in 
Namibia 14 and Devine 1993 International Journal of Marine and Coastal Law 471. 
For an account of Namibia's history see Dierks Chronology of Namibian History, 
Erasmus in Keulder (ed) State, Society and Democracy 77 and Du Pisani The Politics 
of Continuity and Change. For a review of the historic course of the Constitution of 
Namibia refer to Ansprenger in Schneider (ed) Namibia 28-43. 
Namibia suffers from severe water scarcity and the only permanently flowing rivers lie 
near to or form part of the country's international borders. According to Namibia 
Vision 2030 136-140 the lack of readily available fresh water in the interior of the 
country remains one of the most important factors that limit development. See also 
Felton Traditional Authority 52, Ashley Population Dynamics 10-13, Krugmann 
Fundamental Issues 10-13 and Barnard (ed) Biological Diversity in Namibia 22-23. 
Unreliable rainfall has motivated efforts to draw upon ground and river water. More 
than half of all water consumed in Namibia is obtained from resources below the land 
surface. Groundwater reserves are, however, according to Krugmann Fundamental 
Issues 11 either fully committed or over-exploited. 
Krugmann Fundamental Issues 4, Barnard (ed) Biological Diversity in Namibia 16-18 
and the UN Council for Namibia: Decree on the Natural Resources of Namibia 
(1974). 
Naldi Constitutional Rights in Namibia 1, Schneider in Schneider (ed) Namibia 88-95 
and McGann The Environmental Investment Fund 7-8. Krugmann Fundamental 
Issues 5 states that Namibia has long proved itself to be a classical case of a small 
economy dominated by the exploitation of key mineral resources (increasingly 
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development trajectory which ignored many of the environmental realities of 

the country was a key feature of Namibia in the decades prior to its 

independence.1136 Today, several issues in addition to water scarcity pose 

significant threats to the environment and sustainable development.1137 

Colonialism, apartheid and the unequal distribution of resources have 

generally challenged progress in Namibia. The present government still faces 

some after-effects of colonialism and apartheid and has to grapple with an 

array of socio-economic and development related issues. The adoption of a 

human rights framework and culture in terms of the Constitution of Namibia 

has been a positive attribute of the country since it gained independence.1138 

dominated by diamonds), most of which are recovered from the sea bed. The 
tourism industry in the country also relies on the environment. 
Seely in Diener and Graefe (eds) Contemporary Namibia 35-37, 43. Felton 
Traditional Authority 53 argues that for the historical leaders of Namibia, 
environmental management consisted of establishing nature reserves and that the 
aim with nature conservation was purely to protect nature, in particular game, whilst 
'(p)eople were not seen as having a role in managing their environment.' According 
to The Republic of Namibia Ministry of Environment and Tourism Awareness-raising 
Document on Environment for Development, Blackie Communities and Natural 
Resources 2 and Krugmann Fundamental Issues 13-17 rural Namibians constitute 
approximately sixty percent of the population and depend on natural resources for 
their survival. The urban population rose from 22.7 percent in 1970 to 33 percent in 
2001 whilst eighteen percent of people in urban areas live in informal accommodation 
which is often void of proper basic facilities. There are two types of land tenure in 
Namibia: state owned land and privately owned or commercial land. About 44 
percent of the country has been reported to comprise of commercially owned farms 
or towns, fifteen percent consists of national parks and 41 percent is so-called 
'communal land'. According to Jacobsohn and Owen-Smith 2003 Nomadic Peoples 
94, sixty percent of Namibia's population lives on communal land and depends on 
subsistence farming. 
These include economic growth and industrialisation (largely related to a booming 
diamond, copper and zinc mining industry) despite limited available natural 
resources; poverty and inequality; the low carrying capacity of land; endangered 
biodiversity resources; population growth and settlement patterns; lack of sufficient 
human resources for socio-economic advancement; economic policy and 
management; increased competition for regionally and globally shared natural 
resources; the need for knowledge on sustainable development as well as culture, 
communication, attitudes and lifestyle-trends. See Krugmann Fundamental Issues 3-
36. Krugmann indicates that an additional challenge is contained in the fact that 
despite its vastness and areas of desolation, residents of Namibia have the right in 
terms of article 21 (h) of the Constitution to live anywhere in the country. There is also 
limited available human capital (and therefore expertise) in the fields of environmental 
management, overgrazing, bush encroachment, soil exhaustion, wetlands 
degradation and deforestation. Refer also to Byers Environmental Threats and 
Opportunities in Namibia and Diener in Diener and Graefe (eds) Contemporary 
Namibia 336-339. 
Namibia became independent on 21 March 1990. For a recent review of human 
rights practices in Namibia, see the United States of America Country Report on 
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The Constitution serves as fundamental and supreme law and the entire 

Namibian government (inclusive of local government) is subordinate to it.1139 

The Constitution also established a 'new regime relating to natural resources' 

in the country.1140 

In support of the research question to this study, this chapter addresses the 

meaning and scope of article 95(l) and related environmental provisions in the 

Constitution of Namibia; the positive constitutional environmental obligations 

imposed on government generally and the ways in which the Namibian 

executive and legislature responded to these to date; the structure and role of 

local government; the extent to which the constitutional environmental 

provisions overlap with local government and the lessons that may be learned 

from the Namibian example. The review incorporates the established 

elements for fulfilment of environmental rights1141 as well as some of the 

aspects of the notion of LEG.1142 The chapter aims (1) to estimate the positive 

obligations imposed by the constitutional environmental principles of state 

policy on local government and (2) to extract lessons to be learned from the 

legislative and/or policy responses on the part of or involving local 

government. The developments in Namibia are reviewed with particular 

reference to the Municipality of Walvis Bay.1143 A comprehensive critical 

analysis of the history, development, application and meaning of constitutional 

environmental law and local government law in Namibia falls beyond the 

scope of the objectives of this chapter.1144 

Human Rights Practices (Namibia) at httpV/www.state.gov/g/drl/rls /hrrpt /2006 
/78749.htm. 
For an outline of the government in Namibia refer to Naldi Constitutional Rights in 
Namibia 15-19 and for a review of the set-up and functioning of the Namibian 
parliament to Bertelsmann-Scott 2005 South African Journal of International Affairs 
129-146. 
Devine 1993 International Journal of Marine and Coastal Law 480 and Carpenter in 
Van Wyk (ed) Namibia 56-57. 
Refer to 2.8 above. 
Refer to 3.3.3.1 above. 
This will be done by means of a case study that is based on a survey of related 
jurisprudence, available literature and semi-structured interviews that are on file with 
the author. See also 1.4 above and 5.6 below. 
Still, based on the close relationship between the legal and political developments in 
South Africa and Namibia and these countries' shared responsibilities in terms of 
regional human rights and environmental law, more extensive attention is paid in this 
chapter to some relevant framework and sectoral laws than was the case in the 
chapter on Germany. The fact that very little jurisprudence and literature on the 
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5.2 Article 95(1) environmental principle of state policy 

5.2.1 Introduction 

When the Constitution of Namibia was passed it was hailed as a 'model for 

Africa' based on its content and the drafting process.1145 The Constitution 

embraces a body of classical civil and political rights1146 and chapter 3 thereof 

contains a set of enforceable fundamental human rights and freedoms. The 

latter should be 'respected and upheld by the executive, legislative and 

judiciary, all organs of government, its agencies and where applicable, by all 

natural and legal persons in Namibia.'1147 Chapter 3, however, does not 

contain any typical socio-economic rights (such as rights to housing, water or 

access to health services).1148 Socio-economic considerations are addressed 

elsewhere in the Constitution instead. Chapter 11 contains a list of principles 

of state policy or 'societal goals' that are unenforceable by individuals.1149 Like 

the Staatzielbestimmungen in the GG,1150 these principles of state policy 

constitute abstract objective constitutional provisions that should guide the 

state in its decision-making processes.1151 The principles of state policy legally 

interpretation of the constitutional environmental principle of state policy is available 
also prompted a review of the laws and policies that followed the adoption of this 
principle in Namibia. 
Bukurura Administration of Justice in Namibia 57 and Bukurura 2001 SA Public Law 
315. 
Refer to Bukurura Administration of Justice in Namibia 21. For an outline of the 
Constitution of Namibia, see Erasmus in Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The 
Constitution at Work 5, 7, 12-16 and Erasmus in Keulder (ed) State, Society and 
Democracy 77-102. For historical collections of the drafting process refer to Melber 
in Sichone (ed) State and Constitutionalism in Southern Africa 15-21. 
Article 5. Refer also to Carpenter in Van Wyk (ed) Namibia 41. 
The only exception is the right to education contained in article 20. See Erasmus in 
Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The Constitution at Work 13 and Carpenter in Van 
Wyk (ed) Namibia 32. 
Article 101 states that the principles of state policy are not legally enforceable but 
merely serve as a guide in making and applying laws to give effect to the 
fundamental objectives of the different principles. The principles must also be 
employed in the interpretation of Namibian law. See also Naldi Constitutional Rights 
in Namibia 99. Viljoen International Human Rights Law in Africa 580-581 shows that 
the constitutions of a number of African states contain a combination of justiciable 
socio-economic rights and directive principles of state policy. 
See 4.2 above. 
Watz Verfassung Der Republik Namibia 186. Apart from the GG in Germany, the 
constitutions of several other countries also contain a list of similar injusticiable 
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compel the government of Namibia to actively promote and maintain the 

welfare of the people, inter alia, through policy.1152 The verb-use in the article 

95 principles of state policy is indicative of the fact that the fulfilment of the 

principles requires positive action on the part of government.1153 

5.2.2 Article 95(1) interpreted 

Article 95(1) of the Constitution of Namibia states that: 

The state shall actively promote and maintain the welfare of the people 
inter alia by adopting policies aimed at the: 

(I) maintenance of ecosystems, essential ecological processes and 
biological diversity of Namibia and utilisation of living natural 
resources on a sustainable basis for the benefit of all Namibians, 
both present and future; in particular, the Government shall provide 
measures against the dumping or recycling of foreign nuclear and 
toxic waste on Namibia territory. 

Article 95(1) is peculiar in several ways. Firstly, it is expected of the state to 

promote and maintain the welfare of the people by adopting policies aimed at 

'maintenance'. Maintenance in this context is very ambiguous if one bears in 

mind that to maintain means that something should be kept in existence at the 

same level or standard. This is simply not possible in the environmental 

context if one considers the forceful impact of global warming or natural 

disasters, for example. Secondly, mention is made of the 'welfare of the 

people.' It is not clear how this should be interpreted but it is supposed that 

the intended meaning will not be much different from the meaning that is read 

into 'well-being' in section 24 of the South African Constitution.1154 Thirdly, 

article 95(l) says that the state should employ 'policies' and 'measures' to 

achieve the aims intended with the principle. Rather strangely in the case of 

directive principles. See article 45 of the Constitution of Ireland of 1937 (as 
amended) and article 33 of the Interim Constitution of Nepal of 2007, for example. 
Own emphasis. 
This idea is further discussed in 5.2.5 below. 
See the detailed discussion in 6.2 below. Namibia's Environmental Management Bill 
of 1998 strengthened this view by defining pollution as 'the direct or indirect 
introduction, as a result of human activity, of substances, vibrations ... which may be 
harmful to human health or well-being or the quality of the environment ... ' Note, 
however, that the Environmental Management Act of 2007 contains no definition of 
pollution. See further 5.3.2.1 and 5.3.2.2 below. 
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a country in need of legal reform, the drafters of the constitution did not make 

explicit mention of 'legislation,' whereas the latter is supposedly more 

enforceable than policy and would have explicitly compelled the Namibian 

legislature to further develop environmental/natural resource law. Fourthly, 

article 95(1) seems to consider the environment in a narrow sense with 

particular reference to 'ecosystems', 'ecological processes', biological 

diversity', 'living natural resources' and 'waste'.1155 Non-living matter such as 

objects of cultural significance, environmental infrastructure, health-related 

factors and issues such as environmental nuisances, for example, appear not 

to be covered by article 95(l). At face-value the provision seems to have been 

so worded as to extend only to nature conservation and pollution control. In 

the fifth place, by making reference to 'all Narnibians' and 'Namibia territory' 

the meaning of article 95(l) seems somewhat limited as far as it concerns non

residents within the country and the possible effects of foreign nuclear and 

toxic waste on South Africa, Angola, Zambia and Botswana as bordering 

countries, for example. These could, however, be mere insignificant textual 

ambiguities that remain uncertain in the absence of interpretation in case law 

or jurisprudence. In the last instance, article 95 provides that '(t)he state shall 

... promote ... and maintain.'1156 The language that is used creates the 

impression that indeed the principles of state policy create enforceable 

obligations that must be fulfilled. This idea is reinforced by the fact that no 

mention is made of any conditions1157 that would render non-performance on 

the part of the state justified. De facto, however, unlike the Constitution of 

South Africa,1158 but like the GG,1159 the Constitution of Namibia does not 

contain an entrenched and enforceable environmental right.1160 Still, article 

95(l) compels all state organs (inclusive of local government) to be directed by 

the environmental principle of state policy.1161 

See also Seely in Diener and Graefe (eds) Contemporary Namibia 38. 
Own emphasis. 
For example, limited state resources or capacity. 
See 6.2 below. 
See 4.2 above. 
Since the aridity of Namibia is a prominent feature of the country, it is rather curious 
that only toxic and nuclear wastes, as opposed to water-scarcity, are accentuated as 
environmental concerns in article 95(l). 
Refer to Hinz in Diener and Graefe (eds) Contemporary Namibia 77. 
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Although the notion of the environment is captured only in a narrow and 

strictly ecological sense in article 95(1), this provision also makes reference to 

the notion of sustainable development1162 and to the employment of article 

95(1) to the benefit of people.1163 Hence, the environmental principle of state 

policy invites an anthropocentric approach to its interpretation.1164 

5.2.3 Constitutional provisions that enhance article 95(1) 

Apart from the ecologically focused article 95(1) at least three more principles 

of state policy may have a bearing on the people of Namibia's environment.1165 

It is provided that the state shall actively promote and maintain the welfare of 

the people by adopting policies that aim, inter alia, to ensure that every citizen 

has a right to fair and equitable access to public facilities and services;1166 at 

consistent planning to raise and maintain an acceptable level of nutrition and 

standard of living;1167 at the improvement of public health; and at 

encouragement of the mass of the population through education and other 

activities to influence government policy.1168 

Section 1 of Namibia's Environmental Management Act of 2007 defines sustainable 
development somewhat differently from the equivalent South African provision as 
'human use of a natural resource, whether renewable or non-renewable, or the 
environment, in such a manner that it may equitably yield the greatest benefit to 
present generations while maintaining its potential to meet the needs and aspirations 
of future generations, and includes the maintenance and improvement of the capacity 
of the environment to produce renewable resources and the natural capacity for 
regeneration of such resources.' For the definition afforded to sustainable 
development in South Africa see 6.2 below. 
Viewed in its entirety it may not be correct to say that article 95(1) entrenches the 
notion of sustainable development since sustainable development arguably exceeds 
the limits of care for the natural and living environment. 
On the anthropocentric approach see 2.2.2 above. It is proposed that when the 
Namibian executive and legislature interpret the constitutional environmental 
provisions it may however be important to consider also the properties of a theo-
cultural approach based on the fair degree of prominence of traditional African 
cultures and religions in vast parts of Namibia. On the theo-cultural approach see 
2.2.4 above. 
This seems to be the case in a number of constitutions that include a list of 
constitutional directive principles as opposed to socio-economic rights perse. Refer 
to the comparative work of Sharma Human Rights 141. 
Article 95(e). These facilities and services arguably include environmental services 
and services related to environmental infrastructure. See also Watz Verfassung Der 
Republik Namibia 177 and 2.8.5 above. 
Article 95(j). See also Watz Verfassung Der Republik Namibia 178. 
Article 95(k). See also Watz Verfassung Der Republik Namibia 178. 
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Furthermore, article 14(3) of the Constitution of Namibia provides that the 

family is the natural and fundamental social unit and is entitled to protection by 

society and the state.1169 This provision constitutes an enforceable right. Its 

relation to the environment may not be immediately clear. It is argued, 

though, that the environmentally relevant meaning that the ECHR has read to 

date into the article 8 right to family life in the European Convention could 

serve as a foreign law judicial direction indicator for the Namibian judiciary.1170 

It appears as if article 14(3) could under certain circumstances and by way of 

analogy be interpreted by the Namibian courts to serve an environmentally 

relevant function also.1171 

Article 23(2) of the Constitution of Namibia provides that nothing shall prevent 

parliament from enacting legislation that provides directly or indirectly for the 

advancement of persons within Namibia who have been socially, 

economically or educationally disadvantaged in the past or for the 

implementation of policies or programmes aimed at redressing imbalances 

caused by it.1172 The provision does not mention the environment as an 

element of historic transgression. Still, it may be possible for the courts to 

read environmentally relevant imbalances into the 'social' condition mentioned 

and for the legislature to subsequently establish related positive duties.1173 

As is the case in domestic constitutional law generally the rights to life,1174 

human dignity1175 and equality1176 in the Constitution of Namibia serve to fortify 

Revert to Watz Verfassung Der Republik Namibia 112-114. 
Refer to 4.3.4 above. 
Consider 4.3.4. 
This provision is related to so-called 'positive discrimination' or affirmative action. 
See Suzman Minorities in Independent Namibia 11. 
The definition afforded to and scope envisaged by 'social' will, however, be a 
determining factor. It is proposed that an environmental-friendly interpretation be 
adopted when the opportunity arises in so far as such an interpretation can establish 
the means by which to constitutionally entrench the notion of environmental justice in 
Namibia. However, the fact that the wording 'nothing shall prevent' has been 
included makes it difficult to extract here a positive constitutional duty on the part of 
the state. Among other interpretative considerations, the intention of the drafters of 
the Constitution of Namibia could be decisive in this instance. 
Article 6. 
Article 8. 
Article 10. 
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the claims that people may have to an environment of a certain quality.1177 

However, as civil/political rights these do not per se impose positive 

obligations on the part of the state as was discussed in 2.3.2 above. 

In the light of the above, it is observed that the environment is covered 

explicitly in article 95(l) of the Constitution of Namibia but that environmental 

issues may also be covered in a more nuanced way by some of the other 

principles of state policy and constitutional provisions. In as far as the 

Constitution does not include an enforceable environmental right it is 

necessary to consider constitutional environmental protection in a holistic 

fashion to optimise its meaning and relevance for the people in Namibia. 

5.2.4 Additional environmentally relevant constitutional provisions and 
features 

In addition to the environmental principle of state policy, constitutional 

environmental protection is afforded by an amalgamation of different 

provisions in the Constitution of Namibia. These are briefly discussed. 

5.2.4.1 Customary and common law 

Customary and common law are valid in Namibia to the extent that it does not 

conflict with the Constitution or other laws.1178 Hence, should customary 

and/or common law contain environmentally relevant provisions or rules these 

will be applicable under the conditions provided and should be respected by 

all authorities.1179 It could even in some instances be necessary to employ 

customary and common law in the contextual interpretation of constitutional 

environmental law. Customary law does play a significant role in Namibia as 

is shown by, inter alia, the adoption and implementation of the Traditional 

Authorities Act 25 of 2000 further discussed in 5.4.3.4 below. 

See also 5.2.3. 
Article 66(1). 
For some critical perspectives on presumed conflicts between the Constitution and 
customary law see Hinz in Fischer-Buder Human Rights 168-181. On the position in 
South Africa refer to 7.2.3.5 below. 
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5.4.2.2 State trust 

The land, the water, and the natural resources below and above the land, in 

the continental shelf and within the territorial waters as well as within the 

exclusive economic zone of Namibia belong to the state in terms of the 

Constitution, if not otherwise lawfully owned.1180 To this extent, the 

Constitution of Namibia establishes sovereign state ownership of natural 

resources not under the control of others.1181 Considering the scant population 

in Namibia, vast areas of land may indeed be in state ownership, and the 

state should accordingly take environmentally-related responsibility for these 

areas.1182 Where an environmental issue occur on land belonging to the state 

it is possible for the idea of 'state trust' to fortify the duties of government in 

terms of article 95(l) of the Constitution. 

5.2.4.3 Ombudsman 

On the procedural side, the Constitution provides for a national 

ombudsman1183 who is given significant status and is primarily responsible for 

the promotion of accountability in Namibia generally.1184 The functions of the 

Article 100. On the idea of the public trust in an environmental context, see Van der 
Schyff Constitutionality of the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development Act 
106-149. Refer also to Bethune and Ruppel Namibia: Review of Wetland Policy and 
Law 2007 at http://www.ramsar.org/index_features_namibia_review.pdf. 
See Watz Verfassung Der Republik Namibia 182-186. 
Compare with the position in South Africa in Chapters 6 and 7 below. 
The notion 'ombudsman' has been defined by Ayeni in Kasuto and Wehmhorner 
(eds) The Ombudsman as an office established by constitution or statute, headed by 
an independent high-level public official who receives complaints about injustice and 
maladministration from aggrieved persons against government agencies, officials and 
employees or who acts on his/her own initiative (own emphasis). He or she has the 
power to investigate, criticise, recommend corrective actions and generally publicise 
administrative actions. Although the Ombudsman has no power to sanction he or 
she is a person of prestige and influence who operates with objectivity, competence, 
efficiency and fairness. For an introduction to the historic birth of the institution of 'an 
ombudsman' see Mumba in Kasuto and Wehmhorner (eds) The Ombudsman 17-26, 
Bukurura Administration of Justice in Namibia 59, 64-65 and Watz Verfassung Der 
Republik Namibia 273. 
Chapter 10. See also Carpenter in Van Wyk (ed) Namibia 55, Watz Verfassung Der 
Republik Namibia 273-281 and Bukurura 2001 SA Public Law 315-342. The 
Ombudsman operates independently and is subject only to the Constitution and the 
law. The Constitution prevents interference with the Ombudsman and imposes a 
positive duty on all organs of state to protect the independence and dignity of the 
office and to provide any assistance required. 
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Ombudsman extend beyond dealing with instances of maladministration in 

state structures and include inter alia 1185 investigating complaints concerning 

alleged/apparent instances of violations of all fundamental rights and 

freedoms or the abuse of power.1186 

In essence, the Ombudsman serves as guardian and protector of the 

Constitution in so far as it relates to the activities of the legislature and 

executive.1187 Carpenter1188 holds that the legal system in Namibia is 

inadequately equipped to address environmental problems effectively. For 

this reason the environmental duties of the Ombudsman could be of particular 

importance. The Constitution of Namibia outlines a number of environmental 

duties on the part of the Ombudsman.1189 These include investigating 

complaints concerning over-utilisation of living natural resources; irrational 

exploitation of non-renewable resources; degradation and destruction of 

ecosystems; failure to protect the beauty and character of Namibia1190 and 

failure to take appropriate action to call for the remediation, correction and 

reversal of activities related to the above through means that are fair, proper 

and effective. The Ombudsman should also investigate vigorously and act 

upon all instances of alleged or suspended corruption and misappropriation of 

public money by government officials generally.1191 The decisions/findings of 

the Ombudsman following an enquiry are not enforceable by the Ombudsman 

him/herself - this person is void of sanctioning powers. The Ombudsman is, 

however, allowed in terms of section 5(1) of the Ombudsman Act 7 of 1990 

(Ombudsman Act) to take appropriate action or steps to call for or require the 

remedying, correction and reversal of matters, for instance by referring the 

matter to the Prosecutor-General or to the Auditor-General or both, as 

appropriate, or by initiating proceedings in a court of competent jurisdiction for 

Section 91 of the Constitution of Namibia. 
See also section 3(1 )(a) of the Ombudsman Act 7 of 1990, Bukurura 2001 SA Public 
Law 319 and Walters in Horn and Bosl (eds) Human Rights and the Rule of Law in 
Namibia 121-130. 
See Watz Verfassung Der Republik Namibia 280 and Mumba in Kasuto and 
Wehmhorner (eds) The Ombudsman 18-19. 
Carpenter in Van Wyk (ed) Namibia 56. 
Refer to article 91 (c) of the Constitution of Namibia. See also Ruppel in Horn and 
Bosl (eds) Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Namibia 105. 
See also section 3(1 )(b) of the Ombudsman Act. 
See also section 5 of the Ombudsman Act. 
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an interdict or some other suitable remedy to secure the termination of the 

offending action or conduct or the abandonment or alteration of the offending 

procedures. 

The notion of an ombudsman or a like institution is not unknown in other 

contexts.1192 The idea of a national ombudsman tasked with constitutionally 

entrenched environmental duties is, however, novel and laudable and could 

serve as a model for other countries. The explicit mandates of the 

Ombudsman in relation to the environment may be indispensable for 

environmental compliance and enforcement in Namibia.1193 However, claims 

have been made that the effectiveness and success of the Ombudsman 

depend on the assistance and cooperation of the executive and legislature.1194 

Bearing in mind the limited resources of the Ombudsman in Namibia and the 

immense scope of responsibilities of the office, it is doubtful that the full 

potential of this institution in the area of environmental compliance and 

enforcement can be realised at this stage.1195 A decentralised structure within 

the office of the Ombudsman could be one solution.1196 Once established in 

terms of the new Environmental Management Act of 2007, it is also possible 

for the Sustainable Development Advisory Council and Environmental 

Commissioner to assist with the environmental mandate of the 

South Africa, for example, does not have an ombudsman. The typical functions of an 
ombudsman are to some extent fulfilled by the Public Protector, the SAHRC and the 
Auditor-General as provided for in chapter 9 of the Constitution of South Africa. The 
environmental mandate of these bodies does not stand apart from their legislative 
mandate generally. See 6.2.4.13 below. In Germany the role of an ombudsman is 
fulfilled by the Wehrbeauftragen (Defence Commissioner) as provided for in article 
45b of the GG and federal law. 
Refer also to 5.4.4. 
The Ombudsman has been described by Bukurura Administration of Justice in 
Namibia 68 as 'only one of the many institutions tasked with human rights protection 
and promotion or promoting good governance in public administration structures. Its 
effectiveness however depends on the political, economic and social environment 
within which it operates - in particular the actions of the government and the 
legislature in supporting the functioning of the office.' 
See for some of the resource-related challenges and shortages experienced by the 
office of the Ombudsman since its institution, Bukurura 2001 SA Public Law 322-331, 
Bukurura Administration of Justice in Namibia 68-69 and Kasuto in Kasuto and 
Wehmhorner (eds) The Ombudsman 117. The Environmental Management Act of 
2007's provision for an Environmental Commissioner could in future assist with the 
environmental duties of the Ombudsman, as is further discussed below. 
However, a detailed discussion falls beyond the focus of this study. 
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Ombudsman.1197 But it may be crucial for government to take the necessary 

measures to prevent duplication of environmental functions between the 

Sustainable Development Commission, the Environmental Commissioner and 

the Ombudsman. The effective operation of the Ombudsman could be vastly 

beneficial to improved environmental compliance and enforcement in Namibia 

and could strengthen the efforts of government to adhere to the constitutional 

environmental principle of state policy. 

5.2.5 Positive and negative obligations imposed on government 

Article 95(l) of the Constitution of Namibia has been described as a 

particularly 'prescriptive' principle of state policy.1198 In the main, the executive 

and legislative branches of government are responsible for fulfilment of the 

abstract obligations imposed by it.1199 The executive and legislature operate at 

all levels of government - theoretically, thus, environmental obligations are 

expected to devolve upon all levels of the Namibian government.1200 

Regardless of article 95(1) and other environmentally-relevant principles of 

state policy being 'prescriptive', barely any evidence exists of concrete 

positive obligations that have to date been judicially extracted from this 

provision. Less interpretation is required pertaining to negative obligations 

since it is rather self-evident that government should refrain from conduct 

and/or decisions that will render all or any of the objectives envisaged by the 

environmentally-relevant principles of state policy void. As has already been 

said, it is less obvious what type of positive obligation is involved. The only 

guidance in article 95(1) is provided through the use of the words 'policy', 

See 5.3.2.2 below. 
Watz Verfassung Der Republik Namibia 178. 
See Watz Verfassung Der Republik Namibia 176, 186. 
This devolving of obligations relates to and depends on the notion of decentralisation. 
It has, however, been argued that in Namibia '(d)espite plans for decentralisation, 
regional and local government structures remain largely subordinate to a strong 
central government.' See Suzman Minorities in Independent Namibia 15. Totemeyer 
in Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation 183 states that some line ministries 
remain sceptical about decentralisation, fearing the loss of power. Some have been 
willing to deconcentrate but not to devolve or delegate power to lower levels of 
government. 'They are, however, aware of the constitutional position ... It is not 
always unwillingness but often a lack of clarity about the decentralisation policy, who 
should coordinate decentralisation and what initiative line ministries should take.' 
See further the discussion in 5.4.3.3 below. 
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'promote' and 'maintain,' of which particularly the latter two are rather open for 

interpretation.1201 

As was indicated in 5.2.1 above, constitutional principles of state policy as 

opposed to constitutional rights are however not unique to the Constitution of 

Namibia.1202 In the absence of case law or scholarly analyses of the scope 

and meaning of article 95(1) qua the positive obligations imposed by it, it is 

perhaps merited to revert to the positive obligations generally imposed by 

constitutional principles of state policy as constitutional law constructs. 

Constitutional principles of state policy are generally expected to infiltrate or 

'flavour' state governance.1203 They translate into government objectives that 

should be sought inter alia in policy, law, programmes and decision-

making.1204 All levels and bodies of government are bound by these principles 

in so far as they introduce a particular 'political philosophy'1205 into government 

practice (decision-making, law-making and interpretation and application of 

law etc). Constitutional principles of state policy serve as a stimulus for new 

initiatives or endeavors - especially where existing policy, law or programmes 

See 5.2 above. 
The idea of constitutional directive principles was born in Spain and was later 
adopted by Ireland, Germany (refer to 4.2 above), India, China, Yugoslavia and 
Czechoslovakia. See Nair and Jain The Constitution of India 32. Directive principles 
generally require positive action primarily, and have less of a 'negative' character 
than traditional civil and political rights, for example. See Bakshi The Constitution of 
India 88. Literature and jurisprudence on the Constitution of India of 1949 
(Constitution of India) are especially insightful in as far as they pertain to 
constitutional directives of state policy. The Constitution of India is regarded as a 
historic model for developing countries and contains an extensive list of directive 
principles of state policy in part IV. The meaning, scope and intention of the 
constitutional directives of state policy have already attracted a lot of scholarly 
attention. For some recent analyses, see Sharma Directive Principles 52-63, Bakshi 
The Constitution of India 88-126, Nair and Jain The Constitution of India 31-46 and 
Saharay The Constitution of India. For interesting comments on the functioning of 
directive principles in the domain of socio-economic rights protection with reference 
to the Constitution of Lesotho of 1993, see Viljoen International Human Rights Law in 
Africa 576-580. 
The South African courts at times wrongly interpreted or referred to the section 24 
environmental right in the Constitution of South Africa as a directive principle. See for 
example HTF Developers (Pty) Ltd v Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism 
and Others 2006 5 SA 512 (T) at 512. 
The constitutional environmental directive principle contained in article 48A of the 
Constitution of India was more than once found to be enforceable regardless of these 
directives usually being described as injusticiable. Refer to Bakshi The Constitution 
of India 94, 97. 
See Nair and Jain The Constitution of India 32, 39. 
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seem inadequate to attain the principles' objectives.1206 Constitutional 
principles of state policy should have a 'triggering effect.' This means that 
they should prompt initiatives on the part of government.1207 The principles are 
furthermore expected to serve as a gauge in different balancing acts (for 
example in the weighing up of different rights or in instances where economic 
progress opposes social or ecological concerns). The principles must 
similarly be employed as direction indicators in setting government priorities. 
Also, the judiciary should apply the principles of state policy in constitutional 
interpretation and use them to fill gaps in the legislative framework when and 
where necessary.1208 These generic features of constitutional principles of 
state policy apply also to the environmental principle of state policy in the 
Constitution of Namibia. 

Constitutional principles of state policy are open to various forms of critique1209 

and it is not clear why the drafters of the Constitution of Namibia opted for 
their inclusion instead of enforceable constitutional rights.1210 Perhaps they 
are the same reasons as those which were offered for the inclusion of 
constitutional norms in the GG of Germany.1211 Nevertheless, constitutional 
principles of state policy do pose negative and positive obligations on the part 
of a state. Nair and Jane1212 state with reference to these principles that 
'(t)here may not be legal force behind them but the highest tribunal, public 
opinion, stands behind them. No government can afford to ignore these 

Still, it is argued by Saharay The Constitution of India 354 that principles of state 
policy may not override any restrictions that have been imposed on the legislative 
power of the state. 
The principles of state policy in the Constitution of India have for example, been 
described as being neither 'cut and dried' nor a 'rigid' blueprint. They express 
aspirations that government and the legislature should actively pursue. Nair and Jain 
The Constitution of India 32. 
It has been contended in Indian jurisprudence that enforceable constitutional human 
rights may require amendment if that would make the constitutional directive 
principles more effective. See Bakshi The Constitution of India 88-89. Courts may 
accordingly not stand oblivious towards constitutional principles of state policy 
despite their rather unenforceable nature. See Saharay The Constitution of India 
354. 
Perhaps the most prominent is its lack of legal force, which prompted some to argue 
that these principles are 'pious superfluities or political manifestos devoid of any 
constitutional importance.' Nair and Jain The Constitution of India 38. 
Refer for example to Nair and Jain The Constitution of India 38-45. 
See 4.2 above. 
Nair and Jain The Constitution of India 41. 
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directives, if it is not keen to doom its future for all time to come.'1213 The 

principles of state policy that pertain to the environment should accordingly be 

afforded a particular weight in the legal system of Namibia and it is hoped that 

further focused research and jurisprudence will in future inform an 

understanding of the positive and negative obligations posed by the 

environmental principles of state policy. 

5.3 Environmental law and policy milieu for fulfilment of 
environmental obligations 

5.3.1 Introduction 

It has been stated that the Constitution of Namibia triggered widespread 

legislative reform in terms of natural resource management. By the time the 

Constitution came into being, much of the environmental laws were outdated 

and in serious need of revision. 'These laws needed to be brought in line with 

the new Constitution, the ideals of community-based natural resource 

management, sustainable natural resource use and the development priorities 

and realities of post-independence Namibia.'1214 Therefore, whilst the 

interpretation of the environmental principles of state policy in the Constitution 

of Namibia remains in limbo, some developments in framework environmental 

law and policy could shed some light on the scope of these principles.1215 The 

environment' perse is not once referred to in the Constitution of Namibia. It is 

hence impossible to estimate whether the environment is constitutionally 

afforded an inclusive or exclusive definition. The Environmental Management 

Act 7 of 2007 (EMA) was recently passed by government. The EMA defines 

the environment in section 1 as 'the complex of natural and anthropogenic 

A similar view was held in terms of the environmental principle of state policy 
contained in section 16, article II of the the Constitution of the Philippines of 1987 in 
the groundbreaking decision of the Supreme Court of the Philippines, Minors Oposa 
et al v Secretary of the Environment and Natural Resources Fulgencio Factoran, 30 
July 1993. For a discussion of this case see Fijalkowski and Fitzmaurice (eds) Right 
of the Child to a Clean Environment 9-12. 
Bethune and Ruppel Namibia: Review of Wetland Policy and Law 2007 at 
http://www.ramsar.org/index_features_namibia_review.pdf 
As was indicated before, this is also one of the reasons why framework and sectoral 
environmental law are attended to in more detail here than in Chapter 4 on Germany. 
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factors and elements that are mutually interrelated and affect the ecological 

equilibrium and the quality of life.' The environment is further defined to 

include 'the natural environment being land, water and air, all organic and 

inorganic material and all living organisms; and the human environment that is 

the landscape and natural, cultural, historical, aesthetic, economic and social 

heritage and values.' This definition is particularly inclusive in comparison 

with the (already far-reaching) definitions afforded to the environment in South 

Africa1216 and Germany.1217 With its reference to culture and values the EMA 

definition invites a mixture of an anthropocentric and theo-cultural approach1218 

to the environment in Namibia as was already hinted at above.1219 The EMA 

definition of the environment could arguably assist in unravelling the meaning 

of notions such as 'maintenance' and 'sustainable basis' as contained in the 

article 95(l) constitutional principle of state policy. 

In the words of Ruppel:1220 

Sectoral legislation covering the protection of the environment is wide-
ranging in Namibia. Namibia as a country has numerous legislative 
instruments that provide for the equitable use of natural resources for 
the benefit of all. Within its legislative framework, Namibia has 
provided extensively for safeguard measures to protect the 
environment. The implementation of this legislative framework is a 
mammoth task. 

In order to further augment an understanding of the constitutional obligations 

of the Namibian government it would be useful to consider below some of the 

laws and policies that constitute the legislative and policy milieu for fulfilment 

of the government's environmental obligations. 

5.3.2 Legislative developments 

A vast number of fragmented environmental laws exists in Namibia. The 

purpose with this chapter does not merit a full blown analysis of all 

See Chapter 6 below. 
See Chapter 4 above. 
The approaches to environmental rights were discussed in 2.2 above. 
See 5.2.2. 
Ruppel in Horn and Bosl (eds) Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Namibia 110. 
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environmental laws that may have application to local government in 

Namibia.1221 An attempt is made below to highlight the relevant provisions 

contained in framework environmental law, sectoral environmental laws of 

particular relevance in the light of the environmental calamities in Namibia and 

other novel laws that may be useful for the environmental law-makers of other 

countries. 

5.3.2.1 Environmental Management Bill of 1998 

The 1998 draft of the Environmental Management Act (draft EMA) was 

designed as an environmental framework act intended to give effect to articles 

95(l) and 91 (c) of the Constitution of Namibia. It aimed inter alia to establish 

general principles for the management of the environment and natural 

resources; to promote the coordinated and integrated management of the 

environment; to enable the Minister of Environment and Tourism to give effect 

to Namibia's obligations under international environmental conventions; to 

establish certain institutions; and in particular to provide for a Sustainable 

Development Commission and Environmental Commissioner.1222 

Ten years after its design and finalisation the final EMA has only recently 

been promulgated. In what follows, an attempt is made to extract the key 

provisions in the draft EMA pertaining to the local authorities and LEG in 

Namibia.1223 It is intended with the brief comparison between the draft EMA 

and the final Environmental Management Act 7 of 2007 in 5.3.2.2 below, to 

show that in some instances the draft EMA appears to be more conducive to 

Some of the issue-specific environmental laws not discussed include the Atmospheric 
Pollution Prevention Ordinance 11 of 1976, the Biosafety Act 7 of 2006, the Forest 
Act 12 of 2001, the Inland Fisheries Resources Act 1 of 2003, the Marine Resources 
Act 27 of 2000, the Seashore ActZ\ of 1935, the Sea Fisheries Act 29 of 1992, the 
Minerals (Prospecting and Mining) Act 33 of 1992, the National Heritage Act 27 of 
2004 and the So/7 Conservation Act 76 of 1969. Note that the Nature Conservation 
Ordinance 4 of 1975 (as amended) which is a prominent piece of environmental 
legislation in Namibia is to be repealed by the Parks Wildlife Management Bill which 
is still pending in Parliament. As can be derived from its title the Ordinance focuses 
in the main on nature conservation and aspects related thereto and is therefore not 
an inclusive environmental framework law. 
When considering the aims of the draft EMA there appear to be a number of 
resemblances with the NEMA in South Africa. Refer to 6.3.1 below. 
Section 5 of the draft EMA states that all government institutions are bound by its 
provisions. 
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the fulfilment of the constitutional environmental principle of state policy than 

the law that finally passed Parliament in 2007. 

As was indicated before, the draft EMA contained an environmental right that 

was accompanied by an explicit environmental duty on the part of both 

government and society.1224 Since the Constitution of Namibia contains no 

enforceable environmental right the question arises as to what the real 

meaning of such an environmental right in the EMA would or could be. The 

right cannot be regarded as a fundamental right since it would not have been 

contained in the supreme law of the country but could have an elevated status 

in so far as it would have been included in the proposed national 

environmental framework law. The initial inclusion of an environmental right 

and duties in environmental framework law was a clever move on the part of 

the Namibian legislature to reinforce the meaning of the constitutional 

environmental principle of state policy. It is argued that it could offer an 

avenue (together with environmental rights in applicable international law)1225 

through which to enforce environmental duties before the courts.1226 

Section 4(1) and (2) of the draft EMA provided for access to environmental 

information on the part of civil society and government. It stated that every 

person shall have freedom of access to publicly held information relating for 

example to the implementation of the EMA and actual and future threats to the 

environment. Government institutions shall have access for example to 

information relating to the implementation of the EMA and, the state of the 

environment held by any person, provided the information is necessary to 

enable them to carry out their environmental duties. Local authorities could 

accordingly be requested to provide environmental information but could also 

request environmental information under specified circumstances. The 

implementation of this provision would typically contribute to satisfying the 

Section 2 of the draft EMA. 
Refer to 2.4. 
Legal standing is provided for in section 3 of the draft EMA. Provision is made for 
wide legal standing as is the case in the Constitution of South Africa. See 6.2.4.12 
below. 
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generic element for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions on 

the collection and dissemination of environmental information. 

Section 6 of the draft EMA contained a set of environmental principles for 

Namibia.1227 The principles that are most closely related to the governance 

activities of local government include that renewable resources shall be 

utilised on a sustainable basis for the benefit of current and future generations 

of Namibians; that community involvement in natural resource management 

shall be promoted and facilitated; that public participation in decision-making 

affecting the environment shall be promoted; that equitable access to 

sufficient water of acceptable quality and adequate sanitation shall be 

promoted and the water needs of ecological systems shall be met to ensure 

the sustainability of such systems; that the precautionary principle and the 

principle of preventive action shall be applied; that there shall be prior 

environmental assessment of projects and proposals which may significantly 

affect the environment; that sustainable development shall be promoted in 

land-use planning; that Namibia's movable and immovable cultural and 

natural heritage shall be protected and respected for the benefit of current and 

future generations; and that reduction, re-use and recycling shall be 

promoted. Whilst it awaited the promulgation of the final EMA, the legislature 

was not bound to incorporate the environmental principles in any other 

environmental laws. Some of the principles have however been included in 

the Water Resources Management Act 24 of 2004 that is discussed in 5.3.2.4. 

To inter alia facilitate environmental compliance and enforcement in Namibia, 

provision was made in the draft EMA for a Sustainable Development 

Commission.1228 The Commission would be headed by an Environmental 

Commissioner and was to consist of representatives of several state bodies 

inclusive of the Ministry for Regional and Local Government and Housing and 

all government departments whose activities to some extent relate to or could 

impact on the environment. In terms of section 14 the functions of the 

Section 6 is reminiscent of the section 2 environmental principles contained in the 
NEMA of South Africa. See 6.3.1 below. 
Sections 8-15 of the draft EMA. 
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Commission include inter alia to promote co-ordination and cooperation 

between government institutions, NGOs, CBOs, the private sector and funding 

agencies and to promote the integration of environmental considerations in all 

aspects of development. Its functions include also to monitor compliance by 

all government institutions (inclusive of local government) with the 

environmental principles; to identify the need for, review and advise on 

proposals by Ministries for new legislation or regulations that may have a 

significant effect on Namibia's environment; to investigate complaints 

regarding acts or omissions affecting Namibia's environment and refer the 

matters to the Ombudsman or the Prosecutor General or recommend any 

other appropriate steps to the Minister or other relevant government 

institution. The Commission also serves as the central authorisation authority 

in terms of Namibia's environmental impact assessment law.1229 The overlap 

between the functions and duties of the Sustainable Development 

Commission and the Ombudsman could be problematic but it is argued that 

these two bodies could cooperate to make a vast contribution in the context of 

environmental compliance and enforcement. In so far as the Sustainable 

Development Commission is not a departmental line functionary of 

government (although established under the auspices of the Minister of 

Environment and Tourism) it could contribute widely to the improvement of 

environmental co-ordination and cooperative governance in Namibia. In 

principle and provided that such a Commission proves to be efficient, this 

development could be an example for countries faced with the fragmentation 

of its environmental laws and governance, such as South Africa. 

5.3.2.2 Environmental Management Act 

Towards the end of 2007 the parliament of Namibia enacted the 

Environmental Management Act 7 of 2007 (EMA).1230 The content of the act 

differs from the draft EMA and in some instances the final act shows less 

potential towards the fulfilment of the constitutional environmental principle of 

See the Environmental Impact Assessment Policy of 2005, for example. For the 
detail on the environmental impact assessment (EIA) authorisation process refer to 
sections 17-28 of the EMA. 
It came into operation on 21 December 2007. 
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state policy. Unlike the draft EMA, the EMA does not include an 

environmental right and its objectives appear to be more narrow. The 

objective of the EMA is to prevent and mitigate, on the basis of the 

environmental principles in the Act, the significant effects of activities on the 

environment by ensuring that the significant effects of activities on the 

environment are considered in time and carefully, by ensuring that there are 

opportunities for timeous participation of interested and affected parties 

throughout the assessment process and by ensuring that the findings of an 

assessment are taken into account before any decision is made in respect of 

activities.1231 The objective to contribute to the giving of effect to articles 95(l) 

and 91(c) of the Constitution of Namibia and to cooperative governance has 

accordingly been omitted from the EMA as explicit objectives. 

Whereas the draft EMA provided for access to information on the part of both 

civil society and the public sector, the EMA states in section 47 that organs of 

state are entitled to have access to prescribed environmental information held 

by any person where that information is necessary to enable such organs of 

state to perform their environmental duties. No mention is made of a similar 

right on the part of civil society. This omission could counter the ability of the 

EMA to facilitate at least one of the generic elements for the fulfilment of 

environmental rights namely collection and dissemination of environmental 

information. 

The environmental principles in the draft EMA were verbatim included in the 

EMA. However, where the draft EMA provided for the establishment of a 

Sustainable Development Commission, the EMA provides for the 

establishment of a Sustainable Development Advisory Council.1232 The 

functions of this council is much more limited than the envisaged powers of 

the Sustainable Development Commission in that the council will have no 

monitoring powers, for example. The composition of the council is also 

different in as far as section 8 of the EMA determines that the council should 

consist of four persons who represent the interests of the state and four 

1231 Section 2 of the EMA. 
1232 Sections 6-15. 
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persons whom the minister reasonably believes represent the interests of 

organisations, associations or institutions concerned with environmental 

matters. Local government therefore does not have the guarantee that its 

interests will be represented as would have been the case in the composition 

of the draft EMA Sustainable Development Commission.1233 Provision is still 

made for an Environmental Commissioner.1234 

The EMA features two novelties namely provision for the appointment of 

environmental officers to assist in the carrying out of the provisions of the 

Act1235 and the establishment of environmental plans to facilitate the 

coordination and harmonisation of environmental policies, plans, programmes 

and decisions of the various organs of state that exercise functions that may 

affect the environment and are entrusted with powers and duties aimed at the 

achievement, promotion and protection of a sustainable environment.1236 The 

environmental officers may strengthen environmental compliance and 

enforcement (as generic element for the fulfilment of environmental rights) -

especially if the environmental officer resource base could feed into the 

environmental mandate of the Ombudsman.1237 As far as it pertains to the 

environmental plans every organ of state which exercises a function that may 

affect the environment must prepare an environmental plan.1238 Provision is 

also made for compliance with environmental plans. The EMA states that 

every organ of state must exercise every function it may have and that may 

significantly affect the protection of the environment, substantially in 

accordance with the environmental plan prepared and approved and any 

substantial deviation from an environmental plan must be reported to the 

Environmental Commissioner.1239 Provision is made for reporting on a body's 

Refer to 5.3.2.1 above. 
See sections 16 and 17. 
See sections 18-22. These officers and their powers are reminiscent of the 
Environmental Management Inspectors in South Africa. Refer to 6.3.1 below. 
Sections 23-26. 
Notably environmental officers could be government officials in any level or 
department of state (section 18(1)) or persons who are not in the full-time 
employment of the state (section 18(2)). 
Section 24. 
Section 26(1). 
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compliance with an environmental plan.1240 Also, in terms of section 26(3)(b), 

if the Commissioner is satisfied that an environmental implementation plan is 

not substantially complied with, he or she may serve a written notice on the 

organ of state concerned. The organ of state may be called upon to take such 

specified steps as the Commissioner considers necessary to remedy the non-

compliance. The provisions on compliance with the environmental plans are 

more or less similar to those contained in the NEMA of South Africa.1241 

5.3.2.3 Environmental Investment Fund of Namibia Act 

The Environmental Investment Fund of Namibia Act 13 of 2001 (ElFA) was 

established to procure revenue for the maintenance of an environmental fund 

in Namibia. This fund aims to 'generate income in perpetuity' and to 'allocate 

such income to activities and projects aimed at promoting' inter alia 

sustainable development.1242 The fund should consist of revenue appropriated 

by government, money collected in respect of levies imposed, money donated 

or accruing to the fund from any other source, interest and income from 

investments.1243 The objectives of the fund are reminiscent of the language of 

the environmental principle of state policy in article 95(l) in the Constitution of 

Namibia. Although not explicitly stated as such, the fund seems to be aimed 

at generating the financial means to enable government to pursue its 

environmental obligations - also those obligations posed by the Constitution. 

As was indicated before, it may be impossible for any government to fulfill its 

environmental obligations without access to sufficient financial resources.1244 

The establishment of the Environmental Investment Fund is, at least 

theoretically, regarded as a laudable initiative on the part of the legislature.1245 

Its success in the context of this study may, however, largely depend on the 

distribution and devolution of funds. 

Section 26(2). 
Refer to section 16 of the NEMA. 
Sections 2 and 4 of the EIFA. 
The fund is managed and administered by the Environmental Investment Fund of 
Namibia Board. See sections 3 and 5 of the EIFA. 
See Chapter 4 above. 
As far as could be established, neither South Africa nor Germany currently has such 
a fund in place. 
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5.3.2.4 Water Resources Management Act 

The Water Resources Management Act 24 of 2004 (Water Resources 

Management Act) is a sound addition to Namibia's framework environmental 

laws. Although the Act is sector-specific (relating only to water as a natural 

resource) a number of its provisions may be relevant in the context of the 

constitutional environmental principles of state policy.1246 The Water 

Resources Management Act aims to ensure that Namibia's water resources 

are managed, developed, protected, conserved and used in ways which are 

consistent with or conducive to a number of principles outlined in the Act.1247 

These principles include, amongst others, the provision of equitable access to 

water resources by every citizen in support of a healthy and productive life;1248 

the provision of safe drinking water as a basic human right;1249 the alignment 

of human needs with environmental ecosystems and the species that depend 

on them1250 and the integrated planning and management of surface and 

underground water resources in ways which incorporate planning processes, 

economic, environmental and social decisions;1251 openness and transparency 

in making available water resources information accessible to the public.1252 

The principles include also the management of water resources to promote 

sustainable development;1253 furthering a process of human resource 

development and building competency in water resource decision-making;1254 

facilitating and encouraging awareness programmes and the participation of 

interested persons in decision-making;1255 ensuring the consistency of water 

This holds true especially in light of the fact that water scarcity is one of the biggest 
environmental concerns in Namibia. Refer to 5.1 above. Note that the Water Act 54 
of 1956 is also still applied by the Namibian courts. 
Section 2 of the Water Resources Management Act. 
Section 3(a). 
Section 3 (c). 
Section 3(d). 
Section 3(e). 
Section 3(f). 
Section 3(g). 
Section 3(e). 
Section 3(j). It is furthermore provided by section 75(2)(d) that in prescribing 
procedures as to how to develop and adopt efficient water management practices, 
the Minister must consult public and private institutions dealing with the environment 
and water, and the water users concerned, and may consider public education, 
amongst other possible actions. In terms of section 84(1), for the purpose of 
preventing or minimising the risk of flooding, flood damage and water pollution the 
Minister may consult with regional and local authority councils in determining the 
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resources decisions with firm and specific mandates from government;1256 the 

prevention of water pollution and enforcing the polluter's duty of care and 

liability to make good1257 and meeting Namibia's international obligations and 

promoting respect for Namibia's rights with regard to international shared 

water resources and in particular, the abstraction of water for beneficial use 

and the discharge of polluting effluents.1258 In addition the principles embrace 

regional diversity and decentralisation to the lowest possible level of 

government consistent with available capacity at such level?25* These 

principles clearly have been developed in the water management context. 

Still, until the recent enactment of the EMA, these principles afforded the only 

indication in law as to the type of environmental principles that are generally 

regarded as important by the Namibian legislature. The principles put 

emphasis on the ideas of environmental justice, protection of environmental 

rights, sustainable development, integrated planning, the collection and 

sharing of environmental information, capacity building in environmental 

governance, environmental awareness-raising and education, public 

participation and just administrative action in environmental decision-making, 

the precautionary and polluter-pays principles and also the decentralisation of 

environmental governance. It is laudable that the Act explicitly acknowledges 

that, although it is advisable for local authorities to take charge of water 

geographic extent of floodplain areas and assist such councils in regulating the 
development and use of lands within such areas. These provisions convey the idea 
that public participation must, and measures for cooperative governance may, form 
part of the water governance endeavour in Namibia. 
Section 3(k). 
Section 3(l). 
Section 3(m). 
Section 3(n). Own emphasis. Notably, it is not the Ministers in charge of the 
environment or water affairs that are responsible for the quality of water in Namibia. 
The Water Resources Management Act provides in section 25(1) that the Minister 
responsible for health must ensure that water supply is healthy and safe for all 
Namibians. This may imply that some overlap of expertise exists in the governmental 
line functionaries. This is a perfect example of where the legislature could opt to 
include an explicit call for cooperation between the two or three state departments 
involved. Section 46(3) states that upon receipt of the application for a permit to drill 
a borehole or to engage in borehole drilling programmes the existence of any 
traditional community and the extent of customary rights and practices in or 
dependent upon the water resource to which the application relates must be 
considered. This provision may be indicative of the role that the concerns of 
traditional communities and customary law are expected to play not only in water 
governance but also in environmental governance in Namibia generally. 
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management, the appropriateness of such decentralisation in any one 

instance may depend on the availability of capacity. 

5.3.3 Influences of the African Charter of Human and Peoples' Rights, 

the AU and SADC 

In the matter of its relation to IL the Constitution of Namibia follows a monist 

approach.1260 The general rules of public IL and international agreements form 

part of Namibian law unless otherwise provided.1261 This means that all 

international environmental treaties, conventions and agreements binding on 

Namibia automatically form part of the domestic legal framework and should 

be heeded in governance endeavours at all levels.1262 In the environmental 

rights context Namibia incurs environmental obligations by being party to the 

African Charter, for example.1263 Therefore, despite the absence of a 

justiciable environmental right in the Constitution of Namibia, government (the 

legislature and executive) in any event incurs environmental rights-based 

duties in terms of article 24 of the African Charter.1264 The Namibian courts 

are obliged to take judicial notice of the Charter and to have recourse to the 

Which can also be referred to as the 'automatic incorporation principle.' See Tshosa 
National Law and International Human Rights Law 259, Ruppel in Horn and Bosl 
(eds) Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Namibia 109 and on the monist approach 
see 6.2.4.15 below. 
Article 144 of the Constitution of Namibia. 
Erasmus in Van Wyk (ed) Namibia 93 describes the Constitution of Namibia as 
'international law-friendly' and Tshosa National Law and International Human Rights 
Law 80 states that its 'international clause is a clear indicia of the proactiveness or 
friendliness of the Constitution to international law.' See on the idea of the 
domestication of international human rights law Bangamwabo in Horn and Bosl (eds) 
Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Namibia 166-168. 
Namibia ratified the African Charter in 1990. A laudable endeavour of the Namibian 
government is the publication of assessment reports under the Charter on the human 
rights situation in the country. As far as could be established the most recent report 
is the Namibia Human Rights Report (2005). This report aimed to determine whether 
or not, or to what extent, the overall human rights situation in Namibia has improved 
or deteriorated over a 12-month period. In compiling the 2005 report, a variety of 
factors and sources was considered including collection and analyses of information 
from members of the general public, local and international media reports, whistle 
blowers in the country's law enforcement agencies and the public service in general, 
reports and statistics compiled by the government of Namibia and others, and 
observations and figures produced by UN agencies. Refer to the Namibia Human 
Rights Report (2005) 10. 
The enforceability of article 24 of the African Charter is evident inter alia from the 
SERAC decision. Refer to 2.7.1. 
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environmental right as a source of national law.1265 As is indicated by 

Nakuta,1266 article 144 of the Constitution of Namibia hence is an important 

mechanism to ensure that socio-economic rights (inclusive of environmental 

rights) are enforceable in Namibia. 

The African Charter, AU and SADC law automatically form part of Namibian 

law in so far as the relevant legal instruments have been adopted by the 

country.1267 Unlike the Constitution of South Africa,1268 the Constitution of 

Namibia does not contain any provision on the role that foreign law (the law of 

other countries) may play in the interpretation or development of Namibian 

law. Regardless, AU and SADC environmental law (as international law) 

developments could influence Namibian environmental law-making and the 

interpretation of constitutional law.1269 The African Convention on the 

Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources of 2003 may shed some light 

on the regional view on constitutional environmental provisions, for 

See Tshosa National Law and International Human Rights Law 81-89. It is 
understood that national institutions and courts in Namibia can directly apply and 
enforce international treaties that are binding on Namibia if they establish subjective 
rights and duties for the individual. This has been confirmed in the case of Kauesa v 
Minister of Home Affairs and Others 1995 1 SA 51 (Nm SC) 86 where the court 
commented on the domestic status of the African Charter. See also Tshosa National 
Law and International Human Rights Law 92, and on comments on the preparedness 
of courts to deal with the monistic approach see Tshosa National Law and 
International Human Rights Law 271 -272 and Viljoen International Human Rights 
Law in Africa 549-551. Regardless of the fact that the Constitution of Namibia is void 
of an enforceable environmental right, the Namibia Human Rights Report (2005) 
acknowledges that the right to a clean and safe environment is a fundamental 
element of dignified human life. It also maintains that socio-economic development 
and environmental protection are interdependent and mutually reinforcing 
components of sustainable development. The report states that during the period 
under review, the Namibian government appeared to have identified the urgent need 
to develop human resources capable of effectively addressing key environmental 
problems. The report reflects on the failure of government to create the necessary 
environmental awareness among farmers, harvesters, woodcutters, municipal 
authorities and regional government. It furthermore indicates that private companies 
concerned with exploitation of natural resources, 'ha(ve) continued leading to serious 
environmental problems' including desertification and insufficient water and 
sanitation. The report states also that environmental calamities in Namibia generally 
impede citizens' enjoyment of other rights in terms of the African Charter such as 
those related to health, food and adequate housing. See Namibia Human Rights 
Report (2005) 44-47. 

Nakuta in Horn and Bosl (eds) Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Namibia 97. 
See section 144 of the Constitution of Namibia. 
See Chapter 6 below. 
Some of these developments are referred to in 6.2.6 below. 
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example.1270 Namibia is a member state subscribing to all of these protocols, 

which means that they form part of the country's legal framework. 

Considering the very recent adoption of the EMA and the dearth of other 

framework and sectoral laws to regulate a number of environmental issues in 

Namibia, the legal developments in Africa and the SADC could benefit 

Namibia in so far as regional environmental law applies in the country. But 

bearing in mind the somewhat limited number of regional environmental law 

developments and the fact that regional law is often sector-based, this benefit 

is limited and may not be able to cover all environmental issues in Namibia. 

An ever present hampering factor remains also the unenforceable nature of 

regional environmental law. This issue will however not be discussed any 

further here. The presumed role of regional environmental law in the 

constitutional law development of African countries is discussed also in the 

South African context in 6.2.6 below. 

5.3.4 Policy developments 

Namibia has several environmental policies.1271 In this section two of the 

policies that are relevant to the issues under discussion are attended to. 

5.3.4.1 Environmental Assessment Policy for Sustainable Development 
and Environmental Conservation 

In 1995 the Environmental Assessment Policy for Sustainable Development 

and Environmental Conservation (EA Policy) was approved.1272 This policy 

The African Convention is discussed in more detail in 6.2.6 below. Unlike South 
Africa, Namibia is a signatory to this convention. A number of AU sector-based 
environmental protocols exist, such as the protocols on energy, fisheries, forestry, 
mining, shared watercourse systems and wildlife conservation. 
Refer, inter alia, to the review of Bethune and Ruppel Namibia: Review of Wetland 
Policy and Law 2007 at http://www.ramsar.org/index_features_namibia_review.pdf. 
The foreword to the EA Policy states that environmental assessment seeks to ensure 
that the environmental consequences of development projects and policies are 
considered, understood and incorporated into planning processes. According to 
Seely in Diener and Graefe (eds) Contemporary Namibia 44-45, although not legally 
binding, this policy serves as a guideline for sustainable development in Namibia. In 
terms of paragraph 1 of the EA Policy all listed policies, programmes and projects, 
whether initiated by government or the private sector, should be subjected to the 
established EA procedure. The aims of the EA procedure in terms of paragraph 2 
include, amongst others, to better inform decision-makers and promote accountability 
for decisions taken; to strive for a high degree of public participation and involvement 
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defines the environment as to include 'biophysical, social, economic, cultural, 

historical and political components.'1273 The inclusion of 'political components' 

strikes one as a novel and peculiar addition to the legal definition usually 

afforded to the environment.1274 To the extent that politics are intertwined with 

executive power and governance,1275 it is possible to arrive at the assumption 

that the EA Policy definition of the environment incorporates the idea of 

environmental governance. Like the Water Resources Management Act, the 

EA Policy offers some insight into the environmental thinking of the Namibian 

legislature. Most aspects related to ElAs in Namibia have since been 

incorporated into the EMA of Namibia and the EA Policy will therefore not be 

discussed in more detail. 

5.3.4.2 National Development Plan 

The National Development Plan may be a particularly important national 

policy document in so far as it concerns the fulfilment of the environmental 

principles of state policy in the Constitution of Namibia. In Namibia, the 

National Development Plans (NDPs) are national planning frameworks for 

development primarily aimed to direct action on the part of government 

(executive and the legislature) as well as private stakeholders.1276 Namibia's 

by all sectors of the Namibian community in the EA process; to take into account the 
environmental costs and benefits of proposed policies, programmes and projects; to 
incorporate internationally accepted norms and standards where appropriate to 
Namibia; to promote sustainable development in the country and ensure in particular 
that a reasonable attempt is made to minimise anticipated negative impacts; and to 
maximise the benefits of development. The Environmental Commissioner (refer to 
5.3.2.2 above) is to be responsible for administering the EA process inclusive of 
registration, screening, evaluation and review. The EA Policy outlines the particulars 
of an EA procedure as well as the policies, programmes and projects that require an 
EA. These include the establishment of settlements, any governmental policy, 
programme or project on the use of natural resources, small scale (formal) water 
supply schemes and human resettlement as well as the erection of waste disposal 
sites. Some of the activities of local government are also captured in the policy. 
This definition shows some resemblances with the legal definitions afforded to the 
environment in South Africa and Germany. Compare with Chapter 4 above and 
Chapter 6 below. 
The EMA followed the EA Policy in 1998 but the EMA definition of the environment is 
void of any explicit reference to politics. See 5.3.2.2 above. 
Refer to 3.4. 
The National Planning Commission is responsible for the drafting of the NDPs. Once 
a draft NDP is on the table it is shared with all stakeholders and subsequently revised 
for approval by the commissioners of the National Planning Commission and Cabinet. 
The NDP is reminiscent of the Draft Strategic Framework Development Strategy for 
Sustainable Development in South Africa of 2006 that is discussed in 6.3.2. Namibia 
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Vision 2030 document1277 visualises the NDPs as the main vehicles for 

achieving its objectives and realising the long-term vision. To date, the 

Cabinet of Namibia has approved three NDPs.1278 The NDPs are result-

oriented instruments based on systematic and strategic identification and 

performance planning for achieving results at all levels.1279 Each NDP is a 

target-based instrument with a built-in performance-monitoring and reporting 

mechanism. Each subsequent NDP reviews the progress with 

implementation of the previous NDP and outlines a number of goals, 

objectives, targets and strategies for the period ahead.1280 The key focus 

areas of the NDPs relate inter alia to equality and social welfare; peace, 

security and political stability; productive and competitive human resources; 

infrastructure and the quality of life; optimal and sustainable utilisation of 

renewable and non-renewable natural resources; environmental sustainability 

and regional and international stability and integration. Several of these focus 

areas relate to the environment and Namibia's dependence on the availability 

of renewable and non-renewable natural resources. The first (extensive and 

rather lengthy) draft of the third NDP titled Republic of Namibia Office of the 

President National Planning Commission First Draft of the Third National 

Development Plan NDP3: 2007/2008-2011/2012™ (Draft NDP3) was 

already had three NDPs whilst South Africa has only the first draft of its national 
sustainable development strategy in place. 
Namibia Vision 2030 of 2004. The Vision's rationale is to provide long-term 
alternative policy scenarios on the future course of development in the country at 
different points in time up until the target year of 2030. The Namibia Vision 2030 is a 
policy framework for long-term national development and outlines broad areas and 
focus points in an effort to 'reverse unwelcome environmental trends and threats to 
Namibia's natural resource capital.' See for a brief discussion Ruppel in Horn and 
Bosl (eds) Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Namibia 111. 
The idea of writing NDPs followed Namibia's so-called 12-Point Plan for Integrated 
and Sustainable Environmental Management, which identified a number of main 
programme areas for development. The First National Development Plan (NDP1) 
was approved by Cabinet for the period of 1995 to 2000. See also Ruppel in Horn 
and Bosl (eds) Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Namibia 112-113 and Bethune 
and Ruppel Namibia: Review of Wetland Policy and Law 2007 at 
http://www.ramsar.org/index_features_namibia_review.pdf 9-10. 
Republic of Namibia Office of the President National Planning Commission First Draft 
of the Third National Development Plan NDP3:2007/2008-2011/2012 Volume 1 386. 
Although the NDPs are national planning instruments, in several respects they 
resemble the CDP of City Heidelberg in Germany (4.6.5) and the integrated 
development plan of the Drakenstein Local Municipality in South Africa (7.4.4). See 
also the comparative observations in Chapter 8 below. 
Draft NDP3 1-37. 
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published in October 2007.1282 As will be indicated below, several issues that 

are addressed in the Draft NDP3 (although it is not enforceable law) could 

relate to the 'positive action' that is required in terms of the environmental 

principles of state policy in the Constitution of Namibia.1283 

In relation to the environment, the previous NDP (NDP2)1284 has put particular 

emphasis on the need for policy and law development, sound environmental 

management, raising environmental awareness (through public participation, 

information sharing etc), regional planning, integrated and cooperative 

approaches towards sustainable development, and project development. The 

first section of the Draft NDP3 reports on progress with the implementation of 

the NDP2. Such reporting allows the NDPs to serve as a barometer for 

environmental action. The success with the implementation of the 

environmentally-relevant objectives of the NDP2 has varied among different 

activities. Lack of long-term environmental monitoring, a shortage of suitably 

qualified and experienced personnel, the resultant failure to establish 

institutions such as the Sustainable Development Commissioner1285 and a lack 

of environmental information generally were reported as the major 'reasons' 

for the failure to meet some of the NDP2 objectives.1286 Although not reported 

on explicitly in the context of constitutional obligations, these 'reasons' may be 

indicative of the challenges of government generally in the fulfilment of its 

constitutional environmental obligations. 

This plan covers the period from 2007/2008 to 2011/2012 and is based on the so-
called Integrated Results-Based Management (IRBM) Approach. See the Draft 
NDP3 386. The sectors and sub-sectors approach in the Draft NDP3 puts emphasis 
on results and is accompanied by a so-called programme-activity-approach. This 
means that in the Draft NDP3 a number of specific programmes of intervention has 
been identified under each sub-sector to achieve the sub-sector goals. The 
formulation of these programmes involved identification of sets of activities under 
each programme. The activities should contribute to achieving the desired outputs of 
a particular programme at different levels. One or more sets of activities were thus 
identified for each programme. See the Draft NDP3 47, 386. 
See 5.2.5. 
The NDP2 covered the period from 2001 to 2006 and is assessed in the NDP3 in 
terms of the achievement of its objectives, targets, and strategies. 
Refer to 5.3.2.2. 
See the Draft NDP3 23-24, 317-318. 
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One of the key result areas in the Draft NDP3 is to ensure optimal and 

sustainable utilisation of renewable and non-renewable resources1287 and to 

achieve environmental sustainability.1288 This key result area is divided into 

natural resource management and environmental sustainability, which shows 

that the Draft NDP3 is not primarily focused on ecologically focused 

environmental conservation but approaches the environment from a broader 

perspective.1289 The Draft NDP3 identifies as priority areas1290 regional, 

ministerial and other stakeholder cooperation; public participation; 

implementation of the plan-do-check act cycle as far as it relates to integrated 

resource management and the establishment and maintenance of 

partnerships between stakeholders. The primary environmentally relevant 

target areas or sub-sectors in the Draft NDP3 relate to natural resources 

management, biodiversity and eco-systems, drought and climate change, 

waste management and pollution.1291 The outcomes, outputs and key 

activities within these sub-sectors are mostly broadly described and in some 

instances were omitted from the Draft NDP3 document at the time it was 

published for comment.1292 It is argued that the key activities are too enigmatic 

See chapter 12 of the Draft NDP 3 and specifically goal 16. See also the Draft NDP3 
4. 
See chapter 12 of the Draft NDP3. Although not specifically indicated in the Draft 
NDP3 this key result area largely echoes article 95(l) of the Constitution of Namibia. 
Compare with 5.2.2 above. 
Draft NDP3 316. The Draft NDP3 acknowledges that environmental sustainability 
embraces economic viability, environmental sustainability and social equity, which 
may prove that unlike the impression one gets from the constitutional environmental 
principle of state policy, the concern with 'the environment' is viewed as extending 
beyond ecological preservation. This broader interpretation is in line with the 
definition of the environment in the EMA. See 5.3.2.2. 
Draft NDP3 318-320. 
See the Draft NDP3 318-320. 
This raises questions with regard to the openness of the public participation process, 
since public comment has been invited on this incomplete draft version of the NDP3. 
See, for example, the Draft NDP3 320. Similarly inconsistent is the fact that in some 
instances outcomes, outputs and key activities are employed for planning in a sub-
sector area whilst in other instances mention is made of indicators, baselines and 
targets. See for example, the Draft NDP3 323. This is one example of the 
incoherent and jumbled structure of the Draft NDP3. In the programme area on 
awareness, education and capacity building on ElAs and SEAs for example, one of 
the outcomes is the putting in place of 'critical policy instruments', and another is to 
get the EMA promulgated and to implement the instruments and structures that this 
act requires. The key activities include to establish the Environmental Commissioner 
and to make this body fully operational. No explicit time-frames are provided and it is 
not clear what is understood from 'fully operational,' for example. A further outcome 
in the programme area on awareness, education and capacity-building on ElAs and 
the state of the environmental assessment programme area is to improve human 
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and broad to give a clear indication of what type of measurable conduct is 

required to achieve the outcomes. 

Chapter 15 of the Draft NDP3 outlines the programme implementation 

arrangements. The lead programme implementation institutions are the 

regional councils, parastatals, donors, civic organisations and other public 

entities.1293 In so far as the obligations imposed by the Draft NDP3 transcend 

state responsibility, the impression is conveyed that the realisation of the 

NDP3 requires multi-level cooperation - which reminds one of the cooperation 

principle in Germany.1294 In government, however, it is the regional councils 

that are responsible for coordinating implementation of all activities and 

projects resorting in the programme; for preparing the necessary budgets and 

for monitoring and reporting on progress with the implementation of the 

programme.1295 Provision is made for medium-term plans and strategic plans 

to enable the implementation of the NDP3 at different levels.1296 The strategic 

plans should contain the NDP3 indicators and should serve as the connection 

between the national goals, institutional purposes, objectives and medium-

term plans. The development of the medium-term plans is the responsibility 

of the regional councils amongst other stakeholders. The generally weak 

position of the regional councils in Namibia should therefore be a rather 

serious concern.1297 No mention is made of local or traditional authorities. 

The National Planning Commission should report twice a year to Cabinet on 

the progress made with the NDP implementation process. The regional 

councils and functionaries should report to the Commission at least four times 

resource capacity and the environmental information base in the country. This output 
relates inter alia to improved environmental sustainability capacity among 
government officials generally and the strengthening of local government capacity. 
The key activities in this instance include to ensure that at least thirty Masters 
students graduate every two years in related subject areas and to enable local 
government officials to conduct state of the environment assessments. These 
activities seem vague and it is not clear, for example, by which means local 
government officials should be 'enabled'. See the Draft NDP3 328. 
Draft NDP3 381. 
See 4.3.2.1. 
Draft NDP3 382, 390. It is the responsibility of top management in the regional 
councils to ensure that the NDP processes are attended to. 
Draft NDP3 384. 
See further 5.4.3.4 below. The regional councils in Namibia represent the level of 
government that in South Africa comprises of provinces or perhaps districts and in 
Germany of the Lander authorities. 
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per year.1298 Provision is made for reporting in terms of the NDP to the public 

at large as well.1299 

5.3.5 Assessment 

Article 95(l) is not the only provision in the Constitution of Namibia that 

addresses the environment in a substantive sense.130° Article 95(l) is largely 

ecologically focused and it is proposed that it should be read in conjunction 

with the principles of state policy contained in articles 95(e), (j) and (k).1301 

These provisions relate to the environment in one way or another and could 

therefore reinforce article 95(l). All of the principles of state policy are, 

however, unenforceable and in addition to the absence of jurisprudence, very 

little literature is available on their scope and meaning. But literature available 

on the characteristics of principles of state policy generally, confirms that 

these constitutional law constructs bestow positive and negative constitutional 

obligations on state governments.1302 The fact that article 95(l) and the other 

environmentally relevant constitutional principles of state policy make express 

reference to 'policy measures' indicates that the positive environmental 

obligations imposed by this provision are the responsibility of the legislature 

and executive. 

The development of an environmental law framework in Namibia subsequent 

to the inception of constitutional change is not altogether satisfactory. 1303 The 

Draft MDP3 381-383, 390. Past experience with the NDP2 had shown that the 
implementation, monitoring, reporting and evaluation processes were weak, 
incomplete and irregular because of the lack of a regular/continuous, consistent and 
reliable system to carry out the performance, monitoring, reporting and evaluation 
phases. Hence, decision-making was difficult due to the lack of information on 
achievements, challenges and lessons learned. In response to this the Draft NDP3 
introduces a computerised monitoring, reporting and evaluation system accompanied 
by a programme results matrix to provide information that can feed into decision-
making at all levels. See the Draft NDP3 386-387. 
Draft NDP3 393. 
See 5.2.4. 
See 5.2.2 to 5.2.4. 
Refer to 5.2.5. 
Glazewski et al in Barnard (ed) Biological Diversity in Namibia 280 observed in as 
early as 1998 that many of Namibia's environmental laws are outdated and 
'inappropriate for the newly independent country, still reflecting vestiges of its colonial 
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long-awaited EMA has only very recently been promulgated. The delayed 

promulgation of this framework act hampered the entire process of 

environmental framework law development in the country. In the absence of 

an enforceable national environmental framework law, the environmental laws 

and policies that are in place up to 2007 appeared to be disjointed and 

incoherent. For a long time there were, for example, only unenforceable 

indications (other than the enforceable principles contained in the Water 

Resources Act) as to the environmental law principles that should apply 

across Namibia.1304 The EMA for the first time, refers to cooperative 

environmental governance amongst different levels and functionaries of 

government and hence only now established a legally enforceable 

requirement. Much may, however, depend on the establishment of the 

Sustainable Development Advisory Council.1305 The neglect of progressive 

environmental law reform (as far as it pertains to framework law) is difficult to 

comprehend, given the fact that Namibia has played a crucial role in the 

formulation of the Millennium Declaration in 2000,13°6 the eighth goal of which 

is to ensure environmental sustainability. 

Regardless of the critique against its legislature, Namibia's development of 

results-based national development plans (as policy instruments) is a laudable 

endeavour. The NDPs show the characteristics of integrated planning policies 

and reveal a lot of potential pertaining to state fulfilment of the environmental 

obligations imposed by the Constitution of Namibia. The inclusion in this plan 

of a programme, outcomes, outputs and activity system compels affirmative 

action on the part of Namibia's government.1307 The Draft NDP3 reveals that a 

number of environmental issues (not merely in an ecocentric context) is 

considered in the long-term planning of Namibia. However, not all of the 

apartheid past.' For comments on the presumed influence of apartheid in southern 
Africa especially on human rights development, see Van der Westhuizen in Kasuto 
and Wehmhorner (eds) The Ombudsman 53-54. 
See section 6 of the EMA discussed in 5.3.2.3. 
Refer to 5.3.2.3. 
The Republic of Namibia Ministry of Environment and Tourism Awareness-raising 
Document on Environment for Development. 
However, this may occur only to the extent that authorities care, because the NDP is 
a non-enforceable instrument. 

1304 
1305 
1306 

1307 
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generic elements for fulfilment of constitutional environmental obligations1308 

have to date been provided for in the NDP system. Still, there is nothing that 

prevents the National Planning Commission from redesigning or modifying the 

NDP. For example, it is possible for the National Planning Commission to 

create programme areas related to environmental compliance and 

enforcement or for more concrete targets to be set for environmental 

education and participation in environmental decision-making processes. The 

same holds true in so far as it pertains to fair provision of environmental 

infrastructure. Although the Draft NDP3 (and the NDP system as such) is 

regarded as a rather progressive development, the lack of clear time-

frames1309 and explicit indications as to which organs of state are expected to 

take responsibility for which programme areas, could impede its potential as 

facilitative instrument for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental 

obligations.1310 

In addition to the NDPs at least three more legal developments may advance 

the Namibian government's fulfilment of its constitutional environmental 

duties. The explicit constitutional mandate of the Ombudsman to be the 

'guardian' over environmental concerns and government practices arguably 

establishes an (alternative) avenue by means of which citizens can keep 

government accountable for fulfilment of its duties in terms of the 

environmentally relevant principles of state policy.1311 The fact that the 

Ombudsman may also take the initiative to commence with action to hold 

government and others accountable for environmental malperformance could 

counter the frequent inaccessibility (due to several resource-related reasons) 

of the justice system for citizens of developing countries. Once the 

Sustainable Development Advisory Council is established1312 a mutually 

supportive relationship may be established with the Ombudsman to generally 

strengthen environmental compliance and enforcement in Namibia. 

These were comprehensively discussed in Chapter 2. 
The lack of clear time-frames could result in infinite delays in the achievement of 
targets. 
The impression is conveyed that there is a large neglect of the role inter alia of local 
and traditional authorities in the implementation of the NDP. 
Refer to 5.2.4.3. 
Refer to 5.2.4.3. 
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Furthermore, as vast parts of Namibia constitutionally form part of the state 

trust for which government is constitutionally responsible, it is possible for the 

notion of 'state trust' to serve as reinforcement of the constitutional 

environmental duties of government - at least on land that do not belong to 

private owners.1313 The environmental trust fund is in the last instance 

regarded as a particularly useful legal construct to raise revenue for costs 

involved in the activities of government towards the fulfilment of its 

constitutional environmental duties.1314 

It may at this point be important to stress that the lack of clarity as to what is 

expected of government in terms of the environmental principles of state 

policy in the Constitution of Namibia has not entirely prevented action on the 

part of the Namibian legislature and executive at national level. The role of 

and developments in local government that relate to the fulfilment of the 

constitutional environmental duties in Namibia are attended to below. 

5.4 Local government law and developments 

The section to follow focuses on the structures, powers and status of local 

government in Namibia as outlined in constitutional and local government law. 

5.4.1 Local government structure 

The notion of decentralisation is theoretically entrenched in the Constitution of 

Namibia, which defines a three-tier government system.1316 Local government 

has existed in Namibia since German colonial times1316 and the importance of 

See 5.2.4.2. 
Refer to 5.3.2.3. 
Totemeyer in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 72. See 
chapter 12 of the Constitution of Namibia. 
In the Namibian context, a municipality is a legal body with its own assets and land. 
The municipal council is the governing body that is able to exercise and perform the 
powers and functions conferred on it by law. See Totemeyer in Keulder (ed) State, 
Society and Democracy 115, 119-120. Local councils are elected through a party list 
system of proportional representation and the term of office for local authority 
councillors is five years. On the local government election process, see Hopwood 
Namibian Politics 25. 
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this level of government is still acknowledged today.1317 At the core of the idea 

of local government is the notion of decentralisation, which has to date 

received significant scholarly and political attention.1318 In addition to the trias 

political government comprises of national government, thirteen regional 

councils and approximately 48 local authorities.1320 The elected local 

authorities or municipalities are responsible for local matters and are situated 

in the areas of different administrative regional councils. Three types of local 

authorities are distinguished, namely municipal councils, town councils and 

villages councils.1321 Local authorities vary from those that operate 

independent of financial support from central government to those who are 

fully dependent on support.1322 Local government generally experiences 

growing demands on scarce financial, managerial, administrative and 

planning resources.1323 Several municipalities function in communities with 

Totemeyer in Hinz and Gatter (eds) Global Responsibility - Local Agenda 64-67 puts 
emphasis on the particularly important role of local government in institutionalised 
democracy in Namibia. For some perspectives on local government in Namibia prior 
to the country's independence, see Vosloo in Vosloo, Kotze and Jeppe Local 
Government in Southern Africa 99-118 and Totemeyer in Keulder (ed) State, Society 
and Democracy 115-118. 
Decentralisation is generally seen as having three stages of development namely 
deconcentration, delegation and devolution. There is a lot of critique against the slow 
process of decentralisation of Namibia. See Hopwood Regional Councils and 
Decentralisation at the Crossroads 2005 at http://kas.de/proj/home/pub/8/1/year-
2005/document_id-6975/index.html, Dobiey in Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The 
Constitution at Work 63, Totemeyer in Hinz and Gatter (eds) Global Responsibility -
Local Agenda 74-75, Totemeyer in Keulder (ed) State, Society and Democracy 112-
115 and Totemeyer in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 72-
77. 
On the trias politica in Namibia refer to Amoo and Skeffers in Horn and Bosl (eds) 
Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Namibia 21 -22. 
See chapter 12 of the Constitution of Namibia and Naldi Constitutional Rights in 
Namibia 19. Lower level government includes traditional leadership also, but 
references to local government per se, refer specifically to elected municipal councils. 
See further Hinz in Diener and Graefe (eds) Contemporary Namibia 86. 
Unlike South Africa but like Germany, Namibia does not have wall-to-wall local 
government. As a result, the cities and urban centres have their own municipal or 
town bodies but in remote rural areas, the regional councils are responsible for local 
matters. There are two classes of municipal councils in terms of parts 1 and 2 of 
schedule 1 of the Local Authorities Act 23 of 1992. Part 1 municipal councils are 
Swakopmund, Walvis Bay and Windhoek, and they have greater inherent powers 
than the remaining municipalities in Namibia. Totemeyer in Keulder (ed) State, 
Society and Democracy 118. For an outline of what municipalities, towns and 
villages comprise of in the Namibian local government context, refer also to 
Totemeyer in Keulder (ed) State, Society and Democracy\~\9--\ 20 and Godana and 
Mukwena in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 90. 
Totemeyer in Hinz and Gatter (eds) Global Responsibility - Local Agenda 70 and 
Totemeyer in Keulder (ed) State, Society and Democracy 118. 
One of the challenges that faces local authorities relates to internal migration (rural-
urban migration) that is motivated by the lack of resources and poor quality of life in 
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low income, insufficient housing and employment opportunities, 

underdeveloped infrastructure and services as well as a weak economic base. 

5.4.2 Constitutional status and powers 

Chapter 12 of the Constitution of Namibia addresses regional and local 

government. Article 102 states that: 

(1) Namibia shall be divided into regional and local units, 
which shall consist of such region and local authorities 
as may be determined and defined by Act of Parliament. 

(2) Every organ of regional and local government shall have 
a Council as the principal government body, freely 
elected ... with an executive and administration which 
shall carry out all lawful resolutions and policies of such 
council, subject to the Constitution and any other 
relevant laws. 

(4) ... a Local Authority shall include all municipalities, 
communities, village councils and other organs of local 
government defined and constituted by Act of 
Parliament. 

It may be inferred from article 102(2) that in terms of the Constitution of 

Namibia local authorities have executive powers. The Constitution does not, 

however, elaborate on the status, objects, powers and functions of local 

authorities and regional councils, as is the case in the Constitution of South 

Africa, for example.1324 Like the regional councils, the local authorities still 

maintain their autonomy and direct relationship with central government.1325 It 

is not clear from the Constitution what the scope of the executive power is that 

belongs to local and regional government.1326 This is a shortcoming that may 

cause confusion with serious results (for example, that neither local nor 

regional authorities take responsibility for certain executive functions) if not 

rural areas. Refer to Totemeyer in Hinz and Garter (eds) Global Responsibility -
Local Agenda 71 and Krugmann Fundamental Issues 19. 
Compare with chapter 7 of the Constitution of South Africa and 7.2.1 below. On the 
position in Germany see 4.4 above. 
Godana and Mukwena in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 
102. 
Swilling in Swilling (ed) Governing Africa's Cities 235 refers in general to 'an 
inappropriate allocation of functions and powers along the vertical axis' in Namibia. 
By 1997 local governments were not taking responsibility for the implementation of 
Namibia's housing policy because their role has not been clearly stipulated, for 
example. 
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attended to elsewhere in Namibian law. To date, central government has 

reportedly allocated functions to regional councils and local authorities that 

clearly overlap. This is true, for instance in the areas of planning, education, 

health, environmental management and disaster management. To further 

complicate matters, most local authorities possess resources, expertise and 

experience far beyond those of their regional authority, a fact that could 

weaken the position and executive power of regional government.1327 The 

legislative powers of local government are regulated by article 111 (5) of the 

Constitution. It states that '(a)ll bylaws or regulations made by local 

authorities pursuant to powers vested in them by law, shall be tabled in the 

National Assembly and shall cease to be of force if a resolution to that effect is 

passed.'1328 Local authorities accordingly have only what can be called, 

limited legislative power.1329 

The absence of clarity on the powers of local government in the Constitution 

need not be problematic when addressed in national law. The Constitution of 

Namibia in fact makes it clear that acts of parliament are particularly important 

for the regulation of the duties and powers of local government. Subsequent 

to the inception of chapter 12 in the Constitution of Namibia, parliament in 

1992 enacted the Regional Councils Act 22 of 19921330 (Regional Councils 

Act) and the Local Authorities Act 23 of 1992 (Local Authorities Act). These 

laws introduced the implementation of decentralisation into the country and 

were subsequently followed by decentralisation policy, the Decentralisation 

Enabling Act 33 of 2000 (Decentralisation Enabling Act) and the Traditional 

Godana and Mukwena in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 
102. 
This provision is affirmed in section 94(5) of the Local Authorities Act 23 of 1992. 
Based on the wording of article 108(2) of the Constitution of Namibia it does not 
appear as if the idea of supervisory powers of the National Assembly also applies to 
regional councils. 
It is argued that the autonomy and legislative power of local authorities are impaired 
by this provision in so far as the enactment of bylaws (called regulations in Namibian 
law) depends on the approval of central government. Conversely, this arrangement 
enables the National Assembly to require uniformity inter alia of environmental 
bylaws that could be conducive to environmental justice and equality at the local 
level. This idea is generally further addressed in Chapter 8. 
This act provides for the establishment of a regional council in each of the thirteen 
regions in the country and provides, together with the Constitution of Namibia, a legal 
framework within which every regional council must operate. Refer to 5.4.3.2. 
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Authorities Act 25 of 2000 (Traditional Authorities Act).1331 These acts are 

reviewed below to estimate the status, powers, functions and supervision of 

local government as well as the role of traditional leadership in local 

governance generally and in the context of local environmental governance, 

specifically. 

5.4.3 Legislative status, powers, functions and supervision 

5.4.3.1 Local Authorities Act 

The Local Authorities Act provides for three types of local authority councils 

and their establishment.1332 The act sets out to provide for the powers, duties, 

functions, rights and obligations of local authority councils.1333 No mention is 

made of any structures for traditional leaders, nor does the act specify any 

role for traditional authorities. Instead, all the local government functions are 

to be performed by the designated administrative institutions.1334 The act 

addresses issue-specific topics including the supply of water;1335 sewerage 

and drainage;1336 streets and public places;1337 the supply of electricity and 

gas;1338 housing schemes1339 and matters of a general nature such as public 

meetings and the responsibility of local authority councils in relation to public 

Totemeyer in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 78. 
Section 2. These include municipalities, town councils and village councils. For a 
brief discussion of each of these refer to Keulder Traditional Leaders and Local 
Government 63-65. 
Part V. The Local Authorities Act appears to amalgamate many of the local 
government issues that are addressed in South Africa in the Systems Act, Structures 
Act and schedules 4(b) and 5(b) of the Constitution. See Chapter 7 below. 
See Keulder Traditional Leaders and Local Government 63. 
Part VI. Local authorities are allowed, for example, to establish, acquire or construct 
and maintain and carry on waterworks and stop or limit the supply of water if in their 
opinion it is reasonably necessary to do so on account of the maintenance of any 
waterworks. Local authorities may also issue notices related to some aspects of the 
supply of water. 
Part VII. Local authorities are allowed amongst other detailed provisions to acquire 
or construct and maintain and carry on a system of sewerage and drainage, including 
sewerage works, public sewers and storm-water drains, for example. 
Part IX. Local authorities may inter alia construct or temporarily close streets and 
public places. 
Part X. Local authorities may inter alia establish, acquire, construct and provide for 
the purpose of supply any works and machinery whether within or outside their areas 
and maintain and carry on such works and machinery. 
Part XX. Local authorities may, amongst several other detailed provisions, construct 
or acquire dwellings and maintain, sell and let these, subject to any conditions of the 
local authority council. 
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water courses.1340 It is observed that many of the detailed provisions on the 

listed matters/topics are reminiscent of the provisions that one would typically 

expect (at least in South Africa) to find in issue-specific provincial laws and 

further local bylaws such as a bylaw on the provision of sewerage and 

drainage or a bylaw to regulate public transport in a certain municipal area. 

The Local Authorities Act is void of explicit references to any generic 

environmental or sustainable development local government functions, 

principles or obligations. There is very little indication as to where a local 

authority's law-making or executive power fits in with specific issues such as 

for example, the regulation of public transport. Local authorities are allowed 

to grant authorisations related to public transportation in their areas.1341 But 

the fact that they are allowed to do so says very little about whether or not 

municipalities may, for example, set minimum standards for public transport 

service delivery in a local bylaw and whether or not local authorities are 

allowed to develop and implement a related policy to direct public transport 

decision-making processes. The legal parameters for the execution of local 

government powers are all but clear. Also, the Local Authorities Act does not 

draw on the relationship between municipal governance and the constitutional 

directive principles. It is therefore not clear what local authorities' obligations 

are in terms of the constitutional environmental directive principles or by what 

means these principles are expected to infiltrate local governance.1342 One 

could rely on the background knowledge on principles of state policy 

generally,1343 to extract from the Local Authorities Act those provisions related 

to local authorities' compliance with the constitutional environmental mandate 

of the state. 

Id40 Part XVIII. See also section 30(1 )(a)-(f). 
1341 Section XX of the Local Authorities Act. 
1342 Compare with the position in South Africa (Chapter 7) and Germany (Chapter 4). In 

Namibia, the closest connection between the constitutional directive principles and 
local government generally is in section 10(1) of the Act in terms of which all 
members of a municipality should make an oath related to their conduct. This 
provision obliges those employed by or elected to local government to uphold and 
defend the Constitution and the laws of the country. This oath could arguably to 
some extent serve to hold municipal office bearers accountable in terms of the 
constitutional environmental directive principles too. 

343 See 5.2. 
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Section 28(1) of the Local Authorities Act states that a local authority council 

may for effective operation, establish in its administration two or more 

departments and charge each department with specified duties and 

functions.1344 The possibility accordingly exists for a local authority to create in 

its administration a department that is dedicated to some or all environmental 

matters. Such a specialised department/unit could take responsibility for any 

local government duties derived from the NDP, for example.1345 A specialised 

local government unit could be beneficial to a number of the generic elements 

for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions1346 in the sense that 

it could serve as the locally centralised driving force inter alia behind public 

participation in environmental decision-making; collection and dissemination 

of local environmental information; local environmental compliance and 

enforcement; environmental policy and programme development (or initiation) 

and the establishment of partnerships (for example, with other divisions in the 

municipality, or the environmental divisions of other municipalities, or the 

private sector and community members).1347 However, the establishment of 

any specialised department or unit remains at the discretion of a local 

authority.1348 It is also possible for a municipality to establish from time to time 

such committees as it may deem necessary to advise it generally or in relation 

to any particular matter.1349 Hence, it is possible for a municipality to establish 

an advisory environmental committee to assist with environmental decision-

making processes and other LEG related issues. A municipality may appoint 

Section 28(1). 
A local authority council is further to establish such committees as it may deem 
necessary from time to time to advise it generally or in relation to any particular 
matter in the exercise of any of its powers or the performance of any of its duties and 
functions, and can appoint such members or such other persons as it may deem fit to 
be members of such committees. Section 30(a)(aa) and (w) of the Local Authorities 
Act. According to the interview with Makuti O and Kakujaha K (Division for 
Environmental Management of the Municipality of Walvis Bay) Namibia 21 June 2007 
(transcript of interview on file with author) by 2007 only the municipalities of 
Windhoek and Walvis Bay had dedicated departments/divisions for local 
environmental management. In municipalities without an environmental department, 
the management and governance of the environment take place haphazardly in 
departments such as health, cleansing and planning. 
Refer to the discussion in 2.8. 
See the Walvis Bay case study in 5.6 below. 
See section 28(1) of the Local Authorities Act. 
Section 30(1 )(w) of the Local Authorities Act. 
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such members or persons as it may deem fit.1350 Notably also provision is 

made for the institution of local government wards within the municipal 

areas,1351 but the idea of ward committees receive far less attention in 

Namibia's local government law than in South Africa, for example.1352 

In terms of section 94(1) of the Local Authorities Act a local authority council 

may make regulations (bylaws) in relation to water pollution; protection and 

use of sewerage and drainage systems; prevention and abatement, for 

example, of public nuisances1353 and the prohibition, restriction, regulation and 

control of the keeping of animals (wild and domestic). The use of the word 

'may' implies that these are voluntary legislative functions on the part of the 

local authorities. It is observed that no explicit mention is made for example of 

legislative power in terms of environmental governance or environmental 

management. However, the Act continues in section 94(2)(a) to provide that 

the Minister may make model regulations that shall apply to any local authority 

council until such body makes its own regulations on similar issues.1354 It 

appears from the wording of the Act that this power of the Minister is not 

restricted to any regulatory area and could by implication also embrace 

framework or issue-specific environmental aspects. This provision could 

potentially advance local government fulfilment of the constitutional 

environmental principles of state policy in so far as the Minister may make 

model framework environmental regulations at the national level on issues 

such as public participation in local environmental decision-making, collection 

and dissemination of environmental information or provision and maintenance 

of environmental infrastructure.1355 Model framework environmental 

Provision is made for similar committees in South African local government law. See 
7.2. 
Section 5 of the Local Authorities Act. 
Refer to 7.2.3.6. 
In section 1 the Act defines a public nuisance as any action likely to injure the safety, 
health, peace or convenience of residents, including excessive noise, the firing of 
grass, or any activity which is otherwise objectionable. Public nuisances could 
therefore include some environmental calamities. 
It could arguably happen, however, that the Minister could issue model regulations on 
an aspect which does not fit within the legislative competence of the local authorities, 
in which case it is imagined that the model regulation will apply. Notably, section 
94(4) provides that a regulation made, may in respect of any contravention thereof or 
a failure to comply therewith, prescribe a penalty such as a fine or imprisonment. 
See also 7.2.4.4. 
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regulations could be vastly beneficial to environmental justice in Namibia too, 

in the sense that the provisions thereof could apply uniformly in all local 

government areas across the country.1356 Throughout the Local Authorities 

Act provision is made for national supervision of local government. The 

impression is conveyed that central government and the regional councils1357 

are obliged to assist local authorities to perform their duties and functions 

effectively. 

The Local Authorities Act, when read with the Constitution of Namibia, creates 

the impression that the ability of local government to fulfill its positive 

obligations in terms of the constitutional environmental principles of state 

policy, may be impaired by the sometimes overshadowing powers of regional 

and central government. In addition to the limited legislative power of local 

authorities,1358 certain executive activities such as budgeting and the taking of 

decisions on regulations and rates may be executed only after consultation 

with the Ministry of Regional and Local Government and Housing.1359 It is 

proposed, however, that the delimitation of local government in some 

instances should not be viewed in too negative a light, at least in an 

environmental context. Where local government is to some extent 

'coordinated' at central level it could, amongst several other benefits, advance 

environmental justice,1360 better allow for the collection and sharing of 

environmental information and assist in the establishment of partnerships at 

See also the observations in 7.2.4.4. 
See section 28(1 )(f) of the Regional Councils Act. 
Refer to 5.4.3. In the light of several resource constraints in Namibia, this provision 
may perhaps have less of a political intent and may reasonably have flowed from 
purely practical considerations. According to the Draft NDP3 37 many of the NDP2 
final review submissions, amongst others, by lower level government, referred to 
relatively weak institutional frameworks and low human resource capacity. The Draft 
NDP3 reports too few qualified staff to spearhead the successful implementation of 
the plan and to produce high quality results. The implementation of most capital 
projects, for example, is reported to have been lagging behind in terms of quality and 
quantity due to the limited number of suitably qualified personnel available. 
Furthermore, the major contributing factors to staff shortages are the loss of trained 
personnel through high staff turnover and the impact of HIV/Aids. The dilemma is 
exacerbated by poorly integrated programmes which strain the existing staff 
capacities. 
Totemeyer in Keulder (ed) State, Society and Democracy 118. 
Where, for example, similar model environmental regulations apply in all local 
government areas across Namibia. 
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different levels across the country. Keulder1361 shows that local government 

has great difficulty in implementing their policies in the remote areas. Local 

authorities have very limited financial and physical resources and little ability 

to raise additional revenue or improve existing infrastructure. In some areas 

there is no local government at all because settlements have not been 

proclaimed as towns or municipalities. In these areas basic infrastructure is 

lacking and as a result, little or no economic growth and sustainable 

development is taking place. Yet the Walvis Bay case study1362 (which 

establishes but an isolated and unrepresentative example) revealed that in 

practice local governments (or at least some of the more urban local 

authorities) are allowed several powers, freedoms and resources that allow 

them to embark successfully on LEG endeavours. 

5.4.3.2 Regional Councils Act 

Regional councils were instituted in the political-administrative dispensation in 

Namibia after independence.1363 Regional councils appear to be government 

structures that show characteristics of both the provinces and district 

municipalities in South Africa and the administrative districts and Kreise in 

Germany.1364 Regional councils are responsible inter alia for all areas outside 

the areas allotted to municipalities, towns and villages. In terms of section 

28(1) of the Regional Councils Act, regional councils have the power to 

undertake planning for regional development1365 (in the context of the physical, 

social and economic characteristics of the region, the availability of natural 

and other resources and the economic development potential of the region, 

Keulder Traditional Leaders and Local Government 65. 
Refer to 5.6. 
An understanding of the role and powers of local authorities arguably necessitates 
consideration of the role of the level of government closest to it. The regional 
councils are juristic personae and the councillors are elected every six years. See 
sections 2(1 )(3), 7(1) and 8 of the Regional Councils Act. See also Hopwood 
Namibian Politics 24-25 on the controversies surrounding the role and powers of 
regional councils, and further Totemeyer in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance 
in Southern Africa 64-65. 
Refer to Chapters 4 and 7. 
The act merely states in section 28(1 )(a) that a regional council shall have the power 
(without specifying what the nature of such power is) to undertake, with due regard to 
the powers, duties and functions of the National Planning Commission and any other 
law relating to planning, the planning of the development of the region for which it has 
been established. 
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general land utilisation patterns, the sensitivity of the natural environment, and 

existing and planned infrastructure such as water, electricity, communication 

networking and transport systems);1366 to make recommendations to the 

Minister in relation to local government (municipalities) in their areas and to 

assist any local authority council in the exercise or performance of its powers, 

duties and functions.1367 As was the case with municipalities in 5.4.3.1 above, 

the Regional Councils Act does not make it clear what the exact powers of 

regional councils are or where the boundaries in exercising such powers will 

be.1368 The Act merely states that apart from the few listed issues within the 

power of regional councils it may 'do anything that is necessary or conducive 

to the exercise of its powers or the performance of its duties and functions' in 

terms of the Act.1369 This provision is worryingly ambiguous and wide. It can 

be deduced, however, that a regional council may in terms of this provision 

employ its executive and legislative powers in as far as it will not be in 

contravention of any other law or the Constitution of Namibia. A regional 

council may furthermore enter into agreements with national government, 

Godana and Mukwena in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 
98 show that all regional councils must prepare medium and long term development 
plans, identify development projects and coordinate, monitor and evaluate such 
projects. To facilitate the fulfilment of these tasks a fund for regional development 
and equity provisions was established in 2000 in terms of the Trust Fund for Regional 
Development and Equity Provisions Act 22 of 2000. The objectives of the fund are, 
inter alia, to financially assist with the development of regions and local authorities; to 
provide (either at its own initiative or when so requested by a regional council or a 
local authority council, and on the terms and conditions to be determined by a board 
for technical assistance), guidance and training in the identification, planning, 
preparation, appraisal, monitoring, evaluation, financing, implementation or 
management of development projects; and to cooperate with and coordinate its 
activities with any person who has an interest or is actively involved in the 
implementation of any decentralisation programme in Namibia (section 3 of the Act). 
In so far as fulfilment of the environmental principle of state policy is concerned this 
Act and the fund itself could be invaluable in strengthening often costly local 
government endeavours towards the fulfilment of environmental duties. 
The guidance of local government accordingly is also the responsibility of the regional 
councils. A regional council may also be consulted or requested for 
recommendations in relation to proposed legislation or submissions to Cabinet by any 
line ministry on any matter (hence also environmentally relevant matters) which may 
have any effect in its region. See section 28(2)(a) of the Regional Councils Act. See 
also Totemeyer in Hinz and Gatter (eds) Global Responsibility - Local Agenda 67-68 
and Totemeyer in Keulder (ed) State, Society and Democracy 126-133. 
Keulder Traditional Leaders and Local Government 60 shows that there is still 
considerable uncertainty about the role and authority of the regional councils in the 
field of development planning. 'The general trend is for ministers to hold on to power 
at the central level; and some have been reluctant to acknowledge the coordinating 
function of the councils.' 
Section 28(1). 
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other regional councils or local authorities in relation to the exercise or 
performance of any powers, duties or functions.1370 In the context of 
environmental planning and infrastructure for example, these agreements 
could serve as a tool for cooperative environmental governance and for 
structured cooperation towards fulfilment of the constitutional environmental 
principles of state policy.1371 

Apart from a principal planning mandate the Regional Councils Act does not 
confer any explicit environmental duties or functions on regional councils1372 

and hence, the role of the regions in environmental governance is rather 
indistinct.1373 Still, the Minister of Regional and Local Government, Housing 
and Rural Development, with a view to the effective administration of any law 
in a region or promoting the moral and social welfare of the residents of a 
region, may delegate any power to a regional council.1374 Delegation of 
powers as a form of decentralisation remains, however, a contested issue in 
the Namibian government structure as will be further explained below. 
Bearing in mind the provisions of the Regional Councils Act and the powers of 
regional councils, it is not exactly clear to what extent the regional and local 

Section 30(1). 
See also 5.4.4. 
Hinz in Diener and Graefe (eds) Contemporary Namibia 85 and Hopwood Regional 
Councils and Decentralisation at the Crossroads 2005 at 
http://kas.de/proj/home/pub/8/1/year-2005/document_id-6975/index.html. One of the 
main functions of regional councils in terms of section 28 of the Regional Councils 
Act is to participate in the development of a regional plan in cooperation with the 
National Planning Commission. One of the specific matters that should be 
considered in the development of a regional development plan is the sensitivity of the 
natural environment. 
See on the indistinctiveness of the roles of regional councils generally Hopwood 
Regional Councils and Decentralisation at the Crossroads 2005 at 
http://kas.de/proj/home/pub/8/1/year-2005/document_id-6975/index.html. 
Section 31(1). A reversed power also exists where a regional council may declare 
areas within its boundaries (which are not governed by a local council), as a 
settlement area where matters pertaining to the health and welfare of the people of 
the area so demand. In such instances the regional council starts to fulfill the role of 
a local authority council and is responsible for the township/village management. 
See sections 32(1 )(a) and 32(4)(b). It is important to note that despite the 
possibilities for decentralisation referred to, the regional councils do not have their 
own funding allocation for capital expenditure - in fact, funding for the recurrent 
expenditure of regional councils comes from central government. Godana and 
Mukwena in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 97. This 
situation confirms the impression that regional councils generally do not find 
themselves in a strong position in the overall government structure. See also Keulder 
Traditional Leaders and Local Government 60-61. 
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authorities are responsible for the environment and/or the fulfilment of the 

constitutional environmental principles of state policy. Keulder1375 states that 

the division of responsibilities between the regional and local authorities is 

complex. 'The two structures co-exist side by side in the public service 

hierarchy; they are expected to coordinate and supplement each other's 

activities but this rarely happens. Consequently, duplication of functions and 

(sometimes) conflict occur.'1376 The ambiguous distinction between the 

legislative and executive powers of local and regional councils reminds one to 

some extent of the relationship between local and district municipalities in 

South Africa.1377 It appears as if the legislature has been hesitant in Namibia's 

framework local government law to allocate certain powers and functions to 

specific state bodies such as local government or regional councils.1378 The 

reason for this may be that in some areas of Namibia (remote rural areas, for 

example) a regional council might need to have more powers than a regional 

council in another part of the country (such as urban areas with operative 

municipalities). Another reason appears to lie in the fact that the lack of a 

timeframe for Namibia's decentralisation policy1379 'lead to some relaxation 

and lack of commitment to implement the policy as a whole.'1380 However, 

what is immediately evident is that regional councils should at least in theory 

be of assistance to local government - which includes assistance in matters 

pertaining to environmental governance. 

5.4.3.3 Decentralisation Enabling Act 

In 1996 the Cabinet of Namibia adopted a decentralisation policy and this was 

introduced as a decentralisation programme for the country two years later. 

The policy was given legal force through a series of new laws enacted in 

Keulder Traditional Leaders and Local Government 60-61. 
Keulder Traditional Leaders and Local Government 60-61. 
Refer to 7.2.3 below. 
Hopwood 2005 "Regional Councils and Decentralisation at the Crossroads" at 
http://kas.de/proj/home/pub/8/1/year-2005/document_id-6975/index.html states that 
twelve years after Namibia's system of regional government was put in place, the 
regional councils 'have very little meaningful power.' 
See 5.4.3.3. 
Hopwood 2005 "Regional Councils and Decentralisation at the Crossroads" at 
http://kas.de/proj/home/pub/8/1/year-2005/document_id-6975/index.html. 
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2000, most notably the Decentralisation Enabling Act.1381 The 
Decentralisation Enabling Act generally allows the decentralisation of 
functions vesting in national line ministries to regional councils and local 
authorities.1382 Namibia's political history resulted in a situation where today 
the notion of decentralisation has become a sort of national exhortation.1383 

The Act is very clear on the fact that different types of support and guidance 
should accompany the decentralisation of functions; inspections, monitoring 
and evaluation should follow secondment; a delegated function should be 
withdrawn under certain circumstances; the delegation of functions must be 
accompanied inter alia by clear targets, outcomes, work methods, standards 
as well as training and instructions.1384 The provision that delegation of 
powers should be accompanied by the devolution of funds to enable 
execution thereof is also rather important.1385 

The Decentralisation Act only serves as a means to legalise the delegation of 
powers to local government. Accordingly, it does not in the true sense of the 
word 'enable' the delegation of particular duties or categories of duties related, 
for example, to the environment, health or social welfare.1386 The 
establishment of a process to be followed to enable successful 
decentralisation may be required as soon as a decision has been taken to 
defer a function or power. A related challenge posed to decentralisation in 
Namibia is the lack of 'a common platform and formal procedures for 

See for a critical review of the decentralisation process in Namibia, Hopwood 2005 
"Regional Councils and Decentralisation at the Crossroads" at 
http://kas.de/proj/home/pub/8/1/year-2005/documenUd-6975/index.html. Note also 
of the Trust Fund for Regional Development and Equity Provisions Act 22 of 2000 
that was adopted to set up a fund to provide regions and local authorities with 
technical and financial assistance for development projects. According to Hopwood 
2005 "Regional Councils and Decentralisation at the Crossroads" at 
http.7/kas.de/proj/home/pub/8/1 /year-2005/document_id-6975/index.html this fund 
has been set up by 2005 and a board of trustees was appointed with the aim of 
financing equitable development across the different regions. 
Section 2. 
See 5.1 and 5.4 generally. 
Refer to sections 3(2) and 4 of the Decentralisation Enabling Act and Gildenhuys 
Public Administration 179. 
Section 3. Any damage or loss caused by the regional council or local authority 
council due to the wrongful exercise of a function shall also be for the account of the 
line ministry concerned. 
For some challenges experienced with the decentralisation policy generally, refer to 
Godana and Mukwena in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 
96. 
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communication, consultation and participation of the different stakeholders in 
the decentralisation process.'1387 This challenge is related to the fact that 
apart from the administrative relationships outlined in legislation, there are 
insufficient intergovernmental structures and institutions that are responsible 
for facilitating cooperation and coordination. Similarly no structure exists to 
ensure equal participation by all levels of government in policy formulation, 
implementation and evaluation.1388 

Decentralisation may be the key to government's fulfilment of its positive 
duties in terms of the constitutional principles of state policy. As regional 
government and local government operate very close to the communities, it 
makes sense for the environmental duties of government to devolve upon 
these levels.1389 Bearing in mind the vastness of Namibia and the 
environmental calamities the country faces, fulfilment of the constitutional 
environmental principles of state policy may best be achieved by means of the 
decentralisation of environmental decision-making powers and the 
accompanying decentralisation of capacity and financial resources. This view 
is confirmed by the statement that: 

In the public sector delegation of operational and decision-making 
authority is a management tool to be applied in a prudent manner 
aimed at the realisation of predetermined goals and objectives. The 
primary objective is to ensure efficient and effective administration 
and management.1390 

Godana and Mukwena in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 
96. 
See Godana and Mukwena in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern 
Africa 96-97. 
Godana and Mukwena in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 
101-102 argue convincingly that if a government is seeking to entrench democratic 
governance and local initiative, this power should be given to lower-level government 
even in unitary states. 'The exercising of residual power by local governments 
increases their initiative in finding new ways and introducing new functions to respond 
to local needs, preferences and priorities. In no way does this arrangement in a 
unitary state annul the power of the central government to prohibit the performance of 
any function by a lower-level government or take allocated functions away from a 
lower-level government.' The suggestion of Godana and Mukwena is that in respect 
of functions not explicitly allocated to any level of government, the principle that 
lower-level governments should follow is 'What is not explicitly prohibited is allowed.' 
Gildenhuys Public Administration 96. 
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However, as far as could be established and amongst several other functions, 

no explicit environmental functions have to date in terms of formal law been 

assigned to local government.1391 The decentralisation policy, however, 

envisaged immediate delegation of a number of functions by line ministries to 

regional councils inclusive of rural water development and management (from 

the Ministry of Agriculture, Water and Rural Development) and conservation, 

forest development and management (from the Ministry of Environment and 

Tourism). The NDP2 contained a number of objectives related to the 

decentralisation of powers generally - the plan envisaged inter alia for 

national government to direct most government resources towards the regions 

through the process of decentralisation and to ensure a balanced 

geographical distribution of facilities.1392 The NDP2 acknowledged also that 

improving regional distribution of resources would necessitate the progressive 

decentralisation of central government by transferring human and financial 

resources, devolving planning, budget formulation and spending powers in 

order to promote greater efficiency in service provision, improved 

responsiveness to local conditions and strengthened participatory 

democracy.1393 However, in the Draft NDP3 it is reported that there is 

continuing confusion on decentralisation in terms of deconcentration versus 

devolution within state offices, line ministries and agencies and between these 

and the regions.1394 Also, the practical steps including the delineation of 

responsibilities and accountabilities were still not spelled out by 2007. 

Regardless of the confusion that exists, the Walvis Bay case study illustrates 

that environmental functions are generally accepted to have been delegated 

to local government.1395 

Refer to Hopwood 2005 "Regional Councils and Decentralisation at the Crossroads" 
athttp://kas.de/proj/home/pub/8/1/year-2005/document_id-6975/index.html. 
See 5.3.4.2. 
See 5.3.4.2. 
See 5.3.4.2 as well as Hopwood 2005 "Regional Councils and Decentralisation at the 
Crossroads" at http://kas.de/proj/home/pub/8/1 /year-2005/document_id-6975/ 
index.html. 
See 5.6. 
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5.4.3.4 Traditional Authorities Act, traditional leadership and customary 
law 

Ethnic, linguistic and tribal identity is a prominent feature of Namibia.1396 Many 

people still live, together with traditional leaders,1397 in traditional settlements, a 

fact which may impact on government and governance generally.1398 There is 

a common understanding that traditional authorities have a role to play in the 

decentralised government structure.1399 The Constitution of Namibia provides 

that '(t)here shall be a Council of Traditional Leaders to be established in 

terms of an Act of Parliament in order to advise the President on the control 

Suzman Minorities in Independent Namibia 8. Refer to the entire publication by 
Suzman for historical and contemporary minority issues in Namibia, some of which 
are directly related to traditional communities and leadership. For an outline of the 
position of traditional leaders under colonial rule refer to Keulder Traditional Leaders 
and Local Government 36-52. 
According to Keulder in Keulder (ed) State, Society and Democracy\ 55-159 at least 
three broad models of traditional leadership currently exist, namely kingdoms, 
chieftanships and headmanships. For a schematic outline of the Namibian 
government and the position of traditional leaders therein see Keulder in Keulder (ed) 
State, Society and Democracy 168. 
This holds true particularly in so far as it has been argued that traditional communities 
show more respect for and are more appreciative of traditional leadership than, for 
example, of regional councils. Hinz in Fischer-Buder Human Rights 177 states that 
'there has been a pattern of putting traditional authority above the authority of 
regional councils amongst Namibian traditional authorities. Many traditional leaders 
see their authority as higher than that of regional councilors since those are 'only' 
elected. In other words, democratic legitimacy is less important than traditional 
legitimacy.' Totemeyer in Hinz and Gatter (eds) Global Responsibility - Local 
Agenda 79 takes another angle and argues that in Namibia, the continued impact of 
traditional authority, especially in rural areas, cannot be underrated in importance by 
political leaders at all levels and elaborates on the particular role and functions of 
traditional rulers in modern-day governance. Totemeyer holds that 'Namibia, 
considering itself a modern state, is challenged to marry traditional authority and 
multiparty democracy' but this process has not been completed in as much as 
recognition of traditional authorities is still an ongoing process. The tasks and roles 
of traditional leaders have also yet to be defined. 
Hinz Customary Law and Nature Conservation 107, 132. For a well-documented 
comparative analysis of the role of traditional leadership in the Namibian and South 
African government generally and in local government contexts, see Hinz in Hinz, 
Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The Constitution at Work 81-92. The Traditional 
Authorities Act stipulates that a traditional authority can assist and cooperate with the 
organs of central, regional and local government in the execution of their policies. At 
local government level no specific arrangement has been made to accommodate 
traditional authorities. Still, nothing prevents a traditional leader from being 
nominated by a party or association for election to a local authority council. 
Totemeyer in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 78. Hinz in 
Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The Constitution at Work 78-79 argues that by not 
providing a wall-to-wall local government structure the Constitution of Namibia 
implicitly accepted the factual situation that traditional authorities in some instances 
perform the functions of local authorities. Traditional authorities may, however, be 
unable to provide a vast number of basic services that depend on infrastructure and 
resources and that are usually only at the disposal of local councils. 
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and utilisation of communal land and all such other matters as may be 
referred to it.'1400 Although this provision offers the only constitutional 
reference to traditional leadership, it reveals an intention on the part of the 
constitutional drafters to include traditional authority in the lower government 
structures of Namibia.1401 

The Traditional Authorities Act addresses traditional leadership and its 
functions.1402 Section 2(2) of the Act provides that a traditional authority shall 
in the exercise of its powers and execution of its duties and functions have 
jurisdiction over the members of its traditional community.1403 A number of 
provisions in the Act direct towards environmentally relevant functions to be 
fulfilled by traditional authorities. Section 3(2) provides that traditional 
authorities should assist and cooperate with local authority councils in the 
execution of their policies and that they should keep the members of 
communities informed of developmental projects in their area.1404 The 

Article 102(5). This provision forms part of chapter 12 of the Constitution which 
addresses regional and local government. For the position in South Africa see 
7.2.3.5 below. 
Hinz in Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The Constitution at Work 82, Totemeyer in 
Hinz and Gatter (eds) Global Responsibility - Local Agenda and Hinz Customary Law 
and Nature Conservation 108. 
In terms of section 1 the phrase 'traditional authority' refers to the authority over an 
indigenous homogenous, endogenous social grouping of persons comprising of 
families deriving from exogamous clans which share a common ancestry, language, 
cultural heritage, customs and traditions, who recognise a common traditional 
authority and inhabit a communal area, and may include the members of that 
traditional community that reside outside the communal area. See for a discussion of 
the entire act, Keulder Traditional Leaders and Local Government!'0-7'4. 
See also Hopwood Namibian Politics 26-27. The functions of traditional authorities 
include, inter alia to promote welfare amongst the members of their communities and 
to supervise and ensure the observance of customary law. The functions also 
include the duty to uphold, promote, protect and preserve the culture, language, 
tradition and traditional values of a community; to preserve and maintain the cultural 
sites, works of art and literary works of a community, and to perform any other 
function as may have been conferred upon it by law or custom - section 3(1). 
Totemeyer in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 80 indicates 
that apart from this legal mandate, traditional authorities assist the government on 
many issues such as livestock theft, dispute resolution, identification of settlement 
areas, water provision and maintenance of water reservoirs, fresh water fishing 
rights, grazing, land allocation, uplifting the standard of living in rural areas etc. 
Section 3(2)(b). This section is supported by section 16, which deals with the 
relationship of traditional authorities with other organs of state. It provides that a 
traditional authority shall in the exercise of its powers and the performance of its 
duties and functions under customary law give support to the policies of central 
government, regional councils as well as local authority councils. Traditional 
authorities should also refrain from any act which undermines the authority of these 
institutions. 
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members of a traditional authority also have the duty to ensure, amongst other 

things, that the members of the community use the natural resources at their 

disposal on a sustainable basis and in a manner that conserves the 

environment and maintains ecosystems for the benefit of all persons in 

Namibia.1405 This clear environmental mandate explicitly connects traditional 

leadership with the positive obligations inherent in the constitutional 

environmental principle of state policy. 

Hinz1406 observes that in Namibia 'customary law has been recognised as it 

existed on the day of independence, thus including all customary law that is 

related to nature protection and conservation.' In terms of the Constitution all 

customary laws are recognised that are not in conflict with the supreme 

law.1407 A constitutional link is therefore also created between the law of 

Namibia and the environmentally relevant content of customary law.1408 On 

the one hand, therefore, traditional leadership as part of local level authority is 

bound to further the constitutional environmental principles of state policy. On 

the other, the judiciary and especially the legislature and executive are 

constitutionally obliged to take cognisance of the environmentally-relevant 

content of traditional laws that are not in conflict with the Constitution.1409 It is 

noticeable that although the Traditional Authorities Act provides that traditional 

leaders should ensure that there is sustainable resource use amongst their 

communities, no guidelines exist in the Act itself for traditional authorities on 

how to carry this out. It could, however, be possible for policies and sectoral 

environmental legislation with provisions on community-based resource 

conservation to elaborate on this issue.1410 Current laws are void of 

Section 3(2)(c). See also Felton Traditional Authority 45, 51-55. 
Hinz Customary Law and Nature Conservation 28-29. 
Article 66. See also Suzman Minorities in Independent Namibia 14. 
See also 5.2.4.1. 
Refer to Hinz Customary Law and Nature Conservation 109-116 for an evaluation of 
Namibia's customary laws and nature conservation, rights and interests in the 
interface between general and customary law and traditional courts and nature 
conservation law. See also 5.2.4.1. 
There is a national programme in Namibia which involves traditional leadership. After 
independence the Namibian conservation authorities developed a national 
community-based natural resource management (CBNRM) programme. This 
programme aims to address some of the key constraints of past conservation 
approaches and provides incentives for rural people to manage natural resources 
sustainably. Refer amongst others to Jones Institutional Relationships, Capacity and 
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information on the implementation of conservation-related customary laws -

for example, on whether or not customary courts should hear cases dealing 

with small environmental offences.1411 

The recognition of a synergy between traditional and other state authorities 

(especially lower level government) and traditional and ordinary law in the 

environmental context is not accompanied by details on how this synergy 

should be realised in practice. This lacuna could hamper the role of traditional 

authorities in their fulfilment of the constitutional environmental principles of 

state policy.1412 It is argued that environmental law and policy-making at 

different levels in Namibia could be deficient when not taking the 

environmentally relevant content of related customary law and the input of 

traditional leadership into consideration. Also, the under-achievement of 

regional councils that are responsible for Namibia's rural areas could impact 

on traditional communities' perception of their environmental health and well-

being. Keulder1413 shows that thus far, 'the performance of the regional 

councils has been less than satisfactory. Communities often complain that 

they never see their regional councillors and that the councillors have done 

little to improve matters in their areas. Communication between the councils 

and their communities is poor, with the communities feeling that they are not 

consulted in regional developmental matters.' It is agreed with Keulder that it 

is therefore not suprising that in some communities, relations between certain 

traditional leaders and regional councillors are strained and point to potential 

conflict between them and the 'agents of the modern state.' 

Sustainability and on community-based water resource management to Bethune and 
Ruppel 2007 "Namibia: Review of Wetland Policy and Law" at 
http://www.ramsar.org/index_features_namibia_review.pdf 13-14. 
Felton Traditional Authority 52-53. 
Still, it should be borne in mind that the statutory limitation of the traditional 
authorities' powers was agreed before independence, is entrenched in the 
Constitution of Namibia and elaborated on in the Traditional Authorities Act. It is 
made clear that traditional authorities are subordinate to ordinary government bodies 
and they are ultimately subject to constitutional and statutory law. Refer to section 14 
of the Constitution and Suzman Minorities in Independent Namibia 11-12. 
Keulder Traditional Leaders and Local Government 61 -63. 
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5.4.4 Cooperative governance and establishment of partnerships 

Proper, clear and transparent relationships between central and lower-level 

government and amongst lower-level authorities themselves could be 

essential for effective decentralisation.1414 However, as far as could be 

established only a few provisions in the Constitution and law of Namibia 

expressly regulate the functional relationship between, alignment of, and 

cooperation among national, regional, local and traditional government. This 

may have a lot to do with the general delay in decentralisation processes and 

in the unpacking of different functions at different levels of government.1415 In 

Namibia, the notion of cooperative governance is not legally entrenched as a 

constitutional or legislative principle. Still, the intergovernmental agreements 

and communication channels provided for inter alia in the Regional Councils 

Act could be employed as tools in law to promote cooperative governance.1416 

The establishment of intergovernmental agreements is voluntary but certain 

areas of governance such as water management for example, may leave 

different government bodies for practical reasons without any option as to 

cooperate. In the instance, for example, where national government 

considers an environmental impact assessment for purposes of a clearance 

certificate, practice currently is to request of the local government concerned 

to submit electronic recommendations to the relevant line ministry.1417 It is 

proposed that the use of the cooperative agreements should not be 

underestimated in the Namibian context - especially since some difficulties 

are experienced with the decentralisation of certain environmental functions. 

Cooperative agreements could be useful tools by means of which the 

government departments tasked with environmental affairs could co-opt 

See Totemeyer in Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation 181 and Godana 
and Mukwena in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 85-86, 
103. 
Refer to 5.4.3.3. 
See 5.4.3.2. 
Interview with Makuti O and Kakujaha K (Division for Environmental Management of 
the Municipality of Walvis Bay) Namibia 21 June 2007 (transcript of interview on file 
with author). 
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regional councils, local authorities and even traditional authorities for the more 

effective fulfilment of certain environmental tasks. 

Totemeyer1418 highlights another factor related to cooperative governance in 

local government. He claims to have perceived a non-complementary 

working relationship between political office bearers (councillors) and local 

government officials in Namibia. 

Although in principle political authority takes precedence over 
administrative authority ... The assumption among councillors that they 
must also interfere with the activities of and implementation of policy by 
public officials has caused a councillor-official dichotomy that is 
negatively affecting work ethics and performance. The opposite is also 
evident in that public officials responsible for securing continuity in the 
activities of a local authority often exploit ignorance among councillors 
and sometimes also their standard of education, which is low on 
average.1419 

Totemeyer shows that there is a need in Namibia to clarify the division of 

powers and duties between councillors and officials. The clarification of 

powers and duties is required to prevent a perception that the actions of the 

councillors are detrimental to the actions and operations of officials. 

Totemeyer1420 furthermore claims that it is important that a good working 

relationship be established not only between regional councils and local 

authorities, but also between councillors and administrators. 'Their task 

performance should be complementary, not competitive or intervenient of 

character.'1421 In the environmental governance context, discord between 

political office bearers and local government officials can be linked also to the 

idea of the 'politics of pollution' that was discussed as part of the theory to this 

study.1422 It may therefore be important to make the point that cooperative 

governance in the local government context is required in-house (within a 

local government itself) as well as between different bodies and levels of 

government. Bearing in mind the complex relationship between the regional 

1418 Totemeyer in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 69. 
1419 Totemeyer in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 69. 
1420 Totemeyer in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 69. 
1421 Totemeyer in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 69. 
1422 See 3.4. 
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councils and traditional leadership it is proposed also that cooperative 

governance should be developed to cover this relationship.1423 

At a different level it is proposed that Namibian local authorities consider 

establishing working partnerships with local authorities in South Africa, for 

example. Such partnerships could be beneficial to the sharing of information 

and learning experiences in as far as it pertains to specific and more general 

environmental challenges experienced by local government in these 

countries. As far as could be established there has not been any attempts 

thus far for two or more local authorities in Namibia and South Africa to 

embark on mutually beneficial environmental projects or other environmentally 

relevant endeavours.1424 

5.4.5 Local environmental governance 

Given the scope of the constitutional environmental principles of state policy 

and the aims of the Decentralisation Enabling Act, environmental governance 

in Namibia is the responsibility of all levels of government. The environmental 

principles of state policy in the Constitution of Namibia should therefore also 

direct the actions of local government and local political leadership.1425 

However, the infrastructural capacity of local government to engage in LEG is 

uncertain.1426 As far as could be established, the notion of, or a theoretical 

definition for local environmental governance (LEG) is not known in Namibia. 

In 1997 Swilling1427 observed that '(v)ery few local governments have even 

begun to think about the environmental impact of rapid urban growth in a 

country that is exceptionally fragile in ecological terms.' As was indicated 

earlier, the Local Authorities Act is devoid of provisions on the role or 

obligations of local government and issue-specific environmental laws such as 

the Water Resources Act also omit to elaborate on the role of local 

government in furthering their objectives. This is in stark contrast with the 

Refer to 5.4.3.4 above. 
See also Chapter 7 below. 
See 5.2. 
See the Draft NDP3, for example. 
Swilling in Swilling (ed) Governing Africa's Cities 235. 
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position in South Africa, for example.1428 Elaboration of the notion of 

decentralisation and the practical implementation thereof in terms of sectoral 

environmental legislation, for example, could be vastly beneficial to LEG in 

Namibia. Instead, in the absence still of clear decentralisation of specific 

environmental duties and powers, LEG at this point remains erratic and 

haphazard. Nevertheless, it should be acknowledged that the idea of CBNRM 

could serve as the initiation of improved LEG in Namibia.1429 

5.4.6 LA 21 in Namibia 

Despite Namibia's commitment to the Rio Declaration,1430 LA 21 has not yet 

established itself in most of the local authorities of the country. The Draft 

NDP3 reports that during the NDP2 period only two known LA 21 projects 

emerged, namely in Walvis Bay and Katimo Mulilo.1431 However, early in 2008 

the Association of Local Authorities in Namibia (ALAN)1432 appealed to local 

authorities countrywide to devise policies and subsequently implement 

prioritised projects in line with the Rio Declaration and aimed at introducing LA 
p - | 1433 

5.4.7 Public participation in local government 

The government of Namibia is committed to promoting a multi-party 

representative democracy which entails more than just periodically electing 

representatives to Parliament.1434 Local government should serve as a forum 

See Chapters 6 and 7 below. 
During the NDP2 implementation period, local management of resources involving 
the communities/user groups as part of the CBNRM endeavour was promoted in a 
number of pilot areas. See the Draft NDP3 and 5.3.4.2 above. 
See 2.4.2 above. 
See the case study on Walvis Bay at 5.7. 
ALAN is a body that represents all local authority members in Namibia and provides a 
platform on which local authorities can air grievances, for example. ALAN also plays 
an advocacy role on behalf of local government. See ALAN at www.alan.org.na. 
Nawatiseb New Era "Namibia: Local Authorities Challenged On Urban Environmental 
Management" 10 January 2008. 
Draft NDP3 33. Peoples' participation is regarded as important for three reasons: (1) 
the available resources will best be used if the use is guided by the beneficiaries and 
if the beneficiaries themselves take as much responsibility as possible for designing 
and implementing the policies, programmes and projects; (2) government does not 
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for institutionalised community-based citizen or public participation.1435 The 

Constitution of Namibia creates a milieu for public participation generally1436 

and in an environmental context, public participation is called for in the 

Namibia Vision 2030 document1437 and the Draft NDP3.1438 Particular 

emphasis is placed on the need for public participation and education.1439 The 

Namibia Vision 2030 envisions the government of Namibia filling the gaps in 

knowledge on natural resources,1440 improving public access to environmental 

information and educating all Namibians with respect to environmental and 

developmental issues and the total economic value of the country's natural 

resources.1441 However, the capturing of the notion of public participation in 

national documents is no substitute for actual public participation. According 

to the Draft NDP3 many sectors and line ministries had by 2007 embarked on 

community participation, but the approach is still relatively new and may 

require skills development.1442 It is not clear, at least from the Draft NDP3, 

what the level of success is with regard to participation in local government. 

Still, the Walvis Bay case study reveals at least one municipal area in which 

public participation in environmental governance is a reality.1443 

have all the resources and expertise to provide all the services people need; and (3) 
an ethic of social responsibility can be formed only if people participate directly in the 
process of development. 
Totemeyer in Olowu and Mukwena (eds) Governance in Southern Africa 68. 

1436 Refer to the fundamental freedoms contained in article 21 of the Constitution of 
Namibia. 
Refer to 5.3.4.2. 
Draft NDP3 41, 120 and 319. The drafting process of the NDPs also involved 
community participation. 
See also the Draft NDP3 319. 
Namibia Vision 2030141. 
Namibia Vision 2030 55. This document views freedom of the press as important in 
order to keep the public well-informed regarding the facts associated with 
environmental and developmental issues, making policy formulation processes 
accessible to all stakeholders, and providing more opportunities for NGOs and 
community groups to participate in decision-making. See also Hopwood Namibian 
Politics 27 and Bethune and Ruppel 2007 Namibia: Review of Wetland Policy and 
Law at http://www.ramsar.org/index_features_namibia_review.pdf 9-10. 
Draft NDP3 33. 
Refer to 5.6. 

1435 

1437 
1438 

1439 
1440 
1441 

1442 
1443 
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5.5 Interface between the constitutional environmental principle and 

local governance 

5.5.1 Introduction 

With the meaning and implications of the constitutional environmental 

principles of state policy and the legal status and position of local government 

in mind, it is necessary to proceed to a condensed evaluation of the milieu in 

which local government should fulfill its constitutional duties. The literature 

and jurisprudence available in and on Namibia do not warrant final 

conclusions, and extensive inter-disciplinary research may eventually be 

required in order to be able to reach authoritative conclusions. Regardless, it 

is possible to identify some areas of overlap between the generic elements 

that have been distilled for fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions 

generally1444 and developments in Namibia. 

5.5.2 Generic elements meet practice, principles, legal concepts and 
law 

Table 3 below shows in the second column some of the practices, principles, 

legal concepts and law in Namibia that appear to intersect with the generic 

principles for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions that were 

proposed and discussed in Chapter 2. 

1444 In detail discussed in 2.8 above. 
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Table 3 
Generic elements for fulfilment of 
constitutional environmental provisions Practice, principles, legal concepts and law in Namibia 

1. Public participation 

• Public participation is explicitly called for in the Constitution, the EMA, the Water Resources Management Act, Namibia 
Vision 2030 and the Draft NDP 3 (as priority area). 

• Public participation required for the NDP development process. 
• The emphasis on decentralised government in Namibia reiterates the need for involvement of local communities in 

government. 
• The recognition of traditional leadership as being part of local government implies the need for involvement of 

traditional communities in government. 
• The establishment of a dedicated environmental department in terms of the Local Authorities Act can focus, inter alia, 

on public participation in environmental decision-making. 
• Local government wards may be suitably small units to involve in public participation processes. 
• In Namibia there is a focus on public participation to take place in conjunction with the education of those expected to 

participate. 

2. Collection and dissemination of 
environmental information 

• The dissemination of environmental information is a prerequisite for educated/informed public participants. 
• The collection of environmental information is required for the drafting of and reporting in terms of the NDPs. 
• Namibia's Draft NDP3 at this stage admits to a lack of availability of sufficient environmental information. 
• Collection and dissemination of environmental information could be well-managed by dedicated environmental 

departments in local government. 
• The effective collection and dissemination of environmental information may in Namibia depend on more effective 

decentralisation of environmental functions and cooperative environmental governance. 

3. Development and implementation of 
environmental policy, law and programmes 

• Article 95 in the Constitution makes explicit reference to the obligation of government to design and implement 'policy' 
- the substantive content of the principles of state policy should direct law, policy and programme development on the 
part of government. 

• Article 95(j) of the Constitution provides that the state should aim at consistent planning (through policy or whatever 
other means) to raise and maintain the welfare of the people. 

• Although local environmental regulations (bylaws) can be made by local authorities these bylaws must be approved at 
the national level which implies 'limited' legislative powers on the part of local government in Namibia. 

• The possibility exists for the development of model environmental regulations at the national level. 
• Considering the different NDPs and Namibia's Vision 2030 it appears that programme development takes place 

especially at the national government level. 
• The recently enacted EMA establishes an environmental framework law in which provision is made for, inter alia, EIA 

procedures but several regulations and structures required in terms of the Act are not yet in place. 
• The EMA provides for environmental plans to facilitate the coordination and harmonisation of environmental policies, 

plans, programmes and decisions of the various organs of state that exercise functions that may affect the 
environment. 

• As part of the idea of decentralisation, the delegation of environmental functions (that could result in the development 
of sub-national environmental policy, law and programmes) is possible - such delegation should be accompanied by a 
delegation of funds and supervision. 

• The establishment of funds to stimulate sub-national developmental projects could be conducive to the implementation 
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of environmental laws, policies and programmes. 
• Regional councils are obliged in terms of law to undertake planning within the limits of the Constitution as well as 

environmental policy and law, for example. 

4. Compliance with and enforcement of 
environmental law 

• In Namibia, there is barely any explicit emphasis in environmental and local government law on environmental 
compliance and enforcement. 

• As a signatory of the African Charter, Namibia may be expected to be guided by the SERAC decision of the African 
Commission which emphasised the need for authorities' compliance with domestic environmental law. 

• The enforcement of environmental law in Namibia would be a duty of the national government and regional councils -
unless delegated also to local authorities. 

• The provision for environmental officers in the recently enacted EMA is expected to fortify environmental compliance 
and enforcement in future. 

• Environmental compliance and enforcement could be well driven by, inter alia, dedicated environmental departments in 
local government. 

• The explicit constitutionally entrenched environmental functions of the Ombudsman are beneficial to public authorities' 
compliance with environmental duties. 

• Compliance and enforcement generally, are part of the mandate of traditional authorities in terms of the Traditional 
Authorities Act. 

• The idea of sovereign state ownership of natural resources not under the control of others reinforces the idea of 
environmental compliance by bodies of the state in areas of Namibia that do not belong to private owners. 

• The Sustainable Development Commissioner to be established in terms of the EMA in collaboration with the office of 
the Ombudsman can vastly advance the environmental compliance and enforcement regime once instituted. 

5. Provision of environmental infrastructure 

• Article 95(e) of the Constitution compels government to adopt policies aimed at citizens' right to fair and equitable 
access to public facilities and services - both these facilities and services could be interpreted to embrace 
infrastructure for water management, waste management and sanitation, for example. 

• The provision of environmental infrastructure is directly related to the rights to life, dignity, equality and bodily integrity 
as entrenched in the Constitution of Namibia and therefore serves a reinforcing purpose in the environmental context. 

• The provision of environmental infrastructure appears to be a shared competency between regional councils and local 
authorities. 

• In rural areas, the regional councils would be responsible for the provision of environmental infrastructure. 
• The Environmental Investment Fund and other development funds can provide funding for the establishment and 

maintenance of environmental infrastructure across Namibia. 
• The vastness of Namibia may compel cooperative governance for the efficient and cost-effective provision of 

environmental infrastructure. 

6. Establishment of partnerships 

• In a country such as Namibia where the notion of cooperative governance is not legally entrenched it may be crucially 
important to establish working partnerships within government. 

• The voluntary establishment of cooperation agreements is provided for in the Regional Councils Act. 
• The establishment of partnerships is a priority area in the Draft NDP3 and is also addressed in the Namibia Vision 2030 

document. 
• The Draft NDP3 emphasises the need for public-private-partnerships. 
• In the absence of formal structures to facilitate cooperative governance, partnerships may be required to facilitate the 

supervision of local government by regional councils, for example. 
• Different types of partnerships may arguably be required for the drafting and implementation of the NDPs generally as 
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well as for the development of the environmental components thereof. 
• The need for partnerships/working relationships between public authorities (especially regional councils and local 

authorities) and traditional leadership is generally acknowledged in the Traditional Authorities Act. 
7. Environmental education • Environmental education may be a nuanced implication of the article 95(k) constitutional obligation of the state to 

educate the community generally. 
• An implied need exists for environmental education in the context of the idea of informed public participation. 
• There is explicit emphasis in the Draft NDP3 on the idea of environmental education within the focus area on 

environmental sustainability as well as in the Vision 2030 document and the Water Resources Management Act. 
• Environmental education is related to the lack of sufficient technical and administrative competence among government 

officials at all levels. 
• Environmental education could be a prerequisite for the collection and dissemination of environmental information in 

the scarcely populated Namibia. 
• The Traditional Authorities Act obliges traditional authorities to be involved in environmental education in traditional 

communities. 
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The generic elements for fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions 
surface, albeit to a different extent, in a number of practices, principles, legal 
concepts and the law in Namibia. The notion of local government is firmly 
entrenched in the three-tier government system of the country.1445 In the light 
of the fair emphasis on decentralisation it can also be deduced that local 
government has a prominent role to play in Namibia's governance generally. 
Constitutionally and in terms of local government law, local government is 
given executive powers and limited legislative powers.1446 The fact that the 
law-making power of local government is somewhat impaired may hamper 
law-making initiatives at this level of government. Arguably this impairment 
also runs counter to the rationale behind the decentralisation of power. The 
possibility, however, to draft and implement local policy need not be affected 
by the limitation placed on law-making. Still, as has been indicated several 
times, local government framework legislation appears to be vague on the 
environmental duties of local government. This lacuna has a cross-cutting 
effect in the entire system of local environmental governance. 

Three factors in the Local Authorities Act that strike one as useful to local 
government's fulfilment of its environmental obligations are the provision 
made for discretionary development of dedicated environmental departments 
within local government; the power bestowed upon the Minister to make 
model environmental regulations for local authorities where a need so 
demands and national supervision of local government where there is an 
absence or lack of sufficient resources and skills related to environmental 
governance. Similarly useful may be the integrated planning mandate that the 
Regional Councils Act gives to regional councils. Integrated regional planning 
may potentially provide uniform direction to the local authorities in the region 
in so far as it pertains to the elements for fulfilment of the constitutional 
environmental provisions generally. Some of the positive characteristics of 
environmental and developmental funds, the Ombudsman and the 
intergovernmental agreements in Namibia are referred to in 5.7 below. 

1445 See 5.4. 
1446 See 5.4.2. 
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One would have liked to see the listing of areas suitable for decentralisation 

(such as environmental management, environmental health, nature 

conservation or water management) in legislation and clear legal 

requirements pertaining to the devolution of specific environmental duties and 

human and financial resources. It is furthermore argued that local 

government fulfilment of the constitutional environmental principles of state 

policy depends on the participation of traditional leadership. The Traditional 

Authorities Act bestows traditional leadership with clear environmental 

duties.1447 What is lacking, however, are guidelines on how traditional leaders 

should proceed to fulfill these obligations, and clear regulation of the 

functional relationship in the environmental context between traditional 

leadership and other structures of government. Even if such functional 

relationships are catered for in sectoral legislation it may be necessary to 

have it entrenched also in framework legislation to ensure its generic 

application under all circumstances. 

The absence of legally entrenched cooperative governance in Namibia 

generally may pose problems inter alia in the collection and dissemination of 

environmental information and environmental compliance and enforcement -

both of which are important for the fulfilment of the constitutional 

environmental provisions. The absence of cooperative governance is one of 

the factors accounting for the general absence of cohesive planning and 

interaction amongst local authorities and between local government and the 

upper tiers of government, leading to a lack of progress with LA 21.1448 A few 

fragmented (and perhaps somewhat concealed) tools for cooperative 

government can, however be found in different policies and laws of Namibia 

as is further discussed in 5.7. 

Taking the above points of critique into consideration, the milieu in which local 

government should pursue the fulfilment of its positive constitutional 

environmental obligations in Namibia is generally imperfect and in the early 

1447 Refer to 5.4.3.4. 
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stages of development. Subsequent review of some developments, 

principles, legal concepts and law in Walvis Bay (as a local government 

champion in environmental context) may enable the drawing of inferences 

related to practice and to the theoretical situation outlined in the scheme 

above.1449 

5.6 Walvis Bay case study 

5.6.1 Introduction to Walvis Bay 

Walvis Bay is perhaps best known internationally (and in IL context) for the 

historical and politically-loaded controversy between the formerly known 

South West Africa and South Africa pertaining to its occupancy.1450 The rather 

prosy paragraph below fortuitously makes what could be taken as a fitting 

introduction to the town and to its relevance to this study.1451 

Halfway up the barren Namibian coast, where the icy Benguela current 
rushes from up from the Antartic and the giant golden sand dunes of 
the Namib Desert reach down to the sea, lies the port of Walvis Bay. 
Alternately scorched by the sun and enveloped in the cold mists from 
the nightly fog, it is a rather unexceptional looking little place of simply 
laid out streets lined with nondescript matchbox houses. The sulfurous 
air is notorious for corroding metal at an astonishing rate, and when the 
wind blows it brings with it the ever-encroaching sands and the smell of 
fish from local processing plants ... 

1449 

1450 

1451 

Refer for the reasons for the inclusion of the Walvis Bay case study to 1.4 above. 
This case study is based on documented information obtained from the municipality 
of Walvis Bay and information collected by means of semi-structured interviews with 
Makuti O and Kakujaha K (Division for Environmental Management of the 
Municipality of Walvis Bay) Namibia 21 June 2007 (transcript of interview on file with 
author) (hereafter Walvis Bay Interview). 
For the historical conflict and development before the International Court of Justice 
that accompanied Namibia's independence and the sovereignty of Walvis Bay and 
certain off-shore islands, refer to Naldi Constitutional Rights in Namibia 26-27, 
Erasmus in Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk (eds) The Constitution at Work 15-16, Berat 
Walvis Bay and 2004 Overview Municipality of Walvis Bay 32. Sovereignty over both 
Walvis Bay and the Penguin Islands is significant inter alia for determining Namibia's 
maritime zones. 
Berat Walvis Bay 1. 
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In Namibia, 'the desert meets the sea at Walvis Bay.'1452 The municipality is 

situated in the Erongo region,1453 covers a large area of 1 124 square 

kilometers and is flanked by sixty kilometres of the South Atlantic Ocean's 

coastline on its western, seaward side. To the north and east, the Namib 

desert's dunes and plains surround the town whilst to the south, the 12 600 

hectare Walvis Bay wetlands (listed as a Ramsar Convention wetland), and 

the adjoining Kuiseb River Delta are situated.1454 Walvis Bay also hosts the 

only deep-water port in Namibia, which makes it of vital importance for the 

country's economic development.1455 It has a population of approximately 67 

000 people, which makes Walvis Bay the second largest town in the country. 

As with most Namibian urban settlements the residents of Walvis Bay rely on 

both renewable and non-renewable natural resources for their livelihoods.1456 

The most pressing environmental challenges in Walvis Bay relate to 

urbanisation, water resource management, unsustainable land-use, the 

mining of uranium and marine pollution.1457 

Due to its general fragility the Walvis Bay Municipality must take cognisance 

of the natural environment. Thus, the mission statement of the municipality 

expresses the desire '(t)o continuously broaden the scope and improve the 

quality of municipal services rendered to all our customers with due regard to 

the environment.'1458 One of the core values of the municipality furthermore 

states that '(w)e adhere to the principles of the conservation of the 

environment' and one of the eight focus areas of the municipality is: '(\)o 

continuously enhance and sustain our resource base, with a view to self-

Municipality of Walvis Bay Integrated Environmental Policy (Integrated Environmental 
Policy) 3. 
See schedules 1 and 2 of the Regional Councils Act. 
Integrated Environmental Policy 3. 
Naldi Constitutional Rights in Namibia 26. Rated as number one in Africa for 
efficiency and quality by the Africa Competitiveness Report, the port of Walvis Bay is 
capable of handling more than six million tons of cargo at a time for trade purposes. 
Municipality of Walvis Bay 2004 Overview 32. International shipping lines traveling to 
and from South Africa, Europe, North America and Asia by 1990 regularly called at 
Walvis Bay. 
Integrated Environmental Policy 3. 
Walvis Bay Interview. For the environmental challenges experienced in Namibia 
generally, refer to 5.1 above. 
Integrated Environmental Policy 3. 
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sufficiency.'1459 It has in addition been acknowledged that '(a)ssuring the 

prosperity of Walvis Bay's people and reducing what are high levels of poverty 

depends strongly on well-managing the environmental assets of the town and 

its surroundings.'1460 In order to begin to estimate the positive action of the 

Walvis Bay Municipality related to the fulfilment of its constitutional 

environmental obligations, the subsequent section identifies related local 

government structures and developments. 

5.6.2 Local government structures and developments 

The municipality of Walvis Bay comprises of different departments, one of 

which is a department dedicated to water, waste and environmental 

management.1461 A general manager is in charge of this department, which 

consists of separate divisions for water management, health services, solid 

waste and environmental management. The functional responsibilities of the 

Department of Water, Waste and Environmental Management include the 

provision and maintenance of an acceptable site for all domestic, garden and 

sensitive waste, as well as refuse removal services; the provision of 

continuous functional sewerage purification works; the provision of 

environmental health services, the provision of a bulk water supply and 

distribution network; and oversight of adherence to the principles of good 

environmental management generally.1462 The division for environmental 

management serves, inter alia, as the local environmental law enforcement 

Integrated Environmental Policy 4. 
Integrated Environmental Policy 3. 
The other departments include human resources and corporate services; finances; 
roads, building control and town planning; and community and economic 
development. These departments have arguably been established in terms of 
section 28(1) of the Local Authorities Act which allows for local governments to 
establish specialised departments. See 5.4.3.1. Walvis Bay is a class one 
municipality in terms of the Local Authorities Act which implies that it is autonomous 
and self-financed. See Integrated Environmental Policy 6. The Department of Water, 
Waste and Environmental Management was allotted 2.5 million rand (approximately € 
208 000) from the municipal budget for 2007/2008 which has reportedly been 
sufficient to fulfill its tasks. Refer to the Walvis Bay Interview. The level of political 
buy-in or commitment to the environment in the Walvis Bay local government can be 
deduced from generally environment-friendly local government decision-making, the 
approval of sufficient environmental budgets and the operation of an environmental 
advisory committee that consists of four local council members. 
See Walvis Bay at http://www.walvisbaycc.org.na/. 
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agency with field monitoring for compliance with local environmental laws 

being conducted on a weekly basis.1463 The Municipality of Walvis Bay is also 

a member of ICLEI and an active participant in that organisation's 

international projects.1464 

A Memorandum of Understanding was signed in 2000 between the 

Government of the Republic of Namibia and the Government of the Kingdom 

of Denmark on Co-operation on Environmental Assistance. In terms of this 

agreement, the Municipality of Walvis Bay and the Danish Government 

agreed to implement the Walvis Bay Local Agenda 21 programme.1465 This 

project was spearheaded by the Environmental Management Section of the 

Department of Water, Waste and Environmental Management but it involved 

the whole Walvis Bay Municipality and its activities.1466 

5.6.3 Walvis Bay Local Agenda 21 programme 

The LA 21 programme in Walvis Bay consists of four components, namely the 

establishment and implementation of an integrated environmental policy (IEP); 

the establishment of an environmental fund;1467 developments with regard to 

the Walvis Bay coastal area1468 and the implementation of LA 21 principles.1469 

In this chapter particular attention is devoted to the IEP as a local government 

framework policy but some observations will also be made with regard to the 

other components of the LA 21 programme. 

Walvis Bay Interview. 
Walvis Bay Interview. 
In March 2001, the Danish engineering and planning company COWI A/S was 
contracted to provide technical assistance for the project. The project officially began 
in Walvis Bay on 15 May 2001. See Walvis Bay Local Agenda 21 Project at 
http://www.interact.com.na/hrdc/la21/index.htm. Although Walvis Bay is seriously 
involved in LA 21 activity no dedicated LA 21 office exists, as is found in the case of 
Heidelberg in Germany. Refer to 4.6.4.2. 
Integrated Environmental Policy 4. 
This component entailed that the municipal tariff structures were reviewed and an 
environmental fund was established to ensure the sustainability of environmental 
management activities in Walvis Bay. The fund is mainly employed to subsidise LA 
21 projects within the community of Walvis Bay. See further 5.6.2. 
An extensive coastal area study was undertaken by the municipality to research what 
was going on in and around Walvis Bay. See further 5.6.2. 
This component comprises of small-scale LA 21 projects to demonstrate how to 
implement the IEP, apply the LA 21 principles and create awareness of 
environmental issues within the communities of Walvis Bay. See further 5.6.3. 
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5.6.4 Walvis Bay Integrated Environmental Policy 

5.6.4.1 Background 

As a component of its larger LA 21 programme the Walvis Bay Municipality in 

2004 designed and announced (following vast public input)1470 its IEP. The 

design of the IEP has been an initiative on the part of the municipality. It is 

not explicitly required in terms of any Namibian law. The main aim of the 

Walvis Bay IEP is to translate different responsibilities of the municipality into 

action in such a way as to ensure effective management of the 

environment.1471 The IEP does not explicitly introduce an environmental 

management system. Instead, it establishes a statement of purpose that 

commits the municipality to certain principles, policy directions, and tools.1472 

The IEP is an adaptive, flexible framework for a series of sectoral strategies 

and action plans (inclusive of the inception of an environmental management 

system) that should contribute to the long-term management of the 

environment in Walvis Bay.1473 

5.6.4.2 Outline of responsibilities 

The IEP differentiates between the environmental responsibilities of national 

government, local government and civil society with express reference to IEL, 

the Constitution of Namibia and local government law.1474 The IEP makes 

express reference to the article 95(l) principle of state policy in the 

Constitution of Namibia, thereby acknowledging responsibility for the positive 

environmental government action it requires. The IEP may therefore be 

viewed as a policy aimed at, inter alia, fulfilment of Walvis Bay's positive 

obligations in terms of the constitutional environmental principle of state 

The traditional leadership of the indigenous Topnaar community has reportedly also 
been involved in the IEP development process. This community falls within the 
municipal area of Walvis Bay but is situated approximately forty kilometres from the 
town. Walvis Bay Interview. 
Integrated Environmental Policy 4. 
Integrated Environmental Policy 4. 
Integrated Environmental Policy 4. 
Integrated Environmental Policy 4-6. 
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policy. The IEP also lists all of the national policies, environmental and local 

government laws as well as the I EL instruments applicable in Namibia, to 

show that the IEP has been integrated with these and aims to reinforce and 

incorporate the vast array of responsibilities bestowed on government and 

specifically local government.1475 It is clear from the IDP that natural resource 

management within the Walvis Bay municipal area is a functional power of the 

municipality that has been delegated to it. Since, to date no delegation of 

environmental functions has taken place in terms of national legislation this 

delegation followed the delegation policy of Namibia. Notably the IEP has 

been designed to assist the Walvis Bay Municipality in, inter alia, the 

management of natural resources.1476 Also, the IEP expressly acknowledges 

that municipal bylaws and policies related to housing, environmental health, 

town planning, public participation and waste management, for example, are 

important for its implementation.1477 It may therefore be inferred that the 

municipality's delegated environmental power (when read with local 

government law) includes the power to make environmental bylaws and to 

design and implement environmental policies. There is no indication as to the 

enforcement powers of the municipality but it may be assumed from practice 

in the municipality1478 that the municipality has the power at least to enforce 

the provisions contained in its own environmental bylaws. As a local 

government framework, the IEP accordingly establishes a self-designed 

instruction for the Walvis Bay Municipality to employ its legislative and policy-

making power towards improved environmental governance. Still, the IEP is 

no clearer on the exact parameters of the legal powers of the municipality 

than was the Local Authorities Act, which leads one to two possible 

conclusions: (1) the municipality knows exactly what the limits of its 

environmental law powers and obligations are and it was therefore not 

necessary to include these in the IEP or (2) the municipality is also somewhat 

confused on the parameters of its powers and therefore opted to keep the IEP 

Namibia is a party inter alia to the Convention on Wetlands of International 
Importance (Ramsar Convention) of 1971, the Convention on the Prevention of 
Marine Pollution of 1972, the Convention on Biological Diversity of 1992 and the 
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change of 1992. 
Integrated Environmental Policy 6. 
Integrated Environmental Polic 6. 
See Walvis Bay Interview. 
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flexible and open-ended in so far as it pertains to environmental management. 

The latter option seems more likely, which is a reason for concern - not so 

much in the case of Walvis Bay but in those municipalities that may not be as 

committed to sustainable development and environmental management. 

Where a municipality is not clear on exactly what its natural resource 

management (or environmental management) duty entails, it could arguably 

very well read into the duty only the very minimum of obligations. 

As far as the responsibilities of civil society are concerned, the lEP shows that 

the Walvis Bay Municipality is strongly committed to working both in a cross-

sectoral fashion in the municipality itself and in partnership with residents and 

civil associations. It is stated in the lEP that 'all inhabitants of and visitors to 

Walvis Bay are to be collectively held responsible for the management of the 

unique environment of the town and its surroundings as an interaction 

between nature, society and economy.'1479 The lEP accordingly conveys the 

idea that the municipality is committed to environmental cooperation. 

5.6.4.3 Incorporation of LA 21 principles 

The lEP was inspired by five LA 21 principles, namely long-term sustainable 

development; global responsibility; equity and justice; holistic cross-sectoral 

environmental management and public participation.1480 

5.6.4.4 Policy directions and tools for implementation of the lEP 

The lEP translates the LA 21 principles into five policy themes for the 

Municipality of Walvis Bay, which are expected to form the guiding framework 

for the implementation of the lEP, albeit through the use of different tools.1481 

These tools include environmental law and policy enforcement; environmental 

law and policy development; environmental impact assessment; 

Integrated Environmental Policy 6. Although the lEP focuses more on shared 
responsibility for and public participation in the implementation of the policy, the 
Walvis Bay Interview revealed that the drafting of the lEP also involved the 
community. Approximately seven public participation meetings were held during the 
development phases of the lEP. 
Integrated Environmental Policy 7-8. 
Integrated Environmental Policy 7-8. 
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environmental education; the development of sectoral strategies and action 

plans; the design and implementation of LA 21 projects; the establishment of 

a local environmental fund; the implementation of an environmental 

management system; adherence to the polluter-pays principle and the 

promotion of cleaner production; environmental reporting and reporting on 

environmental policy; and strategy implementation.1482 The inclusion of these 

tools in the IEP brings an interesting phenomenon to the fore. The 

Municipality of Walvis Bay has rather progressively included a number of 

modern tools for environmental regulation in its IEP. Some of these tools are 

alluded to or explicitly provided for in the EMA1483 whilst other tools, as far as 

could be established, do not yet feature anywhere in Namibian environmental 

law, although they are generally known to establish good environmental 

practice.1484 Some of the tools in the IEP that merely followed developments 

in national legislation include the establishment of an environmental fund and 

recognition of the polluter-pays principle.1485 The initiative that the municipality 

took in designing the pillars of its environmental policy is laudable and the 

lesson may be learned that local authorities need not necessarily await 

national or provincial/district/regional legislative or policy action to move 

forward with their LEG. In fact, where a country's national environmental law 

framework is deficient local authorities may be compelled to take autonomous 

steps towards sustainable development and/or the meeting of their 

constitutional environmental obligations. It must, however, be borne in mind 

that the Municipality of Walvis Bay did not describe any of these tools in any 

detail. Further policies or local bylaws may be required for this purpose. 

5.6.4.5 Sectoral focus and priority issues 

The IEP aims to employ the tools listed above to manage eight sectors which 

accompany ten priority areas in Walvis Bay. The sectors include the Walvis 

1482 Integrated Environmental Policy 8-9. 
1483 These tools include adherence to the polluter-pays principle and the need for 

environmental impact assessment, for example. 
1484 These tools include the implementation of LA 21 projects, cleaner production and the 

development of an environmental management system. Cleaner production is only 
mentioned in the Draft NDP3 as an important waste reducing initiative, for example. 
See, inter alia, the Draft NDP3 318, 320. 

1485 Refer to 5.3.2.2 and 5.3.2.3. 
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Bay coastal area; urbanisation; water resources; energy; air; flora and fauna; 

land and soils and environmental education.1486 For each sector the IDP 

outlines the status quo as well as a vision. In the electricity sector, for 

example, the current status is that the municipality is experiencing continued 

urbanisation and industrial development of various types, which results in a 

growing demand for energy. The vision is for electricity to be provided for 

everyone, bearing in mind global concerns about the side effects of the 

production of power. Non-renewable energy resources will be conserved and 

the use of renewable energy sources such as solar power and wind power will 

be further explored. In the sector dealing with the quality of air, for example, 

the current status is that the air is affected by industrial production, notably 

fish meal processing. The odour caused by this process is a nuisance in and 

around the harbour as well as in the residential and business areas of the 

town. The sewage works at times also negatively affect air quality in the area. 

The vision in the IEP for air quality is to investigate the existing problems and 

to undertake the necessary steps to minimise and address the existing 

problems. Clearly the IEP only aims at identification of sectoral focus areas 

with a broad indication as to what type of activities may be required to address 

existing sector-based environmental concerns. No concrete action plans or 

steps and/or targets with intervening activities are provided for. The IEP also 

does not take into account or make known which of the identified sectoral 

focus areas indeed fall within the legislative and/or executive power of the 

municipality. For example, as in most countries it is expected that electricity 

generation will be a national concern with only some few of the services 

related to electricity provision falling within the executive and legislative 

powers of local government. 

Apart from the sectoral focus areas the IEP also outlines ten priority issues for 

environmental management in Walvis Bay. These include managing Walvis 

Bay's Ramsar wetland site; minimising water consumption; reducing marine 

pollution; improving air quality; understanding and solving soil pollution issues; 

conserving threatened species and habitats; managing off-road driving and 

Integrated Environmental Policy 10-11. 
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other recreational activities; improving sanitation facilities for shackdwellers; 

eradicating litter hotspots in Walvis Bay and on the seashore and educating 

residents, particularly learners, about Walvis Bay's environment and 

ecosystems.1487 As with the sectoral focus areas, the IEP does not elaborate 

on targets and strategies for achievement in the priority areas. It may 

therefore be contended that the IEP merely establishes an initial framework in 

terms of which an expanded or more comprehensive environmental 

management system (based on the ISO system, for example) may need to be 

developed. The IEP as it stands lacks concrete environmental objectives, 

targets, strategies or intervening activities and progress measurements. 

Without concrete objectives and targets it will be impossible for the local 

government to plan towards achieving these and to measure progress against 

clear and measurable environmental outputs. 

5.6.4.6 Way forward and pledge of support 

In addition to recognising the LA 21 principles and their application in Walvis 

Bay, and outlining policy themes, the tools to be used in addressing policy, the 

sectoral focus areas and the environmental priorities in Walvis Bay, the IEP 

also contains a short and long-term schedule for its own implementation. The 

broad, short-term aims were expected to have been achieved in 2004, and the 

longer-term aims were expected to have been achieved in 2007. The Walvis 

Bay Municipality generally managed to adhere to these time-frames.1488 At the 

end of the IEP document a pledge of political support with clear commitments 

has been included and signed by the mayor of the Walvis Bay City Council on 

behalf of the municipality.1489 

5.6.5 Walvis Bay coastal developments 

The second component of Walvis Bay's larger LA 21 programme focuses on 

the fragile coastal environment. The town of Walvis Bay is strongly 

characterised by its coastal area, which is made up of the Lagoon and the Bay 

1487 Integrated Environmental Policy 11-12. 
1488 Walvis Bay Interview. 
1489 Integrated Environmental Policy 14. 
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enclosed by the Pelican Point Peninsula sand spit which protects the town's 

important harbour and fish processing industry.1490 Therefore a major 

emphasis of Walvis Bay's LA 21 programme was to develop the technical 

understanding and practical means by which the coastal area might be 

safeguarded and managed as a long-term asset.1491 The Danish engineering 

and planning company (COWI A/S) and its partner (DHI) provided the 

necessary technical assistance.1492 This partnership resulted in an intensive 

monitoring endeavour that accompanied the installation of sophisticated 

scientific equipment in 2001. The monitoring results were communicated to 

all stakeholders and the community, which then resulted in the establishment 

of a coastal management strategy and action plan, a long-term monitoring 

plan, and the Coastal Area Action Plan Steering Committee of the 

municipality.1493 

5.6.6 Implementation of LA 21 

The third component of the larger LA 21 programme of the Walvis Bay 

Municipality embraces smaller LA 21 projects. Since 2001, demonstration 

projects were designed together with the Municipality of Walvis Bay to visibly 

express the environmental strategy and action plan as contained in the IEP, 

and to increase public awareness on environmental issues and natural 

resource limitations. The aims of the projects were generally to address one 

or more of the ten key issues set out in the policy; to encourage public, 

industry and NGO participation; to promote the re-use and conservation of 

natural resources and to emphasise global/local connectivity.1494 Some of 

Walvis Bay Local Agenda 21 Project at http://www.interact.com.na/ 
hrdc/la21 /index.htm. 
There was a concern that the Ramsar wetland site, notably the Walvis Bay Lagoon, 
might be affected by siltation, which could compromise its status as a significant 
shorebird and seabird habitat. The Pelican Point Peninsula is potentially subject to 
breaching. In addition, marine pollution stemming from industrial effluents and 
shipping and port activities could adversely affect water quality in the Lagoon and 
Bay area. See Walvis Bay Local Agenda 21 Project at http://www.interact.com.na 
/h rdc/la21 /index.htm. 
Walvis Bay Local Agenda 21 Project at http://www.interact.com.na/hrdc/la21 
/index.htm and Walvis Bay Interview. 
Walvis Bay Local Agenda 21 Project at http://www.interact.com.na/hrdc/la21 
/index.htm. 
Walvis Bay at http://www.walvisbaycc.org.na/. 
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these projects focused on designing management plans for what were 

considered 'environmental management problem areas' for the Municipality of 

Walvis Bay. Other projects had a more practical approach in order to create 

awareness amongst municipal employees and the local community of the 

benefits inter alia of proper environmental management through resource re

use and savings. In some instances the LA 21 projects assisted prominent 

local industries in improving their management and operational practices in 

order to be more environmentally friendly. Amongst several others the LA 21 

projects included capacity development in environmental management in the 

Municipality of Walvis Bay; the development of a management plan for the 

proposed Walvis Bay Nature Reserve; the promotion of water savings in 

Walvis Bay; paper reuse and recycling in the municipality; environmental 

education in Walvis Bay's schools and training for cleaner production in the 

fishing industry.1495 

5.6.7 Environmental fund 

The fourth component of Walvis Bay's LA 21 programme consists of the 

establishment of a local environmental fund. This fund was established in 

2003 to sustain the environmental activities that were initiated as part of the 

LA 21 programme of Walvis Bay. By 2007 the fund consisted of 

approximately half a million Namibian dollars (approximately € 84 000).1496 

After revising existing tariff structures in the municipality it was decided to 

utilise income from the existing water, electricity, refuse and sewage tariffs as 

the main source of revenue for the environmental fund. The advantages of 

financing environmental activities through the restructuring of existing charges 

were regarded as obvious, as the funds were readily available and 

administrative systems were already in place.1497 The fund was established as 

a municipal fund financed from revenues charged and collected by the 

Municipality of Walvis Bay, to be used as a tool for environmental activities in 

local communities, relying heavily on the existing services and expertise in the 

Refer for details on each project to Walvis Bay at http://www.walvisbaycc.org.na/. 
Walvis Bay Interview. 
Walvis Bay at http://www.walvisbaycc.org.na/. 
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municipality. It was not designed to fund ordinary local government functions 

or activities. The aim of the fund is to provide financial assistance for 

environmental projects that were initiated by the community and that relate to 

the environmental focus areas of the municipality. Every six months the 

community of Walvis Bay is invited to submit project proposals to the 

Environmental Fund Management Group for approval.1498 The fund can 

simultaneously be viewed as an incentive for environmental project 

development within the community and as a means for the municipality to 

enter into partnerships with civil society. 

5.6.8 Observations 

Walvis Bay is characterised by an array of significant naturally and societally 

induced environmental challenges. Regardless of rather slow environmental 

law and policy reform in Namibia, several impulses resulted in Walvis Bay's 

model LEG endeavours.1499 These include, amongst others: partnerships with 

regard to funding and expertise in the context of LA 21; involvement in the 

projects, inter alia, of ICLEI; pressure towards environmental performance 

exerted by a dedicated local government environmental management 

department; political buy-in and subsequent alignment with annual budgets 

concerning LEG; the decentralisation of environmental functions allowing for 

LEG inventiveness; an astute awareness of the environmental needs and 

trouble spots in the municipal area; and a strong focus on public participation 

and shared responsibilities for environmental management. The IEL, the 

constitutional environmental principles of state policy and national policies and 

legislation were also obviously influential in convincing the local government 

of the need to take positive environmental action. 

After the first evaluation process was completed five out of sixteen project proposals 
were approved, which accounted for approximately fifty percent of the total budget for 
the Environmental Fund for that financial year. Amongst the first approved projects 
were a shell-harvesting project and a project relating to an improvement in the 
management of medical waste (involving medical waste generators in the whole 
coastal area around Walvis Bay). 
Refer to rewards achieved in 5.6.1. 
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Whereas in the Heidelberg case study the LA 21 of the city culminated in 

more or less a single framework policy namely the CDP,1500 Walvis Bay opted 

for the development of a LA 21 programme, of which the IEP forms one of 

four components. The IEP is, however, not a concrete planning document 

that incorporates the typical features of an environmental management 

system. Instead it is a directive policy that establishes in a broad sense the 

obligations on the part of government and civil society, principles for 

environmental management in the area of Walvis Bay, key tools for 

environmental management, the key environmental sectors in the municipal 

area and the priority issues. The IEP does not have a true circular nature in 

that it does not establish an environmental system but only alludes to the 

need for such a system. Regardless, it admirably covers all of the generic 

principles for fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions, as indicated 

in the scheme below. To ensure continued political commitment it is 

suggested that it may be salutary for each consecutive mayor to sign the 

pledge contained in the IEP. The IEP is viewed as the framework for 

facilitation of positive action leading to Walvis Bay's fulfilment of its 

constitutional environmental obligations and hence as a primary development 

in the context of 'lessons learned' in this study. However, it is not possible to 

assess the positive action on the part of the Municipality of Walvis Bay without 

also acknowledging in addition at least the roles of the environmental fund 

and the smaller LA 21 projects. These developments are accordingly also 

considered in the table below. 

5.6.9 Generic elements meet practice, principles, legal concepts and 

law 

Table 4 below shows, in the second column, some of the practices, principles, 

legal concepts and law in Walvis Bay that appear to overlap with the generic 

principles for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions that were 

proposed and discussed in Chapter 2. 

Refer to 4.6.5. 
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Table 4 
Generic elements for fulfilment of 
constitutional environmental 
provisions 

Practice, principles, legal concepts and law in Walvis Bay 

1. Public participation 

• Public participation is an explicit principle at the core of the IEP. 
• Public participation establishes an explicit policy area in the IEP. 
• Community involvement and participatory decision-making have been requirements in the drafting of the IEP. 
• The Topnaar traditional authority has also been involved in the drafting of Walvis Bay's IEP showing a commitment to involve 

also traditional communities. 
• The smaller LA 21 projects of Walvis Bay were particularly aimed at involvement of civil society. 
• The environmental fund of Walvis Bay may stimulate civil participation in and initiatives related to environmental activities. 

2. Collection and dissemination of 
environmental information 

• Walvis Bay has an advanced data system for improved coastal management. 
• Environmental information sharing takes place in the municipal area of Walvis Bay through the smaller LA 21 projects that 

involve the community. 
• Environmental reporting is one of the recognised tools for the implementation of the IEP. 
• Walvis Bay shares learninq experiences relatinq to the LA 21 proqramme with other local authorities in Namibia. 

3. Development and implementation of 
environmental policy, law and 
programmes 

• The IEP itself qualifies as a local government policy. 
• The LA 21 programme of Walvis Bay in its entirety establishes a local government programme. 
• There is an acknowledgement in the IEP of the need for local government environmental bylaws and policies. 
• In Walvis Bay, environmental developments appear to be guided by the different LA 21 principles. 
• The drafting and implementation of environmental law, policy and programmes are recognised tools for the implementation of 

the IEP. 
• The design and implementation of environmental law, policy and programmes are dependent on the delegation of 

environmental decision-making power to local government. 
• The environmental fund of Walvis Bay may serve as stimulus for environmental programme development. 

4. Compliance with and enforcement of 
environmental law 

• Environmental compliance and enforcement generally are fortified by the enforcement/monitoring of the environmental 
management division of the municipality on a weekly basis. 

• Environmental compliance and enforcement are recognised tools for the implementation of the IEP. 
• Adherence to polluter-pays principle is a recognised tool for the implementation of the IEP. 
• Environmental compliance and enforcement within the area of Walvis Bay may be reinforced by the signed pledge of support 

at the end of the IEP. 
5. Provision of environmental 
infrastructure 

• The provision of environmental infrastructure is part of the ten priority issues of environmental management in Walvis Bay. 
• The provision and maintenance of environmental infrastructure are promoted and supported through smaller LA 21 projects. 

5. Establishment of partnerships 

• Walvis Bay is an ICLEI member which boils down to an international partnership in the environmental context. 
• Walvis Bay has a memorandum of understanding with DANIDA (Danish Government), COW A/S and DHI as funders and 

experts. 
• The establishment of different partnerships is a key sector in the IEP of Walvis Bay. 
• The establishment of partnerships is a recognised tool for the implementation of the IEP. 
• It is acknowledged in the IEP that cross-sectoral cooperation within the municipality is required. 
• Some smaller LA 21 projects are directly reliant on partnerships between the municipality and society. 
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• The process of application for funds from the Environmental Fund could lead to the establishment of partnerships between the 
municipality and society. 

6. Environmental education 
• Environmental education is a key sector in the IEP of Walvis Bay. 
• Environmental education is part of the ten priority issues of environmental management in Walvis Bay. 
• Environmental education has thus far been the focus of several LA 21 projects in Walvis Bay. 
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5.7 Assessment: lessons learned 

This chapter has revealed that article 95(1) is not the only constitutional provision 
that pertains to the environment of Namibia's people.1501 It has also shown that it 
may be necessary to bear in mind the general features of principles of state 
policy to be able to extract the positive obligations article 95 imposes on 
government in its entirety.1502 It has been indicated that the constitutional 
environmental principles of state policy are directed mainly at the legislature and 
the executive at all levels of government.1503 Related environmental laws and 
policies of Namibia provided an idea as to the endeavours to date of the 
legislative and executive branches of government and served as indication as to 
the interpretation to date of the meaning of article 95(l) and other constitutional 
environmental provisions. 

Local government forms a crucial part of the government structure that is 
responsible for fulfilment of the constitutional environmental duties - especially in 
the light of the emphasis placed on decentralisation in Namibia.1504 Unfortunately 
it has been observed that there are insufficient indications in law as to the exact 
environmental duties or functions of local authorities that forms part of a general 
delay in the process of delegation. Almost twenty years after the promulgation of 
the Constitution of Namibia, the country still faces challenges that impede inter 

alia the steady and streamlined development of framework environmental law 
and the clear decentralisation of government functions. The legal milieu in which 
local government should pursue the positive obligations imposed by the 
constitutional environmental principles of state policy, amongst other provisions, 
is accordingly still in the early phases of development. Until fairly recently, the 
main dilemmas had to do with, inter alia, the lack of enforceable environmental 
framework law such as the EMA - law that outlines the environmental principles 

Refer to 5.2. 
See 5.2.2 and 5.2.5. 
5.2.2 amd 5.2.5. 
See 5.4. 
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for Namibia, for example. Other problem areas include the lack of 

implementation of environmental law and policy as well as the lack of a sufficient 

skills-base to effect such implementation. National and regional government are 

furthermore suppose to support and enhance local governance (also LEG) but 

regional government appears to be rather weakly equipped to fulfill this task.1505 

Still, a number of constructs and ideas entrenched in existing constitutional, 
environmental and local government law and policy in Namibia may be vastly 
beneficial to the fulfilment of the positive constitutional environmental obligations 
by government generally and local government in particular. These include the 
anthropocentric nature of the constitutional principles of state policy; the results-
based circular NDP; the establishment of a national environmental fund and an 
Ombudsman with explicit environmental duties; strong emphasis on the notion of 
decentralisation of environmental functions, for example; clear environmental 
principles contained in the EMA and the Water Resources Management Act; the 
possibility for model local government environmental regulations; the 
establishment of environmental officers and a Sustainable Development Advisory 
Committee and Environmental Commissioner and the fact that Namibia follows a 
monist approach which makes IEL and other instruments of IL immediately 
applicable. As in the German case, the legal 'ambiance' and 'milieu' that exist in 
Namibia are important for understanding the framework in which the 
constitutional environmental principles of state policy operate, but do not present 
clear and cogent yardsticks for local government fulfilment thereof. 

In addition to the already established substantive generic elements for fulfilment 

of environmental rights, practical prototype yardsticks may be distilled from the 

Namibian case (inclusive of the Walvis Bay case study). The fulfilment of the 

constitutional environmental principles of state policy by local government in 

Namibia seems to require: 

See 5.4.3.2 and 5.4.4. 
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• The decentralisation of explicit environmental functions, arguably to be 

accompanied by the decentralisation of financial resources, skills and 

capacity; 

• Sufficient funding and budget allocations - the establishment of a national 

and/or local environmental fund may be inevitable; 

• Explicit legislative direction at national level; 

• Political buy-in at different levels; 

• Expert assistance pertaining to scientifically informed environmental policy 

and programme design and implementation; 

• An array of partnerships between local government (and local government 

officials) and local community members, traditional communities, funders, 

political office bearers and other government bodies; 

• Traditional leadership and indigenous law to also be involved and considered 

in environmental decision-making, education and information sharing; 

• The cooperation, participation and education of local communities; and 

• Of local government to consider environmental governance in an all-

encompassing and broad sense, but to also focus on pressing issues such as 

coastal management in the case of Walvis Bay, for example. 

The fulfilment of the constitutional environmental principles of state policy by local 
government in Namibia in the specific could furthermore benefit from: 

• National policy direction or indicators similar to what is contained in the 

Namibia Vision 2030 document and the NDPs; 

• A circular long-term national policy such as the NDP in so far as it can be 

adjusted to cover at least all of the generic elements for the fulfilment of 

environmental rights; 

• Principles contained in I EL instruments such as LA 21; 

• Institutions like the Ombudsman, the Sustainable Development Advisory 

Committee and the Environmental Commissioner that should guard over, inter 
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alia, environmental governance and the environmental conduct of 

government; and 

• Individualised local government environmental policies such as the IEP of 

Walvis Bay, but could benefit perhaps even more from 'model local 

government environmental policies/regulations' developed at national level to 

be adjusted and tailored by local authorities. 

Chapter 8 below considers in a more comparative fashion, the position in 

Namibia, Germany and South Africa. 
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6.1 Introduction 

The environmental bounty of South Africa and the sensitivity of its ecological 
systems are well-documented.1506 Perhaps for this reason, the South African 
government historically maintained a rather ecocentric outlook1507 on 
environmental management and governance.1508 As a result, important facets of 
what has since 1996 been understood from notions such as 'the environment,'1509 

'environmental governance,'1510 'sustainable development'1511 and 'environmental 

Refer inter alia to DEAT South African Environmental Outlook xviii. The sensitivity of the 
natural environment is exacerbated by increased demands on the natural resource base 
caused by the fact that the South African population is reported to have increased 
exponentially from 5.17 million people in 1904 to 46.9 million in 2004. The country has 
had a high average annual growth rate of 3.34 percent since 1975. Although the macro-
economy has grown steadily since 1994 the economy has also been characterised by a 
growth in the level of unemployment. The economy has undergone a transition from a 
primary economy based on resource extraction to a tertiary one based on manufacturing 
and financial services. However, primary sector activities such as mining, agriculture and 
forestry continue to contribute to environmental degradation. Mining remains the largest 
producer of hazardous and general waste, for example. Economic growth and the 
consequential increase in demand for resources have resulted in unsustainable levels of 
consumption, particularly of energy and water, and have increased the generation of 
waste and pollutants. Furthermore, the increased demand for land for housing, 
particularly in the peri-urban areas, has seen the conversion of natural areas to many 
formal and informal settlements across South Africa. See DEAT South African 
Environmental Outlook xix. 
The ecocentric approach to environmental rights was discussed in 2.2.3. 
This view is based on the particular focus by government and environmental legislation in 
the past on nature conservation as opposed to more holistic environmental management. 
See for a historic perspective Steyn 2001 Historia 25-53. 
Prior to the NEMA, the Environmental Conservation Act 73 of 1989 (ECA) was the 
stronghold of environmental legislation in South Africa. The ECA defined the 
environment as: 'the aggregate of surrounding objects, conditions and influences that 
influence the life and habits of man or any other organism or collection of organisms.' 
The post-constitutional definition contained in the NEMA is more elaborative and 
explicitly includes references to culture, relationships, human health and well-being. 
Section 1 of the NEMA defines the environment as the surroundings within which 
humans exist and that are made up of the land, water and atmosphere of the earth; 
micro-organisms, plant and animal life; any part or combination of the former and the 
interrelationships among and between them; and the physical, chemical, aesthetic and 
cultural properties and conditions of the foregoing that influence human health and well-
being. 
The notion of environmental governance is characteristic of the era beyond the 
enactment of the NEMA. For the definition of environmental governance refer to 3.3.3.1. 
The establishment of the notion of sustainable development internationally dates back to 
1987. See 2.4.3.1 on the Brundtland Report. However, the first mention thereof in South 
African environmental law is to be found in section 24(b) of the Constitution and the 
preamble of the NEMA. 
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justice'1512 were overlooked in the past.1513 Politically driven impediments which 

resulted in unequal distribution of natural resources and environmental 

infrastructure, the continual preference of economic advancement, and a lack of 

prescience and long-term planning generally, has resulted in what could today be 

called an environmentally challenged South African society.1514 History, however, 

ends in the present. The constitutional revolution in South Africa,1515 amongst 

other pressures, now requires focused attention (first and foremost on the part of 

government) on historical environmental blunders and other environmental 

challenges. This forms part of the general idea that South Africa has a 

transformative constitution.1516 South Africa is a quasi-federal state characterised 

by constitutionalism,1517 the rule of law,1518 democracy,1519 the trias political520 

Refer to 2.2.2. 
For Sachs' reasoning in favour of an environmental right for South Africa six years before 
the adoption of the final Constitution, see Sachs Protecting Human Rights 139-148. 
See generally Dovers, Edgecombe and Guest (eds) South Africa's Environmental History 
and Beinart The Rise of Conservation in South Africa. For a list of environmentally 
relevant challenges in South Africa in the context of local government see Swilling in Van 
Donk et al (eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government 100-101. 
For a history of constitutional change in South Africa see Currie and De Waal Bill of 
Rights 2-7 and Currie and De Waal (eds) Constitutional and Administrative Law 39-71. 
See Liebenberg 2006 Stellenbosch Law Review 6. 
Constitutionalism is one of the basic principles that underpinned the design and content 
of the Constitution. Constitutionalism is the commonly understood 'commitment to 
limitations on ordinary political power' and has further been described as creating a legal 
environment where 'democracy is never simply the rule of people but always the rule of 
people within predetermined channels and according to prearranged procedures.' See 
Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 8-10 and Currie and De Waal (eds) Constitutional and 
Administrative Law 35-37. 
The rule of law protects basic individual rights by requiring governments to act in 
accordance with pre-announced, clear and general rules that are enforced by an 
impartial judiciary in accordance with fair procedures. Constitutionalism is therefore 
bolstered by the rule of law. See further Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 10-13, Currie 
and De Waal (eds) Constitutional and Administrative Law 75-81 and Rautenbach and 
Malherbe Constitutional Law 8-9. 
The Constitution contains no definition or list of core requirements/features of the 
principle of democracy. This principle is, however, understood to comprise of three types 
of democracy, namely representative, participatory, and direct democracy, a statement 
which renders its meaning more clear. On the principle of democracy and its relation 
with accountability refer to Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 13-18 and Currie and De 
Waal (eds) Constitutional and Administrative Law 81-91. For the link between public 
participation in environmental affairs as a generic element for the fulfilment of 
environmental rights and participatory democracy, see 7.2.4.5 below. 
On the trias politica refer to 3.1. The separation of powers also underpinned the design 
and content of the Constitution in so far as the Constitution is aimed at the limitation of 
power of a single institution or individual. Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 18 holds with 
reference to the doctrine of separation of powers that '(i)ts presence is based on 
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checks and balances1521 three spheres of government namely national, provincial 
and local government1522 and the concept of ubuntu.™23 Since 1996, section 24 of 
the Constitution has entrenched a substantive fundamental environmental right 
for all people in the country.1524 The environmental responsibilities imposed by 
the Constitution, as supreme law of South Africa,1525 befall all three spheres of 
government, as is discussed elsewhere in this chapter.1526 

In working towards an answer to the research question that impels this study, this 
chapter addresses the following issues: the concretisation of section 24 of the 
Constitution; the positive obligations imposed by section 24 on local government; 
the shortcomings in the legislative and/or policy responses on the part of or 
involving local government; and the lessons to be learned from the legislative 
and/or policy responses on the part of or involving local government. The 
developments in South Africa are reviewed with particular reference to the 
Drakenstein Local Municipality.1527 The idea is for the former issues to feed into 
the subsequent recommendations towards a national framework policy for local 
government in Chapter 8. In as far as the said recommendations will be made 
for local government in South Africa, the framework and some sectoral 

inferences drawn from the structure and provisions of the Constitution, rather than on 
express entrenchment of the principle.' 
Checks and balances imply control over the exercise of power. Currie and De Waal 
(eds) Constitutional and Administrative Law 95 states that the purpose of checks and 
balances is to ensure that the different branches of government control each other 
('checks') and serve as counter-weights to the power possessed by the other branches 
('balances'). The idea of checks and balances has everything to do with the 
accountability of government. See also Currie and De Waal (eds) Constitutional and 
Administrative Law 118-119. 
Devenish 2006 Stellenbosch Law Review 129, 133. The Constitution provides for both 
concurrent and exclusive powers of three government spheres, which gives rise to an 
'authentic quasi-federal system' rather than one that is purely unitary or federal. 
The notion of ubuntu regulates the exercise of rights by emphasising the sharing, co-
responsibility and mutual enjoyment of rights by all. The Constitutional Court explained 
the notion of ubuntu in S v Makwanyane 1995 6 BCLR 665 (CC), 1995 3 SA 391 (CC). 
See further Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 10. 
For the wording of section 24, refer to 6.2.1 below. 
See also Kotze 2007 Reciel 299. 
See 6.2.4.2. 
This will be done by means of a case study based on a survey of related jurisprudence, 
available literature and a semi-structured interview that is available on file with the author. 
See 1.4 above and the case study in 7.4 below. 
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environmental laws of the country are discussed in more detail than was the case 

in the chapters on Germany and Namibia. 

6.2 Section 24 environmental right 

6.2.1 Introduction 

South Africa's environmental law has arguably come a long way since Van 
Niekerk's1528 call for the acceptance of a general jurisprudential norm against 
ecological damage in 1975, article 12 of the African National Congress (ANC)'s 
'A Bill of Rights for a New South Africa' of 19901529 and the observation of 
Burns1530 in 1993 that 'a conservation ethic does not as yet exist in South Africa.' 
Today, the entrenchment of an enforceable environmental right in section 24 of 
the Constitution is widely (often unproblematically) celebrated and its existence 
commended.1531 The establishment of the constitutional environmental right has 

Van Niekerk 1975 South African Law Journal 78. 
Article 12 of the Constitutional Committee of the ANC's working document entitled 'A Bill 
of Rights for a New South Africa' of 1990 addressed environmental rights. Article 
12(3)(ii) states that '(i)n order to secure this [environmental] right, the State, acting 
through appropriate agencies and organs shall conserve, protect and improve the 
environment, and in particular have regard in local, regional and national planning to the 
maintenance or creation of balanced ecological and biological areas and to the 
prevention or minimising of harmful effects on the environment.' Article 4 furthermore 
states that '(l)egislation shall provide for cooperation between the State, non
governmental organisations, local communities and encourage ecologically sensible 
habits in daily life.' See also Glazewski 1991 South African Journal on Human Rights 
181. 
Burns "Green Rights and an Environmental Management System" 9. See for some 
related arguments published a few years later, Cowen 1997 South African Journal of 
Environmental Law and Policy 147-165. 
Most South African environmental, constitutional and administrative law scholars at some 
point or other in their work have commented on the section 24 environmental right. A few 
of these include Glazewski Environmental Law 67-68, 72-81 Glazewski 1991 South 
African Journal on Human Rights 168, 182, Kidd Environmental Law (2008) 18-23, Burns 
"Green Rights and an Environmental Management System" 16-17, Van Reenen 1997 
South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 269, Currie and De Waal Bill of 
Rights 521-530, Currie and De Waal (eds) Constitutional and Administrative Law 386-
387, Cheadle, Davis and Haysom South African Constitutional Law 409-427, Henderson 
2001 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 149-154, Feris and Tladi in 
Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 257-261, Bray 1998 Journal of South 
African Law and Policy 9, Kotze and Van Der Walt 2003 South African Journal of 
Environmental Law and Policy 39-40, Scholtz 2005 Journal of South African Law 69-86 
and Du Plessis 2006 Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal 2. 
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also triggered and influenced the development of an extensive system of 

environmental laws in South Africa.1532 

Section 24 of the Constitution states that: 

Everyone has the right: 

(a) to an environment that is not harmful to their health or well-being; 
and 
(b) to have the environment protected, for the benefit of present and 
future generations, through reasonable legislative and other measures 
that: 

(i) prevent pollution and ecological degradation; 
(ii) promote conservation; and 
(Hi) secure ecologically sustainable development and use of 
natural resources while promoting justifiable economic and 
social development. 

Section 24 establishes a fundamental environmental right (in the substantive 

sense) as opposed to the Staatsziel Umweltschutz in the GG of Germany1533 and 

the environmental principles of state policy in the Constitution of Namibia1534 

which have objective legal character only.1535 Section 24 is an anthropocentric 

right.1536 As such, 'everyone' includes all people in South Africa but excludes 

inanimate objects such as animals and plants. The environmental right in its 

entirety, furthermore, fits both the civil and political and socio-economic rights 

Section 24 followed section 29 of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa 200 of 
1993 (the Interim Constitution) which provided that '(e)very person shall have the right to 
an environment which is not detrimental to his or her well-being.' Section 29 is no longer 
applicable law and will therefore not be further discussed. For a brief review of section 
29, see Kidd Environmental Law 36. For further reading on the history of, and political 
initiatives linked with the inclusion of an environmental clause in the Constitution, see 
Glazewski in Boyle and Anderson (eds) Human Rights Approaches to Environmental 
Protection 182-189. 
See 4.2. 
See 5.2. 
The difference between the two types of constitutional provisions is further addressed in 
Chapter 8. 
See the discussion at 2.2.2. Proof hereof is also to be found in the references to the 
notions of 'health', 'well-being', 'present and future generations' and 'social development.' 
It was proposed in Chapter 2 of this study that a flavoured anthropocentric approach be 
applied in the interpretation and application of section 24. Refer to 2.2.6. 
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categories, as is further discussed below.1537 Section 24 is justiciable,1538 which 
means that it can establish the basis of a legal claim before a competent court.1539 

Section 24 also has an instructive nature in the sense that it directs the actions of 
all spheres and functionaries of government and must be heeded in the 
interpretation of South African legislation and other constitutional rights.1540 Two 
additional features of section 24 include that (1) it applies horizontally and 
vertically,1541 and (2) section 24(b) includes an unambiguous, positive mandate 
directed at the legislative, executive and judicial branches of government. These 
general introductory observations are further unpacked below. 

6.2.2 Section 24 interpreted 

The interpretation and application of the constitutional environmental right are 
mostly in the hands of South Africa's courts. The crucial role of the judiciary in 
the realisation of section 24 has been emphasised by, inter alia, the 

Refer for the categorisation of environmental rights generally to 2.3. See further 6.2.2. 
On the justiciability of socio-economic rights in South Africa, see inter alia Currie and De 
Waal Bill of Rights 79-96. 
It is important to realise also that the justiciability of section 24 does not mean that the 
courts and judiciary in its traditional sense, are the only means through which to enforce 
the environmental right. A number of other democratic means may also be employed to 
apply this right to the benefit of right-holders. These measures relate to public 
participation, the different forms of democracy and the execution of the mandate of a 
number of institutions that should support constitutional democracy such as the South 
African Human Rights Commission. See further 7.2.4.5. Refer also to Currie and De 
Waal (eds) Constitutional and Administrative Law 74. 
The instructive nature of the entire Bill of Rights is derived from sections 2, 7(2), 8(1) and 
36 of the Constitution. See also the SAHRC Policy Paper on the Environment 2 and 
Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 12-16. The instructive nature of 
section 24 arguably has also resulted therein that since 1996, the South African 
legislature has often made a deliberate effort to acknowledge section 24 in national 
legislation. This is part of the so-called 'process of translation' of constitutional rights 
generally. The NEMA, for example, states in section 2(1 )(a) that the environmental 
principles shall apply alongside all other appropriate and relevant considerations, 
including the state's responsibility to respect, protect, promote and fulfill, amongst other 
socio-economic rights, the section 24 environmental right. See, also, for example, 
section 3 of the National Environmental Management: Air Quality Act 39 of 2004 and 
section 4 of the National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act 10 of 2004. 
This means that it involves not only the relationship between government and the 
citizenry. See sections 7 and 8 of the Constitution and Glazewski Environmental Law 74-
75. On the horizontal and vertical application of the Bill of Rights generally, refer to 
Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 43-55. 
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Constitutional Court. In Fuel Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director 

General Environmental Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation 

and Environment Mpumalanga Province'542 (Fuel Retailers decision) the 

Constitutional Court observes that: 

The role of the Courts is especially important in the context of the 
protection of the environment and giving effect to the principle of 
sustainable development... The present generation holds the earth 
in trust for the next generation. The trusteeship position carries with 
it the responsibility to look after the environment. It is the duty of the 
Court to ensure this responsibility is carried out.1543 

Section 24(b) of the Constitution establishes a socio-economic right as is 

discussed below. Bilchitz1544 states with reference to socio-economic rights 

generally, that the function of a court should be understood by bearing in mind 

that socio-economic rights are stated at an abstract level. 'In giving content to 

the right, a court engages in the process of specifying general principles that 

define the obligations placed upon the state by the right.' Apart perhaps from the 

Fuel Retailers decision,1545 South Africa has not yet seen a landmark 

Constitutional Court case with an impact on constitutional law development 

relating to the section 24(b) environmental right similar to that of the 

Grootboom1546 or Soobramoney1547 cases in their effect on section 26, section 

Unreported Case CCT 67/06, 7 June 2007. 
Fuel Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director-General Environmental 
Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Environment Mpumalanga 
Province and Others 2007 10 BLCR 1059 (CC) 1093 at 102. See also Kotze 2007 Reciel 
258. 
Bilchitz 2002 South African Law Journal 487'. 
This decision focused on the tension between sustainability considerations and the need 
to create an acceptable balance between them in public environmental decision-making. 
Grootboom and Others v Oostenberg Municipality and Others 2000 3 BCLR 277 (CC). 
This case raised the issue of enforcement of socio-economic rights. It focused in 
particular on the state's obligations under section 26 of the Constitution, which gives 
everyone the right to access to adequate housing, and section 28(1 )(c) which, inter alia, 
affords children the right to shelter. For an indication of the impact that this decision had 
on South African constitutional law development and the interpretation of section 26 see, 
among others, Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 576-589, Liebenberg 2001 South 
African Journal of Human Rights 232-257, Bilchitz 2002 South African Law Journal 484-
501 and Wesson 2004 South African Journal of Human Rights 284-309. 
Soobramoney v Minister of Health (KwaZulu-Natal) 1997 12 BCLR 1696 (CC). This case 
concerned the section 27(3) right of everybody not to be refused emergency medical 
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28(1 )(c) and section 27(3).1548 South Africa still awaits jurisprudence on the 

scope and application of a substantial part of the section 24(b) socio-economic 

right.1549 Such jurisprudence may be required to establish a more definite 

standard against which to judge the environmentally relevant behaviour and 

activities of local government, for example. 

Currie and De Waal1550 state that 'the meaning of a constitutional provision 

depends on the way it has been used. Much of constitutional interpretation is 

therefore about establishing the context within which a particular constitutional 

provision must be given meaning.'1551 Section 24 has a dual nature evident 

primarily in the difference in meaning between the texts of sections 24(a) and (b). 

The two separate sections cause section 24 to fit simultaneously into both of the 

traditional rights categories.1552 In his progressive classification of constitutional 

treatment. For an indication of the impact that this decision had on South African 
constitutional law development and the interpretation of section 27(3) see inter alia Currie 
and De Waal Bill of Rights 582-584. 
The facts in the Fuel Retailers decision did not lend themselves to an estimation by the 
Constitutional Court of what should be understood from, for example, 'reasonable other 
measures' as contained in section 24(b). It has been argued by some authors that the 
Constitutional Court had the opportunity to elaborate on the content and scope of section 
24 in the case of Minister of Public Works and Others v Kyalaml Ridge Environmental 
Association 2001 7 BCLR 652 (CC) but that this opportunity was missed. In this case the 
court focused on issues such as just administrative action and legality. See Feris and 
Tladi Environmental Rights in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Human Rights in 
South Africa 262 and Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 585. 
One is left with the impression that it is not always clear to the courts how to interpret 
section 24. As was indicated before, section 24(b) has for example at times been 
wrongly interpreted or referred to as a directive principle. See, inter alia, HTF Developers 
(Pty) Ltd v Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism and Others 2006 5 SA 512 (T) 
518 at 17. However, there are clear differences between constitutional directive 
principles and enforceable constitutional rights. See the discussion at 5.2 above. 
Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 146. 
For critical comments on the different types of interpretation of constitutional law 
generally, see Du Plessis and Corder Understanding South Africa's Transitional Bill of 
Rights 73-74, Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 147-158 and Mubangizi Protection of 
Human Rights 63. See also Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 36-47'. 
On the rights categories refer to 2.3. The somewhat extraneous difference between the 
aims sought to be achieved by sections 24(a) and (b) arguably supports the observation 
of O'Regan 2004 International Journal of Legal Information 212 that '(a)s a matter of 
normative desirability, there is no difference between social and economic rights and civil 
and political rights.' For the Constitutional Court's view on the justiciability of socio-
economic rights and the rather 'subtle' difference between socio-economic and traditional 
civil and political rights generally, see Ex Parte Chairperson of the Constitutional 
Assembly: In re Certification of the Constitution of the Republic of South Africa, 1996 
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rights, Venter1553 includes constitutional environmental rights, generally, within the 
category of rights on state performance.1554 With regard to the section 24(b) 
environmental right, Venter's view is upheld here in essence. However, it is 
argued that the substantive content of sections 24(a) and (b) causes the South 
African environmental right simultaneously to establish an enforceable defensive 
right (section 24(a)) and a right on state performance (section 24(b)).1555 By not 
clothing section 24 as a 'green right' or solidarity right,1556 categories of rights 
which are usually exercised as group rights, it is proposed in this study for 
section 24 to be as much an individual right as a group right, although the 
infringement of section 24 would barely if ever affect only a single person.1557 

Section 24 has a wide scope of application in that it may be invoked where the 
'health' or 'well-being' of people or the notion of 'sustainable development' is 
affected in the environmental context.1558 When the anthropocentric approach1559 

is applied to the 'environment' it immediately invites a wider definition of the 
environment. The term 'environment' can therefore not be limited to the non-
human natural environment, but must be defined broadly to include, for example, 
socio-economic and cultural dimensions of the inter-relationships between people 

1553 

1554 

(First Certification Judgment) 1996 4 SA 744 (CC) 77-78. See also Erasmus 2004 
International Journal of Legal Information 246-247 and 2.3 above. 
Venter Constitutional Comparison 132. 
Viljoen International Human Rights in Africa 7-8 is also in favour of a classification of 
rights based on the various forms (respect, protect, fulfilment and promotion) of 
governmental obligations imposed by rights. He argues that effect should be given to a 
particular right under specified circumstances by focusing on the type of government 
action that is required. Regardless, Viljoen maintains the distinction between socio-
economic rights and civil and political rights due to the international recognition thereof. 
This study is primarily concerned with the section 24(b) right on state performance in as 
far as state performance is required for the fulfilment of constitutional rights. Refer to 
Chapters 1 and 2. 
The different types of rights were discussed at 2.3. 
See also Currie and De Waal (eds) Constitutional and Administrative Law 386. 
The notion of 'sustainable development' was considered in detail by the court in Fuel 
Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director-General Environmental Management, 
Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Environment Mpumalanga Province and 
Others 2007 10 BLCR 1059 (CC) 1075-1081 at 44-62. 
See 2.2.2. 

1555 

1556 
1557 
1558 

1559 
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and the natural environment.1560 Both 'health' and 'well-being' could have 

different meanings in different contexts and it may be interesting to see how the 

courts will in future deal with these concepts.1561 

To date, however, 'health' has been interpreted to refer to the health of 
individuals or the public at large where human health is affected by polluting 
activities, for example.1562 It has been argued that 'health' may comprise also of 
the mental and physical integrity of people1563 as well as their quality of life in as 
far as the latter depends on good health and life expectancy.1564 It is proposed 
here that looming 'health' impacts should not be underestimated in the 
interpretation of section 24(a). More often than not when talking about 
intergenerational equity, it is primarily the protection of different types of natural 
resources that comes to mind. Phenomena such as environmental change and 
in particular climate change can, however, severely impact on the health 

A similar view is held by Kidd Environmental Law (2008) 20. In 1999, Rautenbach and 
Malherbe Staatsreg 381 only speculated about the possibility for cultural aspects to be 
covered by section 24. For some more recent views see BP Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd v 
MEC for Agriculture, Conservation, Environment and Land Affairs 2004 5 SA 124 (W) 
144 at 32-35, Feris in Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 525 and Mubangizi Protection of 
Human Rights 127-128. For a more 'green definition' of the environment and a 
description thereof, see Nel in Geyer (ed) International Handbook of Urban Policy 275-
277. 
The Constitutional Court in S v Zuma 1995 2 SA 642 (CC) 653 at 17 comments on the 
importance of interpreting constitutional provisions bearing the language of the 
Constitution in mind. The literal meaning of section 24(a) will accordingly not be 
conclusive as far as it concerns the meaning of the environmental right. See also Currie 
and De Waal Bill of Rights 147-148 and Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 
38-40. 
It has been held that the fact that the South African clause is partially negatively phrased, 
in that it confers a right to an environment 'which is not detrimental to health' rather than 
a right simply to a healthy environment is significant. This phraseology implies a right to 
a minimum standard of environmental quality rather than guaranteeing a limitless, and 
thus unrealistic, right to environmental integrity. Refer to Glazewski in Boyle and 
Anderson Human Rights Approaches to Environmental Protection 187, Mubangizi 
Protection of Human Rights 128 and Kidd Environmental Law 3Q. 
See Feris and Tladi in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 260, Feris in 
Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 526, Mubangizi Protection of Human Rights 128 and 
Kotze 2007 Reciel 300. 
According to the World Health Organisation at http://www.who.int/en/ the mode of being 
healthy includes a state of complete physical, mental and social well-being and not 
merely the absence of disease or infirmity. In the context of environmental rights 
generally Collins 2007 McGill International Journal of Sustainable Development Law and 
Policy 137 observes that references to 'health' respond to environmental contamination 
causing direct human health effects. 
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conditions of future generations of people and subsequently on intergenerational 

equity in the environmental context.1565 'Health' should therefore be interpreted to 

cover projected or future health impacts also.1566 

'Well-being' as referred to in section 24(a) is a very broad and somewhat 
contested concept that relates to those instances where a person's 
environmental interests are or could be affected. 'Well-being' arguably covers 
those environmental interests which do not necessarily have evident health 
implications. Whereas the notion of 'health' covers issues of contamination, 
'well-being' should be understood to afford protection against the destruction of 
natural habitats, which does not necessarily have direct health impacts.1567 'Well-
being' has been interpreted inter alia to have a spiritual and psychological 
meaning which embraces the aesthetic value that the environment may have for 
people.1568 It could also cover the built environment or the 'sense of place,' when 
the identity or economic value of a particular setting or settlement has everything 
to do with the surrounding natural environment.1569 'Well-being' includes the idea 

It is projected that illnesses such as malaria and salmonella will increase in incidence as 
a result of an increase in temperature, in especially the southern hemisphere. The 
reason for this is that warmer temperatures allow disease-carrying insects, animals and 
microbes to survive in areas where they were once thwarted by cold weather. See 
Ruppel in Horn and Bosl (eds) Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Namibia 114-115. 
For an analysis of the relationship between constitutional law and environmental change 
generally, see Du Plessis 'Governance of Socio-Ecological Change: A Legal Response 
Based on Constitutional Environmental Law.' 
In Hichange Investment (Pty) Ltd v Cape Produce Company (Pty) Ltd t/a Products and 
Others 2004 2 SA 124 (LCC) 413A-D (Hichange decision) the court alludes to the need 
for scientific knowledge and information in situations that involve or impact on 
environmental rights protection. This need arguably extends also to health impacts. The 
view of the court here is complementary to the generic elements of environmental 
information collection and dissemination and environmental education. Refer to 2.8.2 
and 2.8.7 above. For a discussion of the Hichange decision see Du Plessis 2004 South 
African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 135-151. 
See also Feris in Currie and De Waal (eds) Bill of Rights 526. 
Collins 2007 McGill International Journal of Sustainable Development Law and Policy 
150 remarks in the context of environmental rights that aesthetic protection is aimed at 
'preserving that which makes life worth living.' Well-being should therefore include 
protection from nuisances and invasions of privacy and dignity that may affect people 
mentally, physically and psychologically. See Mubangizi Protection of Human Rights 
128, Cobb Postmodernism and Public Policy 122 and Kidd 1997 South African Journal of 
Environmental Law and Policy 260-262. 
See Glazewski Environmental Law 77 and McConnachie 1998 South African Journal of 
Environmental Law and Policy 104-109. Commenting on the issue of pollution, the court 
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of environmental integrity.1570 Furthermore, when applying the theo-cultural 
approach,1571 'well-being' may be interpreted to embrace the cultural and/or 
religious value that people attach to natural objects such as certain rock 
formations, water courses or soil.1572 Kidd1573 raises the idea that a person's 
knowledge or reasonable anticipation of a threat to the environment anywhere 
may impact on a person's environmental well-being. To date, however, the 
courts have not yet afforded an elaborated understanding of the notion of 'well-
being.'1574 

in Director: Mineral Development, Gauteng Region, and Another v Save the Vaal 
Environment and Others 1999 2 SA 709 (SCA) at 715 observed that the predicted 
constant noise, light, dust and water pollution resulting from a proposed strip mine 'will 
totally destroy the 'sense of place' of the wetland and the associated Cloudy Creek. 
Thus the spiritual, aesthetic and therapeutic qualities associated with this area will also 
be eliminated.' In this case the court accordingly established a clear connection between 
pollution of the environment and certain non-environmental qualities. It was also held in 
the minority judgment of Sachs J in Fuel Retailers Association of Southern Africa v 
Director-General Environmental Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation 
and Environment Mpumalanga Province and Others 2007 10 BLCR 1059 (CC) 1059 at 
116 that 'if there were a genuine risk that the introduction of a new industry would be 
ruinous to traditional forms of livelihood, thereby dramatically changing the character of 
the neighbourhood, that could be a significant socio-economic environmental factor.' A 
somewhat different view was held by the court in Raubenheimer No v Trustees, 
Johannes Bredenkamp Trust and Others 2006 1 SA 124 (CPD) 135H-135I where it was 
held in connection with the demolition of a historical building that 'certainly the demolition 
of the building might temporarily cause him [the applicant] grave disappointment and 
provoke a feeling of psychological or emotional deprivation, but it would not lead to any 
loss, damage, injury or harm of a permanent nature.' 
See Glazewski Environmental Law 77, Feris and Tladi in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-
Economic Rights 260 and Ko\ze 2007 Reciel 300. 
This approach has been introduced at 2.2.4. 
Such 'value' may also have historical properties. 
Kidd Environmental Law (2008) 21. It is not clear whether 'anywhere' need to be 
confined to any place in South Africa or to be extended to any place in the world. 
Regardless, this interpretation could have vast implications for the scope of application of 
and protection afforded by section 24 and it remains to be seen whether or not the courts 
will adopt this view. 
In fact, some confusion may have been caused by the court's observation in Fuel 
Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director-General Environmental Management, 
Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Environment Mpumalanga Province and 
Others 2007 10 BLCR 1059 (CC) 1075 at 44 that economic and social development are 
essential to the well-being of human beings. This statement should, however, be viewed 
in the context of the argument which the court attempted to develop with regard to 
sustainable development. In HTF Developers (Pty) Ltd (Pty) Ltd v Minister of 
Environmental Affairs and Tourism and Others 2006 5 SA 512 (T) 518 at 18 the court 
merely observed that '(t)he term 'well-being' is open-ended and, manifestly, is incapable 
of precise definition. Nevertheless, it is critically important in that it defines for the 
environmental authorities the constitutional objectives of their task.' 
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In so far as it pertains to the notion of 'sustainable development' as contained in 
section 24(b), the environmental right could be employed where, as part of the 
balancing act inherent to this notion, unfair protection is afforded to economic or 
social conditions at the expense of the environment. The NEMA defines 
'sustainable development' as 'the integration of social, economic and 
environmental factors into planning, implementation and decision-making so as 
to ensure that development serves present and future generations.'1575 It may 
therefore be possible to invoke section 24 where there is an unwarranted 
absence of the integration of environmental factors, but arguably also when the 
integration of social, economic and environmental factors in planning, 
development and decision-making is absent in its entirety. This could happen, 
for example, when planning, development and decisions are driven primarily by 
political and power-related factors.1576 

At this point the difference in meaning as well as the correspondence between 

sections 24(a) and (b) merits consideration. 

6.2.2.1 Section 24(a) 

Section 24(a) entrenches a fundamental environmental right of its own, which is 

at the disposal of all natural persons within the territory of South Africa.1577 Yet, 

every right is usually accompanied by at least one duty. Section 24(a) implies a 

duty on others (state and civil society in the vertical/horizontal dichotomy) to 

Section 1 of the NEMA. 
The Constitutional Court alluded to the unacceptability of such a situation in Fuel 
Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director-General Environmental Management, 
Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Environment Mpumalanga Province and 
Others 2007 10 BLCR 1059 (CC) 1063 at 4. Refer also to the notion of the politics of 
pollution as was discussed in 3.4 above and for a critical analysis of the role of local 
government politics in developmental local government in South Africa to Pieterse and 
Van Donk in Van Donk et al (eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government 66-
72. 
Section 24(a) gives rise to an independent free-standing right in the context of the 
negative content of the right. See for a similar view in the context of sections 26 and 27 
of the Constitution, Steynberg 2006 South African Law Journal 266-267. Section 24 is 
perceived to be enforceable by individuals as well as collectively by groups of people. 
See Feris in Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 522-523. 
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refrain from acting in a fashion that may impede this right. Section 24(a) 
essentially means that people have constitutional remedies in the instance where 
their health and/or well-being are affected by development or pollution, for 
example.1578 To this extent, section 24(a) mirrors a typical civil and political 
right.1579 It establishes a negative duty (a duty to desist) which boils down to 
respect for the content and scope of the application of section 24(a). The state 
therefore incurs the duty to prevent any private or public decisions or conduct 
that could result in an environment that is harmful to the health or well-being of a 
person or group of people. That which will be 'harmful' should in each instance 
be informed by the scope and meaning of the notions of 'health' and/or 'well-
being.'1580 However, it can be derived from the wording of section 24(a) that no 
one has the right to an absolutely clean and pollution-free environment. Kotze1581 

holds that '(t)he right [section 24(a)] recognises that pollution is inevitable in an 
industrialised society, especially given the current limits of technological and 
scientific knowledge. This [its] formulation allows for some measure of 
development which may involve a certain degree of pollution, as long as this 
pollution is not harmful to one's health or well-being.' What will constitute a 
'harmful' environment inevitably, therefore, also has to be informed by scientific 
knowledge on acceptable levels of harm and risks in the emission of hazardous 
substances or contamination of ground water, for example.1582 It is proposed that 
when a developing country such as South Africa is faced with limited scientific 
expertise in the area of environmental risk and harm, it must be guided inter alia 

by international standards. 

For the constitutional remedies that are generally available refer inter alia to Currie and 
De Waal Bill of Rights 190-228. See also Loots 1997 South African Journal of 
Environmental Law and Policy 58-60 and Liebenberg 2006 Stellenbosch Law Review 33-
34. 
On civil and political rights refer to 2.3.2. 
See in this regard Glazewski EnvironmentalLaw76-77. 
Kotze 2007 Reciel 300. 
For example, in Bareki NO and Another v Gencor Ltd and Others 2006 SA 432 (T) 434I 
the court found that mining-related pollution and degradation of the environment 
presented a serious health risk to residents and occupiers of the areas concerned, and a 
significant threat to the environmental integrity of the region. 
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As local authorities are organs of the state, these entities have to uphold 
(respect, protect, promote and fulfill) section 24(a).1583 Hence, these authorities 
may not take any arbitrary political or other decisions within their executive and 
legislative power1584 that hamper or could potentially violate the environmental 
right. People would have a constitutional remedy when, for example, a local 
authority refrains from upgrading an inefficient domestic waste discharge system 
that results in detrimental impacts on the health and well-being of community 
members located nearby. Local authorities, however, also have the duty, 
together with the judiciary and other organs of state, to prevent or halt a violation 
of the environmental right by third parties, for example, by not allowing the 
continuation of a local company's production operations that impact on ambient 
air quality to a degree that is detrimental to human health, or preventing the 
dumping of mining-related waste or hazardous substances in water resources 
intended for consumption by animals and people. Section 24(a) is primarily 
negative in nature - it affords a shielding right. As the guardian of the state it is 
expected of the judiciary and executive enforcement structures1585 to act upon 
any violation of section 24(a). In addition to the explicitly entrenched obligations 
of local government in terms of section 24(a), local authorities may be expected 
to assist the judiciary and enforcement bodies when necessary for the effective 
performance of their enforcement duties.1586 

1583 
1584 

1585 
1586 

Steytler 2004 Law, Democracy and Developmenf\6'\. 
The executive and legislative power of local government is addressed in Chapter 7 
below. 
Such as the Environmental Management Inspectorate which is attended to in 6.3.1. 
The direct involvement of local government officials in environmental law enforcement in 
the capacity of environmental management inspectors is provided for in the NEMA. See 
6.3.1. 
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6.2.2.2 Section 24(b) 

Section 24(b) extends the section 24(a) fundamental right.1587 Section 24(b) 
determines that 'everybody [also] has the right to have their environment 
protected.' This essentially means that people are afforded with constitutional 
remedies in the instance where there is an omission to protect or conserve their 
environment.1588 In stark contrast with the relative open-endedness of the 
constitutional environmental provisions in the constitutions of Namibia1589 and 
Germany,1590 section 24(b) makes it clear that the environment should be 
protected through 'reasonable legislative and other measures.' In terms of 
section 24(b)(i)-(iii) these legislative and other measures should (with some 
interpretation added): prevent pollution of environmental media and the decay of 
ecological systems; promote conservation of natural resources/environmental 
media and secure ecologically sustainable development and the use of natural 
resources but without disregard of simultaneous economic and social 
development.1591 The positive obligations imposed by section 24(b) are in the 

In HTF Developers (Pty) Ltd (Pty) Ltd v Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism 
and Others 2006 5 SA 512 (T) 518 at 17 the court observed that '(d)espite its aspirational 
form, or perhaps because of it, s 24(b) gives content to the entrenched right envisaged 
[section 24(a)], by specifically identifying objects of regulation ...' See for some ideas on 
what 'aspirational' in this context may mean, Kotze 2007 Rec/e/310. 
Although section 24(b) shows features similar to that of a directive principle of state 
policy as is stated by Kidd Environmental Law (2008) 20 and as was held also in HTF 
Developers (Pty) Ltd (Pty) Ltd v Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism and 
Others 2006 5 SA 512 (T) 518 at 17, it remains an enforceable right which has 
implications rather different from that of constitutional directive principles. Refer to the 
discussion of directive principles of state policy in 5.2 above. 
Refer to the wording of the constitutional environmental provision in 5.2. 
Refer to the wording of the constitutional environmental provision in 4.2. 
Kidd Environmental Law 38 criticises (1) the fact that a list of purposes had been 
included in section 24(b), and (2) the content of some of the purposes included. Kidd 
argues, inter alia, that the list is not comprehensive which causes it to fall foul of the 
expression unius exclusio alterius rule of interpretation. It is, however, argued here that 
at least two of the purposes, namely to 'prevent pollution and ecological degradation' and 
'secure ecologically sustainable development,' could cover a vast number of 
environmental concerns, especially when the courts apply the purposive (teleological) 
method of constitutional interpretation. On the interpretation of laws and constitutional 
law generally, see Du Plessis and De Ville 1993 Stellenbosch Law Review 63-87, Du 
Plessis and De Ville 1993 Stellenbosch Law Review 199-219, Du Plessis and De Ville 
1993 Stellenbosch Law Review 356-392, De Ville Constitutional and Statutory 
Interpretation and Du Plessis Re-interpretation of Statutes. The methods of constitutional 
interpretation are further addressed below. 
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main directed at government - the legislature,1592 executive1593 and the judiciary.1594 

This supports the idea that it is section 24(b) (as opposed to the entire section 
24) which establishes a socio-economic right.1595 Section 24(b) expects of 
government to take positive action in the form of 'reasonable legislative and other 
measures' towards fulfilment of the environmental right.1596 Should the state fail 
to take measures that are reasonably suitable to achieve this aim, it will 
constitute a violation of this right that must be restored.1597 It is also observed that 
section 24 is not accompanied by the qualifying phrase in sections 26(2) and 
27(2) that the state needs to take only those steps 'within its available resources, 
to achieve the progressive realisation of ... [the] right.' This could mean that the 
obligations imposed on the state by section 24 do not depend on the resources 
available for environmental purposes, and that section 24 is therefore not limited 
in itself by reason of the lack of resources. This translates into the contention 
that in the absence of available resources, the failure of the state to address the 
environmental right could still establish a violation of this right. However, bearing 

The 'legislature' refers to the institutions that exercise the legislative authority of the state. 
These include Parliament, the provincial legislatures and the municipal councils. 
Legislative authority is the power to make, amend and repeal rules of law. See section 
43 of the Constitution and generally Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law. 
The 'executive' refers to the party-political appointees who collectively head the 
government, whether it be at the national, provincial or local government level. Executive 
authority is the power to execute and enforce rules of law. See Currie and De Waal Bill 
of Rights 45 and generally Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law. 
For this reason section 24(b) has vertical application. 
See the discussion on socio-economic rights at 2.3.2.3 above. See also Ferreira 1999 
Journal of South African Law 291. Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic 
Rights 3 classifies the section 24 environmental right as a qualified socio-economic right 
alongside rights such as the rights to have access to adequate housing and access to 
health care services, whilst the court highlighted in BP Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd v MEC 
for Agriculture, Conservation and Land Affairs 2004 5 SA 124 (WLD) 144H-145A that '(i)n 
line with international law, the environment is a composite right which includes social, 
economic and cultural considerations in order to ultimately result in a balanced 
environment.' 
This has been confirmed by the court in BP Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd v MEC for 
Agriculture, Conservation and Land Affairs 2004 5 SA 124 (WLD) 740F. See also 
Glazewski Environmental Law 78. 
Cognisance should also be taken of the forward-looking nature of section 24(b). The 
suitability of legislative and other measures may also depend on its meaning or benefits 
for future generations of right holders. On the constitutionalisation of the notion of 
intergenerational equity in section 24, see Feris in Currie and De Waal (eds) Bill of Rights 
528. 
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the inherent nature of socio-economic rights in mind it may be expected of the 
state only to adequately justify its use of public resources to its citizens.1598 

The reference to legislation in section 24(b) evidently compels the legislature to 
enact and adopt legislation towards fulfilment of the broad objectives contained in 
section 24(b)(i)-(iii).1599 South African environmental legislation must hence be 
aligned with the constitutional environmental right.1600 In terms of section 24(b), 
the state has to take reasonable legislative as well as other measures. Still, 
legislative measures by themselves are not likely to constitute constitutional 
compliance. 'Mere legislation is not enough. The state is obliged to act to 

See further the discussion at 6.2.5. See also Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 583. 
In his review of the Bill of Rights in the working draft of the Constitution of South Africa in 
1996, Du Plessis 1996 Stellenbosch Law Review 19 argued that the then section 23(b) 
environmental provision entrenched no right to environmental protection. In a 
subsequent article, Du Plessis 1996 Stellenbosch Law Review 300 comments on the 
final constitutional text and maintains his former argument by arguing that 'the really 
effective protection of the environment is ... left to decision-making by parliament' whilst 
the constitutionalisation of a positively phrased right to an ecologically sustainable 
environment would have been a better solution. Also emphasising the role of parliament, 
Liebenberg in Eide et al Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 79 observes that '(a) 
sound legislative foundation is critical for the effective implementation and enforcement of 
economic and social rights within national jurisdictions.' According to Liebenberg, 
legislation serves the following purposes, amongst others, in the context of social rights: 
providing a more precise, detailed definition of the scope and content of the rights 
encountered in international instruments and national constitutions; prescribing the exact 
responsibilities and functions of the national, provincial and local spheres of government 
in the giving of effect to the rights; creating a coherent and co-ordinated institutional 
framework for delivery of the rights; and providing concrete remedies to redress 
violations of the rights. Liebenberg 80 furthermore holds that '(t)he advantage of 
legislation is that it is usually more detailed and specific than open-textured constitutional 
norms. Courts tend to be more receptive to the enforcement of concrete legislative rights 
and duties than broadly framed constitutional or international law norms. However, 
legislation may also fail to guarantee economic and social rights as directly enforceable 
subjective rights.' Bearing the observations of Du Plessis and Liebenberg in mind it is 
observed that although legislation cannot be a substitute for the protection afforded by 
section 24 of the Constitution, it serves a cardinally important role in unpacking explicit 
obligations, providing an institutional framework for the realisation of the right and in 
making available concrete remedies to redress violations of the law and indirectly also 
violations of the section 24 environmental right itself. In similar vein, it is held by Viljoen 
International Human Rights Law in Africa 571 that '(b)ecause domestic legislation is a 
relatively accessible source of possible redress or a remedy, it provides an important first 
port of call for the realisation of socio-economic or cultural rights.' 
See Harmony Gold Mining Co Ltd v Regional Director: Free State, Dept of Water Affairs 
and Forestry & Another [2006] JOL 17506 (SCA) 16 at 33 and Hichange Investment (Pty) 
Ltd v Cape Produce Company (Pty) Ltd t/a Products and Others 2004 2 SA 124 (LCC) 
411E-H. 
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achieve the intended results, and the legislative measures will invariably have to 
be supported by appropriate, well-directed policies and programmes 
implemented by the executive. These policies and programmes must be 
reasonable both in their conception and their implementation.'1601 Furthermore, 
'programmatic' and positive obligations rest on government to protect the 
environment.1602 It is argued that section 24(b) simultaneously implies a positive 
obligation on the part of the executive to implement the legislation referred to.1603 

No particular meaning can be attached to 'other measures' as referred to in 
section 24(b) and it is therefore open to interpretation. 'Other measures' can, 
however, be interpreted to compel positive action on the part of especially the 
executive and judicial branches of government.1604 Particularly when applying a 
purposive way of interpretation,1605 'other measures' may be understood to 
include, for example, the drafting and implementation of environmental policy,1606 

further development of environmental common law principles, environmental law 

BP Southern Africa (Pty) Ltd v MEC for Agriculture, Conservation and Land Affairs 2004 
5 SA 124 (WLD) 143B-E. In MEC for Agriculture Conservation, Environment and Land 
Affairs v Sasol Oil (Pty) Ltd and Another 2006 5 SA 483 (SCA) 489 at 15 the court 
reiterated the view that section 24(b) imposes positive obligations on the state to protect 
the environment through reasonable legislative and other measures. 
HTF Developers (Pty) Ltd v Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism and Others 
2006 5 SA 512 (T) 517 at 16. The court here attempted to give an indication as to what 
could be embraced by 'other measures' in section 24(b). It also emphasised the fact that 
the executive, together with the legislative branch of government, is responsible for the 
fulfilment of section 24. 
It must be borne in mind that law-making has become a highly technical and specialised 
process and that elected representatives may, for example, not always have the 
expertise to make informed decisions on the issues dealt with in bills before them. As a 
result, and this is encouraged, laws are nowadays the products of state departments 
(who will mostly be responsible for the implementation thereof) and consultants. See 
Currie and De Waal (eds) Constitutional and Administrative Law 93. 
This argument follows the fact that the positive obligations of the legislature are covered 
by the explicit reference to 'legislative measures.' Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) 
Socio-Economic Rights 16 holds that apart from the legislature, the executive and state 
administration can, through adoption of policies or through executive or administrative 
decisions, interpret socio-economic rights and 'self-define' the duties those rights impose 
on them. This also forms part of the so-called 'translation of socio-economic rights 
through executive and administrative action.' 
Purposive interpretation entails that once the purpose of a right has been established, it 
is possible to determine the scope of the right. See Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 
149. The purpose of section 24(b) is arguably to offer protection of all legal interests of 
people (present and future generations) that vest in the environment in the widest 
possible sense. 
Ferreira 1999 Journal of South African Law 90. 
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compliance and enforcement measures, the development and implementation of 
environmental projects and judicial measures such as alternative sentencing, the 
erection of specialised environmental courts, or measures to promote 
environmental education.1607 The court has held before that the state should 
pursue the enforcement of statutory obligations which stand in support of section 
24 of the Constitution, through 'suitable mechanisms.'1608 Environmental 
considerations must also be accorded appropriate recognition and respect in 
administrative processes.1609 The crux of the matter is that in the context of 
socio-economic rights generally but also in the context of the constitutional 
environmental right, 'the state has the duty to do whatever is necessary for 
people to have full and equal enjoyment' thereof.1610 This relates to the idea of 
'minimum core obligations' on the part of government, where it could be 
necessary or at least feasible to employ a set of minimum requirements to 
determine whether the measures taken by the state are reasonable.1611 

Others have also argued for 'other measures' to imply measures of an administrative, 
technical, financial and educational nature. See, for example, Feris and Tladi 
Environmental Rights in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 263 and Kotze 
2007 Reciel 301. A textual and contextual approach might be needed in the 
interpretation of 'reasonable legislative and other measures.' See, inter alia, Horsten in 
Venter and Du Plessis (eds) Politics, Socio-Economic Issues and Culture 71-73. 
Minister of Water Affairs and Forestry v Stilfontein Gold Mining Company Ltd and Others 
2006 5 SA 333 W at 352D-352H. See also Kotze 2007 Reciel 305-306. It is argued that 
a link may exist between measures that are 'suitable' and 'reasonable.' However, the 
court does not elaborate on what 'suitable measures' mean. 
Follow the arguments of the courts in, for example, Director: Mineral Development, 
Gauteng Region and Sasol Mining (Pty) Ltd v Save the Vaal Environment and Others 
1999 2 SA 709 (SCA) and Fuel Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director-
General: Environmental Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and 
Environment, Mpumalanga Province and Others 2007 10 BCLR 1059 (CC). See also 
Glazewski Environmental Law 16, 67. This observation conveys the message that the 
environmental right should permeate all activities of the state not only as a positive 
obligation but also in a negative sense in as much as the governance endeavour, 
generally, should not impede peoples' environmental right. 
Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of Public and International Law 122-123. See further, 
inter alia, Du Plessis 2004 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 135-
151, Feris and Tladi in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 257, Kidd 
Environmental Law 37 and Horsten in Venter and Du Plessis (eds) Politics, Socio-
Economic Issues and Culture 61 -93. 
The reasonability test is discussed in more detail at 6.2.5. Currie and De Waal Bill of 
Rights 584 hold that minimum core obligations cannot feed into the reasonability test 
unless sufficient information is placed before a court to enable it to determine the 
minimum core in any given context. Additional limitations to the idea of 'minimum core 
obligations' in the context of socio-economic rights are attended to below. 
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Constitutional socio-economic rights generally have been described as 
'blueprints for the state's manifold activities that proactively guide and shape 
legislative action, policy formulation and executive and legislative decision-
making.'1612 It is contended here that the section 24(b) environmental right is not 
a self-operating right but a socio-economic right of which the realisation requires 
intervention and the authority of government and state policy, as well as law-
making.1613 Section 24(b) requires positive action and a prospective (as opposed 
to a retrospective) approach in all three spheres of government.1614 It is laudable 
that section 24(b) makes it quite clear what its objectives are. Section 24(b) also 
makes it unambiguously evident that legislation must be one of the tools to 
achieve these objectives without excluding the obligation to make use of other 
tools. It is not prescribed what the content or parameters of legislation and/or 
'other measures' should be - it cannot be expected of the Constitution to be quite 
so specific. As was indicated before, there is, however, an important and 
influential caveat in the form of an internal limitation clause which is inherently 
part of the section 24 environmental right. Section 24(b), together with the other 
socio-economic rights in the Constitution, binds the legislature, executive and 
judiciary to the taking of 'reasonable' legislative and other measures. Had the 
word 'reasonable' not been included in section 24(b) the meaning thereof could 
have been rather different. Government will breach its obligation to fulfill section 
24(b) when there is an absence of 'reasonable' action. The so-called 
'reasonability test' accompanies all socio-economic rights in South Africa and has 
already established itself in jurisprudence.1615 

As far as the socio-economic right character of section 24(b) and its fulfilment by 
local government are concerned, it may at this point be important to raise at least 
one concern. To wait for environmental rights beneficiaries to invoke the section 

Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 2. 
See Liebenberg 2005 South African Journal on Human Rights 13-14 and Van Reenen 
1997 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 289. 
Burns 'Green Rights and an Environmental Management System' 19. 
See 6.2.5. 
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24 environmental right in a court of justice (implying a violation by local 

government, for example), before positive state action (through remedial action 

by any sphere of government) is undertaken, is environmentally unsustainable 

and contradicts the precautionary/preventative principles of environmental law.1616 

Deferred or delayed positive action could in itself establish a violation of the 

obligation of the state to fulfill the socio-economic environmental right contained 

in section 24(b). Hence, to wait for an affected party's exposure of a rights 

violation before local authorities, perhaps, start to drive the fulfilment of the socio-

economic environmental right through whatever means, arguably does not 

concur with the notion of sustainable development, the spirit of some 

environmental law principles such as the precautionary principle, and the idea of 

intergenerational equity. 

6.2.3 Section 24 and some other probable limitations 

The interpretation of any right in the Constitution should heed the limitation 

clause contained in section 36, and also where applicable internal limitation 

clauses.1617 Section 7(3) of the Constitution provides that the rights in the Bill of 

Rights are subject to the limitations contained or referred to in section 36, or 

elsewhere in the Bill. Still, should an organ of state such as a local authority limit 

or threaten to limit a particular right through its laws, policies or conduct, such a 

limitation has to be measured against the section 36 limitation clause before it is 

A similar view is held by Langa in Gutto (ed) A Practical Guide 11 and Gutto 1995 South 
African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 10. On the precautionary principle refer 
inter alia to Fischer et al Implementing the Precautionary Principle. 
For an analysis of the relationship between section 36 and the internal limitation clauses 
of socio-economic rights, see lies 2004 South African Journal of Human Rights. Section 
36 determines that: The rights in the Bill of Rights may be limited only in terms of law of 
general application to the extent that the limitation is reasonable and justifiable in an 
open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom, taking into 
account all relevant factors, including - the nature of the right; the importance of the 
purpose of the limitation; the nature and extent of the limitation; the relation between the 
limitation and its purpose; and less restrictive means to achieve the purpose. Except as 
provided in subsection (1) or in any other provision of the Constitution, no law may limit 
any right entrenched.in the Bill of Rights. 
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implemented.1618 The limitation of the positive dimension of a socio-economic 
right such as the environmental right has been described as problematic and 
complicated, but the Constitutional Court implicitly confirmed that section 36 can 
indeed be applied in cases that involve socio-economic rights.1619 It has been 
suggested, for example, that a failure by government to devote the maximum of 
its available resources to progressively achieve the realisation of a socio-
economic right should not necessarily render a limitation of such right valid.1620 

The co-existence of different rights often requires carefully considered balancing 
acts in the interpretation and application thereof. This may have a limiting impact 
on the realisation of different constitutional rights.1621 Any conflict between the 
content of two or more rights must, for example, be resolved by weighing the 
rights up against each other with different considerations in mind.1622 The 
realisation of section 24 can therefore at times be 'marginalised' by other 
constitutional rights or even international human rights.1623 It is argued that any 

For brief comments on the limitation clause in the environmental context, see inter alia 
Glazewski Environmental Law 101-102. For an analysis of the limitation clause 
generally, see Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 163-188 and Cheadle, Davis and 
Haysom South African Constitutional Law 693-713 and Rautenbach 2001 Journal of 
South African Law 617-641. 
Coomans 2005 Heidelberg Journal of International Law 193. 
Coomans 2005 Heidelberg Journal of International Law 193. 
See Glazewski Environmental Law 81. 
These considerations may include, for example, historical and existing contexts and the 
purpose which the constitutional drafters had in mind with different rights. It may also 
include a consideration of sustainable development. The Constitutional Court observes 
in Fuel Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director-General Environmental 
Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Environment Mpumalanga 
Province and Others 2007 10 BLCR 1059 (CC) 1091 at 93 that the 'Constitution does not 
sanction a state of normative anarchy which may arise where potentially conflicting 
principles are juxtaposed. It requires those who enforce and implement the Constitution 
to find a balance between potentially conflicting principles. It is founded on the notion of 
proportionality which enables this balance to be achieved. Yet in other situations, it 
offers a principle that will facilitate the achievement of the balance. The principle that 
enables the environmental authorities to balance developmental needs and 
environmental concerns is the principle of sustainable development.' To read further on 
the balancing of the socio-economic environmental right with justifiable economic and 
social development, inter alia, and with reference to Gutto, see BP Southern Africa (Pty) 
Ltd v MEC for Agriculture, Conservation, Environment and Land Affairs 2004 5 SA 124 
(W) 144 at 31. 
For an exposition of the balancing between, for example, the section 24 environmental 
right and the section 27 right to restitution of land, see Du Plessis 2006(1) Potchefstroom 
Electronic Law Journal 1 -46. 
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limitation of the section 24 environmental right or any balancing act that involves 

this right needs to take into account inter alia the inherent meaning of the notion 

of the triple-bottom-line (social, economic and environmental development) that 

underpins sustainable development,1624 as well as the fact that it is often non-

renewable natural resources that are at the core of the protection afforded by 

section 24.1625 

Cognisance must also be taken of the peripheries created by accepted notions 

such as 'democracy,' 'constitutional state' or Rechtstaat, the rule of law and 

ubuntu, as well as the other values espoused by the Constitution.1626 This 

implies, inter alia, that it may be necessary at times to limit a right of a minority of 

people to be able to fulfill the rights of the majority. It also means that no 

interpretation of section 24 will be allowed which contradicts the idea of the 

Constitution being the supreme law of South Africa.1627 

1624 

1625 

1626 

1627 

This argument also follows the reasoning and exposition of the Constitutional Court in 
Fuel Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director-General Environmental 
Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Environment Mpumalanga 
Province and Others 2007 10 BLCR 1059 (CC) 1075-1081 at 44-62. 
Where the protection of non-renewable resources conflicts with other rights, the courts 
will inevitably have to take into account in addition the right of future generations to have 
access to natural resources and to an environment not detrimental to health or well-
being. 
See 3.1. The constitutional values are contained in section 1 of the Constitution and 
include human dignity, the achievement of equality, and the advancement of human 
rights and freedoms, as well as a proclamation of the supremacy of the Constitution and 
of the rule of law. 
Constitutional supremacy means that the rules of the Constitution are binding on all 
branches of the state and have priority over any other rules made. Accordingly, any law 
or conduct that does not comply with the Constitution (in procedural or substantive 
sense) will not have the force of law. See Currie and De Waal (eds) Constitutional and 
Administrative Law74-75. 
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6.2.4 Intersection of section 24 with other constitutional provisions 

Section 24 stands in different relationships with other provisions and rights in the 
Constitution.1628 At times, section 24 forms part of a 'symbiotic rights relationship' 
where another right fortifies environmental protection. On the other hand, as was 
suggested earlier, tension could arise where section 24 is in conflict with the 
objectives or aims (or the process for achievement of the objectives or aims) of 
other constitutional rights. Some of the constitutional provisions related to 
section 24 or that may be influenced by section 24 are succinctly discussed 
below.1629 

6.2.4.1 Application 

The Constitution makes it clear that the Bill of Rights and hence also the section 
24 environmental right, applies to all law, and binds the legislature, executive, 
judiciary and all organs of state.1630 The application of section 24 to local 
government is therefore constitutionally entrenched. Furthermore, a provision of 
the Bill of Rights binds a natural or a juristic person, if and to the extent that it is 
applicable, taking into account the nature of the right and the nature of any duty 
imposed by the right.1631 The environmental right accordingly has horizontal and 
vertical application although the positive action required in terms of section 24(b) 
fits (perhaps unfortunately so)1632 the vertical relationship between the state and 
right-holders and has no direct bearing on individual citizens.1633 

See in general, Loots 1997 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 57-
68. 
The discussion does not aim to elaborate on the content and meaning of each of the 
provisions mentioned. It aims, rather, to highlight the intersecting areas between section 
24, some other constitutional provisions, and the local sphere of government, in order to 
contribute to an understanding of the constitutional rights context in which the 
environmental right should be fulfilled by local authorities. The constitutional division of 
legislative and executive competence related to the environment is not addressed here 
but in Chapter 7 below. 
Section 8(1) of the Constitution. 
Section 8(2) of the Constitution. 
The drawback of section 24(b) having only vertical application with no positive duty being 
imposed also on bodies and people other than the state has been argued by Kidd 
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6.2.4.2 Respect, protect, promote and fulfill 

The three-level typology of obligations in terms of human rights (in this instance, 
environmental rights) was referred to in 2.6 above. Section 7(2) of the 
Constitution adds to this list a fourth obligation in so far as it provides that the 
state must respect, protect, promote and fulfill the rights in the Bill of Rights. All 
authorities (inclusive of local government) are therefore responsible for 
respecting, protecting, promoting and fulfilling the section 24 environmental 
right.1634 It is proposed that the meaning of the words 'respect, protect and fulfill' 
within South African constitutional law should carry the same meaning as they do 
in international law.1635 'Promotion,' which is a novel attribute of South African 
constitutional law, has to do with creating an environment in society conducive to 
respect for and the protection of human rights by means of raising awareness, 
education as well as compliance and enforcement, inclusive of rights-based 
adjudication for example.1636 

6.2.4.3 Right to life 

The Constitution states that everyone has the right to life.1637 Since human 

survival ultimately depends on the state of and access to the environment (natural 

Environmental Law 39, amongst others. Winstanley 1995 South African Journal of 
Environmental Law and Policy 97 also argued in favour of the extension of constitutional 
environmental duties beyond the state. 
See 6.2.2.2 above. Kidd Environmental Law 39 observes correctly that it could be 
possible for 'other measures' referred to in section 24(b) to be adopted by entities outside 
the government sector. Still, the obligation entrenched in this provision arguably remains 
enforceable only against the state. 
Section 7(2) is fortified also by the provision in section 2 that the Constitution is the 
supreme law of the Republic, that law or conduct inconsistent with it is invalid, and the 
obligations imposed by it must be fulfilled. 
Refer to 2.6 above and to the international law arrangements in the Constitution in 
6.2.4.15. 
It is argued that the inclusion of the obligation to 'promote' followed the fact that prior to 
1996 a limited human rights culture or human rights perception existed in South African 
society. 
Section 11. For a more comprehensive outline and discussion of the meaning of the right 
to life in South Africa see, amongst others, Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 280-290, 
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resources such as plant and animal life) and environmental media (for example 
water and air), the right to life reinforces section 24(b).1638 The right to life has 
been confirmed by the Constitutional Court in the S v Makwanyane™39 case. The 
right to life is understood to render unconstitutional any practices or decisions in 
the public or private sphere that could contribute to loss of life. Such practices or 
decisions could include, by way of example, a deliberate or unjustified failure by 
local government to ensure by means of legislative and other measures1640 the 
prevention of severe pollution of potable water, thus causing the dysfunction of 
crucial body organs in children. Sections 24 and 11 of the Constitution intersect 
in the environmental context and could under certain circumstances be mutually 
supportive. The right to life could therefore underscore and strengthen an 
environmental case against a polluter, for example.1641 

Mubangizi Protection of Human Rights 82-86, 130 and Cheadle, Davis and Haysom 
South African Constitutional Law 143-151. 
In Khosa and Others v Minister of Social Development and Others 2004 6 BCLR 569 
(CC) 29 at 44 Mokgoro J observed that when the rights to life, dignity and equality are 
implicated in cases dealing with socio-economic rights (inclusive therefore of section 24), 
they have to be taken into account along with the availability of human and financial 
resources in determining whether the state has complied with the constitutional standard 
of reasonableness. 
S v Makwanyane 1995 3 SA 391 (CC). 
As required in section 24(b) of the Constitution. 
For a discussion of instances in foreign jurisdictions (such as India) where the right to life 
(as civil and political right) has indeed been employed in socio-economic cases, see inter 
alia Horn and Bosl (eds) Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Namibia 98-99. 
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6.2.4.4 Right to human dignity 

It is argued that the constitutional protection of the dignity of people1642 cannot be 

separated from the right to an environment that is not detrimental to health or 

well-being. Dignity is generally interpreted as referring to the quality of being 

worthy of respect, and could therefore link for example with the idea of 'health'.1643 

It also links with the notion of 'well-being' in so far as human dignity could be 

inextricably linked with quality of life.1644 Access to sufficient environmental 

infrastructure such as water and sanitation services and access to services such 

as domestic waste water and solid waste disposal could have a direct bearing on 

the ability of people to live a dignified life. 

6.2.4.5 Right to equality 

The right to equality1645 includes the full and equal enjoyment of all rights and 
freedoms. The state may not unfairly discriminate directly or indirectly on one or 
more listed grounds. The equality clause contributes to strengthened 
constitutional protection of the environmental right in the sense that it denotes 
that the environmental clause as well as all legislation (whether environmental or 
local government law) must ensure equal protection and benefit to all people.1646 

The equality clause also prolongs the notion of environmental justice.1647 The 
right to equality implies that the 'legislative and other measures' to be designed 
and implemented in terms of section 24(b) of the Constitution should be non-

See section 10 of the Constitution. For a comprehensive discussion of the right to 
human dignity in South Africa, revert to Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 272-279, 
Liebenberg 2005 South African Journal of Human Rights 1-31 and Goolam 2001(1) 
Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal, amongst other authors. 
Refer to 6.2.2.1. 
See 6.2.2.1. 
Section 9. For a more comprehensive discussion of the right to equality in South Africa, 
see, amongst others, Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 229-271, Mubangizi Protection of 
Human Rights 72-82, 129 and Cheadle, Davis and Haysom South African Constitutional 
Law51-121. 
The relationship between the environment and the right to equality has to some extent 
been illustrated by Bato Star Fishing (Pty) Ltd v Minister of Environmental Affairs and 
Tourism 2004 4 SA 490 (CC). See also Feris in Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 529. 
See 2.2.2. 
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discriminatory.1648 This of course also holds true for the environmental policies, 
bylaws and other environmental measures of local authorities.1649 It also holds 
true that the right to equality and the need for environmental justice could in 
some instances (in the case of land restitution or housing development, for 
example) serve as justification for a limitation of the environmental right and 
environmental law.1650 In dealing with conditions of scarcity and possibility as is 
often necessary with socio-economic rights, it is important to take cognisance of 
the right to equality. Each individual is entitled to have access to socio-economic 
rights such as the environmental right. One can therefore not prioritise the rights 
of one individual over the rights of another. This means, for example, that a 
policy must be instituted that is capable of realising the environmental right of all 
individuals to the greatest possible extent.1651 

6.2.4.6 Right to property 

The right to property does not as clearly reinforce constitutional protection of the 

environmental right as the rights to dignity and life, for example.1652 It has in fact 

been argued before that potential conflict exists between the fulfilment of section 

See in general Bilchitz 2003 South African Journal of Human Rights 22. It has been 
reported in the DEAT South African Environmental Outlook xxi that settlements across 
South Africa vary in terms of quality of life and the social amenities that they offer. 
'Depending on the type of settlement people live in, they enjoy greater or lesser 
measures of health, access to schooling, services, housing, employment and safety. The 
successes in the delivery of electricity and water to communities contrast with the 
inadequate access to sanitation, with fifty percent of the population still not receiving 
regular waste collection.' There is also a severe housing backlog in cities and pressures 
on transport and energy infrastructure are increasing. 'These and other challenges are 
compounded by severe shortage of capacity and resources, in particular technical 
engineering skills at the municipal level.' See also Chapter 7 below. 
See further Albertyn and Webster in Gutto (ed) A Practical Guide 21-28. 
Refer to Minister of Public Works and Others v Kyalami Ridge Environmental Association 
2001 7 BCLR 652 (CC) and Du Plessis 2006(1) Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal 1-
46. 
Refer to Bilchitz 2003 South African Journal of Human Rights 22. 
For comprehensive analyses of the constitutional property clause in South Africa see, 
amongst others, Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 531-565, Van der Walt The 
Constitutional Property Clause and Gutto Property and Land Reform. Some cases that 
have to date involved the property right include President of the Republic of South Africa 
v Modderklip Boerdery (Pty) Ltd 2005 8 BCLR 786 (CC) and Alexkor Ltd and Another v 
Richtersveld Community and Others 2004 5 SA 460 (CC), 2003 12 BCLR 1301 (CC). 
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24 of the Constitution and the section 25(7) provision on land restitution.1653 

However, bearing in mind the NEMA definition of the environment as adopted in 
this study, at least three subsections of the property clause may be of importance 
for the fulfilment of section 24(b) and for the achievement of environmental 
justice.1654 In the context of land reform these subsections determine that the 
public interest incorporates 'reforms to bring about equitable access to all of 
South Africa's natural resources;'1655 that '(t)he state must take reasonable 
legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to foster conditions 
which enable citizens to gain access to land on an equitable basis;'1656 and that 
the state may not be impeded from taking legislative and other measures to 
achieve land, water and related reform in order to address the injustices of past 
racial discrimination.1657 Both land and water are environmental media. In 
permitting people access to land and in ensuring 'land, water and related reform' 
in terms of section 25, government could arguably facilitate justifiable social 
development alongside promotion of economic development, for instance.1658 It is 
proposed that in fulfilling some of its obligations in terms of the constitutional 
property clause, government simultaneously has to take heed of its obligation to 
respect the right of people (whether land and water beneficiaries or other affected 
parties) to an environment that is not harmful to health or well-being;1659 and to 
protect the environment by means of the promotion of conservation,1660 

ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources,1661 amongst 
other measures. 

See further Kidd Environmental Law 41-42, Du Plessis 2006(1) Potchefstroom Electronic 
Law Journal 1-46, In re Kranspoort Community 2000 2 SA 124 (LCC) and Minister of 
Public Works and Others v Kyalami Ridge Environmental Association and Another 2001 
3 SA 1151 (CC). See also Port Elizabeth Municipality v Various Occupiers 2004 12 
BCLR 1268 (CC). 
On environmental justice refer to 2.2.2.2. 
Section 25(4)(a). Typical examples of such resources include minerals and water. 
Section 25(5). 
Section 25(8). 
Section 24(b)(iii). 
Section 24(a). 
Section 24(b)(ii). 
Section 24(b)(iii). 
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6.2.4.7 Right to housing 

The Constitution provides that 'everyone has the right to have access to 
adequate housing.'1662 In the context of section 24 the reference to 'adequate' 
housing may be particularly important.1663 All spheres of local government have a 
role to play in realising the right of people to adequate housing.1664 Adequate 
housing may be interpreted in different ways. In the environmental context, 
adequate housing can be understood to imply a physical living environment free 
from harmful impacts such as pollution and ecological degradation.1665 Also, it is 
argued that increased demands on natural resources such as energy resources 
and natural resource-based building material could in future impact on the 
interpretation of constitutional housing rights. It is possible for climate change, 
limited energy resources and other environmental phenomena to compel the 
building of so-called 'green constructions' in future, houses and other buildings 
designed to be environment-friendly, in order to save critical environmental 
resources and to minimise pollution and waste.1666 

Section 26. For the courts' analyses of the meaning and scope of section 26 see, 
amongst others, Minister of Public Works and Others v Kyalami Ridge Environmental 
Association 2001 7 BCLR 652 (CC) and Port Elizabeth Municipality v Various Occupiers 
2004 12 BCLR 1268 (CC). For further reading refer to Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 
586-591 and Bilchitz 2002 South African Law Journal 484-501. 
Refer in general to the Minister of Public Works and Others v Kyalami Ridge 
Environmental Association 2001 7 BCLR 652 (CC) where the court considered several 
aspects related to the 'adequate housing'/environment dichotomy. 
See Gutto in Gutto (ed) A Practical Guide 51-52. 
It should be borne in mind for purposes of the discussion in Chapter 7 below that housing 
in South Africa is one of the functional areas of concurrent national and provincial 
legislative competence in terms of schedule 4 of the Constitution but, as is the case with 
the constitutional property clause, a number of local authority activities, services and 
obligations are closely connected to the provision of housing in the country. These 
include, for example, building regulations and municipal planning. 
Parliament has already made known its intent to publish electricity regulations for the 
prohibition of certain practices in the electricity supply and compulsory norms and 
standards for reticulation services in terms of the Electricity Regulation Act 4 of 2006. 
The proposed regulations also state that a municipality may pass bylaws prohibiting 
certain activities in the interest of energy efficiency or for enforcing the proposed 
regulations. The Cape Town metropolitan municipality recently embarked proactively on 
stricter energy control measures contained in the Electricity Supply Amendment Bylaw of 
2007 and the Draft Electricity Supply Bylaw of 2007 both of which are accessible at the 
official website of the municipality. See for additional related developments in other 
municipalities of South Africa, Swilling in Van Donk et al (eds) Consolidating 
Developmental Local Government 102-103. 
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6.2.4.8 Right to health care, food, water and social security 

The constitutional right to health care, food, water and social security1667 could 
reinforce protection of the environmental right. Section 27 provides that everyone 
has the right to have access to sufficient food and water1668 and that the state 
must take reasonable legislative and other measures within its available 
resources to achieve the progressive realisation of this right.1669 Apart from the 
design of 'legislative and other measures,' the realisation of section 27 depends 
to a great extent on the availability of sufficient water and agricultural products, for 
instance. Should government fail to ensure the promotion of conservation, the 
prevention of ecological degradation, and ecologically sustainable development 
for resource protection (water, soil etc) in terms of section 24(b), the fulfilment of 
section 27 could also be at stake. Since a great part of the fulfilment of section 27 
relies on the effective fulfilment of section 24(b), section 27 should arguably serve 
as one of the reinforcing incentives for good environmental governance practices 
in all spheres of government, especially as far as resource conservation is 
concerned. 

Section 27. For a detailed exposition of section 27 refer, amongst others, to Currie and 
De Waal Bill of Rights 591-594 and Cheadle, Davis and Haysom South African 
Constitutional Law 491 -506. Recently in the case of Mazibuko and Others v The City of 
Johannesburg and Others Unreported Case WLD 06/13865, 30 April 2008, the court for 
the first time interpreted the right to water. Note of Swilling in Van Donk et al (eds) 
Consolidating Developmental Local Governmenf\Q2 who observes that there is 'growing 
evidence that ecosystem breakdown can exacerbate the HIV/AIDS pandemic. Public 
health hazards such as unkept pit latrines, poor water supplies, bad food (related to poor 
soils), poor air quality and even loss of access to natural habitats can all have negative 
impacts on immune systems.' 
Section 27(1 )(b). 
Section 27(2). 
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6.2.4.9 Right of children 

Although aimed at a very specific sector of society, the rights of children as 
protected in the Constitution1670 may also reinforce the constitutional protection of 
the environmental right.1671 Section 28 determines that all persons under the age 
of eighteen have the right to basic nutrition, shelter, basic health care services 
and social services1672 and to be protected against degradation.1673 The 
environmental protection afforded in section 24 of the Constitution of course also 
applies to children. There is thus no question about the environmental rights of 
children. However, some of the rights of children in terms of section 28, as was 
the case with section 27, may depend on the effective fulfilment of section 24(b). 
Should the state, for example, fail to ensure an environment that is not harmful to 
the health or well-being of children it will be quite challenging to ensure a shelter 
that satisfies section 28(1 )(c) of the Constitution or to protect children against 
degradation (which is not confined to, but could include environmental 
degradation) in terms of section 28(1 )(d). Another example illustrative of the 
presumed interrelatedness of section 24(b) and section 28 would be where 
government in the extreme event fails to ensure prevention of severe ecological 
degradation that subsequently results in serious resource, food or water 
shortages which subsequently impair the ability of the state to provide basic 
nutrition in terms of section 28(1 )(c). 

Section 28. For discussions on the scope and meaning of section 28, see Currie and De 
Waal Bill of Rights 600-620, Horsten and Jansen van Rensburg 2004 Speculum Juris 
121-136, Rosa and Dutscke South African Journal of Human Rights 224-260 and 
Robinson 2003 Potchefstroom Electronic Law Journal. 
In their extensive work on the special relationship between children and environmental 
rights generally, Fijalkowski and Fitzmaurice (eds) Right of the Child to a Clean 
Environment 10 make special reference to the relationship between sections 24 and 27 
of the South African Constitution. 
Section 28(1 )(c). 
Section 28(1 )(d). This right has been extensively addressed in Grootboom and Others v 
Oostenberg Municipality and Others 2000 3 BCLR 277 (C). For further reading refer to 
Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 576-589, Liebenberg 2001 South African Journal of 
Human Rights 232-257 and Wesson 2004 South African Journal of Human Rights 284-
309. 
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6.2.4.10 Right to just administrative action 

The right to administrative action that is lawful, reasonable and procedurally fair 
generally relates to the decision-making of public authorities and establishes the 
basis of administrative law in South Africa.1674 Its link with the section 24 
environmental right lies therein that all environmental decisions taken by all 
spheres and functionaries of government as well as all environmental procedures 
(including those of local government) should be lawful, reasonable and 
procedurally fair.1675 Bearing in mind the meaning attached to lawfulness and 
reasonableness,1676 the content of the section 24 environmental right has to feed 
into public environmental decision-making for such decisions to satisfy the 
requirements set by section 33. The mismanagement of public funds intended 
for environmental expenditure (following an administrative act(s)) could also 
establish a violation of the right to just administrative action at any level of 
government. The right to just administrative action may be linked to the notion of 
environmental justice in the event where an administrative act favours only 
certain people within a community, for example. The right to just administrative 
action requires of public participation processes that they too be lawful, 
reasonable and procedurally fair.1677 Hence, the right relates also to the elements 
for fulfilment of environmental rights related to public participation and the 

Section 33 of the Constitution. For detailed analyses of this section see amongst others, 
Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 642-682 and generally Currie and De Waal (eds) 
Constitutional and Administrative Law, Burns 2001 SA Public Law and Hoexter 
Administrative Law. See also Devenish Administrative Law, Kotze and Van Der Walt 
2003 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 39-66 and Mubangizi 
Protection of Human Rights 131-132. 
This view has been confirmed in Earthlife Africa (Cape Town) v Director: Department of 
General Environmental Affairs and Tourism 2005 3 SA 156 (C). See also Loots 1997 
South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 66-68 and Kotze and Van Der 
Walt 2003 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 39-66. 
On lawfulness and reasonableness in the context of South African administrative law 
refer inter alia to Lange Unreasonableness as a Ground of Judicial Review 7-8. 
It may be interesting to note Lange Unreasonableness as a Ground of Judicial Review 68 
who observes (based on comparative administrative law research in South Africa and 
Germany and with reference to public participation in the law-making process) that 'the 
way in which statutes are drafted in South Africa is much more open and transparent 
than in Germany.' 
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collection and dissemination of environmental information.1678 To this extent 

section 33 appears to strengthen some of the elements for fulfilment of 

environmental rights and directly relates to the decision-making and governing 

processes of local government.1679 

6.2.4.11 Right of access to information 

Section 32 of the Constitution provides that everyone has the right of access to 
any information held by the state and any information that is held by another 
person and that is required for the exercise or protection of any rights.1680 This 
provision has general application. Everyone therefore has the right to 
environmental information held by the state (including local government) when 
such information is required for the protection of any rights (such as the right to 
life). Similarly, everyone has the right to information of a general nature 
(economic information for example) held by the state (also local government) or 
others when such information is required for the protection of the section 24 
environmental right.1681 The right of access to information directly relates to the 
generic element of collection and dissemination of environmental information.1682 

Proper enforcement of the section 24 environmental right could depend on the 

See 2.8.1 and 2.8.2. See also Klaaren in Gutto (ed) A Practical Guide 81-88. 
The interplay between section 24 and administrative law generally features as one of the 
core aspects, inter alia, in Fuel Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director-
General Environmental Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and 
Environment Mpumalanga Province and Others 2007 10 BLCR 1059 (CC). 
For a more detailed exposition of section 32 see, inter alia, Currie and De Waal Bill of 
Rights 684-702 and Lange and Wessels (eds) The Right to Know. See also Mubangizi 
Protection of Human Rights 130. The Promotion of Access to Information Act 2 of 2000 
applies also in the environmental context and was developed in terms of section 32(2) of 
the Constitution. See Currie and Klaaren Promotion of Access to Information Act. 
Of importance is the fact that the right to information may be invoked against the state 
and others in the circumstances provided. On the meaning of this right in the 
environmental context, refer also to section 31 of the NEMA and Kidd Environmental Law 
40. See also Van Huyssteen NO v Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism 1996 1 
SA 283 (T), Earthlife Africa (Cape Town Branch) v Eskom Holdings Ltd [2006] 2 All SA 
632 (W) and Trustees, Biowatch Trust v Registrar: Genetic Resources 2005 4 SA 111 
(T). On access to information in local government refer to Klaaren and Johannissen in 
Gutto (ed) A Practical Guide 37-41. 
See in the main 2.8.2. The generic element is, however, not limited only to requests for 
environmental information but is interpreted in a broader way. 
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availability of certain environmental information and data.1683 To this extent, 

section 32 could play a fortifying part in the fulfilment of the environmental right 

by all spheres of government. 

6.2.4.12 Locus standi and the enforcement of rights 

Section 34 of the Constitution states that 'everyone has the right to have any 
dispute that can be resolved by the application of law, decided in a fair public 
hearing before a court or, where appropriate, another independent and impartial 
tribunal or forum.'1684 This provision is important to the extent that it grants people 
the right to have environmental disputes resolved by means of fair judicial 
practice or other means of dispute resolution.1685 Section 34 establishes the 
constitutional procedural avenue by means of which legal subjects can enforce, 
inter alia, the section 24 environmental right and provisions in environmental 
legislation that was designed to fortify section 24. Section 38 of the Constitution 
elaborates on section 34 by providing a list of categories of people that will be 
able to approach a court alleging that a right in the Bill of Rights has been 
violated or threatened.1686 The Constitution contains a rather generous allocation 
of standing in so far as people seeking to protect their environmental right need 
not prove a direct interest in proceedings in order to have the necessary standing 
to proceed.1687 One of the starkest contrasts between section 24 and the 
environmental provisions contained in the constitutions of Namibia and Germany 
relates to the notion of locus standi and enforceability.1688 In the context of 
evaluating a constitution's success, one should acknowledge that there is a limit 

The Constitutional Court in Fuel Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director-
General Environmental Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and 
Environment Mpumalanga Province and Others 2007 10 BLCR 1059 (CC) 1083 at 69-70 
reflects on the role inter alia of environmental information in sustainable development. 
On section 34 generally see Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 704-736 and Cheadle, 
Davis and Haysom South African Constitutional Law 617-625. 
See also section 33 of the NEMA and further Loots 1997 South African Journal of 
Environmental Law and Policy 64-65. 
For a succinct discussion see Mubangizi Protection of Human Rights 60-62. 
See Feris in Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 523-524. 
For a more detailed discussion see Chapter 8. 
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to what can be achieved through judicial review. The courts cannot, for example, 

rule on budgetary priorities, cannot prevent corruption, or provide 'good 

government.' The role of civil society, the media and political parties is therefore 

crucial.1689 The justiciability of section 24 is further attended to in the discussion 

of the reasonability test in 6.2.5. 

6.2.4.13 Chapter 9 institutions 

In terms of chapter 9 of the Constitution six institutions have been established to 
'strengthen constitutional democracy' in South Africa. Of these the Public 
Protector,1690 the SAHRC,1691 the Commission for the Protection and Promotion of 
the Rights of Cultural, Religious and Linguistic Communities1692 and the Auditor-
General1693 are relevant in the context of the environment and section 24. These 

Constitutions are not self-enforcing; they create a value framework and scope for action. 
It depends on individuals, civil society, the media and political parties whether or not this 
potential is used and how that is done. Refer to Erasmus in Hinz, Amoo and Van Wyk 
(eds) The Constitution at Work 16. 
Section 181(1)(a) of the Constitution. Its functions are outlined in section 182. The 
Public Protector has the power to investigate any conduct in state affairs, or in the public 
administration in any sphere of government, that is alleged or suspected to be improper 
or to result in any impropriety or prejudice. The Public Protector may further report on 
such conduct and take appropriate remedial action. In terms of section 182(4) the Public 
Protector must be accessible to all persons and communities. He or she may also be 
involved in instances where illegalities on the part of executives occur related to fulfilment 
of the environmental right in any sphere of government. See also Mubangizi Protection 
of Human Rights 67. 
Section 181 (1)(b) of the Constitution. Its functions are outlined in section 184 of the 
Constitution. The SAHRC must promote respect for and a culture of human rights, 
promote the protection, development and attainment of human rights, and monitor and 
assess the observance of human rights in South Africa. The SAHRC will typically be 
responsible for enquiries into alleged violations of the environmental right of, for example, 
a rural community in South Africa. The SAHRC can in terms of section 184(2) also 
investigate and report on the observance of environmental rights and take steps to 
secure appropriate redress where environmental rights have been violated. See also 
Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 586, Mubangizi Protection of Human Rights 67-68 and 
Reiff 2000 Harvard Law Journal 1-70. 
Section 181(1)(c) of the Constitution. Its functions are outlined in section 185. This 
commission should, inter alia, promote respect for the rights of cultural, religious and 
linguistic communities. It may typically be involved in issues that involve a balancing act 
between the environmental right of some people and the religious practices of others 
(covered by the right to freedom of religion in sections 15 and 31 of the Constitution) that 
involve the use of natural resources such as water or land. 
Section 181(1)(e) of the Constitution. Its functions are outlined in section 188. The 
Auditor-General must audit and report inter alia on the accounts, financial statements and 
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institutions are independent and subject only to the Constitution and the law, (like 

the Ombudsman in Namibia, for example).1694 They must be impartial and should 

exercise their powers and perform their functions without fear, favour or 

prejudice.1695 These institutions could be expected to play a particularly important 

role in: (1) overseeing fair and equal respect for and protection, fulfilment and 

promotion of section 24 across South Africa, (2) overseeing the affairs (such as 

the administration of public funds) of public authorities responsible for the 

fulfilment of section 24 and (3) enhancing and inculcating an environmental rights 

culture through education, for example.1696 The constitutional mandates of the 

chapter 9 institutions include the monitoring of local government in some 

instances. 

6.2.4.14 Provincial constitutions 

In terms of the Constitution it is possible for provincial legislatures to pass a 

constitution for the province.1697 Constitutionally, therefore, it is possible for 

provincial governments to entrench a 'provincially applicable' environmental right 

in a provincial constitution. As is the position with the Lander authorities in 

Germany, such an environmental right would, however, have to be aligned with 

and be developed within the confines of the Constitution itself.1698 As at present 

only two of the provinces in the country have attempted to make use of their 

constitution-making power, and in the context of anticipated change in the 

financial management of all state departments and administrations inclusive of local 
government. The reports of the Auditor-General may illuminate the allocation and 
spending of public funds directly or indirectly intended for the fulfilment of the 
environmental right, for instance. The Auditor-General to date has published reports on 
the environment as well as on local government. See the Public Protector Report on an 
Investigation into an Allegation of the Pollution of the Vaal River by the Lekwa-Teemane 
Local Municipality Report no 4 of 2007/2008 and Public Protector Report on an Allegation 
of Non-Compliance with Provisions of the Local Government: Municipal Structures Act, 
1998 Report no 52 of 2005, for example. 
See 5.2.4.3. 
Section 181 (2) of the Constitution. 
On the chapter 9 institutions generally see further Murray 2006(2) Potchefstroom 
Electronic Law Journal. See also Matjila in Gutto (ed) A Practical Guide 94. 
Section 104(1)(a) of the Constitution. 
Section 104(3) of the Constitution. See also 4.3 and 4.6.2. 
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construction of government in South Africa it is not envisaged that many more 

provincial constitutions will be written in the near future.1699 It is argued that the 

entrenchment of an environmental right in provincial constitutions could be 

designed to reflect on provincially particular environmental aspects. This could 

enhance the fulfilment of section 24 of the Constitution in the particular 

province.1700 

6.2.4.15 International and foreign law 

The generic elements for fulfilment of environmental rights in this study were 
primarily distilled from international environmental law (IEL) and international 
human rights law. This study puts a high premium on the role that international 
law (IL) developments could play in estimating (1) the meaning of environmental 
rights or constitutional provisions generally and (2) the type of positive action that 
may be required on the part of state governments (specifically local government) 
in fulfilling constitutional environmental rights or provisions. A number of 
constitutional provisions related to the role and place of IL in South African law 
may be important in the context of the fulfilment of the section 24 environmental 
right. Section 39(1) of the Constitution provides that when interpreting the Bill of 
Rights, a court, tribunal or forum must, inter alia, consider IL, and may consider 
foreign law.1701 This means that when interpreting the constitutional 
environmental right the courts must revert, for example, to applicable I EL and 
international human rights law (regardless of whether or not South Africa is a 

The current debate concerns whether provinces should remain autonomous spheres of 
government, or become regionalised administrative arms of national government. See 
for a brief discussion of these developments Ramutsindela in Van Donk et al (eds) 
Consolidating Developmental Local Government 539. 
The legislative and executive authority which the Constitution grants the provinces 
generally in terms of sections 104 and 125 have to date resulted in the Gauteng 
Provincial Government Guidelines (Gauteng Guidelines) (2002), for example. The 
guidelines were designed to ensure that the Gauteng province's responsibilities in 
respect of the environment are carried out in an efficient and coherent manner. 
See also Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 159-160. 
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party to a particular IL instrument)1702 and it may revert to the environmental 
and/or human rights law of other countries.1703 Clearly, therefore, IL 
developments impact on the interpretation afforded to section 24.1704 Section 231 
of the Constitution addresses international agreements and provides that any 
international agreement becomes law when incepted in South African law unless 
it is inconsistent with the Constitution or law.1705 This provision may link with 
section 24 in a two-fold manner: (1) the interpretation of section 24 may require 
the bearing in mind of the provisions of I EL agreements to which South Africa is a 
party and (2) when ratifying or acceding to an IL agreement of a non-
environmental nature, government must still take cognisance of and be wary not 
to commit itself to actions or developments that could impede section 24.1706 The 
Constitution furthermore provides that customary IL is law in the Republic unless 
it is inconsistent with the Constitution or legislation.1707 Perhaps the most 
important provision related to IL is section 233 which states that '(w)hen 
interpreting any legislation, every court must prefer any reasonable interpretation 
of the legislation that is consistent with international law over any alternative 
interpretation that is inconsistent with international law.' The importance of this 
provision in the context of the section 24 environmental right lies therein that 

It ought to be said that section 39(1) talks about 'considering' and not necessarily 
'applying' IL. See also Mubangizi Protection of Human Rights 46-48. 
For instances where the Constitutional Court has reverted to foreign law for the 
interpretation of constitutional rights, see inter alia, Sanderson v Attorney-General, 
Eastern Cape 1998 2 SA 38 (CC), Fose v Minister of Safety and Security 1997 3 SA 786 
(CC) and Fuel Retailers Association of Southern Africa v Director-General Environmental 
Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation and Environment Mpumalanga 
Province and Others 2007 10 BLCR 1059 (CC) 1076 at 46. The Constitutional Court 
generously employed foreign law recently in Mazibuko and Others v The City of 
Johannesburg and Others Unreported Case WLD 06/13865, 30 April 2008 at 86-90. See 
also Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 6-9, Olivier 2003 Tydskrif 
vir die Suid-Afrikaanse Reg 293-310 and Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 160. See 
also Bruch, Coker and Van Arsdale 2000 South African Journal of Environmental Law 
and Policy 29-30. 
These provisions arguably also provide support for the comparative research method 
followed in this study. Refer to 1.4. 
Section 231 (4). South Africa therefore follows a dualistic approach to the applicability of 
IL in the country. See, inter alia, Viljoen International Human Rights Law in Africa 18 on 
the difference between monism and dualism in this context. 
In this regard see also chapter 6 of the NEMA, which deals with international obligations 
and agreements, and further Couzens 2005 South African Journal of International Law 
128-147. 
Section 232. 
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interpretation of this right by the courts must take place in a fashion consistent 

inter alia with I EL and international human rights law and, arguably, also 

international environmental principles. 

Although section 24 is more clearly formulated than most substantive 
environmental rights to be found in IL, it may be invaluable for interpreters thereof 
to turn also to IL and IEL to estimate internationally derived core standards and 
guidelines for the realisation of environmental rights generally. With reference to 
local government Budlender J in Residents of Bon Vista Mansions v Southern 

Metropolitan Local Council*708 confirms that IL is 'particularly helpful' in making 
sense of the states' constitutional duty inter alia to fulfill socio-economic rights. 
Although section 24(b) clearly refers to 'reasonable legislative and other 
measures' required for the fulfilment of the environmental right, the state could 
reinforce and augment this provision by means of incorporating international and 
regional guidelines.1709 The substantive content and profundity of the 'reasonable 
legislative and other measures' of section 241710 should be a fusion of South 
African needs, conditions and resources and the accepted expectations of the 
international community. To this extent it may be possible for the state to 
simultaneously adhere to its constitutional and IL obligations pertaining to 
environmental rights. It is proposed that the generic elements of the fulfilment of 
environmental rights that have been distilled from IL,1711 the section 24 
environmental right as formulated, and existing Constitutional Court 
jurisprudence on the fulfilment of socio-economic rights generally, to be used 
collectively in the estimation of whether or not government is undertaking 

1708 Residents of Bon Vista Mansions v Southern Metropolitan Local Council [2002] JOL 9513 
(W) 5 at 15. This case addressed the duty of local government to respect, protect, 
promote and fulfill the rights in the Bill of Rights in terms of section 7(2) of the 
Constitution in the context of an application by residents of a block of flats for urgent 
interim relief under section 27(1) of the Constitution in the form of an order that their local 
authority restore their water supply. An interdict was granted. 

1709 Feris and Tladi in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 264 remark that while 
the international and regional systems are still grappling with the formulations of 
environmental rights, the South African Constitution clearly defines this right but that still, 
even under the Constitution, much development is required. 

1710 See 6.2.2.2. 
1711 Refer to Chapter 2. 
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'reasonable legislative and other measures' to advance the environment right. 

This proposal must however be read with the reasonability test discussed in 

6.2.5. 

6.2.4.16 Summary 

The outline above shows that the section 24 environmental right does not exist in 
a constitutional vacuum. It forms part of an array of other constitutional 
provisions that could have bearing on the interpretation and application of section 
24. It is argued therefore that the fulfilment of section 24 at local government 
level, requires an inclusive consideration of the entire Constitution. Constitutional 
balancing acts are required not only when the judiciary needs to decide on the 
scope and application of section 24. It is also proposed that local government 
executives and law-makers take cognisance as far as possible of all related 
constitutional provisions and rights when designing and implementing the section 
24(b) 'reasonable legislative and other measures.' 

6.2.5 Reasonability test 

The reasonability test has thus far been characteristic of socio-economic rights 
interpretation in South Africa and therefore also applies to section 24(b) of the 
Constitution. This test therefore has to be considered here. In essence, the 
reasonability test is a special standard of scrutiny (standard of reasonableness) 
that has been designed by the courts. It is based on what can be perceived to be 
'reasonable' as far as government's obligations in terms of socio-economic rights 
are concerned.1712 Reasonableness forms the basis of the standard of 

1712 Refer amongst others to Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 577-582. Although not 
completely inseparable, reasonability as referred to here does not focus on reasonability 
as also referred to in South African administrative law (inclusive of the section 33 right to 
just administrative action) and section 36 of the Constitution with its inherent 
proportionality test. The relationship between the meanings of reasonability as referred 
to in different constitutional provisions remains a somewhat contentious issue in South 
African law. Another contentious issue relates to the so-called minimum core approach 
as opposed to the use of the reasonability test in socio-economic rights context. The 
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compliance against which government's obligations in terms of socio-economic 
rights are measured.1713 This standard has to date informed the current 
understanding of the justiciability of the socio-economic rights in the Bill of 
Rights.1714 The standard establishes a 'shifting standard of scrutiny,' meaning 
that its application will vary on a case-to-case basis.1715 For a court to review, for 
example, the duty on the part of the legislature and executive to fulfill section 
24(b) by means of the reasonability test, it will evaluate the existence, content, 
implementation and results achieved, inter alia, by law, policy and programme 
development.1716 Similarly, a breach of section 24(b) can be justified only in 
terms of the standard of 'reasonableness' read together with the section 36 
limitation clause.1717 

Based on some generally applicable basic features of the standard of 

reasonableness extrapolated from past judgments of the Constitutional Court, the 

scope of this study does not allow an in-depth analysis of these issues or a substantial 
contribution to these discourses. The only purpose here is to show how the uniqueness 
of section 24(b) may compel the courts (once put in the position to apply the reasonability 
test in the environmental context) to deviate somewhat from the way in which the 
reasonability test has de facto been applied thus far in the socio-economic rights context. 
For some comments on the relationship between section 36 and the limitations contained 
in socio-economic rights themselves see lies 2004 South African Journal of Human 
Rights, for example; and on reasonability as referred to in the administrative law context 
as opposed to the human rights context see Pillay 2005 South African Law Journal and 
Steynberg 2006 South African Law Journal. For a summary of the critique against the 
reasonability test as opposed to the benefits of the minimum core approach, see 
Steynberg 2006 South African Law Journal 267-268 and Liebenberg 2006 Stellenbosch 
Law Review 29-31. On the idea of proportionality in the context of socio-economic rights 
refer inter alia to Steynberg 2006 South African Law Journal 278-283. 
Steynberg 2006 South African Law Journal 265. 
See Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 577. 
Refer to Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 44, Erasmus 2004 
International Journal of Legal Information 248-252 and Steynberg 2006 South African 
Law Journal 284. For further reading on the reasonability test in the context of socio-
economic rights generally refer inter alia to Malherbe 2005 Austrian Journal of Public and 
International Law 117-122, Coomans 2005 Heidelberg Journal of International Law 167-
196, Liebenberg 2005 South African Journal on Human Rights, Bilchitz 2003 South 
African Journal of Human Rights, Liebenberg 2006 Stellenbosch Law Review 21-24 and 
to 2.3.2.3. 
The courts can therefore require an explanation from the state of the measures chosen to 
fulfill a particular socio-economic right or can request an account of its progress in 
implementing those measures. See Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 578 and Brand in 
Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 42. 
See Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 43-54 and Erasmus 2004 
International Journal of Legal Information 248-252. 
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following guidelines would seem to pertain to the inclusion of the 'reasonable 

legislative and other measures' in section 24(b):1718 

• The measures of government must be comprehensive and co-ordinated (not 

implying that they should be correct or perfect);1719 

• Financial and human resources to implement measures must be made 

available;1720 

• Government's measures must be both reasonably conceived and reasonably 

implemented;1721 

• Government's measures must be balanced and flexible and should respond 
to short-, medium- and long-term needs. They may not exclude a significant 
segment of society;1722 

• Government's measures must be transparent in the sense that they must be 
made known both during their conception and once conceived to all people 
affected;1723 

• The measures of government should be aimed at fulfilling the minimum core 

obligations of each right. These obligations include at least the minimum 

decencies of life consistent with human dignity;1724 

Despite the centrality of reasonableness in the review of socio-economic rights the court 
does not define the standard. Currie and De Waal Bill of Rights 578-579 holds that 
'(i)nstead it [the court] emphasises that the enquiry into reasonableness must be 
conducted on a case-by-case basis and that the standard is context-sensitive' which 
means that reasonableness must be determined on the facts of each case. Currie and 
De Waal, however, indicate that over time, the reasonableness standard becomes more 
rule-bound as courts develop guidelines and sets of factors with a bearing on future 
applications. 
Steynberg 2006 South African Law Journal 266. See the discussion of Grootboom and 
Others v Oostenberg Municipality and Others 2000 3 BCLR 277 (C) and Minister of 
Health v Treatment Action Campaign 2002 5 SA 721 (CC) in Currie and De Waal Bill of 
Rights 579-580 and Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 47. 
Comprehensiveness in this context refers to the general availability of the benefits and 
protection of rights to the people in South Africa. This is one of the key supporting 
arguments for the establishment of a national framework policy for local government 
fulfilment of the section 24 environmental right. See further Chapter 8 below. 
Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 48. 
Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 49. However, this observation 
is still too vague to give concrete meaning to the type of measures that will be reasonable 
when conceived and implemented. 
Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 49. 
Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 51. 
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• The reasonability of measures is related to the social, economic and historical 

contexts and the capacity of institutions responsible for their 

implementation;1725 

• Measures may fail to meet the reasonability test if they fail to respond to the 

needs of people. More than mere statistical fulfilment is therefore required;1726 

• Consideration of the reasonability of measures should include (and arguably 

reflect) the interrelatedness of different socio-economic factors;1727 and 

• Government should consider the impact of the measures it takes on other 

intersecting rights.1728 

Regardless of the inclusion of the word 'reasonable' in section 24(b), government 
remains obliged to develop and implement measures to realise the environmental 
right.1729 This means that despite the internal limitation clause, government may 
not altogether refrain from taking positive action. Government accordingly has 
only a margin of appreciation in deciding which measures it will adopt in fulfilling 
its environmental obligations.1730 Still, 'reasonability' in the context of section 
24(b) could mean different things to different people under different 
circumstances.1731 In order to satisfy the need for it to be reasonable, it is 

See, inter alia, Minister of Health v Treatment Action Campaign 2002 5 SA 721 (CC). It 
may still be necessary to establish in each instance what may form part of 'minimum 
decencies'. 
See, inter alia, Grootboom and Minister of Health v Treatment Action Campaign 2002 5 
SA 721 (CC); 2002 10 BCLR 1033 (CC). See also Liebenberg in Eide et al Economic, 
Social and Cultural Rights 66 and Horsten in Venter and Du Plessis (eds) Politics, Socio-
Economic Issues and Culture 68-70. 
See Grootboom and Others v Oostenberg Municipality and Others 2000 3 BCLR 277 (C) 
and Horsten in Venter and Du Plessis (eds) Politics, Socio-Economic Issues and Culture 
70. 
See Grootboom and Others v Oostenberg Municipality and Others 2000 3 BCLR 277 (C) 
and Soobramoney v Minister of Health (KwaZulu-Natal) 1997 12 BCLR 1696 (CC). 
See, inter alia, Khosa and Others v Minister of Social Development and Others 2004 6 
BCLR 569 (CC). 
See Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 46 and Malherbe 2003 
Journal of South African Law 451 -455. 
This implies that a distinction should be made between the fact that measures should be 
taken per se, and that these measures must be reasonable. See also Bilchitz 2002 
South African Law Journal 496. 
Kidd Environmental Law 37, for example, shows that if 'reasonable is considered from 
the state's perspective, it may well be that lack of resources could be cited as reason for 
the state failing to take the desired measures.' 
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proposed that apositive action on the part of the legislature and executive should 
at least ensure progressive realisation1732 (with full realisation not discarded but 
only deferred) and must culminate in sufficient and effective measures capable of 
ensuring fulfilment of all of the obligations set in section 24(b).1733 Furthermore, in 
the light of the way in which the Constitutional Court to date has interpreted some 
of the socio-economic rights in the Bill of Rights, reasonability may require 
nothing more of the state than is achievable within its available resources -
arguably even where no reference to the availability of resources is made in a 
particular socio-economic right.1734 The state's duty to fulfill socio-economic rights 
such as the environmental right is to be executed only within its available 
resources.1735 This may serve as a defense of, but at the same time could 
impose a particular albeit nuanced responsibility on the state. It allows 
government to justify any failure to realise the environmental right in terms of, for 
example, budgetary constraints but, at the same time, it may require of 
government to make sufficient financial resources available, manage resources 
well and prioritise resource utilisation in a fashion that could enable the 
realisation of the environmental right.1736 In Certification of the Constitution of the 

Republic of South Africa1737 the court acknowledged that socio-economic rights 

See Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic Rights 46. 
The idea of reasonableness arguably also implies that government should be able to 
explicate any lack of progress or retrogression as far as the objectives of section 24(b) 
are concerned. Feris and Tladi Environmental Rights in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-
Economic Human Rights in South Africa 263 observe that '(s)tate actions will thus be 
measured by this standard to determine whether there has been an infringement of 
section 24. This becomes particularly significant where the state fails to take action. An 
applicant challenging state omission will have to prove that such failure to act was 
unreasonable.' 
See Grootboom and Others v Oostenberg Municipality and Others 2000 3 BCLR 277 (C) 
at par 46 and Mubangizi Protection of Human Rights 122. Sections 26 and 27 of the 
Constitution contain a specific proviso on 'reasonable' measures relating to the 
availability of resources. The Constitutional Court aimed to contribute to the meaning of 
'reasonable measures' inter alia in the case of Soobramoney v Minister of Health 
(Kwazulu-Natal) 1998 1 SA 765 (CC). 
The idea of limited resources and scarcity in the socio-economic rights context is 
addressed, inter alia, by Bilchitz 2003 South African Journal of Human Rights 19-23. 
See with reference to Liebenberg, Brand in Brand and Heyns (eds) Socio-Economic 
Rights 52-53 and Bilchitz 2003 South African Journal of Human Rights 22. Refer also to 
related concerns raised in the Brundtland Report as pointed out in 2.4.3.1. 
Certification of the Constitution of The Republic of South Africa, 1996 1996 4 SA 744 
(CC) par 76-77. 
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are justiciable even if they give rise to budgetary considerations. Hence, the 

contemporary culture of justification in an environmental rights context could 

have rather serious implications for the application of the reasonably test on the 

state's fulfilment of the section 24 environmental right. 

Taking cognisance of the basic features of the reasonability test referred to above 
could assist the executive and legislature in establishing their minimum core 
obligations in terms of section 24(b) generally.1738 However, one may question 
whether it is not more beneficial first to define the content of the section 24 
environmental right with reference to the minimum core, and only then to estimate 
whether or not government has taken reasonable measures in terms of this right. 
Viewed in this way, the idea of a minimum core suggests the need for benchmarks, 
timeframes and measurable targets, for example. Still, the question remains 
whether or not it is desirable for the judiciary (within the trias politica) to lay down a 
standard for such a minimum.1739 This is a complex question of relevance to socio-
economic rights generally, and there will be no attempt to offer an answer here.1740 

On the subject of reasonableness and the idea of a minimum core, Bilchitz1741 

holds that a determination must be made by the courts of whether the measures 
taken by government are reasonable in the light of the general obligations that are 
imposed on it by the right. 'But the reasonableness of the particular measures ... 
must be assessed against the general principles that the court interprets as 
defining the content of a right.' Bilchitz's view supports the argument here that it is 
not possible to equate the reasonable measures required for fulfilment of socio-

On the idea of reasonability in the context of the environmental right, see Du Bois and 
Glazewski "The Environment and the Bill of Rights" 2004 Butterworths Bill of Rights 
Compendium at http://www.bohss.co.za/ par 2B4.3. 
See also Steynberg 2006 South African Law Journal 269-276. 
Steynberg 2006 South African Law Journal 264-284 makes an attempt to at least identify 
the benefits and shortcomings in allowing the courts to lay down core minimum 
obligations in relation to socio-economic rights. It is expected that the recently decided 
case of Mazibuko and Others v The City of Johannesburg and Others Unreported Case 
WLD 06/13865, 30 April 2008 will place renewed emphasis on, and result in academic 
discourse related to this contentious issue. 
Bilchitz 2002 South African Law Journal ABB. 
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economic rights generally (in other words the indicators the courts have given us to 
date as to what will constitute reasonableness in the fulfilment of socio-economic 
rights)1742 with the measures that would be reasonable for the fulfilment of the 
environmental right in the specific. Such explicit replication has not necessarily 
been suggested in jurisprudence or literature but could be an important concern 
whilst South Africa awaits application of the reasonability test on section 24. Whilst 
awaiting section 24(b) to be interpreted and for general principles to be outlined in 
the interpretation of the content of the environmental right, the executive and 
legislature have only the general pointers that the courts have offered so far in the 
interpretation of other socio-economic rights. What constitutes 'reasonable 
legislative and other measures' towards fulfilment of section 24(b) and other socio-
economic rights will of course depend on generically applicable and evident factors 
such as, for example, the values of the Constitution and the social, economic and 
historical context of South Africa.1743 For the fulfilment of section 24(b) specifically, 
the distinct environmental context has to be an additional factor. In other words, in 
applying the reasonability test to section 24(b) consideration must also be given 
inter alia to the fact that the environment and environmental protection are 
multifaceted notions of which the meaning is often informed by natural science; the 
fact that the reference in section 24 to 'present and future generations' give the 
right a 'forward-looking' feature1744 and that natural resources, which form a core 
part of environmental protection afforded by section 24(b), could be non-
renewable. The conclusion is therefore drawn that whilst some general factors will 
inform the reasonability test in the interpretation of the environmental right, a 
number of other (rather complex) factors may also have to be taken into 
consideration. The latter factors would be generally applicable (as shared factors) 
to any interpretation of the environmental right. However, this does not exclude 

As indicated so far in the socio-economic rights cases before the Constitutional Court. 
Bearing in mind also the methods that have to date been suggested for constitutional 
interpretation. Refer to 2.2.1. 
The environmental right is therefore a generational right. See Theron 1998 South African 
Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 26-29. 
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the possibility for a specific case also to require certain context-specific factors to 
be taken into consideration.1745 

The Constitutional Court has repeatedly indicated that it does not test relative 
effectiveness through the reasonability test. It will accordingly not enquire 
whether other or more desirable or favourable measures could have been 
adopted by the legislature or executive or whether or not public money could 
have been better spent. Instead, it will leave the precise contours and content of 
the reasonable measures (the design of measures) to the legislature and 
executive.1746 Hence, the court will use the reasonability test only to estimate 
whether measures are capable of facilitating the realisation of the environmental 
right. It is proposed here (at a rather theoretical level) that an abstract internal 
standard of scrutiny be continuously employed by the legislative and executive 
branches of all levels of government in deciding on and internally evaluating the 
contours of legislation, policies and programmes towards fulfilment of section 24. 
It is proposed that this internal standard of scrutiny amalgamate the general 
features of the reasonability test as applied by the courts and the generic 
elements for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions.1747 This 
argument follows the idea that in light of the IL-friendly nature of the Constitution 
of South Africa,1748 the reasonability test, when applied to section 24, should be 
informed where applicable by the generic elements that have been distilled from 
IL for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions generally.1749 

Bearing the relative novelty of environmental rights protection in South Africa in 

On the general idea of shared and context specific factors to influence the application of 
the reasonability test, see Bilchitz 2002 South African Law Journal489. 
This has a lot to do with the separation of powers. 
The idea of having an internal standard of scrutiny is complementary to the view that the 
formal recognition of economic and social rights in a country's constitution does not 
automatically guarantee their practical and effective protection. Liebenberg in Eide et al 
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 84 states that '(t)he most far-reaching constitutional 
provisions relating to economic and social rights may amount to no more than paper 
promises. Much depends on the commitment of the political authorities to the effective 
implementation of economic and social rights, and the willingness of the judiciary and 
other national institutions to enforce these rights.' 
See 6.2.4.15. 
Refer to 2.8. 
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mind, it is argued that these elements together with existing and related 

international and regional jurisprudence on the positive environmental rights 

obligations of states could be employed as factors to inform and enrich any 

evaluation or interpretation of the fulfilment of section 24(b) by means of inter alia 

the reasonability test.1750 

6.2.6 Influences of the African Charter of Human and Peoples' Rights, the 
AUandSADC 

The environmental right contained in article 24 of the African Charter as well as 

the interpretation thereof in the SERAC decision were discussed in Chapter 2 as 

part of the discussion on some African perspectives on environmental rights. It 

suffices to reiterate here that article 24 of the African Charter and the findings, 

recommendations and judgments by the African Commission on Human and 

Peoples' Rights1751 and the African Court on Human and Peoples' Rights could 

feed into South African courts' interpretation and application of section 24 of the 

Constitution.1752 The African Charter, to which South Africa acceded in 1996, 

has been invoked in numerous judgments, although mostly as a mere 

confirmation of existing constitutional provisions.1753 In so far as they apply to the 

African context and environment, findings, recommendations and judgments from 

the African region could in some instances be more apt for consideration by 

South African courts than, for example, decisions from regional adjudicating 

The feasibility of this view is in general also underscored by Brand in Brand and Heyns 
(eds) Socio-Economic Rights 7. Brand observes that despite the valuable guidelines IL 
provides for the interpretation of socio-economic rights in the Constitution and the 
significant contribution it has made thus far, the continued absence of case law from 
foreign jurisdictions is problematic. It may in the context of the fulfilment of the 
environmental right in South Africa also be important to indicate that the functions of the 
SAHRC include to 'monitor and assess the observance of environmental rights in the 
Republic' The SAHRC Policy Paper on the Environments acknowledges that in order to 
carry out its functions effectively, the Commission undertakes, amongst other activities, 
to investigate and report on the observance of environmental rights in South Africa. 
Linking the observance of section 24 in South Africa with the international duties of the 
state it has also been stated that '(i)n all its functions on environmental rights, the 
Commission will have to take into account South Africa's obligations under international 
human rights law and also endeavour to cooperate and forge links with appropriate 
individuals and organs of society working on environmental issues at local and 
international levels.' On the SAHRC see 6.2.4.13. 
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bodies in the EU or Inter-American system.1754 This holds true especially where 
African Commission case-law provides a clear and useful precedent. Still, the 
limited number of applicable decisions by the Commission and the Court to date 
renders the African Charter's guidance pertaining to environmental rights 
interpretation and application a potential as opposed to a real benefit for South 
Africa. Some guidelines of a general nature do exist, however. The 
Commission's Guidelines for state reporting, for example, seem to require 
'targeted steps such as legislation, and indicate(s) that socio-economic rights 
have to be realised 'progressively'.1755 

The inclusion of environmental rights in domestic constitutions in the African 
region also merits brief discussion. African nations figure prominently among 
nations worldwide in incorporating environmental provisions in their 
constitutions1756 - practically all African constitutions include substantive 
provisions that ensure either a 'right to a healthy environment' or a 'right to life' 
interpreted to protect environmental claims.1757 It has been argued that the 
frequently incomplete nature of environmental legislative and regulatory regimes 
in Africa make constitutional environmental rights particularly relevant. These 
rights provide a 'safety net' for resolving environmental problems where domestic 

See 2.7 above and Mubangizi Protection of Human Rights 28-29. 
This view supports the argument maintained in this study that IL may be employed as an 
aid to interpret constitutional environmental law. Refer to 2.4.2 and 4.3.4 above. In 
addition to the Charter, the Protocol to the African Charter Human and Peoples' Rights 
on the Rights of Women in Africa of 2003 provides in article 18(1) and (2) that women 
shall have the right to live in a healthy and sustainable environment and that state parties 
shall take all appropriate measures inter alia to ensure greater participation of women, 
promote research and investment in new and renewable energy sources and appropriate 
technologies, and regulate the management, processing, storage and disposal of 
domestic waste. South Africa has ratified this Protocol. A number of environmental 
obligations is also contained in the African Charter on the Rights and Welfare of the Child 
of 1990. This instrument has also been ratified by South Africa. 
For an expose of instances where the court indeed referred to the African Charter, see 
Viljoen International Human Rights Law in Africa 556-560. 
For the idea that African treaties express a particular 'Africanness', see Viljoen 
International Human Rights Law in Africa 302-305. 
Refer to Viljoen International Human Rights Law in Africa 240. 
Bruch, Coker and Van Arsdale 2000 South African Journal of Environmental Law and 
Policy 32. 
Bruch, Coker and Van Arsdale 2000 South African Journal of Environmental Law and 
Policy'21. 
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law and regulatory frameworks fail to do so.1758 Foreign African constitutional law 

could therefore assist in South African courts' interpretation and application of 

section 24 of the Constitution.1759 However, despite increased prevalence of 

constitutional environmental norms in the African region, most countries have yet 

to interpret or apply such norms, owing in part to how recently these provisions 

were incorporated into their constitutions.1760 It has been held that although most 

African nations have constitutional environmental provisions, there is a marked 

dearth of cases interpreting and applying them.1761 This also hold true for South 

Africa. 

In addition to the environmental right in the African Charter and foreign African 
constitutional law, AU and SADC environmental law developments could 
influence South African environmental law making or the interpretation of 
constitutional law.1762 The African Convention on the Conservation of Nature and 
Natural Resources of 2003 (the African Convention), for example, could shed 
some light on the regional view on environmental rights.1763 Although South 

It also holds true here that the giving of force to constitutional procedural rights such as 
the rights to access to information, public participation and locus standi is particularly 
important to ensure (fulfill) the substantive environmental provisions. See Bruch, Coker 
and Van Arsdale 2000 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 23-24. 
This is in line also with the interpretation clause in the Constitution. See 6.2.4.15 above. 
Comparative constitutional environmental law research may perhaps still be somewhat 
unexplored by legal scholars in Africa. 
Bruch, Coker and Van Arsdale 2000 South African Journal of Environmental Law and 
Policy 29. 
The reasons being, amongst others, the novelty of the environmental rights-subject 
matter, a lack of public interest in environmental litigation, and the failure of governments 
to set up the machinery to implement their constitutional duties. See Bruch, Coker and 
Van Arsdale 2000 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 39. 
A similar view was held in the context of Namibia in Chapter 5, primarily based on the 
benefits of regional influences and cooperation in the German context (4.3.4 above). 
Since the establishment of the AU's predecessor in 1963, the Union has adopted 
approximately 31 multilateral agreements dealing with a range of issues relevant to its 
member states. Approximately a third of these agreements are relevant to the 
environment, its protection, and the concept of environmental governance. 
The African Convention is merely of potential use since South Africa has not yet become 
party to this instrument and it also has not yet entered into force. The African Convention 
was originally adopted in Algiers in 1968 under the auspices of the OAU and entered into 
force in 1969. It was revised in 2003 when the AU adopted a replacement treaty. The 
revised Convention that is similarly named was adopted by the AU in Mozambique in July 
2003 and has been described as the most modern and comprehensive of all agreements 
concerning natural resources. On the African Convention see Glazewski Environmental 
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Africa is not yet party to the African Convention, regional law which is binding on 
the country must, generally, be aligned with the content of domestic law. And 
there is an array of other multilateral AU instruments with a bearing on the 
environment, such as the Bamako Convention on the Ban of the Import into 
Africa and the Control of Transboundary Movement and Management of 
Hazardous Wastes within Africa of 1991. A number of environmental protocols 
exists in SADC, such as the protocols on energy, shared watercourse systems, 
fisheries, forestry and mining. South Africa is party to all of these sectoral-based 
instruments. Still, in contrast with the situation in the EU,1764 it would be over-
optimistic to say at this point that the collective regional (AU as well as SADC) 
effort in drafting 'framework' environmental law that should be transposed into 
national law by member countries substantially advances the constitutional 
environmental obligations imposed on domestic legislatures. Environmental law-
making in South Africa since 1996 has surpassed various regional environmental 
law-making efforts.1765 However, it remains an obligation of the South African 
courts to bear in mind all applicable IEL and international human rights law 
(inclusive of that developed at regional level) when interpreting section 24 of the 
Constitution. The ultimate obstacle in the effectiveness and use of regional 
environmental law and IEL remains the lack of effective enforcement 
mechanisms.1766 It is also observed that the regional environmental law 
developments in the EU, for example, took decades to establish itself. 
Accordingly, with the lapse of time and through a process of trial and error it 
could be possible for regional environmental law in the AU and SADC to offer a 
more solid legal framework. 

Law 57-58, Van der Linde 2002 African Human Rights Law Journal 33-59 and Viljoen 
International Human Rights Law in Africa 289-290. For an overview of the Convention in 
general, refer to IUCN "An Introduction to the African Convention." 
Refer to 4.3.4. 
There is, for example, no regional environmental law that outlines basic environmental 
principles similar to that contained in section 2 of the NEMA. These principles are 
discussed below. 
See also 5.3.3 above. 
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6.3 Environmental law framework and issues 

The inclusion of section 24 in the Constitution has triggered the development of 

an environmental law edifice of note. The following section will extract some 

environmental law principles and concepts that relate to local government 

fulfilment of the positive obligations in terms of the constitutional environmental 

right, by means of a review of the most prominent developments in environmental 

law and policy.1767 

6.3.1 National Environmental Management Act 

This study does not intend to engage in a full-blown discussion of the NEMA.1768 

But because it is the most important (and thus the most influential) environmental 
framework law in South Africa it is necessary to extrapolate from the NEMA (1) 
the principles and provisions in support of section 24 that apply to local 
government, amongst other organs of state, and (2) the pertinent environmental 
obligations pertaining to local government.1769 

Innumerable environmental and natural resource related laws and policies could have a 
bearing on local government. Some of the environmental laws and policies that are not 
discussed in this chapter in detail include the Veld and Forest Fire Act 101 of 1998, 
National Forests Act 84 of 1998, Hazardous Substances Act 15 of 1973, Occupational 
Health and Safety Act 85 of 1993, Fertilizers, Farm Feeds, Agricultural Remedies and 
Stock Remedies Act 36 of 1947 and the Mineral and Petroleum Resources Development 
Act28o12002. 
As framework environmental law (see Du Plessis and Nel 2001 South African Journal of 
Environmental Law and Policy 1-2), the NEMA has as its aim to provide for cooperative 
environmental governance by establishing principles for decision-making on matters 
affecting the environment, institutions that will promote cooperative governance, and 
procedures for coordinating environmental functions exercised by organs of state; the 
prohibition, restriction or control of activities which are likely to have a detrimental effect 
on the environment; and to provide for matters connected therewith. The aim of the 
NEMA puts a lot of emphasis on the idea of cooperation and coordination. For some 
reflections on the origin of the NEMA, see Kidd Environmental Law (2008) 32. 
The Constitutional Court observes in Fuel Retailers Association of Southern Africa v 
Director-General Environmental Management, Department of Agriculture, Conservation 
and Environment Mpumalanga Province and Others 2007 10 BLCR 1059 (CC) 1080 at 
59 that the NEMA is legislation that gives effect to section 24 of the Constitution. See 
also the discussion of Bareki NO and Another v Gencor Ltd and Others 2006 1 SA 432 
(T) in Kotze et al "South African Environmental Law through the Cases." 
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Section 2 of the NEMA outlines the environmental principles that apply in South 
Africa.1770 These 'have many features in common with internationally accepted 
principles of environmental management.'1771 The principles serve as guidelines 
by reference to which any organ of state (inclusive of local authorities) must 
exercise any function and must take decisions that relate to the environment.1772 

The principles should also guide the interpretation, administration and 
implementation of the NEMA, and 'any other law concerned with the protection or 
management of the environment.' It may be argued, therefore, that the 
environmental principles should steer the fulfilment of section 24 of the 
Constitution1773 and, for example, the environmental decision-making and bylaws 
of local government. 

There is no hierarchy of environmental principles. Still, some principles generally 

receive more attention in law and jurisprudence - presumably because of the 

common applicability thereof.1774 For purposes of this study all of the principles 

with a direct bearing on local government are listed below.1775 The principles are 

accompanied by succinct remarks on their presumed link with (1) local 

government and (2) the generic elements for fulfilment of constitutional 

environmental provisions. The principles that are topical for this study are 

subsequently discussed. 

On the environmental principles in South Africa see also Glazewski Environmental Law 
138-142 and Kidd Environmental Law (2008) 32-36. For a historic perspective see 
Cowan 1989 Tydskrif vir Hedendaagse Romeins-Hollandse Reg 3-31. The value of 
environmental principles generally, was referred to in 4.3.2.1 above. 
Kidd Environmental Law (2008) 34. 
Section 2(1 )(c) of the NEMA. 
Section 2(1 )(e) of the NEMA. Section 24 of the Constitution should hence be understood 
in the context created by the environmental principles. It is proposed, however, that the 
judicial interpretation of section 24 as influenced for example by I EL developments, 
international environmental jurisprudence and even environmental change, could in 
future necessitate a revision of the environmental principles or an expansion of the 
existing list of principles in so far as the separation of powers allows. 
For example the precautionary principle and the 'polluter pays' principle. 
However, all of the NEMA principles are applicable to local government generally, and 
those not mentioned are not regarded as less important. They are regarded as serving 
only a less prominent role in local government fulfilment of the positive obligations 
imposed by section 24(b) of the Constitution - which remains the focus area of this study. 
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'Environmental management must place people and their needs at the forefront 

of its concern, and serve their physical, psychological, developmental, cultural 

and social interests equitably.'1776 Environmental management cannot be directly 

equated with environmental governance although some overlaps may occur 

pertaining to environmental decision-making processes and the use of regulatory 

instruments, for example. LEG includes the idea of environmental 

management.1777 This principle accordingly compels environmental management 

at local government level to be human-centred and focused on equality. It is in 

harmony with the local government environmental mandate, which is similarly 

focused on people and equality.1778 

'Development must be socially, environmentally and economically 
sustainable.'1779 This is a reiteration of the need for sustainable development in 
the local government sphere.1780 The NEMA goes further and states that 
sustainable development requires the consideration of all of the relevant factors 
including those related to ecosystems and biodiversity;1781 pollution and 
degradation of the environment;1782 disturbance of landscapes and cultural 
heritage sites;1783 waste;1784 the use and exploitation of non-renewable natural 

Section 2(2). The anthropocentric nature of this principle is evident from its emphasis on 
human needs. However, the fact that cultural interests should also be borne in mind 
arguably supports the proposal in Chapter 2 of this thesis for the adoption in South Africa 
of a diluted anthropocentric approach (that puts emphasis also on culture and religion) in 
the interpretation of section 24 of the Constitution. The reference to 'physical, 
psychological, developmental, cultural and social interests' is also reminiscent of the 
aspects that have to date been read into the concept 'well-being' in section 24(b) of the 
Constitution. See 6.2.2.2. 
Refer to the definition of LEG in 3.3.3.1. 
Refer to Chapter 7 below. 
Section 2(3). 
See 7.2.1.3. 
Section 2(4)(a)(i). This principle should also be read with the principle contained in 
section 2(4)(r) which provides that sensitive, vulnerable, highly dynamic or stressed 
ecosystems, such as coastal shores, estuaries, wetlands, and similar systems require 
specific attention in management and planning procedures, especially where they are 
subject to significant human usage and development pressure. 
Section 2(4)(a)(ii). 
Section 2(4)(a)(iii). 
Section 4(a)(iv). 
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resources;1785 the development, use and exploitation of renewable resources and 
ecosystems;1786 risk-averse and precautionary approaches1787 and the prevention 
of negative impacts on the environment and 'on people's environmental rights.'1788 

There is accordingly a number of specific issues that local authorities should bear 
in mind to ensure that their contributions to development will be sustainable. 
Curiously enough, the NEMA requires that negative impacts on the environment 
'and on people's environmental rights be anticipated and prevented, and where 
they cannot be altogether prevented, are minimised and remedied.'1789 This 
provision may serve a dual function in that it compels an environmental impact 
assessment to be done in the ordinary sense of the word,1790 but it can also be 
read to require the performance of what may best be referred to as an 
'environmental rights impact assessment.' This should arguably not be seen as a 
demand for a comprehensive assessment but rather as the statement of an 
abstract directive principle which requires that environmental rights (inclusive of 
section 24) be borne in mind in all development endeavours, and be overseen by 
government. The notion of sustainable development is captured also in the 
developmental mandate of local government in South Africa as will be further 
discussed in Chapter 7.1791 

'Environmental management must be integrated ... and it must take into account 

the effects of decisions on all aspects of the environment and all people in the 

environment by pursuing the selection of the best practicable environmental 

Section 4(a)(v). 
Section 4(a)(vi). 
Section 4(a)(vii). 
Section 4(a)(viii). 
Section 2(4)(a)(viii). Own emphasis. 
Especially when read with section 2(4)(i) which states that the social, economic and 
environmental impacts of activities, including disadvantages and benefits, must be 
considered, assessed and evaluated, and decisions must be appropriate in the light of 
such consideration and assessment. See also Fuel Retailers Association of Southern 
Africa v Director-General Environmental Management, Department of Agriculture, 
Conservation and Environment Mpumalanga Province and Others 2007 10 BLCR 1059 
(CC) 1084 at 71. 
Section 4(2)(d) of the Systems Act, for example, provides that it is a duty of local councils 
to strive to ensure that municipal services are provided to local communities in a 
financially and environmentally sustainable manner. 
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option.'1792 This principle calls for an integrated approach to the environment at 
local government level. It may allude to the need for the integration or 
amalgamation of human and financial resources in LEG through centralised local 
environmental government departments in municipalities, for example.1793 There 
must be a move in local government away from addressing environmental issues 
in a silo fashion, which leads to the duplication of functions and waste of scarce 
financial and human resources. The formulation of the principle also leaves the 
impression that the establishment of the best environmental option, where a 
municipality is confronted with an environmental challenge, requires public 
participation and input (in so far as the 'best option' is to be determined through 
the involvement of all affected parties). The mandates of local government 
(inclusive of its environmental mandate) are also larded with emphasis on public 
participation,1794 whilst the idea of integrated development planning serves as 
confirmation in local government law of the need for an integrated approach, inter 

alia, to environmental management.1795 

'Environmental justice must be pursued so that adverse environmental impacts 
shall not be distributed in such a manner as to unfairly discriminate.'1796 Together 
with the principle on equitable access to environmental resources, benefits and 
services,1797 this principle essentially requires of local authorities to respect the 
constitutional right to equality1798 in the provision of access to water and sanitation 
and in local planning, for example.1799 The idea of environmental justice comes to 
the fore also in the mandate of local government, in so far as the Systems Act 
states that it is a duty of a local council to give members of the local community 
equitable access to the municipal services to which they are entitled.1800 

Section 2(4)(b). 
A good example is set in the cases of Heidelberg and Walvis Bay. Refer to 4.6 and 5.6. 
See also 7.4. 
Refer to 7.21.3 and 7.2.4.5. 
Integrated development planning is attended to in 7.2.4.2. 
Section 2(4)(c) of the NEMA. 
Section 2(4)(d) of the NEMA. 
Section 9 of the Constitution. See also, 6.2.4.5. 
The notion of environmental justice was attended to in 2.2.2. 
Section 4(2)(f) of the Systems Act. See also 7.2.1.4. 
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'Responsibility for the environmental health and safety consequences of a policy, 
programme, project, product, process, service or activity exists throughout its life 
cycle.'1801 This principle entrenches the life-cycle approach as entrenched in the 
idea of 'cradle to grave.' It requires of local government policy, programmes, 
projects, processes and services that they take account of and address 
environmental health and safety consequences throughout the existence of such 
programmes, projects, processes or services. Environmental responsibilities can 
therefore not be confined to certain areas of operation. They have to permeate a 
local government's activity in its entirety.1802 One may argue that at a macro-level 
the idea of integrated development planning at local government level also aims 
at a life-cycle approach to the activities of local government, with an emphasis on 
targets and key performance indicators, for example.1803 

'The participation of all interested and affected parties in environmental 
governance must be promoted, and all people must have the opportunity to 
develop the understanding, skills and capacity necessary for achieving equitable 
and effective participation, and participation by vulnerable and disadvantaged 
persons must be ensured.'1804 This principle relates directly to public participation 
in local environmental decision-making processes.1805 In terms of this principle, 
local government should ensure the participation of community members in its 
environmental decision-making processes. This participation does not refer to 
political or representative participation but refers rather to direct participation. It 
is not clear from section 146 who should create the opportunity for the skills 
development needed, but it can be assumed that government (inclusive of local 

Section 2(4) (e). 
This principle supports the idea of a cyclical approach to environmental governance as 
was adopted in the CDP of Heidelberg and the NDP of Namibia. See 4.6 and 5.6. 
Integrated development planning is further discussed at 7.2.4.2. 
Section 2(4)(f). 
It must be borne in mind that public participation is one of the generic elements for the 
fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions. The principle may cover the element 
on environmental education in so far as it is required for people to be 'skilled' and 
'capacitated' to be able to participate effectively. This principle could accordingly benefit 
local government fulfilment of the constitutional environmental right. 
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government) is an addressee of this provision. The constitutional and legislative 

mandate of local government in South Africa generally is also interspersed with 

provisions on the need for public participation in local government decision-

making. Public participation in local government environmental decision-making 

is a constitutional objective of local government1806 and may even be viewed as a 

basic 'principle' of local government.1807 

'Decisions must take into account the interests, needs and values of all interested 
and affected parties, and this includes recognising all forms of knowledge, 
including traditional and ordinary knowledge'1808 and 'the vital role of women and 
youth in environmental management and development must be recognised and 
their full participation therein must be promoted.'1809 The recognition of and need 
for the inclusion of traditional knowledge, and of women, for example, may 
perhaps require the establishment of partnerships between local authorities and 
traditional leadership, or between local authorities and women's organisations. In 
the context of section 2(4)(g) 'values' could include religious and cultural values 
that prevail in a particular local government area. This environmental law 
principle is echoed in local government law also where the Systems Act states 
that it is a duty of local government to promote gender equity in the exercise of 
the municipality's executive and legislative authority.1810 

'Community well-being and empowerment must be promoted through 

environmental education, the raising of environmental awareness, the sharing of 

knowledge and experience and other appropriate means.'1811 This principle, read 

with section 2(4)(k) of the NEMA,1812 is laudably explicit on the need for 

Section 152(e) of the Constitution. 
See further 7.2.4.5. 
Section 2(4)(g). 
Section 2(4)(q). These principles also cover the generic element of public participation in 
the fulfilment of constitutional environmental rights. 
Section 4(2)(h) of the Systems Act. 
Section 2(4)(h). 
Section 2(4)(k) determines that decisions must be taken in an open and transparent 
manner, and access to information must be provided in accordance with the law. 
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environmental education and the sharing of environmental knowledge, as 
covered by two of the generic elements for the fulfilment of constitutional 
environmental provisions. Local government may be particularly well situated in 
the government construction to pursue this principle, due to its close positioning 
to community members. Although section 2(4)(h) is not clear on this, the 
collection of environmental information or knowledge is, of course, a requisite for 
the dissemination (the sharing) thereof. 

'There must be intergovernmental coordination and harmonisation of policies, 
legislation and actions relating to the environment'1813 and 'actual or potential 
conflicts of interest between organs of state should be resolved through conflict 
resolution procedures.'1814 These principles embrace and entrench the idea of 
cooperative environmental governance, which may be crucial inter alia for the 
establishment and implementation of law, policy and programmes, as generic 
element for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions. It similarly 
alludes to the need for the establishment of partnerships between government 
organs such as two or more local authorities, or between a local authority and its 
provincial government.1815 The focus in local government law on integrated 
development planning1816 and cooperative government1817 is clearly in line with 
this environmental principle. 

'The environment is held in public trust for the people, the beneficial use of 
environmental resources must serve the public interest and the environment 
must be protected as the peoples' common heritage.'1818 This principle 

Section 2(4)(l). See also Bray 1999 South African Journal of Environmental Law and 
Policy1-12. 
Section 2(4)(m). 
For a more detailed analysis of the meaning of cooperative governance in South Africa 
generally see, amongst others, Currie and De Waal (eds) Constitutional and 
Administrative Law 119-124 and Venter Constitutional Comparison 245-246. Refer also 
to 3.2.5 above. 
Refer to 7.2.4.2. 
See 7.2.4.6. 
Section 2(4)(o). 
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entrenches the so-called public trust doctrine.1819 It may be important particularly 
in the provision of environmental infrastructure as a generic element for the 
fulfilment of constitutional environmental obligations. Local authorities must in 
terms of this principle use and distribute water, soil and air, inter alia, in a way 
beneficial to all the people of the country. This is in line with the constitutional 
object of local government to ensure the provision of services to communities in 
an (environmentally) sustainable manner.1820 

'The costs of remedying pollution, environmental degradation and consequent 
adverse health effects and of preventing, controlling or minimising further 
pollution, environmental damage or adverse health effects must be paid for by 
those responsible for harming the environment.'1821 This principle entrenches the 
internationally established 'polluter pays' principle. Its meaning for local 
government is self-evident where a local authority pollutes (local government as 
regulated entity) or where a person in the area of the local government causes 
pollution (local government as governor or regulating entity).1822 

Being a framework environmental law, it could be expected of the remaining 
provisions in the NEMA to facilitate in a more concrete fashion than the 
Constitution the fulfilment of the section 24 environmental right by all organs of 
state. The most prominent obligations of local government in terms of the NEMA, 
other than the obligation to uphold the environmental principles above, include to 
ensure consistency in environmental planning across and together with all other 
government spheres;1823 to see to the alignment of planning with any existing 
environmental management plan and/or environmental implementation plan that 

See Van der Schyff Constitutionality of the Mineral and Petroleum Resources 
Development Act 106-149 and for some additional ideas on the public trust doctrine, 
Shelton in Larmuseau (ed) Constitutional Rights 114. 
Section 152(b) of the Constitution. 
Section 2(4)(p). For some comments of the court on this principle and section 28 of the 
NEMA, see Bareki NO and Another v Gencor Ltd and Others 2006 1 SA 432 (T). 
On the dual nature of local government see Bosman and Boyd 'Compliance and 
Enforcement in a Cooperative Governance Structure' 1. 
Section 11. 
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exists within or pertain to a particular municipal area;1824 and to adhere to the 
prescribed process for intergovernmental conflict management related to 
environmental management and governance.1825 Local authorities should also 
assist in the coordination of and cooperate in the process of having 
environmental impact assessments (ElAs) done and should have ElAs 
conducted for local government activities, which constitute one or more of the 
listed activities.1826 Municipalities must adhere to the duty of care and 
remediation of environmental damage;1827 assist in the control of and reporting on 
environmental emergency incidents;1828 respect the fact that every person is 
entitled to have access to environmental information held by the municipality, 
which relates to the implementation of the NEMA;1829 and comply with any 
obligations derived from the fact that the municipality entered into environmental 
management cooperation agreements with any person or community for the 
purpose of promoting compliance with the principles laid down in the NEMA.1830 

In addition, local authorities must fulfill any environmental obligation delegated to 
the municipality;1831 cooperate with the Environmental Management Inspectorate 
in relation to environmental law enforcement;1832 and comply with any other 
obligations in the NEMA pertaining to organs of state or government as regulated 
authorities generally. 

It is argued that the NEMA establishes a principled framework for environmental 
governance at local government level. It does outline a number of environmental 
functions and duties of local government, as has been indicated. Adherence to 
its NEMA duties generally could be offered by a municipality as proof of its 

Sections 12 and 16. 
Sections 17 to 22. 
Sections 23 to 24. 
Section 28. 
Section 30. 
As well as any other law affecting the environment, and to the state of the environment 
and actual and future threats to the environment (including any emissions to water, air or 
soil and the production, handling, transportation, treatment, storage and disposal of 
hazardous waste and substances). See section 31. 
Section 35. 
Section 45. 
Section 31(c). 
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compliance also with the constitutional duty to take 'reasonable legislative and 
other measures' to fulfill section 24 of the Constitution. As framework law, the 
NEMA establishes a distinct principled guideline for local government decision-
making. In other words, the NEMA makes it clear to local authorities as to what 
the main environmental considerations in making decisions in general should be. 
Still it must be made clear that mere compliance with the NEMA is not in itself 
sufficient to satisfy the requirement of local government in terms of section 24(b) 
to take positive environmental action.1833 For example, the NEMA does not 
provide for concrete measures that will prevent the occurrence of water and air 
pollution in a local government area, or that will result in a programmatic 
approach to environmental governance, and it also does not explicitly compel or 
regulate the provision of environmental infrastructure.1834 

6.3.2 Draft Strategic Framework for Sustainable Development 

As it is a national framework policy it makes sense to discuss the Draft Strategic 

Framework for Sustainable Development in South Africa (Draft Strategic 
Framework) (DSF) published by the DEAT in September 20061835 prior to 
reviewing South Africa's sectoral environmental legislation in 6.3.3 below. The 
DSF is South Africa's response to its obligations in terms of the Millennium 
Development Goals.1836 The policy is intended to influence law and policy making 
at all government levels but does not establish enforceable law. The idea with 
the DSF is that it should serve as a basis from which to develop and consolidate 

6.2.2.2 above described the possible components of the requirement to take reasonable 
legislative and other measures in terms of section 24(b) of the Constitution. Not all of the 
issues that were mentioned necessarily appear in the NEMA. 
Section 24(b)(ii) of the Constitution. 
The final DSF was published after the completion of the research for this thesis on 10 
July 2008. See further DEAT Planet-People-Prosperity A National Framework for 
Sustainable Development in South Africa at http://www.environment.gov.za/ 
Hotlssues/2008/nfsd/08JULY2008NFSD.doc. 
On the Millennium Development Goals refer to 2.4.2 above. 
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a national strategy and action plan.1837 The purpose of the DSF is to articulate 
South Africa's national vision for sustainable development and to indicate the 
interventions necessary to re-orientate the country's development paths towards 
sustainability.1838 The DSF states that it should be employed by all organs of 
state at all three levels of government to progressively refine and align their 
policies and decision-making to establish a coherent and mutually consistent 
national system aimed at the promotion of sustainable development.1839 Reading 
the objectives of the DSF together with section 24(b) of the Constitution, it may 
be argued that like the NEMA, the DSF serves as a national direction as to the 
type of positive environmental action required of the state.1840 Since it may be 
futile to suggest in this study a national framework policy for local government's 
fulfilment of section 241841 without bearing in mind a national strategy for 
sustainable development, the DSF is rather extensively discussed here. 

The DSF establishes an ambitious vision for sustainable development1842 which 
has been informed inter alia by the environmental, social, economic and other 
human rights enshrined in the Constitution, as well as by international 
developments.1843 The significant role that the section 24 environmental right 

Draft Strategic Framework 9-10. For a historic view of sustainable development in South 
Africa refer to African Development Bank and UN Department of Economic and Social 
Affairs Sustainable Development African Perspectives 223-237. 
Draft Strategic Framework 10. Note that it does not present detailed strategies or actions 
but rather proposes a national vision, principles, trends, strategic priority areas and a set 
of implementation measures that will enable and guide the development of the national 
strategy and action plan. 
The DSF may therefore be viewed as complementary to the description of the need for 
sustainable development that features in both the NEMA and the Systems Act. 
On section 24(b) refer to 6.2.2.2 above. It is possible to deduce from the DSF as it 
stands, the mainstream thinking of the South African government pertaining to 
sustainable development and, indirectly, fulfilment of the constitutional environmental 
right. 
See Chapter 8. 
The vision of the DSF states that South Africa aspires to be a sustainable, economically 
prosperous and self-reliant national state that safeguards its democracy by meeting the 
fundamental human needs of its people, by managing its limited ecological resources 
responsibly for current and future generations, and by advancing efficient and effective 
integrated planning and governance through national, regional and global collaboration. 
Draft Strategic Framework 11, 25. 
Draft Strategic Framework 25. 
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played in the process of development of the DSF is evident.1844 The vision of the 
DSF is underpinned by first order (fundamental), substantive and process 
principles. The fundamental principles pertain to human dignity and social equity, 
justice and fairness, as well as to democratic governance.1845 The substantive 
principles address the content or conditions that must be met in order to have a 
sustainable society and are based on principles already enshrined in legislation 
and policies. The substantive principles underscore a cyclical and systems 
approach to achieving sustainable development and relate to efficient and 
sustainable use of resources and the fact that socio-economic systems are 
embedded within and dependent upon ecosystems. It is also regarded as a 
substantive principle, that basic human needs must be met to ensure that the 
resources necessary for long-term survival are not destroyed for short-term 
gain.1846 The procedural principles apply specifically to the implementation of the 
DSF and include integration and innovation, consultation and participation, and 
implementation in a phased manner.1847 

It is possible to argue that the seven generic elements for the fulfilment of 
constitutional environmental rights will underpin a national framework on 
sustainable development in a country devoted to meeting its environmental 
obligations. In this context and in so far as one looks for explicit references to the 
generic elements, the DSF does not fare too well. Public participation,1848 the 
collection and dissemination of environmental information,1849 the establishment 
of partnerships,1850 environmental compliance and enforcement1851 and 

See, for example, the scheme in the Draft Strategic Framework 25. 
Draft Strategic Framework 11. These principles are evident also in the environmental 
and local government framework law of South Africa as will become clear in this chapter 
and in Chapter 7. 
Draft Strategic Framework 11. 
Draft Strategic Framework 28. The procedural principles also feature in environmental 
and local government framework law as the South African chapters to this study show. 
See 2.8.1. 
See 2.8.2. 
See 2.8.3. 
See 2.8.4. 
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environmental education1852 should typically fit the procedural principles category 
that was referred to above. The existing procedural principles in the DSF are 
defined in very broad terms. It is therefore possible to read all of the generic 
elements referred to above into the procedural principles currently described in 
the DSF. But that which is not explicitly stated could also slip the eye of a person 
or decision-maker who chooses not to see or to adhere to a particular procedural 
principle. With respect to the substantive principles in the DSF it may be 
expected that the generic elements on the provision of environmental 
infrastructure1853 and the development and implementation of environmental law, 
policy and programmes1854 would be included. At present, though, the 
substantive principles are very vaguely formulated and it is not clear whether or 
not they can be interpreted to include the provision of environmental 
infrastructure or the development and implementation of environmental law, 
policy and programmes. The obliqueness of the DSF could counter its relevance 
for local and other authorities' fulfilment of the constitutional environmental right. 

The DSF identifies critical cross-cutting global trends that are expected to have 
specific impacts on short-term policies.1855 These include climate change, rising 
oil prices and globalisation. Alongside some social, economic and governance 
trends it also identifies specific environmental trends related to energy, water, 
soils, waste and biodiversity.1856 Five national priority areas or 'pathways' to 
achieve sustainable development in this context are described. These include 
enhancing systems for integrated planning and implementation; sustaining 
ecosystems and using resources sustainably; creating sustainable human 
settlements; investing in sustainable economic development and infrastructure; 
and responding appropriately to emerging human development, economic and 
environmental challenges.1857 The DSF acknowledges that many such policies 

See 2.8.5. 
See 2.8.6. 
See 2.8.7. 
Draft Strategic Framework 12. 
The different trends are outlined in the Draft Strategic Framework 29-63. 
Draft Strategic Framework 14. 
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and strategies are already in place and that implementation of these poses a 
challenge. To overcome this challenge the DSF makes a case for the 
development of a set of high-level indicators to measure progress, awareness-
raising to foster a social partnership, and monitoring and reporting on 
progress.1858 The DSF is furthermore cyclical in nature in so far as it states that it 
will need to be tested, revisited and regularly updated in order to remain relevant 
and responsive to a changing national context.1859 

Reflecting on the availability of environmental information, the DSF states that in 
recent years a growing number of local authorities have initiated state of the 
environment reports (SoERs).1860 Nevertheless, '(s)erious gaps in environmental 
data remain, which greatly hamper ... efforts to make better policy decisions' 
generally. The DSF further acknowledges that '(w)hile governance is generally 
felt to be coherent, particular challenges for government relate to capacity and 
resource constraints at the local municipal level.'1861 A good example lies in the 
fact that in the area of waste management 'the greatest risk is the lack of 
capacity at local government level to implement sustainable solid waste 
management strategies and methodologies.'1862 To complicate matters, the 
servicing obligations of the state have grown faster than initial estimates, which 
were linked to projected population growth rates and not to the growth in the 
number of households.1863 One of the consequences of this is that rural-urban 
migration is transforming the smaller towns that are least equipped to handle the 
new challenges.1864 

Draft Strategic Framework 21. 
Draft Strategic Framework 22. The DSF echoes to a large extent some of the core 
features of the municipal system on integrated development planning, albeit at national 
level. The system of integrated development planning will be discussed at 7.2.4.2. 
Draft Strategic Framework 60. 
Draft Strategic Framework 61. 
Draft Strategic Framework 34. 
Draft Strategic Framework 48. 
Draft Strategic Framework 48. 
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The DSF outlines a number of strategic interventions to meet sustainable 
development commitments and targets generally. These interventions impact on 
local government in that many obligations related to each commitment and target 
are allocated to municipalities in terms of Annex 1. The priority areas for 
intervention include, amongst others, sustaining ecosystems and using natural 
resources efficiently, investing in sustainable infrastructure, creating sustainable 
communities, enhancing systems for integrated planning, and building capacity 
for sustainable development.1865 It is observed that Annex 1 makes no distinction 
between district and local municipalities, which renders the exact destination of 
some obligations in the DSF unclear.1866 

As has already been said, it is imperative that the process whereby the DSF 
unfolds is simple and clearly defined, well structured, properly coordinated and 
managed, and meets certain criteria, to ensure its successful roll-out and 
implementation. Experience elsewhere has shown that it is important, inter alia, 

to implement all interventions and actions locally but to coordinate efforts and 
monitor results centrally, and to base all actions on a participatory process that 
engenders the sharing of responsibility for implementation.1867 In this regard 
Annex 3 of the DSF outlines a number of goals and governance mechanisms 
which impose several responsibilities on the municipalities of South Africa. 
Reference must be made here to Boer,1868 who already more than ten years ago 
stated that once a national strategy for sustainable development has been 
agreed upon the real challenge becomes actual implementation. Boer argued 
that the broad changes required need to be introduced in legislation and 
administrative policy within a coherent framework. 

1865 For the responsibilities of local government in terms of the different priority areas, see 
Draft Strategic Framework 91-98, 100-103, 105-107, 109-110. Whereas local authorities 
should 'sustain ecosystems,' for example, it is evident that in terms of the DSF certain 
environmental functions are assigned to local government, which do not form part of the 
functional areas of local government in terms of the Constitution or the Systems Act. See 
7.2.1.4. 

1866 The dilemma surrounding the vagueness of the obligations of district municipalities as 
opposed to local municipalities is further discussed at 7.2.3. 

1867 Draft Strategic Framework 85. 
1868 Boer in Ginther et al (eds) Sustainable Development 130-131. 
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The question arises as to the relevance of the DSF for local government 
fulfilment of the constitutional environmental right. The DSF outlines the 
Millennium Development Goals and the obligations of the different spheres of 
government in meeting the aims of these goals. In relation to goal 7, which 
requires of state governments to ensure environmental sustainability, local 
government in South Africa is confirmed to be the party responsible for most of 
the targets contained in this goal, whether on its own or in collaboration with 
other government spheres.1869 To this extent, the DSF reiterates the role of local 
government in sustainable development and in an indirect fashion, in the 
fulfilment of the section 24 environmental right. The DSF also makes explicit 
mention of the constitutional duty of local authorities to discharge their obligation 
of service provision to local communities in a manner that is sustainable and 
promotes a safe and healthy environment.1870 As part of the discussion of 
government trends, the DSF states that the implementation capacity of the state 
has since 1994 systematically been devolved from national to provincial and local 
government level.1871 An increased number of functions have been transferred to 
the lower spheres of government, but in many cases in the absence of 
accompanying resources to implement these functions effectively and efficiently. 
The DSF acknowledges that this position has resulted in major implementation 
capacity constraints at these sub-national levels of government.1872 The 
suggestion is made in the DSF for the development of an improved revenue-
sharing formula in order to increase the potential for sustainable public policy 
implementation at provincial and local government levels.1873 According to the 
DSF, the integrated development plans (IDPs) of local government as well as its 
Local Economic Development Plans provide working frameworks that must be 
linked and synchronised with the DSF. It is, however (somewhat disappointingly 

Draft Strategic Framework 49. 
Draft Strategic Framework 53. This is line with the NEMA principles that was discussed 
in 6.3.1 as well as the constitutional objects and legislative duties of local government 
that are attended to in 7.2. 
Draft Strategic Framework 56. 
Draft Strategic Framework 56. 
Draft Strategic Framework 56. 
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so) not attempted in the DSF to concretely establish linkages between the DSF 
and the legally prescribed content of the IDPs. 

6.3.3 Sectoral Environmental Management Acts (SEMAs) 

Subsequent to the establishment of the NEMA the South African legislature 
embarked on the design and promulgation of a number of sectoral environmental 
management acts. These are more focused on a particular environmental 
medium or issue than the NEMA and the DSF. In some instances these laws 
also contain provisions explicitly relevant to local government. These provisions 
are briefly reviewed below to the extent that they may be indicative of the 
'legislative measures'1874 that have been taken to date relating to local 
government and the environment. 

6.3.3.1 National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act (NEMBA)1875 

The NEMBA provides, inter alia, for the management and conservation of South 
Africa's biodiversity, the protection of species and ecosystems, and the 
sustainable use of indigenous biological resources.1876 Local authorities have the 
obligation to align any municipal environmental conservation plan with the norms 
and standards contained in the national biodiversity framework;1877 to abide by the 
provisions of any biodiversity management agreement regarding the 
implementation of a biodiversity management plan;1878 to ensure alignment of the 
municipality's IDP with any biodiversity management plan,1879 the national 
biodiversity framework and any bioregional plan; to show in their IDPs how the 

Refer to 6.2. The obligation to take 'reasonable legislative measures' in section 24(b) of 
the Constitution applies to local government and may also require legislation at national 
or provincial level which addresses local government. 
10 of 2004. 
On the NEMBA generally, see Kotze and Du Plessis 2006 Queensland University of 
Technology Law and Justice Journal 1 -24. 
Section 39(2). 
Section 44. 
See, for example, the provincial Manual for the Application of Bioregional Planning in the 
Western Cape which will typically bind all municipalities in this province. 
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biodiversity framework/plan can be implemented by the municipality;1880 to take 

into account in its I DP process the need for protection of listed ecosystems;1881 to 

refrain from carrying out a restricted activity involving a specimen of a listed or 

protected or alien or invasive species without a permit1882 and to prepare as part 

of their IDPs an invasive species monitoring, control and eradication plan for land 

under their control.1883 Local authorities accordingly have clear mandates in 

terms of the key biodiversity law of South Africa. The implementation of the act 

at local government level may be challenged by factors such as the lack of clear 

indications as to the responsibilities of local and district municipalities and by the 

lack of specialised knowledge on the content of the national biodiversity 

framework, listed ecosystems and invasive species, for example. 

,1884 6.3.3.2 National Environmental Management: Air Quality Act (NEMAQAj 

The NEMAQA aims to reform the law regulating air quality in South Africa in 
order for air quality regulation to be aligned with section 24(b) of the Constitution. 
It aims to provide for national norms and standards regulating air quality 
monitoring, management and control by all spheres of government and to cater 
specifically for air quality measures and matters incidental thereto. The local 
government obligations imposed by the NEMAQA include that local authorities 
should generally seek to protect and enhance the quality of air in accordance 
with the NEMA environmental principles;1885 abide by the national norms and 
standards contained in the national framework on air quality and in relation with 
public participation;1886 prevent air pollution and degradation of air quality; reduce 
discharges; promote air quality management; monitor air quality effectively; 
regularly report on air quality; comply with related international law obligations 
(such as the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on 

1880 Section 48. 
1881 Section 54. 
1882 Sections 57, 65 and 71. 
1883 Section 67. 
1884 39 of 2004. 
1885 Sections 3 and 5. 
1886 Section 7(2). 
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Climate Change of 1997); give effect to the national framework when exercising a 
power or duty or responsibility assigned to the municipality;1887 abide by the 
national standards for municipalities to monitor ambient air quality and point, non-
point and mobile source emissions; and collect and manage air quality data.1888 A 
municipality may furthermore in terms of a bylaw identify substances or mixtures 
of substances in ambient air which present a threat to health, well-being or the 
environment in the municipality, or which the municipality reasonably believes 
present such a threat, and establish local standards for emissions from point, 
non-point or mobile sources in the municipality.1889 If national or provincial 
standards have been established for any particular substance or mixture of 
substances, a municipality may not alter any such national or provincial 
standards except by establishing stricter standards.1890 Before the municipality 
passes an air quality bylaw it must follow a consultative process in terms of 
chapter 4 of the Systems Act.1891 The obligations of municipalities include that it 
must designate an air quality officer to be responsible for coordinating matters 
pertaining to air quality management in the municipality;1892 include in its IDPs an 
air quality management plan;1893 assist national and provincial government in the 
drafting and implementation of a priority area air quality management plan if such 
an area has been identified within the municipality's area;1894 take heed of the 
nationally or provincially published list of activities which result in atmospheric 
emissions which have/may have a significant detrimental effect on the 
environment (since listed activities require an atmospheric emission license);1895 

acquaint itself with listed controlled emitters in South Africa and/or the province 
and related emission standards;1896 acquaint itself with listed controlled fuels and 

Section 7(3). 
Sections 8(a) and (c). 
Section 11. 
Section 11. 
Section 11. 
Sections 14(3), 30 and 31. 
Section 15(2). 
Section 19. 
Sections 21 and 22. 
Sections 23 and 24. 
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related standards1897 and familiarise itself with measures in respect of dust, noise 
and offensive odours and applicable standards.1898 Particularly important is the 
provision in the NEMAQA that metropolitan and district municipalities are 
charged with implementing atmospheric emission licensing systems and must for 
this purpose perform the functions of licensing authorities.1899 

The NEMAQA sets out rather profound obligations pertaining to local authorities, 
and local government clearly has a key role to fill in relation to air quality 
management. The attempt to implement the NEMAQA at local government level 
is expected to generate significant challenges. The resource capacity of 
especially district municipalities to take on the task of licensing authority is 
questionable. Air quality management relies on extensive scientific knowledge 
and monitoring infrastructure and equipment, the availability of which to local 
government is also questioned. The implementation of the NEMAQA may 
require the devolution of significant financial resources, as well as extensive 
training of local government officials, appointed air quality officers and even 
councillors concerned with the environment portfolio. It is proposed that such 
training take place prior to the implementation of the emission licensing systems 
at local government level. It may also be necessary for the DEAT, the 
Environmental Management Inspectorate, or a specially appointed task team to 
assess on an individual basis the capacity of district and metropolitan 
municipalities to entirely assume the function of air quality management, prior to 
expecting of these municipalities that they operate as licensing and monitoring 
authorities. A further concern, generally, is the environmental bylaw-making 
capacity1900 at local government level. Although air pollution is listed as a 
schedule 4(b) local government matter in the Constitution, pollution control 
generally is a schedule 4(a) functional area of national and provincial 

1897 Section 25. 
1898 Sections 32 to 34. 
1899 Section 36. At the time of writing, local authorities had not yet started to operate as 

licensing authorities, although this transition is expected to take place towards the end of 
2009. 

1900 Referring to access to a legal officer or legal department as well as the technical legal 
expertise required to pass a bylaw on a scientifically complex subject such as air quality. 
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government, which obliges the latter to remain involved in air quality 
management across South Africa. 

6.3.3.3 National Environmental Management: Protected Areas Act 

(NEMPAA/90' 

In support of the NEMBA, the NEMPAA aims to provide for the protection and 
conservation of ecologically viable areas representative of South Africa's 
biological diversity - its natural landscapes and seascapes. It aims also at the 
establishment of a national register of all national, provincial and local protected 
areas; for the management of those areas in accordance with national norms and 
standards; for intergovernmental cooperation and for public consultation in 
related decision-making processes. The obligations imposed on local 
government in the specific include that it must take into account any norms or 
standards that apply in the jurisdiction of the municipality or to a local protected 
area;1902 take part in any consultation processes regarding the declaration of a 
protected environment;1903 fulfill any obligations that may arise from the 
assignment of the management of a particular protected area to the 
municipality;1904 assist in the development of a management plan for a protected 
area within the municipality's jurisdiction;1905 take part in the co-management of a 
protected area in terms of a co-management agreement where applicable;1906 

monitor a protected area against set indicators where applicable1907 and draft 
bylaws for the restriction of activities in local protected areas.1908 Like the NEMBA 
and NEMAQA, the NEMPAA is clear on the possible role and duties of local 
government in the legal framework on protected areas in South Africa, although 

57 of 2003. 
Section 11. 
Sections 31 and 32. 
Section 38. 
Section 39. 
Section 42. 
Section 43. 
Section 46. 
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the exact parameters of the role and duties may be unclear.1909 A protected area 
often transcends demarcated local government areas. To this extent it is 
regarded as particularly important to have clarity on shared municipal functions 
and duties as well as on the role that district and local municipalities may be 
expected to play. Protected areas fall outside the constitutional functional areas 
of local government, a fact which, if not addressed, could result in this being the 
assignment to local government of an unfunded mandate.1910 

6.3.3.4 National Environmental Management: Waste Bill (NEMWMB)'9'1 

The NEMWMB was published in 2007. Depending on the content of the final act 
to be promulgated, the new waste law could have profound implications for local 
government. The NEMWMB applies to local government since it binds all organs 
of state.1912 The National Waste Management Strategy (NWMS) to be 
established in terms of the Bill1913 will furthermore bind all municipalities.1914 Local 
authorities will be bound by waste management standards in the cause of 
environmental justice, since nationally applicable standards must be established 
by DEAT inter alia for the provision of waste management services, waste 
avoidance, waste minimisation, recovery, re-use and recycling, and waste 
treatment and disposal.1915 A novel attribute of the Bill is the obligation imposed 
on local authorities in some instances and the option given to local authorities in 
other instances to establish local standards. Municipal bylaws must establish 

On the fragmented protected areas regime in South Africa, see Paterson 2007 SA Public 
Law7-9. 
The idea of unfunded mandates at local government level is discussed further below. 
National Environmental Management: Waste Bill GG 30142 of 3 August 2007. 
Sections 3 and 4. 
This will arguably be an adapted version of the 1999 NWMS. 
Section 7(3). The NWMS must be reviewed at intervals of not more than five years. 
These intervals could coincide with the five-year validity of municipalities' IDPs. The 
NWMS should include, amongst other aspects, national norms and standards for waste 
management, national norms for service delivery, measures for cooperative governance 
in waste management, and targets for waste reduction. See section 7(1). 
Section 8(1). Note that provincial standards may be established in terms of section 8(9) 
for some waste management activities. Standards may also be established, amongst 
others, for the regionalisation of waste management services, producer responsibility, 
collection and verification of waste management data, and tariffs for waste services 
provided by municipalities. See sections 8(2) and (3). 
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service standards and levels of service for the collection of waste, whilst bylaws 
may also provide for requirements in respect of the separation, compacting and 
storage of waste and the avoidance of the generation of waste and its recovery, 
re-use and recycling.1916 Each municipality must furthermore include in its IDP an 
integrated waste management plan (IWMP) that is consistent with the relevant 
provincial IWMP.1917 Particularly noteworthy is the provision that the relevant 
national departments and provincial government must provide in their IWMPs for 
measures that will be implemented to support municipalities in giving effect to all 
of their obligations in terms of the Bill.1918 

The general powers and duties of municipalities are outlined in section 16. The 
powers and duties are mainly preventative in nature and include local authorities 
as part of the waste law compliance and enforcement regime. Every municipality 
must conduct municipal activities in accordance with the NWMS; compile an 
integrated waste plan; ensure that waste management services are provided 
within the municipality in a manner which prioritises the recovery, re-use or 
recycling of waste and provides for the treatment and safe disposal of waste as a 
last resort; designate a waste management officer;1919 ensure that provision is 
made for the management and collection of litter and secure compliance with the 
objects of the Bill in the domain of the municipality. In conflict with the obligatory 
nature of section 10, section 16(2) provides that a municipality may pass waste 
management bylaws and standards and may cooperate with another municipality 

Section 10(1). Own emphasis. 
Section 11(2). These IWMPs must contain a whole array of information and planning 
provisions. Crucially, however, a municipality's IWMP is expected also to include the 
measures intended for: (1) the improvement of cooperative governance, (2) waste 
avoidance, minimisation, recycling and re-use, and (3) delivery of waste management 
services to all residential premises, with further provisions on priorities and objectives for 
waste management and ways in which the IWMP will be effected. See section 12. 
Section 12(b)(vi). 
Each municipality must designate a waste management officer from its administration to 
coordinate the municipality's waste management and to perform all other duties assigned 
to it in terms of the Bill. Some of the duties/powers of a waste management officer 
include: that the municipality may require the holder of a waste management license to 
designate a waste control officer. A waste control officer should, inter alia, work towards 
the development and introduction of cleaner production technologies and practices and 
promptly report on non-compliance. See section 63(1). 
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in respect of the provisions of joint waste management services. This may be 

crucial for outlining the functions of local and district municipalities, for 

example.1920 Municipalities may in terms of section 69(3) also be required to 

furnish information for purposes of a national or provincial waste information 

system. The NEMWMB makes it clear that local government has a fundamental 

role to play in the new legal framework on waste management in South Africa. It 

is particularly interesting to see how the Bill also aims to employ and encourage 

local government in the aim to achieve national waste objectives related to waste 

minimisation and the recycling of waste. 

Waste management is currently in chaos in most parts of South Africa.1921 The 
focus on waste prevention and minimisation at local government level may be 
problematic, whilst there is a dire need to first address existing problems in waste 
disposal and local waste management generally.1922 As was the case with the 
NEMPAA it is regarded as particularly important to have clarity on shared 
municipal waste functions and duties as well as on the roles that district and local 
municipalities may be expected to fulfill. Whereas the adoption of certain waste 
bylaws is obligatory the concern related to environmental bylaws generally also 
applies here. 

Section 27 of the Bill provides that every municipality has an obligation to progressively 
ensure that efficient, effective and affordable waste collection services are provided. A 
municipality may also, in terms of section 30(3) by notice require any person making use 
of the municipal collection services to separate specified types of waste from general 
waste for the purpose of recovery, re-use or recycling. A further obligation is that 
municipalities must ensure that sufficient containers or places are provided to contain 
litter which is discarded by the public. See section 33(1). 
See Du Plessis 'National Environmental Management: Waste Bill of 2007 - Opportunities 
or Predicaments for Local Government?' 
Bosman and Boyd 'Compliance and Enforcement in a Cooperative Governance 
Structure' 4 show that despite large-scale housing and other developments, reticulation 
systems, pumping stations, wastewater treatment works and waste disposal sites have 
not been upgraded and cannot cope with the increased volumes of effluent and waste, 
which regularly spills into the surrounding environment, affecting water resources in 
particular. 
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6.3.3.5 National Environmental Management: Integrated Coastal 
Management Bill (NEMICMB?™ 

The aims of the NEMICMB include, inter alia, to establish a system of integrated 
coastal and estuarine management and the ecologically sustainable development 
of the coastal zone. It also aims to define rights and duties in relation to the 
seashore and other coastal areas and to determine the responsibilities of organs 
of state in relation to the seashore and other coastal areas. Section 46 of the Act 
provides for the preparation and adoption of municipal coastal management 
programmes.1924 Each municipality whose area includes coastal public property 
must make a bylaw that designates strips of land adjacent to that coastal public 
property as coastal access land in order to secure public access to that coastal 
public property.1925 Section 20 of the NEMICMB outlines the responsibilities of 
municipalities with regard to coastal access land. It is provided that a 
municipality in whose area coastal access land falls must signpost entry points to 
that coastal access land; control the use of and activities on that land; protect and 
enforce the rights of the public to use that land to gain access to coastal public 
property; maintain that land so as to ensure that the public has access to the 
relevant coastal public property; where appropriate and within its available 
resources, provide facilities that promote access to coastal public property; 
remove any public access servitude that is causing or contributing to adverse 
effects that the municipality is unable to prevent or to mitigate adequately; and 
report on implementation measures and describe or otherwise indicate all coastal 
access land in any municipal coastal management programme and in any 
municipal spatial development framework prepared in terms of the Systems Act. 
A municipality may make bylaws to this effect. All coastal municipalities must 
furthermore, within four years of the commencement of the final Act, prepare and 

National Environmental Management: Integrated Coastal Management Bill of 2007 GN 
1829 in GG 29476 of 14 December 2006. 
Section 47 elaborates on the content of such plans. 
Section 18. In terms of section 18(6) a municipality may, on its own initiative or in 
response to a request from an organ of state or any other interested and affected party, 
withdraw the designation of any land as coastal access land. 
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adopt a municipal coastal management programme for managing the coastal 
zone or specific parts of the coastal zone in the municipality. A municipality may 
prepare and adopt a coastal management programme as part of an I DP and 
spatial development framework adopted in accordance with the Systems Act.1926 

In terms of section 48 a municipality may administer its coastal management 
programme and may make bylaws to provide for the implementation, 
administration and enforcement thereof.1927 The NEMICMB also compels public 
participation in related decision-making processes.1928 In addition, in terms of 
section 56(2) a municipality may not adopt a land use scheme that is inconsistent 
with a coastal zoning scheme made in terms of the Act. Section 93 provides for 
directives to municipalities. If an MEC has reason to believe that a municipality is 
not taking adequate measures to prevent or remedy adverse effects on the 
coastal environment, to implement or monitor compliance with provincial norms 
and standards, or to give effect to the provincial coastal management 
programme, the MEC may in writing direct the municipality to take specified 
measures to do so.1929 The MEC must, however, not give a directive without first 
consulting with the municipality and giving it a reasonable opportunity to make 
representations.1930 Furthermore, it is provided that national government must 
make available and accessible to the public sufficient information concerning the 
protection and management of the coastal zone, to enable the public to make an 
informed assessment of the extent to which the state is fulfilling its duties in terms 

In terms of section 47(2) a municipal coastal management programme must include a 
vision for the management of the coastal zone, including the sustainable use of coastal 
resources; the coastal management objectives for the coastal zone within the jurisdiction 
of the municipality; priorities and strategies to achieve the coastal management 
objectives of the municipality; fmust assist in the achievement of the national and 
provincial coastal management objectives as may be applicable; and must establish 
performance indicators to measure progress with the achievement of those objectives. 
Comprehensive provision is made for the review of coastal management plans, including 
in the situation where such plans have been developed by local government. See 
sections 53-54. 
Sections 51 and 52. 
Section 93(1). 
Section 93(2). If the municipality does not comply with a directive the MEC may use any 
powers granted to the MEC under the Act to take measures to prevent or remedy 
adverse effects on the coastal environment, to implement or monitor compliance with 
provincial norms and standards, or to give effect to the provincial coastal management 
programme. 
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of the Act.1931 National government will arguably require cooperation and 
information from local authorities to execute this duty. In the final instance, 
section 98 of the Bill provides that the MEC must liaise with coastal municipalities 
in the province to coordinate actions taken by provincial organs of state with 
actions taken by municipalities; and to monitor compliance by such municipalities 
with the Act. The obligations and duties of local government in terms of the 
NEMICMB are quite clear. The legislature may be lauded also for the way in 
which it makes provision for the control of local government's fulfilment of the 
duties imposed by the NEMICMB. 

6.3.4 Other environmental laws 

In addition to the NEMA and the SEMAs, a vast number of other environmental 
laws has bearing on local government and local governance.1932 Some of these 
laws contain provisions that may be relevant in local government's fulfilment of 
the constitutional environmental right. Some of these are briefly discussed for 
reference purposes in Addendum A to this study. 

6.4 Key local government functions in terms of environmental law 

The discussion of the Constitution, the NEMA, the DFA, and sectoral and other 
environmental laws in South Africa above has revealed that the legislature is 
committed to the decentralisation of environmental obligations, functions and 
powers in the government structure of South Africa. This means at least two 
things, namely (1) that local government is entrusted with the responsibility for 
several activities that are directly and indirectly required for government to 
comply with its constitutional environmental duties in terms of section 24(b) of the 

Section 97. 
Bearing in mind the width of the constitutional duties of local government and the range 
of activities conducted by local government it is impossible to cover all possible 
environmentally relevant laws and legal provisions that pertain to local government and 
local governance. For this reason only the most appropriate environmental laws for the 
purpose of this study were distilled. 
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Constitution and (2) that local government is as accountable for fulfilment of the 
constitutional environmental right as are provincial and national government - the 
environmental autonomy of local government is certainly not merely nominal in 
South Africa. The core environmental functions of local government in terms of 
environmental law differ in specification and include, inter alia:W33 

• Refraining from and acting upon activities that are or could be environmentally 

harmful or detrimental to the health and well-being of people;1934 

• Taking reasonable legislative and other measures to prevent pollution and 

ecological degradation, promote conservation and secure ecologically 

sustainable development and the use of natural resources;1935 

• Adhering in decision-making and execution of all local government functions 

and powers to the environmental principles contained in the NEMA, which 

include the precautionary principle and public participation in environmental 

decision-making, amongst others;1936 

• Meeting framework environmental law obligations such as those pertaining to 

cooperative environmental governance, integrated planning, environmental 

information sharing and environmental impact assessment;1937 

• Meeting framework environmental policy obligations such as those pertaining 

to the efficient use of natural resources, capacity building for sustainable 

development and investment in sustainable infrastructure;1938 

• Drafting and implementing sectoral environmental plans to form part of 

municipalities' IDPs, such as a biodiversity management plan and an air-

quality management plan;1939 

• Drafting, adopting and implementing certain sectoral environmental bylaws 

such as the bylaws required in terms of the NEMAQA and the NEMWMB;1940 

1934 
1935 
1936 
1937 
1938 
1939 

This is by no means an exclusive list, but only serves to extract some of the prominent 
environmental functions of local government. 
Section 24(a) of the Constitution. See 6.2.2.1 above. 
Section 24(b) of the Constitution. See 6.2.2.2 above. 
Refer to 6.3.1. 
Refer to 6.3. 
See 6.3. 
Refer to 6.3.3 and 7.2.4.2. 
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• Playing a role in environmental compliance and enforcement in South Africa 
as licensing authority, by setting and monitoring local environmental 
standards and by appointing sector-focused environmental officers such as 
air-quality and waste management officers;1941 

• Assisting in the collection and dissemination of environmental information;1942 

and 

• Meeting the requirements on public participation contained in sectoral 

environmental laws.1943 

6.5 Assessment 

In the words of Murray1944 'a Constitution on paper is hardly a Constitution at all, 
however progressively its contents and however careful its design.' Du Bois1945 

holds that, generally speaking, there is a significant gap between the law's claim 
to authority and its social acceptance and effectiveness. The question may be 
asked as to what a move beyond paper-based constitutionalism and the 
'effecting' of a constitution entails. This question may be rephrased to ask what a 
move beyond paper-based protection of peoples' environment and the fulfilment 
of a constitutional environmental right entails, and what the role of a sub-
government structure such as local government therein is. 

This chapter has shown that South Africa has an enforceable, anthropocentric 
environmental right in which the 'environment' is interpreted in broad and 
inclusive terms. Section 24(b) of the Constitution obliges all government bodies 
to take affirmative environmental action with the focus being on health, well-
being, and conservation issues as facets of the bigger concept of sustainable 

Refer to 6.3.3. 
See 6.3.1 and 6.3.3. 
See 6.3.1. 
Refer to 6.3.1 and 6.3.3. 
Murray 2004 International Journal of Legal Information 349. See also Beukes 2002 SA 
Public Law 247. 
Du Bois 2004 International Journal of Legal Information 231. 
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development. The positive duties that local government incurs from section 24(b) 
are directed at both the executive and legislative powers. Section 24 does not 
exist or operate in constitutional isolation but intersects in different ways with a 
number of other rights and provisions in the Constitution. It was indicated earlier 
that many constitutional rights and provisions envelop and feed into the meaning 
of the constitutional environmental right. It is encouraging to know that although 
explicit environmental protection is provided in section 24, it could be possible for 
other rights to offer either similar or additional protection in this regard -
depending, of course, on the facts of a matter. For those who bear the 
obligations in terms of section 24 (local authorities, for example) this state of 
affairs aggravates the scope of their obligations. In the application of section 24, 
IL and regional environmental and human rights law may also play a role, in that 
international and foreign law should feed into the way in which the constitutional 
environmental right is interpreted. 

The NEMA is a framework environmental law that ramifies the constitutional 
environmental right. The environmental management principles contained 
therein must guide local government action and decision-making whilst the 
remaining NEMA provisions make it evident that local government has a role to 
play in environmental management in South Africa. As a precursor to the 
discussion on local government law in Chapter 7 below, it is observed that the 
language of the NEMA on the obligations of local government seems to appeal to 
the environmental mandate of local government in terms of local government law. 
The DSF is a national policy response to South Africa's commitment to the 
internationally applicable Millennium Development Goals. The policy serves as a 
national framework and like the NEMA includes a number of positive obligations 
on the part of local authorities. Some of these obligations are similar to the 
obligations of local government contained in the NEMA, whilst others are more 
novel. 
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A review of the sectoral environmental laws and other environmental legislation 
in South Africa has revealed that sufficient provision is made for local 
government functions in the overall environmental governance context. There is, 
accordingly, no denial of the role that local government as an autonomous 
government sphere can play. Besides, the fact that local government is soon to 
become the air-emission licensing authority shows that provincial and national 
government do not cling to responsibility for environmental functions. It has been 
observed also that several environmental functions have been assigned to local 
government that do not appear in schedules 4(b) or 5(b) of the Constitution. It is 
therefore possible to speak of the presence of a system of decentralised 
environmental government or a system of local environmental governance in 
South Africa. As was indicated above, some doubts exist about institutional and 
resource capacity at local government level and whether or not they have the 
expertise required to meet a number of scientifically complex environmental 
duties and functions. 

It is not possible, however, to come to any conclusions yet as to (1) the meaning 
of section 24(b) for municipalities in the particular, or (2) the extent to which 
South African environmental law facilitates local government fulfilment of the 
constitutional environmental right, without having considered in more detail the 
institution of local government (inclusive of its powers, duties and constitutional 
status) and the constitutional and regulatory framework that applies to the local 
authorities of South Africa generally. These issues are attended to in Chapter 7. 
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7.1 Introduction 

Darkness is no different in different parts of the city, nor is refuse 
cleaner or dirtier. Yet, our planners have managed to create concepts 
of white darkness, which has to be dispelled by street lights, and black 
darkness, which is to be endured as a natural condition. Similarly, the 
rubbish from white homes, which already have the advantage of 
water-borne sewerage systems, is deemed worthier of being collected 
than that from black homes ... Access to amenities should be 
provided on an equal basis.1946 

Although politically loaded, this short narrative impersonates the pre-

constitutional reality of a number of local communit ies in South Africa.1947 The 

Constitution (especially the Bill of Rights) brought about an irreversible legal 

transformation that aims to eradicate scenarios such as the one depicted 

above.1948 As part of the transformation process local government has undergone 

fundamental changes.1949 In the words of De Visser:1950 

Local government is no longer the stepchild of national and provincial 
government. It is now a mature partner of national and provincial 
government. 

Sachs Advancing Human Rights 50. 
See on the settlement pattern in South Africa as created by apartheid, Swilling in Swilling 
(ed) Governing Africa's Cities 212-213. Malherbe 2003 Journal of South African Law 433 
compels agreement when stating that when considering the impact of the Bill of Rights 
on the South African society the past must always be taken as the point of departure. 
See Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 183-184. The 
transformation process has taken place in a way that is unique when one considers 
international trends. Swilling in Swilling (ed) Governing Africa's Cities 218-219 states 
that out of all the political systems that have gone through a non-revolutionary regime 
transition from authoritarianism to democracy, South Africa is the only one where this 
transition occurred simultaneously at a national and sub-national (local) level. 
For brief historic accounts of the development of local government in South Africa, see 
Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 1-3-1 -32, Bekink Local Government Law 
23-26, Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 183-184, Craythorne 
Municipal Administration 1 -4, Vosloo, Jeppe and Kotze Local Government in Southern 
Africa 13-53, Adlem and Du Pisani Stedelike Politiek en Administrasie, De Visser 
Developmental Local Government 49-53, 57-60 and Robinson in Van Donk et al (eds) 
Consolidating Developmental Local Government 27-49. See Currie and De Waal (eds) 
Constitutional and Administrative Law 214-215 and De Visser 60-69 for the history 
behind the legal changes that had to ensure the transition of local government from a 
racially-based apartheid system to one that is non-racial and democratic. 
De Visser 2002 SA Public Law243. 
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The elevated constitutional status of local government clothed it with several 
novel rights and duties1951 - many of which relate directly to the environment of 
rural and urban communities. In support of the research question to this study 
this chapter questions the extent to which the legal status and powers of local 
government and existing framework local government law may influence the 
meaning of and facilitate the fulfilment of the section 24 environmental right.1952 

The chapter determines the areas where local government law and local 
governance generally overlap with environmental law and specifically the generic 
principles for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions.1953 The 
developments in South Africa are reviewed with particular reference to the 
Drakenstein Local Municipality.1954 Before considering in more detail the related 
aspects pertaining to local government in South Africa, it may be useful to 
highlight some of the primary attributes of local government.1955 

A municipality is defined in section 2(b) of the Systems Act as a composite entity, 

an organ of state, which consists of three elements: the municipal council as the 

elected political structure,1956 the municipal administration and the local 

See further Fedsure Life Assurance Ltd and Others v Greater Johannesburg Transitional 
Metropolitan Council and Others 1998 12 BCLR 1458 (CC) 1477 at 38, Bekink Local 
Government Law 8 and Mokale and Scheepers Developmental Local Government 2-3. 
This chapter has a very specific focus. It does not aim at an in-depth discussion and 
analysis of local government and local government law in South Africa. Local 
government and local government law intersect with issues relevant to the environment, 
well-being and environmental law in a vast number of ways. See for example the four 
hundred page environmental law register that was developed by the Centre for 
Environmental Management of the North West University, Potchefstroom Campus, for 
the Drakenstein Local Municipality in 2008 (on file with the author, albeit copyright 
protected). Accordingly, particular attention will be paid in this chapter to the relevant 
provisions of the Constitution and framework local government law. To the extent that 
such a secluded focus is possible, this chapter focuses on the structures and nature of 
local government against the background of local authorities' positive duty to fulfill the 
constitutional environmental right. 
On the generic principles see 2.8. 
See 1.4 above and 7.4 below. 
For a number of concepts and ideas pertaining to local government generally, refer to 
Chapter 3. 
Which include in terms of section 1 of the Structures Act any other committee or elected, 
designated or appointed municipal structure. A ward committee would typically be 
covered by the definition of local government. Ward committees are further discussed at 
7.2.3.6. 
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community.1957 South Africa has wall-to-wall local government, which means that 
every piece of land in the country falls within the area of at least one 
municipality.1958 Local government comprises of a total of 284 municipalities1959 

as opposed to the approximately 840 local authorities that existed prior to 
1994.1960 Local government is a sphere of government as opposed to a level of 
government as was the case prior to 1996. This has rather profound implications 
pertaining to the powers of local authorities, one of which is that local government 
is no longer subordinate to provincial and national government.1961 However, this 
'autonomy'1962 can still in some ways be regulated by provincial and national 
legislation.1963 For instance, local bylaws are subordinate to the content of 

The community of the municipality is defined to include four distinct groups, namely 
residents of the municipality, ratepayers, civil society formations and non-visitors, namely 
visitors and other people residing outside the municipality who, because of their presence 
in the area, make use of municipal services or facilities. These groups are discussed in 
more detail by Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 1 -24. 
On the notion of wall-to-wall local government see, amongst others, Steytler and De 
Visser Local Government Law 1 -15 and De Visser Developmental Local Government 75. 
Section 2 of the Systems Act provides that a municipality is an organ of state within the 
local sphere of government. It has a separate legal personality which excludes liability 
on the part of its community for the actions of the municipality. 
See section 151(1) of the Constitution and Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of 
Local Government 187-189. Today, the municipal boundaries are determined by the 
Municipal Demarcation Board that has been established in terms of the Local 
Government: Municipal Demarcation Act 27 of 1998. This body also has the function to 
advise municipalities about the division of functions and powers between district and 
local municipalities. The Board is an independent, juristic person. See also Steytler and 
De Visser Local Government Law 2-4 - 2-18 and Bekink Local Government Law 148-
150. 
See further the discussion in 7.2.1. See also section 151(4) of the Constitution, Steytler 
and De Visser Local Government Law 1-23, Devenish 2006 Stellenbosch Law Review 
157-158, Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 184-185, Fedsure 
Life Assurance Ltd and Others v Greater Johannesburg Transitional Metropolitan Council 
and Others 1998 12 BCLR 1458 (CC) 1477 at 38, Bekink Local Government Law 8, 
Mokale and Scheepers Developmental Local Government 2-3, Devenish 2006 
Stellenbosch Law Review 158 and Reddy in Reddy (ed) Local Government 
Democratisation 204. 
Since it is still in some ways possible for provincial and national government to encroach 
upon local government affairs (either in a supportive capacity or in the context of shared 
constitutional competencies), it is not possible to speak of true local government 
autonomy. Although this position is criticised by some, it is argued later that the 
somewhat limited autonomy of local government could in fact be to the benefit of local 
government fulfilment of the section 24 environmental right. See 7.2.1 and refer further 
to Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law\ -26 - 1-27. 
Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 1-30 express the incontestable opinion 
that '(i)n any constitutional challenge, a purposive interpretation of the Constitution 
should strive to maximise local autonomy support of local democracy and development. 
Local government's developmental mandate in terms of section 152 of the Constitution 
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provincial and national legislation, although they would emanate from original 
law-making power as opposed to delegated law-making power.1964 Local councils 
are the decision-making bodies of all local authorities and these are 
democratically elected once every five years in order to establish representative 
and participatory local government.1965 There is no clear separation of executive 
and legislative powers at local government level as both types of authority vest in 
the municipal council. The new local government dispensation (as is further 
argued below) introduced new instruments of governance, including mechanisms 
for participatory governance, integrated development planning, localised political 
accountability, service delivery partnership options, and economic development 
centered on community preferences.1966 Local government is developmental^ 
oriented, as is elaborated on in 7.2.1.3 and 7.2.4.1 and should therefore drive 
social, economic and environmental development alongside the mandate of 
service delivery.1967 The developmental role of local government should be 
fulfilled in the context of the fact that one of the constitutional objects of local 
government is to provide democratic and accountable government.1968 Local 
government is furthermore embedded in the system of intergovernmental 
relations and cooperative government. In addition, local government also 

should inform such an interpretation.' This mandate is further discussed in 7.2.1.3. See 
also De Visser 2002 SA Public Law 236-243. 
See Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 1-26 and further the discussion at 
7.2.1.4. 
Refer to Craythorne Municipal Administration 10. 
Levy and Tapscott Intergovernmental Relations 262. Some of these governance 
instruments directly relate to the generic elements for the fulfilment of constitutional 
environmental rights and are further discussed at 7.3.2 and 7.4.5 below. 
See Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 1-15. In addition to the novel 
governance instruments available, the idea of developmental local government manifests 
a link between local authorities and the constitutional environmental right of the 
communities they govern. See further 7.2.4. 
On democratic local government refer to Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 
1-23 -1-26. According to Carpenter in Verloren van Themaat Centre for Public Law 
Studies Local Government 25-26 the value of local democracy lies therein that it 
contributes to constitutionalism in the following respects: it brings about diversity and 
pluralism in a complex policy environment; it promotes active participation by both 
individuals and local communities in the day-to-day government of the country; it 
provides for the resolution of conflict within a particular community by creating a common 
focus for community identity; it disperses political power, thus preventing a too great 
concentration at any particular level of government; it leads to greater efficiency and to 
enhanced legitimacy because of greater sensitivity to local needs and conditions. 
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establishes the primary sphere of government that traditional leadership can feed 
into in order for traditional communities to partake in the decision-making 
processes that affect them.1969 The basic features of contemporary local 
government are accompanied by the fact that 'as much as local government is 
protected by the constitutional guarantees of autonomy, municipalities must 
abide also by the constitutional demands, including the obligations of the Bill of 
Rights ... In the case of socio-economic rights more than mere respecting of 
rights is required.'1970 As is further discussed below, the Systems Act expressly 
affirms the duty of municipalities to contribute together with other organs of state 
to the progressive realisation of socio-economic rights inclusive of the right to an 
environment not detrimental to health or well-being.1971 

7.2 Local government law framework and issues 

7.2.1 Constitutional and statutory state of local government 

Democratisation and the constitutional reform in South Africa saw to it that local 

government today is clothed with several crucial autonomous functions and 

powers.1972 These functions and powers are outlined in the Constitution as well 

as framework local government law and are indicative of the rise in status of local 

authorities. The next section aims to bring to the fore additional key features and 

the aims of contemporary local government with reference to the scope of its 

autonomy and its duties and functions. 

The notion of cooperative governance links with the idea of partnerships as a generic 
element for environmental rights fulfilment, as is further discussed in 7.2.4.6 below. The 
presumed importance of the role of traditional leadership in local government fulfilment of 
the section 24 environmental right is further attended to in 7.2.3.5 below. 
See section 7(2) of the Constitution, section 4(2)0) of the Systems Act and Steytler and 
De Visser Local Government Law 1-30. 
Section 4(2)(j) of the Systems Act. 
Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 27A citing Thomashausen, shows that it is 
generally accepted as a 'sound principle' that the local government level should be an 
autonomous level of government. 
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7.2.1.1 Status of local government 

Local government was afforded constitutional recognition in chapter 10 of the 

Interim Constitution for the first time in the constitutional history of South 

Africa.1973 In the Constitution as it stands, chapter 7 is devoted to local 

government - it was the last chapter to be completed before the text was 

adopted on 8 May 1996.1974 It is the relationship between local government and 

governments in other spheres which determines the status of local 

government.1975 Section 40 of the Constitution states that government comprises 

of three spheres, namely national, provincial and local government. These 

spheres are 'distinctive, interdependent and interrelated' and must: (1) observe 

and adhere to the principles of cooperative government and intergovernmental 

relations and (2) conduct their activities within the constitutional parameters of 

cooperative government.1976 The status of local government is presumably best 

captured where the Constitution provides in section 151 that: 

(3) A municipality has the right to govern, on its own initiative, 
the local government affairs of its community, subject to 
national and provincial legislation, as provided for in the 
Constitution. 

(4) The national or a provincial government may not 
compromise or impede a municipality's ability or right to 
exercise its powers or perform its functions. 

Although not expressly stated like this, it is clear that local government is clothed 

with a certain level of autonomy within the structure of government. This 

autonomy is, however, restricted by the parameters set by the notion of 

Whereas the Interim Constitution no longer establishes law, it will not be discussed in any 
further detail here. See further Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 1 -12-1-
13. For a brief historic account of the general characteristics of autonomous local 
governments in the pre-constitutional period, refer to Rautenbach and Malherbe 
Constitutional Law 279-280. 
Refer to Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 1-14 - 1-15, on the constitutional 
principles that underpinned the inclusion of the constitutional provisions on local 
government in the final Constitution. 
Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 276. 
The constitutional provisions on cooperative government are further discussed in 7.2.4.6 
below. See also 3.2.5 above. 
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cooperative governance,1977 national and provincial legislation1978 and of course 
the Constitution itself.1979 When read with the constitutional chapters on 
provincial and national government it becomes evident that local government 
autonomy is not as comprehensive as that of national or provincial government. 
Although the status of municipalities has improved, these authorities are still 
subject to intervention by provincial and national government as was indicated 
above. Still, neither provincial or national legislative authority (legislation) nor 
executive authority (decision-making etc) may impede municipalities' right to 
exercise their powers or perform their functions as outlined in the Constitution.1980 

Constitutional interpretation could hence be cardinally important in issues where 
the status of local government is debated.1981 Several meanings may be derived, 
for example, from the fact that local government is constitutionally recognised as 
a 'sphere' as opposed to a 'level' of government.1982 The spherical composition of 
government directs South Africa away from a hierarchical division of government 
structures and powers, which means that provincial and national government are 
not automatically permitted to encroach or intervene in the powers or functions of 
local government institutions (municipalities). National and provincial 
government institutions will at all times be bound by the limits set by the 
Constitution when intruding in local government.1983 Bekink1984 states that the 

Refer to Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 276. 
As defined in section 239 of the Constitution. National and provincial legislation includes 
also legislation that was in force when the Constitution came into effect. See also De 
Visser 2002 SA Public Law 224-243. 
See Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 276-279. 
These are further discussed below. 
On the status of local government, see further Bekink Local Government Law 64-67. The 
existing status of local government has been expressly confirmed also by the 
Constitutional Court in Fedsure Life Assurance Ltd and Others v Greater Johannesburg 
Transitional Metropolitan Council and Others 1998 12 BCLR 1458 (CC) 126 and 
Cameron J in CDA Boerdery (Edms) Bpk and Others v The Nelson Mandela Metropolitan 
Municipality and Others 2007 4 SA 276 (SCA) at 32, 36. In these decisions the courts 
reiterated the change in status of local government following the adoption of the 
Constitution. 
Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 276 warn that the exact status of local 
government does not depend on the fact that local government is described as a sphere 
of government. 
It should be observed that local government enjoys representation in the National Council 
of Provinces and that it is represented in the national sphere by the South African Local 
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reference to 'sphere' of government refers to a 'government of distinctiveness 
and cooperation in contrast with a government of subordination.' This view is 
confirmed by Nel1985 who states that a sphere of government suggests a 
'governing partnership' that is on equal footing with regional and national or 
federal spheres of government. 

Each of the three spheres of government is treated independently in the 
Constitution1986 and 'local government' itself is not listed as a functional area of 
national and/or provincial competence in schedules 4(a) and 5(a) of the 
Constitution. This affirms that local government has an elevated and 
autonomous constitutional status that does not depend on the execution of 
national or provincial legislative and/or executive authority.1987 With reference to 
the fulfilment of the constitutional environmental right, the status of local 
government implies that local government is allowed and de facto obliged to 
initiate positive environmental action, and that national and provincial government 
may interfere in this only should the Constitution so allow. The spherical 
composition of government, however, also accentuates the idea of interrelated 
governance. This implies that obligations that befall all three spheres of 
government (such as the positive obligations imposed by section 24(b) of the 
Constitution) should be fulfilled in an integrated fashion and that the action of one 
sphere should be complementary to that of the remaining two spheres of 
government. 

7.2.1.2 Objects 

The constitutional objects of local government are to provide democratic and 

accountable government for local communities; ensure the provision of services 

Government Association (SALGA). See Rautenbach and Malherbe Constitutional Law 
276-277 and 7.2.3 below. 

1984 Bekink Local Government Law 64. 
1985 Nel in Geyer (ed) International Handbook of Urban Policy 275. 
1986 Chapters 5, 6 and 7 of the Constitution. 
1987 See Levy and Tapscott (eds) Intergovernmental Relations 68 and De Visser 2002 SA 

Public Law 223-243. 
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to communities in a sustainable manner;1988 promote social and economic 
development; promote a safe and healthy environment1989 and encourage the 
involvement of communities and community organisations in the matters of local 
government.1990 The resemblances between the objects of local government, 
some duties of local government in terms of environmental law1991 and some of 
the generic elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights are rather 
apparent.1992 The promotion of a safe and healthy environment requires 
consideration of environmental, health and security issues. The improvement of 
the environment is accordingly an express part of the developmental mandate of 
local government.1993 

The constitutional objects of local government are evidently directed at 
sustainable development. The section 24 environmental right, especially when 
bearing in mind the wide meaning afforded to 'the environment,'1994 appears to 
run like a thread through the enumeration of the objects of local government. 
This means that the objects of local government are closely related to its positive 
obligations in terms of section 24(b) of the Constitution. Bearing in mind the 
particular meaning and implications of section 24(b) as discussed in 6.2.2.2 
above, it would not be possible, despite its evident textual resemblances with the 
objects of local government, for local authorities to argue that it is by means of 
their ordinary day-to-day tasks that they comply with their obligations imposed by 
section 24(b). In arguing so local government would arbitrarily discard the need 

See De Visser Developmental Local Government 70-71. 
A safe environment relates to issues of security such as crime prevention and traffic 
safety but may similarly refer to an environment free from harmful pollutants. The 
positive way in which this object is phrased indicates that improvement of the 
environment by means of affirmative action is part of the developmental mandate of local 
authorities. Section 152(1)(d) accordingly reaffirms the obligation of government (bearing 
in mind the decentralised government structure) to take positive action towards the 
advancement of peoples' environment in terms of the constitutional environmental right. 
See De Visser Developmental Local Government!}. 
Section 152(1). Whereas local government's mandate under the Interim Constitution 
was limited to service delivery, the final Constitution sees it as only one of five objects. 
As was discussed in Chapter 6. 
This is shown in 7.3.2 below. 
See also Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 5-9. 
Refer to 6.2. 
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for specific affirmative environmental action based inter alia on the generic 

elements for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions. 

7.2.1.3 Developmental duties of local government 

The Constitution obliges a municipality to structure and manage its administration 
and budgeting and planning processes to give priority to the basic needs of the 
community; to promote the social and economic development of the community; 
and to participate in national and provincial development programmes.1995 This 
provision implies that local authorities must estimate what the basic needs of 
their communities are.1996 These needs should be of primary importance in 
administrative processes (the discretion in decision-making processes, execution 
of legislative functions etc), budgeting (implying sufficient allocation of funds in 
order to address these needs)1997 and planning (implying a future outlook on basic 
needs and arguably also that local authorities should address basic needs in a 
fashion that will be sustainable in terms of effect and resource availability). 
Despite the environment not being explicitly mentioned as a developmental duty 
of local government, the promotion of social and economic development could 
imply the need to promote environmental interests to the extent that social and 
economic development depend on the availability of environmental resources.1998 

Development as employed in section 154(b) is not defined or prescribed but it 
may be assumed that it comprises also of environmental interests and that, 
therefore, local government is expected to participate in national and provincial 

Section 153(a) and (b). 
De Visser Developmental Local Government 71 compels agreement when he states that 
basic needs such as access to water, health care and housing relate directly to standards 
of living and their prioritisation is to result in the improvement thereof. De Visser claims a 
relationship between the former and sustainable development. 
Although the Constitution refers to 'budgeting' it arguably does not exclude the obligation 
to give priority to the basic needs of the community in local government expenditure. 
Even where a budget exists it is not to say that the budget items that received the most 
significant allocation for a financial year represent the areas in which money is indeed 
expended. 
This view is reinforced by the section 152 objects of local government. 
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environmental programmes.1999 It is proposed that the developmental duties of 

local government may assist in the interpretation for local government of the 

'reasonable ... other measures' referred to in section 24(b) of the Constitution. 

The developmental duties of local government have resulted in contemporary 

local government's often being described as 'developmental local government.' 

This is further discussed in 7.2.4 below. 

7.2.1.4 Legislative and executive powers and functions of municipalities 

In terms of section 156 of the Constitution, municipalities have original legislative 

and executive authority which is vested in the municipal council.2000 This authority 

must be exercised to realise the objects of local government, as was stated 

above. The Constitutional Court has had the opportunity to remark on the 

powers and functions of local government. In City of Cape Town v Robertson20™ 

Moseneke J stated the following: 

A municipality under the Constitution is not a mere creature of statute 
otherwise moribund save if imbued with power by provincial and 
national legislation. A municipality enjoys 'original' and 
constitutionally entrenched powers, functions, rights and duties that 
may be qualified or constrained by law and only to the extent that the 
Constitution permits. 

A municipality has executive authority2002 in respect of and has the right to 

administer the local government matters listed in part B of schedules 4 and 5 of 

the Constitution,2003 as well as any other matter assigned to it by national or 

See the definition of 'development' contained in section 1 of the Systems Act. The duty 
of local authorities to participate in provincial and national programmes relates to the 
notion of cooperative government and serves as recognition for the need of local 
government to feed into programme development in the other spheres of government. 
See De Visser Developmental Local Government 71 -72. 
Section 151 (2) of the Constitution. 
2005 3BCLR199(CC)60. 
Section 151(1) of the Constitution. 
The powers of local government in terms of these matters may not be removed or 
amended by national or provincial legislation. They cannot be changed other than by an 
amendment of the Constitution itself. The environmentally relevant matters from 
schedule 4(b) include air pollution, electricity and gas reticulation, municipal planning, 
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provincial legislation (including environmental legislation).2004 A distinction is 
therefore made between original local government powers and assigned 
powers.2005 In addition to its executive authority, a municipality may make and 
administer bylaws (that are not in conflict with national or provincial legislation) 
for the effective administration of the matters which it has the right to 
administer.2006 This provision marks what Steytler and De Visser2007 describe as 
'the end of the era when municipalities were the implementers of national and 
provincial legislation.'2008 The rather wide scope of local authorities' executive 
and legislative power is evident from the provision that national and provincial 
governments are obliged to assign to municipalities the administration of matters 
that are in fact assigned to national and provincial governments in part A of 
schedules 4 and 5, if those matters would most effectively be administered 
locally2009 and if the municipality has the capacity to administer them. It may be 
up to the courts to interpret what is meant by 'effective administration,' but this 
provision probably refers to the types of issues that are unique or directly related 
to the daily lives of a particular local community such as disaster management 
and cultural issues. It may refer, in other words, to the type of issues best 
understood and governed by a particular representative local council. It is 

municipal public works, water and sanitation services limited to potable water supply 
systems and domestic waste-water and sewage disposal systems. The relevant matters 
from schedule 5(b) include beaches, cemeteries, cleansing, control of public nuisances, 
municipal parks, noise pollution, pounds, refuse removal, refuse dumps and solid waste 
disposal. 
It is accordingly possible for local authorities to obtain assigned functions related to the 
environment in relation to which it may execute executive and legislative authority. See 
for example the discussion of the SEMAs at 6.3.3. Assignment is therefore the second 
source of power for local government. See further Steytler and De Visser Local 
Government Law 5-6. 
For a brief discussion of the difference in the two types of powers see De Visser 
Developmental Local Government 78-81. 
Section 156(2). In terms of section 11 (2) of the Systems Act, a municipality may exercise 
its legislative and executive authority within its boundaries only. For a description of the 
manner in which a municipality should exercise its legislative or executive authority, refer 
to section 11 (3) of the Systems Act. See also Steytler and De Visser Local Government 
Law 5-9 - 5-16 and Bekink Local Government Law 230-234. Note further that bylaws 
must be accessible to the public and that it is required of a municipality in terms of 
section 15(1) of the Systems Act to compile a 'municipal code' of bylaws. 
Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 5-5. 
See also De Visser Developmental Local Government 78. 
Sections 156(4)(a) and (b). 
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furthermore provided that a municipality has the right to exercise any power 

concerning a matter reasonably necessary for or incidental to the effective 

performance of its functions.2010 Steytler and De Visser2011 refer in this instance to 

the 'incidental powers' of local government. 

It is argued that a direct correlation exists between the functions of local 
government, its objects and its developmental duties. As was indicated above, 
the objects and developmental duties of local government have a strong 
environmental focus. It may, hence, be derived that a municipality may exercise 
any power (executive and/or legislative) concerning the environment which is 
incidental to or necessary for the effective performance of certain of its 
functions.2012 A municipality may similarly exercise any power (executive and/or 
legislative) concerning any type of matter necessary for the effective performance 
of its environmental functions. Thus, even though the environment per se has 
been omitted from schedules 4(b) and 5(b), it may be necessary for local 
authorities to make use of their executive and legislative power in order to be 
able to 'promote a safe and healthy environment' as required by section 152(d) of 
the Constitution or to fulfill the section 24 environmental right.2013 It is therefore 
argued that the activities required by the generic elements for the fulfilment of 
environmental rights will fit within the executive and/or legislative competence of 
local government as long as a relationship exists between these activities and the 
constitutional functions of local government. In many instances the assuming of 
environmental functions not listed in schedules 4(b) or 5(b) of the Constitution on 

0 Section 156(5). 
11 Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 5-6 - 5-8. 
12 

This view follows the argument by Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 5-7 - 5-
8 and others that the incidental powers of local government should not be interpreted in a 
narrow or literal sense but that local government's developmental mandate should inform 
a purposive interpretation. Steytler and De Visser argue that there are incidental matters 
that, subject to literal interpretation, fall outside local government's core competencies 
but nevertheless are critical to the success of the administration of a particular matter. 

13 As required by section 24(b) read in conjunction with section 7(2) of the Constitution. 
Steytler 2004 Law, Democracy and Development 161 indicates that although all three 
spheres of government are responsible for the realisation of socio-economic rights 
generally, some rights fall squarely within a functional area of a municipal competence 
while in the case of others the application is more nuanced. This would typically be the 
case with the environmental right. 
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the part of local authorities need not be initiated by them but can be pre

emptively assigned to local government in terms of provincial or national 

environmental laws.2014 

An important factor related to the legislative power of local government needs to 
be highlighted here. In terms of section 156(2) of the Constitution a municipality 
may make and administer bylaws for the effective administration of the matters 
which it has the right to administer.2015 Local government is in terms of this 
section generally allowed to make bylaws, but in terms of section 24(b) read with 
section 8(1) and (2) of the Constitution obliged to 'take reasonable legislative ... 
measures.' The latter part may translate into an obligation to design and 
implement environmental bylaws to facilitate the progressive fulfilment of the 
section 24 environmental right at the local level, for example.2016 The voluntary 
nature of section 156(2) may therefore be countered in environmental context by 
section 24(b). It must furthermore be noted that a municipality's executive and 
legislative authority is complemented by original fiscal powers. Municipalities 
have the constitutionally entrenched right to impose rates on property and 
surcharges on fees for services rendered - such as the provision of electricity or 
refuse removal.2017 Bearing the legislative and executive powers of local 
government in mind, it is argued that difficulties do not lie as much in the legal 
constraints of local government power, but in the capacity of local authorities to 
exploit their competencies. In a capacity assessment for the year 2003, the 
Municipal Demarcation Board found, for example, that ten percent of 
municipalities performed less than thirty percent of their allocated functions.2018 

See some of the environmental functions of local government in terms of sectoral and 
other environmental laws that are not listed in schedules 4(b) or 5(b) in Chapter 6 above. 
Section 156(2) of the Constitution. 
It should at all times be borne in mind that the absence of the implementation of bylaws 
could defeat the purpose of having designed the bylaws in the first place. 
Section 229(1) of the Constitution. See also Steytler and De Visser Local Government 
Law 5-6 and Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government ^Q-202. 
See Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 197. 
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7.2.1.5 Transferred (environmental) functions 

With reference to at least four types of means through which national or 

provincial government may transfer duties to local authorities, De Visser2019 

arrives at the conclusion that there are many instances in law or policy where 

functions are (intended to be) transferred to local government without any 

consideration for the constitutional design pertaining to assignment and 

delegation.2020 As a result, it often happens that whether or not powers or 

functions (including environmental functions) are in fact being assigned or 

delegated is thus a matter of legislative interpretation. 'This makes the division of 

responsibilities between spheres of government unpredictable and unclear. It 

also compromises the implementation of the safeguards against unfunded 

mandates.'2021 When considering the duties of local government in terms of the 

National Heritage Resources Acf022 and the Disaster Management Act,2023 for 

example, one must agree with De Visser's viewpoint, since neither cultural 

matters nor disaster management belong to the original duties of municipalities in 

terms of the Constitution.2024 De Visser2025 holds that too often the approach 

taken by sectoral departments (such as the departments of environmental affairs, 

water affairs, cultural affairs and housing) represents 'a remnant of the past 

where local government could be employed by senior governments as an 

administrative arm for the implementation of provincial and national policies.' 

This can be explained by a lack of knowledge in sectoral departments concerning 

the new local government dispensation, as well as a lack of coordination between 

departments with regards to the transfer of functions to local government. De 

Visser2026 correctly states that national and provincial departments of local 

government are the mainstay of coordination when it comes to local government. 

See the detailed discussion of De Visser Developmental Local GovemmenM 45-1 51. 
Section 238 of the Constitution deals with delegation and agency. 
De Visser Developmental Local Government 151. 
25 of 1999. See Addendum A. 
57 of 2002. See Addendum A. 
Refer to schedule 4(a) of the Constitution. 
De Visser Developmental Local Government 151. 
De Visser Developmental Local Government 151. 
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They have a crucial role to play in ensuring a uniform and clear approach to the 

transfer of functions (including environmental functions) to local government. 

This approach should also take cognisance of the resource capacity of and 

availability or lack of expertise in municipalities. 

7.2.2 AUandSADC influences 

Some African perspectives on environmental rights and African influences were 
discussed in 2.7 and 5.3.3 above. It may be useful at this stage to review any 
regional activities or instruments in which an attempt is made to link 
environmental matters with local government in the different countries of 
Africa.2027 Whereas in IEL one finds instruments such as LA 21,2028 that focus on 
local government in different countries, no similar instrument exists with particular 
application in the African region. Taking the Aalborg Charter2029 and the Aalborg 
Commitments2030 into consideration, the EU is ahead of Africa. Yet the 
Johannesburg Plan of Implementation (WSSD Plan of Implementation)2031 

explicitly refers to the position and role of local authorities and local government 
issues in Africa as part of sustainable development in this region.2032 The WSSD 
Plan of Implementation states that the international community pledges to create 
an enabling environment at the regional, sub-regional, national and local 

levels.2033 The aim is to achieve sustained economic growth and sustainable 
development and to support African efforts to ensure democracy, good 
governance and respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms.2034 The 
Plan reiterates the importance of provision of access to potable domestic water, 
hygiene education, improved sanitation and waste management at the household 

For an outline of the historical evolution of local government in Africa see Reddy in 
Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation 11-13. 
See 2.4.3.3. 
Refer to 2.4.2. 
See 2.4.2. 
This plan accompanied the World Summit on Sustainable Development in 2002. 
Chapter VIM. 
Own emphasis. 
Article 62(a) of the WSSD Plan of Implementation. 
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level, the needs of the poor, the monitoring of performance and improved 

accountability of public institutions and the delivery of water and sanitation in both 

rural and urban areas.2035 The resemblances between the generic elements of 

the fulfilment of environmental rights discussed above2036 and the services 

traditionally provided by local authorities in Africa (and elsewhere) are generally 

evident. The international community committed itself to support African 

countries in the provision of basic services and the development of efficient and 

effective governance systems particularly in cities and other human 

settlements.2037 Should the environment and the position and role of local 

authorities in Africa not have been valued as an issue of concern, the WSSD 

Plan of Implementation would certainly not have included explicit commitments in 

this regard. One may accordingly arrive at the conclusion that local government 

has been identified as a valued matter of international priority in the context of 

sustainable development - specifically also in Africa. 

Hyden2038 voices the opinion that there are many challenges confronting African 

countries today and that many of them are related to the way in which these 

countries are governed. In the African context, the satisfaction of basic human 

needs depends on the degree to which such needs can be met at the local level. 

This implies that African governments themselves should be allowed, and 

perhaps increasingly expected, to take responsibility inter alia for the fulfilment of 

basic rights. Cohen2039 argues that in the long run, exterior agencies can assist in 

this process by insisting that national and international standards are met.2040 

Cohen clearly assumes that such national standards exist, which is not 

necessarily true, but as far as international standards are concerned one would 

be able to at least form an idea from the content of applicable international 

environmental law, for example. African governments (inclusive of local 

Article 66(a) of the WSSD Plan of Implementation. 
See 2.8. 
Article 71 of the WSSD Plan of Implementation. 
Hyden in Cohen, Hyden and Nagan (eds) Human Rights and Governance in Africa 265. 
Cohen in Cohen, Hyden and Nagan (eds) Human Rights and Governance in Africa 21. 
Own emphasis. 
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authorities) may accordingly be expected to inform themselves about 
international standards pertaining to environmental rights and to use them as 
guidelines in their governance efforts. It is observed by Sibanda2041 that in the 
African context 'local governments are key units of environmental care,' but also 
that possible conflict between modern local government structures and traditional 
institutions may negatively impact on development and the sustainable use of 
resources.2042 With reference to Africa it has been observed that in the light of the 
gradual decline in loyalty to and belief in the ability of the state to solve societal 
problems, people have withdrawn into their local communities and seek local 
solutions to their existential problems.2043 Should this be correct, one has more 
than reason enough to emphasise the importance in the African region of the 
fulfilment of environmental rights at the level of government closest to the 
people.2044 

Sibanda 1996 Regional Development Dialogue 119. 
This view is supported by the position in Namibia that was discussed in 5.3.3 above. 
Hyden in Cohen, Hyden and Nagan (eds) Human Rights and Governance in Africa 266. 
The African Secretariat of the International Council for Local Environmental Initiatives 
(ICLEI Africa) has as its aim to direct local authorities throughout the African region in 
improving the impact of governance by municipalities on sustainable development -
particularly environmental sustainability. Although not a rights-based association, the 
activities of ICLEI Africa show a commitment towards the environment of African people 
as protected inter alia by article 24 of the African Charter. There is evidently some 
regional movement aimed at assisting local authorities in Africa to attend to pressing 
environmental concerns and the fulfilment of the environmental rights of communities, 
among other issues. ICLEI Africa has at the time of writing attempted to run a variety of 
campaigns and programmes throughout the African content inclusive of a Cities for 
Climate Protection Campaign, LA 21 and a Water Campaign. It holds true, however, that 
Africa is to a large extent a 'non-united' continent where it is difficult to arrive at and 
establish common regional policy and programmes - at least in a way comparable to the 
collaboration and developments in the EU. Many South African municipalities are official 
members of ICLEI. It is thought that membership indeed results in local government 
exposure to best practices and international urban governance developments, and could 
as a result, improve the fulfilment of the section 24 environmental right at local 
government sphere. The Africa Secretariat of ICLEI works in partnership with several 
organisations in the field of environment and sustainable development. Formal 
partnerships have been signed with SALGA, Sustainable Energy Africa, NEPAD, the 
DEAT, the Development Bank of South Africa (DBSA), United Cities and Local 
Governments (UCLG) and the Centre for Environmental Management of the North West 
University, Potchefstroom (CEM) in South Africa. See the Africa Secretariat of ICLEI at 
http://www.iclei.org/index.php?id=633 6. 
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Cross-border municipal relations also deserve brief mention here. An interesting 
study by De Villiers2045 has shown that local governments in Europe are 
increasingly becoming involved in various issues related to foreign relations. The 
scope of involvement ranges from the establishment of informal agreements and 
visits to joint projects and lobbying. De Villiers argues convincingly that South 
Africa could benefit from such experiences in cross-border cooperation between 
municipalities.2046 'In many cases municipalities in South Africa are closer to their 
counterparts on the other side of an international border, than to their provincial 
capital. There are many shared interests and concerns that can best be 
addressed at a cross-border forum rather than by each country pursuing a policy 
of its own.'2047 Cross-border cooperation between municipalities may be 
particularly useful in the environmental context if one considers issues such as 
cross-border water and air pollution, the cross-border transportation of waste, 
and cross-border economic developments which impact on the livelihoods and 
environment of local communities.2048 Cross-border environmental cooperation 
amongst local authorities may perhaps be a matter for international or regional 
regulation - the feasibility of which may require further future research. 

7.2.3 Local government structures and institutions 

Local government in South Africa consists of different types of municipalities.2049 

These are divided into categories A, B and C,2050 and different types of 

De Villiers 1997 SA Public Law 491. 
In Europe the need for cross-border local government cooperation may perhaps be more 
pressing than in South Africa or Namibia, for example, in as far as the latter countries are 
for the most part surrounded by water and not by other countries. 
De Villiers 1997 SA Public Law 491. 
For further reading related to cross-border environmental governance and law in 
southern Africa in general, see Du Plessis 2001 Journal of Contemporary Roman Dutch 
Law 458-470 and Lubbe Cross-border Biodiversity Conservation. 
Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 187 states that these three 
local government institutions have 'a profound impact on the place and role of local 
government in the South African decentralised system of local government.' 
Section 155 of the Constitution. On the somewhat contentious history behind the 
inclusion of these categories in the final Constitution, see Steytler and De Visser Local 
Government Law 1-18. The criteria for the choice among the categories of municipalities 
are contained in sections 2 and 3 of the Structures Act. In terms of section 4 of the 
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municipalities may be established within each category. A municipality that has 
exclusive executive and legislative authority in its area fits into category A and is 
known as a metropolitan municipality.2051 A category C municipality has 
executive and legislative authority in an area that includes more than one 
municipality, and is known as a district municipality.2052 A municipality that shares 
its executive and legislative authority with a category C municipality within whose 
area it is situated, is known as a category B municipality.2053 The Constitution is 
not explicitly clear on the consequences of this categorisation, but provides for 
national legislation to afford more detailed models.2054 Following the inception of 
the Constitution municipal boundaries had to be demarcated afresh in order to 
enable fair redistribution and to achieve democratic, accountable local 

Structures Act, the Municipal Demarcation Board is responsible for deciding on the 
municipal categories. 
Six category A municipalities have been established as part of the local government 
demarcation process, namely Cape Town, Port Elizabeth (Nelson Mandela City), Durban 
(eThekwini), Johannesburg, the East Rand (Ekurhuleni) and Pretoria (Tswane). For the 
population and land area of these municipalities by 1996 refer to Steytler in Steytler (ed) 
Place and Role of Local Government 191. The guidelines for the establishment of 
metropolitan councils are contained in section 2 of the Structures Act. 
The demarcation process has yielded 47 district councils, some of which have cross-
provincial boundaries as provided for in the Local Government: Cross-Boundary 
Municipalities Act 20 of 2000. Some of the district councils have their roots in the old 
regional councils established in terms of the Regional Services Councils Act 109 of 1985 
whilst others are totally new, 'with no current infrastructure or fiscal and administrative 
capacity.' See Zybrands in Venter (ed) Government and Politics 205-206. Zybrands 
states that 'in practice, it has been found that most of the district councils are faced with a 
tremendous task in having to provide services to the rural areas. As a result, funds 
generated within the more urban areas are siphoned off to these rural areas. This begs 
the question as to whether it is truly the function of traditional local government to 
address the backlogs in rural areas, or whether this should primarily be a provincial or 
even national government function.' 
231 category B municipalities exist and are referred to as 'stand alone' councils. By 
2000, category A and C municipalities had furthermore been divided into 3754 wards. 
See Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 1 -22. The ward system is discussed 
in 7.2.3.6. Category B municipalities consist of previously segregated 
communities/municipal areas that were grouped together. Vast traditional areas, for 
example, became part of the municipal area. Some of the local councils have vast areas 
of jurisdiction. In certain cases their furthest boundaries are more than three hundred 
kilometres apart whilst 'constituent towns often have very little in common.' See 
Zybrands in Venter (ed) Government and Politics 206-207. The division of powers and 
functions between district municipalities and local municipalities is provided for in chapter 
5 of the Structures Act. 
These models are provided for in sections 7-11 of the Structures Act. On the whole the 
difference between the models is inconsequential for the purposes of this study, although 
the division of functions between local and district municipalities is an area of concern. 
See further Bekink Local Government Law 133-136. 
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government consisting of financially viable municipalities.2055 The categorisation 
of municipalities and different types of municipal institutions could be relevant 
here in so far as it pertains to the manner in which different municipalities with 
similar or different resources, infrastructure and challenges, proceed in fulfilling 
the section 24 environmental right.2056 It may therefore not be desirable (or even 
possible) to make rigid, unanimously applicable recommendations in this study 
for local government fulfilment of the constitutional environmental right. 

Brief attention is subsequently paid to the nature of each of the categories and 
the notions of district management areas, ward committees and traditional 
authorities. 

7.2.3.1 Metropolitan councils 

In terms of the Structures Act2057 an area must be a single category A municipality 

if that area can reasonably be regarded as a conurbation. The features of such a 

municipality would be that it possesses areas of high population density; an 

intense movement of people, goods, and services; extensive development; 

multiple business districts and industrial areas; a centre of economic activity with 

a complex and diverse economy; a single area for which integrated development 

planning is desirable and strong inter-dependent social and economic linkages 

among its constituent units.2058 Apart from its legal duties related to cooperative 

See Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law2-3. 
This idea is further attended to in Chapter 8. It is argued by Devenish 2006 Stellenbosch 
Law Review 158 that '(l)ocal government has potential federal elements within it that 
could be asserted to ensure greater participatory democracy. In this regard the 
Constitution is unique in that the federal element of government is also extrapolated to 
municipal or local government. What the Constitution therefore effects, from a federal 
point of view, is not merely 'double government' but 'triple government'. This means that 
sovereignty is divided into three territorial spheres so that each of these has final 
authority and can act independently of the others in some areas.' 
Section 2. 
Metropolitan areas consist of 'large urban settlements with high population densities, 
often complex and diversified economies, high levels of functional integration over a large 
geographic area and many economic and social activities that transcend certain 
municipal boundaries.' Refer to Bekink Local Government Law 117-118 and Steytler in 
Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 189-191. Both Bekink and Steytler 
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governance, a metropolitan council represents a solitary local government 

structure. This means that a metropolitan council does not share its positive 

obligation to fulfill the constitutional environmental right of its community with any 

other local authority.2059 

Metropolitan councils govern cities. The ecological footprint of cities2060 all over 
the world is well-documented and a source of great concern.2061 Some of the 
general calamities faced by city governments relate to the increased number of 
slum dwellers, energy and water resources, poverty and health, and the provision 
of basic infrastructure. These issues are characteristic of the cities of South 
Africa too, and the possible impact on urban communities is self-evident. The 
intention is not to distinguish in this study between municipalities on the basis of 
their being more or less responsible for the fulfilment of the section 24 
environmental right. However, it must be acknowledged that the socio-economic 
conditions in cities (and therefore in all metropolitan municipal areas) as well as 
the ever-growing city migration could pose particularly crucial environmental 
challenges to the local authorities in charge of such areas.2062 

also elaborate on the development of the metropolitan government system as it exists 
today. 
For some reasons on why metropolitan councils are required in modern local government 
systems, see Bekink Local Government Law 117. 
The ecological footprint of a city is a measure of the 'load' on the natural environment 
imposed by meeting the needs of its population. It represents the land area necessary to 
sustain current levels of resource consumption and waste discharged by that population. 
See principle 4 of the Melbourne Principles for Sustainable Cities of 2002. The UN 
Population Fund State of the World Population Report of 2007 1 claims that cities 
'embody the environmental damage done by modern civilisation.' 
Refer to the preamble of the Melbourne Principles for Sustainable Cities of 2002, the UN 
Population Fund State of the World Population Report of 2007 15-19 and 2.4.3.1 above. 
These problems are exacerbated by the fact that a metropolitan council can consist of up 
to 270 councillors, and because of the size of these councils, it is often rather difficult to 
make decisions. However, the delegation of powers is possible and provides an avenue 
by means of which to overcome certain practical difficulties. Several areas with 'city 
status' exist in South Africa as was indicated earlier. 
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7.2.3.2 Local councils 

When a municipality is not a category A municipality it will fit into either category 
C (district municipalities) or category B (local municipalities).2063 The 
constitutional objectives of local government and the notion of developmental 
local government arguably stimulated the development of a two-tier system of 
local and region-wide district municipalities throughout South Africa (except 
where a metropolitan municipality is established).2064 A category B local 
municipality will always form part of a district governed also by a district municipal 
council. Local municipalities, however, remain closer to local communities than 
district councils, which makes them more suitable functionaries in some 
instances. Bekink2065 argues in this regard that local government requires 'a more 
decentralised system that provide[s] citizens with a full range of municipal 
services and enable[s] them to exercise their basic civil, socio-economic and 
political rights. Local councils are more suitable in such instances.' He cannot 
be more correct in relation to the fulfilment of socio-economic rights and, in 
particular, the section 24(b) environmental right. The issues at the core of the 
environmental right were discussed above2066 and are intrinsically part of the 
ordinary, everyday lives of people. It is therefore proposed here that the 
environmental right should be visibly fulfilled where the need therefore, in an 
individual and collective sense, is most evident.2067 That would be where people 

This decision lies with the Demarcation Board. See section 3 of the Structures Act. 
Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 191 states that outside 
metropolitan areas, the 231 local municipalities form basic local government. They vary 
considerably in size and significance - the smallest has a population of 6884 residents 
and covers a vast expanse of desert while the largest municipalities Buffalo City (East 
London), uMsunduzi (Pietermaritzburg) and Mangaung (Bloemfontein) are provincial 
capitals and have declared themselves aspiring metropoles. 
District councils are addressed at 7.2.3.3. 
Bekink Local Government Law 121. 
Refer to 6.2.2. 
This proposal is much more complex than it may appear. It is mostly executive acts that 
are visible to people, which would imply that the fulfilment of the environmental right 
should culminate in executive acts by local authorities. In many instances, however, 
executive power is derived directly from laws and policies made at national, provincial or 
district government level. The executive power of national and provincial government 
may come into play (albeit less visibly) where national and provincial government design 
and announce environmental policies and programmes, for example. 
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reside and work. The fulfilment of environmental rights generally, based on the 
generic elements that have been proposed in this study, requires, inter alia, the 
collection and dissemination of environmental information; public participation in 
environmental decision-making processes; law, policy and programme 
development; and the provision of environmental infrastructure and 
environmental education. It makes sense for the activities behind these elements 
to take place as closely as possible to those people who are entitled to and in 
possession of environmental information; who are influenced by the 
environmental decision-making of government generally; who are the addressees 
or beneficiaries of environmental laws, policies and programmes; who are 
dependent on environmental infrastructure for sustainable livelihoods and their 
well-being; and who could in different ways take further the 
information/knowledge gained as part of environmental education efforts. 
Although they may at times appear to be of insignificant size as opposed to 
district or metropolitan municipalities, local municipalities are strongholds in local 
government fulfilment of the section 24 environmental right. This idea is further 
discussed below. 

7.2.3.3 District councils 

Steytler2068 shows that as successors to the pre-existing councils, local 
municipalities still seek to perform their traditional functions of service delivery but 
that 'governing has become infinitely more complex with the overlay of a second 
tier of local government - district municipalities.'2069 District municipalities 
comprise of a number of smaller municipalities (local municipalities) which could 
vary in size, financial and human resource capacity as well as infrastructure.2070 

Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Governmenf\92. 
This view is elaborated in the context of cooperative local government in Kirby, Steytler 
and Jordan 2007 SA Public Law 143-165. 
The Cape Winelands District Municipality in the Western Cape Province, for example, 
comprises of five local municipalities and one district management area (district 
management areas are discussed below). These include the municipalities of 
Stellenbosch, Drakenstein (see case study at 7.4), Breede Valley, Witzenberg and 
Theewaterskloof. 
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Steytler2071 observes compellingly that the role and functions of district 
municipalities are still contested terrain. Local government law2072 provides for 
district councils as decentralised authorities.2073 A district municipality's 
objectives are two-fold: it must first redistribute resources within a district 
according to need, and second, it must assist and capacitate local municipalities 
in order for them to provide and sustain the provision of services in their areas.2074 

However, a significant shift occurred in the Structures Act in that the Act 
transformed district municipalities from a coordinator and provider of bulk 
services to a regular end-user service provider of water, electricity, waste water 
and sewage disposal systems, and municipal health services.2075 This shift in 
objectives and duties at times causes a blurred distinction between the 
environmental functions of local and district municipalities. District councils differ 
from both metropolitan and local councils in the sense that they are 'secondary 
local governments'2076 that do not have any wards2077 and do not allow for direct 
involvement of the community in the district.2078 

This position was recently affirmed in the interview with Knaggs J and Wyngaardt J 
(Department of Civil Engineering of DLM) South Africa 13 March 2008 (transcript of 
interview on file with author). 
Inclusive of the Constitution, the White Paper on Local Government GN 423 of GG 18739 
of 13 March 1998 (White Paper on Local Government), the Structures Act and the 
Demarcation Act. 
For a discussion of the legal framework on district municipalities see Steytler 1997 Law, 
Democracy and Development 227-242. 
See Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 192. 
Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 193 shows that in addition, 
the national minister of provincial and local government may shift the functions back to 
local municipalities where a district authority does not have the capacity to see to these 
functions. This has often resulted in local municipalities retaining their primary functions 
with the impact of the shift in responsibilities being more apparent in the rural areas. 
Bekink Local Government Law 115. Within the existing local government system, district 
councils are comparable to the former regional services councils. 
See 7.2.3.6. 
In district municipalities the involvement of the community is intended to take place only 
through the representation of councillors from the relevant local municipalities within the 
district. See Bekink Local Government Law 135. Bekink rightly argues that all district 
municipalities should still ensure that they have mechanisms in place to enable and 
provide for public participation in their affairs. This is particularly important because 
district councils govern vast rural areas where participation and consultation have often in 
the past been neglected or totally ignored.' 
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Without cooperation among different municipal institutions in district areas it 
would not be possible for one single authority to address all of the development 
challenges and at the same time be responsive to the needs and demands of 
local residents.2079 District municipalities theoretically have an important role to 
play in local government generally, as well as in achieving local government's 
constitutional objectives and obligations.2080 It is argued here that the institution 
of district municipalities could in theory be of significant benefit for the fulfilment 
of the section 24 environmental right by smaller, less capacitated local 
authorities. The district intergovernmental forums2081 to be established in terms of 
section 24 of the Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act 13 of 2005 
(Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act) may be indispensable to this 
function.2082 A number of the generic elements for the fulfilment of environmental 
rights could be fortified if and where they are initiated and attended to on a larger 
scale.2083 District municipalities, however, constitute a government structure 
which is rather remote from local communities.2084 It is therefore important for 
district authorities not to assume the positive obligations of local government in 
terms of section 24 in their entirety, but only to strengthen (and perhaps at times, 
initiate) in a more collective sense certain endeavours to this effect. District 
intergovernmental forums could, for example, establish 'mini summits' for the 
sharing of environmental information/learning experiences that affect the entire 
district or for the identification and eradication of harmful pollutants in the district 

Bekink Local Government Law 121. 
These are discussed at 7.2.1.3 and 7.2.1.4. 
For a discussion of the role and legal nature of these forums see Kirby, Steytler and 
Jordan 2007 SA Public Law 143-165. 
The Act establishes a district intergovernmental forum to promote and facilitate 
intergovernmental relations between the district municipality and the local municipalities 
in the district. Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 16-24 observe that this 
forum may facilitate the duty of support in terms of section 88(2)(c) of the Structures Act 
among local authorities in a district. 
Consider, for example, the provision of environmental infrastructure, the development 
and implementation of environmental programmes such as awareness-raising 
programmes or programmes aimed at energy efficiency or greener production as well as 
the establishment of partnerships. 
This implies a remoteness from any particular community's needs, which might have to 
do with socio-economic and environmental conditions, cultural values, and would prevent 
community members from directly influencing decision-making. See also Steytler 1997 
Law, Democracy and Development 239. 
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area. It is almost possible to speak of the 'regional pooling' of the 'reasonable 
legislative and other measures' required in terms of section 24(b) of the 
Constitution, where the aim would be to assist each local municipality within the 
district to take positive action towards fulfilment of the constitutional 
environmental right. Improved cooperation between district and local 
municipalities perfectly fits the constitutional framework for cooperative 
governance and the call for municipal coordination in terms of the Structures Act. 
A lack of effort or initiative at district level should never be allowed to result in 
inaction on the part of local municipalities. It is argued that the positive 
obligations imposed by section 24(b) of the Constitution are addressed equally to 
local government (as an inclusive and collective entity) and to its separate 
constituent entities (local and district municipalities and the metropoles). 

Putting the potential of district municipalities aside for the moment, the present 

reality is rather disconcerting.2085 As things stand, district municipalities are often 

seen as being in competition with local councils for resources and power.2086 

Since the distribution of powers and functions between district and local 

authorities is flexible (and even blurred at times),2087 the contest for resources is 

an 'ongoing saga. While the coordinating function of the district in terms of 

planning is not contested, its capacity to be a mechanism for the equitable 

redistribution of resources is in many instances weak.'2088 Steytler2089 states that 

the amalgamation of towns in large districts, for example, has not resulted in 

cross-subsidisation by well-resourced municipalities of their poorer cousins. 

Goldman and Reynolds, with reference to Nel etal, observe that the relationship between 
district municipalities and local municipalities is highly problematic, often being one of 
competition rather than cooperation. See Goldman and Reynolds in Van Donk et al (eds) 
Consolidating Developmental Local Government 135. 
Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 193. See also Kirby, 
Steytler and Jordan 2007 SA Public Law 148-155 and Steytler 1997 Law, Democracy 
and Development 239. 
On the challenges of district-local relations generally see Kirby, Steytler and Jordan 2007 
SA Public Law 148-150. De Visser Developmental Local Government 151 states that 
'(t)he issue of shared powers between district and local municipalities has perhaps been 
(and still is) the most contentious issue in the period of transition since the 2000 
elections.' For an outline of the most significant challenges see De Visser 152-158. 
Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Govemmenf\93. 
Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 193. 
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'What it produced, however, outside the metropolitan areas, is a complex set of 
institutional arrangements where political issues dominate those of service 
delivery.'2090 This is a serious issue that could severely hamper local-district 
environmental cooperation and consequently local government fulfilment of the 
section 24 environmental right in areas that are simultaneously governed by a 
district and local municipality.2091 Some recommendations are made in this 
regard in Chapter 8. 

7.2.3.4 District management areas 

In areas with very sparse populations, the establishment of local municipalities is 
not viable. These areas may be declared district management areas by the 
Demarcation Board.2092 In such an area the district municipality assumes all 
municipal functions and powers. In areas where local governance is the 
responsibility of a district municipality only, there is obviously no local municipality 
to collaborate with in environmental service provision or environmental decision-
making, for example. There could be several reasons why the establishment of a 
category B municipality is not viable in a certain area. The fact remains that 
everyone in South Africa is entitled to an environment that is not detrimental to 
health or well-being. This reiterates the argument that all local government 
structures are together and independently responsible for the 'reasonable 
legislative and other measures' required to fulfill the positive obligations imposed 
by the section 24 environmental right. District management areas are often 
responsible for rural and isolated parts of the country.2093 Bearing in mind the 
elements of the fulfilment of environmental rights and the resources they may 

Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 193. See also Kirby, 
Steytler and Jordan 2007 SA Public Law 154-155. 
This issue links also with the idea that large metros and urban local municipalities in 
South Africa are not the same animals as rural local or district municipalities in so far as it 
pertains to powers and functions. See Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local 
Government 194. 
Section 6 of the Structures Act. 
See on rural local governance in South Africa, generally, Goldman and Reynolds in Van 
Donk et al (eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government 131 -152. 
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require2094 it may be particularly problematic for the responsible district authorities 
to fulfill their positive environmental obligations. No attempt is made to provide a 
clear solution to these problems here. It is proposed, however, that district 
authorities involve and collaborate where possible with traditional authorities in 
the LEG of a particular district management area.2095 It is also proposed in 
general that district authorities explore measures tailored to the needs of district 
management areas, by means of which a generally accepted standard pertaining 
to peoples' health and well-being can be met and maintained, within the bounds 
of the available resources. It may also make sense for district authorities in 
charge of district management areas to establish the most pressing 
environmental needs of the community through community participation.2096 This 
would enable the district municipality to prioritise its resource allocation and 
budgeting processes.2097 

7.2.3.5 Traditional authorities 

The topic of traditional leadership as part of the institution of local government 
was introduced and briefly discussed in 3.2.6 above. The traditional 
communities2098 of South Africa often depend on the immediate environment for 
their livelihood in a much more direct and obvious fashion than city dwellers, for 
example. The lifestyles of traditional communities may impact on the health of 
the soil, water, and biodiversity more directly than that of any other group, but 

Refer to 2.8. 
Traditional leadership is further attended to in 7.2.3.5 below. See also 3.2.6 above. 
It would of course be important to consider the health and well-being of future 
generations of people as well. 
The financial burden accompanying the environmental obligations of regional 
municipalities in charge of district management areas should arguably also be catered for 
at provincial and national level. The revenue base in district management areas may 
simply not render programmes such as environmental programmes or environmental 
information collection and dissemination viable. On the idea of so-called 'unfunded 
mandates' of local government generally, see De Visser 2002 SA Public Law 236 and 
Reddy in Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation 208. 
A traditional community may be defined as a community that is subject to a system of 
traditional leadership and that observes a system of customary law. See section 2 of the 
Traditional Leadership and Governance Framework Act 41 of 2003. For a definition of a 
traditional leader see Keulder Traditional Leaders and Local Government 21. 
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their knowledge could surely be used to positive effect.2099 For instance, if these 
types of communities rely on traditional healing practices they could possess 
valuable indigenous knowledge pertaining to biodiversity, fauna and flora and 
ecological trends generally. It could be useful and necessary, for such reasons 
and because the Constitution now affords recognition of traditional leadership,2100 

to involve these authorities in LEG. This view is supported by Bekink,2101 who 
remarks in the context of local government that 'it would be irresponsible and 
unfortunate if the importance of traditional leadership and traditional law were to 
be overshadowed by political short-sightedness or the failure to provide for their 
proper recognition and inclusion ... traditional leaders could have significant 
influence over their local communities.'2102 Keulder2103 states that '(t)raditional 
leaders are crucial for local level development because of their social control over 
their subjects.' Regardless of the important role of traditional leadership 
generally, no provision is made in the Intergovernmental Relations Framework 
Act, for example, to accommodate this form of leadership in the local or other 

It is immediately evident, however, that this impact may be miniscule in comparison, for 
example, with the level of air and water pollution caused by the manufacturing industry in 
urban areas. 
The institution of traditional leadership and/or customary law historically did not form part 
of government and governance in South Africa. This position changed with the advent of 
constitutional reform. For the role and importance of the institution of traditional 
leadership in local government affairs, see Bekink Local Government Law 195-211. 
Section 212(1) of the Constitution determines that national legislation may provide a role 
for traditional leadership as an institution at local level on matters affecting local 
communities. See also section 211 of the Constitution and further Olivier in Hinz and 
Gatter (eds) Global Responsibility - Local Agenda 214-238. See further Steytler and De 
Visser Local Government Law 3-17-3-19 and Bekink Local Government Law 195-211. 
Bekink Local Government Law 196. 
It must also be borne in mind that under apartheid, unelected traditional authorities 
'exercised considerable powers in some rural areas.' See Currie and De Waal (eds) 
Constitutional and Administrative Law 214, Goldman and Reynolds in Van Donk et al 
(eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government 136-138 and generally, Keulder 
Traditional Leaders and Local Government 17. The 'official' changes in the local 
governance of communities across South Africa had vast implications for the role, 
powers and influence of traditional leadership. In order not to deter the involvement of 
traditional leadership in the new models of government it may be important to go through 
a gradual process of transformation that allows for flexibility in implementing these 
changes in practice. 
Keulder Traditional Leaders and Local Government 318. 
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spheres of government.2104 Chapter 3 of the Constitution on cooperative 

governance is similarly silent on traditional leadership. 

Under the Systems Act traditional authorities are more marginalised than prior to 

the constitutional transformation of local government, since it is either district or 

local municipalities that now exercise legislative and executive powers in areas 

where traditional authorities had previously exercised such authority.2105 Still, the 

Systems Act provides that designated traditional leaders have the general right to 

attend and participate in any local council meeting and that all leaders have the 

right to address local councils on a specific matter that concerns their area.2106 A 

municipal council is therefore obliged to allow traditional authorities the 

opportunity to express their views before a municipal council takes a decision on 

any matter directly affecting the area of the traditional community.2107 The 

participation of traditional authorities may be vital not only in the identification of 

needs related to the environmental right of traditional communities but also in 

subsequent decision-making processes.2108 For traditional leaders to be able to 

See however the relevant sections of the Traditional Leadership and Governance 
Framework Act 41 of 2003 discussed below. 
Refer to Hinz in Horn and Bosl (eds) Human Rights and the Rule of Law in Namibia 65. 
See, however, Olivier in Hinz and Gatter (eds) Global Responsibility - Local Agenda 231-
235 for functions that are conferred in terms of the Constitution and/or other law (also 
provincial legislation) on traditional leadership together with different spheres of 
government. Functions related to the environment, for example, include water and 
sanitation services, refuse removal, refuse dumps and solid waste disposal. Preceding 
the Constitution and the establishment of representative rural local government 
structures, traditional, regional and community authorities played an agency role for other 
government departments and acted as intermediaries between community members and 
such departments. The Local Government Transition Act of 1993, although specifically 
allocating certain functions to rural local government, did not abolish these institutions nor 
did it repeal those functions that overlap with those of elected local government 
structures. See Olivier in Hinz and Gatter 225. 
Sections 81(1) and (3). See also Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 3-17 -
3-19. On the basis of a comparative African study Keulder Traditional Leaders and Local 
Government 315-317 proposes that it need not be problematic where traditional 
authorities do not have legislative and executive powers but are afforded sufficient room 
to manage and mobilise their communities to ensure development, grassroots stability 
and law and order. 
Section 81 (3) of the Systems Act. 
The White Paper on Local Government identifies some issues of importance. It lists 
various functions of traditional leaders inclusive of protecting cultural values and 
providing a sense of community in their areas as well as being custodians and protectors 
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generally contribute to improved fulfilment of socio-economic rights at local 
government level, special efforts will have to be made to ensure and protect their 
role and function.2109 The local sphere of government is the primary gateway 
through which traditional leaders may become involved in the more official 
government structure of South Africa.2110 In matters impinging on traditional 
communities' socio-economic rights (and obligations) it may be particularly 
important for two-way communication to take place between traditional 
communities and local government.2111 

It might be useful at this stage to identify some of the provisions in legislation that 

support the idea that the recognition of traditional communities and leadership 

intersects with some elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights. The 

White Paper on Local Government provides that the role of traditional leaders in 

the development of the local area and community includes ensuring that the 

traditional community participates in the decisions on development and 

contributes to development costs.2112 The development of all areas in South 

Africa has to be sustainable. The idea of development therefore attracts 

environmental considerations. It can be derived that traditional authorities should 

participate in environmental decision-making but should also encourage their 

community members to become involved.2113 The Traditional Leadership and 

Governance Framework Act 41 of 2003 (the TLGFA) confirms that traditional 

leadership must be transformed to be in harmony with the Constitution, the Bill of 

of the community's customs and general welfare. See the White Paper on Local 
Government par 4. 
Bekink Local Government Law 210. Note also Bekink's statement that although 
traditional leadership is protected, its role and participation is not cast in stone and should 
be evaluated and adapted through legislative measures. 
See section 212(1) of the Constitution. Traditional leadership can partake in national and 
provincial government through the national and provincial councils of traditional 
leadership. See Du Plessis and Scheepers 2000(1) Potchefstroom Electronic Law 
Journal. 
It may be safe to assume that the socio-economic rights needs (inclusive of 
environmental needs) of traditional communities will have to be channelled to the 
government via the local sphere. 
White Paper on Local Government par 4.1. 
This is in clear support of the generic element related to public participation in the 
fulfilment of environmental rights. See 8.2.1. 
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Rights and the concept of cooperative governance.2114 It also requires the 

promotion of partnerships between municipalities and traditional councils through 

legislative and other measures.2115 The explicit functions of traditional councils in 

terms of the TLGFA include promoting the ideals of cooperative governance, 

integrated development planning, sustainable development and service 

delivery.2116 

The way in which the fulfilment of environmental rights in the local government 
sphere connects with the participation of traditional leadership in local 
government may not seem at all clear at this point. One may ask what the 
purpose is in involving in a democratic system of governance the leadership of 
communities operating within the system of traditional law, where the members 
are often not accustomed to the notion of human rights or democratic processes. 
This is a crucial question that needs to be answered in some other study. 
Meanwhile it is important to note that traditional leaders hold positions of 
influence in communities that consist of the bearers of the constitutional 
environmental right. For governance to benefit as much as possible from the 
influential position of traditional leadership it may be crucially important for 
municipalities and traditional leaders to enter into partnerships.2117 The fact that 
customary law and native African religions contain rules on the protection of the 
environment, as stated in 2.2.5.5 above, could also be beneficial to the promotion 
of environmental rights in traditional communities. However, in some instances 
traditional conservation rules may have been relinquished in the face of growing 

Preamble of the TLGFA. 
Preamble and section 5 of the TLGFA. 
Section 4 of the TLGFA. These provisions of the TLGFA are complementary to the 
generic elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights related to the establishment of 
partnerships as well as to the development and implementation of policy and projects 
and the provision of environmental infrastructure. 
Goldman and Reynolds in Van Donk et al (eds) Consolidating Developmental Local 
Government 136 observe with reference to South Africa that despite provisions in law 
and policy, 'relationships between traditional authorities and local government structures 
are often problematic, representing rival centres of power.' For a British case study that 
reveals the importance of partnerships and policy networks in contemporary local 
governance of rural areas in Taunton in Somerset, refer to Cloke et al 2000 Public 
Administration An International Quarterly 111-133. 
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numbers of community members as opposed to the limited land available to 

them. 

7.2.3.6 Local government ward system 

At a local government conference held in 1996 the then Deputy Minister of 
Constitutional Development, Valli Moosa, stated that it is at the level of local 
government 'that the contact between elected representatives and citizens is 
most intimate, that the delivery of services or the lack thereof is experienced 
most profoundly. A failure of the system responsible for providing access to 
services and political structures at this level will create a threat to the very fabric 
of South African existence which can in no way be allowed.'2118 Twelve years 
down the line, this view still holds true. The Structures Act establishes a legal 
framework for the existence of ward committees within municipalities (except for 
district municipalities). The ward system is an acknowledged mechanism to 
enable communities to contribute to municipal decision-making, to facilitate direct 
contact between community members and local government; and in so doing, to 
improve local governance.2119 Ward committees have therefore been described 
as 'influencing agents' as opposed to 'implementing agents.'2120 A local 
municipality or metropole is not instructed to establish a ward committee system 
but has discretion in this regard.2121 Ward committees are elected and not 
appointed and the Structures Act outlines a number of requirements in the 
composition thereof related for example to the representation of women and the 

Verloren van Themaat Centre for Public Law Studies Local Governments. 
The establishment of ward committees is a form of internal decentralisation of power at 
local government level. See Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local 
Government 190 and generally, Oldfield in Van Donk et al (eds) Consolidating 
Developmental Local Government 490-492. 
Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 6-14. 
Section 72(2) of the Structures Act. The Structures Act allows also for a sub-council 
participatory system as opposed to a ward participatory system. This may be preferred 
by larger metropolitan areas. See section 7(d) of the Act and Bekink Local Government 
Law 131-132. 
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diversity of interests.2122 The idea is not for the ward committee system to be 

political or mere replications of the municipal council, but rather that it should 

establish a forum to represent a diversity of local interests.2123 These interests 

are not defined and may include, for example, socio-economic, environmental, 

financial, cultural and religious interests. 

A ward committee is not posited as a governance structure in the true sense of 
the word since its objective is to enhance participatory democracy in local 
government. A ward committee can, for example, make recommendations to the 
ward councillor on any matter affecting the ward - inclusive of environmental 
matters. The primary function of a ward committee is therefore to be a formal 
communication channel between the ward community and the political structures 
of a municipal council.2124 Still, the Structures Act provides that the municipal 
council can delegate duties and powers to a ward committee.2125 It could 
therefore be possible for a municipal council to delegate to ward committees 
functions related, for example, to the monitoring of environmental compliance, 
the collection and dissemination of environmental information and environmental 
education.2126 This may, however, be easier said than done. It has been held 
that in South Africa the large metropolitan councils: 

Section 73(3) of the Structures Act. A ward committee comprises of a ward councillor 
who acts as chairman together with a maximum of ten additional persons. On the 
composition and establishment of ward committees, see further sections 72-78 of the 
Structures Act. 
See De Visser Developmental Local Government 106-108. 
See for a discussion of the view that ward committees are a key component of 
community-based involvement in local government Buccus and Hicks in Van Donk ef al 
(eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government 525-538. 
Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 6-13, however, argue against the 
delegation of powers to ward committees, since these committees do not need any 
delegated powers to facilitate community participation. Here, however, a case is made in 
favour of bestowing ward committees with more functions (inclusive of environmentally 
relevant functions) in addition to the facilitation of community participation. 
It has been suggested also that councils must annually allocate funds in their budgets for 
community participation and therefore for the functioning of ward committees. See 
Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 6-14 as well as the creative initiative of 
the Drakenstein Local Municipality in 7.4 below. 
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have the material and human resources to act in certain respects as 
autonomous spheres of government in the true sense of the word and 
to facilitate participatory government through the ward committees ... 
However, in practice, in the smaller towns and rural areas it tends to 
be dysfunctional and unable to effectively deliver services as is 
apparent from the disturbances that have occurred in these towns. 
Should the large metropolitan local governments emerge as dynamic 
political entities, they could ultimately contribute to forging a unique 
federal paradigm, bearing in mind that only at the local government 
level, is constituency representation present. The potential for this 
exists, although at present it is only embryonic.2127 

It appears here as if Devenish draws a direct parallel between community 

satisfaction with local government service delivery and participation in local 

governance by means of ward committees. According to him, community 

members may be able to voice their grievances through these structures. Still, 

the mere existence of ward committees will assist little in addressing material and 

human resource constraints within a local council.2128 Nevertheless it seems that 

ward committees may be useful tools available to local government to be 

employed by municipalities in fulfilment of their environmental obligations. Ward 

committees can be of assistance not only to satisfy the need for public 

participation as a generic element for the fulfilment of environmental rights but 

also for example in the collection and dissemination of environmental information, 

the development and implementation of improved measures for environmental 

compliance and enforcement, programme development and implementation, 

environmental education, the communication of environmentally relevant 

community needs and even the establishment of environmental partnerships 

between a municipality and certain sectors in or sections of the local 

community.2129 It is therefore proposed that the potential role of the notion of 

ward committees should not be underestimated in seeking ways in which to 

strengthen the LEG efforts of local authorities. 

Devenish 2006 Stellenbosch Law Review 159. 
For an outline of the clangers and pitfalls of ward committees see De Visser 
Developmental Local Government 108-111 and Oldfield in Van Donk et al (eds) 
Consolidating Developmental Local Government 490-492. 
For some challenges in the context of the local government ward system see Foundation 
for Contemporary Research Annual Report 2006/20075-6. 
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7.2.4 Developmental local government, LEG, LA 21 and related aspects 

7.2.4.1 Developmental local government and LEG 

Local government has been rightly said to have 'a grand-scale developmental 
responsibility.'2130 This arises from the fact that the Constitution refers to the 
'developmental duties' of local government.2131 The original legislative and 
executive power of local government emphasises the responsibility of 
municipalities to utilise their constitutional space prudently and in the interest of 
development.2132 The idea of 'developmental local government' implies an 
inseparable linkage between the concepts of 'development' and 'decentralisation' 
as well as the fulfilment of particular socio-economic rights.2133 In dissecting the 
notion of developmental local government, De Visser2134 states that the most 
straightforward and recognisable element of a definition of development is the 
satisfaction of material needs - the improvement of the material well-being of 
people (the standard of living). The second element as identified by De Visser2135 

relates to choice and emanates from everyone's inherent dignity - every person 
should have the ability and opportunity to make choices about their well-being. 
The third element relates to intra-generational equity (referred to by De Visser as 
intersocial equity) and intergenerational equity.2136 Developmental local 
government hence translates into the gradual advancement of social, economic 
and environmental conditions (relating to peoples' material well-being) to the 
equal benefit of the entire society and generations of people through the 

Langa in Gutto (ed) A Practical Guide 8. See also Reddy in Reddy (ed) Local 
Government Democratisation 209 who lists four characteristics that make local 
government developmental in nature. 
See 7.2.1.3. 
Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 5-5. 
This idea has been extensively explored and developed by De Visser Developmental 
Local Government. See also Steytler 2004 Law, Democracy and Deve/opmenM62-163. 
The White Paper on Local Government is generally regarded as to have established the 
idea of developmental local government. See De Visser 72-74. 
De Visser Developmental Local Government 10-11. 
De Visser Developmental Local Government 11. 
De Visser Developmental Local GovernmentlZ-IS. 
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involvement of people.2137 Accordingly, when one views the idea of 
developmental local government together with the section 24 environmental 
right2138 it is evident that the two are mutually beneficial and certainly do not 
exclude each other. When one considers the definition of LEG,2139 it is possible 
to arrive at the conclusion that local environmental governance positions local 
government well to fulfill its developmental mandate, whilst simultaneously 
meeting its positive obligations in terms of section 24(b) of the Constitution.2140 In 
this context, however, LEG only shows 'potential'. This potential will first have to 
be unlocked through certain institutions, processes and mechanisms before it 
could have real life effect. In what follows, attention is paid to some institutions, 
processes and mechanisms provided for in law that may advance and/or 
facilitate: (1) the LEG endeavour; (2) the realisation of some of the 
developmental duties of local government; and (3) fulfilment of the section 24 
environmental right by local authorities. 

7.2.4.2 LA 21, integrated development planning, performance 

management and municipal financial management 

Within the new structure of developmental local government and in implicit 

response to South Africa's commitment to LA 21,2141 a system of integrated 

development planning was implemented in 2001 in terms of which all 

municipalities must establish local development plans for the short, medium and 

For an extensive recent work on developmental local government in South Africa see 
Van Donk et al (eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government. 
Refer to 7.2.1.3 and 6.2. 
See 3.3.3.1. 
Refer to 6.2.2.2. 
See Patel in Van Donk et al (eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government 371. 
It was reported by DEAT in 1999 that '(a) National Local Agenda 21 coordinating 
mechanism is presently being developed under the auspices of the DEAT, with input 
from various national and provincial government departments, local authorities and other 
stakeholders, including non-governmental organisations.' As far as could be established 
this co-ordinating mechanism has not became operative. See African Development Bank 
and UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs Sustainable Development African 
Perspectives 235. On LA 21 in the South African context see Urquhart and Atkinson A 
Pathway to Sustainability. 
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long term.2142 This progression follows the fact that the constitutional autonomy of 
local government has been accompanied by the significant decentralisation of 
planning.2143 Chapter 5 of the Systems Act provides for the development of 
integrated development plans (IDPs) by all local authorities.2144 The Systems Act 
makes explicit reference to the fact that by means of development-orientated 
planning, local government should contribute to the progressive realisation inter 

alia of the section 24 environmental right.2145 In essence, therefore, IDPs are 
planning and strategic guidelines/frameworks that have been drafted to help and 
guide local authorities to fulfill their developmental mandate as well as their 
constitutional environmental duties.2146 The IDP process 'is intended to be the 
cornerstone of any municipality's activities.'2147 In producing an IDP once every 
five years, various steps are required inclusive of an assessment of the current 
social, economic, and environmental reality in the municipal area; a 
determination of community needs through close consultation; development of a 
vision for development in the area; an audit of available resources, skills and 
capacities; a prioritisation of needs in order of urgency and long-term importance; 
the development of integrated frameworks and goals to meet different needs; the 
formulation of strategies to achieve the goals within specific time frames; the 
implementation of projects and programmes to achieve key goals; and the use of 
monitoring tools to measure impact and performance.2146 It is argued that the fact 

The IDP framework of a district authority binds both the district and local municipalities in 
the relevant district area. Local municipalities' IDPs must be aligned with that of the 
applicable district municipality. See section 27 of the Systems Act. 
See Bekink Local Government Law 497 and for the national principles that concern local 
government development planning, Bekink 498-499. 
The aims with an IDP or the IDP system as such, are contained in section 25(1)(a)-(e) of 
the Systems Act. A clear process and other requirements are contained in sections 25, 
28, 29 and 30 of the Act and item 2 of the Local Government: Municipal Planning and 
Performance Management Regulations GNR796 in GG 22605 of 24 August 2001 on 
when and how IDPs should be developed and adopted. Provision is also made in the Act 
for provincial supervision and monitoring as well as the annual review of IDPs. 
Section 23. 
See Bekink Local Government Law 76 and for some views on the origins and outcomes 
of IDPs, Harrison in Van Donk et al (eds) Consolidating Developmental Local 
Government 321-334. IDPs do not establish fixed frameworks but rather establish 
incremental development plans which can be regularly reviewed and which are subject to 
adaptations should circumstances so demand. 
De Visser Developmental Local Government 103. 
See also De Visser Developmental Local Government 103-105. 
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that section 24 of the Constitution and the development of framework 

environmental legislation such as the NEMA preceded the idea of local 

government development planning, is to the benefit of the IDP system and the 

achievement of environmental objectives through local planning. 

In terms of section 26 of the Systems Act an IDP must contain the following core 

components: 

(a) the municipal council's vision for the long term 
development of the municipality with special emphasis 
on the municipality's most critical development and 
internal transformation needs; 

(b) an assessment of the existing level of development in 
the municipality, which must include an identification of 
communities which do not have access to basic 
municipal services; 

(c) the council's development priorities and objectives for 
its elected term, including its local economic 
development aims and its internal transformation 
needs; 

(d) the council's development strategies which must be 
aligned with any national or provincial sectoral plans 
and planning requirements binding on the municipality 
in terms of legislation; 

(e) a spatial development framework which must include 
the provision of basic guidelines for a land-use 
management system for the municipality; 

(f) the council's operational strategies; 
(g) applicable disaster management plans; 
(h) a financial plan, which must include a budget projection 

for at least the next three years; and 
(i) the key performance indicators and performance 

targets determined in terms of section 41. 

IDPs therefore basically establish guiding documents for the developmental 

needs and initiatives of every municipal government in South Africa. Bearing in 

mind the aims and content of an IDP,2149 some of the general advantages of 

properly established IDPs include that they:2150 

According to section 35 of the Systems Act an IDP serves as the principal strategic 
planning instrument which guides and informs all planning and development and 
decisions relating thereto in a municipal area; binds the municipality in the exercise of its 
executive authority, except to the extent of any inconsistency between a municipality's 
IDP and national or provincial legislation, in which case such legislation is to prevail; and 
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• Enable municipalities to align financial and institutional resources and 

different functions of local government; 

• May facilitate integrated planning on the part of the entire government and, 

hence, improved cooperative governance amongst the three spheres of 

government; 

• Serve as a basis for interaction between local government and communities 

in so far as the content of an I DP relies for example on the needs of 

communities to be communicated through representative government and 

public participation;2151 

• Allow for prioritisation in budgeting processes, project implementation and the 

assignment of human and infrastructural resources, for example, to certain 

functional local government areas; 

• Make it possible for environmental sustainability to infiltrate the execution of 

all local government functions inclusive of decision-making, basic service 

provision and the design and implementation of local bylaws; 

• Enable municipalities to develop a holistic approach and strategy to address 

pressing socio-economic issues such as poverty alleviation, HIV/aids and 

housing; 

• Provide the avenue for local authorities to fulfill the obligations incurred by 

South Africa's commitment to LA 21; 

• Are flexible instruments, which means that goals and time-frames may be 

adjusted should circumstances so demand (it must be emphasised here that 

the flexibility of IDPs should not be abused to unnecessarily or unfairly delay 

the achievement of any goals); and 

it binds all other persons to the extent that those parts of the IDP that impose duties on or 
affect the rights of people have been passed as a bylaw. The binding force of an IDP is 
therefore dependent on the adoption and passing of bylaws. 

2150 See the benefits identified by Bekink Local Government Law75-76. 
2151 The Foundation for Contemporary Research Annual Report 2006/200711, which focuses 

on public participation at local government level, however, reveals rather disturbing data 
on community members' participation in the development of IDPs in certain areas of 
South Africa. The data shows that community members are often not aware of what an 
IDP is and otherwise feel that their needs are not reflected within the IDPs of their 
municipalities. 
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• Generally, may ensure continuity over time in local governance - inclusive of 

LEG.2152 

In addition to the IDP system, provision is made in the Systems Act for municipal 
performance management, which may also be crucially important for 
developmental local government and hence for the environmentally relevant 
issues connected therewith. Performance management should ensure that local 
objectives and duties are implemented, monitored and corrected if necessary. 
The Systems Act provides that a municipality must establish a performance 
management system that is commensurate with its resources; best suited to its 
circumstances; and in line with the priorities, objectives, indicators and targets 
contained in its IDP.2153 Local authorities should set their own standards of 
performance that are referred to as key performance indicators (KPIs).2154 KPIs 
can provide valuable assistance to local authorities in assessing the impact and 
effectiveness of their plans as well as their compliance with constitutional and 
other legal obligations (inclusive of obligations contained in international and 
South African environmental law).2155 Bekink2156 explains the new system of 
performance management as a six-step process where (1) all municipalities must 
identify the areas that require performance measuring and improvement as part 
of the IDP process; (2) a municipality subsequently monitors and measures its 
performance by developing indicators and targets for each of the development 
objectives; (3) a municipality evaluates its performance and takes steps to 
improve performance where targets have not been met; (4) certain areas can be 
identified by national government through a consultative process; (5) each 
municipality is expected to report on the latter areas; and (6) a municipality is 

Municipal development planning is extensively discussed by Bekink Local Government 
Law 497-504. 
Section 38. On the establishment and development of performance management 
systems and the core components thereof, see Bekink Local Government Law 486-487. 
As the KPIs should communicate with the needs of the community, it may be imperative 
for communities to be involved in local authorities' setting of KPIs. Refer to the 
Drakenstein case study at 7.4 for an example of public participation in this regard. 
Refer for an outline of some of these obligations generally to Chapter 6. 
Bekink Local Government Law491. 
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allowed to exceed the targets set by national government but will not be allowed 

to perform below those targets. This system could be very useful in establishing 

checks and balances pertaining for example to the positive environmental action 

required on the part of local government in terms of section 24(b) of the 

Constitution.2157 However, the benefit of any performance management system 

lies in its operation. The mere setting of KPIs without monitoring and follow-up 

renders the system void of any real value. 

Of additional importance here is the idea that under the new legal framework for 
local government, the minister for local government may prescribe by regulation 
general KPIs that are appropriate and that can be applied to local government 
generally.2158 It is accordingly possible for the minister to prescribe 
environmentally relevant KPIs to be included in the performance management 
system of all municipalities. All municipalities are further required, in a manner 
determined by their council, to make known to the general public, both internally 
and externally, which KPI and performance targets are set by the municipality for 
purposes of its performance management system.2159 This may be seen as a 
way to encourage citizens' 'enforcement' through different means of a 
municipality's compliance with its own set targets. The results of such a 
performance management system and performance measurements must 
furthermore be audited as part of the municipality's internal auditing processes 
and annually by the Auditor-General.2160 A proposal for nationally developed 
environmental KPIs for local government and the possibility to requiring 
municipalities to report regularly in terms of their environmental KPIs to the 
Environmental Management Inspectorate are further discussed in Chapter 8 
below. 

See the discussion of Bekink Local Government Law 491-492. 
Section 43 of the Systems Act. 
Section 44 of the Systems Act. 
Section 45 of the Systems Act. This is but one of the ways in the Systems Act in which 
local government accountability can be monitored. 
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The Local Government: Municipal Finance Management Act 56 of 2003 (Finance 
Management Act) is a technically complex piece of legislation.2161 It is a 
framework law which applies to several aspects of fiscal management within local 
government.2162 There are some provisions that may have to be borne in mind in 
the local government fulfilment of the constitutional environmental right. These 
include, for example, that the mayor of a municipality must coordinate the budget 
formation process with the municipality's main planning instruments (including 
the IDP).2163 He or she must take the municipality's IDP into account in preparing 
the municipal budget, but at the same time the IDP must be aligned with realistic 
future revenue and expenditure projections.2164 Municipal budgets are 
implemented in terms of service delivery and budget implementation plans. 
These plans must set service delivery targets and performance indicators.2165 

Especially in the context of environmental infrastructure and service delivery, it 
may be important, for these targets and performance indicators to be aligned with 
those contained in the IDP and the performance management system of the 
municipality, as is required.2166 In addition, every municipality must prepare an 
annual report for each financial year.2167 The purpose of the report is not only to 
record the activities in the year under review, but also to measure the 
municipality's performance against its budget.2168 The overall object is to promote 
the municipality's accountability to the local community for the decisions made 
throughout the year. These annual reports may therefore be living proof as to 
whether or not, and if so, to what extent a municipality embarked on 'other 

For further reading on the Finance Management Act and for outlines on municipal fiscal 
management powers and local government revenue, see Bekink Local Government Law 
341-469, Steytler, De Visser Local Government Law 11-5 - 14-57 and Savage in Van 
Donk et al (eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government 285-315. 
Notably local government income is basically threefold - own income, equitable share 
and other intergovernmental transfers. The largest portion of local government revenue 
is generated by the municipalities themselves. See further De Visser Developmental 
Local Government 84-85. 
Section 21 (1)(a) of the Finance Management Act. 
See section 34 of the Systems Act and section 21 (2)(b) of the Finance Management Act. 
See sections 1 and 53(c)(ii) of the Finance Management Act. 
Section 57(1 )(b) of the Systems Act. 
Section 121(1) of the Finance Management Act. 
Sections 121(2)(a) and (b) of the Finance Management Act. 
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measures'2169 towards the fulfilment of the constitutional environmental right.2170 

Besides its budgetary obligations the Constitution entitles municipalities to 
impose surcharges on fees for services rendered. In so far as this pertains to 
environmental services, this could be an option for local authorities needing to 
cover revenue shortages.2171 South Africa also has what is called 'conditional 
grants' for local government by means of which the national government aims to 
have national priorities incorporated into municipal budgets. According to 
Steytler and De Visser2172 these include promoting national norms and standards, 
addressing service-delivery backlogs, and regional disparities in municipal 
infrastructure. The conditional grants could be employed by local authorities to 
improve environmental conditions of community members related to, inter alia, 

service delivery and infrastructure. Steytler and De Visser show that for the 
2006-2007 financial year three types of allocations were made, namely municipal 
infrastructure grants; specific-purpose allocations and allocations-in-kind for 
designated special programmes.2173 Another option that will not be further 
explored here is for local authorities to consider the greening of their supply chain 
management policies.2174 It is argued here that several options are at the 
disposal of local authorities to access sufficient funds to see at least partially to 
the type of environmental activities required of a municipality to fulfill the 
constitutional environmental right of its people. One option to cap 
environmentally relevant expenses on the part of government that has not yet 
been developed in South Africa is the establishment of environmental funds such 
as the funds that exist in Namibia, for example.2175 

As required of municipalities in terms of section 24(b) of the Constitution. 
On the enforcement of proper financial management through disciplinary and criminal 
proceedings see Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 11-41 - 11-45. 
Section 229 of the Constitution. 
Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 12-10. 
Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 12-11. 
See for a detailed discussion of supply chain management at local government level 
Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law14-14 - 14-56. 
Refer to Chapter 5. 
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7.2.4.3 Environmental departments and structures, committees and the 
privatisation of basic municipal services 

In addition to its decision-making or political structures, a municipality's 
administrative structures may also influence efficient LEG. Section 76 of the 
Systems Act states that a municipality may provide a municipal service in its area 
through an internal mechanism, which may be a department or other 
administrative unit within its administration; any business unit devised by the 
municipality; or any other component of its administration. Each municipality may 
therefore decide on the most appropriate internal structures2176 for service 
provision in its area. A single local government structure that is devoted to all 
aspects of the environment could be beneficial for the alignment of environmental 
policies, laws and activities, for instance. One is therefore tempted to suggest 
here that local authorities should consider the establishment of a single 
integrated department or administrative local government unit for the governance 
of all environmental matters, ranging from water services to waste management 
and public nuisances. The reality is, however, that different functions and 
services that may be regarded as 'environmental' in nature often involve skills 
and expertise that are not traditionally 'environmental' in nature, such as the 
expertise of engineers, planners and health officials. Since these experts may 
also be involved in non-environmental functions of the municipality it is often 
more meaningful for them to operate in specialised departments or administrative 
structures of their own. It is therefore not attempted here to suggest a specific 
internal government structure that would at all times be the most appropriate for 
effective LEG in all municipalities. Nel2177 is also somewhat sceptical about 
achieving an integrated environmental function (a concentrated environmental 
department) in local government. He suggests that 'formal or informal and 
voluntary clustering of line functioning units with complementary and mutually 
reinforcing environmental mandates into a matrix of cooperation and 

2176 These structures relate to the way in which local government officials are organised 
within the broader structure of the municipality. 

2177 Nel in Geyer (ed) International Handbook of Urban Policy 293. 
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collaboration arrangement may perhaps be more readily supported by politicians 

and officials alike.'2178 Since different categories of municipalities may be 

challenged with different environmental needs and may have different available 

expertise and resources, it is up to each municipality to decide on the type of 

internal structure that would be the most suitable for meeting its constitutional 

and legislative environmental objectives as well as its KPIs related to the 

environment. 

In terms of sections 79 and 80 of the Structures Act a municipality may establish 
one or more committees necessary for the effective and efficient performance of 
any of its functions or the exercise of any of its powers. Such committees will 
consist of council members but a committee may be authorised to co-opt 
advisory members who are not members of the council within the limits 
determined by the council. It may accordingly be possible for the political office
bearers of a local council to establish a section 80 environmental committee to 
assist with LEG in the municipality, primarily in an advisory capacity. Section 
17(4) of the Systems Act furthermore provides that a municipal council may 
establish one or more advisory committees consisting of persons who are not 
councillors to advise the council on any matter within the council's competence. 
When appointing the members of such a committee, gender representivity must 
be taken into account. These committees provided for in the Systems and 
Structures acts could play a vital role in assisting with matters such as the design 
of environmental bylaws and programmes, as well as in facilitating an additional 
level of informed public participation in environmental decision-making. It is 
through structures like these that local authorities can co-opt often unaffordable 
environmental, legal and other experts without their having to be local 
government officials.2179 

Nel in Geyer (ed) International Handbook of Urban Policy 293. 
Note also that in terms of section 85 of the Systems Act a municipality may establish 
through a consultative process a part of the municipality as an internal municipal service 
district to facilitate the provision of a municipal service in that part of the municipality. 
Before establishing such a district, the municipality must consult the local community and 
must obtain the consent of the majority of the members of the local community in the 
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Municipalities usually provide environmental services themselves but may also 
use external service providers, including providers from the private sector. In 
fact, it has been held that 'national government policy also encourages 
municipalities to privatise their services and municipalities are increasingly doing 

s 0 »2IBO ^ convincing case has been made by Steytler2181 that while privatisation is 
not in or by itself inconsistent with the Constitution, the process and the outcome 
of privatisation may have significant effects on the realisation of socio-economic 
rights generally. Therefore, the process and product of privatising a basic 
municipal service must comply with the normative framework of socio-economic 
rights. 

7.2.4.4 Model and standard environmental bylaws 

In terms of the Systems Act the Minister of the Department of Provincial and 
Local Government (DPLG) may make or amend standard draft bylaws 

concerning any matter for which municipal councils may make bylaws inclusive of 
standard draft rules and orders.2182 Standard draft bylaws are applicable only if 
they are adopted by the council of a municipality subject to any modifications and 
qualifications made by the council. This means that a council may decide to use 
a standard draft bylaw as a basis for its own bylaw process. A council may 
change a standard draft bylaw on an environmental matter, for example, to fit in 

proposed service district who will be required to contribute to the provision of the 
municipal service. A municipality may establish a committee composed of persons 
representing the community in the district to act as a consultative and advisory forum for 
the municipality regarding the management of and other matters relating to the service in 
the district, provided that gender representivity is taken into account. 
Steytler 2004 Law, Democracy and Development 157. 
See Steytler 2004 Law, Democracy and Development 157-160. 
The Minister may do this 'at the request of organised local government representing local 
government nationally, or after consulting the MECs for local government and organised 
local government.' If the bylaw will, for example, affect another Minister's area of 
responsibility, he/she must also be consulted in the process of making the standard 
bylaw. See sections 14(1)(a) and (b) of the Systems Act. Note that this process can also 
take place at provincial level. See section 14(2)(a) and (b). 
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with the local environmental conditions and circumstances.2183 A council may 

similarly simply ignore any standard draft bylaws.2184 

The NEMA provides for model environmental bylaws and other bylaw-related 
measures which may be complementary to the idea of standard draft 
environmental bylaws. In terms of section 46(1) of the NEMA the Minister of the 
Department of Environmental Affairs and Tourism may make model 
environmental bylaws aimed at establishing measures for the management of the 
environmental impacts of any development within the jurisdiction of a 
municipality, which may be adopted by a municipality as municipal bylaws.2185 

The model bylaws must include measures for environmental management, which 
may include auditing, monitoring and ensuring compliance and reporting 
requirements and the furnishing of information.2186 Any municipality may 
furthermore request the Director-General to assist it with the preparation of 
bylaws on matters affecting the environment, and he/she may not unreasonably 
refuse such a request.2187 And it is also provided in the final instance that the 
Director-General may institute programmes to assist municipalities with the 
preparation of bylaws for the purposes of implementing the NEMA.2188 

It is proposed here that the drafting of standard environmental bylaws be 

considered as a way in which to assist local authorities in fulfilling inter alia their 

constitutional environmental mandates. This process may require the 

Section 14(3)(a) and (b) of the Systems Act. 
The repeal of a standard draft bylaw after a municipality has adopted it does not affect 
the continuation of that bylaw in that municipality. Steytler and De Visser Local 
Government Law 5-15 indicate that the proclamation of a standard draft bylaw does not 
have any tangible legal effect. The legal effect occurs only when a municipal council 
adopts the bylaw with or without changes. 
Section 46(4) states that the purpose of the model bylaws must be to mitigate adverse 
environmental impacts; facilitate the implementation of decisions taken, and conditions 
imposed as a result of the authorisation of new activities and developments, or through 
the setting of norms and standards in respect of existing activities and developments; 
and ensure effective environmental management and conservation of resources and 
impacts within the jurisdiction of a municipality in cooperation with other organs of state. 
Section 46(5) of the NEMA. 
Section 46(2) of the NEMA. 
Section 46(3) of the NEMA. 
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involvement not only of DEAT but also of DPLG. It is proposed that use be made 
of the possibility of instituting programmes to assist municipalities with the 
preparation of bylaws for the purposes not only of implementing the NEMA but 
also all SEMAs and other environmental laws and, of course, section 24(b) of the 
Constitution. Standard environmental draft bylaws could, for example, facilitate 
environmental justice, contain standard environmental KPIs that would assist in 
the design of IDPs, and could also serve as a way in which to bridge gaps in the 
capacity relating to local government environmental law-making. This suggestion 
is taken further in Chapter 8 where recommendations are made towards the 
development of a standard local government policy framework for fulfilment of the 
section 24 environmental right. The role of political will and training in making a 
system of model and standard environmental bylaws work should not be 
underestimated. 

7.2.4.5 Participation in local government 

'Community participation is key to the functioning of local government.'2189 The 
Constitution, local government and environmental legislation make ample 
provision for public participation in local government, amongst other government 
structures.2190 Community participation in environmental governance was 
discussed above as one of the environmental principles contained in the 
NEMA.2191 It has also already been argued that the right to just administrative 
action could compel the participation of the public in decision-making 
processes.2192 The role of ward committees in effecting communities' 
participation in local government was also discussed above.2193 

Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 6-3. 
For a general overview of the applicable provisions in the Constitution and local 
government law, refer to Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 6-3-6-18. 
See 6.3.1. A link can also be drawn between public participation and the ideas of social 
justice (see Liebenberg 2006 Stellenbosch Law Review!) and environmental justice (see 
2.2.2 above). 
Refer to 6.2.4.10. 
Refer to 7.2.3.6. 
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The Systems Act provides for public participation in the passing of bylaws, the 
performance management systems of local authorities,2194 and the design of 
l D p s 2195 W j t n r e ference to the IDPs a municipality's process plan must allow for 
the local community to be consulted on its development needs and priorities 
through the mechanisms established by the municipality. The Systems Act goes 
so far as to prescribe a participatory process that goes beyond consultation. It 
instructs a municipality to ensure that the local community is allowed to 
participate in the drafting of the IDP.2196 It must also make provision for other 
organs of state, inclusive of traditional leadership, to be consulted.2197 

Involvement in the IDP process arguably offers a very good opportunity for 
communities to be involved in environmental planning and hence to influence the 
primary local government policy that must in future direct the environmental 
decision-making of a local council. The Structures Act also includes some 
provisions on public participation that have general application. Section 16(1) 
determines that a municipality must develop a culture of municipal governance 
that complements formal representative government with a system of 
participatory governance. For this purpose, a municipality must encourage and 
create conditions for the local community to participate in its affairs, including for 
example the preparation of its budgef198 and strategic decisions relating to the 
provision of municipal services.2199 Local authorities must also contribute to 
building capacity amongst the local community (to enable it to participate in a 
meaningful way in the affairs of the municipality) and councillors and staff (to 
foster community participation and useful appropriation of resources) and 
annually allocate funds in their budgets as may be appropriate.2200 In terms of 

Sections 42 to 44 of the Systems Act. 
Section 29(1 )(b)(i). 
Section 29(1 )(a)(ii). 
Section 29(1 )(a)(iii), 
Section 16(1)(a)(iv) of the Structures Act. This provision must be read with section 
160(7) of the Constitution, which provides that local councils should conduct their 
business in an open manner and may close their sittings, or those of their committees, 
only when it is reasonable to do so having regard to the nature of the business being 
transacted. 
Section 16(1)(a)(v) of the Structures Act. 
Section 16(1)(b) of the Structures Act. 
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section 17(1) of the Structures Act popular participation in local government must 
take place through political structures and other mechanisms. Municipalities 
must establish appropriate mechanisms, processes and procedures to enable the 
local community to participate, and must for this purpose provide inter alia for 
notification and public comment procedures, consultative sessions with locally 
recognised community organisations and, where appropriate, traditional 
authorities.2201 These mechanisms, processes and procedures must take into 
account the special needs of people who cannot read or write, people with 
disabilities, women, and other disadvantaged groups. It is also provided in the 
Act that a municipality must communicate to its community information through 
available mechanisms, processes and procedures that will encourage and 
facilitate community participation, with language and other special needs in 
mind.2202 Community members also have the right in terms of the Structures Act 
to attend the meetings of local councils.2203 Although there are some indications 
in the Systems and Structures acts on how a municipality can and should 
facilitate public involvement in local government, it is argued here that nothing 
prevents local authorities from thinking out of the box in order to cater for unique 
characteristics, abilities or conditions related to access when deciding on how to 
best encourage and subsequently involve people in local government.2204 

The DSF has already been discussed in 6.3.2 above. This document also 
reflects on public participation in local government. According to the DSF there 

See section 17(2) of the Structures Act. In terms of section 21B(2) and (3) of the 
Systems Act each municipality must decide, for example, whether or not establishing its 
own official website is 'affordable'. However, if a municipality decides not to establish an 
official website, the municipal manager must ensure that certain specified information is 
provided for display on a sponsored organised local government website. It is argued 
here that the internet is an increasingly useful means to share environmental information, 
for example, to post notifications related to environmental decision-making, and to share 
information related to such issues as the use (and availability) of energy, pollution levels 
in the municipal area, and the rights and duties of community members in terms of 
environmental bylaws. 
Section 18(1) and (2) of the Structures Act. 
See section 19 of the Structures Act. 
In so doing a municipality would, however, have to keep the minimum requirements for 
public participation in applicable legislation in mind. See also Hamann 2003 South 
African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy 30-32 and De Visser Developmental 
Local Government 106. 
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has been substantial public participation in environmental policy development 

since 1994, although participation has been uneven between sectors.2205 The 

DSF acknowledges that as against the enormous demands from all sides for 

consultative processes, the financial resources to support participation are 

limited. Specific reference is made to local government. 'It is probable that 

funding for participation at a local level, and particularly for acquiring researched 

opinion, for example for the development of IDPs, is a key barrier to effective 

integrated local development.'2206 'Limited access to media and communications, 

low education levels and geographic isolation from the centers of government, 

not to mention constraints of time and money, preclude meaningful participation 

by much of society. To enable this will require a considerable transfer of 

resources and economic empowerment.'2207 

The lesson to be learned from the observations in the DSF is that neither 

government nor local communities should allow themselves to be fooled by the 

extensive provisions in law for public participation in government affairs. The test 

for effective public participation in environmental decision-making on the part of 

local government for example lies within the degree of participation (the number 

of participants) and the quality or value of the input by participants (which relates 

to the issues of education and knowledge). The Doctors for Life International v 

Speaker of the National Assembly and Others*20* and Matatiele Municipality and 

Others v President of the Republic of South Africa and Others2209 judgments were 

recently passed by the Constitutional Court. These cases are regarded as 

landmark decisions that are critical for the interpretation of the law on public 

participation generally, and also in local government. In the decisions the 

Draft Strategic Framework 59. 
Draft Strategic Framework 59. 
Draft Strategic Framework 59. The DSF states further that equality with respect to 
participation of major groups has not yet been achieved in South Africa, where better-
resourced groups such as industry and business are able to participate more 
meaningfully than the most disadvantaged sectors of society, including rural people, 
whether women, youth, indigenous peoples or farmers. 
2006 12 BCLR 1399 (CC). 
2007 1 BCLR 47 (CC). 
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Constitutional Court developed a standard of reasonableness to determine 
whether the degree of public involvement in 'law-making' is in line with the 
Constitution.2210 The standard is an objective standard which is sensitive to the 
facts and circumstances of a particular case and comprises of six factors, namely 
the nature and importance of the decision; the efficiency of decision-making; the 
intensity of the impact of a decision on the public; what the municipality considers 
as appropriate; the urgency and meaningful opportunity.2211 The identification of 
these factors may be invaluable where local authorities need to establish whether 
or not the measures they take to ensure public participation in environmental law-
making (and also in environmental decision-making generally) are in line with the 
supreme law of the country.2212 

7.2.4.6 Cooperative government and supervision of local government 

The idea of cooperative government has been referred to a number of times in 

this study thus far, and was discussed in 3.2.5 above.2213 What remains is to 

focus here on the role of municipalities in cooperative environmental governance, 

and the provision for supervision of local government by other levels of 

government. 

Cooperative government includes the supervision of local government. Section 
154(1) of the Constitution provides that the national government and provincial 
governments, by legislative and other measures, must support and strengthen 
the capacity of municipalities to manage their own affairs, to exercise their 
powers and to perform their functions.2214 Section 154(1) applies to original and 

The standard has been designed in such a way that it may be extended for use as a 
measurement of the participation of the public in other decision-making processes. 
For a discussion of each of these factors, see Steytler and De Visser Local Government 
Z.aw6-16-6-18. 
For a recent case study of community participation in governance and service delivery in 
the City of Johannesburg see Netswera in Van Donk et al (eds) Consolidating 
Developmental Local Government 511 -523. 
See also Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 204-207 and for 
the basic framework law applicable, the Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act. 
Only the provinces have intervening power. See section 139 of the Constitution. 
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assigned powers of local authorities and will also cover execution of powers and 
functions related to environmental issues (some of which may at times be 
technically complex and in need of expert knowledge).2215 Section 139 of the 
Constitution provides that when a municipality cannot or does not fulfill an 
executive obligation in terms of legislation (including environmental legislation) 
the relevant provincial executive may intervene by taking any appropriate steps 
to ensure fulfilment of that obligation.2216 This provision should be read with 
sections 41(1)(h)(ii), 154(1), 155(6)(6) and 155(7) of the Constitution which state, 
inter alia, that provincial government must by legislative or other measures 
provide for the monitoring and support of local government in the province, and 
that the national government and the provincial governments have the legislative 
and executive authority to see to the effective performance by municipalities of 
their functions.2217 The obligation of provincial government to support and 
supervise is justiciable, and a court may review the reasonableness of steps that 
the responsible governments have taken in executing this duty.2218 Steytler2219 

argues that since supervision of local government is a concurrent competency, a 
coordinated and coherent approach between national and provincial government 
is required - 'an objective which is not always achieved in practice.'2220 Provincial 
governments, for example, find it difficult to perform their share of supervisory 
functions as they lack any effective financial stick or carrot to keep municipalities 

This provision may also imply that it is necessary for local government to receive the 
necessary financial resources and training. On the idea of training or education for local 
government officials and political role-players see Gila and Janse van Rensburg in Gutto 
(ed) A Practical Guide 18-19. 
Section 39 and its application are extensively discussed by Murray 1999 SA Public Law 
346-374. 
See further Murray 1999 SA Public Law 343-346. 
De Visser Developmental Local Government 43-46 highlights four factors that belong 
under the umbrella of supervision, namely regulation, evaluation, intervention and 
redistribution. 
Steytler in Steytler (ed) Place and Role of Local Government 202-203. 
This is despite the view inter alia of De Visser Developmental Local Government 43, that 
the 'functionality of relations between national government and decentralised units is 
arguably the most critical success factor in the organisation of the decentralised state.' 
See also Murray 1999 SA Public Law 332-380 on the need for and role of provincial 
supervision of local government. 
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in line.2221 It is therefore argued here that provincial governments have to 
consider alternative incentives or measures in the field inter alia of environmental 
compliance and cooperation at local government level.2222 It has also been 
argued that the constitutional requirements for provinces' support and monitoring 
of local government 'provide the starting point, but political realities are not 
always conducive to provinces (or the national government) fulfilling these 
obligations rigorously.'2223 Provinces may be less inclined to spend on 
municipalities when their own budgets are tight, the province itself may struggle 
with effective governance and the internal politics of a municipality or political 
differences between the province and the municipality may make intervention by 
the province difficult. Murray2224 states that at the same time 'municipalities are 
often slow in asking for assistance.' 

The Constitution also provides that draft national or provincial legislation that 
affects the status, institutions, powers or functions of local government must be 
published for public comment before it is introduced in Parliament or a provincial 
legislature, in a manner that allows organised local government, municipalities 
and other interested persons an opportunity to make representations.2225 Local 
government must therefore be involved in the environmental law-making 
procedures of national and provincial government, for example. This right is 
arguably accompanied by a duty on the part of local government to actively 
partake in environmental law-making processes when invited to do so. Those 
who represent local government in the law-making processes of other spheres of 

As part of the idea of cooperative governance it would similarly be very difficult (if not 
impossible) for a provincial government to challenge local authorities before a court of 
justice. This is part of a bigger problem in the context of environmental compliance on 
the part of local government. See Bosman and Boyd 'Compliance and Enforcement in a 
Cooperative Governance Structure' 6. For some of the most important provisions dealing 
with local-provincial intergovernmental relations see De Villiers 1997 SA Public Law 471-
473 and on intergovernmental dispute settlement in terms of the Intergovernmental 
Framework Relations Act refer to Steytler and De Visser Local Government Law 16-31. 
Many innovative ideas in this regard have been raised by Bosman and Boyd 'Compliance 
and Enforcement in a Cooperative Governance Structure'. 
Murray 1999 SA Public Law 377. 
Murray 1999 SA Public Law377'. 
Section 154(2). 
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government should be encouraged to pay careful attention in proposed 

legislation to the clear allocation of certain functions to metropolitan, local and 

district councils.2226 Section 163(a) and (b) of the Constitution provides further 

that provision must be made for the recognition of national and provincial 

organisations representing municipalities, and procedures must be determined 

whereby local government may consult with national and provincial 

government.2227 

Cooperative governance should also aim to combat the fragmentation of 
government mandates.2228 This may be particularly important where there is a 
lack of sufficient human and financial resources. Fragmentation of environmental 
mandates into semi-autonomous line functioning units, departments or agencies 
is generally referred to as horizontal fragmentation.2229 Fragmentation of 
environmental mandates between the different spheres of government is 
generally referred to as vertical fragmentation.2230 The ultimate aim with 
cooperative government and the supervision of local government in the 

2226 See 7.2.3. 
2227 

2228 

2229 
2230 

The South African Local Government Association (SALGA) was established in 1996 and 
is a voluntary body that represents all nine provincial local government associations. 
SALGA is not a statutory body but has official status through the executive act of 
recognition. This body represents local government interests through its membership of 
a number of key, formal intergovernmental structures such as the second house of the 
national Parliament. As a full partner in government, SALGA is expected to be an active 
participant in various intergovernmental forums, to provide policy and positions on 
numerous issues, and to articulate and defend all local government interests. However, 
it has been stated that it 'is widely accepted ... that it [SALGA] has not, as an 
organisation, been able to perform this task adequately.' See Steytler in Steytler (ed) 
Role and Place of Local Government 204-206. There may be different reasons for this 
outcome. It is suggested here that in order for local government to be involved in 
provincial and national government in a manner beneficial to local government it may be 
necessary for the needs and unique features of different types of municipalities - local 
councils (in rural and city areas), metropolitan and district municipalities - to have a 
separate voice, albeit within an overarching representative body. 
Refer in general to Bray 1999 South African Journal of Environmental Law and Policy\-
12. 
See Nel in Geyer (ed) International Handbook of Urban Policy 276. 
See Nel in Geyer (ed) International Handbook of Urban Policy 276. Horizontal and 
vertical fragmentation primarily fits, what is referred to by Kotze 2007 SA Public Law 36-
37 as legislative fragmentation. Kotze makes a further distinction between institutional 
fragmentation and inter-sectoral fragmentation. See on the idea of horizontal and vertical 
integration in the context of local government Pieterse and Van Donk in Van Donk et al 
(eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government 65-66. 
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environmental context should be to combat both horizontal and vertical 
fragmentation.2231 Whereas vertical fragmentation may require cooperation 
between the different spheres of government, horizontal fragmentation requires 
cooperation within a government sphere, for example, among a single local 
authority's departments of energy, water and sanitation, the environment, 
engineering and planning.2232 Issues related to environmental fragmentation are 
rather common and could be thought to be characteristic of the South African 
environmental law framework, as becomes evident when one considers even no 
more than the sectoral environmental functions that are regulated and assigned 
by different line functionaries and sectoral environmental laws.2233 It is therefore 
rather peculiar that the provision for a National Environmental Advisory Forum in 
terms of section 3 of the NEMA does not make any explicit reference to the 
participation of a local government representative. Also, the Committee for 
Environmental Co-ordination in terms of section 7 of the NEMA provides for the 
involvement of only one SALGA representative. The Director-General of the 
Department of Provincial and Local Government has been excluded as a 
permanent committee member, whilst the director-generals of the departments of 
Labour and Agriculture have been included. These omissions could be indicative 
of an underestimation generally of the role of local government in environmental 
governance or of ignorance of the elevated status of local government and its 
developmental mandate. 

7.2.4.7 Local government and the environmental management 

inspectorate 

Part 2 of chapter 7 of the NEMA makes provision for application and enforcement 

of the Act and other specific environmental management laws. Section 31B 

See in this regard the rather extensive Centre for Environmental Management Integrated 
Environmental Management System Final Report: Phase III. 
This also relates to the idea of institutional fragmentation as discussed by Kotze 2007 SA 
Public Law 36. 
Refer to 6.3.3 and Addendum A. 
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provides for the Environmental Management Inspectorate (EMI)2234 and 
addresses the designation of environmental management inspectors by DEAT. 
The Minister is allowed to designate officials of local authorities as inspectors, 
amongst others. The functions of the inspectors include to monitor and enforce 
compliance with the environmental law(s) for which they have been designated; 
and to investigate any act or omission in respect of which there is a reasonable 
suspicion that it might constitute a breach of such law(s).2235 Currently inspectors 
may be designated to operate in terms of the NEMA or regulations thereto, the 
NEMPAA,2236 the NEMBA2237 and the MEMAQA.2238 The general powers of the 
inspectors include the powers of inspection; investigation; enforcement; and 
administrative powers such as the issuing of compliance notices.2239 With the 
establishment of the EMI, environmental enforcement officials for the first time 
became part of a nation-wide intelligence network that shares environmental 
experience, information, standardised training and procedures. The success of 
the EMI in the sphere of municipalities will to a large extent depend on whether or 
not (1) a sufficient number of local government officials is designated and trained 
as inspectors and (2) the EMI in general will focus on municipalities (as opposed 
to corporate polluters, for example) as contraveners of environmental law.2240 It is 
proposed that working relationships be established inter alia among local 
government waste officers,2241 air quality officers2242 and the EMI at local, 
provincial and national level, in order to strengthen the efficient performance (by 
means of cooperative strategies, information sharing etc) of such officers as well 
as of the EMI. One of the generic elements for the fulfilment of environmental 
rights is the development and implementation of environmental laws, policies and 

The EMI came into being in 2005. 
Section 31G. An official must successfully complete an EMI training course before 
he/she will become an environmental management inspector. 
See 6.3.3.3. 
See 6.3.3.1. 
See 6.3.3.2. 
Section 31H of the NEMA. 
The current situation is that only provincial- and national-level environmental 
management inspectors receive training. To date, no training or appointment of 
municipal environmental management inspectors has taken place. 
Required in terms of section 63(1) of the NEMWMB. See 6.3.3.4. 
Required in terms of sections 14(3), 30 and 31 of the NEMAQA. See 6.3.3.2. 
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programmes. Environmental compliance and enforcement play a prominent role 
in this.2243 Environmental compliance and enforcement are, however, also 
autonomous elements for the fulfilment of environmental rights. The EMI and its 
functioning at local government level may therefore be an important role player in 
LEG and therefore also in assisting municipalities to meet their constitutional 
environmental obligations. 

Having considered a vast number of provisions in and factors related to 

environmental and local government law above, the section to follow aims to 

identify those areas (based on the generic elements for the fulfilment of 

environmental rights) where the constitutional environmental right overlaps with 

local government. 

7.3 Interface between section 24 and local government 

7.3.1 Introduction 

In some instances there is no direct intersection between a socio-economic right 
and a particular functional area of local government, but the fulfilment of that right 
is dependent on local government's playing a supportive role to other spheres. It 
is argued here that when one considers the elements for the fulfilment of 
environmental rights2244 and the great numbers of local government tasks and 
structures that fit within these elements, a relationship perhaps slightly stronger 
than an underlying supportive relationship exists between local government and 
the section 24 environmental right.2245 The different types of municipalities that 

An environmental compliance and enforcement agency such as the EMI could also play 
a role in the collection and dissemination of environmental information and in 
environmental education. 
See 2.8. 
Swilling in Van Donk et al (eds) Consolidating Developmental Local Government 77 
observes, for example, that '(m)any problems that are rooted in unsustainable resource-
use approaches are now on top of the agenda in many South African municipalities, for 
example traffic congestion, rising water and energy prices, declining food security, ... 
polluted rivers, degraded environments and over-flowing sewage plants.' 
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exist in South Africa and their location in areas with often vastly contrasting 

topography and environmental challenges make it difficult to arrive at general 

assumptions about local government's fulfilment of the section 24 environmental 

right. However, it may still be possible to identify some areas of commonality 

from the legal and policy frameworks and developments discussed above by 

employing the generic elements that have been distilled for fulfilment of 

constitutional environmental provisions.2246 

7.3.2 Generic elements meet practice, principles, legal concepts and law 

In the second column, the scheme below shows some of the practices, 

principles, legal concepts and law in South Africa that appear to relate closely 

with the generic principles for the fulfilment of environmental right 

2246 See 2.8. The fact that there are areas of overlap based on the content of environmental 
and local government law and policy unfortunately says nothing about the de facto 
position in local government. 
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Table 5 

Generic elements for fulfilment of 
constitutional environmental 
provisions 

Practice, principles, legal concepts and law in South Africa 

1. Public participation 

• Public participation is directly reiated to the idea of participatory democracy. 
• Public participation in the affairs of government strongly relates to the constitutional right to just administrative action. 
• The participation of the public in the affairs of government is also captured by the concept of ubuntu. 
• Public participation is required in terms of environmental framework law such as the NEMWMB and the NEMCMB. 
• The idea of a best practical option, as a NEMA principle, inherently compels public participation. 
• The NEMA insists on public participation in environmental management as an explicit environmental principle. 
• Extensive provision is made in the Systems Act and the Structures Act for public participation in local government 

generally. 
• Local government ward committees lend themselves to public participation in environmental decision-making at local 

government level. 
• Public participation is part of the constitutional objects of local government. 
• Environmental committees in local government with representatives of the community and private sector could contribute to 

public participation in environmental decision-making. 

2. Collection and dissemination of 
environmental information 

• Collection and dissemination of environmental information may be required in terms of the constitutional right to just 
administrative action and protection afforded by the PAJA generally. 

• Collection and dissemination of environmental information are directly related to the constitutional right to information 
generally and the protection afforded by PAIA. 

• There are explicit provisions in NEMA on access to environmental information. 
• There is an explicit provision in the NEMCMB, for example, for information to be given to the public on the protection and 

management of coastal zones. 
• Environmental committees and ward committees in local government lend themselves to the dissemination and collection 

of environmental information. 
• The sharing of environmental information could be facilitated by involving local government in the environmental 

authorisation process at national/provincial level as provided for in the NEMWMB, for example. 
• The EMI as an environmental enforcement agency and the NEMA Committee for Environmental Cooperation and the 

National Environmental Advisory Forum could play a role in the collection and dissemination of environmental information. 
• At times, the Auditor-General and SAHRC could also play a role in disseminating environmental information. 

3. Development and implementation of 
environmental policy, law and 
programmes 

• The development and implementation of environmental policy, law and programmes are required where section 24(b) of the 
Constitution compels municipalities to take 'reasonable legislative and other measures'. 

• IDPs are inclusive local government policies accompanied by, for example: 
o Local government biodiversity management plans 
o Local government air-quality management plans 
o Local government waste management plans 
o Spatial Development Frameworks 
o Local government disaster management plans 

• Local government environmental advisory committees may assist with expert skills and knowledge that may be required at 
the local level for development of environmental policy, law and programmes. 
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i 

• National/provincial government (especially the departments responsible for local government and environmental affairs) 
may assist local government through the design of standard or model environmental bylaws to be adopted by 
municipalities. 

• The EMI may play a strengthening role in this area - especially in as far as it pertains to monitoring the implementation of 
environmental laws. 

4. Compliance with and enforcement of 
environmental law 

• Compliance with and enforcement of environmental law accompany the idea of checks and balances. 
• Checks and balances have been built into some SEMAs such as the NEMCMB. 
• Environmental compliance and enforcement are required where section 24 compels local authorities to take 'reasonable 

legislative and other measures'. 
• Chapter 9 institutions may/should serve a supportive function in regards environmental compliance and enforcement -

especially the SAHRC and the Auditor-General. 
• Local government officials are (should be) involved in the EMI which is suppose to strengthen local environmental 

compliance and enforcement. 
• In support of the idea of improved environmental compliance and enforcement provision is made for local government 

environmental enforcement officers such as air-quality and waste officers. 
• Standard/model environmental bylaws in terms of the NEMA and the Systems Act could improve local environmental 

compliance and the enforcement regime across the country. 

5. Provision of environmental 
infrastructure 

• The need for sufficient environmental infrastructure is implied by constitutional rights such as the rights to life, dignity and 
equality. 

• Fairly distributed provision of environmental infrastructure relates to the NEMA principle on environmental justice. 
• The provision of infrastructure generally, is part of the constitutional objects of local government. 
• Dedicated environmental departments or other means to combat horizontal fragmentation in local government may prevent 

duplication of tasks and could optimise the provision of environmental services and infrastructure. 
• The municipal infrastructure grant system could be redesigned or adjusted to have a built-in focus on the erection and 

maintenance of environmental infrastructure. 
• Municipalities are in a position to apply for funds to improve environmental infrastructure and to address any backlogs. 

6. Establishment of partnerships 

• The spherical composition of the South African government conveys the idea of government structures being in 
partnership. 

• The establishment of partnerships is implied by the NEMA principle on the need for intergovernmental cooperation and 
harmonisation of policies, legislation and action. 

• Provision is made in the NEMA for environmental management cooperation agreements (EMCAs). 
• There is an emphasis in the NEMA, the Systems Act and the Intergovernmental Relations Framework Act on cooperative 

government generally and in the environmental context. 
• The Traditional Leadership and Governance Framework Act requires the promotion of partnerships between municipalities 

and traditional authorities. 
• Cross-border environmental governance may require the establishment of partnerships between local authorities in South 

Africa and municipalities in neighbouring countries. 

7. Environmental education 

• Environmental education could be required by section 24 of the Constitution where local authorities are required to take 
'reasonable legislative and other measures'. 

• The idea of access to and provision of environmental education applies to local government as regulator and regulated 
entity. 

• The mandates of the SAHRC and the EMI could be interpreted to embrace environmental education. 
• Under the umbrella of environmental education there is legal recognition of the need for skills and capacity development as 
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part of the NEMA principle on public participation. 
• The promotion of community well-being and empowerment through environmental education is a principle in the NEMA. 
• Local government ward committees could assist in the provision of environmental education in local communities, for 

example.  
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7.4 Western Cape/Drakenstein case study2247 

7.4.1 Introduction 

The Drakenstein Local Municipality (DLM) is a category B municipality that 
covers a cluster of five historic places (Paarl, Wellington, Hermon, Gouda and 
Saron)2248 in the heart of the renowned Cape winelands of South Africa.2249 The 
major centre of the Drakenstein municipal area is Paarl,2250 also known as the 
'Pearl of the Cape.'2251 The town is situated in the Berg River Valley between 
Paarl Rock (the second largest granite outcrop in the world)2252 and the Du 
Toitskloof Mountains. The municipal area comprises of urban and rural 
settlements and has a population of approximately 200 000 people with an 
annual increase of more or less 4 200.2253 The municipality primarily comprises of 
four ethnic groups, namely Coloureds, Africans, Indians and Whites.2254 Since 
the late 17th century farming has been the biggest source of livelihood in the 

2247 

2248 

2249 
2250 

2251 

2253 

2254 

This case study is based on documented information obtained from the Drakenstein 
Local Municipality and information collected by means of a semi-structured interview. 
The semi-structured interview was conducted by the author on 13 March 2008 with 
Knaggs J (Principal Engineering Technician: Planning and Design) and Wyngaardt J 
(Engineering Technician: Environmental Management) of the municipality in Paarl, South 
Africa. A transcript of the interview is available on file with the author. 
Each of these places has its own distinct place in early Cape settlement history, ranging 
from Paarl as a thriving settlement of the early Dutch and Huguenot Vrijburgers, to Saron 
as one of the Moravian mission settlements spread around the Cape. Wellington was 
originally the home of Khoi and San groups, whilst Gouda and Hermon came into 
existence as small settlements along the route to the northern parts of South Africa. See 
the Drakenstein Municipality Draft Annual Report (Draft Annual Report) par 3.5.1 and 
DEAT UNESCO Application for Nomination: Cape Winelands Biosphere Reserve 
(UNESCO Application) 45. 
DLM falls within the area of the Cape Winelands District Municipality. 
Paarl was formally founded in 1690 and is the third oldest town in South Africa. The town 
played a decisive role in the growth and development of the Afrikaans language and 
today hosts the largest Afrikaans language monument in the country. See UNESCO 
Application 44-45, 51-53. 
Draft Annual Report par 3.5.1. 
Historically referred to by the Khoi-Khoi as 'Tortoise Mountain.' See the UNESCO 
Application 44. 
Draft Annual Report par 3.5.1 and Drakenstein Municipality First Draft Review Report: 
Integrated Development Plan 2007-2012 (Drakenstein First Draft Review Report) par 
3.1.2(a). 
Draft Annual Report par 3.5.1. 23 percent of these people are unemployed. 
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Drakenstein area and it is regarded as one of the most productive agricultural 
belts in the Western Cape Province.2255 However, the area may be best known 
for its rich biodiversity and cultural heritage.2256 The environmental focus of DLM 
is evident from its mission, which is to '(d)evelop and grow a sustainable, diverse 
and equitable Drakenstein, promoting culture and opportunities' which 'contribute 
towards a quality living environment and does not impact on the integrity of the 
environment.'2257 The values and supporting principles of DLM include to create 
'sustainable and quality living environments.'2258 DLM prides itself on having a 
rich cultural heritage which includes renowned cultural, historical, geological and 
aesthetic qualities.2259 It was in this context that the Cape Winelands District 
municipal area (of which DLM forms a part), was nominated in 2008 as a 

According to the Draft Annual Report par 3.5.1 more than eighty percent of all wines in 
the entire South Africa are produced in Wellington. The municipal area is also home to a 
number of clothing and textile industries. 
The Lower Berg River vlei area is, for example, the most important vlei area in South 
Africa in terms of wader bird numbers. Two critically endangered fish species are 
restricted to the Berg River and its tributaries, namely the Witvis (Barbus andrewii) and 
Berg River Redfin (Pseudobarbus burgi). A number of threatened vegetation types or 
'hotspots' exists in this area, namely rare patches of West Coast Renosterveld, Sand 
Plain Fynbos, pockets of Afromontane Forest (Southern Afrotemperate Forest), riparian 
vegetation of the pristine Wit River, and rare wetland habitats. DLM is also situated in 
the area of South Africa which is home to one of the world's top 25 endangered turtles. 
The area of DLM is home to a number of invertebrates with high levels of endemism 
including the rare butterfly Poecilmitis endymion and Tsitana dicksoni which is found only 
in the Du Toit's Kloof Mountains. The Cape Floral Kingdom, which is the smallest of the 
world's six floral kingdoms, also forms part of this area. Some of the primary 
environmental challenges in the area of DLM relate to catchment management; ongoing 
loss of biodiversity and decay of essential ecological systems due to poor land-use 
management practices; water pollution caused by salinity, nutrient enrichment and 
eutrophication, agrochemical and bacterial pollution and general littering; the catching up 
of backlogs in service delivery (water provision, sanitation, refuse removal and roads); 
and environmental education. Refer to UNESCO Application 3, 89 and 94, Drakenstein 
First Draft Review Report par 3.1.3(c) and interview with Knaggs J and Wyngaardt J 
(Department of Civil Engineering of DLM) South Africa 13 March 2008 (Drakenstein 
Interview) (transcript of interview on file with author). 
See Drakenstein First Draft Review Report par 4.1.2. 
See Drakenstein First Draft Review Report par 4.1.3. 
The cultural-historic landscape is characterised by a fusion of different cultures and their 
history. The internationally-recognised viticultural landscape of the Cape Winelands is, 
for example, characterised by a unique blend of architectural styles together with historic 
landmarks such as Paarl Mountain and the Afrikaans Language Monument. There are 
more than one hundred wine farms and estates in the area, that include structures and 
manor houses styled in the well-known Cape Dutch architectural vernacular. For an 
overview of the land-use history in the area see the UNESCO Application 32-33. 
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Biosphere Reserve, to be included in the UNESCO World Network of Biosphere 

Reserves.2260 

This case study aims to extract and reflect on some of the law and policy 
developments in the Western Cape Province, Cape Winelands District 
Municipality and DLM that may promote the fulfilment of the environmental right 
contained in the Constitution of South Africa. The discussion bears in mind the 
local government structures and phenomena of South Africa that were discussed 
above - inclusive of the government structure,2261 the notion of developmental 
local government;2262 the elevated status and responsibilities of local 
government,2263 the powers and functions of local government,2264 cooperative 
governance,2265 integrated development planning2266 and other key features of 
framework local government and environmental law. It may be important for the 
discussion to follow to note that DLM has one of the highest average incomes in 
the country with most households (57.6 percent) being in the middle-income 
category.2267 

2260 

2261 
2262 
2263 
2264 
2265 
2266 
2267 

See further 7.4.2.3. This is of great significance for the natural environment in the district 
area, considering the rather strict criteria set out in article 4 of the Statutory Framework of 
the World Network of Biosphere Reserves of 1995. See also the UNESCO Application 6-
15. 
See 7.2.3. 
See 7.2.1.3 and 7.2.4. 
See 7.1 and 7.2. 
See 7.2.1.4. 
See 7.2.4.6. 
See 7.2.4.2. 
Drakenstein is the second largest economic centre in the Western Cape. The most 
recent annual report of DLM states that 'the Municipality generates sufficient cash in 
order to meet its obligations in terms of the Constitution. The income base of the 
municipality is healthy.' The favourable financial position may be attributed to a 
reasonably strong local economy based on the wine, fruit, textile and a number of other 
industries. See the Draft Annual Report par 4 and the Drakenstein First Draft Review 
Report par 3.1.1 and 3.1.4(b). However, the reports also indicate that despite this 
relative wealth the socio-economic statistics of DLM show extreme deprivation and 
poverty. Currently nearly one quarter of households in Drakenstein earn less than 800 
rand (approximately € 67) per month and 42 percent of households earn below the 
household subsistence level. The unemployment rate is 22.8 percent and a total of 
10.47 percent of households are without any income. It can therefore be concluded that 
a clear discrepancy exists between the more affluent and poor households in this 
municipal area. 
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7.4.2 Environmental developments in the Western Cape and Cape 
Winelands District Municipality 

7.4.2.1 Western Cape Constitution Act 

As was indicated in 6.2.4.14, the provinces of South Africa have the power to 
enact provincial constitutions provided that they are in line with the national 
Constitution.2268 The Western Cape Constitution Act 1 of 1998 (Constitution of 
the Western Cape) commenced in January 199S2269 and (subject to the national 
Constitution) is the highest law in the province.2270 A number of provisions in this 
Constitution relates to the environment and local government. The supervision of 
local authorities by provincial government provided for in the national Constitution 
is reiterated in section 49 of the provincial constitution. Hence, when a 
municipality such as DLM cannot or does not fulfill an executive obligation in 
terms of legislation (inclusive of the national Constitution and environmental law), 
the provincial cabinet may intervene by taking appropriate steps to ensure 
fulfilment of that obligation.2271 Provincial government may, for example, issue a 
directive to the municipal council in which it describes the extent of the failure to 
fulfill a certain environmental obligation and states any steps required to meet 
these obligations. The provincial authorities may also assume responsibility for 
the relevant environmental obligation in that municipality to the extent 
necessary.2272 Of particular environmental relevance are the directive principles 
of provincial policy contained in the Constitution of the Western Cape.2273 The 
Constitution provides that the provincial government must adopt and implement 
policies to actively promote and maintain the welfare of the people of the 

Section 104(1) of the Constitution. 
Section 144(1) of the Constitution states that if a provincial legislature has passed a 
constitution, the Speaker of the legislature must submit the text of the constitution to the 
Constitutional Court for certification. See in the case of the Constitution of the Western 
Cape, Certification of the Amended Text of the Constitution of the Western Cape, 1997 
12BCLR1653(CC). 
Section 4 of the Constitution of the Western Cape. 
Section 49(1) of the Constitution of the Western Cape. 
See also chapter 5 on local government in the Constitution of the Western Cape. 
Chapter 10 of the Constitution of the Western Cape. 
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province, including policies aimed at achieving2274 (1) the protection of the 
environment in the Western Cape including its unique fauna and flora, for the 
benefit of present and future generations2275 and (2) the protection and 
conservation of the natural historical, cultural historical, archaeological and 
architectural heritage of the province for the benefit of the present and future 
generations.2276 Like the national directive principles of state policy in the national 
constitutions of Germany2277 and Namibia,2278 the directive principles of provincial 
policy contained in the Constitution of the Western Cape are not legally 
enforceable, but merely guide the provincial government in making and applying 
laws. In terms of the provincial Constitution the directive principles bind only 
provincial organs and no mention is made of the municipalities in the province. It 
would, however, make little sense for the local authorities in the province not to 
be bound by the constitutional directive principles. Should the environmental 
directive principle of provincial policy apply also to the municipalities in the 
province, it would certainly accentuate the environmental obligations of local 
authorities in terms of section 24 of the national Constitution. Two institutions are 
provided for in the Constitution of the Western Cape, that may contribute to the 
fulfilment of section 24 of the national Constitution by both the provincial 
government and the municipalities. Section 70 of the provincial Constitution 
provides that provincial legislation must provide for the establishment and 
reasonable funding, within the province's available resources, of a cultural 
council or councils for a community or communities in the Western Cape, sharing 
a common cultural and language heritage.2279 Such a council may serve to inform 
government on community needs related to cultural heritage, for example.2280 

Section 71 is a constitutional novelty for South Africa in so far as it provides for a 

Section 81 of the Constitution of the Western Cape. 
Section 81 (m). 
Section 81 (n). 
See Chapter 4. 
See Chapter 5. 
These councils may play a very important role, for example, in public participation 
processes, the collection and dissemination of environmental information, and 
environmental education. 
The broad definition of the environment in South Africa also includes cultural properties. 
Refer to 6.2. 
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provincial Commissioner for the Environment. The Commissioner is an 
independent institution and must ensure the conservation of the environment in 
the province. He or she must give attention to the need to balance the goals of 
environmental conservation and sustainable development.2281 Provision is made 
for provincial organs of state (once again without mentioning local authorities) to 
assist and protect the Commissioner to ensure the independence, impartiality, 
dignity and effectiveness of his/her office.2282 No person or provincial organ of 
state may interfere with the functioning of the Commissioner.2283 The similarities 
between the functions of the Commissioner and the environmental functions of 
the Ombudsman in Namibia2284 are evident from the former's constitutional 
powers and functions which include to monitor urban and rural development 
which may impact on the environment; investigate complaints in respect of 
environmental administration; recommend a course of conduct to any provincial 
organ of state or municipality whose activities have been investigated; and act in 
accordance with the principles of cooperative government and intergovernmental 
relations.2285 The Commissioner has the additional powers and functions 
provided for in provincial legislation.2286 The Commissioner must furthermore 
report annually to the provincial parliament on his or her activities and on 
environmental matters in the Western Cape, and should also submit any 
recommendations made by him or her to the provincial parliament.2287 The 
Commissioner is appointed for a term of three years, renewable once.2288 The 
Commissioner could play a role in local authorities' fulfilment of their 
constitutional environmental obligations to the extent that the Commissioner's 
mandate involves environmental compliance and enforcement and to the extent 

Section 71(2). In terms of section 71(3) the Commissioner is independent and subject 
only to the national Constitution, the provincial Constitution and the law. He/she must be 
impartial and must exercise the powers and perform the functions of the office of 
Commissioner without fear, favour or prejudice. 
Section 71 (4). 
Section 71(5). 
Refer to 5.2.4.3. 
Section 72 of the Constitution of the Western Cape. 
Refer in this regard to the Commissioner for the Environment Draft Billot 2001. 
Section 74(a) and (b) of the Constitution of the Western Cape. 
Section 76 of the Constitution of the Western Cape. 
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that he or she may recommend environmental programmes or policies - both of 

which form part of the generic elements for the fulfilment of constitutional 

environmental rights. The Commissioner and the EMI2289 may also be mutually 

supportive structures within the Western Cape province.2290 

7.4.2.2 Western Cape Provincial Spatial Development Framework 

In 2005 the Western Cape provincial government adopted the Western Cape 
Provincial Spatial Development Framework (SDF) as a policy document which 
aims to 'change the course of planning paradigms of the past.'2291 The provincial 
SDF is a strategy that flows from the Western Cape Provincial Growth and 
Development Strategy.2292 The purpose of the SDF includes to be the spatial 
expression of the Provincial Growth and Development Strategy; to guide the 
IDPs of district, local and metropolitan municipalities; to help prioritise and align 
investment and infrastructure plans of other provincial departments, as well as 
national departments' and parastatals' plans and programmes in the province; to 
provide clear signals to the private sector about desired developmental 
directions; to increase predictability in the development environment, for example 
by establishing 'no go', 'maybe' and 'go' areas for development and to redress 
the spatial legacy of apartheid.2293 It is important for local authorities' IDPs to be 
aligned with the SDF, although it may be important for municipalities in the 
province to consider environmental issues or concerns that perhaps require more 
focused attention in the municipal area than in other areas of the province. The 

Refer on the EMI to 6.3.1. 
According to the Western Cape Department of Environmental Affairs and Development 
Planning Annual Report of 2006 the Environmental Commissioner has not yet been 
established. 
Western Cape Provincial Spatial Development Framework 1-1. 
The most recent Provincial Growth and Development Strategy of the Western Cape was 
published in 2007 and is known as the iKapa Elihlumayo Growth and Development 
Strategy. The strategy aims mainly to provide the province with a clear strategic 
framework for accelerated and shared economic growth through thorough developmental 
intervention in the province in favour of all its residents, particularly the poor, while 
restoring the ecosystems and resources essential to sustained shared economic growth 
within a coherent spatial development framework. See the iKapa Elihlumayo Growth and 
Development Strategy (2007) 5. 
Western Cape Provincial Spatial Development Framework 1 - 1 . 
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value of the SDF in the fulfilment of constitutional environmental obligations on 

the part of local government lies in the fact that it contains useful data on the 

environmental and socio-economic contexts in the province. This information 

could assist in municipal priority identification and the extraction of minimum 

standards in the provision of environmental infrastructure, for instance. 

7.4.2.3 Cape Winelands Biosphere Reserve 

In 2008 the Cape Winelands District Municipality succeeded in its application to 
UNESCO to have the Cape Winelands Biosphere Reserve included into the 
world network of biosphere reserves. The vision of the district municipality and 
its partners is to facilitate the creation and long-term management of the 
biosphere reserve as 'an area of excellence and good practice for people, culture 
and nature.'2294 The emphasis in the application fell equally on conservation of 
the natural resource base and the cultural heritage. The interrelationship 
between development and conservation has, however, been acknowledged 
throughout the application.2295 The drafting of the application was a collaborative 
endeavour between the district municipalities, the local municipalities in its area, 
private contractors, the DEAT and the public. The district municipality may be 
lauded for its initiative, which is one of the ways in which the district municipality 
aims to fulfill its obligations arising from the constitutional environmental right2296 

and the constitutional obligation to be developmental^ oriented.2297 It is predicted 
that the commitments that will accompany the nomination of the Cape Winelands 
Biosphere Reserve will have a positive impact on the LEG of both the district and 
its constituent local municipalities, inclusive of DLM. 

Foreword to the UNESCO Application. 
See in the specific the UNESCO Application 97-105. 
See the UNESCO Application 97. 
See the UNESCO Application 1. 
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7.4.3 Environmental structures and developments in Drakenstein Local 

Municipality 

7.4.3.1 Municipal structures 

The LEG regime in DLM is fragmented, in that at least three departments within 
the municipality share environmentally relevant mandates. These departments 
are Community Services,2298 Planning and Economic Development2299 and Civil 
Engineering Services.2300 The subsection on the environment forms part of the 
Department of Civil Engineering Services. This subsection is responsible inter 

alia for updating the municipality's state of the environment report (SoER), 
environmental monitoring, the development of environmental management plans 
and is involved in the environmental management and strategic environmental 
planning of the Cape Winelands District Municipality. This subsection may take 
initiative in environmental management in DLM within the confines of the 
municipality's legislative and executive powers.2301 As is discussed below, a 
separate municipal unit is responsible for integrated development planning and 
the coordination of performance management in the municipality.2302 The 
administrative section of DLM is furthermore responsible for the facilitation of 
legal support services to the council and its structures. It also administers the 
municipality's bylaws in conjunction with the various user departments and is 
responsible for the drawing-up/amendment and promulgation thereof.2303 Several 
national and provincial government departments also play a role in the DLM's 
LEG effort.2304 In order to avoid the problems that may accompany this structural 

Responsible inter alia for fire management, traffic and parks. 
Mandated with land-use planning, spatial planning, housing projects and administration, 
and local economic development. 
Responsible for waste-water treatment works, cleansing, roads, storm water and traffic 
engineering. See the Draft Annual Report par 3.6 and the Drakenstein Interview. 
This section initiated, for example, the development of an EMS for DLM. 
See 7.4.4.1. 
Draft Annual Report chapter 2 par 2.1.4. 
These include at national level the Department of Agriculture, DEAT, the Department of 
Housing, the Department of Labour, the Department of Land Affairs, the Department of 
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or horizontal fragmentation2305 of environmental functions, the DLM has 
successfully established an environmental committee on which representative 
officials from different departments serve. This committee meets once a month 
and its meetings are open to the public, whilst council members are also free to 
attend.2306 The committee ensures good inter-departmental cooperation in the 
environmental context, and could be taken as an example to follow by other 
municipalities in South Africa. In order to avoid the problems inherent in vertical 
fragmentation2307 between the different spheres of government a body called the 
Drakenstein Natural Resource Focus Group has been established.2308 This body 
involves the DLM, CapeNature,2309 DEAT, DWAF and others. The body meets 
quarterly in order to discuss shared environmental challenges and developments 
and to share environmental information generally.2310 This is another laudable 
initiative that could be significantly beneficial for the collection and sharing of 
environmental information, environmental programme development and 
improved environmental compliance and enforcement. The Drakenstein Natural 
Resource Group could, for example, exercise some pressure in local government 
environmental decision-making through its involvement in public participation 
processes etc. 

7.4.3.2 Environmental education 

A number of education institutions and agencies in the area of the DLM are 

involved in environmental education at different levels. These include the 

Social Development, the Department of Sport and Recreation, the Department of Trade 
and Industry, the Department of Provincial and Local Government, and DWAF; and at 
provincial level the Department of Agriculture, the Department of Environmental Affairs 
and Development Planning, the Department of Cultural Affairs and Sport, the Department 
of Economic Development and Tourism, and the Department of Local Government. On 
how each of these could be involved in environmental matters at local government level, 
see the UNESCO Application 131-132. The cooperation referred to is in accord with 
section 7 of the Constitution of the Western Cape. 
On horizontal fragmentation see 3.2.5 and 7.2.4.6. 
Drakenstein Interview. 
On vertical fragmentation see 3.2.5 and 7.2.4.6 above. 
Drakenstein Interview. 
This institution is tasked with nature conservation in the Western Cape Province. 
Drakenstein Interview. 
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University of Stellenbosch,2311 CapeNature, the Sustainability Institute, the 
Council for Scientific and Industrial Research, Cape Action for People and the 
Environment (C.A.P.E),2312 the Department of Agriculture, and the Biodiversity 
and Wine Initiative.2313 Although no formal arrangement or agreement exists in 
terms of which the municipality and these institutions collaborate to further 
environmental education at all levels, the expertise of these education institutions 
feeds into municipal activities, as for example in the case of the application to 
UNESCO for the nomination of the Cape Winelands Biosphere Reserve. Where 
a number of educational institutions exists in a municipal area this is generally 
expected to benefit public participation in environmental decision-making.2314 

7.4.3.3 Drakenstein Environmental Management System 

In 2007 the environmental section of the municipality commenced with the 

development of an Environmental Management System (EMS) based on the 

international standard ISO 14001 for the entire DLM.2315 It is expected of this 

system, once it is implemented in full, that it will contribute significantly to the 

DLM's fulfilment of its constitutional environmental duties. The EMS will assist 

In particular the departments of Zoology, Botany, Forestry, Geography and 
Environmental Sciences, Agricultural Sciences, Conservation Ecology, Public 
Administration and Planning and the Sustainability Institute. Refer to the UNESCO 
Application 5. 
The C.A.P.E Conservation Education Programme is involved in all C.A.P.E activities 
within a partnership framework. The programme aims to strengthen learning and local 
action for sustainable living in the Cape Floristic Region. This involves working with 
learner groups ranging from children in schools, to youth and adults in higher education 
institutions, conservation organisations, local government and community groups. See 
the UNESCO Application 114. 
The Wine Initiative is supported by the IUCN, Cape Action for People and the 
Environment, the Critical Ecosystems Partnership Fund, the World Wildlife Fund South 
Africa, the Botanical Society of South Africa, Conservation International, and the South 
African Biodiversity Institute, amongst others. See the UNESCO Application 5-6. 
Nevertheless the Drakenstein Interview revealed that public participation remains weak in 
the municipal area despite efforts to increase environmental awareness amongst the 
community. 
The EMS will establish a structure and framework within which to manage the 
environmental impact of the DLM on a continuous basis. The Centre for Environmental 
Management of the North-West University (Potchefstroom Campus) (CEM) has been 
contracted by the municipality to facilitate and develop the EMS as well as to provide 
training to the staff members and political office bearers who will be responsible for or 
involved in the implementation of the EMS. 
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the DLM to establish environmental management objectives and targets and to 

commit (at least on paper) to effective and reliable implementation processes and 

continual environmental improvement. It is also expected of the EMS that it will 

assist the DLM with internal audits on environmental performance, since no other 

environmental auditing processes are currently in place. 

7.4.4 Drakenstein Integrated Development Plan 

The South African IDP system as provided for in the Systems Act was discussed 
in 7.2.4.2. The IDP has to be the key planning instrument of the DLM and is 
therefore, despite all the other environmentally-relevant activities of DLM, the 
ideal instrument in which to set environmental priorities, targets and performance 
indicators to fulfill the positive obligations imposed by the section 24 
environmental right. The IDP ultimately culminates in the LA 21 (development 
agenda) of the DLM.2316 The IDP is discussed below with reference to the 
municipal parties/structures involved in the IDP process and the content of the 
first draft IDP revision report for 2008 and 2009.2317 

7.4.4.1 IDP unit 

Since this is not prescribed by the Systems Act, it is up to each municipality to 
decide who will be responsible to drive the IDP process in the municipality. In 
many municipalities the duty devolves on the department or section responsible 
for planning. The DLM, however, has a dedicated unit in the structure of the 
municipality that is responsible for the IDP and performance management.2318 

2316 See Drakenstein First Draft Review Report par 5.1. 
2317 Drakenstein First Draft Review Report. The original IDP can be obtained electronically 

from the official DLM website. 
2318 The IDP/PMS manager is the head of this unit and is assisted by a performance 

management officer and a development planner. Although the unit is fully operative as 
far as the IDP is concerned, individual performance management has not yet been 
implemented in the DLM. The full implementation and roll-out of the performance 
management system (PMS) will take place once currently vacant but key management 
positions have been filled and performance contracts have been drawn up. The unit 
accordingly has not yet tracked actual service delivery and the performance of staff 
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The unit consults with the community, with different sectors of the municipality 
and with other stakeholders.2319 The fact that each municipal ward is consulted 
on its needs is a rather progressive development, especially since these needs 
are captured in what are called ward development plans (WDPs), which are 
subsequently absorbed in the municipal IDP.2320 The municipality takes the idea 
of 'integrated development planning and cooperative government' one step 
further through the development of the WDPs, although the focus more usually is 
only the integration of the plans of the national, provincial, district and other local 
government spheres. In contradistinction to this, during 2006/2007 the Executive 
Mayor of the DLM established a fund and allocated an amount of 50 000 rand 
(approximately € 4000) to each ward. Each ward committee could use this 
money towards projects as identified and approved in their WDPs. The IDP Unit 
of the DLM facilitated the identification of these projects and monitored their 
implementation through monthly progress reports.2321 The WDP fund is another 
laudable initiative on the part of the DLM as making a financial contribution to 
these smallest of local government entities could stimulate small environmental 
projects or other initiatives related to the most pressing needs within a particular 
municipal ward. 

members by way of target-setting, individual assessments and/or internal audits. As will 
be argued below, the ability of the IDP to facilitate the municipality's fulfilment of its 
constitutional environmental obligations may largely depend on the assessment of 
progress and the monitoring of performance - which at times may also require the 
monitoring of performance by sections, or of individuals in the municipality. See the Draft 
Annual Report chapter 5 at par 2.1. 
A development planner is responsible for driving the public participation process. See 
the Draft Annual Report chapter 5 par 2.1. Despite public participation initiatives on the 
part of the DLM the Drakenstein First Draft Review Report par 3.1.5(b) shows that 
community participation and communication is not satisfactory and there is 'a lack of 
understanding amongst communities on local government affairs.' The report 
acknowledges that communication between the municipality and the community needs to 
be addressed and a culture of participative governance needs to be developed and 
strengthened. 
The WDPs form the basis of the IDP plan in general and specifically serve to align the 
business unit budgets of the DLM with street-level needs. 
Draft Annual Report chapter 2 par 1. 
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7.4.4.2 IDP review process and existing focus areas 

The DLM views its IDP as the principal strategic planning instrument to guide and 
inform all municipal planning, management and development decisions, 
activities, responsibilities and the municipal budget, which must be based on the 
development priorities of the area.2322 The existing IDP was designed for the 
period 2007-2012. One of the five listed strategic objectives relates to the 
establishment of a sustainable and quality living environment with efficient 
infrastructure.2323 A number of key performance areas and strategic outcomes in 
the form of key performance indicators, development strategies and development 
strategy guidelines has been included in the IDP for each strategic objective.2324 

In February 2008 the DLM published its first draft review report on the IDP.2325 

The review process involved the community at different levels.2326 A table on 
community priorities that has been included in the review report shows how 
community priorities may change, and that the IDP should be a flexible and 
adaptable instrument. The table reflects the outcomes of the community's 
participation in the IDP review process. It reveals the very interesting fact that 
although municipal infrastructure and the environment used to be only the fifth 
strategic priority in the original IDP, the biggest need now identified by the 
community relates to municipal infrastructure and the environment.2327 Following 
this revelation, the latter area now features in the revised IDP as the first strategic 
objective to be driven by the DLM's development agenda.2328 

See the introduction to the Drakenstein First Draft Review Report. 
Drakenstein Municipality IDP 2007-2012 (DLM IDP) par 4.2.2. 
For a detailed outline refer to the DLM IDP par 4.2.3 and the discussion below. 
Drakenstein First Draft Review Report. 
The IDP has been revised with the consultation of the community through meetings in 
each of the ward areas. WDPs which reflect the community's needs were developed and 
serve as the primary input into the IDP process. In addition, three sector-specific 
meetings were held during the IDP revision process in order to get additional input. After 
the municipal council approved the draft IDP for public release, open community 
meetings were held again in all wards to table, discuss and gain inputs into the draft 
report. See the Draft Annual Report par 4. 
Drakenstein First Draft Review Report Table 3.2.1. 
See Drakenstein First Draft Review Report par 4.3.1 and 4.2.2. This objective cannot be 
separated from the objective on democratic and accountable government and is further 
discussed below. 
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The I DP translates into the development agenda of the DLM, which the 
municipality aims to implement through a set of different 'development 
themes.'2329 The IDP has been designed in such a way as to clearly indicate how 
a particular 'development theme' has been integrated with national, provincial 
and district policies.2330 It also includes different 'programme focus areas' (areas 
of intervention) within the particular theme, 'key performance indicators' (KPIs) 
which are supposed to facilitate the monitoring of the performance of the 
municipality, 'programme activities' (high level strategic activities to be 
undertaken) and 'targets' that will be used in monitoring the delivery of specific 
outputs, and which will serve as direction indicators for specific projects and 
associated budgets.2331 It is argued that the three 'development themes' in the 
revised IDP that are most closely related to the fulfilment of the DLM's 
constitutional obligations in terms of the section 24 environmental right are 
municipal infrastructure and basic services, environmental quality, and good 
governance. The relevant features of these themes are briefly indicated, 
followed by a brief critical discussion. 

7.4.4.3 Development theme: municipal infrastructure and basic services 

The DLM IDP reveals that there is a need in the municipal area to maintain 
existing public investment and infrastructure of which some is under severe 
threat of collapse and/or causes concern in terms of legislative liabilities.2332 

Owing to a lack of adequate funds, such maintenance is in competition with the 
need to extend services to poorer communities. The IDP indicates that despite 
the urgency of the need to address such imbalances in service delivery, the lack 

Some of these themes are discussed below. 
It is suggested that since the IDP is required in terms of local government framework 
legislation and since many pieces of legislation dictate the content of the IDP, it make 
sense for the IDP not only to indicate how it has been aligned with different policies but 
also how it has been aligned with different local government and environmental laws, for 
example. 
Drakenstein First Draft Review Report par 5.1. 
DLM IDP par 3.1.4. 
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of maintenance of existing assets could result in the total collapse of such service 
with enormous economic consequences.2333 The Drakenstein First Draft Review 
Report shows that the theme of 'municipal infrastructure and basic services' has 
been aligned with the government manifesto on infrastructure development and 
basic services, the national local government strategic priorities, the National 
Spatial Development Plan, the Western Cape Provincial Growth and 
Development Strategy and the Cape Winelands District Municipality-District Wide 
Strategic Objectives.2334 The focus areas within this theme include the following: 
basic services provision and backlogs;2335 municipal infrastructure development 
and upgrades;2336 municipal infrastructure asset maintenance and management 
and electricity demand management.2337 

7.4.4.4 Development theme: environmental quality 

The DLM IDP acknowledges that the integrity of the environmental and cultural/ 

historic heritage is under pressure.2338 In terms of the Drakenstein First Draft 

Review Report the theme on environmental quality has been aligned with the 

national local government strategic priorities, the National Spatial Development 

DLM IDP par 3.1.4. 
Drakenstein First Draft Review Report par 5.1.1(b). 
Within this focus area one of the nine performance indicators is for all communities to 
have access to decent sanitation by 2010. The only programme activity in this focus 
area is '(u)niversal access to quality, affordable and reliable municipal services' and 
some of the targets include the provision of temporary communal toilets to informal areas 
and the supply of electricity to farm workers on request. See further the critical 
discussion at 7.4.4.6. 
One of the four performance indicators in this focus area is to provide efficient 
infrastructure based on acceptable levels of customer satisfaction. There are eleven 
programme activities, two of which are to upgrade and rehabilitate waste-water treatment 
facilities and to extend the bulk water supply system. Some of the targets include to 
upgrade electricity infrastructure, to address backlogs in electricity provision and to 
develop a solid-waste site - to create waste space that will meet the growth in demand. 
See further the critical discussion at 7.4.4.6. 
See Drakenstein First Draft Review Report par 5.1.1(b). One of the four performance 
indicators in this focus area is to save on consumption of electricity, whilst some of the 
programme activities include to ensure minimum loss of electricity and to investigate and 
effect the use of alternative energy supply. Two of the five targets are to do ongoing 
audits on electricity users and to address non-technical losses, and to 'address any 
failures in electricity supply in good time.' See further the critical discussion at 7.4.4.6. 
DLM IDP par 3.1.3. 
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Plan, the National Biodiversity Strategy and Action Plan, the National Biodiversity 

Framework, the National Climate Change Response Strategy, the Western Cape 

Provincial Growth and Development Strategy, the Cape Winelands District 

Municipality - District Wide Strategic Objectives and the Cape Winelands District 

Municipality Growth and Development Strategy.2339 The programme focus areas 

in the theme of environmental quality in the Drakenstein First Draft Review 

Report include environmental management,2340 the built environment2341 and the 

cultural/historic heritage.2342 

7.4.4.5 Development theme: good governance 

In the Drakenstein First Draft Review Report this theme has been aligned with 
the government manifesto on accountable and caring government and improved 
community interaction, the government programme of action that followed the 

Drakenstein First Draft Review Report par 5.1.2(a). The nomination of the Cape 
Winelands Biosphere Reserve will now also have to be listed and catered for in the DLM 
IDP - which further implies that the municipality must in future assign funds to the 
Biosphere Reserve on a continual basis. See UNESCO Application 139. 
The performance indicators in this focus area are the following: SoER; EMS; 
environmental policy; climate change policy; strategic environmental assessments; 
conservation of biodiversity; air quality management plan; air quality monitoring systems 
and general compliance audits; air quality bylaw; and noise management bylaw. The 
programme activities include improvement of the efficiency in the municipality's 
environmental responsibility; minimisation of the effects of climate change on the 
community of Drakenstein; improvement and facilitation of cooperative governance in 
environmental management; optimal utilisation of resources; conservation of biodiversity 
priority areas; and improved quality of the atmosphere (air and noise). Some of the 
targets include to develop an environmental management framework as required in terms 
of the NEMA; update environmental policy as part of the EMS; develop climate change 
policy (repeat of one of the performance indicators); provision of educational 
programmes; develop a river environmental management plan and develop natural 
resource utilisation policy. 
The performance indicators here include for example, that adequate land is identified and 
released in time to deliver on development needs and communities have appropriate 
services and facilities according to appropriate standards. The programme activities 
include, inter alia, to create sustainable human settlements and greening and maintaining 
the urban landscape. Some of the targets are to compile detailed planning frameworks 
by mid 2009 and the identification of land that could be developed as and when required. 
The performance indicators in this focus area are listed as 'heritage resource register' 
and heritage resources management plans and bylaws. The only programme activity is 
the preservation/conservation of cultural/historical heritage and the targets include to 
complete baseline information for a heritage resources register (database) by 2009 and 
to develop a heritage conservation bylaw. See Drakenstein First Draft Review Report 
par 5.1.2(b) and the critical discussion at 7.4.4.6. 
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President's State of the Nation Address,2343 the national local government 
strategic priorities, the Western Cape Provincial Growth and Development 
Strategy, and the Cape Winelands District Municipality Growth and Development 
Strategy. Here the programme focus areas include inter alia governance,2344 

intergovernmental relations,2345 community participation and communication,2346 

and accountable governance.2347 The report also states that the new local 
government dispensation and the still unsettled finalisation of powers and 
functions between the different spheres of government 'create uncertainties in 
dealing with expectations and problems.'2348 This is a disconcerting state of 
affairs which has primarily to do with the need for clarification of the role and 
duties of the local and district municipalities. Uncertainty will inevitably result 
from a situation where there is either a duplication of environmental functions 
(and therefore a waste of financial and human resources) at the district and local 
level or where neither of the two municipalities takes responsibility for certain 

It is not clear from the report which year's State of the Nation Address is referred to. 
The performance indicators in this focus area include the IDP and its alignment with the 
municipal budget and operational business plans. The programme activities include 
improvement and maintenance of levels of service delivery and customer satisfaction; 
establishment of institutional cohesion between administration centres; and responsive 
and compassionate service delivery which is focused on the community. The two targets 
are to draft and review the IDP in accordance with a process plan, and to facilitate the 
drafting of departmental operational business plans. See Drakenstein First Draft Review 
Report par 5.1.6(b). 
The performance indicators are to ensure effective intergovernmental cooperation and 
effective intergovernmental relations. Two of the programme activities are to foster an 
intergovernmental/departmental approach and to interact effectively with other levels of 
government and public agencies. Only one target has been set, namely to participate in 
all government cooperation activities. 
The performance indicators in this focus area include to ensure an informed community 
and stakeholder base and ward committees that are operational in each ward. Two of 
the eleven programme activities include to allow the ward committees to play a role in the 
IDP process and to regularly review public participation processes to ensure maximum 
opportunities for public input. The targets include capacity building for ward committees 
and the making available of council agendas and the minutes of meetings at municipal 
libraries. 
The performance indicators here include to 'ensure compliance to execution of audit 
activities as per approved audit plan,' and having a functional performance audit 
committee and performance management system in place. Two of the programme 
activities are to properly monitor and evaluate systems, and to develop a fraud 
prevention policy and a fraud response policy. The targets include to develop a rolling 
three year audit plan based on risk assessment results, and to achieve the approval of 
the fraud prevention policy and plan by the municipal council by the end of the first 
quarter of 2008/2009. 
Drakenstein First Draft Review Report par 3.1.5. 
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environmental functions. This somewhat murky situation could negatively impact 

inter alia on: (1) achieving the outcomes of the IDP; (2) meeting the DLM's 

obligations in terms of section 24(b) of the Constitution and (3) meeting the 

constitutional development duties of local government. 

7.4.4.6 IDP critically considered 

The DLM IDP and Drakenstein First Draft Review Report are well-designed 
documents which make it clear what the focus areas in the development agenda 
of the municipality are. It may be argued that by focusing on municipal 
infrastructure and basic services, environmental quality and good governance, 
amongst a number of other focus areas, the municipality covers in its planning a 
vast number of issues related to the environment, health and well-being of the 
community. These issues have a direct correlation with the environmental 
protection afforded to the community in section 24 of the Constitution. Each 
focus area contains several performance indicators, envisaged programme 
activities and targets. Few or no gaps exist in the matters listed as performance 
indicators, activities or targets. However - and this is the biggest point of critique 
against the content of the IDP - the indicators, activities and targets have not 
consistently been formulated to serve the directive function intended. Some of 
the indicators which are supposed to reflect on an envisaged outcome have been 
formulated as activities.2349 Most targets are not clear in terms of delivery dates 
or have also been designed as activities,2350 a fact which could render 
performance management and auditing particularly difficult. It is proposed that 
although the indicators, activities and targets in the IDP address important and 
relevant issues, they need to be reformulated to indeed serve as indicators, 
activities or clear, measurable targets. This will make it much clearer to officials 

For example, to 'ensure effective intergovernmental cooperation and effective 
intergovernmental relations' as a performance indicator in the intergovernmental focus 
area as part of the strategic theme of good governance. See 7.4.4.5 above. 
For example, to 'develop an environmental management framework as required in terms 
of the NEMA' as a target in the environmental management focus area, as part of the 
strategic theme of environmental quality. See 7.4.4.4 above. 
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and political decision-makers where the municipality intends to be, by what point 

in time and by what means it intends to get there. Another point of critique 

relates to the fact that as of yet no performance management system or 

internal/external audit system has been put in place to track performance in 

terms of the environmental and other I DP targets. 

7.4.5 Generic elements meet practice, principles, legal concepts and law 

The second column of the scheme below shows some of the practices, 

principles, legal concepts and laws in the Western Cape, the Cape Winelands 

District Municipality and the DLM that appear to overlap with the generic 

principles for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions. 
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Table 6 

Generic elements for 
fulfilment of constitutional 
environmental provisions 

Practice, principles, legal concepts and law in Drakenstein 

1. Public participation 

• The idea to have participation from the side of the public is interwoven in the entire DLM IDP system in which WDPs play a 
crucial role. 

• Other stakeholders' participation is possible through, for example, the provincial cultural council and the Drakenstein Natural 
Resource Focus Group, 

• The idea of public participation is to form part of Ihe DLM IDP focus area of good governance. 

2. Collection and dissemination of 
environmental information 

• The Provincial Commissioner for the Environment, once established, could assist in the collection and dissemination of 
environmental information. 

• Environmental information can be collected and/shared through the DLM municipal environmental committee. 
• The Drakenstein Natural Resource Focus Group provides an avenue for the collection and/or dissemination of environmental 

information. 
• WDPs create a forum very ciose to community members for the dissemination of environmental information. 
• Academic institutions may play a role in the collection of environmental information. 

3. Development and implementation 
of environmental policy, law and 
programmes 

• The DLM IDP as an instrument establishes a local government environmental plan (including for example a disaster 
management plan, a biodiversity management plan and a waste management plan). 

• Several environmental policies/programmes are listed as performance indicators in the !DP. 
• The provincial Commissioner for the Environment could serve a facilitating role. 
• The provincial SDF offers direction for municipalities in terms of environmentai planning. 
• The Cape Wineiands Biosphere Reserve is indicative of local government programme development to the benefit of the 

environment in several municipalities. 
• The separate IDP unit of the DLM could be an ideal body to initiate over-arching environmental policies and/or programmes in 

the municipality. 
• The to be established EMS is expected to culminate in an integrated environmental bylaw (a mini NEMA) for the DLM. 
. WDPs: 

o Assist in identification of policy and programme needs of the entire municipality, 
o Can be utilised to initiate and drive ward-specific environmental programmes. 

4. Compliance with and enforcement 
of environmental law 

• The Commissioner for the Environment could play a role in strengthening the level of environmental compliance in the 
province. 

• The EMS process clarifies environmental law obligations and the identification of the responsible municipal entity. 
• An environmental law register (as part of the EMS process) extracts clear environmental obligations at national, provincial and 

local levels. 
• EMIs are expected to be appointed in and trained tor the DLM in nearby future and will contribute to improved environmental 

compliance and enforcement. 

5. Provision of environmental 
infrastructure 

• The provision of environmental infrastructure is an explicit performance indicator and strategic objective of the iDP. 
• The eradication of backlogs in the provision of environmental infrastructure is a high priority in the province and the DLM. 
• Provision of environmental infrastructure is related also to the quality of the environment as a strategic objective in the IDP. 

6. Establishment of partnerships 
• Possible lor DLM to establish partnerships with: 

o The provincial cultural council 
o Academic institutions 
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o Stakeholders involved in the Cape Winelands Biosphere project 
• Intra-municipal partnerships exist: 

o Municipal environmental committee to address horizontal fragmentation 
o Drakenstein Natural Resource Focus Group to address vertical fragmentation 
o Municipality and its WDPs in developing the IDPs, amongst other activities 

7. Environmental education • A vast number of academic institutions in the area focus on environmental issues. 
• Ward committees could be employed to improve environmental education among all community members. 
• There is sufficient environmental awareness-raising in the DLM area. 
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7.5 Assessment: needs analysis and lessons learned 

It has been held generally that decentralisation permits matters of local 

concern to be handled by those who are most immediately affected and who 

are most familiar with certain problems and/or conditions.2351 Positioning this 

idea within the parameters of this study and based on comparative research, 

De Villiers2352 arrives at the conclusion that: 

The South African Constitution goes a long way to protect the 
institution of local government and its powers. The legal 
framework given to local government under the South African 
Constitution is very promising when compared ... although 
political, economic and administrative realities will have to be 
taken into account before the true impact of constitutional 
provisions can be measured. 

This South African part to this study has viewed local government and the 

environmental law (Chapter 6) and local government law (Chapter 7) 

frameworks of the country through the lens of constitutional environmental 

rights protection. In Chapter 6 the constitutional environmental right was 

critically analysed in order to estimate its presumed meaning for local 

authorities, whilst framework and other environmental legislation were 

employed to distill the most prominent of municipalities' environmental duties. 

Chapter 7 subsequently questioned the extent to which the legal status, 

powers and structures of local government and existing framework local 

government law might influence the decentralised fulfilment of the section 24 

environmental right. 

The evaluation of section 24 of the Constitution Chapter 6 above has revealed 

that the constitutional environmental right has a very broad scope of 

application, and that it covers an array of typical but also atypical 

environmental concerns, such as cultural and aesthetic matters. It has been 

shown by reading section 24 together with the remainder of the Constitution 

Vosloo in Benyon Constitutional Change in South Africa 166. 
De Villiers 1997 SA Public Law 489. De Villiers made this observation long before 
the inception of the Systems Act and Structures Act, which makes his view perhaps 
even more true today. 
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that it is a right which may require an immense amount of positive action on 

the part of government to be realised. Local government cannot escape the 

purview of this obligation. Many of the properties of the environmental right 

are inextricably linked with the constitutional and legislative mandate and 

functions of local government, a fact which leaves one with little doubt that 

local government is perhaps the most critical avenue by means of which the 

government may fulfill its constitutional environmental duties. 

It was shown in this chapter that local government is an autonomous 

government sphere with executive freedom and what may perhaps best be 

called 'partial' legislative freedom. 'The environment' does not form part of the 

schedules 4(b) and 5(b) areas of local government competence in the 

Constitution. Still, when considering the Constitution holistically, together with 

the functions and obligations of local government in terms of framework and 

sectoral local government and environmental law, it becomes evident that 

local government has significant responsibilities in terms of the environment. 

The constitutional objects of local government generally are complementary to 

the constitutional and legislative environmental mandates of local government. 

This means that the requirement to take responsibility for the environment and 

to deliver environmental services is intrinsically linked with the core mandates 

of local government. The environment is not foreign to or remote from what 

local government has been expected to deliver in South Africa since 1996. 

Environmental governance is an entrenched part of the developmental 

mandate of local government in that one of the rationales behind the idea of 

developmental local government is the section 24 environmental right. It has 

been shown that LEG positions local government well to fulfill its 

developmental mandate and to meet its environmental right obligations. Many 

local government mechanisms are provided for in law that could be optimised 

in LEG endeavours. These include LA 21s as encapsulated in the local 

government integrated development system; local government performance 

management systems and applicable local government financial management 

measures. Additional potential lies in the establishment of dedicated 

environmental departments and/or environmental committees; the ample 

provision made for public participation in local government decision-making 
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processes; the system of cooperative governance; the supervision of local 

authorities as well as the involvement of local government in the 

environmental compliance and enforcement mandate of the Environmental 

Management Inspectorate. 

A number of overlapping areas exist in the legal framework on local 

government in South Africa and the obligation of local government to fulfill the 

right of communities to an environment not detrimental to health or well-being, 

as was indicated in 7.3.2. The elevated status of local government has 

resulted in (1) the possibility for local government to be given many more 

environmental functions and powers than before 1994 and (2) the power on 

the part of local government to take environmental initiative and a leadership 

role in environmental governance. The Drakenstein Local Municipality may 

be regarded as a champion in the context of local environmental governance. 

Still, not even its readily available resources, political will and support base 

render it possible to speak about Drakenstein as a flawless municipality in the 

environmental context. The Drakenstein case study contributes to the 

realisation generally that the South African government is 'bottom heavy.' 

Local government nationally has innumerable functions and duties arising 

from the transformation of local government structures. 

Bearing in mind the textual analysis of relevant legislation as well as data 

collected otherwise, it is possible to summarise some of the main points 

relating to environmental governance in South Africa's municipalities as 

follows: 

• The Constitution is very clear on the developmental role of local 

government. The focus on local government as a developmental 

government construct is rather extensively elaborated on in the 

environmental context, in both local government and environmental law; 

• By and large, the environmental and local government laws of South Africa 

contain clear pointers as to where local authorities are expected to deliver 

their (environmental) goods. There is a very prominent legal focus inter 
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alia on public participation in environmental decision-making, and 

cooperative environmental governance, in order to prevent horizontal and 

vertical fragmentation of environmental mandates and facilitate planning 

towards sustainable development; and 

• The requirement to develop an I DP is one of the few congruent aspects 

across the different types of municipalities in South Africa. The I DP 

system was discussed in 7.2.4.2. The Drakenstein case study showed 

that the IDP of a municipality could be a crucial tool available to local 

authorities by means of which to carry forward the heavy load of 

municipalities' constitutional and legislative environmental obligations. 

The proof of the pudding remains, however, in the eating. The strengths of 

the system described above have to be realised to be of any effect. Some of 

the main challenges in local environmental governance in South Africa and 

consequently also in the decentralised fulfilment of the constitutional 

environmental right include: 

• The institutional composition of what is supposed to be 'local government' 

is complex. Local government comprises of politicians and officials, 

different types of municipalities, different internal structures, different 

cultures and, most importantly, different levels of capacity and 

commitment. A problem may lie in the fact that the assignment of 

functions to local government is currently not explicitly formulated as such. 

Legislation that is tabled in national or provincial legislatures does not 

always state clearly that a function is being assigned. This can probably 

be explained inter alia by the lack of knowledge at state departments other 

than those responsible for local government about the new local 

government dispensation. Whether or not powers or functions are in fact 

being assigned to local government (whether local or district authorities) is 

thus a matter of legislative interpretation. This situation makes the division 

of environmental responsibilities between spheres of government at times 

unpredictable and unclear; 
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• There is a lack of coordination between state departments around matters 

affecting local government,2353 which may result in similar fragmentation 

within local government structures; 

• The distinction between the environmental functions of district and local 

municipalities is often not clear, as 'local government' is collectively 

referred to in most laws and policies; 

• Taking into consideration the significant socio-economic needs in vast 

areas of South Africa (many areas of which are informal settlements 

adjacent to cities and towns) in tandem with the constitutional obligation of 

local government to fulfill peoples' environmental right, it is possible to 

refer to the South African government as being heavy with socio-economic 

functions. This state of affairs may require particularly innovative positive 

action by local government and concerted efforts to integrate socio-

economic rights with local government capacity, resources and planning; 

• According to the DSF of 20062354 an examination of governance trends 

indicates that while governance is generally felt to be coherent, particular 

challenges for government related to capacity and resource constraints 

remain at the local municipal level. It has furthermore been observed that 

performance in respect of integrated planning and coordinated action 

needs to be strengthened within and across all spheres, and requires 

particular capacity building interventions. The document reiterates that 

monitoring and evaluation systems need to be consolidated and fine tuned 

so that they can better measure progress towards sustainability, whilst 

considerable education and awareness-raising with respect to an 

understanding of sustainable development and implications for policy-

making and action are required;2355 

• It has been observed that the devolution of an environmental function to 

local government may occur without ensuring the financial and 

administrative capacity required to sustain it (related to the notion of 

De Visser 2002 SA Public Law 241. 
Draft Strategic Framework 13. Refer also to 6.3.2. 
Draft Strategic Framework 13. 
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'unfunded mandates'). 'Unfunded mandates' strain local government's 

limited resources and, ultimately, result in a lack of delivery';235e 

• The law-making capacity of local authorities appears to be weak generally, 

and this may hold true especially for environmental law-making, which 

often requires expert knowledge and scientific input; and 

• The design of IDPs and the inclusion of environmental strategic objectives, 

KPIs, programme activities and targets could remain useless owing to the 

setting of unrealistic and immeasurable targets that are not monitored by 

means of a system of performance reporting. Internal and external checks 

and balances remain essential, whilst at the moment it appears as if no 

enforceable mechanism exists with which to ensure that local authorities 

implement a system to provide for internal and/or external checks and 

balances. 

The strengths and weaknesses referred to above are certainly not the only 

ones applicable to local environmental governance and decentralised 

fulfilment of the constitutional environmental right. These and other relevant 

issues as well as the learning experiences from Germany and Namibia will be 

employed in Chapter 8 below to make recommendations for improved 

fulfilment of local authorities' positive obligations in terms of section 24 of the 

Constitution. 

2356 Reddy in Reddy (ed) Local Government Democratisation 208. 
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8.1 General 

The contemporary world faces several environmental challenges and 

changes, the effects of which cannot yet be fully comprehended.2357 State 

authorities are firmly situated as important role-players in this context2358 and 

local government is as much confronted with having to deal with 

environmental challenges as are provincial/regional and national 

authorities.2359 In fact, local government is generally the first port of call in 

social and environmental affairs, as it is the level of government to which 

people relate most closely.2360 One of the dimensions of this situation 

concerns the direct functional relationship between the general pursuit of 

environmental aims and the protection of environmental rights.2361 It has been 

established that protection of the environment depends largely on respect for 

and the protection and fulfilment of related basic rights.2362 This thesis argues 

that the fulfilment of substantive environmental rights often requires 

multilayered positive action inter alia on the part of local government.2363 The 

principal objective of this thesis was to investigate the extent to which the 

South African law framework facilitates local government progress in the 

decentralised fulfilment of the constitutional environmental right.2364 To this 

effect, this thesis compared the intricacies of local authorities' fulfilment of 

constitutional environmental provisions in Germany, Namibia and South Africa 

in the notional context of local environmental governance2365 by employing a 

set of generic elements as instruments of analysis.2366 

See 1.1. 
Refer to 1.2. 
See Chapter 3. 
Refer to Chapter 3. 
See 1.1. 
See Chapter 2. 
See Chapters 2 and 3. 
See the research question to this study in 1.3.1 and its aims in 1.3.2. 
See 3.3.3.1. 
See 2.8. 
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8.2 Approaches to and categories of environmental rights 

8.2.1 Approaches 

It is argued that the normative paradigms that underpin the interpretation of an 

environmental right in a given context inevitably also impact on the application 

of such a right. The two main approaches that are thought to underpin 

environmental rights and their interpretation are the anthropocentric and 

ecocentric approaches.2367 This study, though, also introduces the idea of a 

theo-cultural approach,2368 which considers environmental rights in the context 

of religion and culture. The theo-cultural approach is embedded in an 

ideology that enriches both the anthropocentric and ecocentric approaches by 

foregrounding the religious and cultural beliefs and customs that may fortify 

these established approaches.2369 It is suggested in the South African context 

that local authorities should show sensitivity towards the matrix of different 

religious views2370 of the environment and the values attached to 

environmental properties in different cultural divides. Local authorities should 

do so by focusing on shared beliefs and values as they relate to local 

environmental governance endeavours. It has been argued that such 

sensitivity could be a mechanism to brace the entire local environmental 

governance endeavour among people whose thinking and behaviour are often 

influenced in ignorance of their religious beliefs and cultural values. It is 

proposed that the traditional anthropocentric approach should be adapted to 

afford more explicit recognition of peoples' religious and cultural views on the 

environment, as well as for recognition of the inherent worth of the 

environment.2371 This variation on the anthropocentric approach is still 

anthropocentric. It still focuses on the human being in the natural 

Refer to 2.2. 
See 2.2.4. 
Refer to 2.2.4. 
For a discussion of different religions in South Africa and the value and meaning 
afforded to the environment in terms thereof, see 2.2.5. 
For a more extensive discussion of this proposal see 2.2.6. For some critique against 
a purely anthropocentric approach, see 2.2.3 and 2.2.6. 
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environment,2372 and the adoption of this approach will not necessarily produce 

effects which are immediately evident in local environmental governance. It is 

expected, rather, that it will subtly temper environmental decision-making 

processes, the outcomes of public participation in environmental governance, 

the receptivity of people for environmental education, the way in which people 

employ environmental knowledge, and the design and success of measures 

to improve environmental compliance.2373 

8.2.2 Categories 

This study has been wary of categorising an environmental right or 

constitutional environmental provision, in order not unnecessarily to limit its 

interpretation and application.2374 Without diminishing the need for legal 

certainty, environmental law should be flexible in order to be able to address 

continuously changing environmental circumstances. This study has 

therefore opted not to categorise constitutional environmental rights based on 

the traditional 'generational' classification of rights.2375 Depending on the 

manner of the formulation of any specific environmental right, it is usually 

possible to describe it (as opposed to categorising it) as a subjectively 

enforceable defensive right2376 (with features similar to those of civil and 

political rights)2377 and/or a right on state performance2378 (with features similar 

to those of socio-economic rights).2379 The constitutional environmental 

provisions under investigation in this study have shown features of both rights 

descriptions, features which impact mainly on the nature of the obligations 

they impose on local government. 

See 2.2.6. 
Refer to 2.2.6 and 2.8. 
See 2.3. 
Refer to 2.3.2.4. 
See 2.1 above. 
Refer to the discussion of civil and political rights in 2.3.2. 
See 2.3.2.3 above. 
Refer to the discussion of socio-economic rights in 2.3.2.3. 
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8.3 Definitions and concepts underpinning the study 

Environmental rights are basic substantive entitlements entrenched in law in 

response to potential harm to or impairment of the environment, in an attempt 

to ensure the provision of an environment beneficial to human life and well-

being for existing and future generations of people as legal subjects. 

Environmental rights regulate the impacts on, and the consequences of the 

state of the environment, and the relation and interaction between people and 

their environment, taking cognisance of the dependence of human life on 

natural resource bases.2380 

Local environmental governance means the management process executed 

by local government and communities to holistically regulate human activities 

and the effects of these activities on their own environment as well as the 

impact on the environment as a whole (including all environmental media, and 

biological, chemical, aesthetic, cultural and socio-economic processes and 

conditions). Local environmental governance can be achieved by formal and 

informal institutions, processes and mechanisms embedded in and mandated 

by law, that have been designed to promote the present and future interests 

human beings hold in the environment. This management process 

necessitates a collection of legislative, executive and administrative functions, 

instruments and ancillary processes that could be used by local government, 

the private sector and citizens to stimulate sustainable behaviour within the 

community as far as products, services, processes, tools and livelihoods are 

concerned, both in a substantive and procedural sense.2381 

The recognition of the need for separate substantive environmental rights in 

national constitutions, for example, relates by and large to the ideas of 

intergenerational equity,2382 intra-generational equity2383 (as part of the notion 

This definition should be read in the context of the discussion in 2.1. 
This definition should be read in the context of the discussion in 3.3.3.1. 
See 2.2.2. 
See 2.2.2. 
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of environmental justice)2384 and the view that positive state action is required 

in areas such as resource management, and the protection of ecological 

systems and cultural goods. 

It is expected of the authorities to respect,2385 protecf386 and fulfil?387 the 

human and fundamental rights applicable in their jurisdictions. The fulfilment 

of environmental rights and/or constitutional environmental provisions 

constitutes the obligation which specifically compels affirmative action on the 

part of government. It requires the taking of proactive and positive measures 

to facilitate people's full enjoyment thereof - generally also on the part of local 

authorities.2388 

In general, local government owes its existence to the notion of 

decentralisation as a product of the principle of subsidiarity.2389 The principle 

of subsidiarity implies that any public function that does not necessarily have 

to be handled by the central authority should be decentralised and entrusted 

to regional (or provincial) and/or local government. Local government usually 

consists of a number of constituent local authorities that are responsible for 

governing in different dedicated geographical and/or thematic areas in a 

country. Local authorities constitute the smallest governmental institutions of 

the state, are often viewed as the cornerstones of modern democratic 

systems, and constitute the grass-root level of government.2390 Local 

government is perceived as a multi-faceted and multi-functional institution that 

evinces the features of a regulator and congruently also that of a regulated 

entity.2391 Generally, some of the characteristics of local government include 

locality, legal personality, autonomy, governmental power, participation and 

representation.2392 

See 2.2.2. 
For a more detailed discussion revert to 2.6. 
For a more detailed discussion revert to 2.6. 
See 2.6 and 2.8. 
This concept should be read in the context of 2.8. 
See 3.2.2. 
See 3.2.2. 
This idea is discussed in more detail in 3.2.2. 
See 3.2.2. 
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Local governance collectively embraces the duties of local government 'to 

govern' and 'to represent'.2393 In this context, 'to govern' means to exercise 

authority and to have the power, inter alia, to enact and enforce legislation; to 

take decisions that could affect the rights of other persons; and to exercise 

discretion in public administration matters. This links with the view that 

governance relates to policy-making and implementation, and that it is a 

continuous process of discussion, debate, decision-making, implementation 

and administration, as well as a regular review of these activities.2394 'To 

represent' means that the people in local government should be concerned 

with issues important to the public; should be responsive to public needs; and 

should take forward to the remaining spheres of government those problems 

that cannot be settled locally because of a lack of capacity or resources or for 

other reasons. 'To represent' requires continued joint interaction between 

local government and local communities.2395 

To the extent that local government is bestowed with executive and legislative 

authority, it forms part of the overall public administration in South Africa. The 

implementation of laws and the fulfilment of environmental rights in the broad 

sense form part of the public administration.2396 

The involvement of traditional leadership2397 in local government and the 

latter's attempt to fulfill the environmental rights of communities are important 

in countries where traditional leadership exists.2398 Traditional leaders are key 

instruments in environmental rights education in their communities, in the 

establishment of environmentally relevant partnerships with state bodies that 

are not necessarily accustomed to a particular traditional belief or value 

system, and in ensuring that rural communities partake in the environmental 

decision-making processes of government, for example.2399 

Discussed in more detail in 3.2.3. 
See 3.2.3. 
See 3.2.3. 
This premise should be read in the context of the discussion in 3.2.4. 
See the description in 3.2.6. 
See for the relevance of this statement in the Namibian and South African contexts, 
5.4.3.4 and 7.2.3.5. 
See 2.8. 
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Cooperative governance aims to counter vertical and horizontal 

fragmentation2400 in government. It envisions mutual support and cooperation 

in and amongst the levels and different functionaries/bodies of a particular 

governance regime. It requires the alignment of functions and duties between 

different state organs in laws and policies but similarly requires 'external' 

bodies (such as intergovernmental forums) which are mandated to facilitate 

cooperation among state organs.2401 Local government is directly affected by 

this idea.2402 Cooperative governance requires, amongst other activities, the 

integration of local governance endeavours with the endeavours of other local 

authorities, other levels of government and different line functionaries.2403 

The politics of pollution relates to the potentially negative relationship between 

environmental governance and party politics.2404 The politics of pollution may 

be a barrier to or a stimulant for efficient local environmental governance, and 

could accordingly have a positive or negative impact on the fulfilment of 

environmental rights by local authorities.2405 

8.4 Elements 

Without attempting to establish an exclusive list this thesis proposes that the 

fulfilment of environmental rights and constitutional environmental provisions 

frequently comprises of at least seven elements. The generic elements that 

were distilled in this study are premised on core themes in related 

international law and literature,2406 and include the following. 

On vertical and horizontal fragmentation see 7.2.4.6. 
Refer to 7.2.4.6 above. 
See 3.2.5, 4.4.6, 5.4.4 and 7.2.4.6. 
Line functionaries refer to sectoral government departments in national, provincial 
and local government. See for a more comprehensive discussion 3.2.5 and 7.2.4.6. 
This idea is discussed in more detail in 3.4. 
Refer to 3.4. 
For a comprehensive outline of the relevant international law instruments and 
literature see 2.4.2. 
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8.4.1 Public participation407 

The fulfilment of environmental rights by local government requires all affected 

parties and role-players to be involved in the entire local environmental 

governance endeavour. Public participation as an element transcends the 

mere involvement of people in decision-making processes.2408 Local 

authorities should create suitable opportunities for local communities to be 

involved in the authorities' proposal, design and implementation of 

environmentally relevant developments, for example. Also, public 

participation implies a responsibility on the part of local communities to make 

use of the opportunities created to facilitate their involvement in local 

environmental governance.2409 The modalities of participation will be 

determined in different countries by their particular laws, government 

structures, traditions and cultures. This implies that different patterns may 

need to be followed in seemingly similar situations, and different instruments 

and strategies may need to be used. Innovation and contextual sensitivity on 

the part of the governors are required to counter the prospect of public 

participation's hampering and retarding the progress of decision-making.2410 

8.4.2 Collection and dissemination of environmental information2411 

The fulfilment of environmental rights by local government requires the 

collection of relevant environmental information across different environmental 

sectors and the dissemination and making available of this information to local 

communities. Collection necessitates the establishment of an infrastructure 

and suitable measures to obtain and record environmental data at regular 

intervals at all levels of government.2412 Dissemination implies possession of 

environmental data and making frequently available such data as is relevant, 

For the full discussion of this element refer to 2.8. For a discussion in the local 
government context see 3.3.3.3. 
See 2.8. 
See 2.8.1 and 3.3.3.3. 
See 2.8.1 and 3.3.3.3. 
For the full discussion of this element refer to 2.8.2. For a discussion in the local 
government context see 3.3.3.4. 
Refer to 2.8.2. 
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scientifically accurate, and of which the meaning is not difficult to 

comprehend.2413 

8.4.3 Development and implementation of environmental law, policy 

and programmes?4™ 

The fulfilment of environmental rights by local government requires the 

development and implementation of supplementary environmental laws, 

policies and programmes.2415 This element implies that sufficient laws should 

be made and implemented at the national and provincial government levels to 

regulate local environmental governance. Also it implies that sufficient 

environmental bylaws should be enacted and implemented by local authorities 

to regulate environmental matters within a specific local government area.2416 

Environmental policy should be made at the national, provincial and local 

government level to direct and assist local authorities in their environmental 

governance endeavour. Environmental programmes should be designed for 

and by local government to achieve one or more short or long-term 

environmental goal(s) and to concretise and make practical the 

implementation of means to achieve environmental goals in environmental law 

and policy.2417 

8.4.4 Environmental compliance and enforcement 8 

The fulfilment of environmental rights by local government requires that 

environmental laws and policies directed at and/or designed by local 

government be complied with and enforced. This is a requirement for the 

fulfilment of constitutional environmental rights and provisions regardless of 

whether such a right or provision is enforceable. Environmental compliance in 

See further 2.8.2. 
For the full discussion of this element refer to 2.8.3. For a discussion in the local 
government context see 3.3.3.5. 
See 2.8.3. 
See further 3.3.3.5. 
Refer to 2.8.3 and 3.3.3.5. 
For the full discussion of this element refer to 2.8.4 above. For a discussion in the 
local government context see 3.3.3.6 above. 
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the context here refers to the 'full implementation of environmental 

requirements' applicable to both local authorities and local communities.2419 

Calculated efforts to encourage and compel behavioural change are 

necessary in order to achieve compliance. Enforcement refers to the actions 

on the part of local authorities to compel compliance and/or to penalise non-

compliance by local communities with the requirements of environmental 

law.2420 Enforcement embraces the taking of action on the part of local 

authorities to ensure that a bad situation is corrected or that an action which 

could jeopardise or endanger the environment is stopped. Enforcement, 

therefore, involves compelling, convincing and motivating local communities 

not to act in a way that will contravene environmental law. It embraces also 

the monitoring of environmental compliance and the taking of action against 

those who indeed disobey environmental laws. 

8.4.5 Provision of environmental infrastructure242^ 

The fulfilment of environmental rights by local government requires that local 

authorities make available and maintain the necessary environmental 

infrastructure in a local community. Environmental infrastructure in this 

context embraces planning for and the provision of local government services, 

structures and systems related, inter alia, to potable water supply and 

management, solid waste management, waste-water collection and treatment, 

sanitation, and energy.2422 At the core of the fulfilment of constitutional 

environmental rights and provisions specifically in developing countries is the 

provision of sufficient, non-discriminatory environmental infrastructure.2423 

2419 

2420 

2421 

2422 

2423 

See 2.8.4. 
See 2.8.4 and 3.3.3.6. 
For the full discussion of this element refer to 2.8.5. For a discussion in the local 
government context see 3.3.3.7. 
Refer to 2.8.5. 
See 2.8.5 and 3.3.3,7. 
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8.4.6 Establishment of environmental partnerships2424 

The fulfilment of environmental rights by local government requires the 

establishment of multi-level and multi-sector environmentally relevant 

partnerships between local government and other public and private parties. 

In the context used here, environmental partnerships need not necessarily be 

formal written agreements, but could consist of acts of cooperative 

environmental governance and intergovernmental relationships. 

Environmental partnerships should be employed to counter local authorities' 

financial and human resource constraints - especially in those areas 

addressed in the remaining six elements for the fulfilment of environmental 

rights. Local authorities should enter into environmentally relevant 

partnerships, inter alia, with different communities of right holders; other 

organs of state; traditional leadership; different public entities and the private 

sector (inclusive of businesses and academic institutions); foreign authorities; 

NGOs and CBOs as well as international organisations such as the IUCN, 

UNEP or ICLEI. 

8.4.7 Environmental education2425 

The fulfilment of environmental rights by local government requires that 

environmental concerns, responsibilities and rights be promoted in the public 

and private sphere. In the context used here, education should aim to take 

the idea to collect and disseminate environmental information further. This 

means that in addition to sharing facts and data, people should be educated 

on what to do with the information acquired. Environmental education is not 

an obligation or aspect belonging only to the curricula of educational centres 

such as schools, universities or training colleges. It has to do with the sharing 

of methods and knowledge with environmental rights- and duty holders on a 

For the full discussion of this element refer to 2.8.6. For a discussion in the local 
government context see 3.3.3.8 above. 
For the full discussion of this element refer to 2.8.7 above. For a discussion in the 
local government context see 3.3.3.9 above. 
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vast array of environmental aspects.2426 Environmental education should 

reinforce the forward-looking aspect of environmental rights (relating to 

intergenerational equity), sustainable development and environmental justice 

generally, by embracing a long-term precautionary approach and a focus on 

equality, for example.2427 Also, environmental education must equip local 

communities with the ability to evaluate the measures taken by others 

(inclusive of local government) to improve, protect and respect the 

environment.2428 Local authorities must initiate and be involved in 

environmental education measures for local government officials, politicians 

and the local community - measures that are in accord with the social, 

cultural, religious and environmental contexts of the area.2429 

The seven elements above were employed in the evaluation and assessment 

of the legal and other developments in Germany,2430 Namibia2431 and South 

Africa2432 relating to local authorities' fulfilment of the constitutional 

environmental provisions2433 in these countries. 

8.5 Comparative analysis and main findings 

8.5.1 Constitutional environmental rights and provisions 

As far as it pertains to the nature of the constitutional environmental 

provisions in the constitutions of Germany, Namibia and South Africa, this 

study has shown that article 20(a) in the Grundgesetz and article 95(l) of the 

Constitution of Namibia are objective environmental provisions (directive 

principles of state policy) which are of an abstract nature and not enforceable 

2426 

2427 
2428 
2429 
2430 
2431 
2432 
2433 

These aspects may include ways to reduce waste production; improved consumption 
patterns; environmental management; the meaning of sustainable development; 
environmental principles; environmental justice; intergenerational equity, intra-
generational equity; ecological cycles; and the environmentally harmful impacts of 
human activity generally. See also 2.8.7 above. 
See 2.8.7. 
See 2.8.7. 
See 3.3.3.9. 
See Chapter 4. 
See Chapter 5. 
See Chapters 6 and 7 
For the wording of these provisions see 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2. 
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before the courts.2434 Section 24 of the Constitution of South Africa constitutes 

a subjective, justiciable environmental right which shows features of a civil 

and political and socio-economic right.2435 Regardless of the difference in 

nature, it was shown that the environmental provisions in the constitutions of 

all three countries bind (1) the legislative, executive and judicial powers of 

government and (2) government in its entirety, inclusive of local government. 

Although it was not explicitly stated in any of the constitutional frameworks 

reviewed, it seems to be an established fact that constitutional environmental 

law generally binds local government in the collective sense, but also binds 

the separate constituent entities that local government is made up of. The 

environmental provisions in all three constitutions were also shown to be 

anthropocentric rights.2436 The idea of sustainable development is firmly 

entrenched in the Grundgesetz and the Constitution of South Africa, whilst the 

environmental provisions in the Constitution of Namibia have been shown to 

be rather ecologically focused with less of a focus on the triple-bottom line 

underpinning sustainable development.2437 As an inherent part of the 

anthropocentric nature of its constitutional environmental provisions, the 

constitutions of Germany, Namibia and South Africa seem to acknowledge the 

notions of inter- and intra-generational equity.2438 The environmental 

provisions in all three constitutions were found to have both a positive and 

negative character, where the positive character compels authorities to take 

affirmative action towards the fulfilment of the provision. The type of positive 

action envisaged includes the deliberate taking into account of environmental 

considerations in decision-making processes and in the interpretation of the 

law generally, as well as the taking of measures related to planning, policy 

and programmes.2439 A prominent focus on the role of the legislature and 

legislation in fulfilling the constitutional environmental provision could be seen 

in the constitutions of Germany and South Africa.2440 In other words, particular 

Refer to 4.2 and 5.2. 
Refer to 6.2. 
Although reference is made in the Grundgesetz to the position of animals. Refer to 
4.2 above. 
Refer to 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2 above. 
Refer to 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2. 
See 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2. 
See 4.2 and 6.2. 
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emphasis is placed in these countries on the need for further law-making and 

implementation in order to fulfil the positive mandate conveyed by the 

constitutional environmental provisions. In Namibia, far more emphasis is 

placed on the need for policy as opposed to legislation in the framework of 

constitutional environmental law.2441 The role of the executive in all three 

countries primarily pertains to the implementation and execution of law as well 

as to the design and implementation of related policy and programmes.2442 In 

regard to the negative character of the constitutional environmental 

provisions, it came to the fore in all three constitutions that these provisions 

also have a defensive or shielding nature, implying that there are certain 

actions that authorities (including local authorities), should refrain from. 

Generally, the constitutional environmental right in South Africa appeared to 

be clearer (although still rather vague) than the constitutional environmental 

provisions in Germany and Namibia on the duties imposed on authorities.2443 

This may be attributed to the fact that section 24 is an enforceable 

environmental right. Whereas section 24(a) in the Constitution of South Africa 

has vertical and horizontal application2444 it was found in the cases of section 

24(b) and the environmental principles of state policy in the constitutions of 

Germany and Namibia that they primarily have vertical application.2445 The 

analyses of all three countries' constitutional environmental law revealed the 

inevitable need to interpret and apply the constitutional environmental 

provision in the light of the entire Constitution.2446 For different reasons neither 

Germany, Namibia nor South Africa has to date seen a flagship court decision 

dealing mainly with the constitutional environmental provisions and the 

obligations they impose on local authorities in these countries. 

Different strengths came to the fore in the analyses of the constitutional and 

environmental law of the three countries, in the context of local authorities' 

fulfilment of the constitutional environmental provisions. The fulfilment of 

constitutional environmental provisions appears to be strengthened by the 

Refer to 5.2. 
See 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2. 
Refer 4.2, 5.2 and 6.2.. 
See 5.2. 
See 4.2, 5.2.2 and 6.2.2.2. 
See 4.3.1, 5.2.4 and 6.2.4. 
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intensifying role that other constitutional provisions play in the interpretation 

and application of the environmental provisions,2447 the establishment of 

environmental goals and targets,2448 the inclusion of reinforcing environmental 

provisions in sub-national constitutions,2449 the entrenchment in law of key 

environmental principles that could guide inter alia the interpretation of 

constitutional environmental law and that create a principled milieu in which 

local authorities should fulfill their positive environmental obligations,2450 the 

design of an inclusive legal instrument that includes all environmentally 

relevant legal provisions such as the Umweltgesetzbuch in Germany,2451 the 

establishment of environmental funds to reduce the financial burden that 

accompanies environmental governance,2452 the establishment of an 

independent body such as an ombudsman with explicit environmental 

functions related to the monitoring of local environmental governance and 

intended to assist in environmental compliance and enforcement generally,2453 

the establishment of measures to strengthen cooperative environmental 

governance, such as legal provision for cooperative government structures,2454 

collective efforts at regional levels to make and implement environmental 

law,2455 and the use of inclusive planning instruments to concretise the 

environmental duties and functions of local government.2456 Generally, nothing 

This holds true in the context of Germany, Namibia and South Africa. See 4.3.1, 
5.2.3 and 6.2.4 above. 
The phenomenon is arguable best developed in Germany. See 4.3 above. 
This trend is best developed in Germany, although some attempts in this regard have 
also been made in South Africa. Refer to 4.6.2 and 6.2.4.14. The development of 
sub-national constitutions has not yet taken place in Namibia. 
These principles are generally more or less the same, although in Germany two 
somewhat novel principles exist, namely the cooperation and integration principles. 
Refer to 4.3.2.1 above. 
Refer to 4.3.2.2. 
This trend receives particular attention in Namibia but is also not altogether foreign to 
Germany and South Africa. See 5.3.2.3, 5.6.7 and 7.4.4. 
Namibia has an ombudsman with specific constitutionally entrenched environmental 
duties, which is a novelty from which South Africa and Germany may learn. Refer to 
5.2.4.3 above. 
Cooperative environmental governance is best provided for in the German and South 
African legal frameworks with still little focus on this aspect in Namibia. See 4.4.6 
and 7.2.4.6. 
In this context, Europe and the EU system were found to be still much more 
advanced than the AU and the SADC, for example. 
This study revealed that planning generally transcends the responsibility of national 
government and that sub-national bodies inclusive of local government may be 
compelled to or feel the need to make use of planning instruments to make more 
concrete constitutional environmental law. Refer to 4.6.5, 5.3.4.2 and 7.2.4.2. 
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in the constitutions under discussion contradicts any of the seven generic 

elements for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions.2457 

Certain weaknesses in the context of local authorities' fulfilment of the 

constitutional environmental provisions became apparent in the constitutional 

and environmental law of the three countries. These include that the 

constitutional provisions are generally weakly formulated concerning their 

deeper meaning for the legislative and executive powers within local 

government,2458 and both the Staatsziel Umweltschutz in the Grundgesetz and 

article 95(1) in the Constitution of Namibia are unenforceable before courts of 

law, a fact which limits judicial interpretation and application and has an 

impact on its tangible influence on local environmental governance.2459 Also, 

the Staatsziel Umweltschutz and article 95(1) as well as section 24(b) of the 

Constitution of South Africa have only vertical application, which means that 

they do not bestow any direct responsibilities on civil society and community 

members.2460 The constitutions in all three countries are silent on the division 

of environmental functions or the nature of the environmental responsibilities 

of different structures within local government, which causes duplication and 

confusion.2461 A related drawback lies in the fact that constitutional law 

generally omits to regulate the process of decentralisation. There is 

accordingly no constitutionally entrenched basis for the decentralisation of the 

environmental duties of the government. Also, the legal frameworks in South 

Africa and Namibia are generally not clear on the parameters of the 

environmental duties and functions of traditional leadership and the role of 

traditional leadership in local environmental governance. 

Consider also Tables 1, 3 and 5 at 4.5.2, 5.5.2 and 7.3.2. 
See 4.2.2.1, 5.2.2 and 6.2.2. Although the environmental right in South Africa is 
perhaps more clear on the type of duties expected of authorities in order to fulfill the 
right, concepts such as 'reasonable ... other measures' and 'well-being' remain to be 
defined in much more detail for authorities and others to be able to determine the 
scope and extent thereof. 
Section 24 of the Constitution of South Africa is, however, an enforceable right. 
Note that this is not true for section 24(a) of the Constitution of South Africa. See 
6.2.2.1. 
Refer to 4.2, 4.4, 5.2, 5.4, 6.2 and 7.2. 
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These strengths and weaknesses are considered in the proposals made for 

South Africa in 8.6 below. 

8.5.2 Status, role and function of local government 

This study has revealed that in Germany, Namibia and South Africa local 

government is the nexus in the relationship between civil society and 

government, and that local government provides essential services, many of 

which relate in some way to the environment.2462 It is expected of local 

government in all three countries to be the public sphere nucleus in regulating, 

for example, the immediate socio-economic and environmental milieu in which 

people live and operate.2463 The review of the German, Namibian and South 

African contexts has shown that local government generally is an 

acknowledged duty-holder in terms of constitutional environmental 

provisions.2464 In all three countries it was evident that local authorities should 

not only refrain from activities and conduct that could hamper the 

constitutional environmental claims of people, but are expected to take 

positive action towards the fulfilment of such claims.2465 Unlike the position in 

the Grundgesetz and the Constitution of Namibia, explicit reference is made in 

the Constitution of South Africa to the need for local authorities' engagement 

in development and environmental affairs.2466 

The idea that local government should be developmentally oriented surfaces 

in the Constitution of South Africa as well as in the country's local government 

framework law.2467 In South Africa there is also clear communication between 

the section 24 environmental right and the constitutional provisions on local 

government generally.2468 In Germany, Namibia and South Africa, politics 

plays a role in local environmental governance as well as in the power of local 

Consider Chapter 3, 4.4, 5.4 and 7.2. 
See 5.5, 5.4 and 7.2. 
Refer to 4.2, 4.4, 5.2, 5.4, 6.2 and 7.2. 
See 4.2.2.2, 5.2.5 and 6.2.4.2. 
See 7.2. 
Refer to 7.2. 
See 7.2. 
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government to make and execute environmental law and policy.2469 In all 

three countries, citizens have the constitutional right to local self-

government.2470 This accompanies the idea of decentralisation of 

governmental powers, which is a particularly prominent focus area in 

Namibia.2471 In all three countries legislation has to further unpack local 

government's powers, functions and duties.2472 Local authorities in all three 

countries have 'limited' legislative and executive powers, in that other 

spheres/levels of government have a supervisory or guarding role.2473 The 

existence of these powers, however, implies that local government in all three 

countries possesses the type of powers generally necessary for the fulfilment 

of constitutional environmental provisions.2474 

It is clear in the German context that municipalities are in charge of all 

functions (inclusive of environmental functions) within their territories that have 

not been explicitly devolved to Lander and/or local government, but which are 

necessary for organising and regulating the daily living conditions of local 

communities.2475 This appears to be the case in South Africa and Namibia 

also. It became particularly clear in the cases of South Africa and Namibia 

(but it may hold true also for Germany), that the division of functions between 

regional and local authorities (Namibia)2476 and district and local authorities 

(South Africa)2477 is complex and not clear at all times, a fact which poses the 

risk of duplication of, or even abstention from the meeting of environmental 

obligations. Germany and South Africa know a system of wall-to-wall local 

government2478 but this system is not known in Namibia and, by implication, 

traditional authorities still have jurisdiction over traditional communities.2479 In 

South Africa traditional communities are simultaneously governed by local 

Refer to 3.4, 4.4, 5.4 and 7.2. 
See 4.4, 5.4 and 7.2. In Germany, this right is also reiterated in the different Lander 
constitutions. 
Refer to 5.4.3.3. 
See 4.4, 5.4 and 7.2. 
See 4.4, 5.4 and 7.2. 
Consider 2.6 and 2.8. 
See 4.4. 
Refer to 5.4 and 5.4.3.2. 
Refer to 7.2 and 7.2.3.3. 
See 4.4 and 7.2. 
See 5.4.3.4. 
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government and traditional authorities.2480 As is the position in Namibia, there 

remains little indication of the ways in which traditional leaders in South Africa 

should pursue their environmental obligations in tandem with the law and 

government structures of the country. In all three countries it appears as if the 

development of environmental bylaws remains for the most part a voluntary 

activity on the part of local authorities.2481 

The revenue base of local authorities consists of different sources of income 

and in all three countries under review, local authorities generate their own 

revenue through different means, but also receive income from other financial 

constructions within the broader government structure.2482 In all three 

countries local government revenue is insufficient to cover all expenses at all 

times and some structural financial problems occur.2483 Perhaps less than in 

the other two countries, there is a focus in Germany on the idea of fiscal 

equality among municipalities.2484 

The feasibility of and need for cooperative governance and good 

intergovernmental relationships are acknowledged in all three countries but 

the legal framework to enable this is weakly developed in Namibia2485 when 

compared with the position in Germany and South Africa.2486 Supervision of 

and assistance for local government by other spheres or levels of government 

is known in all three countries2487 and Germany appears to have several 

supportive structures in place.2488 In contrast with the situation in Namibia and 

South Africa, local authorities and local environmental governance in 

Germany are strengthened even beyond the borders of the country. For 

example, the decentralisation of authority is emphasised in the EL) 

government structure and has a spill-over effect in Germany.2489 

Revert to 7.2.3.5. 
See 7.2.3.5. 
See 4.4, 5.4 and 7.2. 
See 4.4, 5.4 and 7.2. 
See 4.4. 
See 5.4.4. 
See 4.4.6 and 7.2.4.6. 
Refer to 4.4.6, 5.4.4 and 7.2.4.6. 
Consider 4.4.3, 4.4.4 and 4.4.6. 
See for a more comprehensive discussion 4.4.3. 
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Like Namibia, South Africa is faced with the reality that there are barely any 

tangible developments in the SADC and AU regions to offer assistance to the 

local environmental governance efforts of local authorities. However, 

Germany knows the EU system, which favours decentralisation of authority, 

and which has ensured that local government has been represented in the 

formal structures of the EU since its establishment.2490 The Charter of Local 

Self-Government entrenches the principle of subsidiarity and commits the 

ratifying member countries to guarantee the political, administrative and 

financial independence of local government.2491 Germany is accordingly the 

only of the three countries under investigation where local government is to 

some extent also regulated at the regional level. 

8.5.3 Measures to enable local government fulfilment of environmental 

rights 

An analysis of the legal and extralegal developments in Germany, Namibia 

and South Africa employing the seven generic elements for the fulfilment of 

constitutional environmental provisions yields the following results in 

summary:2492 

Table 7 

Generic elements and components Germany Namibia 
South 
Africa 

1 Public participation 

Required in terms of constitutional and/or other law and policy 

Recognised in national environmental principles 

Domestic obligation in environmental context in terms of Aamus 

Convention 

• / / Required in terms of constitutional and/or other law and policy 

Recognised in national environmental principles 

Domestic obligation in environmental context in terms of Aamus 

Convention 

■ / ■/ s 

Required in terms of constitutional and/or other law and policy 

Recognised in national environmental principles 

Domestic obligation in environmental context in terms of Aamus 

Convention 

s X X 

Explicit or implicit recognition in law/policy of the need for public 
participation in local environmental governance 

y X ■ / 

See 4.4.3. 
See 4.4.3. 
^ means that the relevant item has been identified in the country concerned, 0 
means that some aspects of the relevant item have been identified in the country 
concerned but that these aspects do not allow a convincing / . * means that the 
relevant item could not be identified in the country concerned. 
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Faciiitated by means of structures such as ward committees and 
advisory committees as opposed to mere public meetings and 
comment opportunities 

V / S 

2 Collection and dissemination of environmental information 

Required in terms of constitutional and/or other law and policy 

Explicit right to environmental information on the part of public 
and private entities 

Sufficient collection and dissemination infrastructure and 
capacity available 

Recognised in national environmental principles 

Domestic obligation in terms of the Aarhus Convention 

/ •/ ■ / Required in terms of constitutional and/or other law and policy 

Explicit right to environmental information on the part of public 
and private entities 

Sufficient collection and dissemination infrastructure and 
capacity available 

Recognised in national environmental principles 

Domestic obligation in terms of the Aarhus Convention 

■/ X ■/ 

Required in terms of constitutional and/or other law and policy 

Explicit right to environmental information on the part of public 
and private entities 

Sufficient collection and dissemination infrastructure and 
capacity available 

Recognised in national environmental principles 

Domestic obligation in terms of the Aarhus Convention 

■ / X X 

Required in terms of constitutional and/or other law and policy 

Explicit right to environmental information on the part of public 
and private entities 

Sufficient collection and dissemination infrastructure and 
capacity available 

Recognised in national environmental principles 

Domestic obligation in terms of the Aarhus Convention 

s X ■ / 

Required in terms of constitutional and/or other law and policy 

Explicit right to environmental information on the part of public 
and private entities 

Sufficient collection and dissemination infrastructure and 
capacity available 

Recognised in national environmental principles 

Domestic obligation in terms of the Aarhus Convention 
■ / X X 

3 Environmental law, policy and programme development and implementation 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

• y • 
Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

■ / 0 ■ / 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

• 0 s 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

/ ■ / V 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

/ s y 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

■/ m 0 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

■ / 0 0 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

s 0 0 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

X X X 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

/ y V 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

•/ X X 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

0 X X 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government 

V X X 

Framework environmental laws, policies and programmes exist 
at national/provincial/regional levels 

Sectoral environmental laws, policies and programmes exist at 
national/provincial or regional levels 

Constitutional requirement on the part of local government 

Power to make, implement and enforce environmental law 

Power to make and implement environmental policy 

Power to design and implement environmental programmes 

Clear assistance from other spheres/levels of government 

Support from the sphere of government closest to local 
government 

Model environmental laws, policies and/or programmes available 
nationally 

Prominent design of planning instruments at local level 

Prominent implementation of planning instruments at local level 

Evident cooperation and mutual assistance among municipalities 

Sufficient law-making capacity in local government 

Initiative generally allowed on the part of local government • S ■/ 

Additional guidelines provided in regional / provincial 
constitutions 

y X 0 
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4 Environmental compliance and enforcement 

Local authorities are co-responsibie for environmental 
compliance and enforcement 

National enforcement bodies exist to strengthen/assist in local 
environmental compliance and enforcement 

Relationship between national enforcement bodies and local 
authorities clearly regulated 

Provision made for dedicated environmental departments in local 

Government part of mandate of traditional authorities 

El 0 / 
Local authorities are co-responsibie for environmental 
compliance and enforcement 

National enforcement bodies exist to strengthen/assist in local 
environmental compliance and enforcement 

Relationship between national enforcement bodies and local 
authorities clearly regulated 

Provision made for dedicated environmental departments in local 

Government part of mandate of traditional authorities 

• • ■f 

Local authorities are co-responsibie for environmental 
compliance and enforcement 

National enforcement bodies exist to strengthen/assist in local 
environmental compliance and enforcement 

Relationship between national enforcement bodies and local 
authorities clearly regulated 

Provision made for dedicated environmental departments in local 

Government part of mandate of traditional authorities 

X X X 

Local authorities are co-responsibie for environmental 
compliance and enforcement 

National enforcement bodies exist to strengthen/assist in local 
environmental compliance and enforcement 

Relationship between national enforcement bodies and local 
authorities clearly regulated 

Provision made for dedicated environmental departments in local 

Government part of mandate of traditional authorities 

■/ ■/ • 

Local authorities are co-responsibie for environmental 
compliance and enforcement 

National enforcement bodies exist to strengthen/assist in local 
environmental compliance and enforcement 

Relationship between national enforcement bodies and local 
authorities clearly regulated 

Provision made for dedicated environmental departments in local 

Government part of mandate of traditional authorities 
0 0 

5 Provision and maintenance of environmental infrastructure 

Local government obliged ito constitutional, local government 
and/or environmental law to provide and maintain environmental 
infrastructure 

People have the right to equitable access and fair access to 
infrastructure 

Viewed as forming part of environmental justice and the human 
rights framework 

Local government associations exist for the pooling of resources 

Provision for measures other than taxes and levies to cover 
expenses - such as an environmental fund or grant system 

Regional (EU/AU/SADC etc) assistance / guidelines 

■/ •/ y 
Local government obliged ito constitutional, local government 
and/or environmental law to provide and maintain environmental 
infrastructure 

People have the right to equitable access and fair access to 
infrastructure 

Viewed as forming part of environmental justice and the human 
rights framework 

Local government associations exist for the pooling of resources 

Provision for measures other than taxes and levies to cover 
expenses - such as an environmental fund or grant system 

Regional (EU/AU/SADC etc) assistance / guidelines 

s / S 

Local government obliged ito constitutional, local government 
and/or environmental law to provide and maintain environmental 
infrastructure 

People have the right to equitable access and fair access to 
infrastructure 

Viewed as forming part of environmental justice and the human 
rights framework 

Local government associations exist for the pooling of resources 

Provision for measures other than taxes and levies to cover 
expenses - such as an environmental fund or grant system 

Regional (EU/AU/SADC etc) assistance / guidelines 

■ / 
■/ S 

Local government obliged ito constitutional, local government 
and/or environmental law to provide and maintain environmental 
infrastructure 

People have the right to equitable access and fair access to 
infrastructure 

Viewed as forming part of environmental justice and the human 
rights framework 

Local government associations exist for the pooling of resources 

Provision for measures other than taxes and levies to cover 
expenses - such as an environmental fund or grant system 

Regional (EU/AU/SADC etc) assistance / guidelines 

■/ 
X X 

Local government obliged ito constitutional, local government 
and/or environmental law to provide and maintain environmental 
infrastructure 

People have the right to equitable access and fair access to 
infrastructure 

Viewed as forming part of environmental justice and the human 
rights framework 

Local government associations exist for the pooling of resources 

Provision for measures other than taxes and levies to cover 
expenses - such as an environmental fund or grant system 

Regional (EU/AU/SADC etc) assistance / guidelines 

0 ■/ El 

Local government obliged ito constitutional, local government 
and/or environmental law to provide and maintain environmental 
infrastructure 

People have the right to equitable access and fair access to 
infrastructure 

Viewed as forming part of environmental justice and the human 
rights framework 

Local government associations exist for the pooling of resources 

Provision for measures other than taxes and levies to cover 
expenses - such as an environmental fund or grant system 

Regional (EU/AU/SADC etc) assistance / guidelines ■ / X X 

6 Establishment of environmental partnerships 

Explicitly or implicitly included in environmental principles 

Partnerships exist between national, provincial/regional and local 
government 

Partnerships exist among local authorities 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and private sector 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and traditional 
authorities 

Environmental partnerships between local authorities and 
international bodies and NGOs 

Recognition of the need for intergovernmental cooperation and 
intergovernmental relations 

s 0 ■/ Explicitly or implicitly included in environmental principles 

Partnerships exist between national, provincial/regional and local 
government 

Partnerships exist among local authorities 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and private sector 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and traditional 
authorities 

Environmental partnerships between local authorities and 
international bodies and NGOs 

Recognition of the need for intergovernmental cooperation and 
intergovernmental relations 

0 0 0 

Explicitly or implicitly included in environmental principles 

Partnerships exist between national, provincial/regional and local 
government 

Partnerships exist among local authorities 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and private sector 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and traditional 
authorities 

Environmental partnerships between local authorities and 
international bodies and NGOs 

Recognition of the need for intergovernmental cooperation and 
intergovernmental relations 

■ / 0 0 

Explicitly or implicitly included in environmental principles 

Partnerships exist between national, provincial/regional and local 
government 

Partnerships exist among local authorities 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and private sector 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and traditional 
authorities 

Environmental partnerships between local authorities and 
international bodies and NGOs 

Recognition of the need for intergovernmental cooperation and 
intergovernmental relations 

■ / / • 

Explicitly or implicitly included in environmental principles 

Partnerships exist between national, provincial/regional and local 
government 

Partnerships exist among local authorities 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and private sector 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and traditional 
authorities 

Environmental partnerships between local authorities and 
international bodies and NGOs 

Recognition of the need for intergovernmental cooperation and 
intergovernmental relations 

■ X X 

Explicitly or implicitly included in environmental principles 

Partnerships exist between national, provincial/regional and local 
government 

Partnerships exist among local authorities 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and private sector 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and traditional 
authorities 

Environmental partnerships between local authorities and 
international bodies and NGOs 

Recognition of the need for intergovernmental cooperation and 
intergovernmental relations 

■/ 0 0 

Explicitly or implicitly included in environmental principles 

Partnerships exist between national, provincial/regional and local 
government 

Partnerships exist among local authorities 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and private sector 

Partnerships exist between local authorities and traditional 
authorities 

Environmental partnerships between local authorities and 
international bodies and NGOs 

Recognition of the need for intergovernmental cooperation and 
intergovernmental relations / ■ / / 

Provision for establishment of environmental management 
cooperation agreements • / / 
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Various focal government associations/forums to strengthen local 
government partnerships and cooperation 

•/ X X 

7 Environmental education 

Historically entrenched in environmental law and policy 

Explicitly or implicitly included in environmental principles 

Recognition of the role of traditional authorities in environmental 
education 

Explicitly or implicitly provided for in framework and/or sectoral 
environmental law 

•/ X X Historically entrenched in environmental law and policy 

Explicitly or implicitly included in environmental principles 

Recognition of the role of traditional authorities in environmental 
education 

Explicitly or implicitly provided for in framework and/or sectoral 
environmental law 

■/ y • 

Historically entrenched in environmental law and policy 

Explicitly or implicitly included in environmental principles 

Recognition of the role of traditional authorities in environmental 
education 

Explicitly or implicitly provided for in framework and/or sectoral 
environmental law 

■ ■ / 0 

Historically entrenched in environmental law and policy 

Explicitly or implicitly included in environmental principles 

Recognition of the role of traditional authorities in environmental 
education 

Explicitly or implicitly provided for in framework and/or sectoral 
environmental law 

•/ ■ / / 

Acknowledgment of the need for environmental training for local 
government officials and political decision-makers 

■ / v • 

The legal and extralegal developments in Germany, Namibia and South Africa 

in the context of the seven generic elements for the fulfilment of constitutional 

environmental provisions reveal trends that are similar in all three countries 

but also show areas of dissimilarity. In a number of instances the 

developments in Namibia and South Africa, the two African countries, appear 

to be similar. The developments among municipalities within a single country 

may, however, also vary. Some ad hoc local government environmental 

initiatives in three municipalities in the countries under investigation are 

considered below. 

8.5.4 Ad hoc local government initiatives 

By employing case studies on three medium-sized municipalities in Germany, 

Namibia and South Africa that are situated in ecologically sensitive areas and 

that are regarded as environmental champions, some empirical evidence was 

collected with regard to local environmental governance in the three countries 

concerned. The case studies of the municipalities of Heidelberg,2493 Walvis 

Bay2494 and Drakenstein2495 led to interesting findings that in some instances 

(albeit as isolated, ad hoc, and perhaps even exceptional cases) serve to 

2493 

2494 

£495 

See 4.6. 
See 5.6. 
See 7.4. 
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counter some of the lacunae in environmental law frameworks and policy in 

the countries concerned. 

Some generic similarities were identified in the environmental governance 

endeavours of the municipalities of Heidelberg, Walvis Bay and Drakenstein. 

All three municipalities are aware of (1) their environmental responsibilities 

and (2) the fact that the constitutionally entrenched environmental mandate of 

local authorities generally, requires positive action on the part of local 

government officials and political office-bearers. The idea of public 

participation in environmental decision-making and planning is recognised and 

facilitated in all three municipalities.2496 All three municipalities have planning 

instruments with general application, with a strong focus on the environment, 

and which aim to establish the LA 21 of the municipality.2497 These 

instruments include the CDP of Heidelberg,2498 the IEP of Walvis Bay2499 and 

the IDP of Drakenstein.2500 The CDP, IEP and IDP generally consist of a 

number of aims/targets clustered with reference to certain focus areas of 

which the environment in all three cases forms a part.2501 It is established that 

the CDP, IEP and IDP documents have the potential to embrace all seven 

generic elements for local government fulfilment of constitutional 

environmental duties. Also, the CDP, IEP and IDP in and by themselves 

serve to satisfy the demand for environmental policy-making as one of the 

elements for the fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions.2502 

However, all three documents only establish local government policy and do 

not have the force or enduring nature of local law. Both Heidelberg and 

Drakenstein receive environmental guidance from regional/provincial 

authorities and instruments (such as regional/provincial constitutions)2503 whilst 

this seems not to be the case with Walvis Bay. There are generally sufficient 

political backing and financial resources in all three municipalities for the 

Refer to 4.6, 4.6.6, 5.6, 5.6.9, 7.4 and 7.4.5. 
The scope of this study has not allowed for a full-blown investigation into the level of 
implementation of these instruments. 
See 4.6.5. 
See 5.6.4. 
See 7.4.4. 
Refer to 4.6.5, 5.6.4 and 7.4.4. 
Refer to 4.6.5, 5.6.4 and 7.4.4. 
See 4.6 and 7.4. 
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meeting of environmental objectives and environmental cooperation between 

local government officials and political decision-makers.2504 A feature in all 

three municipalities is the cross-sectoral cooperation among different 

departments/sections.2505 Furthermore, private sector role-players are 

involved in the environmental efforts of the three municipalities. The 

municipalities of Walvis Bay and Drakenstein have some sort of an 

environmental fund to encourage and stimulate environment action amongst 

community members.2506 Since neither Walvis Bay nor Drakenstein is situated 

in an area with traditional communities it is not possible to reflect on the 

municipalities' collaboration with traditional leadership. 

Some of the differences between the three municipalities include that 

Heidelberg and Walvis Bay have dedicated environmental departments,2507 

whilst environmental functions are much more dispersed in the case of 

Drakenstein.2508 It seems as if the I DP system of South Africa is unique, in 

that local authorities are compelled in terms of the national Systems Act to 

design these planning instruments in a generally prescribed fashion.2509 

Considering the CDP, IDP and IEP, the CDP of Heidelberg is by far the 

clearest on its targets and objectives as well as the intended 

strategies/steps/sub-objectives involved in its attempt to achieve its 

environmental targets and objectives.2510 Heidelberg is ahead of Walvis Bay 

and Drakenstein in the establishment of measures to evaluate the extent to 

which it is meeting its the CDP objectives. Longitudinal evaluation takes 

place against broad objectives and smaller targets and benchmarks.2511 The 

evaluation is clearly presented in data that reflect progress or regression in 

moving towards the aims of the CDP.2512 The targets and objectives contained 

in the IEP of Walvis Bay and the IDP of Drakenstein are often not measurable 

Consider 4.6, 5.6 and 7.4. 
See 4.6, 5.6 and 7.4. 
See 5.6.7 and 7.4.4. 
See 4.6.4.2 and 5.6.2. 
Refer to 7.4.3.1. 
Refer to the more comprehensive discussion in 7.2.4.2. 
Compare 4.6.5, 5.6.4 and 7.4.4. 
Compare 4.6.5. 
See 4.6.5. 
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and therefore not necessarily conducive to evaluation or reporting.2513 The 

CDP is circular in character, has no envisaged beginning and end, and 

transcends local government election periods,2514 whilst the IDP appears to be 

a linear policy with a pre-determined beginning and end.2515 As an integrated 

environmental policy the IEP has a deadline for its implementation, which also 

makes it less circular in nature than the CDP.2516 The municipality of 

Heidelberg has an array of sectoral environmental bylaws designed primarily 

by local government officials operative in the environmental context,2517 whilst 

the environmental bylaws of Heidelberg and Walvis Bay appear to be 

haphazard and/or outdated.2518 Heidelberg seems to consists of sufficient 

infrastructure for the collection and dissemination of environmental data and 

information, which is not the case with Walvis Bay and Drakenstein.2519 In the 

environmental context, Heidelberg is also much more closely involved with 

ICLEI Europe2520 than are Walvis Bay and Drakenstein with ICLEI Africa. A 

feature in Heidelberg and Drakenstein that seems to be absent in Walvis Bay 

is the establishment of environmental cooperation bodies to address 

horizontal and vertical environmental fragmentation in the 

provincial/district/local government set-up.2521 As far as could be established, 

the idea of sub-local development plans such as the WDPs of Drakenstein2522 

is not known in Heidelberg or Walvis Bay. 

Bearing in mind that Drakenstein is an environmental champion and therefore 

not representative of local environmental governance in South Africa 

generally, local authorities in South Africa may learn several lessons from the 

three case studies included in this thesis. The most prominent of these 

lessons is that local authorities could employ the IDP system to incorporate 

the positive action (the elements) required for the fulfilment of their 

See 5.6.4 and 7.4.4. 
See 4.6.5. 
Refer to 7.4.4. 
Refer to 5.6.4. 
See 4.6. 
See 5.6 and 7.4. 
Compare 4.6, 5.6 and 7.4. 
See 4.6. 
Refer to 4.6 and 7.4. 
See 7.4.4. 
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constitutional environmental duties. Also, the IDP should preferably be 

designed in a circular way, with no predetermined beginning and end -

implying that an IDP should not be completely redesigned once every five 

years in order to facilitate longitudinal assessment and continual 

improvement. Sectoral environmental bylaws are required to complement 

environmental planning and to regulate local environmental governance. 

Furthermore, environmental bylaw-making requires environmental skills and 

sufficient knowledge and capacity amongst the local government officials 

mandated to design and propose environmental bylaws. Local environmental 

governance seems to require cooperation amongst local government 

departments, the different spheres of government, and amongst local 

government officials and political office bearers. Furthermore, environmental 

innovation and effective local environmental governance obviously require the 

provision of sufficient financial resources. South Africa appears to lack the 

necessary infrastructure for environmental data collection and dissemination. 

Also, cooperation with international bodies such as ICLEI assists 

municipalities in the local environmental governance endeavour. Public 

participation and involvement are crucial in local government planning and 

environmental decision-making. In the last instance, the design of ward 

development plans and the establishment of local environmental funds may 

strengthen public participation in local environmental governance. 

8.6 Recommendations2523 

In the light of the foregoing, this study proposes the following short/medium 

and long term strategies to improve the existing legislative and policy 

framework within which South Africa's local authorities should fulfill the 

positive obligations imposed on them by the constitutional environmental right: 

Although the discussions in this thesis were mostly of a general nature, it is 
attempted here to make specific recommendations albeit based on the broader 
findings of the study. 
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8.6.1 Short/medium - term 

Public participation 

• A national assessment must be conducted in all municipal areas to 

ascertain the existing level and quality of public participation in local 

environmental governance and to make a needs analysis that involves 

both local authorities and local communities. 

• Based on the assessment and needs analysis referred to above, national 

guidelines must be published on ways in which local authorities can best 

facilitate and improve public participation in local environmental 

governance. 

• Each municipality should appoint environmental experts in their 

communities to serve on a municipal environmental advisory committee as 

provided for in the Systems Act, with the mandate to partake and assist 

the municipality in environmental decision-making. 

• Local authorities must be sensitised to and trained on how best to include 

and incorporate public comments and opinion in local government 

environmental decision-making. 

• Where relevant, municipalities must establish measures to facilitate and 

encourage the participation of traditional authorities in local environmental 

governance. 

Collection and dissemination of environmental information 

• A national assessment must be conducted in municipalities and provincial 

and national government to estimate the type of environmental 

information/data currently collected and documented by and available from 

different authorities. 

• Based on this assessment it should be made clear to local authorities in 

terms of law or policy what type of environmental information they should 

collect and record, when, and by what means. 

• National guidelines should be published on the dissemination of 

environmental information by local authorities. 
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Development and implementation of environmental policy, law and 
programmes 

• Local authorities must continuously be sensitised on their positive 

environmental obligations in terms of the Constitution, and framework local 

government and environmental law as well as in terms of sectoral 

environmental law. 

• An immediate national assessment and continuous monitoring must take 

place of local government progress in the implementation of IDPs and of 

performance management systems as compelled by the Systems Act. 

• Local authorities must be compelled to align their entire IDPs with the 

environmental obligations of local government contained in all framework 

and sectoral environmental legislation (and not only those laws that refer 

to the IDPs). 

• Local authorities should be encouraged to draft and implement a tailor-

made local framework environmental policy or a framework environmental 

bylaw in line with the Constitution and law. Such policy or framework 

bylaw should serve to direct environmental decision-making in local 

government and should inform the environmental content of the I DP. 

Compliance and enforcement of environmental law 

• EMIs in local government should be appointed, trained and capacitated as 

soon as possible to enforce environmental legislation in the local sphere. 

• Local government environmental officers such as waste management and 

air quality officers should be trained and capacitated to assist with the 

implementation, enforcement and monitoring of the relevant sectoral 

environmental legislation in the local sphere. 

• EMIs in local government, once appointed, and other local government 

environmental officers should be trained and capacitated to employ their 

enforcement powers in a fair and accountable mariner. 

• EMIs in local government and other local government environmental 

officers should jointly design and implement measures in which to improve 

and encourage environmental compliance on the part of local government 

and local communities. 
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• Existing framework and sectoral environmental legislation in the national 

and provincial spheres of government should be revised and amended 

where possible to clarify the duties of metropolitan, local and district 

municipalities, as well as of traditional leadership where applicable. 

Provision of environmental infrastructure 

• Local government officials and political office bearers should be sensitised 

to the link between peoples' basic human rights and the provision of 

environmental infrastructure. 

• Local authorities must continuously conduct needs analyses in local 

communities on the provision and maintenance of environmental 

infrastructure for such data to feed into local planning, budgeting and 

decision-making processes. 

• Based on these needs analyses clear, measurable and realistic targets 

must be set for the provision and maintenance of environmental 

infrastructure in municipalities' IDPs. 

• Local government budgets must make sufficient room for the provision and 

maintenance of environmental infrastructure and, where necessary, 

additional funding should be obtained or alternative revenue mechanisms 

should be designed and implemented. 

Establishment of partnerships 

• Local authorities must be encouraged to and assisted to establish 

environmental partnerships/cooperation agreements among themselves 

for the pooling of financial and human resources. 

• Local authorities must be sensitised to the opportunities inherent in 

establishing environmental partnerships/cooperation agreements with the 

private sector in terms of the NEMA, for example. 

• The private sector must be made aware of its corporate responsibility to 

establish environmental partnerships /cooperation agreements with 

municipalities. 

• Local authorities must be encouraged to enter into partnerships with 

international bodies involved with local government and local 
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environmental governance in particular. At national level the Department 

of Provincial and Local Government and the Department of Foreign Affairs 

should assist in this regard where necessary. 

• Local authorities must be encouraged to enter into partnerships with 

foreign municipalities - especially their SADC neighbours - to improve 

cross-border local environmental governance and to share learning 

experiences in the environmental context. 

Environmental education 

• Municipalities and local communities must be educated on the existence 

and meaning of the section 24 environmental right and its enforceability 

before the courts. 

• Ongoing environmental training programmes directed at local government 

officials and political decision-makers must be implemented across South 

Africa. 

• Local authorities must be sensitised on the role of education (including 

informal, formal, child and adult education) in sustainable development, 

generally. 

• Where possible, local government should become involved in the 

establishment of environmental education centres at primary, secondary 

and tertiary levels. 

• National guidelines must be published on key environmental issues that 

need to be addressed in environmental education, and on the role that 

local government can play in assisting in environmental education 

endeavours. 

• Inclusive awareness-raising and training programmes designed for political 

office bearers in the specific must be developed and implemented to 

minimise the negative effects of the 'politics of pollution' and to encourage 

political accountability in the environmental context. 
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8.6.2 Long-term 

A national environmental framework policy for local authorities must be 

designed and implemented. This framework policy has to be aligned with the 

Constitution, NEMA, Systems Act, Structures Act and the DSF and should 

include at least: 

• An explanatory definition of the environment in the local government 

context; 

• An explanation of the section 24 environmental right and the positive 

obligations imposed specifically by section 24(b); 

• The environmental principles in NEMA, albeit tailor-made and decoded for 

local government, as well as a principle similar to the cooperation principle, 

as it is known in Germany; 

• A register of the generic environmental functions of local municipalities, 

district municipalities, metropolitan municipalities and traditional authorities 

distilled from all applicable framework and sectoral environmental law as 

well as the DSF; 

• Measures to avoid unfunded environmental mandates in instances where 

environmental functions devolve on local government in terms of 

environmental law, in order to ensure simultaneous decentralisation of 

financial resources, skills and capacity; 

• A list of key environmental issues in South Africa with an obligation on the 

part of municipalities to incorporate those environmental issues relevant to 

their particular areas, by means of the incorporation of objectives, targets 

and performance indicators in their IDPs; 

• Minimum environmental standards related to the environmental sectors 

that local government is responsible for, for local authorities to translate 

into measurable objectives and targets, and to serve as guidelines in 

municipal planning and budgeting; 

• Minimum standards pertaining to the seven generic elements for the 

fulfilment of constitutional environmental provisions; 

• Draft/model environmental bylaws for key environmental sectors that local 

government is generally responsible for, designed collaboratively by the 
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Department of Provincial and Local Government, the Department of 

Environmental Affairs and Tourism, and other relevant departments, and to 

be adapted and adopted by municipalities; 

• Guidelines for all relevant national and provincial government functionaries 

on the process of and feasibility of decentralising to local government 

sector-specific environmental functions, bearing in mind the constitutional 

powers, functions and areas of competence of local government; 

• Minimum standards pertaining to the provision of assistance to 

municipalities on the part of district municipalities and provincial 

government; and 

• A number of mechanisms that local authorities could employ as relevant to 

counter horizontal and vertical environmental fragmentation in local 

environmental governance. 

Although this study has not pertinently addressed regional law and 

instruments it is possible to learn broad lessons from the European 

experience.2524 It seems feasible for local government issues to be dealt with 

not only at the domestic level but also at the regional level.2525 It is therefore 

tentatively proposed that the AU and/or SADC should negotiate and 
develop environmental guidelines and instruments to assist in the 

domestic decentralisation of environmental governance in member states, and 

should consider the establishment of local government forums in the region 

for the sharing of skills, knowledge and resources related to local 

environmental governance. The SADC should also consider the negotiation 

and development of a Local Government Protocol to serve a purpose similar 

to that of the Council of Europe Charter of Local Self-Government Charter in 

Europe.2526 The Protocol should at least address the issues captured in the 

Charter, albeit tailored for the African context and region-specific features and 

institutions, including traditional leadership. 
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8.7 Concluding remarks 

The environment and the changes that occur therein impact on human 

relationships - the exact relations that the law and lawyers should aim to 

regulate. Concerning the state of the environment in South Africa and 

elsewhere, the section 24 environmental right and constitutional provisions 

alike are expected to increasingly become legal escape routes for people 

entrapped in environments left unprotected and disrespected by others, 

inclusive of the government. This research demonstrates that South Africa 

experiences different challenges in the local government and environmental 

contexts - the impact of which is exacerbated when looking at the novel and 

still murky terrain of local environmental governance. But the breadth of the 

reach of the Constitution and the novel legislative framework on local 

environmental governance have significant potential for local authorities in 

South Africa. This study may contribute to furthering the development of local 

environmental governance as part of a broader response to constitutional 

change and the environmental challenges in South Africa. However, it is up to 

the environmental and constitutional lawyers, local government officials and 

politicians, and everyone living in this country, to give effect to the section 24 

environmental right, and to make the legal tools, systems and structures of 

local government work to the equal benefit of our own and our children's' 

environment. 
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PROVISIONS IN OTHER ENVIRONMENTAL LAWS APPLICABLE TO 
LOCAL GOVERNMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA 

Environmental Conservation Act 73 of 1989 

By and large, this act has been repealed after the promulgation of the NEMA. The Act initially 

aimed to provide for the effective protection and controlled utilisation of the environment and 

for matters incidental thereto. The obligations on local government that still apply include that 

local authorities: 

• May not establish, provide or operate any disposal site without a permit issued by the 

Minister of Water Affairs (section 20(a)); 

• May not undertake an activity identified in terms of section 21 (1) or cause such an 

activity to be undertaken except by virtue of a written authorisation following an 

environmental impact assessment (section 22) and 

• May, if in the opinion of the local authority concerned, any person performs any activity or 

fails to perform any activity as a result of which the environment is or may be seriously 

damaged, endangered or detrimentally affected, in writing direct such person to cease 

such activity; or to take such steps as the local authority or government institution may 

deem fit, within a period specified in the direction, with a view to eliminating, reducing or 

preventing the damage, danger or detrimental effect (section 31 A). 

Development Facilitation Act 67 of 1995 

This act in the main aims at introducing extraordinary measures to facilitate and speed up the 

implementation of reconstruction and development programmes and projects in relation to 

land in South Africa. The primary obligations imposed on a local authority include to: 

• Acquaint itself with and comply with the legal obligations pertaining to the principles for 

land development - some of which are directly related to environmentally sustainable land 

development (sections 2 and 3); 

• Set land development objectives for the municipal area in relation to the subject matters 

listed in the Act, one of which is sustained utilisation of the environment (section 27 and 

28); 

• Submit land development applications where applicable (section 31); 

• Fulfill any delegated function related to land development (section 45) and 

• Comply with all other obligations of a general nature that may pertain to land which the 

local authority owns or control. 
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National Water Act 36 of 1998 

The Act aims to provide for fundamental reform of the law relating to water resources. The 

obligations imposed on local government include that a local authority should: 

• Acquaint itself with the content, scope and obligations of local government generally in 

terms of the national water resource strategy and any applicable catchment management 

strategy (sections 7-11); 

• Respect and fulfill the right of community members to use water in or from a water 

resource for purposes such as reasonable domestic use, domestic gardening, animal 

watering, fire fighting and recreational use (section 4 and schedule 1); 

• Take responsibility for taking measures to prevent pollution of water resources which it 

owns, controls, occupies or uses (sections 18 and 19) and 

• Comply with all the duties of a water-user inclusive of application for water-use 

authorisations such as compulsory licenses for water use in respect of a specific resource 

(sections 21-55). 

National Water Services Act 108 of 1997 

The Act aims to provide inter alia for the rights of access to a basic water supply and 

sanitation. It aims to establish a regulatory framework for water services institutions and the 

monitoring of water services. The obligations of local government contained in the Act 

include that a local authority: 

• Should fulfill its obligations as a water services authority related to ensuring access to 

water services (sections 3 and 4); 

• Must in its water services development plan, provide for measures to realise the right of 

access to basic water supply and sanitation (section 3); 

• Must develop bylaws on the promotion of water services and conditions as outlined in the 

Act (section 21) and 

• Should set conditions inter alia for determination of a structure of tariffs, conditions for 

payment, procedures for limiting or discontinuing water services and measures to 

promote water conservation and demand (section 4). 

If the water services provided by the municipality are unable to meet the requirements of all 

existing consumers, the municipality must give preference to the provision of basic water 

supply and basic sanitation to them (section 5). A local authority should furthermore: 

• Consider applications for industries' use of water and may not unreasonably withhold 

approval or may give approval subject to reasonable conditions (section 8); 
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• Abide by the different prescribed national standards related to provision of water services, 

the nature, operation, sustainability, operational efficiency, economic viability of water 

services, tariffs etc (sections 9 and 10) and 

• Progressively ensure to all consumers or potential consumers in its area of jurisdiction, 

efficient, affordable, economic and sustainable access to water services subject to some 

conditions and by taking into account a number of factors (sections 11 (1 )-(3)). 

A local authority may not unreasonably refuse or fail to give access to water services to a 

consumer or potential consumer (section 11 (4)) but it must: 

• In emergency situations take reasonable steps to provide basic water supply and 

sanitation services to any person within its area of jurisdiction and may do so at the cost 

of that municipality (section 11 (5)); 

• Draft as part of the IDP a water services development plan for its area as well as a 

summary of that plan (sections 12(1) and 13); 

• Comply with the prescribed process for the adoption of the development plan and report 

on its implementation during each financial year (sections 15 and 16) and 

• Monitor the performance of water services providers and water services intermediaries 

within its area to ensure or ascertain compliance (section 27). 

National Heritage Resources Act 25 of 1999 

The Act aims inter alia to introduce an integrated and interactive system for the management 

of national heritage resources; promote good governance at all levels; lay down general 

principles for governing heritage resources management throughout South Africa; set norms 

and maintain essential national standards for the management and protection of heritage 

resources; and provide for the protection and management of conservation-worthy places and 

areas by local authorities. The obligations imposed on local government include that a local 

authority must: 

• Abide by and consult the general framework and recommendations for heritage resource 

management in South Africa (section 4); 

• Recognise the set principles for heritage resource management (sections 5 and 6); 

• See to local level management of heritage resources (section 8); 

• Take responsibility for identification and management of Grade II heritage resources and 

heritage resources which are deemed to fall within its competence in terms of the Act 

(section 8(4)); 

• Be competent to manage heritage resources, failing which this responsibility will be 

assumed by an authority at higher level or competent authority at the same level; 

• Apply for assessment of competence (sections 8(6)(a) and (c)); 
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• Maintain and conserve the heritage resources under its control in accordance with 

standards and procedures set out in regulations by the SAHRA (South African Heritage 

Resources Agency); 

• Annually submit to the SAHRA a report on the maintenance and development of such 

resources together with the preparation of a management plan for specified heritage 

resources (sections 9(3) and 13); 

• Inform the provincial heritage resources authority of the intention to destroy or delete any 

architectural or technical drawings in whatever medium and make such drawings 

available to a heritage authority free of charge (section 9(8)); 

• Abide by the general principles of procedure for decisions by the municipality regarding 

the management and administration of the national estate of an assigned authority 

(section 10); 

• As a heritage resource authority conduct all action required by such authorities inclusive 

of furnishing information, advice and assistance to enhance public sensitivity towards and 

awareness of the need for management of the national estate (section 25); 

• Regularly inspect heritage resources which are protected (section 25); 

• Make arrangements to ensure the protection and management of all heritage resources 

and property owned or controlled by it or vested in it (section 25) and 

• Conduct all delegated functions and powers (section 26). 

If the municipality is owner of a heritage site, it must: 

• Maintain such a site according to a minimum standard and according to the procedure 

prescribed (section 27) and 

• Notify the SAHRA and the provincial heritage resources authority when a place within the 

municipal area which has been listed by the province is destroyed (section 30(10)). 

Furthermore: 

• After publication of inclusion in the provincial heritage register of a place within the 

municipal area, a municipality must make provision for the protection of such heritage 

place through the provisions of its planning scheme or bylaws, which must be approved 

by the provincial heritage resources authority (section 30(11)) and 

• A planning authority must at the time of revision of a town or planning scheme or revision 

of a spatial plan investigate the need for the designation of heritage areas to protect any 

place of environmental or cultural interest (section 31(1)). 

• A local authority must also: 

o provide for the protection of a heritage area through the provisions of its planning 

scheme or bylaws - these should be jointly approved (sections 31 (7) and 54); 
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o operate according to the legal framework pertaining to heritage objects, 

structures, archaeology, palaeontology, meteorites, burial grounds, graves, public 

monuments and memorials (sections 32, 34, 35 and 36); 

o abide by the provisions of any heritage agreement with the SAHRA (section 42) 

and 

o coordinate and promote the presentation and use of places of cultural 

significance and heritage resources which form part of the national estate or for 

which the municipality is responsible, for public enjoyment, education, research 

and tourism. 

Also, a municipality may designate any area or land to be a heritage area on the grounds of 

its environmental or cultural interest or the presence of heritage resources, provided that it 

first consults with the provincial heritage resources authority and owners of property in the 

area and any affected area (section 31 (5)) and it may in planning schemes or bylaws or by 

any other means provide incentives for the conservation of heritage resources (section 43). 

Disaster Management Act 57 of 2002 

The Act aims to provide for an integrated and coordinated disaster management policy that 

focuses on preventing or reducing the risk of disasters, mitigating the severity of disasters, 

emergency preparedness, rapid and effective response to disasters, and post-disaster 

recovery. It also establishes national, provincial and municipal disaster management centers 

and regulates matters generally related to disaster management. The obligations imposed on 

local authorities include that: 

• Municipalities, to the extent required by the province, may be requested to cooperate with 

the province in preparing a disaster management plan for the province (section 39(3)); 

• Each metropolitan and each district municipality must establish and implement a 

framework for disaster management in the municipality aimed at ensuring an integrated 

and uniform approach to disaster management in its area (section 42(1)); 

• Each metropolitan and each district municipality must establish in its administration a 

disaster management centre for its municipal area (section 43); 

• A municipal disaster management centre, to the extent that it has the capacity, must give 

guidance to organs of state, the private sector, non-governmental organisations, 

communities and individuals in the municipal area to assess and prevent or reduce the 

risk of disasters (section 47(1)); 

• Each municipal entity indicated in the national or the relevant provincial or municipal 

disaster management framework must prepare a disaster management plan (section 

52(1)) and 
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• Irrespective of whether or not a local state of disaster has been declared the council of a 

metropolitan municipality is primarily responsible for the coordination and management of 

local disasters that occur in its area (section 54(1)). 
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